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*1.1

NEW DATA ON THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE PASSIVE FILM ON IRON

M. KEDDAM* and C. PALLOTTA**
* LP 15 CNRS "Physique des Liquides et Electrochimie", Universit6 Pierre et
Marie Curie, 4 place Jussieu, 75230 Paris Cedex 05, France.

** Departamento de Fisoco-Quimica, Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, Ciudad
Universitaria, Pabellon II, 1428 Nunez Buenos Aires, Argentina.

introduction

Di ri.g the last ten years pascivity stufias have been perfored mainly
,.0 V. by means of in-stu optical 2echniiue. and t.,n -.-itit snrface spectrosco-

ples .1ost of these contributions dealt witli neuro1 wuskly aL ;ass me"sa
(boric-borate buffered solutions). During the same 9ricd no 7erious
advantage was taken from the advances in non -tea,) state electrochemical
techniques such as complex impedance measulement at very low frequencies by
correlation or FF' signal processing. This lecture will report the results
recently obtained in our group by applying these techniques to iron passi-
vity in various acidic media. The use of impedance measurements was essen-
tiallv aimed at sePdraring the transport properties of the passive film,
the charge transfer at the film boundaries and the growth kinetics. One of
the miin point being the identification of the process controlling the
el-ctrode polarization in the passive range. In addition to electrochemical
impedance, electrohydrodynamical (EnfD) impedances were introduced for the
first time in passivity studies.

Experimental

A Solartron equipment (TFA 1250 and electrochemical interface 1186)
was used. FFT techniques (HP 5451C) was restricted to the very low frequen-

A cy part of the spectrum (f < 0.01 Hz). M/odulation of the angular velocity
of the disc electrode (EHD) was perforuted with a fast response mechanical
feed-back.

Fesults

I A typical shape of the impcdance diagram of passive iron is shown in
Fig. 1.

Transport mechanism in the film suistainin L, tho passive current Ip was
, ow rj:ysed from the potenzial depunacnce cf , resistance of the film with

no relaxation of thu film thickness, Rsule' obtained for the transfer
pernmeter RHFIp are shown in Fig. 2,estatlishing a ,;imilar3ty of behaviour
amt.nr all the electrolytes invc'sti-atoo. All the rr; 'I straight lines
Would overlap perfectly if their poLantizi saile ,,re rucalibrated on the

*:- F 'age pCs.,:ntial relative to e..cl, L U,. ro: "iv. 2 i z uas inferred that
' 3 : .t s o'f an in,-rface c.':Orec1A Q'F at tl0 'J .0 etenti;1i) p Lus a

,In aulk c,':) ri itjtion (;io,' t £ Ii tt.i 31 t). 5 "-, '- film 2hick , w

ded-urcd ,n go i ~al ~h1ieduCcr.

*- 
-. " ,2



The occurre -nce of a pure capacitance r in the millihertz range is
tightly connected with the infinite polarization resistance (passivity pla-
teau) exhibited by the system. It rules out any diffusion controlled and
reflects the relaxation of film thickness with the potential. However the r
value (order of 30 =r.cm-2) is by one order of magnitude greater than the
value predicted from the faradaic charge stored in the passive film. This
result is consistent with the existence of a not-ble dissolucion component
in! the transient response of the passive fil, 3.

Classically, redox reactions; provide information on the film ability to
support electron transfer. The use of hvdrociynam-,-icQ perturbations gav.e a
re.; isight into thu_ control of redox kinetic, in an o-uter region of The -

fi~m, strongly influentced bythe tclectr--'v?yt .i~ Fig 3sho-,:s tne
reciprocal Levich plot (1-/1/2 fcr the ferro to rroI:L yvdaticzn
on a passive iron surfacc in the three acidic i n rve5tigdtod. A fast

* . r-action with pure diffusion control is found in JCOa mixed ki-natxcs is
observc-d in H3P04, H2S0 4 lying in the ridrarngu-. E!-D data (Bode-plane) pre-
sented in Fig. 4 allowed to establish that the passivu film in HC104 behaves
clarsically as j platinum disc (diffusion layer in, tha liquid phase). In
contrast, H2S04 and even more clearly H3P04 reveal a mioz, complicated DID
;a-tern thus indicating the existence of a diffusion control in a surface
-Con~r of t:, passive film undergoing a specific alteration by the modula-
Lion cof the rotation speed 4.

Cn c u s i 0-

-,.u resulting picture of the passive fil= on iron in acidic media is
that of a two-layer structure 5 an inner region practically independent of
the electrolyte compocition in which the electric field is located, an
outer part accomodating the composition effects in which most of the film
irtra:tions with the surrounding electrolyte take place. A serious simila-

ANA rity with the sarface properties of iron ftides colloidal particles is
rphisled. Thi s idea is also strongly supported by the behavioural sequence:

Tc-rohlorate-sulfate-phosphonatE, tound in the present work and the increa-
au.ascrbabilitv of these anions on iron oxides in thpir colloidal state.

R~e f er enoe,

'?assiViLV of M!eCu10", R.P. Frankenthal ard J. Kruger Ed., The Electro-
t C 1. s u. ILict , ('c ros iort Monograph 'Series, Princeton N.J. (1978).

"F~a~t Of ot Lals and Svniconductors", M. Frcnen:- Fd., Elsevier (193).
Z. C. Dtslouis, C. Cabric Iii, P. Saiatc-Rosu Fornchine and B. Tribollet,

Flectrocht--. Soc. 129, 107 (1932).
~M. Fedd~m, .T.F. Lizee, C. Pallotrta and hi. Takenouti, Ibid. 131, 2016

M. 1(ed.at and C. Evillotta, Ibid. 132, 781 (1985).
.J.L.. Ord and D.J Dr-ier, Ibid. 11.3, 1125B ("1956)
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* 1.2

PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS
FOR THE STUDY OF CORROSION KINETICS

E. Heitz
Dechema-Institut, Frankfurt/M., Fed.-Rep. Germany

The objectives of corrosion testing and corrosion investigations are the
production of data on the performance of material/medium systems, the study
of corrosion mechanisms and the choice of appropriate corrosion protection
methods. Since most corrosion processes are electrochemical in nature an in-
creasing interest to apply such methods in corrosion testing and corrosion
control has been experienced in recent times.

It is important for the discussion of the applicability of electrochemical
methods to analyse the type and distribution of problems occurring in in-
dustrial practice and in everyday life. They are:

1. Corrosion case history evaluation and corrosion control measures
2. Determination of corrosion rates for given corrosion systems
3. Material selection for given corrosive media and corrosion conditions
4. Development of new electrochemical testing and monitoring methods
5. Accompanying research to enhance the application of new technologies and

the development of new materials.

With regard to the relative importance of thermodynamic or kinetic methods,
only in a few cases purely thermodynamic considerations of the kind: corro-
lion - yes or now? are relevant. By far the largest amount of problems is
concerned with kinetic questions such as corrosion rates as function of
ic'ressive agents concentrations, of critical conditions for the occurrence of
;e-tain corrosion mechanisms or the range of safe applicability of a corrosion
pr~tcction method.

n additicn the great variety of practical problems requires a great number of
electrochemical methods to be anlysed with regard to tl'e.r ute, significance
anl l imitations. Sirra ,xparimrntai r;.thods in electrc.h),ois~" are Ovcomi,,;
crc diverse new tectiniques of electro,:hefitical cutrosion testing ;a4e vc, i,o

cf....irsered /1/.

It is useful to classify the large field of electrochemical nethods as follows:

j Polirisation measurements - Stationary methods (corrosion rates; active-
pa-sive beraviour; critical potentials)

4 b) "nlarisation .easurements - HIon-stationary methods (impedance spectroscopY,
.vIta.imetry a.s.o.)

c Potential meisurcments (monitoring in the plant or in the field)
d Cjrrent measirements (bimetallic corrosion; stray current corrosion)
e) Advances in measuring techniques (computer control and eviluation).

-,Z
-. '



1.2-1

Prior to applying electrochemical methods one must realize the scale of the
experiments with respect to the size of the specimen and the test apparatus
and the choice of an appropriate test duration. It is only recently, that
systematic considerations on the principles of scaling corrosion test have
been made /2,3/.

For the illustration of the above statements a number of examples are given.

References

1) Elactrochemical Corrosion Testing with special consideration of Practical
Applications; Proc. of a workshop in Ferrara, Sept. 1985 (in preparation)

2) E. Heitz, Proc. 9th Intern. Congr. Met. Corrosion, Toronto, Vol. 3, p. 9
(1984)

3) L. Clerbois, E. Heitz, F. P. lIjsseling, J. C. Rowlands, J. P. Simpson;
Brit. Corr. J. 1985 (in print)
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1.3

PASSIVITY BREAKDOWN AND REPASSIVATION PROCESSES IN PITTING AND STRESS

CORROSION CRACKING OF METALS AND ALLOYS.

,Josi R. Galvele.

Departamento Materiales, Comisi6n Nacional de Energia At6mica,
*Avda. Libertador 8250, Buenos Aires-1429, Argentina.

Passivity of metals and alloys is very important from an
applied point of view, and its breakdown is usually a source of serious
problems. Two aspects of passivity breakdown will be discussed in the
present work. :n the first one, as a result of envircnmencal changes,
passivity breaks down leading to pitting. In the second, passivity
breakdown occurs as a result of the action of onvironment plus mechanical
stresaes in the cetal, and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is found. Our
degree cf understanding in these two areas is very different. While in
scme cax. 4f pitting we have reached a reasonable degree of uidersranding,
which allows us to predict new cases of pitting, as well as the conditions
leading to pitting inhibition, we are still very far from such a degree of
understanding in the case of stress corrosion cracking.

Three different types of pitting, presenting similar morphQlogies,
but foillwing different mechanisms, are to be distinguished (1):

I)-B-lectrochemical depassivation,
2)-Chemical depassivation,

and 3)-Etch pitting (or: Stainless steal-HCI type).

n th. e prebct work we are concerned only with the first type: Electro-
-hcTic:al depassivation. Under potentiostatic conditions this type of pitting
starts o.ly above a certain potential, called pitting potential (Ep). This
potentia2. -as found to be function of tue aggressive ion concentration, the
alh:/ ccmosi ion, the pH, the presence of buffers. etc.

Transport process analysis (2,3,4) has shown that electrochemical
ieparsivarisn appears as a result of localized acidification (or more
precisely, 1eplcation of the Of{- ligand) at the metal-sclution interface.

Th is an, ysi.s shows that there is a critical parameter, X.i, for passivity
h:eakdown; whore .K the ion cdiffuaion pa:h in incipienct pits, and i, rhe
anodic zurre .t dcitv circlat, -:hrugh then. Uually t:ho value of the

critical .aramctec i2 !c, r.vpica!lv X.- - ' A.cm
-

, and it incrcasi
in the preseaze of buffers, or with the increase of pH of the envitonment.
The existenc2 of this parameter shows that pitting .nd crevii:e corrosiot,
are machanistically equivalent, the only difference heing the size of the
diffuion path, X. The pitting potential is given by (2,3.4):

Ep - Ec + n

W.ere i is the corrosion potential of the metnl in the pit-Lire 3olution,
r, is the polazization necessary to reach the critical X.i value, and * is
he potential drop in the pit.

Ip



1.3-3.

In the case of SCC the three most frequent mechanisms found
are:

a)-.liquid metal embrittlement,
',)-hydrogen embrittlement,

and c)-brittle film rupture plus anodic dlisoiuticm.

The third type of mechanism is frequent with ductile metals and alloys
that are protected by a corrosion film and exposed to environments where
clectrochemical corrosion could rake place. The inter-mediate strain rate
tecriLque (ISRT), used in our laboratory, has shown that there are
71U!7i'ous cases where SCC propagates under anodic control (5,6,7), anodic
di .,,olution accounting for al~l the crack velocities found. The maechanism
)Ithins process, at an atomic level, is still unclear. Isotropic slip
dissolution and slow repassivation were widely suggested, but have not
been, confirmed by recent experimental results, Cleavage of the moetal,
triggered by the cracking of an anodically formed film, has also been
suggested, but does not fit with the elfoctrcochemical measurements. Alter-
native mnechanisms, discussed in the present paper, are: 1) anisotropic
slip ._op dissolution; and 2) cleavage of an anodically formed film, where
t .ie raite of crack propagation is given bv the rate of formation of such a
film. This type of mechanism could be coperative with dealloved films and
-.h thick, anodically formed films. 'No cracking shouild be Zound in the

presence of thiiu passive films. in this last situatiou only ';%
rati cracks could theoretically be formed. In prcce as result of

toe -metallurgical properties of the metal, ductile failure will take

,,1aze before any measurable crack is formed.

4~'-.R.alvlePresent State of Understanding of the Breakdown of
?onssfvitv and Repassivat~oa, -n: PASSVTMY OF XE7ALS (R.P. Prankon-

,4a I and- J. Kru -or, ad.) The Elet --chcr.m cal . "t, N.w Jersey,

3)Jr.a.'e'e Corrosion Szi. , 21, 551(91)_A
(..)S.~rvaoand J.R.Galvele, Corro)s;,a Sci . ,21, 517 (1994*

R vI c. Lre . r, rrc~p- r FJx u. Le. C>.r ,a cr~c.~g k. a

-1i 'nt urn 5 ti oral Corso"':i ic ovo.to.R'(,) J~c ~ .~
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EFFECT OF ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESSES ON THE INITIATION
AND PROPAGATION OF STRESS CORROSION CRACKS IN METALS

E. WENDLER - KALSC!!
Institute of Materials Science

Cniversity of Erlangen- Nirnberg (Germanv)

|-

"ne initiation of stress corrosion cracks on a metallic material
oc,2urs as the result of a preferred corrosion attack on localized
microscopic surface sites. The condition can normally be observed
follcwing the formation of a protecting surface layer, which
suffers a localized breakdown or rupture during mechanical stres-
sing of the metal in a specific corrosion agent. The localized
rupture of the oxide film can have various causes and is largely
aeterriined by the particular metal/agent corrosion system as
sr-hn below in using some typical examples.

.the System Cu7TZn30/air.Toniacal solution, crack initiation is
• zter:'.ine:d by the morphology, structire aand thickness of the far-t_,_ ... Lro,:i, e surface layer (Cu-O or CuO) and it.. -os...ible efiecczste 4i:-location motion in the surface areis of the oxide-coa-

ted '.aterit.l.

, T- :zn te ex7 xrimenta fin,.1ings, a r ~ecb. of th: .;trss
* cr~.ck;g ofT brisq 'i. >.: nacal .t.ir

t t hz _ .here h .. ,ati,_n dC::. e
-co,.o% pile--ups resuit in, local uaptur- of e-r.c ac{., f ' ..

and lo-w-alloy steels show active/passive re-. .)nse kn
:ik.rc solut-ios and also, fiir examrple, in carbonate .olutions.

. ic pote:.tiAis, Fe 04 is formed alona with Fe"C - which
i g .. equaely oxidized to 4e 203 at higher ariodic pot-itatals.

n.Ltial stages of film formiatjon, individual lCO;, micro-% • ~- t .i form at several centers of nucleation along with FeCO
7r c'Lpitr.tes on the steel surface. Th Fe 3 O 4 crystal agg.oinera~es

then conbine to procudr continunus magnetite layers with increa-
.' Jura~icr, and degree of anodic polarization. A non-continous

r:_' -etitc surface layer with FeCO3 precipitates promotes a
i. t~irg-l~ ke corrosion and on simultaneous tensile loadirg of the
stoel specirens notch-like transgranular surface fissures appear.

.~Z .-----
IL



In the potential range where a thick magnetite layer forms, Fe C
precipitates in the steel retard the forrmlation of ox_4de resu2.tng
in gronving at the grain boundari es and at c ,ribide/_exrite tritror-
faces within the pearlite ccifLtuoyit.~ ?t ma~cy.!- susceptib !ity to
intergranular strcss corrosion cracking is obcgz. ved under si'Mul-
taneous tensile loading of the steels, leading to a considerable
reduction of ductility of the material (Fig. 1)

By further irncreasing the anodic polarization, however, a highly
ccntinuous, even and very thin p~assive film with. good protective-
characteristics is formred. Analogous to investigations using the
rotating ring-disc electrode, the oxide is convsrted inA tnis caae
to y-FeO 3 This passive oxide not only protects the steels against
uniform overall corrosion, but also against pitting, intergranular

I. corrosion and even stress corrosion cracking.

not nlycaused by the type of oxide film in question but aS.so by
A-W therepassivation rate at which the surface film forms or at which

anru7.tures of the protective layer can repair again. Analyses
oltecurrent-time transients after mechanical activation of the
selsurface have shown that the charge density Q0 i e. the area
undr herepassivation transient, can be used as K qualitative

criterion for the metal dissolution between film fracture anQ
it5 complete repair:

t1
Q fi t dt

the 1?
"'herte i~ is tecurrent density of th-e. active steel electrode, a
is the iepassivatian constant and t is zhe repassivatioi timT~e.

mtm arcns in the rotLntial range of stress corrosion cracking

where ~ s7,.;rfact layers forin.

I P~ ~i~ o~ he harge denzjfty 0 and the xepassPation timet
* c. ie a e d as quaiaati-ve cri ric-i fci- thc:. SrC' us:sCiA-y

ro. :u,,.~u bt ticta' crar; vu ucit .inc thl, iratlo

ande the ring prdce onth bsi o c

ailyr~e is 1_. iuiva..--n behi 'of s caused b t hih (cHpsi-
Istiz.re a t% icontn %FeO 6 z.; ilthe n- of elecron. o ne-

Lt ite r'-e for rsan the raneoa peditedo theu~ re>M;ivat at

ia ia o aae~be orea-o ob-fre ewe h
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a high rate reaching passive current densities after several
milliseconds. In this passive range, the charge density Q and
the associated amount of iron dissolution between the fra~ture
of the protective passive film and its complete repair attain
very small values and this can prevent localized corrosion.

References:
E. Wendizer-Kalsch, Z. Werkstofftech. 13 (1982) 129-137
E. Wendler-Kalsch, Proceedings of the 164th Meeting of the Elec-
trochemical Society, Washington 1983, Vol. 83-2, p. 268

Fi. 4 ig

Efec ofeetoeptnta/.rlto etcneprmna
oncroio b, rc

on orrsio bhaviour and rakpropagation rates and velo- .

relative fracture energy of cities predictod from passivation
unalloyed steel in carbonate data for unalloyed steel in car-
solution bonate/bicarbonate solution

o predicted values
% velocities at 0.7 UTS
o velocitieas (factor 1/20 q~ an

extension rate of 2.4 To s
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INTERGRANULAR CORROSION :CHEMICAL AND STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

M. FROMENT
Physique des Liquides et Electrochimie, LP 15 du CNRS,

associ6 A l'Universit6 Pierre et Marie Curie,
4 place Jussieu, 75230 PARIS Cedex 05, FRANCE.

Intergranular attack of metals and alloys is a localized corrosion
phenomen~on induced by chemical or structural heterogeneities at the emerger-
cc of grain boundaries on the surface of materials. The high reactivity of
these areas, compared with these of the bulk, gives rise to a preferential
anodiL dissolution.

in fact three types of heterogeneities can be identified. The first
ncconcerns the intergranular precipitacions which have been specially

4 ~ ,tudioed in the case of light and enromiuma, iron, nickeL alloys1. Precipita-
titon of chro:n:um carbides at the grain boundaries oi certair alloys (stain-
i.ss s i'c-is, nicke! -nasE alloys ... ) is pradiucod during welding opornitions

sa!d o~ier th o rparnents between 450 mnd 870 0 C'. tjreipitacsonE ef those
z rnu carbides at. tho grain boun~daries remov)-e chroaiiu~ from tho i.atrix

depletcd arcSa is no longeZ possible,.h aivto o h hesu
The inve2stigation of sensitivity of steels to intergranular corrosion

is based on the _,se of class;.cal tcsts. So nsitized steels are seeedin
standard solutions 0-luey , Strauss... ) and tne inergranulir corrosion
evaLuaL- from. kveig'!t losses .Potentiadyniamic rcna ctivation of passivated t-i
steels was proposed some years ago as 3 test of detecting susc-eptibility

to Z'inergraruiar corrosion. One method'- was b~ased on the selection of
experimental conditions in which differences in electrochemical behaviour
of the chrenium depleted grain boundaries, the precipitates of carbides and
the -,rain themselves plays a role. The measurement of the number of coulombs
passed through the cell in the active range of potentials is a quantitative
evaluation of the sensibilization of the alley to the intergranular corro-

3
sion. In an another test, called the double loop test , the surface is

irtpcdarized anodically through the active region before thieracv-
tion scan in rne opposite direction is conducted. In this test the degree
of sensibilization is measured by determining the ratio of the maximum
current generated by the reactivation scan to that of the anodic one. Some-
tsts allowing a rapid identification of the potential range where the
.nfiucence of intergranulac corrosion or incergranillar stress corrosion
cracking can be avoided have been also preood4

in spite of the development or alley., with low carbon or nitrogen
cte ts ie problem of intergraraular corrosion iduct- by precipitations

:'mains at importance spec ialU-,' in nuc lear enr;an-i some examples will be
cie.The disposal of tiaclear wasties tor loog periods implies ths- suppres-

sion of liclizei corrosion phenomen.2. Inttcrpranu lot attack re' uires- little
ono i --.AU'ti.On petind and its iznporcance ran. he t,!stod. Ho'sevtur doriog 1

. :T,, - at r,,-ar iiu-l' hi)'l temp-.ratlires and Linder intoa)su irradiation
i ' 7") S F" ii i ty of fortm t'p a new phase- i at c oulId 1 e -d to in re r ranu lar4itla canot.2 ooe



Homogeneous water-quenched materials free from intergranular precipi-
tations are also susceptible to a preferential attack of grain boundaries.
Firstly because of the misorientation between to adjacent grains, atomic
positions in the plane of the grain boundary are relaxed in new positions
where energy is different of that in the perfect crystal. These new posi-
tions are the active sites of corrosion at the emergences of the grain
boundary on the surface. Secondly the existence of relaxed atomic positions

* generally favour segregation of impurilciei in the grain boundaries whichi
rmcifies the forces of the atomic bounds 5 . On the other ha2nd solute segre-
gation causes a major ch arge in the dislocation structure of the grain
boundary5. These modifications of the grain boundary structure can increase
the suscEptibility to inter granular corrosion.

A dissolution r..odel has been developped to interpret intergranuiar
corro:aion in ideal corditions of high dissolution rate and in absence of

7
an4_sotropic phenoznEna . This model allows to correlate the level of a inter-
granulIar corrosion evaluated thanks to the measurement of the geometrical cha-
ractersitics olf the grooves formed at the emergence of the grain boundari s.
For a quantitative interpretation potentiostatic attacks and a control of
the quantity of electricity passed threw the cell are necessary.

Unfortunately the relations between structure, segregation and inter-
granular corrosion phenomena are very complex. The use of bicrystals, where
level of imrtirities has been carefully controlled is very interesting to
separate the effects of structure and segregation in intergvanular corro-
SICn. The study of stainless steel bicrysrals with a < 100 > tilt axis shows
a correlation between the importance of the intorgrinular attack and the
atomi~c arrangement in the grain boundary s.

Until r.ow segregation phenomena have been studied with polycrystalline
ratEr~als. it is well known that segregation of sulfur, silicon, phosphorus
inf I .erces thie intergranular corrosion and the intergranular hydrogen
en,:rittiemo nt of iron, nickel, chromium alloys. The dissolution model we
1-ave 'evElopped is able to follow the level of segregation and its effect

* aOn the Lreferential attack of the grai~n boundaries. Exanples will be dis-
in the caso cf sulfur and silicon segregation in niclzal and phos-

-,, se re.ition in iron base alloys.
efftcct of the grain boundary structure on segregaitiona has been

di cdin tho Iittcr11ture9. It Seems that segregation occurs preferen-
tl I in hrigh, energy grain boundaries , vcn energy can be nor-a reduced

s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~m cns eeteestedtr~a n of precise relations between

* ~z i,n, stzucturu nn corrosion needs a direct decrmine'-ion, boundary
2) .aar~ eC i heir s truecure, :oevol I s egirega t ion a nd corrto F on beh3viou r.

lu..:e ~ ecn111,. i Il '-ra n-jru nirc' i-,cd w ch Z'
aiL 7 ,i ot _L.. ur. The strijcr- -e is T"! ebyf~o \'o~ i

tIc s C %,:I. L, e a 0( '- t:!e( sr. hi.n f cl s ,' L
a. c crvat ens it c.n 'le cor.. luded fJhat generei.
2.. .t~n c.:s '.rega.ion end re c\ctl icrooruci_-i 7t 1 s;pcci l graink
M:C,. e;x.1r presc2n :.i co.-ciencc site lattice ( ..u-,ia1v F - 3) icont

* Gt segreg,-t~ov nor p,,Efer'ntial aittzick. -Milis daprol-ch seomrs very-
f~c or a iycteri3tical ;Iuyof the relations !-et6,aen structu.e,

9 .E:rc,-, ricn alic inter~ranular c.orroslon.

nr'.crr ;.utar aro;r.of steel^, and alloys, Elsevic!: 1 904.

* ~M.
Jill
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1.6

'CHARACTERIZATION OF ANODIC OXIDES BY MODULATED SPECULAR REFLECTANCE

C. Cuti6rrez
Inastitut(J cde Quirrica Fisica "Rccasolano", Madrict (Spain)

th t~nlaue (--f t'ulae Mrcla'redl Soecular Reflectarce Spec-
orrc: I'SPS) (1) T'easurea: !ih, Onostly minute) changes, AR, in

the ref lectance, R, of a specular electrode produced by a (square-
a: !nso da indlanofteotential of the electrode.

.rva_';e-- OfLR/R lie in the range 10 -- 6 ock-in ampifica-
tur, :fl/,2r signal averaging are necessary. Many effects, both phy
scland chemical, can contribute to the observed 6R/R signal.

err: gin--. ji~ to 'identify the valence state of anodic oxide films
r-_m-_,Is, and ospecially noble metals. For that purpose, we measu

-e oe PX''SR spectra of the said anodlic oxides, and compare the
.ti urt-ures that appear in them with known optical spectra of the
_et.,_ -n -rder to try and assign a PMSR spectrum to a given oxide.

In the case of iron in O.1M NaOH, the results have been
r-rgo)od. At an electrode potential of +1.508 myt vs RME, we

-;- bucn abe,- _o rL-solve a broad peak between 2.3 and 3.0 eV re-
ty Ha a and Sugimoto (2) as two peaks at 2.2 and 2.95 eV.

I- _- se tu:o enercqies had been observed in both acid and
mii and at abaut the some potential vs. RHE by Froelicher

r:- al!). e two trinsitions have been Laentified as spin-flip
cr2-i--1d trinsitLonF, (6 Al - 4L) and (,eq t~3 9 ),rs

a.i hav enosevdi h absorp tioni spectra of sin
iz I Ls nd zhin crv::tti4 .intj film-s Of -F0 2 03 (4) , and also
71 ancu PCC':ra of -FQ2O1 sin~qle crysltais (5.). Therefore,

~~>~p4 tLntat -- i~~d s vsRHE an i..oi elactrode i
~' 'rtire ~i oha-)ly in ja hyir .it-d fm.

at +8 m%, s-.i.- i .r .

d, - w,. z e c k- it' ',S m~,,JtCj o iroen at PH
.11 . i± 20 cx. auolV ie :%9F ?IL1d1ata a t

~r ~'~o by r .?-' ' a!. (7) , a . a Lr rrnt ian cic:la
-r. ~ ~ r,) 2.i Ltl n: e -i,)1(culji r a'- cl ster calcula-

n "'ith If a, .lat. ferroi

. L-jinl(4 W~th ..n ir id.LU e> -trL, a11hooqh en-
c L j'? C r. . us to iadrntrfv 1thQ xtajaZ.~

4: e rt t .1 i. found in cyclic voltanmetry.'rhic' ancd.,c
(:,n 1,c-L eas i y growni on iridiulm electrodes t y

:7 f, -i r it r ( u r t (d b y Buc k It2y -ar. d ou rKe ( 9) .he

_criant w'-th t! e oxidation c reuut r i
1, 'rro~rltt.:lti a!c, a pcoss3:hle di splay

tfd e ~Ctji mc thel oxLda-
- ci. aJD1_-.x-c; these r ch!.<nqc"; invnlve movement or

Sm- W".
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protons and/or water molecules, and theref ore the ef fect disappears
ats higher frequencies, at which the io-nic and/cr iuolecular enti-
ties can not follow the potential mc ,dulation.

We have found that there is a linear relationship between
the wavelength of the main absorption rnaximrum .n tiie PtIS. spectrum

of aVol~taMMetr-ic peaK arid the corresponding peak potential. This
is valid for the last three voltame+-ric peaks, in acid, neutr-al,
a~t_ alkaline meuia. We hav not been able to f ind an explai.at ion
tor this behaviour. It is definitely not due to an interfrcrerice
effect, as the position of the absorption maxima was independent
of the thickness of the anodic oxide film.
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2.1

THE CHLORINATION OF NAPHTHALENES BY TWO PHASE

ELECTROLYSIS

S.R. FORSYTH and D. PLETCHER

Department of Chemistry, The University,

Southampton S09 5NH, England

Since Eberson and Helgee
1 

first demonstrated the anodic nucleophilic sub-
stitution-of aromatic molecules by two phase electrolysis, these reactions
have been somewhat of an enigma. In many cases, the yield of substituted

product from an electrolysis in an CH 2Cl 2 /H20 emulsion (using phase transfer
catalyst to supply nucleophile to the organic phase) far exceeds that from the

corresponding reaction using a single phase, aprotic medium. Other reac-

tions, in contrast, do not lead to the expected products in significant yields.
Moreover, some aspects of the mechanism of these reactions remains unclear.
Hence we believe that very detailed studies of two phase electrolyses are
essential and in this paper we shall discuss an investigation of the chlorina-
tion of su..tituted naphthalenes.

It is certain that such two phase electrolyses can be "vqed for cyanation 
1 2,

3, 34acetoxylaticm , acyloxylation in general , and chlorination and when success-
ful have .any attractive features. Namrly, (i) gcod selectivity (ii) simple

* product isolation (iii) clean counter electrode chemistry, H2 evolution
(iv) use of undivided cell (v) rensonable current densities, 50 -100 mA cm 2

(vi) buffering of organic phase by the aqueous solution (vii) use of nucleo-
phile in cheap and readily available form (viii) relatively low cell voltage.

h e chemistry in,,olved in these electrolyses may be understood irom the sketch
*, . 1 figre 1. Tn piractice, however, the eioctrolysis madlum is an emulsion

R20 N' 8 * ut S0 at .C ntrI*d pi

L . R2l &.P'S3

S\--N-\ \ \ .\
CA ThC [

of CH2 C12 In }1 O and it is likely that the oxidation occurs within a continuous
fil of CH 2CI 2 on the anode surface. The r6le of the emulsion is ta exchange
"aterial rapidly with the film; the CHzCl z supplies the reactant and extracts

p'roduct and the H2O replenishes the nucleophile and removes proton as well as
acting is a low resistance pathway for current. Certainly in some re-'cor

%°'

I.
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Table 1

bnstit.1r1 7 1 39 so 1.02 42.3a

ULIt od 55 38 83

-F44 36 81 2.00 2 2.27

I-IN 25 13 61 2.42 3 2.54

1-S, 39 19 5t

'-P07V 12 15 1.52 a 1."6

1-C 2 H5 O 68 21 30 1.54 2 1.99

I -(V, 57 3 10 1.63 3 1.96

2-CHt30 64 49 76 1.71 2 1.92

2-~ 62 29 45 1.65 3 2.10

3
el, *trolysis coudit10a.: 10 mmol nmpbth&.*. in 100 on Cli Cl 100 mat Had.' 10 san 9. tSO0 "od

10' N'2SO4 in 100 -a 3 H0. 1 - 50 A c.- . Ch.rg. pa ...d F1 olI .. phtbal -.o.

~.C V. rum 00 5 mM a~phthlen*0 In C.
3C"."r.3F (0.1k) G-' 0.16 m

C. U I' its lb-aco of Cl- *stlnsted ov coparison of pk for Cpro -iti~ton (03.66V1

*50 .1-1 ZoC1
2.

k)(b)P

i) 1H i mA cm-

F-H

-10~

11:F 2 Cvclic v,)lt JI3gra7ts ru'n at 0.1V s- for

2~ (a) 5 m.1 1-fluornaphthalcn3 in the pre'sence and absence of

-~~ 0 mI( M C I

(b) 5 -rM 1-fluoronaphthalene + 20 mM C.'

CH CS/Bu N!PI. Pt elect rodie.
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configurations such a pattern is enforced
5 .

In chlorination reactions it should be noted that the nucloophile is more

readily oxidised than the organic substrates. Hence the success of the

reaction is dependent on the principle of flux balancing
6 to prevent C-

reaching the anode surf ace.

In this paper we shall discuss both preparative experiments and investiga-

tions of the mechanisms using cyclic voltawmnetry in CH 3CN . We feel that such

experiments are relevant because of the anode film, mechanism discussed above.

The key data is reported in table i.
!C/mnol

"he liata froi the preparative

c.periments, ca:riea out at constant FKure 1

currcnt density, show that reasonable
selecztivities to mocochlorinated

products can generally be achieved; 8

the exceptions are the 1-methyl a-d
1-alkoxy derivatives. In these N 10H 7

cases ,e believe that the chemistry 6

of the cation radicals are different.
It can alas c, scen that there is a
correlation between the consumption 4

uf substrate after 2F mol -1 and its
oxidation potential although more

complete conversion can be achieved
by continuing the electrolysis, see 2 co H 7C
figure 1. Of course, at very high
F -1 1 , the nonoohloriuated product Q/F mol'

uadergoes further chlorination.
2 4 6

The peak potentials for the nathzhalenea studied vary over a broad range
3nd comparison of peak currenits with that for ferroceae uhowa that multi-electron

* oxidation occurs in the abrLnce of Cl-. Figure 2 shows cyclic voltammogras for

* 1-fluoronaphthalene (5 od) in the presence and absence of Cl (20 uM). Curve (a)
secws the effect of C- on the oxidation of the naphthalene. It can be seen that
viti. a large exces of C1- the ,.eak for 1-fluoronaphthalene is not observod but a
.,,-LILc* is o:'d .1.,. at more pcoiti o , otenials (the peak potentials for tha
S.':i- " a- a ps' ) ' ; crd in tabu 1) Cu'vo. (b) shiows the influen~e of the

., .AV2'. Fot t'.al ] nmit u t: o C),;. relucticn peak. Clearly Cl2  c20 ,'ot react

"t !.t" tt.. vnphhaler2 Lut tiir: poaJIK is .y sweepin, into the raphhVnoro
oxi.a..tion nrc:.ess TI , LluLo jiroCucOs. new peak at +0.IV pres .ably for thi

a e?:dStiOL ot %reOactt~l iratQur,1[1dj:te.

S ,.j i. L. iberso. and B. Hulgee, Chxi. Scripitai, 5, (1974), 47..' t .Plotcher et al, J. Applied Electrochem., !2, (_98.I) ,687.

-. -etche:' et al, , Applied Ehotroc-nem., 2, (-382). 693.
. . .:-leisch*arzr. et al, J. Applied Electroc.hem., 13, (19b3), 5?3 and 603.
5. C. Pletcher et al, J. Applied Electrochem. 13, (1983), 7'"J and 15, (1985).
6. M. Floischinn et al, J. Electronleal. Chem.,5 , (19'71_), 45- ai1d

Electrochim. Acta, 18, (1974), 511.
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ELECTROORGANIC SYNTHESIS USING KEDIATORS

TATSUY. SHONW
Kyoto University, Kyoto (Jap'x-n)

In the electroorganic reactions, the generation of active species by
* the direct electron transfer between electrode and substrates is highly

controlled~ by the oxid ion and reduction potentials of the substrates. When
Lhv oxidation and reduccion potentials of a substrate are beyond the range
accesbib~e by the usual technique of electrochemical reaction, the direct
elec:tron transfer between the substrate and electrode is not expectable and
t~vnce .t is necessary to devise some other method to oxidize or reduce

~IA the substrate. Also, even if the oxidation and reduction potentials of
sc;bstrates are in the accessible 'range of the electrochemical method, it is
n.,re desirable to oxidize or reduce the substrates with using some indirect
mtthod at m~uch lower potential than that applied in the direct method.
2e lectroorganic synthesis using mediators has been devised to actualize

'L~est: ideas. The oxidative reacz~ion system using a mediator is schematically
epresented in Figure 1.

* S~ - N ~Fig. 1. Anodic Oxidation

Using Mediators

F S;Substra3te, P; Product,
Mcvd anode Mred and Mox; Mediators

:;nu~ 3h xidation potential of a substrate S is bcy nd the range
ac~'~sb by the eioctrocheraical nuthod, thu dito ct eie--tron transfer from S

*:c ar~od ? hardly takes place. On the other hand, when M oxidizable at lower

:k"piencial thin S is added to the reaction syste., t.he ox!. aonfMred to
M0takes place prior to the oxidation of S. Provided that Mox is able to

oxidize S to the product P and Mox itself is reduced to "'red by the reaction
with 3, the oxidation of S will be achieved with a catalytic amcount of Mred at
lower potential than that necessary in the direct oxidation of S (Figure 1).

* mYed kir .11.) is namred a mediator. Our subject is to exploit new mediatory
systems applicable to organic synthesis. Thi3 paper describes the following
lusults.

TransfarMat ion of Hydroxy Group

1. The oxidat ion of secondary alcohols to ketones was effectively
.1chieved by using KI as a mediator.i

2_______ 1 2RCHOH R R C.0
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2. Primary alcohols gave the corresponding esters.
11 + 1

2RCH 2 0 RCO 2 CH2 R

3. Trhe mixture of aldehydes and primary alcohols yielded mixed esters. 2

R CPO + R CH 2 OH b R IC HOCH2 R
2  do R 1COCH 2 R 

2

OH U

-4. N-Hydroxyamines were transformed to nitrones through cxidation with
iodon, ium cation electrogenera--od frciu i..dike ion,.3

. wftr, iing :NaCl as a rediaLqr, acxieswtrto c.nverted to
th;L .rrespor~dinv nitriles.'

Irnn;sforu-atioa o)f A-mines and Amaides

1 . 'rimary amines were converted to nitriles by using broLronium cation
as the oxidizing agent.5

vp2K - j RCH,LNHBr Base [(hN RCP=N-Br Ba RS

Br -oBr "Br ' _________ Br
-2e - 2e

2.Nitriles were obtained-from amitno acids or amino esters by using
. rolmtn;e as a mediatcr.D

C HCHCHCOCH C HCH CN

b 5 2 23 652
NH,.

CHCCHO ~CHCHCN4

NHI

~c act-~iovId through t L, reacio wi,;th '1S in ruqlan

4.t-N
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RI CH=CHINR2 R
3  RI C CH2NR2R3

H 20

The hydroxylation of carbonyl compounds at the ct-position could be

carried out through oxidation with iodonium cation in methanol.
8

R 2  0 R OCH

1 i II 3 _1 I -3
R -CR-C-R a- R -C-C-R 3

R1 1 (R 3 = H or alkyl)
OH OCH 3

3. :t-Amino aldehydes were obtained from enecarbamates by using iodonium

cation as the oxidizing agent.

B I soi O c 31 H R OCH
,-,-N+c , CH NCO CH 3
232 3 NH OCR 3

. --33 C2CRCH

2 3

Ar:odiC xiation Using Pb Salts as Mediators 
0

HOT.CO2 Bu 2e
S OHC-Co Bu

HO CO 2Bu 0.1 eq. Pb(OAc) 2

in AcOH
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RECENT ASPECTS OF INDIRECT REDUJCTION4S AND MIXED ELECTROLYSES.

Jacques SIMONET

Laboratoire d'Electrochimle, U.A. Cl4RS no 439,
Universit6 de Rennes I - Campus de Beaulieu

35042 -RENNES C6dex (France)

Z. A ge~neral sur~ey on the formation at the cathode of reducing reagents

(anions radical, dianions) and/or nucleophiles of which the reactivity is dis-

cussed in terms of either electron transfers or nucleophilic displacements.

It is proposed to focus especially the attention on the following reac-

tions

-mixed electrolyses in the presence of 0 and CO (xetdreac-2 2(epcd
ticns and unusual results)

-reactivity of tosylates (indirect cleavage in specific deprotec-

tin reactions or Ase as electrophiles)

- redox catalysis of dienes and trienes (why a catalysis?)

- use of conductive ,ulphur solid electrodes for the Introduction
of a S cemen~t in organic molecules

* - cathodic reactivity of tertiobutvllhalides towards activated ole-

fins and toe selectivity of those new reactions

- pin trapping associated t~o redox catalysis.

ine matter of th-e lectUrC correspuods esse.-tt jal I to the following refe-

- J. S.I MOJLIT e t G. LE C LIiL L A tIT 0tU, H(iui 5o . C h V Fr., 19 85, 1l 0.

- P. MARTIGNY and J. ,lhioNET, J. f-leetrcariu. . hem. , 19S3, 149. 51.
- P. MARTICNY, J. SIMIONET , C. MOUISSET et 3. SIMONET, Nou.,. J. Chim.,

19S4, (5), 217.

- C. LE GUILLANTOIJ, Q. T . DO and J. SIMUJLT , Chcm. Conri. , to h~publishoi

- k. BCUJLFL and J. SlMO;NET, Tetrahouron Lett. , in press.
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH THE ELECTRODE REACTIONS OF

HIGHLY HINDERED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

D. H. EVANS

Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 (U.S.A.)

F

Different conformations of a molecule should possess different electrochemi-
cal properties. However, it is not immediately evident that the differences
will be large enough to allow resolution of distinctly different electrode
reactions for two or more different conformations. Thus, it is of considerable
interest that a number of examples have been discovered in which separate
electrode reactions of different conformations can be detected.

An early example was found during studies of the oxidation of cyclic tetra-
alkylhydrazines. These hydrazines can be electrochemically oxidized in a one
electron process to the rather stable radical cation. When the oxidation was
studied at low temperatures, two separate oxidation peaks were observed by
cyclic voltammetry. These turned out to be the voltammetric peaks for the
two dominant conformations of the six-membered ring tetraalkylhydrazines, one
conformation with two equatorial alkyl groups and one with one axial and one
equatorial alkyl group. Low temperatures were required to resolve the two
reactions because the conformational interconversion was very rapid at room
temperature so the process would proceed entirely by way of the more easily
oxidizable conformation under such conditions.

For the tetraalkylhydrazines the factor which caused a measurable difference
in oxidation potential to exist for the two different conformations was the
large difference in their standard heterogeneous electron transfer rate

constants. Thus the overpotential for oxidation of one conformation was
significantly different than that of the other.

1inetic factors of this type are at work in several other cases of conforma-r. tional effects on electrode reactions. Frequently, however, the basis for the
observed differences is of a thermodynamic origin, i.e., the standard

~ potential for an electrode reaction of one conformation differs from that of
the other. Thermodynamic factors are prevalent in the numerous organometallic
systems which have been investioated. In these cases, one is dealing with
iso~ers rather than conformations. Both conformational change and isomeriza-

tion are examples of structural changes associated with electrode reactions.

Structural effects may be manifested prior to electron transfer, following
Q]z ctron transfer, concurrently with electron transfer or serre combination of
all tnree. Tn the case where structural change follows electron transfer, the
; ,- .cess can le an electron-i-ransfer-inducei isomerization where the product is

on ,oerizd reduced (or oxidized) form of the reactant. Electron-transfer-

co"tllyzed iscmerization can also occur. Hern an unusual ordring of standard

[N;
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potentials permits isomerization of the reactant with little net consumption of
charge.

Some of the most interesting examples of the structural consequences of
electron transfer reactions have been observed for a series of molecules which
may be regarded as highly hindered ethylenes. The bianthrones and related
compounds exist in two distinct structures whose free energies are similar
enough to allow conversion from one form to the other by thermal means.
Similar structural changes can be induced by reduction or oxidation of the

compounds. The inherent simplicity of the structural changes and the
felicitous reversibility of the electrode reactions have allowed a surpri-
singly complete thermodynamic and kinetic description of the processes to be
developed.

Structural changes of various types are being discovered frequently in the
investigation of electrode reactions and their full characterization is being
increasingly recognized as an important element in detailed electrochemical
k:.netics.

..\
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SELF PROTONATION REACTIONS IN ORGANIC ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESSES

E. Vianello

Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica, 35131 Padova (Italy)

In the course of the electrochemical reduction of organic molecules,
charge transfer reactions are quite generally associated with proton
transfer steps. Although in dipolar aprotic solvent the basic reaction

intermediates (anion radicals, carbanions, dianions etc) are often relati-
vely stable, residual water, acidic impurities, tetraalkylammonium cations
and the solvent itself may act as proton donors towards them. An intere-
sting situatisn arises when the starting (parent) molecule is the strongest
acid present in the medium. In such a case an intermolecular proton tran-
sfer from the latter to the basic intermediates may occur, giving rise
to . self-protonation mechanism. Several examples have been already re-
pcrted of this type of father-son reaction, which is probably more fre-
quent than it is generally recognized [I. In fact self-protonation may
te observed not only with organic molecules bearing relatively strong
acidic moieties 2] but alco with rather weak proton donors such as CH
a:ids 33.

When self-protonation involves the primary anion radicals, the reaction
sequence most frequently observed is the following:

AH + e -- AH

AH= AH i 2 A

AH2 + e -- Ali and/or
2 2

AA,+AH * AHl + All

t 3AH 2 + All AH 3 + A

AH + (2/3)e -o (2/3)A-+(/3)AH
3

-.-e overall stoichicmetry involves the exchange of 2/3 of electron per
-.lecu.e, conversion of 1,'3 of the parent compound into the dihydrogenera-
t,4- p. r:duct and 2/3 into its conjugate base. Ven the parent molecule bears a
.u leofucic moiety, self-protonation leads to a slightly different stoichio-

AIIX + e - AHX*

AHX7 AH" X

AH" e - Al and/or

AH" + AH'X 7 All + AHX

Al + AMX - Ali2 AiX,

+ 3 -e 1,2)A!M2 +(1/2)AHX 'X

e aniorn AHX being in some cases rather unstable L4 J.

n7 . . . 4. .
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occurrence of self-protonation is thus evidenced by controlled potential
racroscale electrolysis through: i) the presence of the conjugate base of
the substrate among the products; ii) the apparent coulometric value being
',-wer than that expected according to the charge transfer stoichionietry.
However a detailed kinetic analysis is required for identifying the basic
species which actually react with the parent molecule, for assigning the
rate-controlling steps and for determining the pertinent rate constants.
Such an analysis, carried out m-ainly in the conditions of cyclic voltamme-
try, is presented and the theoretical results utilised for the determination
of the kinetic parameters of several electroorganic reactions undergoing
self -protonation.

[1 C.Aznatore, G.Capobianco, G.Farnia, G.SandonA, J.M.Savdant, M.G.Severin,
and E.Vianello
J.Am.Chem.Soc., 107, 1815 (1985) and references therein.

2'1 E.Brillas, G.Farnia, M.G.Severin and E.Vianello, in the press.

[3] C.Arevalo, G.Farnia, M.G.Severin and E.Vianello, in the press.

F .Maran, E.Vianello, G.Cavicchioni and F.D'Angeli
J.Chem.Soc., Chem.Comnnin. 660 (1965).
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ELECTRODE KINETICS AND SELECTIVITY
OF ORGANIC ELECTROSYNTHESIS REACTIONS

Hartmut WENDT
Inst. f. Chem. Technologie, TH Darmstadt

Petersenstr. 20, D-6100 DARMSTADT/Fed.Rep.Ger.

Usually electroorganic synthesis reactions are inherently rel-
atively unselective because initially generated radicals and
radical ions are so reactive that they are able to react si-
multaneously with any reaction partner accessible to them at
the electrod. /electrolyte interface or closelo4 relectrode-
surface in the reaction layer.
The aim of the organic electrochemist and the electrochemical
engineer is therefore to increase the selectivity by rationally
altering the process parameters. This demands a knowledge of
electrosorption effects and of relationships between mass
transfer and chemical reaction rates of competitive reactions
which precede either at the electrode-surface, provided at
least one of the reactants is reacting in the adsorbed state,
or in the reaction layer, where homogeneous reactions of reac-
tive intermediates competes with diffusion.
if a reactive intermediate 1- (which as a radical iin is
formed by a one-electron-charge transfer accordin- to (1)

+
+ -

(1) S - - S

reacts with three different reactants RI, R2, R3 to form via
three intermediates I, 12 and 13 eventually the
three products Pi. P2 and P3

k
(2 a) S + R, - I P

+ k2

(2 b) S + R 2 - - 12 P2

(2 c) S + R P

S R 3  3 3

then the selectivity .i of the ith product is given by:

................ ...............
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so that k. c(R.) for the relevant consecutive reaction fol-
lowing th6 first'charge transfer is the most important factor
determining the selectivity7i. Since rate constants - espe-
cially if they are close to diffusion controlled can be
change only little, the most important issue for improving the
selectivities is to find optimal process-parameters which in-
crease the reactant concentration c(R ) of the desired reac-
tant and to decrease the concentrationi of all other compet-
ing reactants. As a well investigated example will se.re 4. g
addition of anodically generated radicals to olefins

k

(4) X -e X' (4 a) 2 X 2

(5) 'c +C C X-C-C; (Sa) 2(X- C - C (X-C C+ 2
(DL) II I

5) X - C - + X X - C - C - Xi I i

in -rder to avoid the undesired annihilation reaction (4 a) the
staticnarv radical concentration c(X') must be lowered and the
concentration of the scavenger-olefin c(olefin) must be in-
creased as far as possible %,i the reaction layer. Both can
be established by reducing the current density for X'-genera-
_cn "L far as technically sensible and to increase the bulk-
:z:ccrtration of the scavenger as far as technically feasible.

Fcr this type of reaction an adimensional quantity
cof)' 2 F * 2/(i(A

c(ef) / (AD I') determines the

sElectivity in so far as selectivities of more than 90 % are
obtained whenever this adimensional quantity is hijler than 20.

(FiC. : )

•f /,o',0*" A" c

F.& I, T,,IW .rrn .lI , om~n', , ) :rd$ r Atnlg ,A2jdO Sr(>ups je.-ndcnt t- ,: . . inodel

.ur i~t .=lle t.ah ,~ k I nJ If)O %4 4, -., 10
e  d'ffu>,n o. f ,'n all

5 CIC &UU.-ed t It C¢UAJ Di 1 0" rm n (bi raho q[ d;mcr to m, nt,,nwr ur~ent 1€CW

.0-cen r a!- rmtcf c - k , - t e j e ! )1

An] -a d  - . : [n . oe [:% t )r i % ,lS And fimcr 11 Jepc' u, ,n ':c "

•I • .. .. . .
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A different situation prevails whenever the consecutive reac-
tions following the initial charge transfer are true hetero-
geneous reactions which procede at the electrode surface and
in which at least one reactant or both reactants are adsorbed
species. In such cases the most effective means to increase
the selectivity of a given reaction is to look for electrode/
electrolyte combinations which ±offer optimal adsorption con-
ditions for both reactants (S and R.) and to establish for
the optimal electrode/electrolyte combination optimal coverage
conditions for R 2 which usually means to establish highest
statrcnarv concentrations of R in the immediate neighbourhood
of the electrode.
The anodic oxidation of olefin3 whichpif performed in dcc-
" clsmay yield - by a heterogeneous reaction - either 1-2
diolethers or dimeric 1-4 diolethers may be optimized either
with respect to the dimer at electrodes like carbon where ad-
ortion condition for the olefin are optimal.

+

I +

-c + I;OR -211..
_(RY2 - C+.I I

or with respect to the 1,2-diol at electrodes where the scl-
vent-alcohol adsorbs more strongly than the olefin and/or
-.here due to depletion of the olefin-concenzraticn at the elec-
trode surface its surface-concentration is much lower.

e3, .(1968) 435; /- V:.Plzek, H,. flndt, Ber. B, n-

. .83 (197) 481; /4/ j J. e c - :.Chan.

:: b.; (1933 12,3; 5_11-V. Plz: , E_ ", Jdt . c~lietrcxfnal.Cdi . 154 (93 9
/o, V. p!z Ck, E. Wendt, J.elc<t-r l. Cha-,30 (1964) 8

eJ .M. Savea-ra t, 1.er .Cdm. 23 (1981) ;-.'); /,Q/ I.tch.if , H. ST -

"H.We.-it , g. 8 .1 Lnt9) 53- Ed 19/ .2 (1982 2E, .Si 2ed ,r H{.Sct_-.t,

'A .x. hc ysik.cc .. 478 (1974) 13,3.

1..13M at loe ri... 2 18 //hfoH ~
"& .pzj,~.Wnt ~icr~~~l Ia.~0(94157TCA'dcc

"pdsi~~z
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MODIFICATIONS OF ELECTROCATALYST SURFACES BY ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCEDURES

A.J. Arvia
Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoqufmicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas - (INIFTA)

Casilla de Correo 16, Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA

Different non-electrocremical procedures produce changes in
the surface structure of metals, Faceting effects on metal sur- -*.
faces are accomplished by means of adsorption of molecules from
the qas phase, by chemical etching, by thermal treatments and hy
surface ionic bombardment, Through chemical etching surface la-
yers including those metal layers altered by a mechanical treat-
ment such as polishing, can be removed; and through this proce-
dure the c&nancement of faceting of polycrystalline metals can
be achieved. On tne other hand, thermal treatments are used to
elim'nate the effects and residual tensions and to change grain
size distribution.

Very recently various electrochemical procedures to change
the surface structure of solid metal electrodes have been dis-
covered. The first method consists in applying to the electrode
fast electroadsorption/electrodesorption cycles by means of a
periodic potential signal, which covers the potential range of
water underpotential decomposition (procedure 1)1 ,2.

A second method combines the electroadsorption/e ectrode-
sorption cycles with thermal treatments (procedure 2)1 ,

'.

The electrode surface can also be chanaed by means of fast
electrooxidation and electroreduction cycles coverinn a potential
range much greater than that corresponding to the oxyeen mono-
layer formation (procedure 3)4,5.

Finally, similar effects can be obtained by means of modulat
ed electrodeposition of metals (procedure 4)6.

In all these cases, the surface changes can be followed
voltammetrically. Procedure I was used at room temnerature in
aqueous acid solution to change polycryst:1 1 in platinum either
into a platinum surface with (g00) crystallo'raphic orientation
or into a reconstructed (111) crystallographic orientation,
depending on the characteristics of the ootential perturbation
,jpper and lower potential limits and frequency). The same proce

dure was used to change the crystallographic orientatc., of gold,
rhodium and rickel electrodes; the latter being apolied in alka- -.
line solutionC .

Procedure 2 wds employed in molten potassium bisulhatc and
rrclten sodium potassium bisulphate mixtures in the 180-3O0:C
ranqe to obtain a reconstructed platinum (111) pref rred cryst i-
lograohic orientation from polycrystalline olatinum
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Procedure 3 was applied in acid solution at room temperatu-
re to enhance the (111) preferred crystallographic orientation
of platinum and to approach an equilibrium distribution of the
crystallographic orientation of gold from polycrystalline gold 8 .

Procedure 4 results useful to electrodeposit (111) and (100)
preferred crystallographic oriented platinum from the polycrys-
talline metal by setting the electrodeposition conditions at a
potential of net electrodeposition under a square was modulation
of the order of 1 V at a frequency in the order of kHz 6 .

The crystallographic orientation effect becomes very remark
able when the periodic potential perturbation in all the proce-
dures is greater than 2,5 kHz. Under these circumstances addi-
t'onal effects such as surface roughness and sintering are ap-
preciably diminished 9 .

The preferred oriented electrodes were also used to electro
oxicize different adsorbed residues resulting from different
'olecules (carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, formic acid, metha-
rcl, etc.). The corresponding electrodesorption voltamograns
are remarkably dependent on the metal substrate'1b°lution compo-
siion, adsorption potential and adsorption time

The present results suggest that the restructuring and
faceting effects coning out from polycrystalline platinum are
closely similar to the different states reported from single
crystal platinum electrodes during restructuring. It is suggest-
ed that common surface structures under true crystallographic
equilibrium can be obtained either from polycrystalline or sin-
gle crystal platinum. This idea can be extended to the electro-
chemical behaviour of other metals used in electrocatalysis.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL FORMATION AND REACTIVITY OF
HYDROUS OXIDES OF THE NOBLE METALS

L.D. BURKE

Department of Chemistry, University College, Cork, Ireland.

There appears at the present time to be a strong reluctance to accept
the fact that redox processes involving only insoluble materials, such as
metals, oxides or hydroxides, in an aqueous environment exist in other
than a neutral state. Thus, some typical well known metal oxidation and
oxide charge storage reactions are generally represented as follows:

Pt + H20 = PtCH + HI * e ()

NiO.OH + H + e = Ni(OH)2  (2)

MnO 2  + H + e- = M:nOOH (3)

In each case here, since the number of electrons and protons are equal,
the reversible reduction potential should shift by the factor 2.303 RT/F V
per unit change in solution pH (pi-independent scale) or show a zero shift
in terms of the RHE scale. Such behaviour is observed with compact, non-
hydrous, oxide electrode systems, e.g. the well known Hg/HgO/OH" reference
electrode.

It is necessary, however, to distinguish between compact and micro-
dispersed (or h)per-extended) oxide systems. The latter are low density
naterials, usually prepared by electrochemical or base precipitation
techniques in an aqueous environment. They may be viewed as aggregates of
hydroxy species, i.e. a loose, weakly cross-linked polymer, premiated by
the aqueous phase in which reside the counterions. These materials can
also be viewed as regular oxide lattice species, e.g. rutile, in which
[.ost of the bridging oxygen. (N-O-m) linkages have become hydroxylated -
the lattice dilating as the material imbibes water. While such a process
is scarcely feasible in the case of a thermally prepared oxide, e.g. Ru02,
it probably plays a crucial role in metal dissolution reactions where the
, onve-sion of compact to hydrous oxide appears to be essential if passivat-
ion of the substrate is to be avoided or removed.

The difference in redox behaviour between anlhdrous and hydrous

oxides was first noted in cyclic voltamnetry work with gold [1,2]. The
potential required to reduce the hydrous deposit dropped by a value of ca.
3,2(..303 RT/F) V per unit increase in solution p1l and ccnventional
electrochemical analysis (based on the assumption of a Au(III) cation and
01- ligands) suggested that the hydroxy complex involved was [Au 2(OH)J9 3-
or [u 203 rHJ) i. 3HO] 3 . A similar shift was noted bw var cus authors -

s;ee ref. 3 for 'et2ils - in the case of the hydrous iridiun cxide system.
.e saine analysis, based on the assunptions of an Ir(Il)/Ir(IV) transition

and the stoichiometry of the reduced state being the same as that fcr the
Au(IIfl complex, suggested that the stoichionetry of the oxidized state is
jir(OH) 6 ] 2- or [r02 (01l) 2 .2H20]

2 . In the absence of structural data for

7.%
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these hydrous materials, it is significant that the above formula for the
Ir(IV) compound is in agreement with well established acidic hydroxy
species, e.g. platinic acid H2 Pt(OH)6 - and it salts [4], and iridic acid,
H2lr(OH)6 [5).

If one examines the type of charge storage reaction proposed for
iridium, viz.

2Ir(OH)Z" + 6H + 4e- = [Ir 2 (Ot)- I + 3h20 (4)

the mean charge per cation, i.e. the number of excess coordinated hydroxide
ions, is greater in the more oxidized state - a common observation in homo-
geneous hydrolysis processes. This raises the possibility that on reducing
the oxidation state of the central metal ion a cationic polymer would
eventually be obtained, i.e. the film would contain a deficiency of hydrox-
ide ions - the 2ositive charge being compensated for by adsorption of other
anions, e.g. Cl or S04-. Indeed such seems to be the case with certain
(M/M ) transitions for the three Gp. 1(b) metals, Cu, Ag and Au. The shift
in pH in this case is -2.303 RT/F V per pH unit (RIlE scale) - zero shift on
the S.H.E. scale; this confirms the absence of OH or H' involvement, the
electrode reaction being of the following type

M (X) + e = M ( X) (5)

Marked SERS effects are also almost unique to the Gp. l(b) metals and it is
obviously possible that the cationic (M ) species, solvent separated from
their counterions, coordinate basic organic molecules such as pyridine
(indeed to observe the Au/Au(l) transition in cyclic voltammetry experi-
ments in aqueous media a basic species such as pyridine must be present to
stabilize the Au+ species). Assuming that these ligands separate univalent
cations attached to the surface from their anionic counterions - and
bearing in mind that the electric field between unit charges of opposite
sign in vacuum, separated by a distance of 6A, is ca. 3 x 1010 V m - , it is
clear that this ligand-separated cation-anion model provides a simpler
alternative to the usual surface plasmon view as to the origin of the large
interphasial electromagnetic field which is fundamental to the inter-
pretation of SERS phenomena.

The oxidation-reduction cycling (ORC pretreatment) - a necessary step
in many, cases in the study of SERS effects - plays essentially the same
role as repetitive potential cycling in the generation of hydrous oxide
films on metals such as Pt[6], the major difference being that pyridine
replaces hydroxide ions as ligands when the charge on the central metal ion
is low. In the absence of cycling,hydroxy or pyridine complex formation
is inhibited as with the metal atoms partially imbedded in the lattice a
full coordination state is impossible to attain. On cycling, the metal
either dissolves and redeposits (Ag), or place-exchanges forming a higher
compact oxide (e.g. some PtO 2 at the anodic limit of the sweep) which is
then largely reduced at the lower limit of the sweep. In both cases the
net result is adatom formation which facilitates forr.ation of a more
complete ligand coordination sphere: As pointed out in the case of plat-
inu: the stability of the complex is surprisingly high (usually more so
than its adsorbed oxygen equivalent) - absence of a response for either the
hydroxy or pyridine complex on the anodic sweep under normal conditions is
die to the difficulty of adatom formation.

There appear to be certain circumstances where hydrous oxide format-
ihn preceLcs ccnventional monolaver formation on noble metals. In recent
years so me very unusual voltammograns have been recorded for Pt single
cry,;tal electrodes by Clavilier and other authors. The highly reversible

it%
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peaks occur in the region where hydrous oxide reduction is observed. In a
review of this topic Parsons 173 has stressed both the importance of high
energy sites (possibly individual adatom species) and the high sensitivity
of the adsorption to the nature of the anion. Scherson and Kolb (8) have
recently postulated that rather than hydrogen desorption, the process
involved here in the anodic cycle is anion adsorption. The sharp revers-
ible peaks for Au~lll] in acid at +0.72 V(SCE), ca. 1.0 V(RHE) [8], cannot
be due to hydrogen. Since this potential virtually coincides with that for
hydrous oxide reduction on gold at low pH [1,2], the peaks are most likely
due to reversible hydrous oxide formation at individual adatom sites on an
otherwise atomically flat surface. It is only when the surface restruct-
ures, when for instance the sweep is allowed to enter the oxygen adsorption
region, that these adatom sites (and hence the sharp peaks due to revers-
ible hydrous oxide formation) disappear. The anion sensitivity in the case
of the platinum peaks may be due to the presence of such species in the
coordination sphere (the latter would seem more probable if the metal ions
'ere present in a low oxidation state). Further evidence that some hydrous
oxide formation can precceed monolayer growth may be found in the report (9)
that polvcrystalline gold in highly purified base exhibits minor reversible
peaks at ca. 0.6 V - this again is the region where the hydrous gold oxide

f. 1firms reduce in solutions of high pH [1,2).
Other areas where charged anionic oxide species may be involved in-

crude the initial stages of compact monolayer formation [10), eleczro-
catalysis at oxide substrates[ll], battery-tye processes [12], etc. The

basic idea of the charged oxide framework being permiated by its discrete
counterion equivalents is in excellent agreement with the Porous Double
Layer model of the oxide-solution interface (oxide colloids having high
charge values combined with low clectrophoretic velocities). 'he relevance
of oxide hydration and acid-base behaviour to metal corrosion reactions has
already been outlined r13.-]
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ELLIPSOMETRY AND INTERFACIAL
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

M. COSTA and F. CHAO
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie Interfaciale du C.N.R.S.

i Place A. Briand, 92195 MEUDON Principal C6dex, France

The fields of application of ellipsometry in electrochemis-
try are very diversified : from the characterisation of semi-
infinite medium or films considered as macroscopLcally homcgen-
eous phases to characterisation of atoms or molecules adsorbed
on a surface or the electronic distribution at the electrochem-
ical interface.

The ellipsometric technics which have to be used depend of
the studies which are considered.

During the lecture we shall make a screening of some kinds
of ellipsometers which are in use in electrochemistry. This
screening will be illustrated through experimental examples.

- Ellipsometer with rotating analysor (or polarisor)
growth of oxyde films.

- Jlipsometer with phase and azimuth modulation : initial
processes in tne grafting of polymers, adsorption metal on
metal, electronic distribution at the interface.

- Spectroscopic ellipsometer : polymers doping, adsorption
of organic molecules.

For each tecnnic we shall analyse the possibilities and li-
mits of the method.
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SMALL AMPLITUDE AC METHODS AND THE UNDERSTANDING
OF SIMPLE ELECTRODE REACTIONS

M. SLJYTE RS-REHBACH
Van 't Hoff laboratory, State University of Utrecht, The Netherlands

Among the small amplitude relaxation methods the ac impedance method has
found a wide application in several fields of electrochemistry. The reason
for this is the relative simplicity of the mathematical formulation of the
interfacial impedance or admittance as a function of frequency, compared with
the response to e.g. pulse or step perturbations, that has to be expressed as
a function of time. Theories are available for the interfacial admittance in
mar" zomplex cases, e.g. of electrode reactions accompanied by reactant
-dsor-: tion, homogeneous chemical reactions, and of processes involved in metal
-eposition, corrosion, etc.1,2

Recently in our laboratory the attention has been focussed again to the
more s-':ole electrode reactions, controlled only by diffusion and charge
transfer, i.e. obeying the original Randles' circuit. However, in contrast
with the tendency in literature to describe charge transfer in terms of the
kinetic parameters ksh (standard heterogeneous rate constant) and a (transfer
coefficient), it was found preferable to determine the potential dependent

ratc constant kf, being the essential parameter in the rate equation

-, = nFkc 0 -c Rexp(Q)] (I)

where jF = faradaic current, co, cR = surface concentrations of oxidized and
reduced for-., and

(nF/RT)(E-E ) (2)

Using a high precision automatic network analyzer system 3 that provides
c(-,npensation of systematic instrument errors, and choosing optimal concen-
ratrion. of the electroactive species, it is possible to determine kf in a

:erv wide potential region. To this end the ac potential perturbation is
superimposed on a dc-polarizing mean potential E. The technique has been
applied to electrode reactions at the dropping mercury electrode (DME), and at
poly- and monocrystalline gold electrodes. In the latter case it is necessary
to account for the fact that the double-layer charging process is not purely
capacitive, but should be represented by the so-called "constant phase
element" (CPE) 4 .

in many cases, studied thus far, it is found that Inkf is a non-linear
function of E, in other words the operational transfer coefficient a, defined
bv

i = - dIn k,/ds (3)

is potcntial dependent. Evidence is growing that this behaviour should be
e .:Klaincd by the idea that the reaction O+n 2 k procueds via a Sequence of

c',n:tntary reactions, not only single electron transfers, but also
h .1..-tclOg D:u. ' hcmiral" conversions preceding or follcwing electror, transfer

.;. The undrlxi, assumpticns are that the individual rate constant of a
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"chemical step" is independent of potential, whereas the rate constant of an
"electrochemical step" obeys the Butler-Volmer relationship

0m
k. k sexp[-cs(F/RT)(E-E ) (4)

i S,L i

with ai 2 0.5.
An important conclusion from this approach is that all kinds of medium

effects on the rate of electrode reactions, e.g. of complexing ligands,
catalysis or inhibition by adsorbed species, and specific effects due to the
nature of the electrode material, should be investigated considering their
action upon the separate steps. Some examples (e.g. the r~le of pH in the
reduction of 02, or the r~le of adsorbed I- in the reduction of Zn2+) make
this very clear.

The nature of the "chemical step" is obvious in some cases, e.g. a
protonation reaction or a dissociation. However, it is less obvious or even
mysterious in other cases, as for example in the reaction tris-oxalato Fe(III)/
Fe(lI) 5 ,6 .

The mechanistic studies as outlined above can be considerably extended and
improved by application of a new method, called demodulation voltammetry, that
was recently developed in our laboratory 7 . In this method an amplitude-
modulated current, j = jAsinuHtcOswLt, is forced through the cell, while
simultaneously the mean potential E of the indicator electrode is controlled
by a potentiostat. Typical values for the frequencies are uR - 105 to 106 Hz,

C1,2 to 103 Hz; the optimal values depend on the kinetic parameters of the
electrode reaction. Due to the non-linear current-potential relationship, the
cell response contains the demodulation voltage .Edem - ILFcOS 2LLt+ QLFsin 2utt,
which originates from the second order terms in the Taylor-expansion of the
rate equation. However, also the double-layer charging is a non-linear process, ."
and contributes to ILF and QLF" Analysis procedures have been developed to
obtain the information about the charge transfer process.

The demodulation method is essentially a high-frequency method, being not
seriously limitated by the ohmic resistance and the double layer capacity.
Consequently it can be applied to very fast electrode reactions, with rate
constants up to ca. 30 cm s- , as compared to ca. I cm s- 1 in the impedance
method. Moderately fast electrode reactions can be studied in a much wider
pdtential range. In addition the response contains explicit information on
both kf and ot, providing an internal check on the potential dependency of L.

Even more important is that the demodulation signal provides a check on the
validity of the rate equation, given by eq. (1), that is derived on the
assumption that the reaction mechanism is a linear sequence of (pseudo-) first
order elementary reactions. However, also mechanisms can be conceived that
invclve second-order elementary reactions, e.g. a dismutation of an inter-
mediate Y according to 2Y Z O+R. Generally in such a case the rate equation is
more complex; sometimes it is of the form

.,i, pq _r r(4
- = n'kf[C c cexp(tp)],  (4)

semetimes only an implicit expression can be derived, e.g. a quadratic equation
cf j[. However, both the impedance and the demodulation parameters retain
explici formulations if the electrode reaction is dc reversible 7 . Then, in

-:rc:u-nce with the arguments pointed out before by Reinmutl 8 , it turns out
t-at 1;-i-rimination between linear and non-linear mechanismb is only possible
i: -:;Wlt. frcm the twJ methods are combined.

In this lecture thle theoretical and experimental Trinciples of. the two
nethd will be outlined, and both prospects and limitations will be indicated,
especially with a view to mechanistic studies. Conclusions about systems
studitd thus far will be briefly reviewed and some quite recent results will

%I
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NEW RESULTS ON THE ELECTROCATALYSIS OF "ETHANOL

AND FORMIC ACID OXIDATION

W. Vielstich

Institute for Physical Chemistry, University of Bonn, Wegelerstr. 12

D-5300 Bonn FRG

The efforts to develop a methanol/air-fuel cell of technical interest
have not turned out to be a success yet, due to a too positive potential
of the methanol electrode.

The first step in the methanol oxidation is the dissociative chemi-
sorption on the metal surface forming a strongly adsorbed intermediate:

/H

CH 3 OH - -C + 3 Had or
0

CH-OH C 0 + 4 H ad
3 C 0 + 4 Had

For a stationary current with HCO or CO the further oxidation of the
adsorbate to CO2 is necessary. The additional oxygen atom can only be
made available by the water of the electrolyte

HCO+H20-CO + 3H + 3e or

Co + H O0 Co2 + 2H 
+ + 2e-

0artial steps assur4:ed are:

NM - Hh 11 - -l OH + HJ + e" and

HCO + OH - COC 2H+ + 2 e

Thp OH-forming reaction is obviously catalyzed at platinum above +450 mV

only (see Fig.1). The search of a new type of catalyst is necessary.

in this investigation the effect of underpotential deposition of non-
roble metals like Pb and Sn on noble metals is studied dt smooth elec-
trodes ana at Teflon-bonded carbon substrates.

,asic questions have been studied by the application of formic acid
as a model system. It is assumed that the same intermediate as with metha-

rl blocks the further oxidation. The co-adsorption of lead and the strongly
a -rbed int- rmediate was followed by a flix cell technique. A long time
:':cree3s.e of activity through the use of upd lead on platinum could be shown
o," ,crrre,s carbon substrate anodes (Fig.2). It follows from this study that

t ' third-body-effect in the electrocatalysis of formic acid is of minor
ipo r ti ncer.
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In order to study the nature of the adsorbed intermediate in-situ IRRAS is
discussed together with the results of Electrochemical SIMS, Vacuum Transfer
Desorption Mass Spectroscopy and on-line Mass Spectroscopy of the volatile
oxidation products.
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Fia1 Oxidation of methanol in IN HC1Q4 at finely divided platinum on
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Fi.2 Influence of upd lead on the long-term oxidation of IN HCOOH in
IN HClO,4 on a Teflon bonded platinum carbon anode at +-300 mV vs
RHiE and4 20*C, upper line shows data for a stirred1 solution
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ELECTROCA'.ALYTIC PROPERTY OF ALLOYS TOWARDS OXIDATION OF
SIMPLE ORGANICS

M. 7NYO, A. ARAMATA AND K. MACHIDA
Research Institute for Catalysis, Hokkaido University,

Sapporo, 060, (Japan)

Realization of methanol fuel cells depends strongly upon
the development of clectrodes with high electrocatalytic activ-
ity. A large number -f reports have been accumulated on ad-

vantagelus effects of 3urface modification of platinum metals
with less noble metals In particular, underpotential deposi-
tion (upd) of foreign m tals, typically Sn, is known to give
rise to a strong enhance ent of the electrocatalytic activity
towards electro-oxidatio of various kind of fuels.

It is of some interes,, to see if alloy systems have in
their electrocatalytic proprrty any commonality with the sur-
face modification by upd fot ign metals. The present report
contains electro-oxidation of CH OH, HCHO, and HCOOH on
amorphous alloys of Pt-Zr-Sn c- pt-Zr-Ru, and on polycrystal-
line Pd-Au and Cu-Ni alloys.

Electro-oxidation of CH3OH and r-.!ated compounds on Pt-based
amorphous alloys

Amorphous Pt-Zr alloys, prepa, ed in the form of ribbons
(thickness 0.02 mm) by a melt-quenci technique, can be used to
prepar? porous Raney-type Pt electrodes by leaching Zr out with
aq. HF . In the present experiment, n or Ru was added further
to this type of alloys as the third colponent. Electro-oxida-
tion of CH OH in acidic solution was c -ried out and results in
the case ol modification with Sn are sh, wn in Fig. 1. With
comparable magnitudes of the surface roughness factor (RF), the
electrocatalytic activity was raised by r ighly one order of
magnitude (or more in the case of HCHO and 'COOH) by the addi-
tion of Sn. However, the activity could not exceed the highest
level reported in the literature , and also ,.) indication was
observed to believe that the amorphous structLre has any
advantage over ordinary polycrystalline sample

Electro-oxidation of CH3OH and related compound: in Pd-Au
alloys

Electrocatalytic activity of Pd-Au alloys in ,ridic and
alkaline solutions exhibited various levels of sync, etic
electrocatalytic effect, depending on the kind of cc!. iounds to
be oxidized. More details of this series of investig tion will
be reported separately in this Meeting. The electroca.ilytic
activities are summarized schematically in Fig. 2 where
relative activity levels are shown by the length of the rows.
Results on a Pt electrode are also shown for comparison.
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Pd-rich Pd-Au alloy electrodes are reasonably active
towards the CH30H electro-oxidation in alkaline solution, and
an activity maximum appears at around 90 % Pd. In contrast
with this behaviour, these alloys are entirely inactive in
acidic solution.

Au is very active, higher than Pt, in the HCHO electro-
oxidation in alkaline solution, whereas the activity decreases
monotonically with increase of the content of Pd in the Pd-Au
alloys. In acidic solution, an activity maximum appears at a
Pd-rich alloy composition while Au is entirely inactive. The
strong contrast between the behaviours in alkaline and acidic
solutions on Au, but not on Pd-rich Pd-Au alloys, is not well
understood.

Pronounced levels of synergetic effect are seen in the
HCOO- electro-oxidation, but the composition which yields the
maxirum activity is likely to be different in alkaline and
acidic solutions. The activity levels are, except for pure Au
or Au-rich alloys, far more higher than Pt.

Electro-oxidation of HCHO on Cu-Ni alloy electrodes
Cu and Cu-rich Cu-Ni alloy electrodes are found to be very

active in the HCHO electro-oxidation in alkaline solution (but
nct in any other fuels). The highest activity among the speci-
mens employed, as judged from the most negative value of the
rest potential, was on the Cu89Ni1 1 alloy, with the value of
some -90 mV RHE in 0.2M HCHO, 1M NaOH, as shown in Fig. 3(A).

It is known 3'4 that electro-oxidation of HCHO on Cu, Ag,
and Au in alkaline solution is accompanied with the co-produc-
tion of H2 but that is not the case on Pt, Ni, etc. The
evolution of H has therefore been followed in the present
experiment on ihe Cu-Ni alloy electrodes and results are shown
in Fig. 3(B). The efficiency of H2 evolution on the alloy
electrodes was on a smooth line connecting the constituent
metals and no drastic change was observed at any particular
composition.

In view of two extreme models of catalytic beha.iours of
alloys, namely, the component metal atoms having a homogeneous
electronic/catalytic property on the one hand (the collective
modelZ) or maintaining their individualities on the other (the
iccalized model ), the present investigations appear to support
the latter model. In addition, a significant extent of
syrergetic effect was often observed at intermediate composi-
tions in the case of alloys between group VIII and IB metals.
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Fig. 1 (left). Electro-oxidation of CH3OH, HCHO and HCOOH on
Pt-Zr amorphous alloys without (open symbols) or with
(filled symbols) the addition of Sn as the third component.

Fig. 3 (right). (A) Open-circuit rest potentials and (B) evol-
ution of H2 during the electro-oxidation of 0.2M HCHO in iM
NaOH on Cu, Ni and Cu-Ni alloy electrodes, 30°C.
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MOLECULAR ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS IN THE ELECTROCHEMISTRY
OF SUPERSTRUCTURED PORPHYRINS.

J .M. SAVEANT

Laboratoire d'Electrochimie de l'UniversitG de Paris VII

2, place Jussieu - 75 231 - Paris Cedex 05 - France -

The presence of hydrocarbon chains attached to the phenyl rings of

the tetraphenylporphyrin macrocycle forming "basket-handle" or picket fence

structures of thee of shown below c
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exerts a strc:.g influence on the redox and coordination chemistry of the cen-

tral porphyrin complex both from the thermodynamic and kinetic viewpoints.
The electrochemical investigation of the reduction of a laige series

of the corresponding iron complexes in various solvents showed that three

types of effects can be identified : protection of the reactive center from

interaction with the surrounding medium, local solvent effects resulti-,, fcom
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the presence of amide groups in the protecting chains, steric discrimination
between the axial ligands of the iron atom. Variations as large as five orders
of magnitude in terms of equilibrium constants are observed. These effects re-
semble certain functions of the protein surrounding the prosthetic group in
metallo-proteins.

Spectacular effects are also observed in the oxidation of similar cop-
per, zinc and magnesium complexes. While this usually involves the sucessive
formation of the one and two electron products separated by several hundreds
millivolts, the presence of amide groups in the superstructures lead to a
reversible direct two-electron uptake. With the cofacial dimeric structure
shown below :.

' ~a four electron reversible pattern is observed,. -i

Such modifications of the immediate molecular environment of the
porphyrin complex by groups which influence but do not interfere directly -

into the cLemistry of the reacting center, leading to integrated molecular '.%

systems, are also useful in the design of catalytic cycles in the electro- .
chemical activation of small molecules. "" -

- "m
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SURFACE-MODIFIED GOLD ELECTRODES FOR THE PROMOTION OF DIRECT
REDOX PROTEIN ELECTROCHEMISTRY

H.A;O. HILL, and N.J. WALTON
Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory, Oxford, (England)

It is well known that, in general, biological electron transfer molecules such
as cytochrome C do not exhibit reversible electrochemistry at normal voltammetric
electrod- This is despite their role in vivo as efficient agents of r' -ctron transport.
We have found, however, th-t the modification of a gold electrode-solution interf 'e
with many bifunctional organic (and some inorganic) molecules results in the? realisa-
tion of well-behaved electrochemistry for such redox proteins. We believe that in
order the surface-modifying species to act as a successful promoterof this electro-
chemistry that it should first bind to the electrode through one of its functional
groups. An array of the second functional group will then be presented at the inter-
face in contact with the solution. These functional groups should be of the correct
chemistry to interact either electrostatically or through hydrogen bonding with amino
acid side chains present at the surface of the protein in its electron transfer binding
domain. Such binding and the associated dissociation process should both be rapid
so as to constitute an efficient exchange of molecules on the electrode surface. This
interaction of the physiological electron transfer binding domain on the redox protein
with functional groups on the electrode will often lead to a concomitant oric: -tion
of the proteins prosthetic group towards the electrode. Together the above processes
result in the observation of near diffusion-controlled electrochemistry.

The hypothesis outlined above has resulted largely from a survey of some 60
surface-modifying species as potential promoters of the electrochemistry of horse
heart cytochrome C. The conclusions of the survey are summarized in the catego-
ries: nature of the group presented at the interface, de'- iL- d vs . Aliphatic
promoters, directionality, distance, and hydrophobic domain.

More sophisticated surface modification through adsorption can _ achieved
in two ways. Mixtures of surface modifiei s on an electrode can be prod,, -.0 by
allowing a surface substitution reaction to proceed. Alternatively the use of a bi-
furctiona! molecule can equally yield an electrode-solution interface containing two
sorts of fuctionat group. We have used a class of such molecules typified by the
pyridine-aldeh.dethio-semicarbazonts . 'ie have begjn to char 3cterise the elec -
trode reactions of hnrse heartcytc chrome C, c~tochrome C 551 and the blue ccrp:."
protein azu irg at electrodes modified by such molecules and their derivatives.

... , ..-.: -. .-.. . . . ..
* . PA.*-
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4. 3

ELECTRON CHA.RGE TRANSFER AT BIOLOGICAL-SOLUTION INTERFACE

JOHN O'M. BOCKRIS
Dept. of Chemistry, Texas A&A1 University, College Station (USA)

In the exoerimental part of this w.Drk it was attempted to manifest
vi tro -r~nsju- at a bio-surface in conitact with an ionic solution. Iror1*-his purpose, contact to the membrane (dipalnitoyl phospha tidy icho line

ccntairning gramicidin) was ma~de by Luse of a Lang-tuir- Blodge t trough. Three
Dr five layers of lipid were thus for cd oni the metal substrate (gold,
pla!inun, or tin dioxid) elecci-oniz counection wa.. made to the latter;
:2nd a:j~Ueo'AS S011LJ.0o containing redux ions (qui-none-hyirequincine sys tem)
. Is Drough~t into Contact with the electrod in such a way that ealy' the

~-.ozibra-ne was exp i to the SGlUtiwn..
-i were r40aL orionted .o ii~agai-

lit'; tIAa elei:*trenn ouid t.~ih ',t( c :none -via _'reol ataxct of the so--
lutious to the ~e~ ha.,pinIiolls -.-. ic1ahoanc or by diffusiun

-IQu~, thu:rbrane. Thus, o:y-erimen.:li.; ro Ltade with the biuli pid alone,
and then with the biolipid-grar-icidic. mixtrie.

The behavior otf these systcms ,irffred ri7a~'' he lipid alone
showed time dependiance in its behavior and finally bcihaved as though it
simply covered the substrate while ions found access to the underlying me-

A. ~ tal. However, the gramicidin-contar ning membran-e 1tow' d no-- tiraie dependen-
4 ce. Underpotential deposition on it differed from tha- on the biolipid

A ~ alone, the latter showing anodic stripping peaks equal to those of the

5* sbstrte.Tafel line charactc±ristics with the biolipid-gramicidin were
radically different from those of the bielipid (which resembled those on
the substrate).

It is concluded that inclusion of the protein in the membrane intro-

') 4 (uced sufficient electronic conductance so that the membrane surface was
the source of the electron exchange with the redox system.

The main implication of such a conclusion is that energy conversion
A by living things nay be explained in the framework of interfacial electro-

c..emistry concepts. Thus, consideration ot the high energy conversion
efficiency of biclogical systems leads to the idea that mechanical energy
may arise via a series of steps, of which a rare-determining one occurs
ia fuel cell like olerient. The mitochondrion -Is suggested as the site of

such entities. Thie observed efficiency would be consistent with a poten-
tial loss of about 0_5 V. The supposed biological fuel cells would be able
t(, act as an electrical power source, driving chemiral reactions against

~~15tt-,ir spontaneous direction.

Consideraticn cielectrical cond-uctaince -.n ;;Lt proteins ,;hows that
W, ~ ~ Iui (i . (. non- fiterrfat:i11) p. d. 'sthros 'h nl t:), diai n embranes could

cev X L .. e . MIe cathondic rea.:tieii wooi be ie redu::t ion of oxygen,
-~. ~ '- - -22 ,d rtne ancdlo c~o io, N!ADH 2,;AD*rt 2Krl + 4e .

lie ' ~ ~t. -, s !-Ping tiolecilar, burl d1 in the invai,'inations
t 4'1. tu ( ': iming the_- crh-tau Liz o:thJ,,!:. eted one-

-. :, (:ihab. a f'~ r~ .ura could bL
tic-i. on * r- cco ol.v e i-l

%~ f

I V.

%i . - -, . . . .- .-.



4.3-1

iron transport occurs through proteins within each membrane. The relation
of the so-called fuel cell potentials to potentially observable membrane
pOtentialb, and those measured by fluorescent probes, will be discussed.

The fuel cells produce electrical energy and this energy is transfe-
rred to AD? by an electrolytic route, using electric power from the cells
to work the endergonic ATP synthesis. An exponential de~endence of the ra-
te of ATP synthesis upon applied potential has been observed.

Biological cells radiate electromagnetically in the 10 to 1O)1

c.p.s. region. Such phenomena support a fuel cell model of a biological
cell because they demand the presence of mobile electrons.

414
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4.4

Sensors based on bioelectrochemical principles

J.Koryta

J.Heyrovsk Institute of Physical Chemistry

and Electrochemistry, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences

Opletalova 25

CS-11000 Prague 1

In this kind of sensors the systems are included

using either structural elements of biological entities
end their nodels or processes taken from or modell, 'fter

those occuring in organisms.

The first group comprises enzyme, bncteri3. 9In tissue

electrodes. The most sofisticated are irunolct.oes.

in he second grouw p:'ti cularly 3 ersc'r r,

cluded thst are based on ionophcrc,-facilit .... '

7ort. The ion-selective electrodes with natarq r s -- tv e tic

ion-cqrriers are e:amples of these sys+ems .s ell 93

alkaLine earth cation and ionophore determinnticn vith

electrolysis at the interface of two immiscible electrr lte

sclutions.

-'o



W21PD DIP=ECT EClRN-fRANSFR OF HORSE HEART? CYIOCHD E c

AT PR1ERMv-OLI ELECTrRJES

ISAO TA.NIGCdi
Departzrent of Industrial C~ienstry, Faculty of Engineering,

11ranoto Unuversity,, Kuroka-za, Kumaumoto 860 (Japan)

,Direct r..i uetontas e eon z.solid electrode and a rmtallo-
1n has recei.tr-,' received rauch attention. Until rocently, metallo-

7 .1
-roon hz- c~rivsonn ~zrti czcnze at. orrinarye -

zx~c --js ::f ,jy 4 sicw kiw tios;, ( xCeL~t SaJjc SrC3i. ca fzos 1
~ KA ~, L~raenyea0 rs, ':arioos :urctna -ltoes .n wihdirect

* . . r~ L rr~-trrL~er f -czloproeins, esceCialiv of c:rtxcchraiie c (Cyrt
c) tza lchav:e !)een- '-Vveloped2- 1 -: These eiectrcxies T: ' , ossible t-

pl, ",r~ eleczrociEr-acal technui~ues, sumn as cyclicVut79',

':t a-- Lerate- 'the rate of electron-transfer of cyt c, for example,
Dc'sand H~il13)poo at the first tire that the addition of 4,4'-bi-

the yP%) -:%to tne solutiorn is effective. Since- then, varius
7,rcrto-rs, whlch, tir,'nselves are electroinactive -it the uotentials of inter-

1 Lc ca-n Fpracte the racid electron-transfer of cyt c, nave been fourd;
3-icizs6,8, pur ines 9 1-rXi othersil.

%,k have 9, thiat sulfur atomn is effective to ir-cilize a
L~~roto the sur'aces of electrodes such as gold and silver. A bis (4-

pvi l, 1d i 3s ulf -:(ae idf led gold (PvSSPy-Au) electrode is a typical example.
4-Aercapthcpyridi-ne (PySH) and 6-mercapopurine (PuSH) mo~difiled electrodes

-ee also prepared. These prcruter immrbilized elect-rodes, especially a
?vS~yAuelectrode, acted as suitable electrodes for the rapid electron-

_rar fer of cyrt c i the absence of any prcxrter or med1iator in the solu-
: ySS-A-u and PySH-Au e1sctzrcdes, tehtrgnosee rn

tra;--f r rate constant of c-Yt c, k -. , was estimated to be ca. 5 x 10-3 =n2

,.R:rrY-c aand hig~h stability at various temperat'u-es; these properties encour-
ecid us to pl hseeta- o various electrochEical studies of cyt

C-s Will be described later.
Lin addition to these promroters and :3rcor-er-ce)ified ele-t- odes, today,

6 7L --il oxddes7 ,1 3 , surface rretreazod :.-eta'ls 2 and the 1)e Lrr-e of pyro-
cuahte1  are? kn(-A'fl to providt th raoid el-to-r~x~ .ctc

Ucunderstand better b2qth- accel-rationof :: ratef~ '.' 0n 1l~~r-
asfor of c~vt c criginates, e--eri rT-l" nc.i~a al.a ~.uc fL:

F ~ , tiies-e- functional electrode s. For th-s Vzrrx')se, i..e cxnrx s'the

--crcjt r-- ified su-csb sng the surface --r-hanc cd Panuan 7catte: .;

5 T S~tuchxiqu. he, 35 si-xectra of Lot. 'r Sii-A ire A olactlrccus
cthat i'ySSPy oo !;crtcd as P2:5- th-roujn the S atv-, w.it :n -- 5 bWn

1 iU t,- t2e'1( -4 bnd rr.t.-n Iq;un: ~ 1. ~~r
(. tu R5uina.3Of A vS :LfeE 2ru 0 Wore vry urILIlr t:-

tscof a e-oifid*ectrod,,3 the so-,cill-Ld Land nstv~biAU-'



4. 5-1

* .".'SH d±t 1120 air- 1 shifted to 1100 an-' with an i4ncretse in aintc'rnsitY i th e
:7iS slcr o he imlfied el-3ztsoc1 2es, ,&.ereas_ no apoDreciable difference

.in the ?Ran shift of the signal due to the rc"ridi.n ring LIrczathinci at 1010r
c::-betwe en a P-vS-i so~utio, and the SE=S scraof mci: fied c cctzo-i(hs, w.as
c'vervd.nterestinqly, furthemore, thc! rap.d su1acac)nt c C~r

.:cxr the electroed surface by "ic prrcter was~nLC.-'i roSA

sjxcrr.n: bya.-ng PySSpy into a cvt c solut...r'.,onnztL-. ai
elcct-cn-trans~cr of crt c takes place on LbprctL: 's 1.d1 r

an basis of this surface structi-re cL : iVSi' rKx: -*L4- elc _rae,
a f~ e r,~ pchid. -or the ra 0 elranLn C C A C~ '71ths cec-

_fcxIe ,:_u_'a be that the electrostatic Ln'merocni bet-~n.cn c' -7,1

chr- l ys- r( sidues near the "ie of cvt c- .. rl the oexir 1ccn
*of t.N atarvo of the ad_-orbed-J prcrcter, which a:4re uitckd -,;t to thc _:clu-

i, 7-a' :e an appropri atie orientation of cyt c at the electrode. Tnis
rxit4U can r :pla.'n steep de .recst. in _%rrcnt for toelectron-Lrans'er of

c- t cat ryiI' el1z:ctrclesn 4.n auiLic salu :; tli citici pit vcilue for

i .rrkformi) for tI-e -;oc~~nat ti-e, N atcri. S ce ia rc-Tar kab1 e

Ay C int th: tnltinLa interaction bct.. e. c-vt C Z.nd thfe ?ySSPy-Au
.2octrrode is not sc, strona to affect th~e electron_ a st.iuc.urue c-ri the

r 4r, , Wo, of the, a!'.Lorbcd3 sp-cci. Thus, we ak hr.cxen ondir htween

* " , o' cK J. h tt o i - '- --i for th rntcna' lec-

4 ~ ~ . ~... av c:Yt c at :xxif _-' . -- ' ''o-'-~ ~ j'if-, dc--
: _ r 'ct-_r s31 -cn -9t

. t -7eC LC . C7o z

r '"'i

_t74' C yt in
:A 7*4 I

'W :a:1' C I x l L

.'s (,Il Z 3' 'Tr :-" i

40M, ;.r tQC-t I xe'~-. 10to

Cf.

.41'4 0 r C~":. .'.uj.~d27r:-
V,~2C *~ f' 3 C.4c v 'i. 'x itbc :
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4. 5-2

C1- on the temerature dependence of EO' on T was previ~ously repsorted by
other workers18 using an O=TL technique. The type of the supporting elec-

p. trolyte used CNaClO4 , NaCl and NaF) did not affect signficantly the temp-
erature coefficient of EO' of cyIt c, but changed the 50  values themselves;
EO' values obtained in a phosphlate buffer solut-ion (pHl 7.0) at 25 *C were,
0.02:< 1 0.002 and 0.015 '_ 0.002 V vs. SCE in the presence of 0.1 M NaCi (or

--7-; and 0.1 M NaClO , respectively. In an- alj:alinc sol1ution with any
supporting eiectroi e, the biphasic behavior in the :-0 ' vs. T plot was
cnse.. ed. Trhe influences of the enviromrental cordit-ions on the redox be-
niavicr of cyt c can- thus be easily exandiied.

In surn-rl~x, 11 would like toi stress again the foilowing points:
(1 A .nq var=tus typu.s of prcxnote-rs and functicnai electrodes developed to

a PSS~'-A oectrode is one (.;-I the -:-Ost effective electrodes for the 5

rap; elar:-tapfe fo. ad rorbai-.b for ra-lated cytochrm;2s).
Av ~~~auzri ra. eff,.r ave t;D imriihie a zorcn)-er cntW th- ecctrixie.p (2 s for t-he rapid elcctrcn-t:raos :-fcr at functional electrofles

S rcsa:0\ .yCcir ciar; an olo Lrcstatic Lnte recti(,n 'hye'_xen Lcd
IEkal.%) hxt = cyt c aiu-d t-he N atcc,,s of the -c-, _rbru pru~utor on

4. ~ ~~ _lrn2'cto _ im -ant, aith ugh, the o-.~o irthan irn secsrs to Lbe Exssi-
L lKXrbL Jxx-ri -- e;:~Y-_ us _J -trd otho r cx;Y~itions.

3 lfidcicrie are prar- imna as o nvZobt :-: for icctr-.5

o. . .as fcrond to ho_ a chrcnrso f .yaia a !~1n
~t.:~xtr~rin aci-o and P!r,11ura SC1li'-:._ ril-r th :.lifcro

1o;nally, suzh' of far,s as- tl-osu O1;scrib~ji heror, hrpeftill, pr.ic3e not
Ly xaucn fr~o cr tbetter undeistandLng rot thc electron-tran-ter reac-

t ofsiten in vivo and ii, vitro, lbut 31s0 a basis for ti-e fili-
_z L.k*:V-c! o'jiient of artificial systar6 havinj frurctioas of bicrnolocuies.

ai~ t al., J. Elcroh c :a., 124 (1977) l8K9.
2 L wden et al., J. Electro:aial. Che-n i (1984) J 5.

jid~E~ sH.A.0. Hill, j. -hn -,. Soc., Chdn. Cammq, L., (1)77) 771.
4 1.gch et al., 5. Electroanal. (Thur.., 131 (19821) 397.
* _n_2cn_ Ct al., J. Chan. Soc., Ch~n. C~rxni., (1962) 1.032.
1. e.;ucnri et al., J. Electroanal. Chv..T,., 140 (19P2) 187.

c at al., ;. Arn. Cxn. S&)C., 104 192K2) 7C.41..
-..- et al., .lectrocbin. I..ta, 22 (19S3 11,3

., ii .cte a .'Iectr.;.al &C., C4v'u (1 9 4 ) 9

A 1i t , _T SiC~zx:f.N ,Chn. C>36n. '19;4 97)
-' '.2 :.o c al., .7. ~ Ec. 1~39

",'.A. &:r. C.. ;L, 170 '97G47;'9
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5.1

DETERMINATION OF BIOLOGICALLY INTERESTING

MOLECULES BY PULSE VOLTAMMETRY

J. OSTERYC'UNG, M. WOJCIECHOWSKI, A. WEBBER AND F. TAKEUCHI

Department of Chemistry, State University of New York at Buffalo,

Buffalo, New York (U.S.A.)

Pulse voltammetry comprizes a suite of techniques based on current-
sanpled chronoamperometry, the most important of which are normal pulse,
differential pul.-e, staircase, and square wave voltam!netry. These techniques
are described in Figure i.' These techniques provide many possibilities for

LEr

-, ......t.. 4,,, ... ..
2.

..L

mi i ±n2 mechanistic studie, ur bil>' caliv i'LteresLing molecul . .
"A ,, .le: described here include rechanistic and analytical studies of an

., tr'l agenL, 1,2-dibromo-2,4-dicyanobutane (DBDCB),2 of reduced
-J. ..:,ide. adonine dinucleotide (!ADH) and related compounds 3 ' . and of a
r-. intracellular intermediate in nitrate-:nduce2 vasodllatation,

*,- tyl rnicillaxine thionitrite (RSNO).5 These c i -ic illustrate a
0 o1 m cnanisms, compound types, tecl niqus, e:.d elr trod,.S,

7.et Cmouund DBDCB.' In generil organiL halides ur.dergo irrversible
caLh.d c reducton with formacion of h.Aiide ions and organic product on
-roduct-. vicinal di:ialid s USually loose halic in a teingle two-electron

: n1ich yitKias an olefin. because tte c,anide :roun is t trongly electron-
Sth-,: i hiio.;cnated al'.vl ritries are Leduced ;it -ore pcsitive potentials

n. . aikyl h.id .'. t i.. idclv o.b!rr,. thit mercury elec-
"i. .; ., u ::t . p,,re 'herii cali.' .. ho r ,: t .;: proc ., . C, ic stair..a:.e

7r, 1 r'. 'L 2. h ow-L. c e ot t:.r c. the C.rctry

4' 1* .4

Z o,.
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F ig... 1. C'yCIC voitametry of OVOID on 9886V C.,*P O.IfeI 110 ( ) MS

C.. .e.gIng mrcury droppintg electrode fff() Int acvtoe.ItfIle).I

noe 11,01014 was O.5 IV AInO and 0.1 U in TEAP. The tcm Wte

eiectr, de cn the first reduction process which corresponds to the reaction

CN

H .'C -C - C'i CH CN + 2e -C N H + 2Br (1)

or b r

.wntucn C ';.H, is most probably 2,4-dicyano-l-butene. TI-e solubility of
5 In stras determined by reverse pulse polarography 6 as 0.1t)-4O.0?.

a pt~riod of hours in its hydrated form which results from adding water across
' !e 55,6-dcuble bond of the nicotinamide ring. This compound adsorbs oni

errvsurtaces un-,der diffusion-control and gives rise to a cathodic stripping
cr rcprocrtiornal tc ccncentration in solution. The technique of choice

:~do Lrr natior. is scuire wave volta~etry, although btaircase volta~zmetry
c .: ~e as WeL. Tn- detection liz.-.t 's less tfrn 7 r~. and the raa.,,e of

c*%es.23o~r of nag7itude chng in concntrti of N'''

I.ur,.-'! .denirne dinculciotidc- 01,D+) ar.i :-elatpU cmpounas exlhibit very-
iccr~u~zJrct.La-onse, which i, due t~o a .h'e-rt, irrcversitloe

C
4 

J 3"1 ur te a;ilzarbeJ ad.-r~inu r.iety.

in r"uIR'SNO 7h4-.nitr'ites are! ,,,..'psed illrr.seliular intermediates
'c . !1ttr" - i:.Ed ma.Til1;n vasodilatitn. Aitlhl igi. ths2co_ 11ner-

t r, :es ;rtVcr'-",b Ji~.--dependenL wo-.e appcari; whicin .- C !e aL2z as; t:'ot fo

La; pr~AL ~ni~ Jain :.c.probably cujrresponds to the rea~cnr

L+ le,+ H 0 RSli+iNO + 1 +e(2

;.i iri-c%.Lrsible wa.'e appears at mcre nogaLiVe poterntials at both mercury and
'la>car",en electredes which appears to be due to the react ioll

+ S". H + e RSti -f (N)

.1W



5.1-2

This reaction can be used for analytical purposes employing square wave
voltammetry as shown in Figure 3 with resulting detection limits ca 40 LijM and

4~ ------------

20 f, -0

KZI.

S :. V . Ths%- - w~ sup fe b-yl he SciencelFoundation of-the

tr'e rn N-.' e to -7 1' 4 a- C4H tpso F. .. 04.Nfl') .

5..siLa. S. Tkuh i,~r~ Jane Ostpprtc by an e H.-.ro i Fung, nl. EC u:.dActa, f

6.~~~~n Janet Osteryoung.adE iow-inr Anal. Chemn. 52, 927 (1980).

1..i~ seyug .Ce* Ed%0,26(18)



5.2

APPLICATION CF ADVANCED VOLTAMM ETRY iN THE ENVIRCNEENTAL CHEMISTRY
OF ECOTOX TC HEAVY METALS

P. VALENTA
I nstitute of Applied Physical Chemistry, Nuclear Research Center

(KFA) J~lich, D-5170 Ji~llch (F.R.rI.)

In. Memoriamn H.W. Ndrn!borg

£ffcintand comprehensive control and management of the environ-
mctal burden caused by har-ardeous chemicals has become an Issue of

:.'r~ry .mpcrtance for man. In this context ecochemrical research on
'evels, f'ate and patlhways of environmental chemicals hav~e
I: 6great 3 lIgnlf Icance . Many toxic chemicals , e.g. ecotoxic me-

dFt, Hw-, Cu, Cr and N.' are emitted in large quantities Into
enr'uIroninent but afterwards they are raplaly dissipated and

cccur In :-ost tf-rrestrial and aquatic ecosystems at trace levels.
_ -- fore, t~ercothocis of trace chemistry and trace analysis have a .,~

rt inr (Ir. ~ochcrqstry: and ec, toxdlcolcF in the detection and
-r~ pfex~ 4r Follution and It-. r: ,zards.

' cana yt"-cal e9cshave. to (:or-,,ine suff'.cient determination
wlv cy i oori precislon and accuracy If reliable data onr.

.mer.t al 11 o levels o' aareu subzstancas are needed.
.. . .. . .. . ..~~'vltmetvin 4 sadvar .( moe n as a %I~

':I L! .t 1 ctn~~l Szoac L, 1IIiC 0

'' aiid 7-n and t t',e ri- u t~ o '(6 and )e.
'- ve teen succes-sfi ly a-spiied t o ttle determninaticn

_f xrcv c heavy ~easin natural watersa body fl,_ids
r; ', nv e St iga t 1'_n oDf tn Ir S ) l or.

I apl2:procedares have teen devrf.lr~pc , to) r'zo& cnt-aTr.na-
f aqueous envirornental uamplua(fes water, e

;ar, rain , drinkIng water) manually zamplIng with polyethylene
cf"tted eventually to a telescopic fiber gear, Go-Flc-samp-
acricated completely from plastic material or CIT samplers

- orn a ry'Arowlre for samplIng at a predetermined depth and
t'ralr. water sampler ccntrolled with a humiidity sensor have

t r e!oried. Sampling and partitioning of solid samples was per-
r~ u~ngInstruments of quartz or p)lastic under a cleanl bernch
il 1-de contamlrnation by dust f r(.m th,: amb' ent air. Aqueous

were filtered through 0.L49 wimn pore zize membrane filters ~V
r a closed device under slight IN2 -Pressure- 1 bar).

~eswlth the suspended matter were digested b% low temperature
1- LTA, Ir.hrn oxygen plasma. 9cdy flds and food satriples were%

ziitb c to; tce Jigest":Dn with a HC104 P;0O mixture before the

%r
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%.z. tammetric analysis. The dissolved organic matter (DOM) was des-
troyed by photolysis (UV-irradiation) to decompose inert metal
,-helat es.

Vs -ammetric determination was performed in the differential pulse
cr the square-wave mode. In-situ electrochemical preconcentration
at a mercury or gold electrode under -tirring or rotating of the
er:ctrode was used at low levels ( lower than about 100 ;g/l) . For,
N1, Co ana Cr the adsorption of the-!, o!21ates ip a suitahle piten-
tlal range wac used in the piecu nertion stcp . The evaluation
-f the concentration was performed by w:<r'r addLItions.

RESULTS AIND DISCUSSION
A-s a contribution to chemical ocean;Fruphy and limnology the dis-
trb'ticn of e~otoxic trace metals Cd, Cu and Pb in the oceans,
ccstal waters- and in inland waters rivers and lakes) has been

uetermlned voltammetrically. The remarwable accuracy even at the
tltra trase level ( , 1 g/l was estatlishied by interlaboratcry
>:mar~scn. A reliable basis for the detection of anthropegenlc
or anges in the North Sea within the coming years has beer estab-

s.:ed by the determInation of the dissolved and total concentra-

ttcns of Cd, Po, Cu and Ni in the North Sea, Norwegian Sea, Barents
wea an, the Eastern Arctic Ocean during several missions from 1975
tc ID2. Depth. profiles of the concentration of Cd, Pb and Cu in
, rlouz parts of the oceans have been st.died to elucidate the con-
cnrltratlon regulation. The levels of the heavy metals Cd, Pb and Hg
,,ave teen determined ir. water znd sediments of the River Rhine and
!-_e main trIbUtaries from Lake Constance to the Dut-h/German border
within a rather dense sequence of sampling stations

For The Input of ecotoxic heavy metals (Cd, Pb, Cu, Zn and Ni) from
the a 7nosphere into terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems their wet

4ejcsltion with rain and snow in the Federal Republic of Germany
4 aa teen followed systematically since 190 with a network cf auto-

te:d samplers of own construction distributed over the various re-
<ions of the country krural areas, urban agglomerattons, industrial

z ;-.nes and. locations with metallurgical indust-y 9 .

'".etry has al.sc been used In the det :ri'lratIon of the heavy

UNor-~a l eveis in the m t important IquI and solid components of

'cnd tasket 6 and in body flulds. If the sauare-wave mode

,ed !2.e voltamnetry has in comparison with tLe usually used
.uahIte furnace atomlc absorption cpectronet: the adva.nt-ge cf a

ia : ane,,us determination ,'f Zeveral. metals tn o:e r -a - t.,c
ar-e i'near concentrat'cn ranwe.

0' ta.-.etry offers - due to its s .. ,o e . ... , nc
'tiles for Invest ,ati.o:s on upesiatiou , 1. Thus, the comp-

i ,-atlon capacity, i.e. the sum of the chelatir.g c;mporlert: of the
Cl C!ved crganic matter (DO , as beer determined in several a-

rtypes (sea water, lake water, river later? u 7t. or Pb as a
.. tal ln. The chela~tIon of' Cd, e and r, 4r, :oa ater and

e water *t the r.oderately ,trcn6 chelate;r NS7A was ,:Jled ana
rc.m ared w ith tr.- natara] cnelator hurrtc mcli. Y ,.gr.ostI, pre-

ictc, on the required .lgan: cenc.,trat'orL as f ucrtlon of the.

.7*.
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stability constant of' the inert complex emerged. The rate constants
of' chelate formation of Cd, Pb and Zn with EDTA in sea water and in
lake water have been determined voltammetrically and the mechanism
of the complex formation has been elucidated.
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THE VOLTA POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS

AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN ELECTROCHEMISTRY

Z. KOCZOROWSFT
Department of Chemistry, University of Warsaw

ul. Pasteura 1, 02-093 Warsaw (Poland)

It is the aim of the lecture to remind the classical basis of

the olta potentials and to show the present state of study of

them and their importance in various electrochemical systems.

The Volta potential is the difference of outer poten-

tials, i.e. of potentials in points situated just outside the pha-

see ( and _ . Any two-phase electrochemical systems may be ohara-

cterised by the commonly known relation:

where i and are the real potentials of the charged species

i, defined as the sum of its ctiemtcal potential and of the elec-

trical term containing the surface potential of phase:

=  + zF X (2)

Relationships (1) and (2) together with

.m-AP A aX(3

wihere A is the Galvani potential of two-phase system make it

possible to find some important information from the eletrochemi-

cal point of view. One should distinquish three basic groups of
such information. The first concerns a possibility to measure the

real potentials from the relationship (1) for such two-phase sys-

tems like metal - metal, metal - solid - electrolyte, metal - li-
quid solution of electrolyte, electrolyte solutions in two soiven-

* ta or in the sane solvent. This last enumerated system provides

the basis for measuring the so-called real activities.

".."-.-'>.'-;-.-"-,.. .,,,.",...'.-,",. . ."-" .". •" v -." ," -,%. - ..".... . . -.*J[,

.- .* _ _* ~ i . .f.t .,_•.. . *****_**.*_ * .-- '. . . '- - .
-

•-.4--.. . ..--- -
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The second group of information originates from the Volta po-
tential measurements of systems where conditions are created to
allow measuring the changes in surf ace potential of one phase
only. Such measurements are most popular and they are used in in-
vestigation of adsorption on solids and liquids.

The third group deals with measuring of changes in chemical po-

tentiale of species in a phase. They are applied for investigation
of diffusion and paxtition potentials (look at the poster by Ko-

A czorcwski and Zag6rska).

The newest most characteristic and moot important reaults of :u

the Volta potential measurements belonging to the three groups

are presented. kmong them tne im~portance of Volta potential of

mz.etal --electrolyte solution fojatem is etreseeci. This magrnitude

r~.together with work fuaction of electrona ini Ltal coflstttttec the

absolut,- electrode potential as it wae shown by Tranatti.
The principles ere reminded of the Volta potential meaEorenents,

namely of the ionization method, the condeneer method and jet me-

thod. The examples are given of recent experimental setups.
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ELCTROCHEYICAL INVEE.3IGATION OF 30' ,E
JOLID PROTON CJONDUCTOR3

D.N.Kixi6 and N.V.Suii6

Institute of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Science,
Belgrade,3tudentski trg 16,Yugoslavia

It has been proved that a great number of both c.rjanic and inor-

ganic ;-urbstances in a solid -tate are characterized by a proton

conductivity-. .ome of ,hese substances ahow a very good conduc-

ti'ri7y (a conductivity of liquid electrolotes order) at room tem-

-era-ure already, what proved to be the reasoa of ever increasing

icientific and practical interes for these 4ystems. A proton con--

ductivity aepeada ox the structure of a 4olid eleotrolyte, first

and foremost on proton bounding enerw7 and on some other energetic

&ad -teric barziers that influence on proton mobility. Therefore,

investigation of structure, particularly of eaergetic a"d Wteric

pozition of protons, as well as a correlation of these properties

with electrochemical properties should be thoroughly carried out.

Cur research work of this type of electrolyte was directed to aci-

dic phosphates LiH2 PO@ (A), JO2HPO 4 .3H2 0(B) and cryztallohydrates

2; CdBr 2 .4HO (C), K2 H2 Sb 2 07.H 2 0 (04 ).

l-he polycrystalline powder of these electrolytes samples was press-

ed under the presamre of 0.5 GPa in pellets thickness of 1-3mm and

diameter of 8 mm. Electrochemical analyses were performed in three-

electrode system (?t being the working and Ag both reference and

coux:ter electrode) by electrocnemical system PAR 170 at several

",difforut temperatures.

It is evidemt from cyclovoltamokrams,Fig.l(a-d) rnat both the cat-

LoAic and anodic decomposition of A,B,C aad D elect;.olytes was car-

ried out at room temperature.

7t aodic deco:Lpo;;itiou of cryutallohydratos corresuonded to oxi-

Slaion .roce.s o2 Ci- roup: 20, - 2o -- =.1/20, ilizriu totea-
tia! 9F = .5 "':iii] otidation of ... - ,:ir oe('r: < .':iciG, I:o~

og: } -2e '/ + iG r. 1!

of the mentioned ,lectrolytei are 'iven in -'ail T,

7 7 1
A-.. -
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a b cd

Rig.l Cyclic voltammograms at room temperature: a) LiHi2 PO4 for

:=2.0V i E2f=-2.OV; b) UO _P).ii0, l5 ad f~.);c

C.r2 .4H2 O,Ei=G.5V and Ef=-2.OV; d) K2H2Sb2o7 .4JH20, Ei::2.OV and

Fi2 2yclic voltam:-og;rms: a) LiHJ'O 4at 365K for E.=2.OV and
E,=-2.CV and b) U02 HP04.110 at 345 K, E =1.4V and E~~.V

Axocally *vol.uted oxygen was Partially deposited along the ae-
cz rcde, ag well ai near electrode layer and was reduced before hy-
.ircoii, during cathodic polarizatioik, peak I. The.a~creaze im temn-

aimd the pcoatnofanodic polaxization was followed

olonz t:. elctrode or near electrode 187y3r and waj oxidized duringI recurren~t polarization,peak 111.
're equilibrium potenitial of thiz procesi and the exchange current
~ern 2e--mind by applicatiomi of : he Tafe3. aqiiataiox on polaxrization
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curves. At tnis, the correlatioa for oh , drzop through electrolyte

404. was made oz the basis of measiured res.ita-ccL. Table 1.

TabloeL Diecomposition voltage U ,oquiibriurx potontial E a"d
exchan~ge currant i Of Eathodic etVolution of hydoe
01 Pt electrode.

Electrolyte Temperatura U r Er S
K /V/ IVI /&A/ -'

ilH293 2.1 -0.9 15.15
2-4

355 2.0 -0.8 47.86 1

398 1.9 -0).7 ?l0

U0 Izp). 31120 295 1.9 -0.7 1.10

338 0.9 -0.4 69.18

:4r.4H0 295 1.0 -GA4 3.16

K hjb 2 07 .4Hi2  293 1.0 -0.44 j. 41 .

Having considered t-he values ix '2ible I we notice4 that equili-

bzium pOtentit2. Of 9reductica dependoci. on h bonding energy

exis~nrbetween !+' izna4 wnzcn wa -3.&Janointci whoa, acr-

IZYG ilts are cccre~txi -4V Qcxu mltn y'is,

nyfr aze.i are cnied.Poby L<W

lrsntion due retn c f 2ie r00ked the cnaai 'e& o -P t: vrc

'r drzes 0o 0.V1.'i th th b eg: -nt nCu a. vraIt caL J (cirat e aet~
:racxon i 7 7zcc~lt4 thoa~ct redx.lct' oir c fv t:i

!!IiAfl -C .& Arsrczmet'Il 483s nroct _od .w :e:t m( a t 7J" o

tons. sea L, ~ich c i;-iuatend fr a Zry '.z 1. 'MterL

4G, L.tra n1LGas ser,OChem. Rev .7 515 2 1.

..uo.c and D.Y-ii6,,Go1id .;t&ce Icnicz '~'5-

44adiCu (~~_I

r'

TOP,.,
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PHASE TRANSITIONS IN INSERTION COMPOUNDS

T. Jacobsen, K. West, B. Zachau-Christiansen and S. Atlung
F,sisk-Kemisk Institut , The Technical University of Denmark

DK 2800 , Lyngby , Denmark

.nzertion compounds, relevant for secondary battery electro-
e MnLal 13ns can be incorporated into the host lattice accor-
d'~to the electrochemical reaction:

x m' x e + H >MxH 1

i the f:-tite number Of sites, '0
~&i ~~ed y s*tructural and electr-o-

prop-_ -.. es of the V'r 2t conpound, * .,L'ii

species inserted can be treated as :

rinon-ideal lattice gas. in 20P/

rijr cazsas strong attractive forces 21

1 Iesen-, and phase separations
1 1Z:det he h o st lattice are of ten H

,.-erved. This condensation phenomenon
-"IIustrated by the linear sweep

)grams in fig.1 indicating a
;--ise transizion at 2.55 V .-

r~present work is a computer study
.,c phase transition reaction with2.2.2.2.272.

err,.is.,s on the solid state diffusion E' Y s i.l

-r:ess. To treat diffusion in a non- fig.I Dynamic capacity
- attice qas th uni-dimensional for Li ineto in

*~rpotequation is written as: V 2(.

L~x~lx)(a,~ /8 z)(2)

-nc x is the pz-opability of a site to be occupied by a guest
.. ,r r tl-xj trne probability of finding an empty neighbouring

- - . - -. Coisider.,ng only first order deviations from idruality the
cr.<',:~potential of inserte2d species is giver, by:

i9 - RTln[x/(l->) + f(,0c (2)

e x-0.5 is taken as standard state and f is the interaction
~ a~etr.For values of f below -4 this ex; rossior: is ro longer

r.ot- -,-,c f inction ot, x and plia:oe iupnration occurs. From ccv'.
ii 3. d t hoc co nd i t ionr of m o.s s co i se r vt ion~ t t; foll' w~

u F: 1c c0 F I. s .3 aczn d 11aw i s c b tin ed:
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;i(D~l +fx~-x)]Z) 4)

T his diffusion equation has an interesting feature. Below the
criica vaue f te iterctin pramtertheenhancement fac-

tar (the square bracket) turns negative in the region where the
,A.-x relation has a negative slope. As consequence stable solu-
cans contdin a discontinuity and phase separation is an inherent

property of the transport equation. Furthermore, since eq (4) has
he formn of the second Fick law with a diffusion coefficient

depending OT) COMPosition it can be solved numerically with a
S-M.Ple computer routine without the introduction of moving boun-
dary conditions.

tne scurface charge transfer reaction the metal ion is removed
F he 3'vating electrolyte phase and inserted in the surface

3 'r o the host lattice. Taking the interactions in the inser-
_Icn pnaL.e into account ind assuninq these to have no influence

he trnsitlon state, thBole utler equation is modified

1+ 7x Fkoexp (1-i~c) + f(x - 0.5 )1 5

-(.-x )c expL ~ --- 6

To ivesigae r e pasetransition, linear sweep voltaumograms

ness L ID,! a finite differpnce method. In ~this case the diffusion
o~ ain (4) s solved with the boundary conditions:

z L J. J0 (7)
= > J -D (1I.zx(1-x) 4 -ax F(I+ +i -) (8)

L.T. weeps

f10
anl f - .

_7 'j

AJ
V2
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In fig.2 simulations performed for f=0 (ideality) and f=-4.2
(miscibility gap : 0.31<x<0.69) are shown. In both cases equili-
oDium for the surface reaction was assumed. Whereas the ideal
electrode exhibits an almost reversible behaviour, the phase
transition introduces a pronounced hysteresis, even at very low
sweep rates. Furthermore, the extremely narrow peak (in theory a
delta function), when the phase transition occurs on the elec-
trode surface, is noted.

To "Ilustrate the formation and movement of the phase boundary
concentration profiles are plotted in clq.3.

.0.2

0.50

0.0 0.2 0. 0 0B 1. 0 -10 .5 0 5 10

~g.3 Concentration profiles Fio.4 Simulated sweep for
-1 f0 dE=

r - E=-4.2 and d10 Af=-4, a=0.5

to the presence of IR drops and surface kinetics lnear sweep
voltumograms do in practice not show the delta function beha-
v:11ur 3f fig.2 2. In fig.4 the effect oz surface kinetics is
:r---_iaed and the oroadenino of the peaks i,:, seen.

: AE E 1 D: i o.ionlesn q,,art ie
V1.

e 7tZ .
T tfl r,0

ilo'e~t lcl E F/PT

Plate constant K A LD

. . Zachau-Christiansen, K. We3t and T. Jacnhser,
MAt. Res. Bull. 20 1985. In press.

2. J.R. Dahn and R.R. Haering, Solid i t t. I5,at cs 2 19 (1981)

%..
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AUTOMATED FOUR-PROBE MEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE CONDUCTIVITY OF POLYCRYSTALLINE SOLID ELECTROLYTES

P.Linhardt, M.Maly-Schreiber and M.W.Breiter
Institut fUr Technische Elektrochemie, TU Wien, 9 Getreide-

markt, A-1060 Wien, Austria

An automated seo-up for the four-probe measuremeit of the
conductivity of a solid electrolyte as a function of temper-
ature was described in a previous communication . Essential-
ly, the AC voltage across a standard resistor is comparedwith that between the two inner contacts with respect to theabsolute value and phase ang1e. Since th2 standard resistor

nd the amplification of the two signals remain constant,
the accuracy of the measuroment is good for comparable values
of the resistor and of the said impedance. The accuracy decreas-
es when the resistor and the impedance are vastly different.
Satisfactory accuracy is only achievable in a limited temper-
ature range. The overall accuracy wcs improved by a modified
set-un which makes use of the logarithmic output of the gain
phase meter (HP 3575A) .

A schematic diagram of the new set-up is shown in Fig.l. The
sample with the leads 3nd inner contacts is held inside the
alpha alumina tube of a small furnace surrounded by insulat-
ing material. The attachment of the eads and inner contacts
was the same as in the previous work of one of the authors.
The furnace and the insulation are kept inside a glass vessel
with a removable lid under an inert atmosphere. The furnace
is heated by DC power from a programmable power supply (HP
9269B). The personal computer (HP 86B) controls the increase
;r decrease of the temperature with time. The heating rate
is nearly a linear function of time and can be varied between
0.1 and 10 K/min. A thermocouple in close contact with the
solid electrn;lyte cell measures the temperature.

At predetermined intervals the AC signals between the two
inner contacts and across a standard resistor are amplified
and recorded by the data acquisition unit (HP 3412A) under
control of the PC. The AC current is supplie' by a suitable
potentiostat operating in the galva-:cstatic mode. The freq-
iency can be varied between 1 and IUC00 Hz. Thu data ac4uisit-
ion unit als] records the output 'oltages of the gain phase
meter and thi voltage of the thermozouol,2. .7inco the inputs
cf the phase meter are grounded, the v hve to b,? cinnected
tD the outputs of -he differe nti.l .mplifirs of the :ame

a i the arplificaticn stage ( sec, Fig, . The ,cqu s, ".on
,.nt transfers the data point by roinl tr, t ; PC. 7he proc soei

data are available in the f, -r of a disc A:di .r1 Itings anU
different forms of plots produced by a print.- HI' 829 0o).

ij
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To reduce the influence of a contact resistance at the two
inner contagts the input impedance of the amplifier is made
large (9 10 ohm). This reduces the AC current which flows
through the contacts and the input impedance. A second possib-
ility of an influence of the contacts on the measured conduct-
ivity arises when the good conductivity of the relatively
wide contacts ( brushed on silver paint ) makes a part of the
AC current enter at one side of each of the two contacts

transition from ionic to electronic conductivity ) and leaveat the other side ( transition from electronic to ionic cond-
uction ). The hase angle which should be close to 0 in
the absence of contact effects indicates when the influence
of the second possibility has to be considered. The effect
depends upon te-mperature and frequency.

The processed data of measurements on three isomorphs ( Na, Ag
and Pb beta" alumina ), produced by ion exchange from polycryst-
alline material C about 85% beta" alumina and 15% beta alumina)
r ....rown, Bovery & Cie., are shown as ( T ) versus 1000/T

:n a seiiogarithmic plt in Fig.2 as an example. The~plots for
1A Na and Ag beta" alumina are similar to those obtained on

the respective isomorphs made from Ceramatec Inc. material.
The ccnductivity of Pb beta" alumina is much better than the
,'alues Quoted in reference 3.

c- frecnces.P.:P.Inhardt, M.Maiy-Schreibar and M.W.Breiter, Proceedins
-)f th, Sixth RISC) International Symposium on MatrialsScience, 1985, in Print

. .W.Bre iter and B.Dunn, Solid State Ionics 7 (1983) 227

. E.E.Hellstro., Extended Abstract Al-l, 35 th ISE Meeting,
Berkeley, 1984
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Fig.!. Schemetic diagramn of the set-up.

AA

-3 -2 -11 2

Ioq(crT) [K-S/cm]

Fig.2. Plots of the product ( T )versus 1000/T for poly-
crystalline lead, silver and sodium beta" alumina.
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AN ELECTROCHEMICAL REDOX REACTION IN A SOLID MATRIX

Tsutomu Ohzuku and Keijiro Sawai
Electrochemistry and Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory,

Department of Synthetic Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,
Okayama University, Okayama 700, Japan

Taketsugu Hirai
Industrial Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory,

Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,
Osaka City University, Sugimoto 3-3-138, Sumiyoshi,

Osaka 558, Japan

Mixed valence compounds containing an element in two
ditferent oxidation states in a crystal lattice seem to be able
to offer a class of electrode system unique in electrochemistry
(1,. In the previous paper(3), we have depit with the
expression on the electrode potential fc.r Prussian
blue(PB)/Everitt's salt(ES) system from a stastical thermodynamic
-onsideration and the differences between a redox reaction in a
solution and that in a solid matrix have been discussed.

The final equation which was derived in the paper was

E=E 0  RT RT n e RT n(R
E --- 0 + ln(ane R ----- in no_ nR

0 e (r 0  Rwhere
R e + UR (2)

0 F F
According to eqs.fl) and (2), the 59 mV dependence at 251C with
respect to log(a ) and the different F values with different R
ions would be expected. In order to understand the electrode
pctential of PB/ES system more in details, this series of
experimental works were carried out.

Thin film of PB was electrochemically prepard on Pt. Elec-
Irodes were cathodically polarized at 40 pA-cm for 120 sec in
freshly prepared the mixed electrolyte ( 0.02M FeCl , 0.02M
K Fe(CN) ) at room temperature(4). Thin film of PB deposited on
P.-electrode was rinsed with distilled water to remove a part of
undesirable chemical species from an electrode surface. The

% prepared electrode were soakeo in4 the same conpentrations of RCI
solutions (R = Cs Rb ,NH4 ,K , Na + and Li ) as those to be
examined frr aDout 3 hours before use. Cyclic votammetry was

* (i. e-rformed usin a potentiostat Model PGS-1525 Yowa Electronics
Wor Ks, Co.Ltd.,Japan) combined with a function genc-rator Model
FG- 101 ( Kowa Electronics Works ) and the data were recorded on a

Houston Model 100 X-Y recorder.

Figure 1 shows the shapes of voltammretric peaks for the
reduction of PB and the oxidation of ES in RCI solution. The
voltammetric reduction peak of PB and the oxidlation of of ES were

l-.'
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I lIE It

IM KCt 1M NH4C1. 'M NaCL

E I V vs. SCE E I V vs. SCE E V Vvs. SCE

- IM RbCI IM LiCt' IM Cadt

0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5
El V vs. SCE E V Vvs. SCE E I Vvs. SCE

Fia.1 Voltammetri sh~pes yf B/E el~ctrode system in RCl
solution (R =Li , Na ,K Rb ,Cs and NH 4Sweep rate :0.01 V-sec

almost symmetrical up to the sweep rate of 100 mV~sec in RbCl,
NH 4i Cl Ci and NaCl solution. Well-defined voltammetric peaks,
tiowever, were not observed in LiCi and CsCI solution, suggesting
that the~ dimentional limit with respect to ionic radius exist for
the insertion of cationi into the PB matrix.

The peak potentials and the mid-points of them were shif t~d
roar r noi direction with increasing in Pri ( Rb: , MH
K' nd a )concentrations as a function of (RT/F)ln(a R+) a5 'a G

shown in Fig.2. The mid-points of anodic 3nd cathodic peaks
(E')at a 1 were summarized as the standard electrode

no-n~l of PB/ES electrode system in Table 1. The E0
values depended on the types of cations used as was expected from

2, Frcm these experimental results, we will discuss on how
*to .*Thfine the standard electrode potential of such ---n electrode

_.ystpm from a thermodynamic point of v1t,,
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Fig.2 The mid-point of anodic and carhoditc peak (F,') vs.
logia )Plots for PB/ES electrode systemi.
(a) M,(b) NIH C1, (c) 1<CI and (d) NaCl.

Table 1 The standard electrode potential of PB/ES electrode
system in RCI solution.

0 G

MV vs.SCEIM myVS.SHE kcal-mcl'

Li - --- -

Na4  94 +10 338 t10 - 7.794 t 0 .2311
K + 212 2 456 +2 -10.515 + 0.046

NH4  258 t4 302 ±4 -11.576 t0,092
44

Rb4.  306 + 4 550 t 4 -12.683 ±0.092

PWWI.
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SEPARATION OF FARADAIC AND CAPACITIVE CURRENTS
IN CONDUCTING POLYMER VOLTAM4ETRY

E. VIEIL and J.F. OUDARD
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie Organique et Analytique (UA CNRS 321)
Laboratoires de Chimie, Ddpartement de Recherche Fondamentale,

Centre d'Etudes Nucldaires de Grenoble,
85 X, F-38041 GRENCBLE CEDEX, France.

Capacitive phenomena are very important perturbations in the electro-
analysis of conducting polymers like polypyrrole, and are complicated by
the depen ence of the capacitance upon the oxidation state as shown by
FELDBERG

The approach presented here is based on diconvolution procedures
allowing extraction of the pure faradaic response of a linear potential
sweep voltanunetry. Two distinct cases can be handled

- The electrochemical mechanism is known (reversibility, semi-infinite
or restricted diffusion or absence of mass transport, number and nature
of the steps, ... ) but not the dependence law of the capacitance versus
the faradaic charge : This last law can be determined together with the
evaluation of eventual resistive effects.

- The opposite case of a known variation law for the capacitance,
measured by an impedance method for example, or by analysis of limiting

cases in cyclic voltammetry, and an unknown electrochemical mechanism.
This is the most interesting situation which can also be treated in
presence of resistive effects.

Application of this method is illustrated with polypyrrole films
voltammetry.

S.W. FELDBERG, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 106 (1984) 4671.
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STUDY BY POTENTIAL MODULATED SPECULAR REFLECTANCE
SPECTROSCOPY OF ANODIC IRIDIUM OXIDE FILMS.

A J.I. PERA, M.A. MARTINEZ, Ma SANCHEZ and C. GUTIERREZ
Instituto de Qjulmica Fisica "Rocasoiano", C.S.I.C.

Madrid (Spain)

Since the discovery in 1975 of the electrochromic eifect
of thick anodic iridium oxide films by Buckley and Burke , many

display. Much effort has been devoted to the identification of

the._hanesinoxidation state of iridium corresponding to the
fou pekswhich can be seen in cyclic voltammograms, such as
tha i 0,14HzSO. shown in Fig. 1. The main peak (designated

as II) corresponds to the coloration-bleaching process occu-I rring at more positive-more negative potentials, respectively.
Most researchers agree2 that it is due to a change in the oxida
Lion state of iridium, from Ir(III) to Ir(IV) .

The in-situ technique of Potential-Modulated Specular Re-
-iectance Spectroscopy (Pt!SRS) knew a short-lived surge of inte
rest in the early 70s, as it was then thought that this techni-
que could throw light on many unsolved problems of Interfacial

sim~ple. However, when used for identification of mono-or multi-

lavers electrodeposited on the electrode, interpretation of the
r esults is far from simple.

Tlz technique was conventional: a 100 mV peak-tc-p, ak
~irusKda modulation was apclied to the electrode, and the
v~a~e(.~)in the 32peco,.Iarly r ~t3 ht(P,: *was detctccd

~th a hock-in amplifier.

T1he oxide f Jlhis were urown !by trian,la .onL1i. cycianig
at 200 mV,'s between; 0 ar.d 15C00 ruV vs revr:itbie !'ydroqe etec
tro-e (P1'Z) .The shape of the. 3pc:ztra %jas ii er(-ndv -nt of the
tlllckress of the oielaver, which st.~~h nii h
servci are: not, due to.. irnt.urference cetf :ts.T a fr
z:a are shownr -1i. Fig. 2. Viey cC.VreSpc;.d to m cd
r, e .i ta 1 ar.d ha s., media 0 09, 6.9 an d ~2 -1 wc:vs
lae.tc- is en absor::tion maxim~um at, 360-380 rn, h-' (WtC
it correspo.. to the same proccss. Ap jzarently tcm di: onc
-oordination spheres of the- iridium ion , with di ffrent propor
Lionis .)f H 30, Hi20 and OH* species, do riot nearl ] a ange the
acivrjptior. spectrum of the Ir ion. An extreme enlc f this
constancy of the spectrum is that of the Cr3 i onl , which shows
thc --ame two riax mra at - 430 arnd EOO ni-i, eitner "n )cueousi solu
* or Cr (H I) rion, or in the green, solid sgujcixide Cr. "'
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It is to be noted that the spectrum obtained when stopping
the potential sweep at the anodic peak exactly coincided with
that obtained when stopping at the cathodic peak, i.e. reversi-
bility seems to be perfect. '

A very interesting fact is that the wavelength of the main
absorption maximum increases linearly with peak potential (i.e.
With increasing oxidation of the anodic film) , as is shown in
Fig. 3. We can offer no explanation for this relationship.

Finally, in Table I w,,- present the absorption maxima ob-
serve~d in 0.1M H2S04 all several potentials. It-s clear that
eachl poaK has a typical abs;orption so.2ctrum. The maxinomrr at
280-300 nin constitutes an exception, as it appears over tho.
whole pozrential rangce. This could be due to disrnutation of the
higher oxides, perhaps by a meChanism such as that propos'by

K(t ta1 2 :

IrO3 + 2  -.- * IrO(OH) 2 + 1/2 02t

The absorption mnzxiina at neiitr. i a.nd basi: pH basical.y
coincide with those ol:,served for the sarae E)-.ak s ar acid pH. Am;

sacbefore, this implies that the electronic ?nvels of a g iven
oxidation state of Ir are not altered much when OH- iF, sub ti-
t, ted for H20 in the coordinations sphere of ir.

Transmis:sion spectra of KBr pellets of Ir oxides from
F-luka showed th(: following absorption maxima

1rz03 :430 nxm, 525 nm, 640 nm (weak)
IrOLm 270 mmn (weak) , 440 nm (very broad) , 640 nm( )

Urnfortunately, these data do not allow us -o assign oxidation
states to the absorption maxima observed in the PMISR spectra.

Table I. Absorption maxima in PMSR spectra of ani iridium elec-
trode in 0-11M H2S04, pH 0.9.

Pot. V_ nME/mTV -. Absorption maximum/nm -

1060 2 60 i 1) 320 580
1103 290 3 0 (i;r)
1140 .300(sh) 3o 580

P ak IT 12710 j

Peak 28o MO4

"41

F44

.7 %~

. 4~ -'N -
!Yk S*-i 4. * -. 7-e.* ~ *
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ELECTROFORMATION OF ANODIC OXIDE FILMS ON NICKEL
PRODUCED BY SQUARE-WAVE POTENTIAL SIGNALS

A. Visintin*, A.C. Chialvo**, W.E. Triara* and A.J. Arvia*
*instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquimicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas (INIFTA)
Casifla de Correo 16, Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA

*Programa de Electroquimica Aplicada e IngenierTa Electroquimica (PRELINE)

Santa Fe, ARGENTINA

I NTRODUCTI Ot
Nic ,el oxide films are -usually obtained either by chemical or C lactrO-

c, emica 1 prec 1pi tatioir. of nickel hydr-oxi de on diffJerent sibstratesl rCn
the other hano, the direct anodic oxidat-'on of nickel in alkaline Solution
sec~s to be rot a suitable method to obtain n,4ck oxide films:),

Tne present work describes a square wave potential anodizing proccedura
I,4- i c h promotes the macroscopic growth of thick oxide films on nickel elec-
trodes in alkaline solution.

EXPERIMENTAL

Runs we re tmade i n a th ree el ec trode compartment Pyrex gl ass cell I. T he
working electrodes were nickel wires 1 cm long and 0.5 mm diameter. A. large
plarinum counterelectrode was used. The counterelectrode compartment was Coll
nected direct.ly to the rest cf the cell to minimize the ohmfic drop betwfen
c-lectrodes. Runs were made in NaCi- solutions at different concentrations bet
ween 0.1 11 and 2 M at j"OoC, A. hycrogen reference electrode in the same elec-
trolyte solution was employed.

* The anodizina procedure consisted of applying a square wave potential
signal (SNPS) to thie vvorkina electrode between lower (EZ) and upper (EU)
potential limits at a certain frequency (f) during a certain time (t),

RESUL~TS

Jher a nickl electrode is subjected to the SWPS under a oroper set of
peo- ntial , rturbation conditions a thick anodic oxide film is formed. Vol-
canogrinsrun at C.1 V/s het-yeen 0,05 and 1.55 V show a remarkable increase

'In tie el-ct!-ooxico.-io/electroreductiani criarges _,ssociated with the preser-
ce ut -ne nickel o;xife film in t:",e potential rarvie of the ~(I/iII

~-ie increasE in chargE (R is evaluaited throuq;: th-e relat~on-

u'-e Oc de,;-.s 1i; o -lctrorednction cI'arqe aissan t.' i wth t[~n' c' c i ox ide.
1)Lfur-2 11'.: (a) tlie "'WPSEc et.c. ~ ~ sii

piot , ;:: two iximrt; v c ." . ~ . i
or..j 1. 7 V, 'espec.tivEiy. On tUo-!h:r nC'd,r~I'O~~Z ~~.
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1.7 V, f = 2.5 kHz, t = 3 min) the dependence of R on EZ presents a maximum
at EZ = -1.6 V.

The dependence of R on f was also determined. For Eu = 1.7 V, Et =
-1.6 V and t = 3 min, there is an optimal frequency at ca. 2.5 kHz. The low-
er threshold frequency to obtain a remarkable increase in the value of R is
ca. 0.5 kHz, a value previously reported for oxide films formation on plati-
num5 . Furthermore, the value of R depends on the duration of the SWPS. For
Eu = 1.7 V, EZ = -1.1 V and f = 2.5 kHz,R initially increases linearly with
t, attains a maximum value at t = 1 min and then decreases with t.

DISCUSSION

The present r'sults demonstrate that the application of the SWPS to a
nickel electrode in alkaline solution under carefully preset potential per-
turbation conditions promotes the macroscopic growth of a thick anodic oxide
film and correspondingly a remarkable increase in the charge storage capaci-
ty. The preliminary results suggest that the growth of the anodic oxide film
under SWPS follows a mechanism similar to that recently discussed for the
oxide films on noble metals 6 ,7,
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VOLTAMMETRIC RESPONSES OF PLATINUM ELECTRODES SUBJECTED TO
THERMAL, CHEMICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL TREATMENTS

R.M. Cervifio, W.E. Triaca and A.J. Arvia
Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquimicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas - (INIFTA)

Casilla de Correo 16, Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA

.>%TR0D!.CT0:4

It has bc-en shown recently that the voltarinetric response of polycrvs-
tal'ine Pt e7-Ctrodes in acid solutions in the H- and 0-adatcms electrosorp-
ticr./electrodesorption pcotential r-ange can be irodified by applying fast pe-
riodic potential perturbations under well defined ootential perturbation con
ditionsi. The final voltanmnetric resoonse of the electrodes after the treat-
ment approached closely to that accomolished from either Pt(11i) or Pt(100)
surfaces alter they have been subjected to some cycles in thio O-electrosorD-
tion potential range. It was also found that this treatmnent yielded surfaces
with preferred orientation from the polycrystalline platinum electrode2 . More
recently, the structural changes of an atomically smooth Pt(111) surface in-
duced by either the annealing and cooling poeueo h lcrceia
adsorption of oxygen, has been followed by voltamrietry i1n a sulphuric acid
solution. Tne difference in the type of the voltanrnograms of H-adatomis on a
PtNlII) surface was related to the difference in the cooling conditions3.

Special attention should be paid to these modifications of the Pt elec
trade surfaces resulting from either an initial single crystal or a polycrys-
-alline Pt as they probably imoly conmmon configurations of the electrode
surface which are apparently achieved after applying preset potential pertur-
bation conditions, The present work points out that most of the voltarietric
responses of Pt electrodes obtained from "true" single crystal surfaces can
be also approached fromr polycrystalline Fit when the latter is treated with
a fast iperiodic potential perturbation under well defined potential limits
and frequency conditions.

RESULTS

when a polycrystalline Pt electrode in 1 M, H2S04 at 25,C is subjected
tc a repetitive triangular potential sweep (RTPS) at 104 V/s during 12 hs
L~et -,een 0.42 V and 1.10 V (vs. RHE), the voltarnogram run imrrediately after-
q~ards at 0.1 V/s between 0.05 V and 0.60 V approaches to those repoited in
refs. 4a (Fig. 3) and 4b (Fig. ib). The volta~rogram reported in ref. 4b as
corresnonding to the "ini tial state" was obtained from a Pt(111) surface
cleane6 in JHV (Ar- and 0-bombardment) and charactErized by LEED and AES.
After a single trianoular potential sweep at 0.1 V,'s ,et .eon 0I,05 V and 1.150
V, lie re sul zi1ng volI ta.miiocqrai- becone s s imi I1ar to t ha'. ref. r red tc a s se
vo, tarmoiGramu for the :tnciard state" o o tl1 ufc~(i.cnrt
*bU dnd also to those obtained by several author,, ,r't-r tho2 Pz(il)s1cl
:rystail 1,as beeni c'yle in the 0-electrosorpticn potE:;-tial ~rv.Firialy,
al, er RTP S duri ng 30 mi be tween 0.0 V a nd 1. 50 V a t e. 1 V's too- resu 1t iny
cltana~ograrm become now simnilar tn that repcrted cis 0.e final state" of

the, Pt( 1,11) surfck'4b

'SN
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On the other hand, a Pt electrode surface with (100) preferred crystal
orientation is achieved from a polycrystalline Pt electrode by means of a
RTPS at 1.4x104 V/s applied between 0.06 V and 1.50 V during 12 hs in 1 M
H2SO4 . The voltammogram run at 0.1 V/s in the H-adatom potential range ap-
proaches closely to those reported by several authors for Pt(100) surfaces in
sulfuric acid solutions6 . When the polycrystalline electrode is treated with
a RTPS between 0.002 V and 1,50 V at 1.4x104 V/s, the resulting voltammogram
at 0.1 V/s approaches closely to t ose obtained with Pt(100) surfaces in 0.5
M H2SO4 (Fig. 2 in ref. 7a and Fig, 1 in ref. 7b). Furthermore, when the po-
tential scan at 0.1 V/s covers the O-electrosorption potential range, the
voltammogram is similar to those found from Pt(100) single crystals cycled
in the same potential range5c, 7 .

DISCUSSION

The present results demonstrate that structural changes of the Pt sur-
faces followed by voltammetry occur both in single crystal and polycrystal-
line Pt electrodes, In any case, from both materials it appears that common
surface configurations are accomplished from either Pt(111) or Pt(100) single
crystals and from polycrystalline Pt when the corresponding surfaces are dis-
turbe ,y relatively drastic potential oerturbations. These common preferred
oriertctions of Pt which are well characterized by voltaimetry in the H-adatom
electrosor,.,..r/electrooesorption potential ranqe, are closely rLpresenting
the true characteristics of the metal surface in tne absence of residual me-
canical stresses.

Data reported at [resent can De successfully compared to the surface
modifications of Pt single crystals induced either by bombardment with high
energy particles, by thermal treatment or by 0-adsorption. Thus, the dif-
ferent states of the Pt surfaces resulting fromn Pt(111) single crystals, as
Iescribed in ref. 4b, can be also, in principle, approached from polycrystal-
line Pt after producing the preferred orientation through the application of
fast potential perturbations,

As far as the thermal and chemical procedures are concerned, under cer-
tain conditions, surface modifications yielding restructuring and faceting
are achieved 3,8, while in the electrochemical procedure, comparable results
are obtained through the fast potential perturbation applied to the electrode
and the formation of either OH- or O-electroadsorbed species from the under-
potential oxidation of water in acid solutions. Therefore, the thermal, che-
mical and electrochemical procedures, in principle, correlate reasonably well
and this suggests that the same type of interaction energies plays an impor-
tant role in the surface restructuring effect.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL AND ELLIPSOMETRIC RESPONSES OF IRON ELECTRODES
IN SATURATED CALCIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS

O.A. Albani, J.0. Zerbino, J.R. Vilche and A.J. Arvia
Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoqufmicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas - (INIFTA)

Casilla de Correo 16, Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA

INTRODUCTION

The electroformation and electroreduction of surface oxide
layers on iron in alkaline media involve simultaneous charge
transfer and chemical rearrangements of the film structure con-
siderably dependent on the solution composition and temperature
1-4 The present paper refers to the electrochemical and ellip-
sometric measurements Of Dolycrystalline iron in saturated cal-
.ium hydroxide solutions as compared to measurements made in

sodium hydr-xide solutions at pH 12,6.

EXPER I IENTAL

101 Polished polycrystalline iron (Specpure, Johnson Matthey
Chemicals Ltd.) mounted in teflon holder was used. The electro-
lyte consisted of either saturated Ca(OU)2 or 0.04 M NaOH solu-
Stions, kept under purified nitrogen. The electrochemical cell
was mounted in a Rudolph Research ellipsometer, type 437-02/200

m manual, proviJed with a 150 U1 tungsten lamp with filter (5461
"- The incidence angle was 69' and that of the ccmnensator was

u s ,were perfored at 2 PC Potential in the text is
,efer rd 7,o the NHE scale.

RESULTS AAJD 01SC!!SSi0,

Result. obtained in 0,04 M NaOH are similar to those report-
-d 'n strong alkaline solution (Fig. I), The voljtammiograms run
at v - G V/s between -1.26 V and 0.54 V exhibit three anodic
current peaks durin the positive goin potential excursion, at
ca. -0 ,78 V (peak I1 , -0.62 V (peak I , and -0,38 V (peak III),
anl the cathodic current neaks during the returning scans at
ca. -0,76 V (peak IV) and -0.98 V (peak V), respectively. Measu-
rements male by changing systematically both the anodic and
cathodic switching potentials reveal that conjugated processes
take piace in the potential ranges of peaks !If and IV (Fig. 2a).

Ellipsometric results obtained by varying both the anodic
potential and the potential holding time suggest the initial
formation of a barrier layer whose thickness increases proportio

,I naily to the electrode potential. The correlation between ellipJ
soretrc ;)arameters (P and A) and the anodic charge required
to form *ne barrier layer shovs at times larger than 0.4 s a new
c'reent contribution which can be, in principle, assigned to the
rlgraticn of metallic ions througn the barrier layer. The elec-
:-ochemical dnd ellipsometric characteristics of the barrier
layer are quite similar both in saturated Ca(OH) 2 and NaOH solu-
u I

ris

* " - -

...... .. . ... . . .. .,- 7,,,.,_., .. ~ ~.. .......,...:,...:... .
Ju', . . ... . . . ," -" - "." - -z -',','',,.I,.',,
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Figs. I and 2 show the application of repetitive triangular
potential sweeps (RTPS) producing the growth of a second hydrat
ed iron oxide layer of low refraction indixes, whose thickness-
increases during cycling, The growth of the second film also
occurs by holding the potential at a Preset value. The charac-
teristics of the second film is different in saturated Ca(OH)2
than in NaOH solution at the same pH,

The ellipsometric data in 0,04 M NaOH after different poten-
tial cycling times, measured either under open circuit or at the
anodic or the cathodic switching potential are shown in the figs,
2a and 2b. The inner P vs A plot corresponds to an increasing
th'ckness of the second layer in the reduced state while the
-uter one corresponds to both the barrier and the second film in
the oxidized state, The change of the optical parameters corres-
ponds to an increase of the charge of the redox couple related
to peaks Ill-IV, This charge accumulation is greater in 0,04 M
aOh than in saturated Ca(OH)2.

On the other hand, the optical data corresponding to RTPS
in saturated Ca(OH) 2 cannot be explained by the growth of an
optical film at constant indixes. This difference in behaviour
appears already in the first scan and it is also sound in the
potetiostatic runs, starting from the polished electrode. More-I oe', in both solutions the characteristics of the :econd layer

depends also on the potential perturbation conditions. In 0.04
1. NaOH when the thic!:ness is greater than 2000 A 'he optical
irtlices decrease, suggesting a larger water containt of the pas-

* *, sive layer. The accumulation of the charge particiDating in the
conjugated couple III-IV is gerater in 0.04 H NaOH than in
saturated Ca(OH) 2 , For the latter th2 second layer grows gradual
ty -roe a less compact layer to a more compact one,

r; ,nse resul ts Jemonstrate the remarkable i nlucnce of Ca +
:'- n solution in defining the char.acteristics of -in; ar o d ic filUa

formed on iron in base electrolyte.
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ELECTROCATALYTIC ACTIVITY OF THE BREWER INTERMETALLIC PHASES
FOR THE HYDROGEN EVOLUTION REACTION

B. Kosanovit 1 ) , S. Strbac2 , T.Grozdid1 ) and M.M. Jaklid2 )

University of Belgrade

1) Institute of Chemical Power Sources,

Belgrade, Zemun PoIje, Yugoslavia

2) Institute of Food Technology and Biochemistry,
Faculty of Agriculture, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Br.wer1 pointed out that the alloying of metals which are considerbly remote in the periodic

table, proceeding with a definite charge transfer, provides the possibility of generalized Lewis
acid-base reaction with the transfer in the opposite direction to that expected from the
electronegativities with the stabilization through utilization of an otherwise non-bonding
electron pair of electron donating metal and unused vacant orbitals of electron trapping element
in their intermetallic intetaction. For metals from the left side of the transition series reacting
to produce intermetallic phases with element raging from the seventh to the eleventh group,
the siability of the compound is predicted to increase as the number of non-bonding internally
paired d-electrons increases to reach a maximum and then decrease as the paired d-electrons
beome so stabilized with increasing nuclear charge that it would be difficult to transfer them.
Likewise, for any metal from the right side, the variation from the sixth to third group on the
left is predicted to produce an increase in stability of internietallic phases as the number of
vacant d--orbital is increased with subsequent decrease for smaller nucle3r charges that could
not hold donated d-electron pairs, the whole interaction increasing from 3d toward 5d levol.
Then, for fifth group d-metais (V, N.lb, Ta) with only one vacant d-orbital, the interaction to
form intermetallic phases would be small with rhenium, would i nerease substantially with
osmium, would reach its maximum with iridium and would decrease with platinum and further
with gold, while the whole interaction decreases from tantalum towards vanadium. For fourth
group d-metals (Ti, Zr, Hf) with two vacant d-orbitals, the maximum in intermetallic inter-

action and stability is predicted to shift to the right and should be between the ninth (Ir, Rh,

Co) and the tenth (Pt, Pd, Ni) group, whereas for the third group (Y, La) the maximum in inter-
action is predicted with Pt, Pd, or Ni decreasing downwards in the last order. On the basis of
the generalized Lewis acid-base- and Brewer valence bond- theory for bonding in metals
and intermetallic phases and alloys there has been pointed out 2 that whenever metals of the
left-half of the transition series that have empty of half filled vacant d-orbitals are alloyed
with metals of the right-half of the transition series that have internally paired d-electrons

not available for bonding in the pure metal, there arises well pronounced synergism in
elcctrocatalysis for the hydrogen evolution reaction (h.er.), which often exceeds individual
effects of noble metals and each other (synergism condition) and approaches the reversible
behaviour within the wide range of current density. The Brewer theory predicts that such

irtormetallic phases behave extraordinary stability features because of the improved bonding

f , R
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properties. The actual question is why metals such as hafnium, zirconium, titanium or lan-
thanum with rather high individual hydrogen overvoltage and typical hydriding features
advance the polarization properties of other d-metals, such as cobalt, nickel, palladium or
iridium in their appropriate alloying compositions? In addition, what is the mutual point
between the stability of Brewer intermetallic phases and their electrocatalytic activity?

There has been pointed out that whereas various physical features associated with electronic
configuration of elements, such as melting and boiling point, the bonding effectivness 1 , heat
of fusion, sublimation and vaporization represent typical volcano curves as a function of the
position in the periodic table with maximum at about d5 - electrons, electrocatalytic
features of transition metals for the he.r. shift the maximum of their volcano curves towards
about d8 

- electrons. Quite similar relationship shows the bonding energy of zirconium cr
hafnium as a function of the position of the right-hi.If transition metals in the periodic
table2 . The same dependence follows the etectrocatalytic activity of composite catalysts:
the oest catalysts represent rather symmetric intermetallic Lavas phases, such as MoCo 3 ,
VWNi 3 , LaNi 5 , ZrNi 3 , HfPd 3 , ZrPt3, where the average electronic configuration approaches
the same one characteristic for individual d-metals of highest electrocatdlytic activity (about
d8 , or rather hybridic arrangement between d7 - d8 electrons).

There has also been found that electrocatalytic activity of composite catalysts for the h.e.r.
follows the so called Miedema3 reversal stability law, which states that the higher the stability
of some intermetallic phase, the lower the stability of its hydride, and the higher the capacity
of hydrogen bonding. In other words, metals of the left-half of transition series induce
hydridic features for the right-half of d-metals and the entire composite electrocatalyst
improves its hydridic properties by increasing the stability of original intermetallic phase.
Both features of the stability and electrocatalytic activity have also been associated with
the Cooper pairing effect of superconductivity: the most symmetric intermetallic phases
are the best both for electrocatalytic activity and superconductivity.

The bonding energy of d-electrons increases very markedly with the nuclear charge from
the first to the third transition series due to the deeper penetration of the p- and,
particularly, the s- electrons towards the nucleus than for d-electrons of the same main
shell. The effect of increased nuclear charge upon the strength of d-bond thereby appears
due to contraction of the closed shells and increased exposure of the d-orbitals relative to
the closed shells to allow better overlap of d--orbitals between atoms at the internuclear
distances fixed by the balance of attractive bonding forces by the repulsive forces owing to
interpenetration of the closed shells1 . Therefore, the improved overlap of d-orbitals
increases the cohesive bonding effectivness in going from 3d to 5d series and increased
exposure of the d--orbitals with the proper pairing effect, apparently provides the higher
elictroic.etalytic activity, and eventually irprov d superconductivity.

Som rather unusual intermetallic phases arid alloys for electrochemcal rezictions that beh.ivo
0x.raordinary stability in the light of the Brewer-Engel theory1 hive bon employed for Zho
h.e.r. as the electrocatalysts and their polarization properties %vcre investigated iii water
electrolysis (Fig. 1 and 2). The promoting effoct of some ionic specie3 with rather filled
d--ctbitals have also been investigated and pointed out. The correlation between tha stbility
4.f alloys and intermetallic phalzs and their electrocatalytic activity in the lijht of the
Brewer-Engol theory ha. been con fitrad. The hydridic feature of the Crewer cleetc-
cdtalystv. has becn experimentally proved and poirited out as the main charactcristics
for such an advanced activity in the h.e.r.

A~k.a. 
.
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Fig. 1. The activity of Zr-Ni ;ntermetallic pha, es as a function of their atomic ratio
in the composite catalysts presented as the increase of the current density at
constant potential.

F ig. 2. Polarization characteristics of some Brewer intermetallic phases (2-Hf-Pd, 3-
Nb-Pd and 4 - Ta-Pd) for the h.e.r. in 40% NaQH as compared with nickel
elcctrode (1) in the same solution.
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INFLUENCE CF SULPHATE IONS ON THE INTERPHASE

OXIDIZED ALUMINIUM/ELECTRCLYTE

Z. BOLANtCA, B. LCVREC-rK , 0. KORELIC
Higher Schoo~l of Printing, University of Zagreb

Getaidi6eva 2, Zagreb, Yugoslavia

x .L. Nalje.~kovi6eva 29, 4100C Zagreb, Yugoslavia

In' cur former wcrK (e.g. ref. 1,2,3) we found that the charge
density on the :surface of the cxidized aluminium (evaluated fromr
electrokinetic mreasurements) depends on the way of oxidizing, on
possible aftentreatment of the oxidized layer, on _composition
and cn o" of the solution in contact with this layer. The contac:t

W angl~es were mreasiured also on the samples o)f th:! cxi'dized alumi-,
arr changing the mentioned parameters. it is found that there is
a correlation between the charge density of the surface and the
cntact angle. The results of such investigations give pcssibili-
ties fcr better understanding of the process in practical appli-
cat-on of alunriniJum, particulary in the field of ccrrosion as
well as in the fields of some specific applicat4.ons of aluminium,
such as l.ithography.

A part of broader investigation is Dresented in this paper ccn-
cerr.:ng the surface charge arid ccntact angle influenced by some
arions in the solutions which are in contact with the oxidized
aluminium. Measuring of the streaming potential and measuring of
*he contact angle were used as the experimental methods. TheI samples of aluminium of high purity were oxidized by boehmitizing
in the boiling water. During the mreasurin;_ of streaming potential
andI ccntact 3ngle the samples were in contact. with the solutions
IS"i M KC1 of' various pF values and with the samre solutions with

* ,,*the addition of K-SO4 in var2-ous concentrations in the range from
2Xlc-t to 51M. From the values for streaming potential zeta
octential and after that charge density were evaluated in the ccn-rventional way. The dependence of ze2ta pctential on pH is linear
)ut the slope and position of the straight line-, change depending

* on concentration of ai led sulphate ions in the solution which is
~nncntact with the cxid zed a!linium vFig. 1.). Fig. 2. shows

- eoendence of rne -2~harge density (q) a±nd thn contact anglie
t ne*a )with! pHf only for three 2-ClUtiono M1D KOI, 10-4 M KCl+

M K2 S 1)and 10"M VC]. + 5x1C-" M 1?Q~ he ohcarge on the
creal'.Y denotes thle charge of the im.-sbil.e7 com~onent of

tre !te~m. There is ctvious c crrelation between the Values 0f
t he :-rtact :..n,1e ;-..n-! tne (!Karge densitly in the surfac2 ct' the

oxi~~cda~uminlum 2s tr.e function of pi'. With the higher dernsitv
I, "ve cnuarge th:cocntr ibutioit of the char ;

utn g gs trtr n n; m sa o n thie c urv es h et, -p1

r : values '.Iiere 1_ .t the isoclleotric cn

779
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6!- Fig- 1. Zeta potential vs. pH

Boehrnitized Al in contact with:
+ 10- " M K 0i

4- a 104 M jCi + 5x,0-4 k!K O
m 0-4 M KC1 +2Y,0_4Mk 2 C

+A 4 10-4 tj KC, + 1-~ME 2 0
20- "' N KCi1 + 5x10-5 M K2'01

0 -4~ r KC1 + 2x10-5 M K 2 Sr,4

2 \6\6 P

-40

Thie cu,.rve theta-pir shcwa no maximm tut the curve q-4 aMs d2 o
not Intersect the abscissa in Case of' 1 0 -l' M KC1 + cx10j !2O
sc.Jiut ion.

These chenomena br-oader. our ccnicept of the influence of' the ani-
*Dn, on the surface charge. The additional anions can influence
-the surface crnarge in various ways. Except anior. adsorption it
c an c(Te~ to their i1corpor'at;ion1 into the oxide layer e.g. by ion
exchange, and all that can leadi to the change in the charre der.-
si ty or. the ot fa.,cc a~id to the _shifting of' isoelectric point.

oone case3, we had investigated, su,,ch fystems were analysed
q(i .ittively, Suppo ,r that, tere is an Igblj ddtonc

re surac chnnge of boelmite itscit, and' the cl-arge thiat br~ings
a' rca,_nior. added (an ',xawpie ilc F].Vcr. 1"- ref 1.). Hoe:rit oh-

ma:crcy 301wa.. I~ c-.r re.:.-'-cn wi'. h.!ch!.v.

ML' .cen~ence o' f. ec_-s r n sc :2~~;i.b

ccrnzidered in 7cur fur'.hf~ r cf. ' ,
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cob Fig. 2. Charge den~sity and contact angle vs. pH

Boehititized Al in contact with:

6 + 10-11 m' wca
-~A 10-4 M KCl + 5x10-4 M 'S0

2
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A STUDY OF INTERFACIAL BEHAVIOUR OF Al/AQUEOUS SOLUTION SYSTEM

B. Lovre(ek, M. Lovre~ek, 0. Koreli!

Department of Printing Technology, University of Zagreb
YU-41000 Zagreb, Getaldideva 2, Yugoslavia

The investigation of the interphase characteristics of the system Al/aqueous
solution is of great theoretical and practical interest. As a rule, alumini-
um is even spontaneously covered by an oxide layer, and very often it is do-
ne intentionaly. The existence of these layers determines the specific phy-
sical, chemical and electrochemical states and processes and they are respon-
sidle for a group of phenomena very imortant for the practicai application.
One of the most important characteristics in that is corrosion stability of
alumini.-, but all of its aspects are vot e;plained erouoh vet. TIke surf.,ce
charge, resp. the interaction of the surfa-e active crou.s wiith te so0vent
and/or the species from the solution on the (corrosion proce.ses 1 4,as bee;,
pointed at recontly.

This work presents in the same sense a furtner contribution to the extei.sicn
4--" of such approach. Voltammetric method was used, as weII as detcrmination, of

the contact angle 3s a good indication of the interaction of the solid phase
and solution. The investigaticns were performed in soiutions with constant
concentration of crloride ion of )o-3 M (except for the mxost acidic solution)
and variable concentrations of hydrogen ion. In the part of the acid range it
is also possible to keep constant the ionic strenght. The working electrode
for voltammetric measurements is from superpurity Al of the cylindric shape,
protected by synthetic resin, except on the active circular cross-section
with the surface area of 3.0 cm2 . The counter electrode is of spiral platinum
wire, and the reference is Ag/AgCI electrode in the same solution. The tests
were performed at room temperature and in the air atmosphere. The working
electrode was mechanicaly ground, degreased and treated in the hot NaOH, then
washed and neutralzed in the nitric acid. This measurements were performed

A under constant stirring.

After stabilizing, the potential was changed for 50 mV from the resting poten-
tial, first in the cathodic direction up to -350 mV, and then back in steps
of 100 mY, with direct reading of current after relative stabilization. After
stabilization with the open circuit the procedure was repeated in the enodic
direction up to +350 mV and then back towards the resting potential.

For determination of the contact angle (wetting angle respectively) the sam-
pe plates arf te o e superpurity A) in size 10 x 60 r, treated in the way
described above. The plates were verticaly immersed up to about 1/3 of their
lenght into a glass cuvette filled with electrolyte and oriented in the op-
" rtical axis of the gonic reeter.

..... .
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Fig. I shows the results of voltammetric measurements on Al electrode irmner-
sed in the solution (a): 10-3 m cl-, 10-5 M H' and solution (b): io-3 M Clr,
10- 4 M H+. The plot is given as the relation E vs. Ecorr. of the same elec-
trode In the same solution. The measurements were done according to the pro-
cedure described before, after prepolarisation of the working electrode during
5 minutes at -1000 mV vs. Ag/AgCl electrode in the same electrolyte. The mean
values from two measurements are shown, for forward polarisation only. The
typical relations with relatively expressed linear parts are noticed in both
cases and it is possible to determine the anodic and cathodic slope, as well
as to estimate the corrosion current by extrapolation at Ecorr. The corres-
ponding values differ significantly (see Fig. 1). The values of the cathodic
and anodic slope indicate the presence of at least partial coverage with oxi-
de layer. It can be noticed that the cathodic, as well as anodic slope in the-
se two various solutions are not much different, in Loritrest to corrosion cur-
rents which differ considerably. It seems that the mechanism of the corrosion
reactions does not change in this range, and the reason for various corrosion
rates should be found in another factor.

The results of the contact angle determnination are shown in Fig. 2. The con-
tact angle is a very expressive function of H+ resp. CH- ion concentration.ln
fact, one gets steep increase and steep decrease around raxinum in the solu-
tion with the addition of about 10- 5 M H+ ions. Similar reaction on the boeh-
mitized Al has been found earlier and it is attributed to the interaction o.
the water dipole and solid hase, as a result of amphoteric surface dissocia-
tion of the surface species. Analogous approach is possible because in the
tested system Al is at least partly covered by species of the oxide character.

Voltammetric measurements, as presented, which left open the question of fac-
tor that can increase the corrosion rate, together with the results of the
contact angle measurerients, suggest the considerable influence of the surface
charge. Namely, suppos'ng that in the case when Al corrodes intermediary spe-
cies appear, such surface has a given charge density as the result of before
mentioned amphoteric surface reaction, which is, in the first place, the fun-
ction of pH. It is logical to suppose, but this time on the basis of voltam-
imetric measurements and determination of the contact angle on the corroding
Al, that on step of its transition into solution will have the key role, which
includes the interaction of surface species and water dipoles. This step of

;" itransition into the hydrated ion in the solution is surely favoured by the
m"#nt ic nd ;nteractior. The systcr is complicated and demands further studying
in t.ht experimental and theoretical sense. It is inter sting to mention that

* .. otter relatively noiprecious metals can be treated in the samew way.
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ROLE OF THE ANODIC SURFACE LAYER IN
ELECTROCHEMICAL FLUORINATION

M.NOVAK and J.BOA
Institute of General and Physical Chemistry,

University of Szeged,
4 H-6701 Szeged, P.OBox 105, Hungary

E2otri rhenical and surface an~alytical methods indicate
ttiat a Ni anode used in liquid HF for anodic fluorination is

~ covered by a layer containing riot only fluoride, but also
c .ice. Voltammetric features were interpreted as consequences
*~the fo:rnation of oxide and its b, haviour.

hus, urder potentiostatic polarization thu! build-up
of the layer and the subsequent change in its conducti 'ity

tol~ the pattern observed for other oxide systems. After
an initial decrease, the current starts to inicrease, showing
an increasinig conductivity.

teAt open circuit, the relaxation of the potential follows
tepattern indicating a structure in the layer mentioned

in 1. Tne ootential decay might be described by the presence 4
of an inner oxide layer and an outer one. While the inner
;-2 er 3ilds up in a very short time and is not influenced
by the duraticn of polarization, the outer layer builds Up
5,iuwl\ art is sensitive to the presence of fluorine and the

The chargjn in toe conduction behaviour might be
I-) the~fraino fluorine, detected with a ring-

-disc ejlectrode I since the rate of fluorine formation in-
crese inpcraile. with the increase in conductivity of the

ofcd hrtionc cf the organicrsubstrate causes an elon-

21t no u- the potteroi of pottntial iecav QC 5O 1 cLhance,.
It s assu~lled that to tq is dije to adsorption if the orran ic

cumt~-ate w1hie t.he decay of the potential lcr,)ssth ine
15v dtp! d tQl tnho~runl~~t~ o ne inner

Li' LC .C 1 ~n . t, 25,
Ijjen-,i K'jqaku, 43, 63 '1975

2. ' k a n 0, J Bo a~,5 .Eleczraral.Chem. , 109, 1>9 19PG).
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EFFECT OF ADDITION OF CHLORIDE ON THE PROPERTIES

OF BARRIER-FILMS ON ALUMINIUM

A.R. Despid, D.M. Dralid and Lj. Gajid-Krstajid

Institute of Technical Sciences of the Serbian Academy of

Science and Arts, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

It was shown before that the active anodic dissolution

of aluminium and some of its alloys in neutral chloride so-

lutions is an advantageous behaviour for the use of aluminium

and its alloys as the anode materials in batteries or as the

szcricicial anodes, while it is a serious dissadvantage if alu-

minium is to be used as the material for metal construction

work. Hence, the understanding of the influences that some ani-

ons, in particular chloride ions, have on the electrochcen.cal

behaviour of aluxminit= is of fundamental importance.

As a result of our previous studies of this problem, a hy-

pothesis was forwarded that the activation of the oxide film

covered aluminium in chloride solution is due to the adsorption

(or absorption) of negatively charged chloride ions, so that the

outer part of the oxide layer becomes negatively charged compa-

red to the metal. Hence, the newly formed negative electric fi-

eld inside the oxide layer accelerates the ionic transport thro-

ugh the oxide, and thereforethe overall metal disollution rate,

as contrasted to the situation in the chloride free solutions

(p.z.c. of A" is more negative than the corrosion potential).

The similar effect is known during anodization of alumini-

an when the presence of small amounts of chlorides prevents the

growth of the barrier-film in the barrier-film forming electro-4 lytes (e.g., borate, tartarate, etc.). This very fact was used

in this work in an attempt to verify the previously mentioned

hypothesis on the effect of adsorption of chloride ions on the

activation uf o;.dized a&!iLriniumn surface.

' > ri ntal. The .,aples of AI foil wort. cicct~opokshwd

in a mixture of I. PO 4. H2o and CrC3 at 80)C, with thu subse-

4 23
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quent oxide removal in CrO 3 + H solution at the same tempera-

ture (1 min). After washing the samples were used to form the

barrier-films in 0.1 H3BO4 + 0.05 M Na2B407 solution with 10 mA
-2cm . A good linearity of the voltage-time curve with the slope

of 1.3 rnm/V (Fig. 1) indicated the formation of the good barrier-

-type film. In most experiments the film growth was stopped at

the film thickness of 130 nm (100 V), by the fast introduction of

the NaCI solution, after which the ulectrode potential decayed

suddenly, even though the anodic current is passing oermenently.

The anount of the NaCI solution used was such to provide the fi-

nal concentrations in the range 10- - 1 M, while the potential

changes were recorded on the Nicolet memory oscilloscope. The

exponential decay of the potential was characterized by the time

constant (for the l/e of the potential change) in concentrated

solutions being very small (50 ms). The results of the determi-
nation of the time constants for the decay as a function of chlo-

ride concentration and film thickness are shown in Figs.2a and~b.

As seen in Fig. 2a the concentration dependence of is showing

- .-
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an exponential increase in lower concentration region. Since the

time constants for larger thicknesses follow the same experimen-

tal curve this indicates that the thickness of the layer is of no

importance for the observed decay phenomenon, i.e. the penetration

of the chloride ions inside the film is not the reason for the de-

cay. Fig. 2b. presents the dependence of the steady state poten-

tial, Es , of the electrode achieved after the decay, as a functi-

on of chlc:ride concentration. The simillar dependence was obta-
ined.

The observed e;'perimental results, cannot be interpreted aE

to be the consequence of the slow diffusion of chloride to the

oxide surface. Hence, the observed dependence of the time constant

on concentration and independence on the film thickness could be
interpreted as the consequence of the surface reaction, i.e., slow

adsorption of chloride at the surface of oxide layer as known 'for

chlorides. All this is in accord with the previously menti-

oned hypothesis. Further experimental work on the ESCA and

Auger analysis of the studied films is in progress.

r- '. -
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THE ROLE OF STEPS IN THE OXIDATION OF FORMIC ACID
ON SINGLE CRYSTAL SURFACES

0 A. Tripkovi6, R. Adii6, V.Vegovi

Institute of Electrochemistry, ICTM Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Oxidation of HCOOH depends on the crystalographic structure of the
electrode surface1-3.

Considerably higher activity has been observed with the Pt(l1) sur-
face. This has been explained by the lack of formation of the strongly bound
intermediate on this surface.

The strongly bond intermediate completly blocks the Pt(100) face and,
to a lagre ,.xtend, the Pt(110) surface. We have recently shown that the intro-
duction of steps of the same or different orientation on the Pt(100) and the
Pt(l11) surfaces causes a noticable change in the activity for the HCOOH oxi-
dation (4). Preliminary studies have been performed with the surfaces with
tne following orientations: Pt-6(111)x(111), Pt-6(111)x(100) and Pt-4(100)xx(111) . The introduction of the (Il11) step in the (100) surface caused an in-

crease of the current in the positive going sweep, while the introduction of
the (100) step in the (111) surface caused a decreased of the current in the
same sweep and the appearence of the peak at -0.9 V(4). The latter peak is
usually ascribed to the oxidation of the strongly bound intermediate, which do-

es not occur at the Pt ( I I 1) surface without the (100) step. Further informati-
.,n on, thc role of nature and density of steps has been oh., :ined by examining
the oxidation of HCOOI on the stepped single crystal electrodes wi;th a higher
step denitv.

The structure of all surfaces was determined by LFED before and af-

ter the electrochemical experiments. The characterization of surfaces has
been performed ex-situ in ultra-high vacuum LEED/Auger apparatus. The elec-

0
trodes were cleaned by sequential ion bombardment and annealing at 700 C,
until Auger spectra showed less then 2% of impurities. LEED patterns were
analyzed in the usual way for stepped surfaces. Taking into account the sepa-
ration between double LEED spots and the overal pattern three surfaces were
ascribed to 1ave the following structures: Pt-2(111)x(100), Pt-3(111)x(100)
and Pt-3(11l)x(l1l).

Fig. 1. shows an anodic sweep of a cyclic voltammogram of HCOOH
oxidation on the above surfaces. The step of (I I) orientation on the (1ll)
surface cause a sizable increase of the peak at 0.9V. It is co[siderably lar-
jer thdn the peak at the Pt-6( lll)x(Ill) surface. This clearly shows that an
increase of the number of steps on the (111) surface facilitates a formation
of the strongly bound intermediate. Hence, it can be concluded that the intro-
duction of steps with the (111) orientation on the t(ll) surface leads to a

V
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decrease of its activity for the HCOOH oxidation.
There is no much difference between the curves obtained for the

P~t-2(111)x(100) and Pt-3(111)x(100) electroaes. Two peaks appear at both
surfaces, one at "0.9 V is probably due to the oxidation of the strongly bound

4 intermediate. Tle activity of these electrodes is somewhat lower than that of
the Pt(111) , but not much different than that of the Pt-6(l111)x(100) .

Further work is needed in order to answer the question of the role of
steps in the oxidation of HCOOH on the Pt single crystal electrodes. These
data howoever suggest that the introduction of steps increases the surface ac-
tivity for bin ding of strongly bound intermediate, thus decreasing its activity.
This disturbs also the activity of the Pt(l11) surface, which results from its
inactivity for adsorption of intermediates (1, 2).

References:

1. R. R. Adii6, W.0' Grady and S. Srinivasan, Sufr. Sci. , 94 (1980) 1191.
2. R. R.Adii6 I A. V.Tripkovi6 and W. OGrady, Nature, London, 296,137 (1982).
3. J. Clavillier, R. Parsons, R. Durand, C. Lamy and D. M. Leger,

J. El-troanal. Chem. 124, 321(1981).
4. R.Adii6, A.Tripkovi6 and V.Vegovi6, 35th I.S.E.Meeting, Berkeley

Calif. Ext.abs. No. A7-28.
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Q2 HCOOH Pt 31M) x (M)]

E

00
025I Pt [2(111)x(100)3

Pt [3fnl)x(OO)

0.25

04 E/V

Fig. 1. Oxidation of HCOOH on the Pt - 3(111)y'(111), -2 (111)x(100) and
- 3 (111)x(100) surfaces in 1M HCIO 4. Sweep rate 50 mV/sec.
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OXYGEN REDUCTION ON GOLD SINGLE CRYSTAL STEPPED SURFACES

R. Adij6, N. Anastasi~jevi6 and V. Vegovi[6
Institute of Eetohstr, ICTM, Belgrade, P.O. B. 815, Yugoslavia

Anomnalous activity of the Au (100) surface for 02 reduction in
alkaline electrolyte has been recently analysed in some detail (1,2). Four-
-electron reduction of 02 has been found in the potential region of the AuOh for-
mation on Au (100), while only two-electron reduction is seen on~ the metallic
gold surface. Ehis surface is one of the best catalysts for HO- reduction (2).
In this work the effe ct of introduction of steps of monoatomic height on the
Au(l00) surface on its activity for 02 reduction has been studied.

F-periments have been performed wiAth the single crystal gold electro-
des (Metal Crystals, Ltd, Cambridge) in the form of a rotating electrode. A
preparation of electrode surface hias been described elswere (2). The electro-
lvt,. %,.as 0.lIM N30H prepared from the "carbonate free" Barker's NaOH.

4.,t The structure of all three surfaces was determined by LED before and
ofter, electrochemical experiments. The characterization of surfaces has been
performed ex-situ in ultrahighivacuum LEED/Auger apparatus. The electrodesj ~. were cleaned by sequential ion bombardment and annealing at 5001C, until
Aiger spectra showed only Au peaks, with only traces of impurities present.

LED r~atterns were analysed in the usual -wiy. The cl.-ani Au( iOO) suria :es
exibite"d a wcbkon(,x20) reconstructicn, whAe th- other two patteris we-

A~ -iscriIbd to stoppea surfaces Aa-6(1O0)x(lCG0) and Au--2(1l00)x(100).
Figs I ani 2 show. tht, OS rteduiction on the Au-6(00)xWl00) and

Au-2( 100)x(100) single crys-al sarfafcs. It is seen that depending on the po--
ler';iiI recdrion there i . a different activity of tic.-;e surfaces. Similarly as in.

* v .cas of uie Au( 100) surface it appvars that four electrons are excha nged
ir~ cie Ixtt~c1regiuon --0.3 V4E~ 0.OV. At more negative potentials only two

* eloctrons are evrjing-±cl. laode I civus c.alcu ,at.d arid experimental value.;
I t.r ii djffu ior conatVi:;t D - 0.6-2 0FD:/. ' /'C ior t%%u - and four-electron

F-/%' /mA (rad/s) cni

Calc. Exp.
Au-6(l00 x l00) Au-2(100)x(100)

-0.1 0.440.41n=4)0.43(n-4)
*-0.5 0.22 0.20(n=2) 0. 2 .(n --2)

Voltainmoqrams for the :e two %u single crystal in the absence of0,
iiaffet- considerably from that one ohtained with tie Au(100) surface. A sirnT-
jar Lehaviour with respect to the 0.2 reduction indicate a role of steps in the
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kinetics of this reaction. The adsorption of 0HI loading to a formation of
AuOIJ, is different for the two surfaces whIch is not similar to the same
process on the Au(100) face.

.>it is interesting to note that with the --u- 6(100):--! !00) surface first
sweeps show much lower activity than in the subsequent ones which indicates
on the reconstruction of this surface. A sizable hysteresis between the sweeps
in positive and negative directions (Fig. 1) also indicate on a possible role of
reconstruction. These questions are being carefully investigated in the thin-
layer cell which is coupled with the LEED-AES apparatus.

rL the potential region of a four-electron reduction the Tafel slope is
12P5 rnV/dek indicating a first electron exchange as a rate determining step

(.Fig.3'). The reaction order with respect to a dissolved 0., has been determi-
ned from the equation (3').

log Zf log (1---

it is given in Table 2. 'D

inp

____Au-6(100')X(100) Au-2(100)x(100)

0.10 1.25 1.15

0.13 1.05 0.85

Th2se data strongly suggest that the reaction order is I as found with the
Au(l0W) Surface.

lPrelirninacy results with single crystal gold stepped surface indicate on
arole cof steps in the 0, reduction. On the above two particular surfaces At

appears, that unde~r potential cycling applied in this work, t iie reaction kinie-
tics Lni mechanism are similar to that one on the Au(100) surface.

The role,- of reconstruction on this reaction requircs further study.

R. .R.'XcLir,..1~kvc J.I',iectr-anal.Chr-i-n. 1.38, 4,130 982).
2. R .R. Ad i, N.M. McarI-ovi6, V.13. e ,oviC, J.Mc aaCcn

h35 105 (1984).
, ti 3. B.B.Damaskin, Petrii, O.A., Introduction to Electrochemical

KInetics (russ.~ V.S.Moscow (1983) p. 172.
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Au(610) ~ u20 1

3600.0 0 0 E[2-tJO

Fig.l1. 02 reduction on rotating" Fig. 2. 0 reduction on rotating
Au-6(100)x(100) single Au-2(100)x(l00) single
crystal electrode in 0. 1M crystal electrode in O.1M
NaOH NaOH

0'

02

00 Au (610]

Au (210)

Fig.3. ',-as s-tr ans fer corrected 1 m
Tafel plot for 0, reduction
obtained from Figs. 1 an~d 2.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL PREPARATION OF THIN FILMS PHOTOACTIVES OF CADMIUM
SULFIDE ON DIFFERENT METALLIC SUSTRATES IN ORGANIC SOLVENTS.

E. FATAS and P. HERRASTI
Den. Electroquimica. Universidad tut6noma de Nadrid. (Spain)

F. ARJONA and E. GARCIA-CAMARZRO
Dep. F~sica Aplicada Universidad Aut6nonia de Madrid. (Spain)

!N-RODifCTIObi

Cadmium sulf ide is onc of the senicond:.ctoz materials
1,.' used in solar cells. Togethef with copper sulfide, in fcr-ms the

el-known CdS/Cu 2 S slrcl

It is generally admitted that electrodeposition is an eff-
cient method of film formation, allowing a more ecenooical produc-
tion and better control of properties and stoichiormotry of the z-
suit inS laygrs than thermal evaporation, pyrolit'nic spraying, or
sputte:_ng

Several rhechniques have been developed LO electrodeposit
tis sulfides, as anodic oxidation of the parent metal in a solu-
t-on containing sulfide ions or by cathodic reduction freom aqueous
solutions containing soluble metal and sulfur compound. Recently,
has been developed the cathodic electrodeposition of the metal sul
fides in non-aauious solutions. The principle of the technique in-
vclx'es 2issolving a salt containing the desired metal ion and the
sulfur. Inthis case, ignoring the fact that the metal ion is of-

te omlxe it olet oeclsor anions, and that the sulfur
exists as plyatonic species in solution, the reaction for the for-
nt-ton of CdS nay he 3.

2+-
Cd + S + 2e ... Cd S

Since the sulfur is insoluble in water, reaction only can-
be carried out in disolutions non-aqueous.

We Labs studied the formation of CdS filmes on steel and ni-
I L uv the for-imentioned method, using, as solvents oim sthy1-sulpho

xou x-"MSO) and diethvlenn gltycol (DEG) . The morphology, optical-
and structural properties, of Lhe films obtainzd in buthi solvents ha
vS 1-be o tudied and compared.

PSULTS :,'D DISCUSSION

Te C d f 11 mr have b e n c-.tine d cn s ta. n I s s cc ~s :!- ~
o~ of c ops i t ion: C'~ = . 1, =0 .C106% P - . 028% '-0 31.2

Ni-7.3A.'., Cr=18.39%", M-0.1, t2.7 anu i*-7 72'. ThLt':~'
tes of nickel wcre obtaitied electrochuiiucal. v c sb-:3 toll.

strates were carcfully cleaned v:ithi doubly dis. ilied ;ater aod-.*I
lhon- waqhing with acecon..

Tiwo eJlectrol-vtcs wue jted * The f ir: t one electr'olytic sciu-
tion was mric up in a Uixture coataining I part water :ad 10 p,:rts

1-7,; o y volur- rturated with ele'tir~ta± sul fur, ini w~iich, Were so .red
. i M NH'1and 0.05C M CdCl 2 (1) . The ,;ccord one con. iz ted of 0M0311

6.4 
.

* '~V'.--~ - .
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CdC12 and 0.19 4 S in DMSO (11).h The electrodepositions were carried out gal.anostatically. Several
current values were applied and their influence on the morphology
of the film was studied. At ioW current density the films shown ra
ther low thickness about 4000 A, whilo at eigher current density,
craks were develcped on the surface. The developiaig of craks during
aeposition can be due to the presence of tensile stress in CdS crys
tal rtwsulting from a piezo-electric effec4 . This is because the e-
jectric field, zppiied for deposition, may result in the displace-
ment of deposited ions alon~g the axis which has no centre of symme-
try. Another reason of craks formiation can be the different thermal
expansion coefficients of CdS ( 4xj10 6IoC ) and stainless steel -

( lxlo-bi*C

In order to verify Lhis hyvote sis, we have used tungsten asiI ~ ~ Lustrate ( thermal expansion coefficient 4.45x,' 6 OC The craks-
abutrenc io-acd alIso appeared at high current dens ity o ogee

trodenosition tizcs, which seems to indicate that the piezo-elec
tric effect is maost important one for the crak-; formation.

The th~ickaess of the electrodeposit cam be computed from ex-

4 MtZ
d' -

n F,)

wherre j is th. curt. deAiy 0' tr. I.tw we i ht o f C d 14.

1'' tgr, 0 Lne- lersitv cf Cu( S -1.3!' jr/Cm- t-Am rime for which the
currenL is passed, F che Faf-aday and -i the n-,mber of Clectronc,I ~transferred, I'tois; case 2. ~n ~~~ c~~i ec~ ftec

'o3.0' DLorijnU '- -jata iL tho J*..rn,.ar clepuni
ue n a iiL:: c ti 1- 1 s on t nre

C 0 or20 o th 11;1c e oo - s nr ve! in
-2.51 Fig. i with tn:;r procicted for reac:

Vio o1 Acr ding t o Ec. (I) y ields
%V an efficiuucy of 90% for the dlepo-

2.01 sition process. Tho discrepancy bet-
/ ween the experimental and theoroti-

cal slopes may he attributed to the
15presence in -celution of sulfur com-

/=10, pounds with sulfur in a higher oxi-
/0 ,dation state. If sulfur in these -

/.0 )-2.5 mA cmn- form Ls involved in the deposit ion

process, thie effective number of e-

* lectrons; transferred during the pro
C.5- 1 cess would be greater than that pro

* posed by the simpler process invol-
1.in sfur.

FI 5 10 15 i - t-)in
IIGF R efleuction aad trn.;co easiire,7vntz; of the CdS filas -

~2r C~riA ~tWith, a Cary 17 D) spectr ;photomc-zer. With this da-
is caicudntod tre band gap of rtne scerico-I''uctur Fig. 2, their

'ere t2 ,f A. eV for -;.i-,rtraL,2s ii-d ! olve,.tr. These values-.
in C -c c or.nze wit.A Le .terituu.

?n 2ruur f ch, CIS fi.; was in'.'--Lisatfd a DebyL-
... r -,: ~'i i'ract omn Ler ri.d CuK C rid iitio,-. Thu XRD aaa

N. nv~eenap~ mC~A.>d htiS2Ct
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gave the results of some diffractograms similar appearance. The-
interpretation of the diagram was

FIG 2 made using the information in Ta-
C ble 1. With a detailed inspection

of it we could observed, that all

3- diffraction rings correspondede to
the hexagonal phase.

The specific resistivity of
the CdS films were calculated using
the expression

RT -- arc tag +
Ed Tt dlt T d 2

where p is specific resistivity, d
the contact diameter evaporated on
the CdS film, t thickness of the-
film, Re specific contact resistan
ce and 1lO residual resistances due

...... to the sustrates. RT VS 1/d'rarc tagJ4t/d can be fitted with a value for

th2 resistivity in the range of lar

3 4 v) sistance contribauicti becomes negl~i

r~ctaly wehac wrkin toimpovetheelectrir~ properties

Anrduto ofdpn sTT)r13 r h lattice of the CJS
b) te altet ntfollowing the deposition process~ at xcemperatu

es

w 2.42 102
w 2 .03 110
W 1.96 103
w 1.73 112
vw 1.7 1 1

I. A. G. Stanley, "Applied Solic! State Science",Vol 5,-7.51, Ac.

2.-~ Larrenz. Chem. Ber., 24, 1509 (1981)
-A. S. Bazanski, M. S. Bennett and V. R. Fawcett. J. Appl. Phys.

-npr L, in~ film ptienouinon. (M1.'raw-HiI1,New York) 1969,ZE6
-Ri. H. Ccx an'a H. Strj'~k. So.id-Staze "'loutr~nirs., 10, 1213.1967
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STUDY OF THE UPD OF HYDROGEN AND METALS ON Pt(ll) AND Pt(1lO) ELECTRODES BY
LEED-AES AND VOLTAM1ETRY

D. ABERDAM, A. NAGIB
L. A. CNRS 8, U. S. M. Grenoble, B. P. 87, 38402 Saint-Martin-d'H~res, France

R. FAURE, F. EL OMAR, R. DURAN0
L. A. CNRS 265, E.N.S.E.E.G., B. P. 75, 3S402 Saint-Martin-d'H~res, France

ji7

X wk I r tro Ic ticn

Tee Itro-high-Vacuum techniques provido eloctrochemists with a very powerful
set of acal;,tical toois for ex-situ study of structure and composition ot sin--

* :;I: Crystal electrodes CLow Energy Eleccron Diffraction, Auger Electron .Spec-
tzoscopy ... ). A few groups have performed experiments, especially on Platinum
were 0t transfer in a protective environmenu per:,.its characterization of
the electrode before and after the electrocherninal experiment. In the precent
work, we also use a direct (i.e. without contact with a:r) transfer from the
IIIV chamber to the electrochemicnl cell and conversely. At the critical step
of clectrode cmersion, we rinse the surface with l Nfxcm water, thus keepinA
on it only the strongly electrosorbed species. Vith this technique we have
studied the structural aspects of the electrosorption of oxygen and hydrogen
on Pt(liC) and Pt(III), and the underpotential deposition (U. P. D.) of copper
i:- t(11lO).

.tr,.:ture of Pt(I 10) in aqueous solutions

1--, c'_an Pt(1iO) surface, in LIIV, is reconstructed. The 2D periodicity is
a ,). It is believed to correspond to one 1110! row missing every two rows

tris~grw model"). "'e observed that this structure renains stable under ex-

p:_,sitii to .ater vapour. However, water vapour hardly adsorbs on Pt(1 I) at
rc,m temperature, and thus we get no evidence of structural change under elec-
trode timiersion. Volta.metry, perforated in sulforic on perehloric solutions on

r . .lccrrode transf&rred frcm the tHV chamtIer, le;irs to results for hydrogen
. .r, :ven adsorption s;mitar t , th _se D btained after anaealing cv the elec-

a_. e in , H-P fa Ceulo, ..rery in the lrydro.,,n rnge x cr.
t rcno:,c,,. t{ Iero tdi:r tLhe missing row WOLL I

S . it corresp.-,:rs e 3 L.scrb:. Irr.-'n att-,s for ear!. (2 x 1) surface
ith 'i:h e e,!C rCI p.r hy; ge . " .s re.'cit suppnrz,; t e ide., that tie

e , ps ;tt rec s L. ed stiu.r urs tn squeo;u; .lut. ions.

h.. . ..- 7.. 7.1 0 I r. t , ) i i
a, •..r o s ..-, in

l: r, . " ' • ,. - .l y , .i ; ', . t '0 5.

t,, . t 'I (H .. . f ,e r.'V c1 n , , r , . a :' i i - t? t 0 .va, g n -

• 7hu, . t .. t t t ;-d . non re-.. i:,

c ;'' t .e ; :; r b , to su} r .. :- ac }l' "L h ': 9" 11, 7i " , an. l } i t , ,. r .

the gi.idiv I{', be z c 1'. an , , o tl .rv r.i n, F " C ', c k C "i ' r , h,,c I .f d -

. .. . V . ...

Ae.xThu wrx atO,'.' th,4_s.,r or-tc . m ..th t :: odee n r o-'
*:0~t- rPtsir bs t s rr .[e chcli.-J Iin the> ,). ,'K rag- ,I i a .

.rw; r. t, ten *l u1 cc an O o t h,_r: '. IPa i -.7 0)ie € "_'u p *I; - et- ao''-:,,,:-b;-
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Without any adequate transfer system, we had shown, five years ago , the
this modified type of voltammogram was directly obtained on an electrode which
had been previously argon-bcmbarded. This bombardment produces defects among
which steps are easily detectable by LEED. With our new transfer system, we
show that upon cycling in the oxygen range, an initially perfect Pt(l1) sur-
face exhibits a particular LEED pattern where some spots are changed into
rings at some energies (fig. 2b). The analysis of these patterns leads to an
surface containing monoatomic steps of random orientation, with terraces 15 A
wide on the average. The "cleaning of electrodes by cycling in the oxygen
range must then be ccnsideredwith caution in view of the changes induced in
the structure of the electrode. This drastic effect of oxygen adsorption may
be related with the fact that ene is able to adsorb much more oxygen in elec-
troch-mical than in gas phase experiments.

4. :FD deposition of Copper on Pt(I IO)

'r. e un-er potential deposition of copp._r is perforried on the Pt( iO) surface
in a U.: M H_10,1 5 x 1O- 3 Ci(,.j. ), solution . ie find that working on ae.eccrode prcp3red in UHV leads to vcltamric',rams similar to horae Thtained

wiCt an electrode annealed in the H2 -O, flame.
After thc electrosorptior of about half a monoiayer of copper the LEED pat-
tern shcws that the surface retains the (2xl) periodicitv of the clean Pt(i 10)
surface, but associated with streaks in the !001 direction. The periodicity
rer.nins perfect in the 1 11i direction. This is consistent with a simple ro-
del where the copper atoms fill at first the missinp rows, thus smoothing the
surtace and keeping the (2y. ) peziodicity.. .t the scme timc, a few copper
atrnMs f.rm chains in the troughs of the smoothed surface, with a statistical
distribution of the interchain distances. Quantitative Auger spectroscopy
using calibration with clean platinum and copper single crystals correlates
reasonnabiv well with the quantity of electricity ccrresponding to the amount
o co(pper electrosorbed.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE NICKEL ELItT1DDE -ALKALINE SOLUrI)N INrErFACE
by "IN SI" UV-VISIBLE RETF=JANCE SPEXTIOSCIOPY

by F. HIN, B. BEflE2N and C. IMY
Laboratoire de Chimie I, Electrochirnie et Interactions, U.A. au CNRS No 350,
Liversitt, de Poitiers, 40, avenue du Recteur Pineau, 86022 POITERS (France)

The formation of hydroxide or oxyhydroxide layers on the surface
of a nickel electrode in contact with an alkaline solution has been inves-
tigated by IN-visible reflectance spectroscopy. This spectroscopic technique,
cou;p!ed with cyclic vltarrretry, is mrost interesting for such studiies because
not cnlv it allows to control perimanently the sui~rface state of the electrode.0
(by mrans of the potential uhich is applied), but also because it allows to -

invstia. In situ" the rrn-tal-solution interface, thus vwith'-t causing any
Ln',4, prturaotion to the electrchemical reaction itself.

The formation of hydroxidas and oxyhydroxides on tne ..ur face of
;1lickel electrodes in alkalin,2 solutions has been already widely stuited i
the literature, usi-na classical. clectrohccica1l tedhnicruas, like cyclic

II ~ titarrtry. S'ha itrst for the hehaviaur of nickel is explained by
Its iicrtant role either as positive feloctrcdes in sucornlary batteries Ior
as necative electrodes -n -Fuel cellsE 2, 3. In both cascs the eluc'trocucal
pro~ertiJes of th - surf;tcce are riairi.; relted to tu~ ~i~~c of vario-1s
ci-ystallouraphic fo=~ o-f- h,,ti-x-idc Lir oxyhydrcxide layc rs, rc-Erl i y

a-c 3 for Ni(CH)2 and P3 --&3 y for NIC'XL'H, ars formI> Aetftc y liclDF
WN. Ot a).. 4 and n7ote recently 3tudicxi fn d tails by LEC'77YR>: ct

Due to the unst.-atilicy of txi3 nickel surface ~ni-n mut-ot %cithi
a aine soluticn and also dae to the weakrr- ss of the optical signal (long3
acoisition tim'es are t-hus necessary to obtain an "Jn situ" reflection-
:Itsor-,--cn spx-ctrr1, it w,-s rn: possib~e to record direct reflTectance
sFcc-ra of any of the supe-rf icial lay-rs. Pu'rther-ncre-, it is ne csazy to

7u..ate the back7.-cu7O in order to c-irccl --u any contr-iti'on frcip the
Spxc te i aus scolution. -TV -ways v- ro .Qievn found to overamye these
probl-s;

1) th)-e first rnossibility oc-isists in recording refiectoqjr (i.e.
thecwa~ in relative refloctance of the surface 12 versus the powen-ial L
at f -"<e wavelengjths :in ordcr to draw a tridim'ns~on;!l diagram

~--~~E').hicn, by a furxther sc-tion at a cri%-tn E, nn prcv2'cde4lta
reforc-nce level of ref ie5,ivitv/ is s-litably: cl-czen, qivT F th ,- rlrrall

ref2tin-L~zrptcnspectra I-~ I of the surTerficia; l.e-rs. TChis
ps~iiltvva arcd-cr~bd in £details else-%heire a -A is; illu2-

N.(C;.I, and NtCOH.

Wi the secoi rs i~lity, vhich is huab-n of this work:, is to
re-- >rc; !ric accu= laticr. u-erios of ospectxa 7t t.,YD diffa-rert potoi:ntlaJ andI

zL)' ac ther. after a~rcL-,in order t-1- dc-,cct th-., cb in e
0 ~ rf.u~elayers Whiah nre dur, to -h -n c eof poa-iitj:11, I to rli:7inate

%

777717
% ** -- *
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the contribution fram the solution. Cx-uparatively to the first method, this
second techniique is theoretically much f-ster. Hc.-mver severe coxplications
arise due to the unstaility of the nickel surface. :13nv set of experiments
,-e done. The best (i.e. tha ircre reprduci4 b,) roE citz wre obtuinroJ by
t~inq the reference srectt~un on newly polished nk surifacus -hen holding

the potential at the onset of hyzdrger. evol)utio.. It wras found exnerLnr.-
P.. -ally tnat even in such conditions the nickel sur a-e tends to cover in

hv'droxide species within a fow minutes but, using an HarricJz UV-visible
rapid scan spectrareter and a Nicolet siianal averager, it is possible to
store and process several hundred of scans in a few seconds.

Keepng then- the reference spectrum in a .menory of the averager,
t -v2potential of the electrode is stepped to mrore positive successive

1*potential values at which several hundred scans are also stored and averaged.
Subtracting them from the reference spectnrm, leads to difference reflecTion-
absorption spectra AA,).] - such as those given in Fig. 2.

According to the potential, three kinds of spectra were obtained,
corresporinc to distinct regions of the voltanmrgram. It is tenpting to
identify the spectr= of fig. 2a to CiNi(OH) 2 , of fig. 2b to BNi(OH) 2 and
tj ,t of fig. 3a to NiOOH. Even by chancinq the reference spectrum it was
not possible to detect any significant difference between the cristallogra-
i ~ic fui,_ of NiCOH. Sucn a s- xtrscopic technique is very useful to follow

the grcing of superficial layers. When holding the potential in the NiOOH
recion, successive difference spectra ,like in fig. I, are obtained, in anood
ccrreiation with the vcltarntric results. No such a arowing is observed for
the hydroxie layers. Gx siilari es are obtaird by both techniques for
Ni5OH (a ide peak with a ux m near 500-550 rn). The small differences
for aNi (01) - are p.obablv de to the difference of techniques : sae Peaks

4 may be elimE' 3tcd by sWDotraction. On the othe2r hnnd the long accumulation
-.0,1 t.zas r.cesszz-. for t11 first tcc .nEque ,-a, lead to a sarface partially

., .:ered i the i2re.ibie ' hydioxide forhm, exp1 d-igriq t thie s'xtnr
S.7'L. I u-t i .te cO 2hose of. 2}).

A F. ,a2FLsy, "ffles of Ni(C212ar2 ar -  12YdchL.-L".: "" } ::& Call... ".om:n to 11.a ;i r"-, *'ri ti.eir trid=iz:io, ' shL c

%'. cc,.,:-red tl-i.ed'ff.renc .e r<sjr.:.as:pte q ctra obandhaze.
o -t Is to be cor c'-u, ed -.l -: rA" 7,. tx,_ ',q . ccl-'_ idal r" hy'~-3,0
-'- '-,v.:; xxi,.s are, almx-st i,- ,? k 'Z11":l ". : mw:t t]'-I ",:V-Ir.(q C "" " s 1'k Td, }--ar!", L-1 ]-:yt-r,

Gi - p.. I .7_R a a S. C/2SS (!A!7), P-'C. S,.. cn the Nickel Eloct:ode
-t(- h Letrchr ucal qocfecy, Princeton, N.J. 1S32).

2 - S. .3'Viqi . [LEiNJ[L, Electr-cxhinm. Act1. 2r (1981) !331.
H--. F anED'.: d<, .l-erjy Convcrston, Purgamn Press;,

- 15 (1i.'-) 9.
.:.. 4 F . BCr,E In K. and ' ;.- ° .L_, Elo ,trct,,n. Acta,11 (1966) 107c).

"- Y:: <.-- OLI'.A, .. L=OT..I, J-F. iclCI-q, C. DhLX ,, J.J. lP MM."UIT,

6.M. FI AP2, F. FIEVEr and A. a ,MIE -, J. %r Sources,8 (1982) 229.
6 F. H-:4, B. Pn ;73LN, M-J. C-!,EA / nd C. LAN.1, F!cctrhmir. Acta,

.- im , To Mina..
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!Ni(Ot-i 2  -

a)b) HI OCtI
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Fi.1- Reconstracted spectra for a) Ni. (OH) 2  auixi b) NiOOH
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THE VOLTA POTENTIALS AND SURFACE POTENTIALS

AT WATER - NITROBENZENE INTERFACES

Z. KOCZOROWSKI and I. ZAG6RSKA

Department of Chemi stry, University of Warsaw
a!. Pasteura 1, 02-093 11arsaw (Poland)

The widespread development of th. electrochemistry uf immisci-

ble electrolyte solutions nowadeys drew oar attention to the Vol-

ta potential of these eye'mos. We hive chooer the often-,iir.li-

gated water-nitrobenzene distritution syntem az a model.

The Volta potential wn'Y o((X) equahe the difference betweennw

outer potentials of two immiscible, mutually saturated solutions

of e2.ctrolyte MX, being in partition equilibrium. This Volta po-

tential may be defined operationally as the compensation poten-

tial e 1 of the cell;

wn nm I wn

M N 2 E1
X MX 'MX

where ixn and nw denote the aqueous and nitrobenzene phases ree-

pectively, mutually eaturated, and N2 means the chemically inert

gaseous phase, e.g. nitrogen or clean air.

The value of Awn ko(MX) may be measured as the differencenw
between voltages compensating two cells:

plteI ii:M " tetrdting n st.
IL1 n wi calomol K, E (I)

2t Xt MX electrode

eavibru'ti!; ffln e a-L .

plhte I i elcro

The difference between compensation voltagcs (II) tind (III)

eqnn, e the Volta potertiai

provided the surface potentials of tile vibrz-ting plate as well as
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wn and nw phases are kept constant.

Type (II) cells have been used earlier for the measurements of

Volta-potential differences. The latter are, at the same time,MI

identical with differences of partition potentialsA 1 l/wny(o
12X 2  --

i.e. are equal to changes of Galvani potentials at the water -

nitxobenzene interface caused by the change of chemical composi-

tion:

An investigation of the following cell offfers supptementary

i! .. information cn systems (II) and (Iil):
I..;III I II

Svibrating Yw;, ni i n ,, at.
M p late N2 ,, calomel I", E4  (IV')
I IdX.TAPI ',TEAPI,,) electrode

i , It has been shown that tetraethalammonium piorate (TEAPi) eli-
! minateo the diffusion potential on the interface of two nitroben-

* zene solutions and th2 partition potential of that electrolyte is
eloze to zero. The difference of compensating voltages of cells
(III) and (IV) type allows to estimate the difference between

surface potentials of water, nitrobenzene saturated, and nitro-

benzene saturated with water

A ,wn 0

/x m E3 -E 4  (3)
InOperational values defined by eqns. (I ) and (3) are related

~to Galvani potential by definition:
vibn in wn sat.

,I p ,_ .~p A _"~ ,z >_ X
_w M o E (I)

." /_A Wnl 0,o volIue3 ..EA31rc ff E3vet'a eelectrolycto dave

I h~a s beenshown that theraethalm eqns, (1) ()rvliid X ndx-n values equa n to 238 ± i0 nd p0 -e 0 mV retpetvely, have been

obtained. The diffeuence :if utu-ation of water wlth itobenlene
.su c Vn.,rrface potetial of thesed olve t o has

bee: d utwcutcad.

44
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In addition ohanges in the surface potential and the surface

tnsion of water and water saturated rith nitrobenzene have been

atudied as functions of tetrabutylmmonium chloride and sodium

tetraphenylborate concentrations for water and water eaturated

with nitrobenzene.

%~i
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ELECTROCHEMIOAL INVESTIGATIONS OF CHEMICALLY MODIFIED
ACTIVE CARBONS

S. EINIAK, M. PAKULA and A. 6WI4TKOWSKI

Institute of Chemistry, N, Copernicus University,
87-100 Torri6 /Poland/,
Naval Academy, Gdynia 19 /Poland/,
Military Technical Academy, 00-908 Warszawa /Poland/ %

The chemisorptive, catalytic, ion-exchange and electrochemi-
cal properties of active carbons depend largely on the hetero-
atoms present on their surface and in particular on how and in
what quantities is oxygen bound to their surface. This is the
reason why much work is devoted to studies of the chemical cha-
racter of the surface of active carbons as well as of that of
other carbon materials. In the recent years attempts were made
to use for this 1purpose chronoyoltammetry to tst among other
thijgs graphite , carbon black , glassy carbons and active car-
bon . However, many problems have not found so far full expla-
nation.

In the present work the earlier described5 '6 active carbon
CWN-2 was used for testing. It was preliminarily accurately de-
mineralized with concentrated hydrochloric and hydrofluoric
acids /wh.at lowered the ash content to <0.lA/ upon which a part
of it was exposed to oxidation with air oxygen at 673K during
6 hours in a fluidized bed.
In order to characterize the porous structure of both carton

preparations obtained, their benzene vapour adsorption and de-
sorption isotherms at 293K were determined using a McBain-Bakr
vacuun sorption balance. On this basis such porous structure

*[ paranL~terj were calculated as: the volume, vm, of o icropores
and that, Vine, of mesopores, the specific surface area, S
of mesoporel as well as the specific area, SBET, by the BET me-
tho~d. The resulto are eumarized in Table 1

In order to characterize the chemical character of the surfa-
c c.s of both carbon preparations the contents of acidic surface
oxygen functional groups were determined by selective neutrali-
zation with bases of different strength. In the case of basic
groups hydrochloric acid was used for neutralization. The quan-
tities of all kinds of functional groups present on the surface,
as well as the ratios of the total number of acidic groups to

-m that of basic groups are given in Table 1. In the table the to-
tal contents of oxygen as determined directly are also given to
allow evaluation of the effects of carbon modification.

The chronovoltam etric investigations of both carbon prepara-
tions were conducted with the use of a PLP 321 XY polarograph
in four 0.1 N solutions of H2SO 4 and NaOH mixed in such propor-
tions as to obtain resulting pH values of 3.02, 6.00, 9.20 and
11.01. The measurements were carried out in an oxygen-free at-

• ".-. .-. ,. -.. ..... ....-. .- .,, .,. -.--.. - .. ... .. . .• , .... t77 .
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Table 1. Physicochemical properties of unmodified and modified
active carbon preparations

Active carbon preparation
Physicochemnical.

oxidized with
property unmodified air oxygen

/6 h, 673Y_/

Content off our- -COOH 0.04 0.90
face oxygen _ coo_ 0.03 0.29
functional -O0! 0.11 0.78
groups, CO0.03 0.03
ineq/g basic 0.205 0.087

Eacidic gr./Lbasic gr. 1.02 23.0

Total oxygen content, )6 2.6 6.2

Parameters Sine, M2 135 175
IVne, c 0.353 0.435

of porous t Vicm 3/g 0.291 0.391
structure jSBET# Mn/ 845 1100

AJA/mgj b) Arn

10--/0

St 5,-'

-075 #050 *U05 -><Z O" 05 1.0 Q5OU.U..7 0

:ii ENpH

---- PH =6.00 H=60
I --- PH =9.20 P=9.20

lot PH =11.01 10. .... H I10

Fig. 1.* Chronovoltammetric curves for CWN-2 active carbon pre-
parations unmodified /a/ and oxidized /b/ in 0.1 N aque-
ous H SO4-NaOH solutions of varying pH

2 4-U
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mosphere at 298K and potential variation rate of 0.033 V/s,
a saturated calomel electrode being used as reference. The si-
ze of the carbon samples /accurately determined in each measu-
rement/ varied from 7 to 10 mg. The recorded chronovoltammetric
curves are shown in Fig. 1.

The results obtained do not allow their full interpretation
since the described investigations are only a preliminary stage
of a more exhaustive work devoted to these problems. It can be
indicated, however, that certain regularities exist which may
find full explanation in the course of further studies.

First of all, for carbon with an oxidized surface we observe
for growing pH values an increasing cathodic wave with a peak
potential of about -0.7 V. This can be explained by a gradual
hydrolysis of surface lactone systems which leads to the gene-
ration of carboxylic and phenolic groups . The latter groups
may take part in a redox reaction of the hydroquinone-quinone
system. In the case of non-oxidized carbon no such effect is
observed in view of the very low content of oxygen functional
groups /Table 1/.

hThe results of chronovoltarnmetric studies of active carbons
presented in this paper point to the necessity of continuing
the investigations accompanied by parallel studies with the use
of other techniques, e.g. IR spectroscopy.
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INDEPENDENT DETECTION OF H202 AND 02
ON CHEMICALLY MODIFIED Au ELECTRODES

M. FUJIHIRA, H. MURAKI, and S. AOYAGUI
Department of Chemical Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Tech-
nology, Ohokayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152 (Japan)

3
In the last decade, chemical modification of electrode

surfaces has been intensively investigated as a means for
making various functional electrodes. In relation to electro-
catalyses of the modified electrodes for fuel cells, most
reserches have been intended for the persuit of novel molecular
designs to accelerate electrochemical reactions. For mechan-
istic studies or analytical purposes, however, we very often
require suppression of some undesirable electrode reactions to
avoid overlapping of a wave of interest with these unwanted "
ones. J

In the present paper, we will demonstrate that the surface
catalytic reduction of H202 on a polycrystalline gold
electrode in aqueous alkaline solutions can be greatly sup-
pressed by the chemical modification of the electrode surface
with n-dodecyltriethoxysilane while the reduction of 02 and
the oxidation of H202 are not affected appreciably.
Such a chemical modification enables us to carry out the
independent detection of H202 and 02 in their mixture.

An unmodified gold plate and a chemically modified gold
iltq with ri Iodecyltriethoxysilane were used as working

. .. ; Electrochemical measurements were performed in a
glass cell 5ing a gold plate and a sa'u -' * . ectrode %
(SCE) as a counter and a reference electrode, respectively. A
3kaeratcd 0.3 mM H202 and an air-saturated aqueous solutioncontaining 10 r.,11 NaOH and 0.1 M KCl were employed as sample

solut-ions.
Figure la shows the cyclic voltammogram of the deaerated._ _..,

H202 solution on the unmodified gold electrode. On the
negative sweep starting at -0.13 V, two cathodic waves wereobserved with the peak potentials of -0.2 V and -0.8 V,

respectively. The first cathodic wave with the peak potential
of -0.2 V has been ascribed to the surface catalytic reduction
of H202 which proceeds via adsorption of H202 on the
surface of gold in the form of OH:
H02 - + H 20 -. 20H(ads) + OH- (1)
20H(ads) + 2e- --% 20H- (2)

or the reduction of 02 generated by the chemical decomposi-
tion of H202 on the surface:

2HO 2  -- 02 + 20H- (3)
02 + 2e- + H2 0 - H02 - + OH- (4)

However, the latter mechanism should be ruled out because the
peak potential of the first cathodic wave of H202 reduc-
tion is ca.100 mV more positive than that of the 02 reduction

%.
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as described below. The second cathodic wave with the peak
potential of -0.8 V may be due to the direct reduction of
11202 on the OH free surface:

H02 - + 2e- + H 20 -- 30H- (5)
On the reversed scan, the cathodic current increased again
in the potential region between -0.4 V and -0.2 V. This indi-
cates that the reaction shown by the first cathodic wave is
limited within the narrow potential region. Following the
increase of cathodic current, an anodic wave started at -0.15
V. This wave can be assigned to the oxidation of H202 :
HO2 - + OH -- 02 + H20 + 2e- (6)

Figure lb shows the cyclic voltammogram of the deaerated
H202 solution on the chemically modified gold electrode.
In contrast with the current observed on the unmodified elec-
trode, the only one cathodic wave with the peak potential of
ca. -0.8 V was observed. This wave can be ascribed to the
direct reduction of H202 described above. The pronounced
suppression of the first wave on the modified surface may
result from the blocking of catalytic sites which bind H202
in the form of OH. On the reversed scan, an anodic wave with
the onset potential of -0.15 V was observed. This indicates
that the oxidation of H202 to 02 as well as the direct
reduction of H202 to H20 is not affected appreciably by
alkylsilanization. On the second negative scan, a new wave
starting at -0.1 V appeared. The peak potential of this new
wave was -0.3 V which coincided with the peak potential of the
first wave of the 02 reduction as seen below. This wave,
therefore, can be reasonably assigned to the reduction of 02
;hich was generated on the preceeding positive sweep.

Figure Ic shows the cyclic voltammogram of the air-satu-
rated solution on the chemically modified gold electrode which
is similar to the one on the unmodified electrode. Two cathodic
waves with the peak potentials of -0.3 V and -0.8 V were
observed. The first wave corresponds to the reduction of 02

02 + 2e- + 1120 --. H02 - + OH- (7)
Comparing the results shown in Figures la, b, c, we assigned
the second ;.:ave to the direct reduction of H202 (eq. 5)
whi 2wa; generat:cd by the 02 reduction at the first cathodic
wave (eq. 7). On the reversed scan, an anodic wave starting
at -0.15 V was observed. This wave was not observed when the
sweep started first to the positive direction. The comparison
of Figures la, b, c reveals also that this anodic wave corres-
ponds to the oxidation of H202.

On t'e unmodified electrode, the ratio of peak current of
the first cathodic wave to that of the second cathodic wave,
ipl/ip2, was slightly greater than the ratio obtained from
Fiqure 1c. This indicates that H202 generated by the 02
reduction in the first cathodic wave (eq. 7) was partially
reduced further to 120 by the succeeding reactions shown by
the first cathodic wave in Figure la (eqs. 1, 2). On the other
hand, since the further reactions were suppressed on the
chemically modified electrode, the value of ipl/ip2 became
smaller than on the unmodified one.

These experimental findings described above lead to the
conclusion that (i) the catalytic H202 reduction on gold
proceeds mainly via the mechanism described eqs. 1 and 2 and
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the catalytic sites can be blocked by alkylsilanization and6
(ii) on such an alkylsilanized gold electrode only oxygen can
be reduced at around -0.3 V and therefore the independent
electrochemnical detection of H202 and 02 in their mixture
is possible. Namely the concentration of H202 can be
determined by its anodic currents while that of 02 by
cathodic ones.

40 y

..... . ...
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F ij . 1 CyL-voltammograms of H2 02 and 02 on unmodified
id chemlcally modified gold electrodes
a. 11202 on unmodified Au electrode
b. 11202 ont chemically modified Au electrode
c. 02 oni chemically modified Au electrode
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ELLIPSOMETRY : ELECTRONS PROFILES
AT THE Au-ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE

F. CHAO and M. COSTA i.'-
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie Interfaciale du CNRS

I Place A. Briand, 92195 MEUDON Principal C~dex, France

PQY1, theoretical studies try to describe the free elec-
crs r-,s :t-'ition .n the interfacial zone in absence of trans-

Sf, r re,jctins,

1!. so studies are generally done wit the electrode at the
7er c -rqe potential (see for example '). The electric charge
;mt[)' .ffct on the deformation or displacement of these prcf:-' e:.; b-e,oo the sub3ect of some papers.

2
Peceily Czhavakhidze et al calculated the characteristIcs

-f ,-esc nr)f1les as a functic,, of the electric charge for dif-
forcnt metals, using the simple jellium model.

"llipsometry with phase and azimuth modulation allows the
t measuremont of very weak variations of A andf (some minutes)

corresponding to the charge variation of the electrode.

We propose a model of calculation of these variations start-
-* ing from the integration of the dielectric function of the me-

tal superficial layer modified by the electric field. The
identification of calculated and experimental values of 6Y al-
lows us to reach the parameters characteristic of the electron-
ic distribution as a function of the charge. We shall compare-"
these results to those calculated in ref.Z

E. Fusco, C. Regnaut, J.P. Badiali, Extended Abstracts,

33rd Meeting ISE, Lyon, 1982, p.37.

*- 2. P.G. Dzhavakhidze, A.A. Kornyshev, G.I. Tsitouashrili Solid
State Communications, 52 (1984) 401.
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THE PERMEATIrON OF HYDROGEN IN A STEEL AT ELEVATED
TEMPERATURES BY AN ELECTROCHEMICAL METHOD

HARUSHIGE TSUBAKINO and KOJI YAMAKAWA
* College of Engineering, University of Osaka Prefecture

Mozu-Umemachi, Sakai, Osaka 591, Japan

Steels exp~osed to high temperature and high pressure *-

hydrogen result in a marked reduction in mechanical properties.
This phenomenon is well known as hydrogen attack, which is
calis'~ primari4 by a nucleation, growth and coalecence of
methane bubblesl

All of studic3 cn hydrogen attack have been performed by a .

'IS1:2i I aseous methiod uzing pressure vessel or autoclave. But an
elet -ch-ical methm, d has Lhe following remarkable fea-

;iures ;od detection limit for the measurement of hy-
1zogen content in steel, a simpler measuring apparatus, suit-
fibility f:;r successive measurement of the transport character-
istics, and flexibliity in variation of experimental ccndi-
t--,o:.5. Hiowtever this electrochemical method has been restricted
to temperatures below 373 F because an aqueous sclution has
teen used as an electrolyte.

In this study, an electrochemical permeation method using
molten sodium hydroxide at elevated temperatures (673-773 K) in
the range of practical interest for hydrogen attack in steel is ~4
presented.

Procedure and Results
An electrochiemical permeation method is based on the

following concept: hydrogen is introduced into one side of a
metallic specimen during cathodic polarization, while the other
side of the specimen is held at an anodic potential suffi:cient
to ionize any hydrogen arriving at the surface after passage
.hrough the metal. The resulting ionization current is a direct
measre oti2 hj~instantaneous rate of hydrogen permeated through
the metal"

In this study, the cathodic charging and extraction of
hydrojen are carried out by using molten salt electrolyte. The
c'atholic and anodic reactions are, respectively

F i + e - H OH()
~ind2 ad

,in d ,(H- H20 +e .(2)

As('heuntlc dJ.,gram, of the experimental setup is shown in
P0'i.1. The specimen has a cylindrical geomnetry and its bottom

.s Aout three ti,,es thicker than the thickness of the side.
Thr, inner cliam.eter ri-; /. mm and the thickness is varied from 2
to 6., mm. The sctnninto which a stainless steel tube is
:;:rcwed, !:oparates the entry side (A) and extraction side (B)
of thr, hydro-en.

Entryv Sido (A): Sodium hydroxide (melting point=595 K) is

--%
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contained in an alumina crucible. Argon gas is bubbleg through
a water bath at 303 K with a gas flow rate of 1.7xl0-6/s. The
cathodic charging of hydrogen is carried out galvanostatically,
using four graphite counter electrodes, located nthe same
circumference, and a current density of 50-200 A/m 5

n traction Side (B): is also filled with sodium hydr-
oxide '

. The surface of the specimen is plated with a gold-
coating of about 0.15 or 0.5 um in thickness. Platinum-coated
Magnesia-stabilized zirconia tube is used as the reference
electrode. The electrolytic cell is filled with argon gas in a
good airtight condition. The specimen is maintained at a
constant potential in the range from -1.0 to -0.4 V vs
Air/O (ZrO,).

When ?he a~odic current density reached a steady state
less than 0.5 A/m , without the cathodic hydrogen charging, the
cathodic charging is started. The cathodic current density is
increased (build up) and then decreased (decay). The permeated
transient current during these build up and decay processes is
recorded as a function of time.

The observed relationship between the permeation current
and the extraction potential shows thet the most suitable
potential to detect hydrogen ii shown in the range of 200 mV
from -800 to -600 mV vs Air /0 -(ZrO 2 ). Typical build up and
decay transients at 673 K are shown in Fig.2. The data agree
fairly well with the theoretical curves. This result indicates
that the extraction surface is held at an sufficient anodic
potential to ionize the hydrogen. But the data tend to deviate
from the theoretical curves as the thickness of the specimen
decreases. This will be due to the effect of gold-plating on
the hydrogen permeation rate.

The detection limit in this electrochemical method is less
than 0.1 ppm, which is much less than the critical hydrogen
contents for hydrogen attack in7 arbon steel (0.6 ppm) and in
Cr-Mo steel (2.4-4.3 ppm)(Fig.3) . The diffusivities obtained
from several build up and decay runs at each temperature are in
good agreement with the values obtained from the gaseous
methods, i.e., gaseous permeation and evolution techniques. But
a sianificant delay in the first transient is always observed
(Fig.4). And the diffusivities tend to decrease gradually as
the permeation run increases. These phenomena will be due to
the hydrogen trapping in steels.

Therefore, this electrochemical permeation method using
molten salt will be useful to study the hydrogen transport in
metals at high temperatures and to predict the hydrogen attack
of steels.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF ELECTRODE SURFACES MODIFIED WITH
POLY-VINYLIMIDAZOLE BOUND RUTHENIUM COMPLEXES.

S.M. GERATY, A.G. ROSS AND J.G. VOS
School of Chemical Sciences, National Institute for Higher
Education, Dublin 9, Ireland.

j

Introduction.

Polymer bound ruthenium complexes are promising as new materials
for electrochemical applications.' Such metallopolymers have
been investigated both as thin films on electrode surfaces and in
solution.2, 3 Areas of interest are energy conversion and
catalysis. It is expected that both the nature of the ruthenium
complex, and therefore its redox potential, and the charge
transport through the polymer layer will be affected by the type
of polyrer backbone and the metal to polymer ratio. %. :,

We Atrte i s,steMatic investigation into the effect of the
polyti;er backbone on the chemical properties of metallopolymers.
In this contribuLion character isation arid electrochemical
properti s of el~'ctrode3s modified with Ru(bpy) 2 - groupings bound
to poiy 14--vJnylimidazole (PNVI) and poly-4(5)-vinylimidazole are

Fesultn ui(! discu33ion

in contrast with earlier experiments using poly-4-vinylpyridine
(PVP) as a polymer backbone 2 , PNVI arid PCVI often yield at least
two types of bound ruthenium complexes when reacted with Ru(bpy)2
C1 2 . This is clearly shown by CV'3 of the polymer coated
graphite electrodes (see fig.l). The data obtained suggests that
reactions 1, 2 and 3 are taking place,

Ru(bpy),Cl, + PNVI - (Ru(bpy)2 (PNVI) CI] + C1- (1)

(Ru(bpy),(PNVf) CI]+ - (Ru(bpy)2 (PNVI) S] 2 + + CI- (2)

[Ru(bpy),(PNVI)S]2 + + PNVI - (Ru(bpy)2 (PNVI)2 1]
2 +  C- (3)

with the solvent complex [Ru(bpy)2 (PNVI) S)2+ (S - H20, MeOH)
possibly present as an intermediate. The nature of these
complexes has been investigated by comparison of spectroscopic

and electrochemical data of these materials with those obtained
for analogous monomeric complexes. The composition of the
metallopolymers obtained is influenced by the reaction conditions
during the synthesis. In general addition of water will increase
the amount of disubatituted complex obtained (slee tig.l). Also
the variation of the polymer, ruthenium ratio affects the product

'UA
. , • ,,' - '*. .....-. " .* , - .... * . ".-*. .- ****-..- **..- ," ,-.a- . ,-. .% % . .



dirtr iU,_t, ion. in some caeoo an oxtra band at abolit 300 mV' vs SCE
is observed. The natur3 of this redox coupla is not yet clear.
The peak-to--poak separation and the stability of the polymer
modifind electrodes depends strongly on the nature of the
mlectrolyte . Peak-to-peak separations are very small (< 20 mV)
in NRC1 or H2304 and larger (> 5Orm7) in non acidic solutions and
in HCIO4.

Both thfcrmal and photochemical displacement of the CI- ligand in
the mnonuoubatituted products are observed. The thermal exchange -

is Faster than for the corresponding poly-4-vinylpyridine complex
[Pu(b-,y) 2 (pVp)ClI* 4. Under irradiation (electrolyte, 1 M HClO 4 )
loss of C)7 is very efficient, the product obtained from
(ihu(bpy) 2(i'NVf)CI]+ is most likely (Ru(bpy),(PNVI)H 2 0]

2
+. 1 n

nsilfuric acid coordination of sulfate lon3 is also observed.
Elcctroden o rdified with ruthenium containing PNVI were used for
oxif-ILion of Fe2+. It was found that the oxidation is mediated
by ttl2 polymer coating. The limiting current depends on the Fe

2
+

--oncertration (see fig. 2). A Koutecky-Levich plot of this
limiting current yields a straight line with an intercept that is

lepondent on the amount of the polymer used (fig. 3).

. ? U. Pickupq and W. Murray, 00. 1984, 131,
8 "(. 3.

2. j- M. Clear, J. H. Velly, C. M. O'Connell and J.G. Vos, J.
Cfhcm. Rea. , 1981, 3039 (M).

3. 0. H!aao aund J.G. Vos, J. Electroanal. Chem., 1980, 113, 13%.

4. 0. flcau, I-4. R. Zumbruanen and J.G. Vos, Electrachim. Acta, in
Pr int.
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CVigs of the materials obtained from

-~ (RU: PN1VI ratio z I 10) in;

0methanol -

- --. ..- methanol/water (-

S 200 jwUA; scan rate 50 mV/sec;

e~ectrolyte 1 M H 2S4
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Fig. 2. 1 F

[Fe 2+_depSndency of the limiting current

of the oxidation of this ion using a

CG electreode coated wyith Rebpy)

containing PNVI.
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/ A 5 oKouteoky-Levich plot of the
2.oxidation of Fe using a CC

e electrode coated withLouo(bpyt PNVI cL
r 12. 2
- x 10- M/cm (A)

2.5 x 20-8 M/cm2 (B)
2.1 -3

________________ Fe j: 2x 10 M

loo- Its_
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THE USE OF ADATONS IN THE ELECTROCHENICAL
SYNTHESIS OF GLYOXYLIC ACID FROM GLYOXAL

G. PIERRE, M. EL KORDI and G. CAUQUIS.
Laboratoire de Chimie Organique Analytique (U.A. C.N.R.S. 321)
B.P. n0 68 - Domaine Universitaire de Saint Martin d'H~res (France)

During the electrochemical synthesis of glyoxylic acid
from oxidation of glyoxal. one of the main problem encountered was the
total elimination of glyoxal itself. Indeed as three reactions are
possible at the same potential on a platinum electrode,

CHOCHO - 2e + H20 * CHOCOOH + 2H (1)

CHOCOOH - 2e + H 20 * (COOH)2 + 2H+ (2)

(COOH)2 - 2e - 2C02 + 2H (3)

after complete electrolysis of solution containing 5% (0.86 M) of
-I glyoxal, 0.9% (0,15 M) of this species remains in the solution after ,

the passage of the quantity of electricity Qth corresponding to the
reaction (1). A further oxidation beyond 1.2 Qth is of poor interest
since glyoxylic acid vanishes quickly from the solution.

From the results of HORANYI et al ' and FORNARO et al3'4

we can deduce that glyoxpl is adsorbed on Pt following two types of
reaction. For high concentrated solution of glyoxal, the molecule is
oxidized into glyoxylic acid after adsorption onto two activ sites of
platinum, when for low concentrated solution it takes four activ sites
and gives oxalic acid.

So a method which could promote the vanishing of glyoxal
witho -t an increase in oxalic acid, for example by blocking some activ
sites of he metal of the anode, would be interesting. It was the role
attributed to the adatoms added to the solution of the electrolysis.

The influence of the addition of 5.10 to 10 M of nine
adatoms : Pd, Ru, Ag, Au, TI, Pb, Bi, Sn, Cu on the ill defined
oxidation curves of glyoxal, glyoxylic acid (about 0.2 M) and oxalic
acid has been studied by cyclic voltammetry on platinum and in aqueous
N HC1O solution which have a wide anodic domain. Three of them Ti.

4
Ag, Au, gave a cathodic shift of the potential and an increase of the

current of the peak corresponding to the oxidation of the organic
species. An exemple is given below for Ag adatom. The addition of
other adatoms lead generally to an opposite effect.

This effect is compared with the yields in glyoxylic acid
and the concentrations of the different species after electrolysis in
comparable conditions. The salt of the adatom is added at the
beginning of the experiment, Sn is predeposit. , .

-*_ *- .- -..-, "S*. - - - - - - - - - - . . .• ,- -, .,'.. .'. 5 ... - . - - .. --% % % - V L '. _' . *-. *t*.,...*' .- ,'.. '. . ,1 . .' - ' ". ". ., '. ". ." "'J ,-" "-% " ' % ." ."
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The results concerning the most interesting adatoms are
compiled in the table.

Yields in glyoxylic acid. Anode Pt, 0 = 50-C, Q = 1.2 Qth
I N HCI solutions, starting concentration of glyoxal : 0.9 M.

adatcms 1 10 M.

SAdatoms none Ag I Au Sn II Pd- I IIII
-III I II

IGlyoxal final M1 0,095 0,034 1 0,052 1 0,034 0,37II i I
Glyoxylic acid M 1 0,480 1 0,600 1 0,588 1 0,554 Hj 0,250 1

lOxalic acid M 0,089 1 0,080 1 0,083 0,064 11 0,067 1" I" IIi

"Chemical yield% 62 69 69 63 II 51

Electrical yield 46 54 53 52 II 24
1%I

Salts -ised : AgN3 SnC1 KPdC1 ; HAuC14, 3H20.

It was observed that with adatoms making easier the
oxidation of the organic product, the yields are slightly increased,
but the main interest is a better elimination of glyoxal
(concentration divided by about 3). With Ag a further oxidation

55 (Q = 1, Qth) lead to almost a complete vanishing of glyoxal (0,007 M)

with a still goud chemical yield (52%), which has been impossible to
obtain on bright platinum. Palladium adatom is a particular example
where it is the peak of the adatom which is modified by addition of
glyoxal or the other species. In this condition the main reaction is a
CO2 evolution. On vitreous carbon V 25 (le CARBONE LORRAINE), almost
no variati-n are observed at 500C by addition of adatoms studied up tonow Pi, nrf

P,-fpr r. c,:

1 G. I!ZELT Gund G. HOPANYI, Acta (him. Acad. Sci. Hung., 98, 403
-I(197 ) .

V.I 2. V.E. KAZARINOV, YU. B. VASSILIEV, V.N. ANDREEV and G. HORANYi, J.
.Electroanal. Cher., 147, 247 (1983)

I 3. L. FORNAPO and S. TRASATTI, La Chimica ct l'Industria, 48, 706
(1966)

4. L. FORNARO and G. CASTELLI, J. Electroanal. Chem., 28, 363 (19-0).

.
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/VA
' \i

61
I \

in mol. 1

I \ '
I- I

leftI I

/ I

/V/

O. .5 1 0.5 1

Influence of silver adatoms on the cyclic voltaiametry of

glyoxal an its oxidation products. All the concentrations are expressed

in tool.1

left side :ICHOCHOI = 0.17 ; 1 : Ag~l = 0 ;2 IAgIl = 1.2.!0 -3

middle ICHOCOOHI = 0.15 3 :Ag [ = 0 ; 4 IAg+i = 1.2.10 - 3

right side ICOOHCOOH - 3.2.10-2 5 :AgI = 0 6 IAglj = 1.2.1 - 3

I scale Curves 1-4 1 unit = 100 uA.
Curves 5,6 1 unit = 500 wA.
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ON THE MECHANISM OF THE EFFECT OF COBALT ADDITION ON
THE PROPERTIES OF A NICKEL OXIDE ELCTRODE

V.Z.BARSUKOV, X.R.MESHCHBRJAXOVA, L.N.SAGOJAR

Institute of Chemical Engineering, Dnepropetrovsk (USSR)

* Cobalt is one of the most effective additives to nickel oxide
electrodes (NOE)l. However, little evidence about the mechanism
for the effect of such additions has been obtained up to now 2 ,
this being to a considerable extent due to a lack of so far proved
quantitative ideas as to the nature of the main current-forming
process in tie active material (A) grain of NOE.
Authors of on the basis of theoretical analysis of a dynamic

model of an AM grain in NOE have shown that the cathodic process
starts simultaneously within the whole volume of a grain, but the
intensity of the process varies with depth considerably; it is
defined by the distribution of electric field strength in the so-
lid phase. The discharge process of the grain is decisively influ-
enced by the change of the solid phase conductivity, which first
drops gently and then abruptly with relationship of Ni3 +/Nie+ratio
decrease. The cause of abrupt grain passivation during discharge
is in faster exhaustion of electric conductivity of AM within the
solid phase volumes adjacent to the areas of contact with the
current lepd. The parts of the grain that are inner and most remote
from the contact of the three phases do not discharge completely,
thiu loveria te Ar? utilization factor.

in our opinion, cobalt introduction into the AM affects directly
the grain passivation causes during discharge and results in smoo-
thing down the non-uniform grain operation providing for more com-
plete usage of the capacity of deeper parts of the solid phase
remote from the areas of contact with the current lead.

"* The main prerequisites of the above effect are as follows:
* a practically complete isomorphism of crystal lattices of 5-Co(OH)

and P -Ni(OH)2 facilitates easy implantation of Co ions into the
crystal lattice of AM to replace Ni ions and to retain them in
the lattice firmly during electrochemical transformations4.

Co(II) transforms to its stable oxidized state Co(IIi) during
the first charge cycle. From that moment on it does not change its
degree of oxidation during mutual transformations Ni(III) Ni(II)
within the normal range of NOE potential variations.

Cobalt implantation to the crystal lattice to form solid solu-
tion results in a definite type of interaction between Co(III) ia
and nickel ions surrounding it. This type of solid solution can
be regarded as a kind of solid-state complex compound of
CoOOH.nNiOOH type in which Co(III) acts as a complexing agent. As

* known, ion reduction from a complex often is energetically more
difficult and takes place at higher electrode polarizations.

* Therefore it might be supposed that in compounds of this type
Co(III) will retain a part of the surrounding nickel ions in a
higher degree of oxidation and that transformation of this part

4-,

r2
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from Ni(IIl) to Ni(II) state will take"A a place at somewhat lower potentials.

6j To obtain experimental evidence of them
assumptions codeposition of hydroxides was
accomplished. Compounds of CoOOH'nNiOOH

2J (n-2,3,4,6 99,12 and 1.3) type were obtained
as well as mechanical mixtures of CoOCH
and NiOOH with the same n values. Indivi-
dual phases of I-NiOOH and -CoOOH were

6. also obtained, entificatiol of phasesand degrees of oxidation was carried out

2. 2 E,'B! hnueparamagnetic, resonance (SPR) spectroscopy

Using the derivatographic analysis tech-
niques it was found that odeposition of
substances results in obtaining solid
substitution solutions rather than mecha-
nical mixtuures of initial components with

sI additive features.
Cyclic voltage-current curves for CoOOH

and NiOOH are shown in Fig.a. Transition
05, of Ni3 + to Ni2+ takes place at potentials

that are by about 285 mV Tore positive
6than those for Co3+ to Co + transition.Voltage-current curves for mechanical mix-

tures of CoOOH + nNiOOH (Pig.b) at catho-
Fig,.Cyclic I-E curves: dic polarization in the range of poten-
a)NiOOH(1), CoOOH(2) tials from 0.1 to 0.5 V (normal hydrogen
b)mechanical mixtures: electrode) have two consecutive peaks or-
CoOOH + NiOOH(l) responding, as can be seen from Pigs.*
CoOOH + 2NiOOH(2) an b, to independent reouction pf Ni to
CoOOH + 3NiOOH(3) Ni'4 and then that of Co-'+ to Co' + .

c)solid solutions: Fig.b shows cyclic voltage-current cur-
CoCOOi - 13NiOOH(1) yes for codeposited compounds CoOOH.n1iO0
CoOOH - 12NiOH(2) In the range of potentials from 0 to 0.5V
CoOOH • 9NiOOH(3) a pair of peaks is observed on the curve
CoOOH • 6NiOOH(4) of any substance; this pair of peaks is
CoOOH - 4NiOOH(5) between voltage-current curves of initial
CoOOH - 3NiOOH(6) NiOOH and CoOOH on the potential scale.
CoOOH & 2NiOOH(7) The stationery potential and the position

of the peaks depend on the ratio of cobalt
and nickel in the lattice.Withincreasing n the stationary poten-
tial is shifted to a more positive region - up to the redox-po-
tential of NOR.

It may be concluded that t~e presence of cobalt in the crystal
lattice of NiOOH prevents Ni + from discharge up to a certain
potential.

About the same conclusions as to the process of self-discharge
of NOS can be drawn from the results of infra-red spectroscopic
investigations of the substances.

Thus, the investigations provide for the conclusion that nickel
ions surrounding cobalt in the crystal lattice are more firmly

'.4'.
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retained in "3+" oxidation state in the presence of cobalt vs.its
absence.
Ths results in the following: lower iedox potential of Ni

3 +

Si4 + transition, higher content of Ni + in the discharged AY,
higher AM conductivity.

These circumstances has differently affect such vital parame-
ters of NON as self-discharge and AM utilization factor during
discharge in dependence on the content and distribution of cobalt
in the crystal lattice of hydroxide.
Uniform introduction of Co to AM (e.g., by codeposition of hyd-

roxides) shall facilitate retardation of self-discharge of a NOE
to the extcnt which ic the greater the higher is Co content.
At the same time uniform distribution of cobalt in AM is of

little effect on the j'1 utilization factor ( ).
Uniform introduction of small amounts of cobalt may result in

the increase of average All conductivity due to a higher ratio of
metal ions in "3+" state of oxidation. This is confirmed by ex-
perimental data given in5 . 3+

It is obviou3, that retaining part of nickel in Ni3 + state, co-
balt prevents a certain amount of AM from taking part in the main
current-forming process. Therefore, the increase of Ce content
in "l in excess of certain limits will result in reduction, ,
and the relationship between the capacity of the electrode ad Co
content in it shall be of exteeme type, what is evidenced bye.
With regard to the above mechanism, non-uniform cobalt distri-

bution on the surface and into the depth of the grain should be
considered optimal. Cobalt content should be the highest in the
area of contact with the current lead, as the process of exhaus-
tion of electric conductivity is the fastest here. Cobalt content
should dearease with grain depth according to the nearly-expon n-
tial law that expresses variation of field strength in a grain3.
This type of cobalt distribution in the AM provides for compen- ,

sation of unequal accessibility of different grain regions for N.
electric field and for optimum usage of the stored electrochemi-
cal capacity. Cobalt consumption can be also minimized.
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Characterization of NiCo 204 spinels for 02 evolution

in alkaline electrolyte

J. Haenen, W. Visscher and E. Barendrecht

Laboratory for Electrochemistry, Department of Chemistry

Eindhoven University of Technology

P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

0iCo204 pine! oxide, prepared by thermal deccnposition of metal salts is

a very promising anode material tI). It was found that mainly the top

surface of the NiCo 0 electrode is electrochemically active. The surface
2 4

morphology and composition of the freshly prepared NiCo2 0 layer were

found to depend on the thermal treatment, particularly on the temperature of

the final heat treatment T: the increase in activity with decreasing T

was correlated with the increase in surface area and the change in surface

* composition. The kinetics of the oxygen evolution reaction were examined with

galvanostatic steady-state measurements in the temperature range of 10 to

80C, and in the electrolyte concentration range of 0.1 to 7.0 M KOH. The

Tafel plots can be divided in two re6ions: one with a Tafel slope of 40 mV,

i.e. 2 RT/3 F, for in < 280 mV and a range of Tafel slope values from 70 to 4-

100 mV at higher overpotentials, i.e. i > 280 mY, which was assumed to be

2 RT/7. For the different potential regions, the kinetic behaviour can be

explained by a reaction mechanism, by which either a shift in active site

takes place from di- to trivalent sites, or by which the valence state (triva-

lent) does not change, but a shift from low coverages, i.e.. GTOH 4 0, to

high coverages, i.e. 0 4TH occurs.

The NiCo 0 catalyst was investigated with cyclic volta etry in order to
24A

elucidate the electrocatalytic activity and the ageing phenomena.

In the potentia.l range before oxygen evolution starts, the voltamogram of a

freshly prepared NiCo2 0 electrode exhibits two anodic oxidation peaks, as

shown in figure 1, representing one-electron-transfer surface redox reactions.

The voltametric response of a fresh NiCo 0 electrode is not only influ-
2 4

enced by the lower and upper switching potential of the scan range, but also

in a different way by potentiostatic or potentiodynamic treatment. With pro-

longed oxidation a single peak voltammogras was obtained, as shown in

figure 2. This is considered to be an ageing phenomenon which was interpreted

"m ;?_0
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in terms of partial decomposition of the NiCo204 surface layer.

On the basis of the results of electrochemical and non-electrochemical techni-

ques, the following general cation distribution was proposed:

Co2+ 3+ 2+ 3+ 3+ 2-
o I-1 y l-y 1.0 4i+z

with two valence states on the sublattices, and the possibility of excess

oxygen to maintain the electroneutrality; x, y and z are related through

z - (x-y/2).

Furthermore, the electrochemical formation of oxides on nickel-cobalt alloys

was investigated with cyclic voltammetry, kinetic analysis and ellipsometry.

It was found that the electrocatalytic behaviour of the Ni Co 2-alloy chan-

1 12ges with the pretreatment. At a freshly polished NilCO2-alloy, a Tafel

slope of about 40 mY and a decrease of the overpotential is found after poten-

tiodynamic cycling, whereas after preanodization a slope of 60 mV and an in-

crease in Ti is found.

The optical behaviour of a Ni Co 2-alloy during a potential scan from

-0.075 to 1.425 V is given in figure 3 in a A-* graph. With increasing

anodic potential, up to about 1.25 V, the change of the ellipsometric para-

meters A and * is such that a linear A-* relation is obtained. This

implies that in this potential range, an oxide layer is formed, which grows

with a constant refraction index N. Beyond 1.25 V (at the maximum in the

t.--P curve), the optical properties change, the decrease in * coincides

with the onset of a further oxidation process. From curve fitting, part a of

figure 3 was found to correspond to a film layer with a refraction index

N - 2.3 - 0.1 i, and part b (beyond 1.25 V) pointed to the formation of a

conductive oxide (high k-value) on the top of the first layer, for which the

best fit corresponds to a layer with N = 2.9 - 2.1 i.

The two different pretreatments lead optically to the same two-layer film

model: only it appeared that with cycling the first film continuously grows,

whereas with preanodization a limiting thickness of about 15 A is reached. The

difference in kinetic behaviour was explained by assuming that either spinel-

like oxides are formed on the NilCo -alloy, or that, depending on the
1 2

pretreatment, the alloy electrode behaves predominantly as a nickel or as a

cobalt electrode.

[1] J.G.D. Haenen, W. Visscher and E. Barendrecht, 3. Appl. Electrochem.

15. 29 (1985).
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ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SULPHIDE ION IN WATER CONTAINING

SURFACTANTS.

F. CASTANEDA*, E. PEZRON and V. PLICHON

Laboratoire de Chimie Inorganique et Electrochimie, ESPCI,
10 rue Vauquelin, 75231 PARIS CEDEX 05 (FRANCE).

Electrochemical oxidation of sodium sulphide in wa-
*I ter at pH 8 is performed in the presence of cationic (CTAB,

cetyl-trimethyl ammonitir bromide), neutral (NP 10, NP 20 poly-
oxyethylene nonylphenylether), and anionic (SDS sodium dode-
cyl sulphate, sodium oleate) surfactants.

Voltammetric curves are improved but the electrode
passivation by sulphur deposit gets suppressed only with com-
bining the effect of the cationic surfactant and a temperature
increase : diffusion limited plateaus are then obtained and
molecular sulphur recovered by electrolysis (Table 1).

TABLE I

Patio of the voltamsetric current ip to the theorical diffu-

sion valui D 0 f a 10- M sodiun sulphide solutior &t PH4 8 in the

presence of suirfactants (rutating glasil; carbon, eloctrode, 0.5 M

potassium phosphate buffer).

Sorfactant iP/'D

(C 2t)22*C 80.C

none 0.03 0.12. o.12. o ,. 186
oleate 0.06

SOS 0.02 .6

NP 10 0.03 0.21
N'r 20 0.09 C. 50

CrAP 0. 13

-1 .6 10-2 M s. lophide solution normalized to 10 N

EFFECT OF CTAB CONCENTRATION .

The most effective surfac ant, CTAB, was studiediI with more details. For CTAB < 6.10- M at room temperature,
the sulphide peak is cAthodically shifted and its height in-
creased with the qurfactant concentration (fig 1). Above
6.10 - 5 M, the peak current generally slightly decreases, then

Sc---

r.,

.5,'~~~ ~~ 1:*1 . s:'* .
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remains alike with higher CTAB concentration.

I . .. 4. .. ......- * *

Fig .1 , Variation of the peak current density ipvs. CAB concen.

tration at 22*C (00.*1 and 60*C (oooo).p

Effect of CTAB is quite different at 800C. For low con-
centration (typically 10- 5 M), a peak or sometimes a pseudo-
plateau is still present in 4 10- M sulphide solution, but
its current almost reaches the diffusion current iD for a two-
electrons process.

-4 3At fairly high CTAB concentration (10-5 10 - M), one
observes a genuine diffusion plateau (curve 4, fig. 2) decrea-
ses as the CTAB concentration is raised, with a slope of 46 mV
for the E vs log (i/ie - i) plots. It appears that at the time
scale of the voltammetry a polysulphide and not sulphur is ob-
tained at high CTAB concentration. At the longer time scale of
crintrolled-potential electrolysis however, 2 e-/S 2 - are easily
consumed and colloidal sulphur is recovered by extraction by
chioraforn from the uncoloured solution.

1/..].i

" ,~I.".. 5

Fig .2. current-polontial curves of & 4.10"3 da S solution

at pH 6 and &*C in presence of CrAB.

CCAB= 0 (1); 1.2xlO' N (2); 3XlO' N (3); l.lxlO
3
' (4);

(rotating glassy carbon@ disk, potential Scan rate 6pV$ ).

II.7l

r- IrLICA
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DISCUSSION

oxidation of sulphide has been explained (1,2,3) by a me- ..

chanism in which the primary step always leads to sulphur which

may then react on the sulphide which diffuses towards the elec-

trode to give a polysulphide
- 2 e - S (1) S2 + (x - 1)S S2 - (2)5'- - X

If reaction (1) is slow and the sulphur insoluble, a

layer of non conductive sulphur appears at the electrode surfa-

ce and passivation occurs. This is observed in neutral water at

room temperature.

Effect of surfactants will be discussed from several ex-

planations. The first one supposes dissolution of sulphur into

CTAB micelles which are certainly present in most of our solu-

tions. A second one considers that adsorption at the electrode

surface prevents sulphur deposit to be formed.
Effect of temperature is explained by an increase in the

rate of reaction (2) which occurs whatever the surfactant and

results in a partial depassivation of the electrode. Electroly-

sis can be performed up, to the highest polysulphide stable in

the medium, probably S5 - at pH 8. Then the electrolysis stops

* unless CTAB is present. When reaction (2) becomes fast at the

v ltammetry time scale, the electrode "ses" the total reaction

xS - - 2(x - 1)e- I Sx- which corresponds to less than

2 e/S2 - "
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NEW DAZA ON THE DYNMIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE PASSIVE FILM ON RCN

M. KEDDAM* and C. PALLOTTA**
Li 15 CNRS "Physique des Liquides et Electrochimie", Universit6 Pierre et

Marie Curie, 4 place Jussieu, 75230 Paris Cedex 05, France.
*Departamento de Fisoco-Quimica, Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, CiudadUniversitaria, Pabellon II, 1428 Nunez Buenos Aires, Argentina.
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-* Introduction

During the lust ten years passivity studies have been performed mainly
vby m Yans of in-siru optical techniques and non in-citu surface spectrosco-
pies .Most of these contributions dealt with neutral weakly agressive media
(boric-borate buffered solutions). During the same period no serious
advantage was taken from the advances in non steady state electrochemical
techniques such as complex impedance measurement at very low frequencies by
correlation or FFT signal processing. This lecture will report the results
recently obtaincd in our group by applying these techniques to iron passi-
vity in various acidic media. The use of impedance measurements was essen-
tially aimed at separating the transport properties of the passive film,
the charge transfer at the film boundaries and the growth kinetics. Ore of
the main point being the identification of the process controlling the
electrode p,)larization in the passive range. In addition to electrochemical
impedance, .-lectrohydrodynamicai (EHD) impedances 2 were introduced for the

-,_t tine in passivity studies.

:xp r iental

A Sol.rtron equipment (TFA 1250 and electrochemical interface 1186)
u, ed. FFT techniques (HP 5451C) was restricted to the very low frequen-

cy part of the s;pectrum (f < 0.01 Hz). Modulation of the angular velocity
of the disc electrode (EHD) was performed with a fast response mechanical
feed-back.

fe sult a

A typical shape of the impedance'diagram of passive iron is shown in
Fig. 1.

Transport mechanism in the film sustaining the passive current Ip was
analysed from the potential dependence of RHF, resistance of the film with
no relaxation of the film thickness. Results obtained for the transfer
parameter RHFIp are shown in Fig. 2,establishing a similarity of behaviour
among all the electrolytes investigated. All the parallel straight lines
would overlap perfectly if their potential scale were recalibrated on the
Flad potential relative to each medium. From Fig. 2 it was inferred that
RHF consists of an interface component (RHF at the Flade potential) plus a
film bulk contribution (high field transport). A 3.5 nm.V -1 film thickness
is deduced in good agreement with literature data.

I.

2'.
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The occurrence of a pure capacitance 7 in the millihertz range is
tightly connected with the infinite polarization resistance (passivity pla-
teau) exhibited by the system. It rules out any diffusion controlled and
reflects the relaxation of film thickness with the potential. However the 1,
value (order of 30 mF.cm -2) is by one order of magnitude greater than the
value predicted from the faradaic charge stored in the passive film. This
result is consistent with the existence of a notable dissolution component
in the transient response of the passive film 3.

Classically, redox reactions provide information on the film ability to
support electron transfer. The use of hydrodynamical perturbations gave a
new insight into the control of redox kinetics in an outer region of the
film, strongly influenced by the electrolyte composition. Fig. 3 shows the
reciprocal Levich plot (I-1/2-1/2) for the ferro to ferricyanide oxydation
on a passive iron surface in the three acidic media investigated. A fast
reaction with pure diffusion control is found in HClO4, a mixed kinetics is
observed in H3PO4 , HSO4 lying in the midrange. EHD data (Bode-plane) pre-
sented in Fig. 4 allowed to establish that the passive film in HC1O4 behaves
classically as a platinum disc (diffusion layer in t .u iiquid phase). In
contrast, H2 SO4 and even more clearly H3PO4 reveal a more complicated EHD
pattern thus indicating the existence of a aiffusion control in a surface
region of the passive film undergoing a specific alteration by the modula-
tion of the rotation speed 4.

Conclusion

The resulting picture of the passive film on iron in acidic media is
that of a two-layer structure 5 : an inner region practically independent of
the electrolyte composition in which the electric field is located, an
outer part accct.odating the composition effects in which most of the film
interactions with the surrounding electrolyte take place. A serious simila-
rity with tne surface properties of iron oxides colloidal particles is
cmphasized. his idea i:; also strongly supported by the behavioural sequence:
p(erchlorate-sulfate-phosphonate, found in the present work and the increi-
sing adsorbabiiity of these anions on iron oxides in their colloidal state.....
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO A MODULATED FLOW
AT PARTIALLY BLOCKED ELECTRODES

C. DESLOUIS, M. KEDDAM, M. KRARTI and B. TRIBOLLET
LP 15 du CNRS "Physique des Liquides et Electrochimie",

Universit6 Pierre et Marie Curie, Tour 22,
4 Place Jussieu, 75230 PARIS Cedex 05, FRANCE

For a rapid rcdox system on an uniform accessible electrode, the fre-
quency response to a 'inusoidal speed modulation at a rotating disk elec-
trode is well-knowni ' . In this paper, we consider the case where the
overall electrochemical behaviour of solid electrodes depends on the space
-and possibly time- dependent distribution of the heterogeneous kinetics
with, as a limit case, a set of active and blocked sites. This heterogene-
ous reactivity influences also the mass transport phenomena by the boundary
conditions imposed to the wall fluxes and concentrations.

As a first step toward the partially blocked electrodes, we had consi-
dered theoretically the frequency response to a modulated flow for a single
microelectrode of diameter d located at a distance R from the rotation
axis'4 . All normalized impedance d'grams may be reduced by using the dimen-
sionless frequency p ScI/3 (d/R) 2

. The transition between one active site
to n active sites is not easy on the theoretical point of view (due to the
mutal interactions), and so we cannot use the same procedure for the nume-
rical calculation of the frequency response on n active sites.

If we consider the case of an heterogeneous reactivity where the
overall steady state mass transfer is not very modified by comparison with
that of an uniform accessible electrode, then the diffusion boundary layer
thickness is rot very modified, and the concentration field over one active
site ma'y be described as the concentration field over a microelectrode
which is mounted flush with the disk electrode and insulated from it by a
gap. This roncentration is governed by the unsteady equation of convective
diffusiun 2

t Z T x c x D + tx
..ere v is the n Ial vocity component and vx the tangential velocity

Crompcn et v1 t /v fvr + V). This problem can be solved numerically by
Using the Nea;nn's metihod (figure 1).

In the low frequency range, the frequency response corresponds to that
of the rotating disk electrode and, in the high frequency range, the fre-
luency response corresponds to that of an isolated microelectrode. The
translation between the two HF asymptotes (disk and isolated microelectro-
de) is equal to (0.8 R/0.51 d) /3 and independant of the gap value (see
figure I). The gap valuc affects only the transition between the two limi-
ting curves.

Experimental
* At first, a grid is used in order to modelize a partially blocked

electrode. The relevant amplitude variation has been plotted on figure 2.
The curve exhibits two clearly separated domains according to the frequency
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range. The translation value between the HF asymptote and the HF theoretical
disk asymptote provides therefore an estimate size of the active site
(d = 40 u ) which corresponds to the order of magnitude for the average value
of the active part of the grid.

The reduction of Fe ++ (0.5M) in H2SO4 (IM) on a rotating diskelec-
trode made of carbon (0 - 0.3cm) has been taken as an example of heterogene-
ous kinetics. The amplitude variation shows the L.F. part and the beginning
of the transition (figure 3A), and the phase shift variation exhibits the
two domains (figure 33) and from the translation between the two curves we
can deduce the approximate value of d C 61jm).
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SUFFACE FROPERTIES OF MIXED IrO2 + Rue 2 MIXED OXIDE ELBCTCBS

C. ANGELINETTA and S. TRASATTI
Department of Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry,

University of Milan (Italy)

Lj. D. ATANASOSKA
Institute of Technical Sciences,

-erbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade (Yugoslavia)

R. T. ATANASOSKI
Institute of Electrochemistry, ICTM,
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Kr,2 and RuC, are the most active compon~ents of industrial anodes (DEA-
Dimensionally Stable Anodes) used for C12 production, metal electrowinning,
-water and sea-water electrolysis etc1 . More s4ecifically, 1r02 + RuO- mixed
'ixi'ie electrodes have been used as anodes for oxygen evolution from aid -

, dia - fur instance, -FF (= ( olid Polymer Electrolyte) cells 2 - because of

the niiher stability compared to RuC2 alone, or to mixed RuCz Ti: oxiies.

long-term performances are improved by the addition of SnO 2
3. Despite the

interest in these oxiies, exhaustive investigations of the surface and elec-

trocataiytic properties of mixed Ire2 + Ru02 oxides have not yet been carried

out. Preliminary results of the measurement of the point of zero charge of
:u02--r!-h samples have been published recently . This work has been undertaken
with the aim at filling this gap, more specifically the purpose has been to

.1:' idate the surface behaviour as a function of composition.
.u),' + IrO 2 layers on 1i were prepared by thermal decomposition of aqueous

"olutions of RuC. 3 + !rCl 3 in the required mole ratio. The temperature of
-ifccmposition was hc2 °C and the nominal thickness ca. 1 im at any composi-
t'on (from about .0. 6 to 1.2 mg cm- 2 ). The support was a I x Ic tin 7'ate

Electrodes were prepared at 10 m..o interval from pure Ru 2 to pure
Tincluded. Three samples were prepared at the same time in the sa.e fur-

nace: two of them were used for in-situ electrochemical measurements and the
ot:.tur two for analysis by ex-situ vacuum te-hniques (AES and XPS).
Tlh' electrochemical characterization of the surface was carried out by means

o f voltaj.etric curves between 0.4 and 1.L V(RE) both in 0.5 " 
- HiSO'

and 1 mol da-
3 KOH solutions at 20 mV s 1 . The charge (q*) obtained by inte-

gration of the voltammetric curves is plotted in Fig. 1 as a functior. cf the
nominal bulk compeoition. o* is low for the p-re oxides and goes through a

max imum at ',bout -0 r. ]% RuO2 . This probably indicates that very fine crystal-
-te, a-e formed becau eRY7 and r02 remain practically separate. -.

is evilene from the X-ray analysis for a possible phase mixture ...... ".
'uItboo-- the low crystallinity c-f the layer prevents any more quar.titative
orialysis to n c-arried out,.

...;y'

- -....,
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AES experiments showed that the surface is heavily contamined by carbon
which could not be removed even after prolonged Ar ion bombardment. As a re-
sult no adequate symmetrical peak of Ru at 272 eV was obtainable. Therefore,
the surface quantitative analysis was carried out by XPS. It is interesting
that the symmetry factor of the 272 eV Ru Auger peak and the ds,, vs dj/2
XPS ratio for Ru depends on the coating composition; they appear'to approach
the literature values as the Ir0 2 content vanishes.

Fig. 2 shows a plot of the surface vs bulk composition of the coatings. it
can be seen that the surface is enriched vth: 't. which is in aereement with the
result of Hutchings et al5 despite the different preparaiion procedures. Evi-
dence has also been found for the presence of a small amount of Ti at the
surface which can come from the support during the preparation.

Surface analysis can also be attempted in-situ by resting on some features
of the voltarmietric cirves which are associated with the pure oxides. Also
this apprcach indicates that the surface is enriched with IrC2. The )TS analysis
has also shown that the Ir content increases after the electrodes have been
used fcr oxygen evolution exneximents. ITherefcre, Ru is probably selectively
dissoved at the surface while '.e stability of ir02 towards anodic polariza-
tion is higher.

Volte.-retr> cu;ves alco show that'these coatings are permeable to protons
probably through a grain boundary diffusion mechanism as observed with pure
RuCI layers.
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COMPTERSUPORTD PLSEMEASUREMENT OF CAPACITY DURING
FAST OXIDE FORMATION REACTIONS

U. KONIG, M1. M. LOHRFNGEL, and J. W. SCHULTZF
tnstitut fuer Physikalische Chenie (TI) der Universitaet

Due sselIdorf (Ge rmany)

lo analyse the problems of the passi-,e layer formation and
reduction kinetics, detailed knowledge of the semiconductor
properties of these layers is necessary. A suitable method to
evaluate kinetic models is the determination of the potential
dependence of capacity followed by a Mott-Schottky analysis.
The solid state propertieos of these layers change v.ery fa st
during the initial steps of formation and during reduction
because these layers are far from ejuilibrium state. Up till
now, Mott-Schotcky measurements could be carried out within
some ten seconds only. The method presented here allows to
shorten this tine by up to 5 orders of magnitude. .1oreover,
the short pulse measurement corresponding to 50 kHz overcome
the problemas of the increase of C at low frequencies.

Confentent methods to measure the potential dependence of
ca~pacity in a time range starting at some microseconds are
potentiostatic pulse measurements. Principles are shown in
fig. 1. During potentiostatic or potentiodynamic polarisation
sl:, r t ruc.&caugul 1 r pul se-, wi th a small1 ampl itude 6U are
q utpeior T",e cap'.citive charge Aq is obtained from

.- ," .t 01 iitegrat n-i of the current i:

I Fig.-

I Potential, current, and chsrge

f. ~qduring a po tentios tatic puilse.

0
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Using a fast potentiostat a pulse length of 20 ps and pulse
amplitudes of 20-50 mV are adequate. Such pulses do not
influence formation and reduction kinetics and allow up to
10 measurements within I ms.

A block diagram of the circuit is shown in fig. 2. Integration
was done by fast operational amplifiers because of the
necessary bandwidth of 10 MHz. To avoid the interference with
faradayic components of the current, a special active filter
network was added. Pulse control, digitizing of the integral
and the calculation of capacity data was done by a DEC LSI
11/23 laboratory computer.

O-IO/A

CE Addr -Fig. 2

_f_' Block d iag r am

C C.. Co0pu+'er I of circuit

Current to

0".'
W E ,, o gef -- -I r---

c o n v r t r "' t .It e r A / 0

Measurements of the potential dependence were realised by
synthesis of a staircase pulse. Every step represents a
meausuring potential. The capacity was obtained by
superimposing an additional pulse (fig. 3). To avoid
distortions of the layer the duration of the whole pulse
'omplex :ust be shorter than I ns. This allows experiments
(-en at potentials where the layer is not stable, e.g. some
hundred millivolts below the reduction potential.

1 4 Fig . 3

Pulse complex to measure

• .the potential dependence
of capacity.

1.0

0 100 200 100 1.00 SOo
tips$

Some experimental results using this method are shown in
fig. 4a. An iron electrode was potentiostatically polarised at
1.5 V vs. hydrogen electrode in same solution (HESS) with
simultaneous capacity measurements at 1 ms, 10 ns, etc. up to
1000 s from .6 V to 1.5 V. During this period of time, the

- -' -~ ~.'-"
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oxide film grows continuously to about 3 nm (I ks). Fig. 4b
shows the results in a tentative MULt-Schottky-plot. For

IP. ma, the capacity is very large and independent of
potential which means a highly disordered oxide film with a
large dielectric constant. With increasing polarization time
the capacity decreases at high potentials. The potential
dependence is typical for an n-type semiconductor. From
fig. 4b, we would obtain a large donor concentration
N - 2 1 1 0 cm,3 for tv,>- 1 s . These measu ements demonstrate
that the semiconducting properties of the passive film
develop not immediately, but after 1 s only. Similar
observ:ations were made for the development of transpassivity.

2,1"'msFig. 4a

221 Potential and time
'-I ~, ~dependent capacities
'! 15measured during one

11, Illspotent iostatic pulse
IS, of 1.5 V (HESS) and

1000 s.

.1 .9 * 1 1. 2 1.4 .S5.

C (HESS) /V

03 Fig. 4b

.03

V- Mott-Schottky plot,
- values taken fron

02 fig. 4a.

00

. .0 1 1.2 1.4 1.5B

E (HtSS) /V

- -- -- - 4~.
- .- .: .* ** **N-7*
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THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF OXIDE FILMS WITH A LIMITED POTENTIAL DROP

M. M. LOHRENGEL, J. W. SCHULTZE, H. D. SPECKMANN
Institut fdr Physikalische Chemie II der Universitat Ddsseldorf

UniversittsstraBe 1, 4000 Dusseldorf

Conventional equivalent circuit diagrams (fig. la) are insufficient for
impedance analysis of semiconducting oxide films e. g. passive copper.
Passive copper consists of semiconducting films of Cu20 and CuO and shows a
strong potential dependence of capacity (fig. 2, full line). The
conventional equivalent circuit (fig. la) shows no potential dependence

6' (fig. 2, dotted line). The rate determining process of oxide growth iT a
field dependent ionic migration. From experimental data we concluded that
the potential drops in the films increase with C up to a limiting potential
only. A corresponding potential drop / electrode potential diagram is
qualitatively shown in fig. 3 by the dashed lines. The potential drops are
limited for E> 0.8 V in the Cu20 film and for E>1.3 V in the CuO film.
At higher potentials (transpassive region) an increasing number of holes is
accumulated at the oxide surface and the potential drop at the Helmholtz
layer increases.

:C ox, cox.2 CH j
Fig. 1: Equivalent circuit
diagrams of passive copper
a) conventional type
b) modified type using diodes
to simulate the limited
potential drops in the films. P1  R2 P1

Cu Cu 2 0 CuO H2 0

C, C2 C

0,224F 0 FF 2.2gF

/IN048 11.84 !

10 kQ S0051 loop

The diode is a simple electronic component equivalent to the oxide film
reaching the inversion region. At low potentials the resistance of the
diode is high, but at higher voltages the voltage drop is limited to the
threshold voltage. Therefore, an equivalent circuit diagram using diodes
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(fig. lb) should behave like cxide layers on copper . he aim to design such
a '>ircukt is to show the validity of the model rather tian to produce a
perfect image of the electronic properties of a passive electrode.

Each of the oxide layers are represented by a capacitor, a diode, and, if
ne, essary, a9 resistanc:e in paraliel. The capacitor represents the capacity
)f TIho oxiee film, 'ki s a pure dielectric medium. The (ilodc and the

r:-:lrc~e in Taral'.el sinuicnte -he ionic and elertroni conductivity ot the
VA o he2._ iiffcc-ent electronic properties of the oxide lavers in

lup e. 1lfid ientr3t0- ii parallel can 5e used.

passie coper iec~ode
Fig. 2: The cao'acitv oi a -,
(fuill line) it. deedneon
the potcntial ailJ, of t;ne
cnveji i onal (dot~ed ;i0 n0,
ant] the new equivaiert

dependenc on th( applied

voltage. i

U_ 0.4"'

.10 --- -- 0.3

-0.2

p...0.1

0 - 0
0.7 0.6 0,6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1,&, 1.6

E(HESS)IV or tJ.V

(.c rs in c or 'rcs poid to lavers (f Cu)O, CuO, and the
j~lo riayr. Thr tr -hod fl~cof the diodes (0-7 V) is similar

r'~o cuctrv ' ' ') 4 N 'r CwiO jind .9VorC.
(I C d'' w. 'r' ' h i fIre-Iuenc:v (.f I

1 ..I C he r, th' tel- al drop

L-cra_,;~ i'*.o : ) Ind a fi t ,
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The curve of an equivalent circuit using diodes in parallel fits the
electrochemical curve sufficiently, while the classical equivalent
circuit (dotted line, fig. 2) fails definitely. The strong increase of
capacity at potentials F_ > 1.3 V is pronounced and even the step due to
the oxidation of copper-I-oxide to copper-Il-oxide at 0.7 V is seen.

The measured potential drops over the capacitors of the equivalent
circuit are shown in fig. 3. It is seen that the potential drop in the
inner layer U1 increases up to the limited potential of about 0.5 V, then
a further increase of the applied voltage causes a potential drop U2
across C2, and at high potentials the increase of the potential drop
occu-Lrs r.ainlv across C3 and equals Lhe potential distribution shown inP
fig. 3 derived from electrochemical measurements.

.he model of hlmtrd potentialij drops in the oxide layers is consistent
and the potential depcnd~ence of capacity of passive electrodes can te
.;imulated by an equivalent circuit using diodes. Obvious contradictions
betweeni the classical equivalent circuit diagram and the experimental
r~sults are solved.

rig. ): The4
ioventia 1
ci1stribution ot an/
o'xUoe covered
topper electrode I

dc-rived from oxide //

gro-Wth meaisurements rmxd /9-- L
(dlashed liuej) vs. rw / -

t-he electrodc
potetntial and i..,,
various parts of '.I
t he rrodi f iedi /I

cqiiiva tent circuit -~ - - -I

yVn the10'aj nppIi'-d /

/ U1

0.51.15
c or Ut, V

D. ! i ie:,L , J zt; H. 1. ohblO'9

*~~~ -P.re s
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PHOTOELECTIROC EvICAL I.NESTIGATIONS OF
PASSIVE FILMS ON TITANI11M ELECTRODES

K.Leitner, J.W.Schultze
Institute of Physical Chemistry (II)

University of Duesseldorf, 4000 Duesseldorf 1, F.R.G.
and

U.Sti-,ing
Department of Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry,

Columbia University, New York, New York 10027, U.S.A. -

Introduction
Passive films on metal electrodes are usually formed of the corresponding

metal oxides which show semiconducting or insulating properties. For in-situ
investigations of the passive film, photoelectrochemical techniques offer the
possibility of characterizing the passive film with respect to its solid state
properties. In particular, the observation of differences between the
behavior of passive films and the corresponding bulk oxides allows for a more
detailed analysis. Recent work with amorphous oxides /I/ and model calcula-
tions which were carried out for the photoinduced electron transfer in dis-
ordeeea raterials /2/ demonstrate that the photoelectrochemical behavior of

cryociine an! amorphouis compounds is quite different in various aspects.
For posjive films on titanium a change from the amorphous to crystalline state
with fo: tarion potential of the film was found from electron diffraction /3'.
S.t: -:ee-rs intoructirg if such findir s can be correlated with photoelectro-
chemical data. Previous work on photoelectrochemical behavior of vassivated
titaniun electrodes /4,5/ dmnonstrated TiO 2 proDrties of thick films,
however, breakdown pnteno.ena of the film are also reflected in the results.
17,)r vely thin films a strong influence of the electric field in the film and

Sb:m i higher than in TiD2 has been found /4/.

E:.:eriments w,-rc carried with passive films of appr. 5-200 nm thickness.
Photocurrcnts were meacf!red is a function of the wavelength of the incident
light and the electrode potential. Aging effects on photocurrent spectra
and the potential dependence were carried out as well.

Experimental
Passive films were formed in IM H2SO4 at various potentials Uox - 4V to

105 V. The formation time was generally 5 min.; aging was performed at
Uox-lV for up to 21h. Photocurrent measurements w~ra .-'tied out in the same
electrolyte with a monochromatic light source consisting of a 450 W Xe lamp
and a monochromator. Spectra were recorded in the 20-801 nm range; the
potential dependence of the photocurrent was measured betwee, U - 0-1.8 V (SHE).
Photocurrents were transformed into quantum efficiencies with rLoect to

incident light. • % .. .

Results and Discussion
Photocurrent spectra are shown in Fig.1 for various formation potentials,

Uox, of the passive film. At low Uox a steady increase of the quantum effi-
ciency with the pioton energy, hv, is observed. For Uox - 26V a shoulder
develops at appr. 4eV which becomes a pronounced peak at 3.8eV for U " -
For thick films which ire represented by the film formed at 105 V this ;.ak

-irereprsentd bvthe ilm orme
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a2giin. Thc four examples shown in Fig.1 are representative of four
differen~t types of be.havior. Please note that the curves for 26 and 56 Vare
er*v-:zPd lo' z- factor of five. Over a wide range of hu and especially at

hi ." hi q uancum efficiency, -, is higher for thin films compared 0z

_ypicai quautum efficie-.cy-potentia1 curves are given in iig.2 for films
for-ape: at 13 Ltd 105 V1. Thick films show a limiting current for hv-5..eV

Agini ofs Thn films avoe in tuhe eltrolyner potenti osdeenecaci n rohap

-a general, phuo.currents increased upon aging, for longer times also changes
of spectral and potential characteristics are observed.

A detailed analysis of the absorption edge shows that band gap energies
wh-ich were determined from (n-hv411 2 vs. hy plots has a value of El of arppr.
3.3 eV decreasing sli~htlv to 3.2 eV for thick lavers. This band 9gap value
corresponds to indirect transitions in crystalline semiconductors; linearity
i.s also obsered with amorphous semiconductors, but reflects rather the
density of state function close to the band edges. So-called direct band gaps
waich are obtained from (n-hv) 2 vs. hv plots can not be observed for films
formed at U.,-20 V or less. For high U,,, Ed first decreases from 3.7 eV to
3.5 (at U,,..=30 V) and then stays constant up Fto very thick films. This

indicates that films forned below 20V are amorphous. This assumption is
11; fii,-,d by an- analys~s of the potential dependence of the photocurrent.

-h-. :;tronig potentl-'il influence found for low hv and thin films (see Fig.2'
C tlizri~f out tu folloaj a Pnolv.-Frettkel behavior which is typical for amorphous

semiconduciLor2, a3 we. /1,.2/.

Ph,! 4nve!7tiE.,iocn flernostrate that photoelectrochemical measurements are
able to do2cer-.ine itr-ortcnt solid state properties of passive films under
ini-situ conditions. i-t t'i, same timn! it allows for a distinct'-on between the
;L~orp.ious an i"' ll.~ state of Onhu surface film.

/P! B..2anzf-.ius n U.' ci=.ng, J.Flc:troanal.Chem. 161, (1984) 89
/2/ U.Stiraing and 1%.R.Ncwmark, Procec-Iings of TEIAVI'84 Conference, Telavi

U.S.S.R., in press
/3/ L.Arsov, M.Froelicher, M.Fromunt and A.iugot-Le Goff, J.Chim.P'hvs. 72.

(1975) 275
/4/ J.W.Sciltze, U.Sciomnin and .!.Wciu e, Ber.Bunsenges.phys.Chen. 86 (19S2) 276
/5/ qec ref. 2,4-2'/ in /4/
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INVOLVEMENT OF ANIONIC OXIDE SPECIES IN REACTIONS
AT TU'E METAL/SOLUTION INTERPHASE

M.B.C. ROCHE* and L.D. BURKE %

University College Cork, Cork, Ireland

Equilibriu potential/pH diagrams - fre Iuently referred to as Pourbaix
diagraas - ari! widely uscl an a guide'* in many areas of
electrochemistry. However, it was recently 3 pointed out that a clear
di3tirnctl -i mtest be made between the behaviour of anhydrous and hydrous
oxides. For the Inttcr it can no longer be assumed that the redox i-
potential for a reversible tr.irsition will always vary, with solution pH in
the conventional manner of 59 mV, i.e. 2.303 RT/F volts per unit ph. As
will be showrn later, for these oxides a significantly higher value of about
F3.5 mV, i.e. J/2 (2.303 RT/F) volts, per unit pH was obtained,
(:kte: a)l valuet; arc quoted with respect to a pil-independert reference

eiectrcde, cg. IHE or calc:oel). Thic. is illustrated particularly well by
the bahaviour ol hydrotir iridium oxides films4 produced by potential
cycling. The reaction involved is an oxide/oxide transition which exblbits
an unusually high degree of reversibility. It is now assumed to be of the
form depicted in equation (I)

{__-i r(OH) 6 ] 2 - __ + 3H+ 4- 2e- --- [I-2(OH) 9 _  + 31120 (1)

thc-le hydroxv complexes being part of a polymer chain or aggretate.
Further details of other oxide/oxide transitions involving hydrous
materials will be found in reference 3.

The slightly more complex case of hydrous oxide/metal transitions is
considered in this extended abstract. Studies carried out with platinum
and palladium (and to a lesser extent gold) have illustrated some important

points with respect to metal surface oxidation processes. Thick hydrous
oxide layers can be produced on platinum using either constant Ile
potential5 - 7 or repetitive potential cycling8 conditions, the latter
having the distinct advantage that prior surface polishing is not required.
Several hundred layers of platinum atoms at the surface of the metal
lattice may be converted to oxide: alteration of the co-ordination state
of the oxymetal complexes, associated with the evolution of oxygen gas (as
has been outlined earlier for gold9 ), leads to the conversion of an
anhydrous monolayer to a hydrous, multilayer film under d.c. conditions.
With the potential cycling technique the anodic and cathodic limits are
rather imnorrtant. Ir was found that a value of ca. 2.2 V at u 1 100 Vs- o

was optirwna, this b-Ing -ifflclently anodic to entend the compact -,xile
growth * Ignlf'c~tiy o/enc 17he single tonolaver level. O, the subselient

StbodiL e;-':ep rii uf thLi compact material I.; redto.Wd; the op.i1uM lower

vaLue if; La. 0. ,. V i'.t ' - 100 'S-" this being adequate to reduce mest of
the moolay,cr r,atorial. This potenLiil cycling between set limtts
pres:mably creatv,.; oi )Ih level of ,datoa species (designated Pt* -- e

* Preocn: addresr: Billiton I.esearch B.V., Arrhe., 1he Netherla-ds.

, --.- °.',, " -- " - .7. . - : . . . ; :. : - - .-. J . % . .: . ¢ ' .aii.-. ' Z'
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b-o''j. f) n t', npxt aaedloi( sweep th-3c. are -'oivcoted -o hydrated species
f.-.* !Pt-(0 I1)) Ond co"- act morolayer g,-ow.ti occurs: I.'neath the porous

!ee a~e:. This groiuth continues until eventually thc! rhick film
effectiVely excludes the metal from contact with its aquieous environment.
Similar growth has also 'been found to occur with palladium, gold, etc. in
both ocid and base, although it is considerably lass pronounced at
iater-mediate pl! values.

In acid media quantftative rcduction of the thick hydrous oxide fims takes 0
1)ie(the cli'rge being independent of sweep-rate). A very sharp peak is

cbtainedJ in the region of 0.2 to 0.5 V (with respect to a rever-sible
.e hydrogen elec-rode in 9ie sane solution, RHlE). This is well below the

usual comnpact monolayer oxide peak which is also observed in the region of
0.6 to 0.8 V (R11F). The surface deposit is obviously duplex, with a
compact, inner -7unolaver film on the metal surface, covered by a much
thicker laver of dispersed platirnum hydroxide now assumed to be an
aggiegato of Platinic acid, H 2 Pt(0H) 6. Hexahydroxyplatinc acid, H 2Pt(OH)6
ar t salts are- etr-iablished compounds of this metal and their structures

are -well known' 0 . While the growth of this film is possible in t'
base 9, it reduces readily only in solutions of low pH. This is
understandable in terms of equation (2).

fpt(ou) 6 V 2 + 6[i+ + 4e =t+6120(2

11ith a ratio of six protons to four electrons in the electrode reaction,
the rcversible potential for reducticons must decrease by a factor of 3/2
(2.' 33 PTI/F) V per unit incrraase in solution pil (pil-independent scale). If

ip t:'-i hydrouq r ite:ria in acid (pH =0) reduces at ca. 0.25 V (RilE), then in
ba2- pir 14) L!-is reacL oiLsol require a potential of

c ~.-0.7 V(~2E.III vi'cW Of tho low hydrogen overpotential on platinum,
!.2rge cu -r ntc due to tile latter reaction will overshadow the hydrous oxide
reeu':,tion rocl tnde--f, ot mol~erate h1Ydrogen evolution currents the
hdrrus ffib ii, *en',,e appears rclatively inert.

~ ~,tb' ~ ':aionwit!, regFard to oxide/metal trar.sitiono as outlined
Is :XT Oversil-plifical-ion. The problem is that the reduction i-ivol-ves

fast eto triinste: fpqeuda-re-vcrs1.hl)e), e-g. It gives an unusually
h.p p-;, , with the i eak cirren-rt increasing linearly with sweep rate, but

*the reverse reacLio:-I, i.e. hydrous oxide growth on the reverse qcan, i3

obviouoly highly ihibited. Thiis inhibition ilb evidently related to the
fact that the metal ato at the surface is partially Imbedded in the metal
lattice MO that hydroxide ions do not have ready access to the six

*co-ardination sites required! to form the complex Pt(0H1), . Such an entity
can be readily produced only at metal atoms which are displaced from
regular co-oreination siter, i.e. at adatoms (Pt*), such as are produced on
rej;etiti':e cycling. Tie reduction process (.equation (2)) can be viewed as
a tuc-part reaction.

611+ + 4 e- - PL* + 6H12 (3)

Pt* - Pt, (4)

Equation (4) denotes the rearrangement of the initially 'discharged species
(platinwa adatoras,, Pt*) to forrn bulk lattic species, Ptl. Reaction (3)
is highly reve-,sible: applying the Nernst equation to this step yields the
express ion
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apt * a
6

-,-E
0  2.303 RT H20

C EO log (5)4F 6o
Pt(OH) 6 _2.a.

The activity of the adatoms decays with time and this is an obvious
explanation for the following observations: (a) that the peak potential
drifts anodically v:ith decreasing hydrous oxide reduction scan-rate, and
(b) that the reduction profile for reaction (3) under potential sweep
conditions shows an unusually sharp drop on the cathodic side of the
hydrous oxide reduction sweep 8 . The formation of dispersed, platinum
black-type deposits8, rather than smooth platinum, on reduction of thick
hydrous oxide layers further supports the above interpretation of this type
of reaction. These aspects of transition metal/metal oxide
electrochemistry would appear to be of widespread importance, extending
well beyond the areas outlined here, e.g. in corrosion, battery,
pH-monitoring and electrochromic systems.

From the above results it is clear that although potential values for peak
maxima observed during the course of reduction of anodically produced oxide
layers on platinum are influenced by sweep rate, the variation of such

maxima potentials with change in solution pH is mainly of thermodynamic -6
origin. From the values previously quoted a shift in the region of 30 mV -%

per unit (RHE), or about 89 mV per unit pH with respect to SHE, is
obtained. Such a shift (which has been described as 'super-Nernstian') is
of widespread importance not only in the case of platinum but also for
other hydrous oxide systems such as goldI , iridium, iron and nickel.

In similar studies with palladium it was found that the behaviour of this
metal is in many ways analogous to that of platinum. However, some ..f
s gnificant differences were observed, specifically (a) base-grown hydrous
palladium oxide lavyr3 are rather unstable in acid, and (b) both the ease
of oxide growth and the susceptibility of the resulting layer to . r
dissolution are significantly greater in the case of palladium.

. OUP ,AIX, H. Atlas nf Flectrochemical Equilibria in Aqueous
utir t,_, s, Perlrar I' Prr.js, Cxtord, 1966.

e'j.11,"ENTi!AL, P-. ani R'G - J. 211-J . Equilibrium Diagrams;
.ali.,,- CorisGo'o. Th,: Electruchem. Snc., Penningtcn, New Jersey,

3. BURKL, '..D. and SCANNELL, R.A., ref. 2, pp. 135 - 147.
4. BUR'E, L.D. and WHELAN, D.P. J. Electroaual. Chem., 162, 1984,

p. 121.
5. JAMES, S.D. J. Electrochem. Soc., 116, 1969, p. 1681.
6. BALEJ, J. and SPALEK, 0. Collect. Czech. Chem. Commun., 37, 1972,

p. 499.

7. SHIBATA, S. Electroanal. Chem., 89, 1978, p. 37.
8. BURKE, L.D. and ROCHE, M.B.C. Ibid, 164, 1984, p. 315.
9. BURKE, L.D. and McRANN, M. Ibid, 125, 1981, p. 387.
10. SCOTT, H.G. Acta. Cryst., B35, 1979, p. 3014.
11. BURKE, L.D., LYONS, M.E. and WHELAN, D.P. J. Electroanal. Chem., 139,

1982, p. 131.

.J..
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STUDY OF THE INDUCTANCE INFLUENCE ON THE
MEASURED ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE

B. SAVOVA-STOYNOV, Z. STOYNOV
Central Laboratory of Electrochemical Power Sources
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia 1040, Bulgaria

The nroblem of the inductance influence on the measured imne-
d,,ance a.-ises with the developmomt of the high-frequency measure-
nei ' instrumentation.

.ne inductance of the connecting wires and of the electroche-
mical cell itself deforms the impedance diagram especially oflow-resistance systemus even in the range of middle frequencies.,..

Thetheoretical analysis and topology simulation show that the
inductance limits the measurement frequency and on the other
hand it can lead not only to parameter but also to structure
deformations of the impedance diagram.

'he own inductance of the cell is of a distributed parameter
type but in a first approximation it can be treated as a lumped-
parameter element, hence, the inductance influence can be treat-
ed as arn additive term.

T.he aim of this paper is the study of the additive inductance
influence in two aspects:

i) quantitative evaluation of the errors due to the inductance
influence;

ii) analysis of the structural deformations on the impedanced i aram s. (

If the additive inductance influence is presented by a serial
r'o-nected L element in the electrical equivalent circuit descri-
bin- the measured impedance the relative error due to the induc-
tance is estimated and the analytical dependence is

=-W L (1) ,--

wfere CO is the measured frequency and C., - the measured capaci-

It can bc seen that this error is proportional to the frequen-
cy squared and depends on the value of the inductance as well
as on the capacity CM specific for the object.

[or microobjects this error is small enough and appears at '
very high frequencies but for big real objects the error begins
to plqy role even in the rauge of low (sound) frequencies.

'Fr the acceptable inductance error is f L, t,.hen the limit
frequency ( T. can -.3 cxprc-ssed by the relation:

L ' -cm-, (2)

respectively fmax -- 1 £LLCM) (3)

For large objects with an effective capacity of about 10 Farads
the limit frequency is in the range of few cycles1 . The simpli-
fied evaluation of the error L and free (1)- (3) requires a

%"% %

~ ~ - :::.*:

. . lll 'P .!* .* % '-? ?*f%::
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limitation of the measurement frequencies.
On the other hand, the inductance influence can lead to defor-

mations of the ideal impedance shape and to a wrong structural
identification. To analyze these effects a simulation is carried
out and the results are presented later.
Topology studies have been performed over a set of typical

electrochemical models using the simulation program "SIMA"2 based
on the method for a structural simulation of matrix models

For the simplest electrochemical systeman ideal nonpolarized
elect "ode, the impedance can be described as

Z = + coL, (4)

hence, the behaviour of the imaginary impedance component is
pure inductive.

The expressions for the complex inductance error are as foll-
OWS: .:

2 22~L W27, + R

A R

&L =COL/R (6)

and the limit frequency:

f = (7) ,-
max 7L

The common impedance of an ideal Polarized Electrode can be
expressed as

Z = RE + j (W L - ) (8)

Vlith the frequency increase the capacitive impedance component
decreases and tends to zero. At certain frequencies this term
changes even its sign and begins to increase, i.e. the capacit-
ive part even changes into an inductive one. For evaluation of
the error and the maximal frequency,expressions (1),(3) arn valid.

The topology analysis of One-Step Reaction was performed va-
rying the factor V which is a function of the model parame-
ters LR CD-

~ L/R 2 CD

in the frequency range (W I - 106
At low inductance values the impedance diagram is an approx:-

antely pure semicircle near to the case of an inductance-free
IMpedance model and of one high-frequency inductive part.

V/hen increasing the relative inducnnce value, at first the
_;izo and then the shape of the semicircle changes from a defor-
med semicircle to a sharp duformfttion tending to the value of

.R_ + it for 9 . The --D pl&t ( e, m,lg * ) is very impor-

tnt P for u qualitative c3timation of the model.
The errors of the Re azid flP evaluation due to the inductance

influence are obtained as follows:

, " (10)

and respectively,

11W"
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h-~ dc-'endlerce cf the inductance on the electrode surface is
also anrl.1i. For .real. experimsents the ovi. C91lX inductance va -
lueo depend on the cell sze and confir-aratioa as well as on'
*the electrode 3urface.IFollowling scme assumnptions and sinplificatioris, the follo'rig
dependenc? is o'-tained for the inductance error - a 'unction -
of tkte electro-de ourface:

where is a coefficient of the chape,
7'. r aC d r - the specific rosistances (r r, 

r pres~nt~therelecfrochemical parameters; S -the'E O
electrode ourface. -

As a result of the analysis, an evaluation of the error due
to the inductunce influence or, the electrochemical impedance
has bcenr eixfcrmcA. as %yell as the maximal frequency for a given
ind~ict~ince error ha.c been estimated beyond which the impedance
meamirement becomes unreliable. Especially for low-impedance
uystezs f goes to the range of low and middle frequencies.

?rmthpajculations3 it followvs that the-limit measurement
frequency car. be increased by decreasing either the wire lengIth
or the object surface.

The topology analysis has shown that the presence of induct-
:.~n-e lea.ds to t~jpical deformations of the main. impedance shapes

Hn 'L P_ ere r, cos
1, .. Yeddam, Z.'Stoyriov, I Trakenoutti, J.Appl.;'lectrochemistry,

7(1977' 939.
2. .''toyro~r, BSavova-Stoynov, J.E'Lectroanal.Chem.,17C (1984)
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OXYGFN EVOLUTION ON La o.8Sr .2Ni o.2 Co.803 ELECTROCATALYSTS

iN ALKALINE 4EDiUM

1-11. VFMEi1\, '*, R. HY.W*, R.W. KING**, G.C. MJRPHY***, and H. VANDENO.EkR*
S::_Jeccntrurm voor Kernevergie. SCK'CEN, Boeretang 200, 2400 MQL i
Belg-; !:'

** Tech.iical Uni'1Lr.:jty cf Nova Scotia, Canada
*** Atlantic 'ndustrJl [esearch, Canada
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1. INTRODUCTION

Commercial electrolysers normally use nickel or nickel plated steel as anode

material. This material is resistant to corrosicn in hot concentrated
caustic solutions and has one of the lowest oxygen evolution overvolfages of
the non-noble metals. However, the overvoltage increases with time-. This
plienotaeno hias been attributed to the gradual conversion of the Ni3+ to
stable Ni at the oxide surface.
-he search for improvements has mainly beer directed towards the develcpmen,
of catalytic semi-conducting oxides. Most of the oxides which have been

studied for oxygen evolution in alkaline medium fall essentially into two
major classes, according to their crystallographic structure ; spinel-type
(e.g. NiCo O and Co O ) and perovskite-type (e.g. LaCoO ) oxAdes.
Poryikite~tvpe oxides exhibit intereszing features for .he oxygen evoiution
as shown rcently in a review paper by S. Trasatti and G. Lodi 2

In tl.is oip'r we are going to discuss the properties of the
perovsklte-material La Sr Ni Co 0 for oxygen evolution in alkaline
medium. 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.8

V ..medD W"-n
EX?E!ZIMENTAL

r -)V. i.- it e.f r n.~ I ac trocataI yst wa:: cxd u s ir. ztF .e pla
";o,:'' touh'.i >,oe, and th- catay.: r ;;cs dcrosite. onto a nickel oyanxdpi d

t :.. !as.k pray deposJ.tJ.on hrd been chsosen as the prcferred "ethod
fe" pr ,uri ,_talv~ic ..letrodes ;! I resu-i of work ccmpieted in 0i e ier

Tof t-io rosarc. I'he fort;a-ion of tlie perovskite phase has beer.
foLlowed by X-ray an:;iysio and it. was iound that the perovskite phase was
completely formed at ]!_0 "C.
Further charar.zerisa'la, t thf clectrod s was done by Scanning Electron
ificroscopy (SElf) , Enfergy Disperi ive Analysii of X-rays (EDA-X) aud
Microprobe Aalyi;.
The elcctroah'uicki (spuri-l;en.s; were mos;tly performed in a 3G wt " KOi
solution. The ruferec'± e!cctrode w--, a Hg/lHgO using the same electrnlyte.
Long Iaurng and s'inrt-cIrauit experiments were performed under
Intentiostat ic conditicnr and under forced electrolyte convection, the
geometric area of the anodes was kept 4 cm2. Cyclic voltanetr' and
polarisation curves were taken in an M-type cell and here the electrodes had
a geometric surface area of I cm2.

. u %m
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Chemical stability testing

Chemical stability tests have been performed in a pressure vessel at a
temperature of 200 *C and a pressure of 3.0 MPa. The cell was filled with a
45 wt % KOH solution and was maintained at pressure for 100 hours.
Stability tests were done on two solid disc samples of
La0. Sr02 Ni02 Co 0803 and the KOH solutions were analysed for all four

*components . P.yperimental results indicate that the strontium and lanthanum
are stable. Cobalt leaches out an amount that carresponds to approximately
1-3 % of the cobalt content Of Lhe (10 gram) samples in the first 50 hours.
After the initial 50 hour tests, the samples are essentially stable.
The samec stability tests have been performed with plasma sprayed
La Sr Ni '.Co 0 -electroees, confirming their chemical stability.

0.8 0.2 .2 0.8 3

3.2. Po'arisation ca.-v e

V JLr1a n pluc s foi tlho 0 R '0~~ Evoi"tion Reaction) Cn test
.C Td -~c I e d ,LCr'n:;.rd us' -g -.. (:30y stc.tc potentiostatic methods. Each

ule.tr~nde wa.; preancdiAed at constant current dernsitv of 100 Am 2 for 1
~cur. Thr~o 1:cuperarures were invcsrigared 25 0C, 45 'C and 65 'C and the
refu,.ts ace s1;o,,r in -able i.

11 (de~cade (V itI Amnd) (_02

29'3 0.045 0.17 1.3 1.8 10,1-

318 0.046 0.15 1.4 5.5 10'
3318 0..049 0.13 1.4-

At low overpotentiala, fLhe Tafel slope is about 6.045-0.050 V f e 1ue
slope of 0.04 V for a oerovskite-type oxide has bcen reported by S. Trasatti
and G. Lodi1 2 .The proposed nechanism is a second electron transfer -rcm
;idsorbed Oil iadicals as the rate determining step

S -OH + Oil SO +H,,0+ e

where S is a surface site.
This mechanism predicts a Tafel slope of 0.04 V and a reaction order with
respect to Oil of 2. However, in our investigations the reaction order can
not uniquely be definied since the 'fafel slopes changes as a function of
elo,--rolyte concentration. Miore derailed analyses involving polarisation
exp'irimeints and reaction ore ntde aereeed to gain more insight in
the ccomplicated reaction mechanism.

v-.~ % % %
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From the experimental data, especially the observed current density as a
function of the temperature, an apparent activation energy1, at zero
Ovorpotential All( rI - o) can be calculated and equals 50 Md mole
Long l.asting experiments have been performed with several electrodes at

* 10,00 ~: in a 30 wt '/ 1'O' tolution. The electrode over-voltages for three
(1_ctrodcs hiave been raeasured as a function of time. The initial mrean

uv. rvoltige Iequals 0.35 V and increases as a funcciou )i time at a rate of
1.3 in'V day
hiowevrer, af ter each current interruption the initial overvoltage value was
restored. No explanation has yet been found for this phenomenon.

3.3. Short-c--rcuV Ang experimerts

I Since it is envisaged to use these andes in bipolar filter press type water
clectiolysers, the rtability of the perovskite anodes against current
interruptions has to be checked, Thnis is important since it is known that a
reduction of the anode oxide material can occur at current interruptions,
especially when using in a bipolar configuration, highly active cathodes
e.g. Raney-nickel, nickel sulphide.
To check the stability, the perovskite-electrodes 'cere tested as follows
after some time of electrolysis at 10,000 Am 2 and 90 *C, the anode in a
single cell configuration was short-circuited to a nickel sulphide type of
cazhode. After that the anode and cathode potentials were equalized at
about -0.75 V vs HgIf!gO, the electrolysis was restarted. This sequence has
been repeated for ten times. After each interruption, the anode potential
reached its initial value, indicating the stability of this type of
perovski to.
Voltammetric measurements also indicate the stability of these anodes since
no corrosion peaks -an be observed in a broad potential range between -0.85
V Vs Hlg/FPO and the 0:-R. Similar measurements with PTFE-honded
L a Sr CeO -electrodes performed by T. Kudo and co-workers 3 showed the

eac -1,of .e e~rctrode oxide at negative potentials.

b REFERE.NCES

1. P.'-..T. Lu ,rd S. Srinivasan, "Electrochemical-Ellipsonetric Studi~s or
Oxide Filma formzd onj Nickel during oxygen evolution", Prooeedings of
Syrpo,3ium en "Electrode matetials and Processes for Energy Conversion and
'S tnr. e". T,1 L~trcciiujieal Society , Prince ton,,N. J. p.396 (1977)

2. ;. Trasotti i~nd G. Lodi, "O::ygeni and Chlorine Evcluaticn at Conductive
N4etallic Oxides" (part B), Ed. by S. Trasatti, Fisevier Sci.Pub.Conp.
Amsterdam (1980)

3. T. Kudo et al, J. of the Electrochemical Soc., vol. 124 no. 3, 321
(1977)
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CHARACTERIZATION OF TITANIUM DIOXIDE-SUPPORTED
PLATINUM CATALYSTS

!1. SPICHIGER-tJLNANN and J. AUGUSTYNSKI
D~parcraent de Chimie Minirale, Analytique et Appliquie

30, quai E. Ansermet, 1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland

TiOz-supported noble metals and/or noble metal oxides have in last
years received special attention both as efficient photocatalysts (for
the photodecomposition of water, for example) and as a new class of

* potential catalysts for CO-H, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis1 .

Thus, the photodecomposition of water into H2 and 02 has been
demonstrated both using a suspension of platinized TiO 2 particles

* irradiated with the UV light2, and also in a more complex system,
consisting of Pt and RuO 2 catalysts supported on colloidal TiO 2 , in the

presence of a sensitizer (e.g., Ru(bipy)2 ) capable of absorbing the
visible light3 . Recently, carbon dioxide has been shown to undergo strong
reductive adsorption at Pt/TiO2 film electrodes4. In order to evaluate
the nodification of the adsorption properties, due to the dispersion and
to the presence of (or the interaction with) the TiO 2 support, the
clr-lo--iral behavioiir of different Pt/TiO2 deposits was examined,
particularly in t.'-' hydrogen adsorption-desorption region, using cyc'V-
vo Ita-nrnc t y.

Tie platinum catalysts inve!4tigated in this study were supported on
10 to 15urn thick anaitasr: Ti 2 films. Those films were prepared by a
layer-by-laycr lrclrolytic decomposition of on alcoholic TiCI.. soluticn
applied onto metallic Ti substrates0 . Afzer anriealing in. air at 450'C, all
liimples were reduced by heating ii' argon at 530'C. This mode of reduction
confers on the TiO 2 fiuss Aood eluctricnl conductivity, associated with
th'c scorne of lo-wor Ltiniu-l oxides,, includ'ing TiO and Ti.,O3 , close to

the interface with Ti metal 6 .

1 '!'atinurn deporits w~re !erformcd cathodi~al ly, acc-rding to ref . 7.
Fig. 2 shows a typical _, _nnin; elec' roa riterocraph of such a Ft/TiO2
surf-ace (platinum appears as. irregular white sphcres) . X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopic mensurements revealad that the Pt4f(7/2) binding energy -.f
the dispersed platinum was identical, within 0.1 eV, to that of smooth Pt.

Amongst features of electrochemnical behaviour of these Pt/TiO2 film
electrodes, the characteristic enhancement of the amount of strcngly
adsorbed hydrogen (with respect to a smooth polycrystalline Pt electrode)

is visible in Fig. 1 for three different electrodes containing increasing
amounts of Pt.
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FIgi1 Cyclic voltaimmograms21 reorded at 100 mV.s1 In
2D 0.5 M NaHS04/0.5 M 14a2SO4

C

C A) T102

Cathodically Platinized
D T102 films containing

-2 Increasing amounts of Pt
B) 0.141 mg/cm2

C) 0,30 mgi'cm,2
D) 0.52 m/M

(for geometrical surface
a reo) .

00.5 V vs, RHE 1
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aic 2 Scanr1inq eiectron rnlcrograoi of a

cathodically Qlatinized (0,25 mg of Pt/cm2

of geometrical area) nrereduced T102 fu
surface.

I . S.J. T.a.uster, SC. F n&, P T.K. Baker and J.A. 1Icsley, Science, 211,
1121 (1981).
2. E.. .jatov and M.L. Khideke1, Iz,,.Akad.Nauk SSSR, :er.Khim, 8,

9Q2 (09/6).
E .~. iorgarcllV, 1. F:iwi, E. Pplizzetti, M. Visca and M. Grg*-ei,

auLc(London~), 28n 15~ (18).
'A. iM)- i' elk.,,, A. !4oiaiiicr and 1. Ao.!ustynski , J .'Ejr- Lrochcr. S)x. ,

* ~ 13, 745 G9~24). '.

5C.. a. ~ d J. Aigiis tvnrk ,J.Florle.S, 126, 2007 (1979).
6. ")UI elk"-', A.. 1 -,nll ur , 3. 'Sanchn.z ind l. Augus~zvnski, J."ol .Cat-,.

7. --. A. F 1Y:,i. w[c Vr.S. flcgot ,kii, E.1,ktrcAhi-,-iva, 6,*
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HYDROGEN &MBRITTIM MT ON STEEL
UNDE APPLID STRESS.

A. I. ONUChUKWU
Department of Chemistry
Bayero University,
P. M. B. 3011, Kano, Nigeria.

:xdro ,:.- at';n cisco~htici ar.A pzrseation in steel are often 2ssociated
with c'-positicn -,d cin-t. of stress concentration in toe Laterial. Th1ese
rtress raisers r-.y be flaws inaavertcdly present in the material (e.g flaws
in 7elds), sites of danaie cau-ed by use of the structure or caused by dis-
ontinuities in thc geometry of the member. These structural defect paths

for H oermeation are enlarged in size or number by these stress raisers.
It K,.s been shown that H entry into -s-teel grain boundaries is further enhanced
by aoplied tensile stress (1).

In the previous pa er (2, 3), it has been demonstrated that in the sour en-
viro ment (i.e HS), the cathodic evolution of hydrogen on a corroding mater-
ial is reduced, consequently, the amount of Had by Steel is enhanced. As the
effect of applied stress on Had by steel in the absence of chemical agents
has not adequately been established Dossibly due to experimental assembly
difficulties, this Daner prooones to investigate the relation between applied

U stress on 11 permeation in steel.

EO<PERI t.ITA L:" -

The &iL2 Steel membrane (thickness = .74 ") was mochanically press-cut
into standard tensil specimen according to ASIM. This was annealed, Dolished
and degreased with acetone prior to introduction of strain guage. This sreci-
men was made to fit the glassware flan4cs at the ioints while nro ecti r above
and below this joint of the two comvartment cell of Davanathan et a!. (4).
These pro.jectons of the soecimen vere clazned firmly to the nrevisions made
for them on the Mosinto ype Teriso-eter which wau held vertically while the
fl-nes are hor-izontal.

The tensile Fteel diffuuion me-nbrane wds initially at zero streps while
cathodiz coucartment was -. aintainci galvanostically at 1 ? mAc He charging.

-- /
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ThA anoe ccmrnLrtment is held at potentiostatic F oridation potential in

3. NaCi electrolvte. The H p,-rmcation ourren is recorded at this
anc e mode by the Xt pen recorder. At the nteady state of H - permeation
c'.rrent, the stress was increased from zero to 180 N-mn-2 . The H
nrmeation current for this stress level was recorded. Thereafter, the
stress level was once more increased from 180 N mr.-2 to 2L0, 370, L30 and
550 Nmm-2 . The limiting H permeation currents for each of these stress
levls were recorded.

RESULT ANID DISCUISSION:
r~. 9

The elastic moduluq soecificatin of the tensile soecimen was confirmed
(235 UI mm-2) and the H o-rmeation current witnin the elastii region to res-
oond with increase in stress. This is corsistent with the sug.gestion of
Phalen et al, that the number of H niths is related ti the magnitude of
stress raisers. This observation i. this work suggests that a Dreforential
H diffusion Dpth or acceleration of M-H reaction in a stress steel ".ecimen.

.lZowev.er, the inability to detect a hydride phase (M - H) in steel supports
the earlier view that H does enter the lattice of the stressed steel, dif-
t'uzes into and ccncentrates in the regior. of hiwhest tensile tress. This
fact c~uld hold an exlanation for the rapid increase in H permeation current
obsorved when the steel Trmbi'rne w-f ccntractinr as the steel w-n -udden!y
r'lived (i.e to -ero) of thp a '- ti'- tre. mhe cbservei increas in w, fig. 1
-.. tirn :rrert could b- du to a -n-uee-7. olit of the dipsolved F nt high

I",- thKt could rc t b- accor=odated at the liarited '-ites av-ilble at zero
:tr>- 9,-'ercfor, it i-" rn:'ible to conctide thst in 'iitable hvxrcsen en-
'c'.% , U;, hv rr~. :~, 'rittlenent is n3.=h'e ir. the Tr.eence of tre'-

. uLanO.A. ard Ph:-ilen, 1). 1._ Meta l ' 9., q) . 1965. i

', O ik; A. :o j. ! rChan ard A. C. C. Ieue, lctrechm- . %c.

Y1ntLn. 9 M, . S. A., Exterlod Abst, VoL. 79-1. IhO, .

3. Ctnuchukwu, A. I. -;-d J. A. Lor'i, Corr. rci., ?L, 8-4. i8.,-

Davanathan, M'. A. V. and Stachurqki. Z.. J. Flectrochem. Soc,, il1, 619,
196);.
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EFFECTS OF ION BOMBARDMENT ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF LEAD FILMS

Michael J. Armstrong and Rolf H. Muller
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Department of Chemical Engineering

University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

Ion bombardment is extensively used for determining composition
profiles of surface layers by Auger electron spectroscopy [1]. For thin
films on the order of a few tens of nm thickness, surface roughening is
thought to be minor and a uniform removal of surface layers is expected.
The present work concerns a case where these assumptions do not apply and
composition profiles have to be interpreted differently.

This work was undertaken in connection with a previous effort on the
e,'fect of organic adsorbates on the initial stage of electrolytic metal
deposition, where the presence of Rhodamine-B had been found to greatly
reduce the microporosity of very thin layers of electrodeposited lead [2].
lon bombardment in combination with Auger electron spectroscopy and spectro-
scopic ellipsocietry were to be used to determine the porosity and composi-
tion profiles of !.ne iead deposits.

Tne lcd f used in this study were deposited by electrochemical
ord evo2orE~iu} r0 tods upon 12.3 mm diameter oxygen-free copper disks.
'hse mrthods produced films that covered the surface uniformly. The
copper substrates were iechanically polished with a final step using 0.05
pjm alumina powder in water. An electrolyte consisting of l.OM NaClO 4 ,
.).005M Pb(NOR) and 10 pM Rhodamine-B chloride at a pH of 2.4 was used
for electrodapbsition. After deposition, the samples were rinsed quickly
with distilled water with excess water being removed by compressed Freon.
Vapor deposition of lead films was performed under vacuum, both in the UHV
chamber used for AES. arid in a commercial evaporator. oth depositions were
mad, .g high purity lead (99.999%) from a tungsten basket. Dur-
ing vapor depositiot, the background pressure in the c,.m,,,ercia apparatu ,

was 10-  torr, in the UHV chamber it rose to 10 - 7 torr. The deposits pre-
pared within the commercial apparatus were exposed to air for approximately
10 min. during transfer to the UHV chamber. The deposits made within the
UHV chamber were not exposed to air before ion bombardment.

The UHV chamber was equipped with windows which were oriented to allow
ellipsometry of the sample with a 750 angle of incidence. The electron gun
ror AES, and the ion bombardment gun were also oriented for a 75' angle of
incidence of their respective beams but at azmuthal positions of 30' and 600
respectively from the plane of incidence of the ellipsometer beam. Ion --5
bombardment was performed with argon ions at an energy of 1100 eV in 5xO -5

torr of Argon. The ion beam was rastered across the surface for an even
bombardment. Optical properties of the film-covered surfaces were measured
with a spectral-scanning ellipsometer. Its construction and use have been
described elsewhere [3].

The optical response of the samples following ion bombardment was
rmijdeled in two successi',e :;tages. Early in the bombardment process, the film
wias meodeled with a compact Ph'b layer upon a continuous, porous lead film.
Followirg the removal of the oxide layer, the surface was modeled with a
pitted, porous lead film (Fig. I) Models of the surface that consisted of
one or two layers of continuous films did not reproduce the measurements
stisfactorily even when the films were assumed to be porous and contain
lead ilnd co~ppitr. ,u cp:a7 response ,Df the pitted film was interpreted1eI

%
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with the coherent superposition of the reflection coefficients from the
bottom of the pit and on the film [4]. The parameters of the surface
model, porosity, thickness and surface coverage for the film, were deter-
mined with a routine which minimized the deviation between the prediction
of the optical model and the spectroscopic ellipsometer measurements [2].

The ion bombardment of a lead film is represented in Fig. 2 by the
results from a 0.039 C/cm 2 (36.9 nm compact) electrodeposit in which
virtually all the lead was removed from the copper substrate after 125 min.
of ion bombardment. Up to 5 min. of ion bombardment, the surface was
modeled with a continuous oxide layer upon a continuous lead film of 20%
poo y %. The :,id;c 3yer was determined from ellipsometer measurements to
be 3 rn thicm ir .ti'lly and tJ be removed uniformly. Betweer 15 and 3 min.
of ic;;Lo bardmeriL e surfdce vas modeled with a pitted lead film in which

the pits uod ron reacn the cooper sibstrate. After 45 rmin. the ellipso-
metric dati were mcdaled with a pitted lead film in which the copper sub-
;trate was exposed in the pits Thrughout the ion bombardment the porosity
was found to remain constant at 20%. The fraction of the copper substrate ,:
covered by lead tas also determined fr-m Auger spectroscopy by an interpre-
cation in which one assumed teat all the lead is present in tne area
between the pits. Figure 2 shows the agreement of lead coverage determined
by ellipsometry and Auger spectroscopy.

The formation of pits in lead films under the influence of Ar ion
bombardment, derived from the spectroscopic ellipsometer measurements, has
been confirmed at the later stages by scanning electron microscopy of films %
generated by evaporation or electrochemical deposition. Figure 3 shows pits
of 1 pim diameter in a 75 nm deposit after 65 min. of bombardment.

Two possible causes of pitting were investigated, the presence of
oxide or carbon on the surface, however, no firm correlations could be found.

It has been found that thin uriform lead films on copper are not
uniformly removed by ion bombardment. The films become pitted following
bombardment by 1100 eV argon ions. It appears that the pitting is a result .
of the sputtering process and not of a protective layer upon the lead film.
The results uf this study demonstrate the problems associated with using
ion bombardment to obtain composition profiles of thin films. The interpre-
tation of spectroscopic ellipsometer measurements on the basis of an optical
iiand model agrees with that of Auqer spectra with the same model.
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N (b)
Lead cxide fim

A.K Porous lead film Porou leits il
with Cpiersusae

~~Cope Copbstsubarae

Fig. 1 . Model surfaces used for interpreting spectroscopic ellipsometer
measurements: a) oxide covered porous-lead film; b) pitted porous-lead p
film.

0 I

CC)

Sputter duration (mmr', i~

p in. 2. Le~ad surface covP-aqe Fig. 3. Pittino in a electrodeposited
derived fiom ellipsorneter and AE S lead film, 75 nm thick, after E5 min

*me a uremnents during ion bc.-bard:nent of ion bomnbardmnt.
ol a 36.9 im thick Pb film on Cu.
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CARBON PASTE ELECTRODE CONTAINING CATION EXCHANGER BEADS
LOADED WITH CATIONIC REAGENT FOR ELECTROCATALYSIS
Wlodzimierz KUTNER, Thomas 0. MEYER end Royce W. MURRAY

Kenan Laboratories of Chemistry, University of North
Carolina, Chavel Hill, N.orth Carolina 27514 ',U.S.A.)

An ion exchange polymer and carbon paste electrode (CPE
aro combined to immobilize an aquo ruthenium,(II/IV)poly-pvri-
dyl complex, 'Ruu(trpy 'phen2 OH CIO (where troy = 2,2'.2'
-terpyridine, phon a 1,1O-phenanthroiln',, as oxidative elec-
tron transfer mediator - a catalyst in basic solutions. The
ionic comolex is loaded into microparticulate sulfonated Doly-
styrene (cat)ion exchange beads (Dowex 50Wx8), to which carbon
powder and Nujol are admixed to form the modified carbon paste
electrode. >A At pH >, 13 the acid dissociation equilibrium of the coTplex

is totally shifted towards the monoprotonated form since
PK ala9.5

IRIrp) 1 he)O ~.I[Ru Itrpy),phn)(OH 2 -- [Ru (trpy)(phen)(OH)* + H (I)

At pH - 13 I is reversibly el ctrooxidized in a ne. two-
electron one-protone 3tep with E '= 0.285 V vs SSCE (Fig. la. ..
The resulting Ru(IV)complex oxidizes many organic substrates.
io investigated oxidation of benzyl alcohol ',BA ) to benzalde-
hyde in detail and a number of other substrates in lesser
detail.

[RuI( trpy)( phon)( OH)] - RuIV( trpy) ( phen/O] 2+ 2e- H4 2"
I ox I
IV -2+ 11hn (O I

RuIVtrpyphen"'O2+ + C 6HsCH 2 OH [Ru trpy, phen OH

CH CHO + (3'

easic solutions containing I and BA show in cyclic voltamme-
t:ry '(CV electr-ocatalyric currents at glassy carbon electrode
and ot CPE not containing catalyst (Fig. 1b). We compared the
rates of e ectrcca t.l;,tic reactions of the homogeneous solu-
,ions and the modified CPE. In contrast to ox I the reduced
complex, I, is guite otoble in 0.1 M NeOH. Thus, in situ the
electrochemical xidation of I to generate ox I was a promi-
sinq eloc.trocatalytic applIcation of the Ru, IV/IIi redox system
for oeloctive oxidetion of redox snecies.
As the potential scan rate v or electrode rotation rate f,

On leave from the Institute Of Physical Chemistry.
Kasprzaka 44, 01-224 Warsaw fPoland).
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is d.creaced, the oxidetion currents in CV and rotated disc
r:1ect:o',". ' UE" expertrients berome nearly ind,:pendent of v and
f. Such a boii ior is typizal of on electrocotalytic "2C" re-
aiction where L oi the irreversibly electrocxidized substrate
is less positive than E0 ' of the reversibly electrooxidized
catalyt. At small v or f values the catalytic reaction rate

" IV. i

IIt

dl

b /i

Fir-,. 1.. Cyclic .cjitarnnocor-,ams at 0.01 V/9 in 0.1 rl NaOH for
carbon pasta c lec'.rcdes in the absence ,a ,c and presence
o,,!, of 0.1 N Lenz ,1 a lcohol. Solutions in a and b contain 0.

O.", ,rnM I; paste Jet-ode ' contvin IJ/[SO 4.59 '
10 -. E1ctrfldu.'3 in a-d contain 60, GO 52, and 52.% of cor-
aoo;, r .spec iv?,.y; electrode surface area 0.091 cr-.

I o"13w",t, k. , z .'.uj.it~,d' Ta§ 1 by using v- and f- inde-
.i ,,,' .-W C:., - t.. .I: L ,, .U _ both ti CV arid RD- t7chnji cA'.-: s

I. /k F , . , , C.

w.ere I( an d C re ',he dif 'sicon coceffi.cient :id concentra-
t0. st O. .(1 .s trio sub.,.,, -c, c;.neren-retion apd A .s theelec-r de ;urlace areas. The value Lg= 4.6 x 10"" c is tas

f,}.ind rrom tu j)ore tho F.t- .'7 plot.
Cyclic voltommog rirn of !In.ob;..l'zed in CPE denoted as

CPE./P-0-SO , are stioin ..n *rg. l. end Id. in th, absence of
-A tne oxidaion peak currcnt, I , at CPE/PS-.SO is direct-
I'9 proportional to /v, tO the ef, acti ve e1ectrod surface area
A ,and at low loo&Eng to the concentretion of I in the ion
I e oanger. In the preoence of DA in a solution rle of I i
at CPE/PS-SOI tends to be indeoendent of v at slop scan p a .
rates. For cEl~ulting ic W used the same 5rocedure as that

* applied when both the catoly, t and substrate were in solution,
since the natures of catalysis and transport ohenomen are the
sane. To avoid the use of estimated parameters such as

7tI--.,

-i - -

, I "Y.
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Table 1
Catalytic reaction rate constants, kl' calculated from ro-
tation rate independent i cat data at rotated glassy carbon
electrode for oxidation of different substrates by I in
0.1 M NaOH.

Substrate ki , M-s
1

Benzyl alcohol 30.8 1.6,a) 28.2 1.5c
',e tha no 0. 030 0.06,a
Ethanol 0.063 C). 011* a)'i
1-Prooanol 0.074 0.004's')
2-Propanol 0.046 - 0.008 a)
Ethylene glycol 0.043kb)
Acetone 0.21 Z 0.04'a'
0-Glucose 0.004 b
D-Maltose 0.012 b,
D-Lactose O.82,b,
D-Mennitol 0.l17kb)
Arginino 0.28 b)

n) Peantion orde-r vrified to be first order in I and
pseudo-first orde- in substrate.

b Calcuinted from refultc at one substrata concentration.
c) Colculotod from results at carbon paste electrode.

C. P C6 D S-SO-,a and A,,, which are necessary for

the cacZlction of k eq. 4 wis normalized to oxidation
peak currcnt, I a expressed by the Rendles-Sevck eauation"
for oxidation of Il in the absence of - ubstrvte, so at 25 C

-K = 7.77 n v 2/ C P 1 2pa 5)

where P ia partition coefficient of S between the iog exchan-
ger and solution. The calculated k = 10.8 + 4 M- s- is within
o factor of three the same as the aorresoonaing homogeneous k.
for olectrocatalysis when both I and BA are in solution. In

m 0.1 M NaOH P wag foyd o be close to unity. At low loadings
DP.- c" 1.7 x 10 cm /3. The results of electrocatalysis

at CPEPS-SO-,I are interpreted as taking place entirely
inside the i; exchange phase.

Reforences
1. L. Roecker, W. Kutner, 0. A. Gilbert, M. Simmons, R. '.

Murray and T. 3. Meyer, submitted.
2. Z. Galus, "Fundamentals of Electrochemical Analysis".

Haeted Frees, Now York, 1976, Cheo. 10.
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APPLICATION OF SURFACE ENHANCED RAtAN
SPECTROSCOPY TO IN-SITU CHARACTERIZA-
TION OF METAL/SOLUTION AND SEMICONDUC-
TOR/SOLUTION INTERFACES

M. JANIK-CZACHOR

INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY,POLISH
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,WARSAW,POLAND

c S: fce ,:riancEd Ra' an Spectr.-copy (SERS) is becoming a popular
, tcr. ic of . anasi in electrochemical systems. The

~ tccl~q C drs -.oLco jpeCifiC characterization of the r-etal/

,olution interfacno iole long sought by electrochem- :s. SERS has a

possibility of giving an insight into such important problems as:

(1) what is the chemical identity of the atomic or molecular species,

(I) %;hat is orientation of these spccies with respect to the substra-

"e surface, in (112) what in nature of the chemisorption bonding/1,2/.

The foilowing aspects of the method are briefly outlined:

- the characteristic features of the surface spectra
-+' - the molecular generaiity of SERS

- determination of the orientation of the adsorbed species

- effect of surface roughness

Additional increase of the Raman scattering efficiency through

application of Resonance Raman technique (SERRS) is discussed. A pos- '.

sibility of the investigations of surface processes on iron is demon-

strated on an example of the acti.ve discolution of iron in 1,10 phe-

nanthroline containing solution. 1,10 phenanthroline is an inhibitor

!:i':_5": ,:.-: : ;: ; : -+i!2 i " ., -, -,- -:-; ;i;:i:...: +, -:!.; - - :-,' ' isi:, + i-."-, -: .;::. i-:-.::x. , ., ;' , '-: .'m..+., "::, ,, . ZI" '-' ;" " ''+
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of this reaction. There have been speculations in the literature that

the metal dissolution goes via surface comDlexes with phenanthroline.

With the aid of SERRS it was possible to identify the complexes as

Fo(phen)+ 2 and to show that that they are indeed present at the iron

surface during its anodic dissolution, Fig.L 13/.

Regarding the semiconductive character of the passive film on tran-

sition -etal.i various aspects of SERRS of some adsorbates on s-2micon-
ductor eiectrodes with a discontinious Ag overlayers are examined.

Thin me th,2 nas been introdeced by Van Duyne et a!. /4/ in order to

study aasorbates on GaAs and Si. Fig.2. shows an example of SEPaRS spec-
,+3 'r

trum for a Fe(phen) 2  treated n-GaAs eiectrode with an electroche-

ificaily .cposited Ag ovi::layer. Since the above mentiored nomplexes

have an ab:arot ton inaxi ,um at ca. 510 turn, an estimate of the resonance

enhancement contribution to the signal in this case can be obtainec

from a comparison of the spectra A and B taken at 457.9 nom and at

514.5 r, respectively.

A possibility of application of this method to studies of adsorbates

on passive metals is discussed.

1. R.?.Van Duyne, in "Chenical and Biological Applications of Lasers",

vol.4., Acadenic Press, N.York 1979, p.101

2. L.R .rjrke ec al.,Adv. in Chemistry 201, 69 (1982)

3. R.P.Van Duyne, M.Janit:-Czachor, JECS 130,2320 (1983)

4. R.P.Van Duyne,J.P.Haushalter,M.Janik-Czachor,N.Levinger, J.phys.

Chcm.., iri press
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Fig.I.Effect of potential on the SERRS spectrum of Fe(phen)3

on iron eleccrode, in 5xI03 m, 1.10 pheahriesoton

(a) -0.5 V, (b) +IV. Laser power 200 lOW, slits 2cm,

e. ciLing w~avelcu; J? 5[4.5 nm.
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Fe (phen r11P As.Ag

oadsorbate

C XO5145A

/I

[3 oo 5145 A

X:4579 A

1600 1400 1200 ;300

+2
Fig.2. SERRS spectrum of Fe(phen)3 treated n-GaAs/Ag electrode

( with a discontinuous Ag overlayer, A and B ). C: n-GaAsiAg

with no adsorbate. Laser power 100 mW, slits '.cm

'pt
. . . ....44 '.F - , - . 1j '.-',:,.: :j .. ' '"., '
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ELECTROCATALYTIC PROPERTY OF ALLOYS BETWEEN GROUP VIII AND
IB METALS TOWARDS OXIDATION OF SIMPLE ORGANICS

M. ENYO, A. ARAMATA, and K. MACHIDA
Research Institute for Catalysis, Hokkaido Unversity,

Sapporo, 060, (Japan)

A synergetic effect of appreciable extent was seen in the
electrocatalytic activity of Pd-Au alloys in the HCOOH/HCOO-
oxidation in acidic and alkaline solutions, as well as of Ni-Cu
alloys in the HCHO oxidation in alkaline solution.

Elecro-oxidation of CH3OH is sluggish and hence realiz-
ation of metha-ol fuel cells awaits strongly the developernent
of electrodcs of high electrocatalytic activity. The situation
is rather different in the case of electro-oxidation of
methanol-related compounds, HCHO and HCOOH. As is known,
e !ictrto-oxidation of HCHO in acidic media is not much dif-
f ezont from that of CH3OH, but it is far more facile in basic
ned La such that the oxidation starts at potentials as negative
ar O ! rI'F. Purthcr, Pt is no longer the best electrode
n.i ,. a aud Cu o- ?d may" instead be used in the HCHC or HCOOH
3: ectr>-,;xid,.tion, rcrprtivelh,. An interesting task that
fol.(!03 i_ Che use of alloy ;, particularly those between group
VIII and IB ietals: These alloy systems have long been the
subject of researches in catalysis in connection w.ith the topic
on the d-band electronic factor. Furthermore, it is known that
eleccro-oxidation of alkaline HCHO on group IB metals was
acconpanied with the co-production of H2 , whereas the hydrogen
was simultaneously oxidized on group VI I metals. Results
observed on the electrodes of Pd-Au and Ni-Cu alloys are
described in this report.

Foils of Pd-Au alloys or plates of Ni-Cu alloys of various
composition were used. The surface compositions at various
stages were examined by means of XPS or of electrochemical
adsorption behaviours revealed in potential sweep curves: Some
of them will be presented later, but otherwise the electro-
catalytic activity data are presented below in terms of noainal
bulk compositions as, whatever is the surface composition, the
main interest at present may be grasped on the bulk composition
basis. True surface areas of the electrodes needed to compare
specific levels of the electrocatalytic activity were evaluated
mainly from the d.l. capacitance data.

Electro-oxidation of CH3OH on Pd-Au alloysThp Pd-Au alloys, as well as the pure components, are

practically inactive towards the CH3OH electro-oxidation in
acidic media, but havo appreciable activity in alkaline media.
Ty~icil potential sweep curves in 114 NaOH are shown in Fig. 1:

%
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Pd and Pd 9 0 AujO alloy are the most active whr~reas the activity
rapidly decreases with decrease of the-Pd co.-ntertLt. Closer
investigation~s have indicated a mincr degree of synerqetic
effect in the elect-rocatalytic act'.vity with the maximum

* activity around the Pd 9 0 AujO composition.

Surface analysis by means of an XPS techniqie indicated,
in aareernent with some reports in the literature ,2that theV
surface composition in these alloys is approximately the samre
with the bulk composition. Nevertheless, in view of various -

inaccurate factors involved in this technique, and of some
differences indicated between these da ~a and those from
electrochemical adsorption experiments , further investigations
may be required in order to specify precisely the surface
composition of the maximum activity.

Eloctro-oxidation of HCHO on Pd-Au alloy electrodes
The reaction in -acidic solution as a whole is not very

ra pI d. Neertheless, the maxi mum oxidation current was ob-
served on the Pd 9 0 A~u 1  alloy. The reaction was exceedingly Iprapid in a' ,kaline solution and, in that case, Au was the most
active, followed by Au-rich Pd-Au alloys. ThIese have been
reportedi elsewhere.

1?lzto-xiatonof HCOO- on Pd-Au alloy ele-trodes
Pot,-ntinl -weep curvas obtained dIurini the ?COO-electro-

. xd&icii in alkaline Tolutiorns are shown n i.2. hie'\
a-t ,jein-ictive towards this reaction, Pd and in particular

Th-ua.oaof' inter.-,idiate ccomposition are hir' ly active-. .
c~.~eqcji ( eftct is thssignificant in this

E'lectro-oxication of HC'M on Ni-C11, alloy el!ectrodes

Open-ircuit rest potential data on the Cu-Ni alloy elec-C
trodes indicatedl that the electrocatalytic activity towaris the
alkaline fiCHO oxidation was the highest on the Cu i ally
as shown in rig. 3. This was substantiated bjy the9oxi. ation
current uata rread arbitrarily at 0.10V RH-E on the potential
swo:ep curves hut not quite by those on the Tafel lines.

Co-production of 112 during the HCHO electra-oxidation,
measured by a volumetric technique, was absent on the Ni (and
Pt) electrode, close to eqtinolar with the amount of electro-
oxidation of H-CHO on the Cu electrode, and distributed on a
smooth curve connecting these component metals on the Ni-Cu
alloy electrodes. The alloy electrodes thu~s behaved, rcuqhly
2peakinq, as if they are mixtures of the component metals.

References
1) D. D. !;'ly and P. B. Moore, JCS Faraday 1, 76, 1388 (1980).
2) L. H-ilaire, et al., Surface Sci., 103, 125 (1981).
3) D. A. J. Pand and R. Woods, J. Electroanal. Chem., 31, '9

(1 971)
4) M.. Enyo, j. Flectroanal. Chem., 186, 155 (1985).
5) K. Miachida -ind M. Enyo, Chem. Let'-, 25(1985).
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0.5M HCOONa

Au Au(x[O) {~0 MNa0H
T

x2 mA

Pd 40  TPdAu0 .....

C Pd?O AU30  ...

Eo 0 E

4 Pd0 yo o

P I P

Pd ~ ......

Pd

04$ ID 08 10 2 1 4 6 00.5 1.0 .
E/ E EV (RHE)

Fig. 1(left). Potential sweep curves during electro-oxidation
of 1 M CH .OH, 1M NaOH oVi Pd-Au alloy electrodes at 300C.
Sweep rag e; 50 mV sec-

Fig. 2(right). Potential sweep curves during electro-
oxidation of 0.5M HCOO- in 1M or 0.1M NaOH on Pt ind Pd-Au
alloy electrodes at 300C. Sweep rate; 50 mV sec-

Fig. 3. Rest potentials E soN opoiinC

and anodic oxidation r F5
current i at 0.1IV RHE
in 0.2M HCHO,1M NaOH -3-------------0
as a function of corn-
position of the Ni-CuEr>

* ~alloy electrodes. . I
i(solid curve) is read
from potential sweepI
curves and i(dotted 0 1 M NoON
curve) from the Tafel 2 -4 - 02M HCHO
lines. 7

3.7..
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TEE INFLUENCE OF TIN ON T.HE LECTROOXIDATION
OF CiHEMISORPTIOS PRODUCTS DERIVED FROM METHANOL

JEIRZY SOIBKOWSKI ;ad ERZYSZTOF FRAqNASZCZUK @

Department of Chemistry,Varsaw UaiversityWarszawa (Pol&-d)

The electrocatalysis of the oxidation processes of maay

[, organic compounds by the foreign metals adsorbed on platinumj

~~~electrode was studied by many authors. However, te role of L:/

In the so called "third body effect" mechanism it is be- 6-

lieved that ad-atoms hinder the formation of the strongly

bounded intermediates and prevent poisoning of the electrode

surface - , so the specific properties of the deposited layer

play only a secondary role. in other works4- 6 it is assumed

that the deposited metal - which is oxidized easier than

plitiml. - can serve as an oxidant for organic species ad-
,*n, od on platilt-m site&. ieone, the oxidation of organic

:,st3iu)c s c-n be obso-ved in the less positive range of po-

ortialc' -han tht cn the pure platinum electrode.

'Th4e e.'rictrocataiytic effects of ad-layers are mainla stud-

ied wit;L voliezmatric methodi. However, as was found recently,

th~e inlte.<p te !oL ot curreat-potential data is ambiguous
eicausc ie undorpcentiJL dez.ositiou of ad-atoms alter the

double layer capacitanco and the charge on the metal surface.

Moreover, the oquilibr: u of ad-atoms on the electrode sur-

face may not be attai..ed quickly enough and the competition

with anions adsorption from the bulk of the solution zay oz-

cur. hence, the kinetics of underpotential deposition of ad-

-atoms can be controlled by various processes which influence

the shape of poteatiodynazic curves. Therefore, the independ-

eat method of surface concentration determination of electro-

deposited metal is needed to recognize the mechanism of upd

process.
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In this work~, the influence of adzuorbed tin and tin (IV)
ions on the o~zidation of methanol chemisorbed species as well

as ttao methanol from the bulk of the soluti.on were studied on
platinum electrode. Voltammetric and radiometric methods were
uved. Thi latter method directly monitors the mass flux during
the upd of tin-121 as well as electrode coverage by methanol

C-14 chemisorbed species.
The measurements have been carried out in 0.5 and 5 Mf

H 2 S04 solutions at ambient temperature. The polycrystalline

4 platintum was used.

From the values of the number of sites occupied by one ad-

'Cisorbed tin species and from the number of electrons required
for oxidation of adsorbate follows that tin is deposited as

tin. (I!) species e.g. hydroyy or sulphate complexes. The

kinct;Ics of adsorption as well as desorption are rather slow

roceoso5. The dlesorption of tin from the electrode surface

is oc&!;iar in concezntrated (5 M) than in diluted (0.5 Mt) solu-
tion of suiph-uric P~ocid. Tisi process ia accelerated by cyclic-

pC~2.i.A~.a.~U i'thc kiioctrode.

- .~ ~.3 c~ver~c~ c:' pit l-" 'i cdaU sl.,:face by ti-- species
dccr ~ ki~cov: go by rhewsiocrbed 5pecies of methanol.

~Tozurf'ace covaza~n by methanol chemisorbad species ,a the
elactrcde modified by; tin is lower thaL that in the absence
01, tin on the plat'inum surface.

TIhe promotiou offort of methanol chimisorbed species oxi-
dation b,yj tin is lim4..tea to the narrow range of potentials.

Selow 0.4 V tin has no offect on t4he oxidation process and
above 0.8 ; the inhibition of this orocess is observed.

In the presence of methanol aad U.ions in the solution
the decreace of tite oxidation pos&is of m'tthaaol is observed. x
OnJly Jin the potential rag of 0.4 - 0.6 V in anodic scan the

oxidation currean is aigher in the presence of :.The simi-
lar effect was Qbtftinod wha3n tin wais fira~t adsorbed and then

remvo~.from t! e solutiou b,, wanshirig procedure. it is an evi-

dance that the enhancement of the oxidation current of me-

.5.2
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thanol on platinum is due to the presence of tin on the elec-
trode surface.

The obtained results are only in moderate agreement with

the data of other authors. The reason is that there axe many

factors which influence the electrocatalytic processes, namely:

the state of the electrode surface (smooth or rough with vari-

ous roughness factor, polycrystalline or monocrystals), the

kind of supporting electrolyte (different energies of ad-atoms

adsorption on platinum owing to the competition with anions

adsorption emd complox formation in the bulk of the solution), % %

tho concentration of adsorbed substance (selfinhibition) the :%

sequence of addition of the fuel and promotor to the support-

ing electrolyte (preadsorption of one component influences the p-

adsorption of the second one), the range of polarization po-.

tentials etc. Hence, the results could be hardly reproduced.

Recently the structural effects on the electrooxidation of

methanol was clearly demonstrated7 '8 . Because the polycrystal-

line electrode after prolonged cyclic polarization exhibits

the reproducible voltammograms, it seems to be still suitable

object for the study of electrocatalysis and promotion effects

of ad-atoms and other species.
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3. R.R.Adz.c, D.X.Simi6, D.M.Dralid and A.R.Despid,
J.Ilectroanal.Claem., 61 (1975) 117

4. ,A.Watanabo id S.Motoo, J.Electroanal.Chem., 60 (1975)
29, 267, -

%S.Mctoo, M.2;hibata aad M.Watanabo, J.Electroanal.Chem.,
110 (1930) 10,

C- ¢. A.3,.Dospid, R.R.Adfi, and A.V.Tripkovid,

Elektrolhimiya, 5 (197') 660
7. J.Jlaviie , C.Lamy and J.M.Leger,

T.ricctroanal.:he.., !25 (1981) 249

3. R.?.A;I, .Y.Tripkovid and W.E.Q)'Gracy,
' a~ur,", C6 (1962) 137
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TIHE HYDROGEN EVOLUTION REACTION ON PLATINUM IN THE PRESENCE OF ADSORBED

CARBON MONOXIDE

E. P. M. LEIVA, E. SANTOS and T. IWASITA

Institute for Physical Chemistry, University of Bonn,
D-5300 Bonn, Germany

Intrdu c: ion

The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) on platinum in the presence of different
adsorbates has been the subject of several investigations (1-4).

Early measurements in the presence of submonolayers of CO showed a dramatic
inhibition while As adatoms and reduced CO. let the .ER practically unaffeo-
ted /I/. In the case of Cu submonolayers /?/ the decrease of the rate of hy-
drogen evolution was correlated with a diminution of the number of p-irs of
Pt-sites free from adatoms. Similar experiments carried out with Pb, Cd and
Ti aoatoms also showed an inhibition of the recombination reaction at low co-
verage of adatoms. At high values of e a change in the rate controlling step
was reported /3/.

Moore recent results /4/ show that low coverages of CO ( up to 9 = 0.6) pro-
duce a relatively small decrease of the current density at constant overvol-
tace. For larger CO coverages a rapid decrease of the reaction rate was ob-
seriec'. However a mechanistic interpretation of these facts was difficult to
assert.

In order to control the surface structure of tne metal the use of single crystals
would be desirable in these investigations. An electrochemical procedure recen-
tly developed by Arvla and co-workers /5/, makes possible to produce preferred
oriontcd (P0) polycrystalline Pt electrodes, which exhibit an stabilizea elec-
tro'hrnic! behaviour close to that of single crystal surfaces.

j have 3pulied this technique to qet the (PC 111 Pt) and (PO 100 Pt) surface
used in the present work.

.c;:rr,enI:al techniq.ue and results
Th2 hyd-ogen evolution reaction on preferred oriented Pt surfaces was studied

t low currert densities in tlhe presence of ad!sorbed CO. The workinq electrode
w-s 2 rotatinq Pr cylinder. The poientials were measured against a hydrogen
eluctrore in 11 P 4 ..-

A!,fter se .tinq a monolayer of 'sorbedCO, a flux cell technique was eployed
to chaige the CO saturated sul,,tion by fresh electrolyte. The coverage was
reduced to the desired value by means of an anodic sweep and the hydrogen co-
cerace was monitored. The solution was then saturated with hydrogen and a set
of stationary galvanostatic measurements was taken. Finally the solution was
replaced aqain by the supporting electrolyte and the hydrogen coverage was
verifiPd for a second time. This procedure was repeated for each coverage.
rhe degree of coverage, 0, is reported here as the surface fraction blocked
for hydrogen adsorption.

Semilogarithmic current-potential curves are shown in Fig. I for the (PO 100 Pt)
and (PO Il Pt) surfaces.

%-%
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It can be observed that for 0-0 both PO electrodes sho. the same tehaviour.
For large CO coverages the HER is strongly inhibited at the 'PO 100 Pt) s-jrfa-
ce. There is a close similarity between our result for (PO 100 Pt) and that
for c.olycrystalline platinum /4/

Conclusions

It is difficult at the present stage of the investigation to give a unique
e.'planati~o to the abcre ex~erimertal findings. Adsorbed CO on PO surfaces .

.i.inctive oidvitivo hehaviour /6/. It is therefore not surcrising to
os-crve " c df- t.r r- effect on the -ER .

ot cud d be ro sible that the tne existence of cifferent degrees c~f order For
the aosorbed CG nxnolayer causes an effect similar to that observed for Cu
adatoms /2/ , According to this, orriered arrangements of adatoms are more
effecti e to inhibit the recombination of H atoms. However, as pointed out in
Ref. /4/ the. decrease of catalytic activity with increasing CO coverage bet- ..
ween 0 and 0.5 is s-ller than expected if we assume H-H recombiration as the
rate determining steD.

A second oossibility could be fornulated by assuming a mod*ficatior of the free
Pt site by the adsorbed CO. It .is well known that CO adsorbes at the Pt-solu-
tion iterface in at least two forms /7/ (linear and multibonded) which posess
differrnt electronic properties /8/. The ratio of this adsorbed soecies should
depenc cn the kind of PO surface , thus creating different conditions for the
hydrocren evolution reaction.
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Studies, University of Belgrade, P.O.Box 815, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Eranislav Nikolic6, Nikola BlagojeviE
Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy, University of Belgrade,
P.O.Box 494, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Robert Reeves
labc-ratoire d'Electrochin-uc Interfaciale de C. N. R.S.,
>I1eudon, France

I;- s v carboni as an electrode Material is of interest in electroanaly-
tLical resvearch due to the innert be-haviour in the electrochemical environment.
(Thissy ca-h,,n shox,,'s a goodl conductivity and relatively, poor catalytic activity.
Hience, in this wol l~$Vcarbon has been used as a support for catalytic coj-

r'tiio mrade ol the ba-'sis of RuG 9), which is well known as an electrocat alist for

*I~v-*.--: ot if3 carbon we;-e oxamined ( "Sigradur" -. Sigr .

<uv' lw tcmV100Cc (o~C) and Ii--high temp:arature 2500 C) an"
-- ~lu. h' ri staiinity of the sawples was checked by X-ray.%. As e xpecte d

1a' i ior diffraction peaks of the high tempKerf-ture sample -.btained
iq 1.

(vi'voltainmetry was used for surface c'laracterisation. The be ~e of
'jla-ss (:a-. ',yri rols , 0.1 cm-) was brought in contact with the electrolY-te
hy toticr.Lrl tsier :5ut fces. The surfac-.2. te~nsion kept the contact throuqh the
c-NjIn ii(nt.

The base was subsequently activated with RuG via standard thermal
1rlt.RuCl solution in isopropyl alcohol was apliegatCicabnsrce

rote 0~p ~ ecrbnsra
After the evaporation of the solvent the samples were heated at 400 C in air.
Pie activatcdt samples were exarmitied by cyclic voltammetry also, afte each
RuCL2 layer. The content of RPu iii a lev-r was estim ated to be 2.5 x 10 mmol

Resuli arcl Ii -cussicui. The cyclic voltanirnocjrams (in three different elec-
trol ~tc:3 ) in the pote)Vntial raurge in 'w; ich the gas c-vclution reactions on Ru-),
ai a ;ihsent 'v't-en pr )T- to the activation of the surface. The charge assc -
ci,.ted with tile cycle ( Ti . 2) whjen a steady state was achieved is presented
in tabfo 1. Txvo obivious tendepnce- of the: rharge changqes can be distinquished.
First of 21,tle cflar.;c ince ases with the pi- value of the electrolyte .Secon-

, he cliatce is larnqer eotleannealed at higher temperatuare.



In 1tie presence of RuO 1 at the surface~ a rather unexpected depen-dance
of the charge on the nurner of applied layers was found i. 3 1. Nor-rn lly, a-

steady increase of the charge with the quantity of RuO, bn the substrate is found.
However, here a maximum at the second layer was ob~served, while the steady
increase started only after a third layer was applied. The only resonable corre-

* lation at this point could be made with the crystal formation and growth of RuO,
layer. In order to clarify the roles of the substrate and the solvent (from wnic'h

* the layers of RuO are formed) experiments have been undertaken with the fol-
2

*lowing parameters changed:
- solvent concentration
- solvents other than alcohol
- salts yielding similar layer structure to RuO2
- the roughness of the substrate.2

i:_ _.SAIMPL L -___

t Y I 4

..... .... __ ' ! , P

0. ~

dtfraction angle difraction angle

Fig. 1. X-ray difraction for Ilaw (L-1000 JC) and high(H-2500 C)
temperature annecaled glass\- carbon.

iM H004 1iM N0,0 1M NaOH

L 63 10.8 3507Li 8438 5036 60.48
a! 1 1. Chi r'jo derive1 f rom thio cyclic 'otllzmmugratns o f

Ip L.5hcd samp'le-

jI
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Fig.2- Cyliyclaeormso
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THE INFLUENCE OF YTTRIUM, COPPER, ZINC, AND TIN ON A STLVER

31SLVER OXIDE ELECTRODE IN vOR SOLUTION

Yoshl fuml YAMAMOTO

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science al-d Engineering,
Ritsumeikun University, Toiin Kitamachd, Kit'a-,

KYoto F 6C3 JUPAN

?olar~zatlcn "IehavriourS o"' the silver -silver oxide electrode in' K,-'
s-olution containing a zrail aimount of yttrium (III) chloride, copper (I'-

* chloride, zinc (!V2 acetate, or tin (171) chloride were investigated by
Sntontiosoatic and galvanostatic polarization methods. It is another

purpos-e to inc:earse the capacity of a silver - silver oxide electrode.
The coularmbic areas under all peaks on cyclic voltanrnovxams which cor're-
Ponrd to the capoacity were- '1nreased by the addition of the these metal salt.

7c. -a-acities of posItive electrodes formed o~n silver plates measured by
a_! anc)7tatic discha rge were increased by the addition of these coirpound3 in

~accorlance with- the observaticns. Especially, the addition of yttrium
silt, rcotr;or salt, or zinc _alt was -ffective in Increasing the capacity.

The active rate-r-als of'th elecftrode grew into) big crystals at the
,:bfence o" the these metal salts, while the addition of metal salts led to
-c foryratio3n of fine crystna s which were observed by SEV. The incrt-ase

in ecroecapacity caused by the addition of these ccrmpoundS seersE- to be
ass.1ured o)f the fonrmation of s--uch finely crystalline.

It.-~ tec-n cnncludoi nhot this behaviour of the electrc e can t
b,~ar- y the a,!sorpt1Gu:, -ind !-he? (1es.-rticn of colloidal snecles prodused

f'i'r' -:od %ttyI'-' (112) chlor'ide duLxrng char-- and disc!-Lrg, ant bty tne
adsrotar.of ionized proahc pr cd from the added ocr ( )clcrre
cae I) ac eeatn (1*1) chlocridie during cc'~

",e experiments w~re carrIod out ina 1- ~e ',lass :,ll3*'F
.o oriimgeletroe :as a solivez 1 I 'cr C,

pVli.hed witbrasive parIei' r-f luJ0r 1 _nd~ ( tea ercyy '~

its; hach, side. The ulr~r ct 'c'- v- a plae'nl 2.r','-
* ~The electrode_ potential wenre rreasuz i.,( azs'ts /4" *

* c'ectr'Ae. Ar. aiuec,us 14.7-KCH sr'lutir, was used as3 a st.,'earf ' u :I--
*(' YC3 6,20, CuCl2.2H20, Zn(CH3COC)2-.6r_/) or -n 14.i -, was a('ded 1,o 11h

standard solution to prrayr -a 1x20-3 nnl/lK'4.714- !') solutlinM.
All vo1.tammograms wer-e obtainted at a sweepinr- rate c-f 141.7 -r,ec.

All potential -- time transi-rnt c!urves were obta.4ne-1 under the constrant1
current dsensity of 1 mA/m 2

*- '.- -- *-Z.--Pf-- ~ ~ *-

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .': '
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Results and Discussion

The potential - time transient c=-veo under anodic o nd cathod4_c -colari-
cation on a silver - 3ilver oxide electrode in a .7-V stan~'d-! srlution
were shown by the solid lines in~ Fig. 1,2,3, and 4. Next, onily electr,--
1,,rte was curnvertr-d to the solutions containing the metal salts. _he other

condi~nswere ke~pt unchanged, and th-e curves were shown by the dotted ire
* LaF~.1,23, rid~'. In Pi~,. 1-2.34 l curnves ',;r <Dba'e, after~-

steaciv conditions were acnleved. The cyclic vclItarmrnoros in a stard3an
solution wc-re show..n b~y the solid lines in Ffg. 5, ed the curves clb-alna in
thz? solutions containin;_ mstal 3alts were snownr by the do)tted lines In F~'

From these results and the observations wit-h SEthe following mecra-,.
nism are urenos ed. It is considered that the yrt.!rimzi salt added -Intoth

- Astcnua-d !outon I- ru-.,ated as fcllow -s. -

4 Y21~3 4- iKC4 - Y('1434 3
1~zhr yttrT.1 L- ,,drcxide is 1.-1lu&enced -r1 .-,kal'ne ion, _d leads to

souble colloidal np-,)cies. It is oresxcneci that crystal otnof ,'-j 'n
teactive polr. o-n, Ag plate is controll-:d by ndsorption ofthis colloi'I-tl

Species arid is probably forced to deposit In other poIntz dur-Lng c athoc.
process. As a resu,-lt of this presui-ption the fine crystals of the active
mT~aterials were obser-ved by S"1. Besides, the conditions of the istrlt-
tion of' crystal depositions on Ag plate were extremely satIsfactoryj as well
as case of the addition of undenrientioned copper salt.

Th th- reoc of copper salt,
"uj2+ 2 KGCH i Cu(CH)2 + 2 K21l t2)

Cu(OH)2 + 2 ?0H - K2C.uO2 -1- 2 H20 (3)
K2CuO2 -; 2 K+ + CU022-

or,
2u(,2 ~ + 2 H-

In the case of z*.nc 5alt,
ZnCH3 D2 +- 2 KC)H -~Zn(CH): + 2 CHlOrCOK

Zri(Qi{) 2 +,2 K:OR - ;:PZri.D2 + 2 H20(7
2Zn02 2 K+ + ZnfO2 2  (5

mn the case cf tin salt,k.A
EnCl4 + 4 KCH1 -~ Sn(OH)L4 + 4 Kci()
2ri(OH)4 + 2 KH- K2,9r1,3 +- 3 2
(2S'703 - 2 K++ STC32-11

It Is roszrt-nc that these ionized CuC2 -, ZnC2 2 -, or SnO) 2 are adsorb-
dA on Aiz fo-.ned crn Arg plate during an ancdic poclarization n,'ocess, an -- ,

m-ay be f'aIi-t 1y cmaercsit with Ag during cathodic rimcess.
-h r'e, it has teen concluded that the active materials an th-e silv-er

- ,ilv-r o I a e tr*s w-re frcrn(i as -he fine :.ry7stals by the actl :n35 of
7.- a
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OXYGEN EVOLUTION REACTION ON PEROVSKITE COATED
NICKEL ELECTRODES IN ALKALINE SOLUTION

W. .SCHNURNBERGER
DF7LP Institut fUr Technische Thermodynarnik

D-7000 Stuttgart-80 (Germany)

The cectrocatal..t~c proper:ties of varicus Perovskites Me Co 0

Me Lan~thanide, Transition 'etal) are very promising with

reospect L:o oxyqen Q~voLutiofl in alkaline solution. For technical

applicationi, mietal electrodes h.ave to be coated with Perovskites.

B3y means of Low-Pressure-Plasma-Spraying (LPPS), Perovskite pow-

ders have been applied on nickel electrodes.

In Fi~gj thE Scanning Electrode Micrograph of a plasma-sprayed

LaCoG.. surface is qiven. The oxygen evolution reaction has been

stud Lcd in 25vit% KO9 solution at various potential sweep rates

anid teruveratur es tip to about 80 C.

Cyclic voltar.:nograms of the LaCoO /Ni-electrode are given in

Fiq.2, indicating a surface redox-reaction prior to theoxygen

2:VC -,.-ion. Frum the dependence of the peak current density on

'tcn ial zsweeu rate for both aniodic and cathodic reaction,

=..,a revnrsible rediox-reaction (Co-Il/Co-Ill) can be Sag-
';ostucd at 2,, C and 78 C.

1it i~ inoreasingj potential th e oxyc:r.on evolution reaction is ob-

ri: ri. Li he Tafel-plots for a plasma-spraved

I ' .. *, ' .. ,'0, N el. tNd are given. At low curre nt

Ta ioi 6 7 ~ /decarle have; been observed_,
0

nc'prrd. :'.rnrtL2ectr r. the ranao. 22 C to 7' C.

T!IeS(m r-a'S:itS i.nc',.caLe the suitability of Low-Pressure-plI.sma-

Spraiying for anpit;cation of oxide-ratalysts on electrodes "3r
~.L~li Wa tier o crlss

0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Fi .Lo.CoO /Ni-electrode: peak current density of the

surface redoxreaction as function of the potential

I o ~cw 0e rate.
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(La r 1 (C~Ni1 ) 3/N-electrode: Tafel pot
0 0of the oxygen evolution reaction at 22 C and 78 C.

(potential not IR-corrected).
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THE INFLUENCB OF CONTINUOUS IMPACTING OF PASSIVATED
I-RON ELECTRODES ON THEIR SEMICONDUCTOR BEHAVIOR

A. PIYXOWSKI and K.P. THIESSEN, Academy of Sciences of the

G1DR, Central Institute of Physical Chemistry, Berlin (GDR)

K,, Wr&3E ,7'R, Te-.bnica). University of Drevden, 'Department

7,f (hemitry. Dre.-den (GDR)

1, 'htroduction: The aim of the present work is the determi-
nation of changes in the electronic properties of continually
impacted passivated iron electrodes by means of capacitance

(C) measurements in dependence on the potential (V) for a
constant thickness of the passive layer. The simulation of
an erosion-like mechanical treatment (WT) was realized by
applying a rotating disk electrode immersing in a bed of
glass beads of diameter 0.6-0.8 mm suspended in the electro-
lyte. In the experiments with LIT both the passivation process

as well as the C measurement were carried out under MT.

2. Experimentc~l Iron rods (diameter 6 mm) of purity 99.97%

and a deaeraF.. 1 N NaNO solution, borate buffered tn 8.43
Wer .j used. Cihe electrodes were prepared by polishing and el-
ecti'opolishinp.. Thec passivatioa potential was 0.84 V (all po-
tential:. vs. she) yielding a layer thickness of 3 am for both
wltht~ut and witia IL. Thus, the steady state layer thickness

is determined by the applied potential and not by MT. The C
wet'2 vre corrected by a ror~ghneroo factor r =2.

-pY~ ical (7V ie h rmctcctwr anc-
die iasng hreeregons I -decrasig o CII - nearly

feature from the experiments is that the C(V) lines under K'T

are shifted to higher C values in all three regions. Further
featuros are the increased und'cr MT slopes of the M~ott-

Schottky plots in regions I and III. Finally, independent of
MT closer inspection of region II showed instead of constacy
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of C two small however distinguishable C minima. This inte-

resting detail is discussed elsewtiere 1 ,3.

4Discussion: The discussion will be based on the as~wrap-
tions made by 2considering the passive layer as n-type semi-

conductor with Fe 2+ selfinterstitials as donor centers (cf.

however the PIN 2ucinaprahb Following the eva-
luation procedure by the semiconductor data of table 1 ar6

obtained. As can be seen the product DN is enhanced under K.'it

by a factor 2.6. Since D of the iron oxide strongly increases

with increasing Fe 2+content2 , the enhancement of DN can be

due to a change in both N and D. D can be obtained from the

3imple condenser relation applied to region II2, thus we can

calculate N (cf. table 1). Obviously the enhancement of DN is
caused by an increase of D as well as of N by about the same

factor 1.6. Since d~ wao not significantly altered by YLT it

followa that the *increased under 1AT space charge has to be

Li' ored in -I zpacE, oharge layer of the same volume. This can
i. ,drs-heo. azc:,uLn rnw statczi in the gap created by IMT

_.'L~lowLnz fo r mnorP~ charre caivriers tz, be qtored.

ik- favlng in nind tlist our kind of K.' creates fresh surfaces
~;Idt~c'otioxi nd hsta mchanical daaa of senicond,;c-

.0Cr Jsur.aca EM; : uro:duce3 con'tern, for radiationleasc a1CC-

t~o-i~12~raz,2'2oriat.Lon 5 anj further tqat on mecth'-icallv
pclnhe, ii icon uanle3 se- 'finterstitialzs occured", o- nr

creaoci unicr Mr': donor cocenzratica and dielectric con.Stat

are not surprising;ly.

The flathand potential is ahifted under YT only slightly,
nevertheless, the shift direction is in accord with fin~dingsL

7
Fon mechanically strained pasjivated iron corres: ondin7 to
*a change from n- ;o p-type behavi or.

In regionl TTI all experimental C values lie below the
theoretical curves for nondegenerate semiconductor. it 'fol-

low, that no surface states can supposed to be existent even

under '.T, since :iurfOCC States sh1ould cause the experimental

points lyin:, above the calculated lines
Considering the d,2gnracy of thte valence band in region e

!'I, well fitting b. tween experimental and calculate' lines

71'

* .~..* ~ *-*I%
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is achieved for the values given in table 1. Thus, the effec-

tive hole mass is increased under MT by a factor 4, the gap
width is lowered by 0.1 eV, and the degeneracy starts ata

lowered by 0.1 V anodic potential. These latter findings

qualitatively agree with previous results on alteration of

semiconductor properties under energy input8 (for detailed

discussion cf. 1)

Table 1: Semiconductor data of passivated iron under LT

without MT with MT notation

DN/cm 3  4.3.102 1.1.101 D = dielectric constant
D 10.5 16.5 N = donor concentration

N/cm -  4.11019 6.81019 SC= Debye length

dsc/nam 0.9 0.8 VFB flatband potential

VFB/V -0.06 -0.04 V = degeneracy start

Vdcg/V 1. 1.0 potential

E /e7 1.5 1.4 Eg = gap width

Weef f  0.5 .1ef f = effective hole mass
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A PIN JUNCTION MODEL OP THE PASSIVE FILM ON IRON

A. PINKOWSKI, Academy of Sciences of the GDR, Central

Institute of Physical Chemistry, Berlin (GDR)

K. WIESENER, Technical University of Dresden, Department

of Chemistry, Dresden (GDR)

1, Introduction: The capacitance of passivated iron is deter-

mined by the outer ferrite layer of the passive film. Here

only this layer will be considered. Generally, the capacitan-

c, of passivated iron in neutral electrolytes from cathodic

toward anodic biasing first exponentially decreases, then re-

mains nearly potential independent, and finally rises. This

course cculd be described quantitatively about donor exhau-

stion, condenser behavior, and inversion layer contribution.-

This model however, basing on the assumption of ferrite being

an n-type semiconductor, does not account for the spatial

nonstoichiometry within the passive film. Considering the

nonstoichiometry ao doping a heavy doped three layered PIN

junction results consisting of a middle stoichioetric i-type

layer sandwiched by an adjacent to the underlying metal n- r

type layer, and an cuter p-type layer, facing the electrolyte.

In the following we treat first the capacitance potential de-

pendence of a graded PIN junction and consider then in addi-

tion the possibility of degeneracy of the semiconducting pas-

sive film. Such PIN junction structures were already conside-

red for the passive films on Al and Ta, however not for de-
scri.bing the capacitance potential dependence.

2
2. The Model-: in a first step the capacitance is assumed to
be composed by series connection of the capacitances of the

p-, i-, and n-tyoe regions reop. ace, to (I)

-1 - 1 + C-1 + C 1( )
ab.. r) j

,.q
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with C br capacitance of the abrupt PIN junction, and
C =capacitances of the p-, i-, and n-type regions.

Typical of naturally (anodic or thermal) grown oxide films

are rather graded junctions, differing from abrupt junctions

by diffusion regions between the p- and i-type, and the i-
and n-type parts of the junction. Those diffusion regions are
characterized by diffusion capacitances. Therefore, in a se-
cond step two diffusion capacitances of the PI and IN diffu-

sion regions aro taken into account ace. to (2)

C I =C_ + Cd Il + dI1 (2)grad 4 abr -,P CI
with C ra cap-a-zitance of the graded PIN junction, and
CdP d C ~ diffusion capacitances.

*For the calculation 0:' the single capacitances Cp, Cif and

C in (1) the well-kno:-n theoretical capacitance potential
rolation-3 can be an~pliad. For Cd Eq (3) holds

OD D'-K 1/3

wi.:>a D dl&enftri- con;~tant of the semiconductor, Do ne
mttivity of fre, i sace, K =impurity gradient, Vd = diffusion
voltage, and V = electrode potential. Thus, 3uitable choosen

parameters give straighit lines in a C-3 (V) plot2
d

Now tha probability of the onset of degeneracy for the pa-
sivo filza on iron shall be ocosidered. Degeneracy car, be at-

*tained by heavy doping, higb injection rates, carrier genera-
* tion about energy input, and by voltage induced band bending.
*The obtained from Mott-Schottky plots 1or from fitting between

experimental and calculated C(V) lines carrier densities for
passivated iron (about 1o0 CWA3 ) lie above the theoretical
degeneracy concentrations, (&bout 2.5-1 1 cm 3).Nvrhl

* in practice the limit for the onset of degeneracy is about

one order of magnitude higher. For" reasons outlined elsewhere
in detail3 we will consider here oniy the possibility of de-

generacy by volta~e induced band bending. Although on prin-
ciple d.-3generacy can strnrt in accumulation and in inveriion,
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with passive films on iron only degeneracy in accumulation

seems to be likely 3 . Thus, the C(V) lines of the p-, i-, and

n-type layers shall be composed of a degenerate in accumula-

tion branch and a nondegenerate inversion branch. The essen-

tial feature of the present degeneracy approach is the assump-

tion that any deviation (lowering) from exponential C(V) de-

pandence is caused by the onset of degeneracy necessitating

the applicition of the well-known C(V) relation for degene-

rate semiconductorI' '

_.Reults: Tne approach of a graded PIN junction 2 as Nell as
3the degeneracy approach allow quantitativc fitting between

experimental and calculated C(V) lines yielding the semicon-

ductzr data of table 1. Treating the PIN jun.-ctiea as diode

tbe main DC re.utq obtained in the literature 1=nder injection

conditiono ca, cesy be explained. As proof of the degeneracy

approach te tra.nsfe. a~d partition coefficients can be used 3 ,

Table 1: Semicenductor data of the passive film on iron

ref. 2 ref. 3 notation

D -NA . 102 10
/c m - 3  1.0 - Dpi = dielectric con-

D -ni.10' /cW 0.14 - stants of the p-, i, and
21 /cm. 1.5 - n-type regions resp.;

DK*D/ l /cm abu 12 i
28- A,ni,ND = acceptor, in-

D - 10 trinsic and donor density;
mofnp 0.5 Meff(n,p) = effective -

electron and hole mas3es

eStir:,rg, U. nd J.W. Schultze: nor. Bunsenges. physikal.

2 Pinkowski, A.; '_. 2iis. Chaen. (Leipzig) 26r,(1965)2, 340
3 ?irkowjki, A. iaid.., in presi -7V

or..

7]'.



040104 COPPER REMOVAL IN THE
FALLING-FILM CELL '

J. LEGRAN&, J.M. MARRACINO~ and F. COEURET
CNRS/ENSCR -Av. G~n~ral Leclerc 35000 RENNES-BEAULIEU (France)

One interesting field of application of the Falling-Film cell 1 ,2 is the y~
electrolytic recovery of metals from dilute solutions. The inclined plane plate
is the cathode (Figure 1) and the electrolyte is flowing as a film (three
regimes are possiblr) through the small interelectrode distance. The metal
dewusitoed on the plate may be recovered npechanically. The cell could be

.7- particulLrly interesting when precious metals have to be rec;overed adas
w l or th e een -rical conductivity of tne soluti ns is sra, ad ls

Cod-Der as nce!% removed from artificial solutions containing copper ; CuSO,
disca.'e -in pure water, without any addition of supporting electrolyte.

The copp~er concentration is varied between 0.2 and 1 g/l . Thus the Folutio-s
1-iy iiuiato? rinsing bathe, as those existing in the printed circuits industry.
TheV cire soluAtns ;iavim.)Q small c-le: tricil conductivities.

nho exgperintents are mac's at the room. tc-iperature in a cell 1CO crrIong,
21~rw>and %with a t'lted angle of 100. The flow rate is of 33 cm, 3Is. Tne

The copper concentration in the systemn (batch operation) varies with the
time t according to Figure 2 in which Cc is the initial concentration The
ti-, t, is the overall residence time of each fluid element in the electrical
fich.: At a current density of 4,3.10-3 A/cm2 the concentration ;s reduced
from 1 g Cu/1 to 0,0001 gCu/l after a residence time t =5 minutes. In the
sare experiments, the average faradaic yield remains hgher than 40 ~

3More results and details will be given in a further paper , but the con-
clusions of the work can be summarized as follows

-industrial low conducting solutions containing copper at concentrations of
* about some grams per liter may be treated in the Falling-Film-Cell and the
* depletion of copper is very sat-Sfdctory.

-the final :opoer concentration is smaller than the maximum allowable

-the copper is deposited as a thin sheet which is separated from the

c t'noue dftr the experiment.

S! .J.T. do Genie Chimiquc 44606 SATNT-NAZAIRE (France)

++ :.'i vor s id.,d Na c io naI dI ;t or alI Fa c u I t,- d o I n(e n ie r ia Quimic a-
3i' St\NTA i' K erin

%. %~
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-copper has been chosen as a useful and cheep example but many other
industrial cases of metal recovery could be solved using the Falling-Film
Cell (gold, silver, mercury, etc ... ), especially in batch operations.

1 - F. COEURET and J. LEGRAND. Frech Patent n' 81 19115.

2 - F. COEURET and J. LEGRAND, J. Appl. Electrochem., 15, 181 (1985).

3 - J. LEGRAND, J.M. MARRACINO and F. COEURET, submitted for publication.

jiFigur IA

rFigure 1
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EFFICIENCY OF GAS BUBBLE EVOLUTION AT A GAS-EVOLVING ELECTRODE

L.J.J. Janssen, E. Barendrecht and S.j.D. van Stralen

Laboratory for Electrochemistry, Department of Chemistry

Eindhoven University of Technology

P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Bubbles are formed at a gas-evolving electrode which has been studied exten-

sively over the last twenty years. The gaseous product formed by electrolysis

is only partly taken up by bubbles evolved at the electrode on which the gase-

ous product is formed rl,2]. Some experimental results on efficiency of gas
evolution have been published (1,2]. Additional results are given.

The experimental details have been described in [1]. Results for a hydro-

gen and an oxygen evolving nickel electrode (diameter 0.5 mm and height 3 mu)

in I M K011 at 298 K and a solution flow rate of 0.12 m/s are shown in Fig. I.

This figure shows also results Lor a chlorine evolving RuO 2/Pt electrode

*(dIiameter 0.5 mm and height 2 mm) in 4 M NaCI + 0.1 M HCl solution at 298 K

and a solution flow rate of 0.05 m/s and saturated with chlorine gas.

It has been found that for hydrogen-, oxygen- and chlorine-evolving electrodes

the , . of gas uabble evolution is practically independent on tempera-

ture in the temperature range from 310 to 355 K. and decreases linearly with

incr-4s-: g rate of solutior flEGw n th solutiun flow rate smaller than 2 m/s.

To obt.; , the supersaturation c;ncentration. of gas at the electrode surface,

ex;ee.-i,,rts ha- been cacried out to determine the mass transfer coefficient

for l!rrocyanide ions at a oxygen-evolving electrode and the one for ferri-

cyanide ions at a hydrogen-evolving electrode.

Taking into account the mass transfer coefficient k. is proportional to
2/3 1D. where D. is the diffusion coefficient of species i, k for dissol-
i t

ved oxygen can be calculated from k for ferrocyanide ions and k for dissolved

hydrogen can be calculated from k for ferricyanide ions. The quantity of gas

which is not taken up by the bubbles at the electrode surface is transported

to the bulk of solution. The rate of this transport is (1 - f )i InF where

nF is the charge used for the production of 1 mol gas.

Assuming (1 - f )I /nF = k (c0 - cs ) where k is the mass transfer
gg g g g g

coefficient for the dissolved gas, c is the concentration of dissolved

n-,- -'..Z

--.
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gas at the electrode surface and cs is the saturation concentration of

dissolved gas in the bulk of solution at atmospheric pressure.

Since the behaviour of chlorine bubbles is similar to that of oxygen bubbles

in alkaline solution, it is assumed that for both gas-evolving electrodes the

mass transfer coeffich nt for a species i is equal at the same volumetric rate

of gas bubble evolution.

The sup'-'saturation factor S given by (c0 - cS )/c is plotted in Fig. 2

as a function of current density for a hydrogen-, an oxygen- and a chlorine-

evolvirg electrode. The electrolytic conditions are the same as for Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 shows that log S increases linearly with log i for the various gas-

evolving electrodes.

L. i t-, r at.ur e

1. L.J.J. Janssen and E. Bacendcecht, Electoochim. Acta 29, 1207', 1934.

2. L.j.J. Zanssen and E. tdarendrecht, Electrochim. Acta, to be publ;Shed.
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Fig. 2 Supersaituration factor a3 a function of current density for a

hydrogen-, oxygen- and a chlorine-evolving electrode.
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MEASUREMENTS ON MASS TRANSFER AT FIBRE ELECTRODES

D. SCIKAL, J. VAN ERKEL, P.J. VAN DUIN
TNO Division of Technology for Society, Department of Chemistry,
PO Box 217, 2600 AE Delft, The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION
The electrochemical treatment of waste waters containing small amounts of
toxic compounds (e.g. heavy metals, organohalogens) requires the use of ele-
trodes with a high surface-to-volume ratio. For this reason we have chosen
carbon/graphite fibres as the electrode material.
For scaling-up purposes we have studied the mass transfer of various gra-
phite fibre configurations, using the mass-transfer controlled reduction of
potassium hexacyanoferrate (IllI) to -(II) in I M KOI.
For purposes of comparison, we also conducted measurements on single-fibre
electrodes.

EXPE RI MENTAL
For the single fibre experiments, fibres (of about 10 pm diameter) were fix-
ed :n a rawn-out g~ass capillary with epoxy resin. Electrical contact with
the fibre was made via a mercury drop
The multi-fibre cell is shown in hg. 1. The various fibre configurations
(bundles, cl('.h, felt) were clamped in the cell with a strip of platinum con-
nected to the power source. Maximum electrode dimensions weze 2xloxo.5 cm.
For the separator Nation 425 was used.

, All experiments were conducted in a single pass mode.
Cenversicns were cnlculated from the concentration of potassium hexacyanofer-
rate(1I),is determined by potentiometric titration with cerium(IV) sulphate.

Fig. 1 Multi-fibre cell.

S*1* * .... ....• • • .. . .- , °
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the polarization curves obtained in the single-fibre experi-
ments. They exhibit a mass-transfer controlled potential region from about 0
V to -1.6 V vs. SCE. Fluctations in the current at higher velocities are due
to transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the cell (tube Reynolds
number 1000 to 2000). The Sherwood-Reynolds relation calculated from the ex-
periments at velocities up to 0.02 m/s readsi:

Sh = 7.0 ReO *4 2  (0.04< Re< 0.2) (1)
where Sh = kd/D (k mass transfer coefficient, d fibre diameter, D diffusion
coefficient) and Re = vd/v (v velocity, V kinematic viscosity). This rela-
tion agrees with that calculated from heat traesfer on wires 2 (Chilton-
Colburn analogy for heat and mass transfer), and also with a Sh-Re relation
calculated from measurements by Bek and Zamyatin3 on a single fibre in a
non-conducting felt.

-7

.,. I

, / .

-- ,- .,". ,<: .

Fig. 2 Polarization curves of a single fibre electrode at different flow
velocities (10- 3  K 3Fe(CN) 6 in I M KOHl, L = 0.5 cm).

S5ome polarization curves of a bundle of 200,000 fibres use in flow-by mode
". .e given in Fig. 3. Although at high flow rates the current is not truly

constant, the figure reveals that most of the electrode is operating under
limiting current conditions. By comparing the results for the various fibre

. configurations with those calculated from the relation for a single fibre,
one arrives at the utilization factor q. In our case q is defined as the
ratio of kS found experimentally for the configuration investigated to kS

[ calculated from eq. 1, it being assumed that all fibres take part in the
reaction (S is the surface-to-volume ratio of the electrode). Values of q
are listed in Table 1, which shows that, (as might be expected) the total
:;,,rface ara of a felt is available for the electrochemical reaction, whereas
in bundles and cloth (in the flow-by mode) only a relatively small part of
the surface area is utilized. This loss of efficiency is due to channelling
eff.octs and/or to masking of part of the electrode sureface.
-'Metea of improving the efficiency, particulary that of bundle electrodes

'r, a flG--by mod'., are bej ri fiirth-r investigated., hec iuuse "feso <an be ex-
,c',cd t be uitarb I e for treatiog particle- >ioeli wacce stream without
he('o!n' rg cl-..'Fed

.-....

__.-..,,',e..'.....,,r .. :-, . - # ,.-...-> .. ,.....:..., .... ,........................-_-........., ..- '....
3, •
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-10 auri , A

Fig. 3 P'olarization curves for a bundle of 200,000 fibres at different
velocities (10-2 M K 3Fe(CN) 6 in I M KOH, L =8.3 cm).

Table I Utilization factors for various electrode geometries at 0.05 rn/s.

Conifiguration Number or Specific sur- Porosity ri

quantity of fibres face area (m-1) (A%) M7.

fla--ll10,000 2,00 99.5 8.0
bnls50,000 12,600 98 1.6

200,000 50,400 90 0.6
500,000 126,000 75 0.6

Coh7 layers 82,500 83 0.9

Felt 1 layer 11,300 96 90

REFE RE NCE S
1 . Schmal D. , Van Erkel . Van Duin P.J. , J. Appi. Electr. , Submitted for
publication.
2. Jacob N., Heat Transfr, Johl. W.iley and Sons, INeYok 162
3. Bek N.I., Zamyat-,r. t..P., Soy. Electr. 14(1978)8, 1034-1039.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL DETOXIFICATION OF AQUEOUS WASTE SOLUTIONS.

J. VAN ERKEL, D. SCHMAL, P.J. VAN DUIN.
TNO Division of Technology for Society, Department of rheraistry,
PO Box 217, 2600 AF Delft, The Netherlands.

INTRODUCTION
The chemical process industry produces large amounts of waste waters contai-
ning toxic or non-biodegradable organic compounds (e.g. halogenated orga-
nics). For the removal of these undesirable substances, electrochemical
treatment may be feasible.
One advantage of electrolysis over other methods of chemical treatment is

" that additional chemicals are not normally required. Electrolysis with elec-
trodes of a large specific area such as those composed of very thin fibres,
can reduce the concentration of toxic compounds to a very low level.

We have studied the method using the cathodic dehalogenation of pentachloro-
phenol (PCP) in aqueous solution as a model reaction. PCP has been chosen
because it is a representative constituent of the type of waste waters in
question, and because it has strong carbon-chlorine bonds and a relatively
good solubility in (alkaline) aqueous solutions.

EXPERIMENTAL PART
The experiments were conducted in a batch-type recycle mode with aqueous so-
lutions of 50 ppa of PCP in 0.1 M sodium sulphate / 0.1 N sodium hydroxide.
'igure I snous a diagram of the electrochemical reactor. The cathode consis-
ted of 240,000 carbon fibres with a diameter of about 7pm, clamped in the
reactor with z platinum strip connected to a power-source. Th± dimensions of
the cathode compartment were 2x10x0.5 cm. A Nafion 425 membrane was used as
I seperator. An aqueous solution of 0. 1 M sodiun sulphate was circulated
through the anode compartment, which was equipped with a PL-gauze electrode.
The experiments were performed under oalvanost3tic (oidiinns (10 A). The
.uperfic'a flow velocity in the cathode c=npart._ent was 0.! m.'s.

iig. I Electrochemical reactor

% ,

.. .... F.g...Eectrchei.. reac.tor: ...... -"v~. .' .. ..

I ,, , . .,. ' .,
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Concentrations of the phenols were determined by high pressure liquid chro-
matography (lIPLC). Cloride concentrations were determined by potentiometric
titration with silver nitrate with a Metrobm 636 Titroprocessor and a silver
indicator electrode.
Aquatic toxicity was deter-mined by an instrumental method based on the bio-
luminescence of certain bacteria (ticrotox method, Beckman). The toxicity
was expressed as an EC 50 value, representing the concentration of neutra-
lized electrolyte causing 50% reduction of light emission.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrolysis of 1 litre of 50 ppm PCP solution caused the PCP concentration
to decrease as shown in Fig. 2.

"%a vi;, d of 01 iu!, pc" r !,, P mclk-: ch- in, e ee

/

ig -. 2 Decay of PCP Pind v. eld of Cl .io ,, po-_ PP e] .. 'Io dtrin clectro-I "1, :ol'<;t 1 ]it,7e of 50 ppm P'r, solution i0

4 ,After 3 r..inuto!, of electrolysis th.-: i-CP (1 -.entration was helow the detfc-
ti-i lilait (if 0.5 ppm. Loncurrently, ti, c. lc contelit of the soluaz.cr
.,SiO ei thjt five chlor-nr .,toms per moi.'cc, of PFi_' , ;er. - - raovc . 71e

current cfficcenc-; for co:'pleto dehaiugena'Licr, wes A% A,.in sn.il quinti.-
ties of coc.tain, surfce active af;n.s, improves the erfici c:-cyl.
During electrolysis the toxicity of the solution fell fro an iit al ILC 50

2% to a final 40%, indicating alsiost complete detoxitie-tion.

A .n experimeut with t,.o litres of the test soluttioi ws pr cimoed for the
purpose of t'termining the in crmedietie an.: produ~t~s) f~rmed. FPguie 3

T, sh.s the formation ard dec-y ,,f tetra-, oin-, !t- and r'.aochlorophenols,
rifn.Ally rerlulting in the forsnat.oo of titcfnci and, possibly, nonoch.isro-
pino'.s. The experiment ;hows that the total molar Loncentration of the

ph, nl.s remali-, const.int in time.
.=xpPriments with otler org. noL:31ogens and indiuetr.,A waste waters are in
'.rcgles

iV

......,' 4..

e?, ;"f f.i
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j X 63 90 Ix0 So
-- 2 of tiefomyss Im,fll

4'Fig. 3 Mole fraction of the phenols during electrolysis of 2 1 of 50 ppm
PCP solution (10 A)
1. PCP
2. tetrachioraphenols
3. trichiorophenols
4. dichlorophenols
5. monochlorophenois
6. phenol

REFERENCES1. European Patent No. 0052907 (1980, TNO).

7,q.. -=.wt...
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ESTIMATION OF MASS TRANSFER RATE FOR A PACKED BED
COPPER CEMENTATION SYSTEM

FLORA BRAVO de NAI!UI * and A.A. WRAGG
Dept. of Chemical Engineering, University of Exeter,

Exeter, EX4 4QF (England)

iNTPODUCTI ON

Hydroiietaliurgical prccesse, for recovering metals are gaining
an increasing importance in the non-ferrous metals industry lar-
gely due to environmental constraints on sulphur dioxide emissions
and the depletion of high grade ore deposits. One of the most
ancient, vet most effective, hydrometallurgical process for the re-
covery of dissolved metal valaes from aqueouz solution is cementa-
Si pn.

"itncugh there 1-ave been many previous stud]:s of cementation
kinetics and thermodynamics, most of these have been carried out
unaer unsatisfactory hydrodynamic and geometric conditions so that
the results given cannot be interpreted easily and cannot be
scaled up to a practical size. In the present work a packed bed
geometry has been used to estimate the mass transfer rate under
different flow rates. The apparatus and some early results have
been the sub3ect of a previous publication 1, which particularly
described the effect of pH on experimental performance.

.XER4kdTkL PROCEDURE

The solution used in this study was of copper sulphate and
sui:huric acid, the characteristics of which are given in Table I. 4

Table I - Solution characteristics

Copper Concentration = 1080 ppm
Initial pH = 3.02
Density, I 998.2 k3 m-
Kinematic Viscosity, v = 1.0038 x 10- 6 m2s- I
Diffusion Coefficient, D = 7.3 x 10- 10 m 2s- I

Schmidt Number, Sc -- 1375

The uxperimonts were :arr ed out at r,m -irpertre (23CC)
and at cnstant initial ph. Seven d.:.fcrent t.ow rates were
c scen and all otrer cxperz;,,ental p-rapncLtrs were kept constant.
The experiments reported here ware cu.rr;ed out .;ith hatch recar-
culation of the solution. The bed al:uth and mean particle dialieter
Dt i the iron 7:articles were 9 Cm nd 3.35 .in respectively and the
volume of so ution usud in e- ch ex'par)ment wam 16 'm Concentra-
tins ;t Cu +4 and Fe .is u monitored by namp.iri from the re-

I ±Per.unent .N¢'rs. ivor.; id ', Icr.. A Puraina, Dc)ap irtt nto de Mji-a-s.o

C ~cJ~~x. Ca~Lv (rar~ie, Prasil.

..L. ' .o. -. o~.~ . * > __



4 servcoir and determining by atomic absorption spectrophotometry.
The pH value of 3.02 was selected in order to give minimum iron
co:nswmption and produce good quality copper powder 2.

RESULTS

A set of concentration-time curves for the copper deposition
and iron dissolution at different flow rates is shown as Figures
I and 2. Evidently, the depletion of Cu++ ions becomes more
rapid with higher recirculation rate, Q, over most of the tested
rancje. Flow rates of 1 to 7 drn3/min were used although it was
cv-dent that at 7 din3/min the bed was fluidised and as a conse-
quen~ce the cementation performance decreased as observed in Fig. 1.

?hsis due to a complex interaction between volumetric flow rate,
4ncreased exposed surface area, change of hydrodynamic regime and
associated change in mass transfer behaviour. Fig. 2 shows the
a.~ournt of iron consumption under the same conditions described
aLcve.

AXn approximate model, assuming mass transfer control and plug
flow tb1-.roughout the bed, which predicts an exponential relation-
snip for the decrease of the concentration with time was used to
estimate the overall mass transfer coefficient and is given by

oxoet 'o (:- xp(l

7t is important to n~ote that k values wore b.ased cnl- on
th xpnnta portions of the corcnrto-t;ecr-;

Tr.o specific surfaca -rua of the iron sphpr(es, awas C' _.u-
an~dor the basis oLf ,ot ) r'ne pa:ticles beirnq smooth and shirical

~/>e;'r,: COS~j~C bservaticns;-'. indicatc-d that :4ition (2)
rcposetscnly a ve,-ry rouqh approximation in view of tho irregu-

.--r form and ti-, surtace roughness of the iron, spheres so that
the effective surface- area h ecomes greater than that assumed in
the mdl.Tne mas ransfer -coefficient calculated vith this
:.ce Iwj. incorporited into an cmpirical correlatior c'fr tne form

Sh = 2.55 Re~ Sc! (3)

for 37 < Re 550 and Sc =1375

w- reits higher than o-ther literature for uass
trnser.n packued bedis. Fig. 3 Shows the variaiLion in DhISc

with. Re. Finally, Fig. 4 shows the presc- t resi- together with
-.r correlzations of the authors indicated 3,4. mass trans-

r (ceffici'ent (here expressed as Ji 5 ) is almost four Cimos
~~cthan wou..ld be expected for- sphericzal particles t... di-

nti thle combined! effect c'ePaie surface area and micro-
~~~~~~~~~ -' ~ ec r~ t o u to the*)wingj copper deposit on tho

0 uAr slh-pcd pair-icles SM'rs of tne Lsurfaces have dromon-
~~tu1e ti ~dyad Icnaritic nature of the copper doposit.

r hmass transfe.r ccefficitont.- are also consistent with t he
A", L~iridings of Ku;o e~al w,-,. al!;(- use.d a packed bed system.

i-4
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A PARAMETRIC STUDY OF COPPER DEPOSITION IN
A CIRCULATING BEL ELECTR'DE

G. !h"JI-1'ALO iINO and -. A. WF<AG0
Dept. of Chemical Enginearing, :n;.iversity of E:x te;-,

Exeter, EX4 4QF (England j

INTRODUCTION

One of the drawbacks of using a uniforrmly fluidised bed
electrode for metal winning arises from the fact that on
running the cell over long periods, metal will accumulate on
the feeder electrode. This can be avoided by tilting the cell
away from the vertical and producing what is known as a circu-
lating bed In this work some results for a circulating bed
cei_ c-arrying out copper deposition are presented.

SXP.IRIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Experiments have been carried out using a cell of rectangu-
lar geometry and of the 'side-by-side' type; that is, the cur-
r-ant flow is perpendicular to the direction of electrolyte flow.
Most of the experiments were carried out with a cathode compart-
ment width of 0.02 m in the current flow direction and this was
saparated from the anode compartment by an anionic semi-permeable
:..:ibrane (Lorac ty-0c MA 3475) supl.orted by a sheet of Vycn F. po-

rota uc diaphraqm. The feeder electrode was a copper plate,
0.05 m wide and 0.3 r: high in contact with Lt wall of the,
cathode chamber, the counter electrode was a sheet of lead placcd
.n the anode chamber. The bed material consisted of copper par-

tibies, classified into mean diameters of 0.25, 0.38, 0.50, 0.65
nd ,9.77 n-rM. Tha cell was !ountcd in such a w,,y that it could

b n,-I ined to the vertica- and the .nc in.tlon ,r; 3dj'ste,
re.:n 0°  ard 3C

T he ceil wa operated at. constant _1Ictr'd: I ot,-'m-i s1.1g
a rotentiostat (Thompson Ele croche Ltd type .,Q: .t t L -7A

j , .,he current was rnteasured by a shunt resistance attu!cheu across a
cigital voltmeter (Solal-tron 7055). Controllea elcctrode poten-
tiaLs 'E) were measured between the input or the cathodic current
ar.a 3 : ercurv/mercu-.ou sulphate reference electrode.

As electrolyte a solution of copper sulpnate (200 ppfl,, was
used with addition of sulphuric acid (1.5 *,I) ssup CortinL ! ec-
Lroiyte. All experiments were performed in a batchwise mrlnner,
the electrolyte being continuously recirculated through the cell.
Current efficiency data for copper deposition were obtained by
monitoring the reservoir catholyte copper concentration using
A.A. Spec trophotome try and the amount of clectricity passed
dring the cours2 of a run.

• " * P r ~c-et address: puPrtim-nto de Fkgenhgria Quinica, Universidade Ft-dcral

da Paraiba, Czc-pin± Grande, !!rauil.
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RESULTS

The gradual depletion of the instantaneous copper concentra-
tion Ct with time for six values of the working potential E and
for identical hydrodynamic (Q = 4.08 x 10-sm s - 1 ) and geometric con-
ditions is shcwn in Fig. 1. It is noted that increasingly cathode
potentials increase the speed of copper deposition up to - 0.95V,
beyond which the rate of deposition does not change significantly.
Fiq. 2 shows trends in current efficiency over a range of cathode
potentials. Current efficiency is seen to pass through a maximum
anl then decline with increasingly cathodic potential. This is
arqely due to the increasing proportion of current being con-
sunuo cv the hydrogen evolution secondary r:eaction, which becomes
'tore prominent at large cathode polarizations. The influence of
,i rotlation rate of the electrolyte in the cathodic compartment
:s shown in Fig. 3 for a fixed potential, E = - 0.951, and total
:articie surface area Ap. The effect of the flow rate variation

t-.,:t! r te of copper de let, o jc; small .. nd n, t d cscernably s ys-
- tti C tyhi i discussed in tore dtail .,nIhece ', Finally,

F . 4 shows the variation of conoentr.tn with t'.ie foz fo r
vau 0es of ceil inclination angle and e -tua! hydrzdyrc,',,ic ard

:- c conditJor . This clearly shows a dec'aase in ro r-at:
4c f depletion ci concentratica as the an.j . incrcaset, there h, ni

7r;i otp irain value for a ci rcu , t hi.,! In the r:'xa 50 -. 15 .

.- * ' 5ijs~ upport by Consel N : c:..tv.al Jo Le... 0,IVImC.nt . i.,<-If .(cs p

ncrcoico (C1&t) , JaCo, is cae ,knci:d.,
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1 . Goouridge F. and Vance C.J., Liectrochin. Act-i, 22, 1073- *076,
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HYDRODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION OF FARADAIC YIELDS IN THE CHLORATE
CELL PROCESS

M. SPASOJEVIC' ), R. STEVANOVIC 2 ), N. KRSTAJIC 3 ) and M.M. JAK IC4 )O

University of Belgrade, Yugoslavia

1) Faculy of Agriculture, ,atak
2) Institute "Boris Kidri&", Belgrade
3) Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy, Belgrade
4) Faculty of Agriculture, Belgrade

A theoretical approach to the hydrodynamic optimization of current yields

in tne chlorate cell process has been obtained by the consequent mathematical

analysis of Faradaic balance and mass transfer of electroactive species within

the anodic diffusion layer. For a rather "stagnant diffusion layer" it leads

to a transcendental equation for the current efficiency I (t1 )

-D 2CoF(1

t 1  Z "(I

3 i tgh(vk l / 1 6)

where i is the current density, kI - rate constant for chlorine hydrolysis,

- the diflusion layer thickness, C - available chlorine bulk concentration,

D and L - diffusion constants for elemental and total a"ailable chlorine,

reF e:tively. rowever, diffu-ion and hydrolysis of elerontal cllorine, as well

"s i"ffision m-.,ss transport of vai.bi.2 chlorine could .al~r c escrLbeZ by-

the Dunckiwerts mcdel 2 ' 3 of "surf -,': er g. , wIicn 8SI;,.eS t!Iat element of I

-iqj are br;.aght in contact witn gas by t-r)u ent mixing witni the diffusion

Slayer. The model implies such a gas diffusion tirougn Iiquic elements", whic¢,

* 4-.s ransport can be described by the equution for nonsteady state diffusion,

e,-: ccntinuous renewal of liquid elements at the interface with gos phase. The

probability of renewal of liquid elements with fresh liquid does not depend on

its time contact with gas. At the steady state the fraction of surface being

in contact with gas within the element of time (i) between T and T + d- is

supoosed to be S-exp(-ST), wnere S - means the fraction of surface replaced by

fresh liquid in the unit time. If C(x,i) represents gas content at distance x

frcm the li-muid surface at time i after the beginning of their mutual contact,

the average gas concentration at the same space coordinate follows from inte-

, . . ' o -o . . °'. . o . ° ° ' %
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gration for all elements of the surface:

C(x) = S f C(x,T)e dt (2)
0

that in mathematical interpretation means the application of Laplace-Karson

transformation for the function C(x,T).

The equation for nonsteady state diffusion describes the diffusion accom-

panied by hydrolysis for elemental- and available- chlorine, respectively:

C_ D I  - k1C(3T ax2 (3)

and
lac C2 2 C2

0 D T + k C (4)

Application of Laplace-Karson transforms upon Equations (3) and (4) with the

boundary conditions:

a) for elemental chlorine (C1 )

at T = 0, C1  0 (5)
" d 1  it1

x 0, -D 1 T F (6)

x-- , C1 - 0 0 (7)

b) for available chlorine (C2)

at C = 0, C2 = C0 for x > 0 (8)

" 0, C2 = 0 for x 0 (9)
0, C2 = C0 for x - (10)

leads to the new mass transport relations:

a) for elenx-ital chlorine

d2

Di _ (k1 + S) C1 = 0 (11)
dx2

with interchanged boundary conditions

at x = 6, L1  0 (12)

dC1 itn
x=O, -D1  1 : (13)dx 2F

and b) for available chlorine

°o°-* .*t . '* - * -,
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d 22 S C2 k (14)

dx 22 2

for x - ', 2= C>, (15)

at x 0 0, 2 = 0 (16)

where C, :nc C2 are defined by Equation (2). Simultaneous solution of Equa-

ticis (11, aria (14) leads to the concentration profile of available chlorine

within tne diffusion layer, while the relation

(1-t1 )i dC2  (17)
= D 2  (17

F D2  x !x=0

.gires .ne currert efficiency for chlorate cells

t D (18)
3 1 1

V 1(kl/D1 )62

where S = DI/2 , and which fairly well describes faradaic yields and agrees

with formerly obtained I similar relationship (Equation (1)). However, at hig-

:,I-".r ersilies i > 10 A 6m 2 ), that are characteristic fhr mod;r,

trend in cnlorate cells design, rather large fraction of chlorine escdpes

nycr' y 4nir tne diffusion layer. Thus, to assess the real current yields,

one nas to consider and encompass the total mass balance of availaole chlorine

i,i nfe entire volume of electrolyte . Then tne everts at the anode surface

d:Scried .,' Ecuaticn ('8] , ooear incorporated in the whole mass balace for

th- entire producing system.

,E FE; ENCE

1 .M. JaK~ic, Electrochim. Acta, 21, 1127 (1976)

?. . . arckwerts, d. Eng. Chem., 43, 1460 (1951)

.4. 'intckwerts, Cas-Liquid Reactions, McGra%, Hill, New York, 1970

S ojsar, V. Cezner, V. Mejta, M.M. Jaksid, C.M. Ladnjevac, M.D. Spasoje-
vi and N.V. Krstajid, Hydrodynamic Optimization of Energy in the Chlorate
Cell Process, pape presented at 35. ISE-Meeting, Berkeley, 1984
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BATCH RECIRCULATING THREE-DIMENSIONAL

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL: OPERATIONAL MODES AND

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

V. D. STANKOVI6

Department of Metallurgy, Technical raculty Bor

University of Belgrade; 19210 Bor (Yugoslavia)

Many papers, published or Oresented on meetings, in the last

decade, have been dedicated to three-dimensional electrode cell.

This electrode has been object of considerable academic and

some industrial interest.

In present article, the behaviour of a batch recirculating

three-dimensional eloctrochemical cell has been analysed using

a sizple model.. This model. consists of depletion of metal ions

from diluted solutions in a three-dimensional electrode under

mass transfer contrnled reaction.

Daring removal of ions, not only concentration depends on

time but also limiting current density, current efficiency, cell

voltage, specific energy consumption and the other relative

characteristics of the cell which determine possibilities of

every electrochemical reactor per se.

in concrete analysis of a three-dimensional electrode cell,

the reaction of electrodeposition of copper ions from acidic

coppersulphate solution has been used in such a concentration

which ensure diffusion controlled process. Sulphuric acid ser-

ved as a supporting electrolyte. Bed of copper particles in

contact with the current feeder is acted as a three-dimensional

cathode. On the counter electrode, reaction of oxygen evolution

oc-ured. Cathodic and anodic compartments were separated by dia-

phragme which served to prevent oxygen passing through diaphra-

6gme into cathodic space and to prevent short circuit between

anode an,! the bed of particles.

-luz flow Londitions are assumed in the cathodic compartment

of the cell and the reservoir is conside.ed as a peifectly sti-

.% :.... " -: . ..- : %.. . .. t.,., h -. % - - % % " " " A"
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rred tank1 . All hydrodynamical conditions are assumed to be

constant during electrowinning process. The analysis has been
made for the cases of constant operating current and constant

potential of the three-dimensional cathode.

For~ the case of constant operating current the value of

Which is below the initial limiting current for the given conce-
K.ntration and hydrodynamical conditions, i. e. I u.(I(Cfo

t = 0; pr-ocess of metall winning passes through two periods
1'2.

During the first period, when the operiting cureti eo
the limiting one ( I< IL(t) ), cell productivity is bnlo.' its
maximur- possible. Current efficiency is on en. high -alue acxl in-

4AdeDerndant of time. %uoncentration. of rc.ctLnc, ions io:'~~ ith
tim~e as well as limiting cuirrent does, TIhe second pei.iod & T
when operating current reachs the value of' limiting current for
a t_,iven conditions. Parallel reaction of hydrogen evolution

starts up and operating current may be expressed by equation.3

I (t) + I (t) for t ~t

in this period of the process winning, current efficiency clecrea-

ses with time, cell voltage increases slowly, concentration of

ions depletee following an exponential function, and specific

ey'R consumption Increases. Roaquired time to reach a certain
extraction degree depends on the ratio I/IL(O). In the second
part of the process, current efficiency decreases with time,

cell voltage increases ao well as energy consumption.

ror the potentiostatic mode of operation, with decrcesing

olf raactinw ions decreases operating current c-nd cell voitage.

>, rrent ef fici4ency remains or. a higrh value ( (;lose to unit )
'oi- almost whole time oi' depletion of reacting ions, because

rea(stion of hlirogen evolution is vodit

Fnezgy _-on,:numtion is lower than in the first. case, but
reur1 .7 to rc-ach a sivcn value-, of :7etal winnin~g is much

i n ',,),h c.3F3 jA-ufinnin, erl'g7 Wn3_ foZ t;%,- A'd.'.

~ cw~ .-~:n eue.Sy endeac f'or the ce~ohmclrofi'3

".nalysi3 has showed tlhat potentiostatic operational ", cde
6. cf rnetnL winning, using the three-dimensional. electrode cell,

% ~ ' %
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is more attractive in a view of saving energy but rate of

the process decreases with time. An optimisation was derived
for both analysed modes of operation.

Used symbols

I - Operating current /A/

IL(o), -L(t) - Initial and instantaneous limiting current res-

pectively /A/

IH(t) - Current spended for hydrogen evolution reaction /A/

t, t- - time and critical time at which operating current

is equal to the limiting current

Re ferences

2..iL. . 'ustoe and. A. A. Wrage; J. Appl. Elentrocbem., 1 (198.,
. V. D. otan!ovic and A. A. W-agg; T. Anpl. .lectrozhem,

. koi an A.A.)
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ELECTROCHEMICAL DETERMINATION OF AXIAL DISPERSION IN FIXED
BEDS OF FLAT PLATES BY THE RTD METHOD

J. COMITI and J. LEGRAND
I.U.T., D~partement Ginie Chimique, B.P. 420, 44606 SAINT-NAZAIRE (FRANCE)

The problem of longitudinal mixing in packed beds, using
both gases and liquids as the fluid media, has been largely studied
during the last thirty years. The mixing phenomenon is important because
of its influence on the performance of packed bed reactors, mixers and
extractors. The aim of most of these worksl was to determine the axial
dispersion of fluid flowing through isotropic fixed beds, constituted
principally by spherical particles and Rashig rings. The present work
concerns the study of the liquid flow through beds of flat plates, which
are anisotropic media. The axial dispersion coefficients are determined
by 'olarograohiC method

2

The experimental apparatus (Fig.l) consists of a packed
column (internal diameter 0c = 6.0 cm and length 55 cm), a tank, a constant
level reservoir and a pump. The polarographic liquid is a solution of
0.001 M potassium ferricyanide, 0.013 M potassium ferrocyanide and
I M sodium hydroxyde. The tracer (solution of potassium ferricyanide)
is detected by a polarograonic method (reduction of the ferricyanide
ions) at two identical cathodes located in the fixed bed (Fig.l) ; the
anode is a knit of nickel wire.

When the tracer is injected uniformly over the cross-section
of the oed of non-porous particles so that there are no radial concentration
gradients, its concentration C is given as a function of time t and
axial position x by (dispersed plug flow model)

aC aC *'C
- u7 = Dax-,(

Where u is the mean axial interstitial velocity and Dax
is the axial dispersion coefficient (assumed constant). The transfer
function of the bed of L length (here, L = 15 cm) is given by3

f(t) Px Nd (2)2ts 4 tN 1
L ts

Where ts L is the mean residence tiro and Nd Dax the

mass dispersion rumoer. UThe two parameters Es and Nd , characerizing
the flow through the packed bed, are determined by the "Curve Fitting
in the Time Domain" method 3 . The experimental curves Cin and Cout obtained
at the two cathodes (Fig.l) are expressed by Fourier series. From the
transfer function f(t) and Cin (t), we can calculate the response signal

g 4 ~i gil, A

S 51 S-u. q . %% ~ %
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CcalC (t) by a convolution integral. The computed response signal Ccalc is
compared with the measured signal Cout in the form of a criterion E

IT( Cu calc
: Gout - Gout dt

,2T C2ut dt (3)
6 0

The parameters ts and Nd (or Dax) are determined when E 4s minimum (<5%).

Figure 2 gives the evolution of the dimensionless diffusivity

ratio _ (v is the kinematic viscosity) with the Reynolds number,

.efined by Re - , where dh  - is the hydraulic
, 41 C  +a ( ,

diameter.For the flat plates (a, 48 cm-';c = 0.47), the data can be corre-

lated by tne equation

17.73 Re (4)

For the spherical particles (c 0.4 ; dh  dp), the data
are well represented by the correlation obtained by MALL et a14  The
comparison between the two types of beds shows that the dispersion coeffi-
cients are w-re important (a factor of 10) in the bed of flat plates.

uodh mIn figure 3, we give a plot of Peclet number Pe a versus

Re .ZAd (u o = superficial velocity) for fixed beds data of many authors

rEported by CHUNG and WEN l . The data obtained with the bed of glass
beads are in keeping with the data of the literature. It c,,n be noted,
:s in Figure 2, tat the axial dispersion is greater with the bed of
fiat plates, compared with all other beds (constituted by spneres, Rashig
rings, saddles, pellets). This result is importart, and an explanation
ciin lie in the aniso~rcpy of the bed of flat plates.

CFE;ENCES

I - S.F. CHUNG and C.Y. YEN, A.i.Ch.EJ., ,2. 857 (1966&'

2 2- m FLEiSCHMAN, J. GHOROGHCHIANi and R .E.W. JANSSON, 1. Ppl . Elect.,9, 437 (1979)
.... , ,3 - '4.,"AKAO and S. KAGUE1. Feit anu M ass Transfer irl P.17K .d beds, Gcrdon 3r.d

5reach Science PutIis,.e.s, 1982.
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Tracer- .1
C11) coutFIGURE 1

Flow and electric circuit.

REF A.E WE,

FIGURE 2
0.88Experimental var-iation of

j D 7.R the diffusivity ratio

with Reynolds number

for fixed beds of flat
Spheresldpz 5rn M) plates and glass beads.

iatter MALL)

spheres (p=SMrn) Pe Q2Q1Re
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Comparison of
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTOR WITH PARTIALLY IMMERSED

ROTATING HORIZONTAL CYLINDER

A. Megtrovi6-Markovinovi6, Dj. Mati6

Institute of Electrochemistry, Faculty of Technology,

University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia

This work is a continuation of investiations on horizontal

rotating cylinder 1 ' 2 " . Mass transfcr to a partall.y immersed

rotating horizontal cylinder was investigated. Measurements were

performed by ob.serving the cathodic reduction of ferricyanide

ion in a solution 1 x 10-2 rol dm- 3 ferri-ferro-cyanide in 0,5

rol d. - 3 KOH. Carbon paste electrode served as working electro-

de, and measurements were taken for different de rees of the cy-
inder immersion (2/3; 1/2; 1/5; 1/6) with in the rotation rate

a.range v = 0,2 - 6,5 cm s -1 .

Regular oscillations of limiting currents which appear already

at low rotation rates of the partially imersed horizontal cy-

linder were studied. It is found that the regularity of oscilla-

tions is influenced neither by a degree of immersion nor by the

rotation rate of the cylinder. However micro deffects like non-

uniforcity of the carbon-paste electrode surface causn signifi-

cant changes in limiting currents during the act of immersioLing

the cylinder. This was confirmed by intentional controled pro-
duction of surface deffects. Thus it is posible to draw a con-

cl ion that reg:ular oscillations of limiting curzents are

caused by irregularities of the carbon-paste eleotiode surface.

Cn the basis of the results obtained, mass transfer to a

partially immersed cylinder under the condition of forea con-

vection can be discribed in the same way as the case of flat
piazc in free stream( 3 ). All experimental results fit to equa-

Sh (2/W ) Re1 /2 Sc1/2
x

i i.. .s%.~:.~I..
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for the mass transfer on flat plate with uniform velocity,

figure 1.

it is interes~tnz to observe that the limiti-- current density
increase witn decrease of irrmersion denTrec. This offer one more
possibility to run production capacity of such reactor type.
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POTENTIAL AND CURRENT DISTRIBUTION IN A FLUIDIZED BED ELECTRODE

G. VALENTIN and A. STORCK

Laboratoire des Sciences du Gdnie Chimique - CNRS-ENSIC
1, rue Grandville - 54042 NANCY Cedex, France

The present work reports an experimental investigation of copper
deposition in a laboratory scale fluidized bed electrode and attemps to
describe the macroscopic behaviour of the electrode, taking into account
the experimental conditions : bed porosity, operating current intensity,
mass transfer rates, solution conductivity and equivalent electrical conduc-

tibility of the bed particles.

Ficure I illustrates the cell configuration and the potential mea-
surements within the bed using a microcomputer. Such a device allows the
local time variations of the solution potential Os and the metal potential

Sb of a fixed particle at a sane location to De deduced. For a given bed
porosity (c = 0.55) and current intensity (I - 2.5 A), figure 2 presents an
example of such variations, showing clearly that b varies between two le-
vels : one corresponding to the thermodynamic equilibrium and the other to
a potential very close to the feeder potential. The communication will dis-
cu . The effect of most important parameters on the potential and over-

potential profiles inside the bed.

Farti.ermore, theoretical analyses of the characteristics of the
particulate electrode will be presented with combinations of the general

equation of electrode reaction and the operating fluidization parameters.

.he model is based on the one dimensional two-phase approximation of the
porous electrodel(with the equivalent electrical resistivities Pm for me-
tal and ps for solution).

For a single electrode cathodic reaction (involving ve Faradays),
the main equations governing the overpotential and potential distributions
are

- the charge balance equation

d2 E (om + ps).a.idx2"

associated with the electrochemical reaction rate given by the Butler- I

Voimer equation 2including mass transfer lJmitations.

- the mass balance equation for the reacting species :
'x

Ve.F. -.(Co C(x)) =- , a.i.dx
Jo

(Concentration change along the electrode may. therefore be taken into

consideration).

by computer zroatzment of the previous equaition; with arpropridte
boundary conditions, the spatia. distrihutions of E and also ., and s

(potetiol o the -,etal and solution respectively) aro deduced assur.ing
tL t r.c fa.rad-i.. yield is 100 %. Comparisrn butweea ihi. exr, rimental and
cal's'lated profii,_s o f allows the unknown modeL paI'mr-tcr *xr to be on-
tained. For c,pper removal from a sulphuric acid soluivn within a fluidi-
zt-d 5ed eiectrole (particie diameter 670 Pm ; derit : 8.9 g/cm 3 )

-" 7'W
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operated at different current intensities I, there is a good agreement as

shown by the results of figure 3 (best fit obtained for pm 1.i0- 3 Q.m).
For the same conditions figure 4 gives the variations of the current distri-
bution is largely non uniform and an important fraction of the bed operates
near the thermodynamic equilibrium (where i , 0). More over an increase of
the fluid velocity or bed porosity and consequently of the metal resistivi-
ty )m results in the appearance of a second electrochemically active zone
at the down part near the current feeder. Finally, the comparison between
calculated and experimental overpotential distributions (taking also into
account the tire variLtion of Ob mentioned in figure 2) is reported in fi-
igures 5 and 6 : in bot. cases (I is different), the agreement is excel-
Ln- if :ne contiders the upper part of the experimental range of varia-

tions. The existence of packed bed clusters already mentioned in the lite-
rature'seems therefore to be clearly demonstrated.

From these results, it appears that the advantage of avoiding the
clogging of paticles during the treatment of metal-bearing industrial
effluent is counterbalanced by a bad current distribution (or selectivity).
Due tc, this, the electrochemical fluidized bed technology is loosing its
interest.

NOMENCLAiLRE
specific surface area

C : inlet copper concentration
C(x): local bulk copper concentration
E =m - s : electrode potential
i local current density
j :fluid velocity
x axial coordinate along the bed
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M ASS TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT IN EMULSION SYSTEMS

C. FURIET, G. VALENTIN and A. STORCK

Laboratoire des Sciences du Genie Chimique
CNJRS-ENSIC, 1 rue GrandviLLe
54042 NANCY CEDEX (FRANCE)

ELectrochemicaL treatment of two-phase Liquid systems has aroused
interest in piLot and industrial scale organic electrosynthesis 1, especial-

~y fo7 slightLy solubLe compounds. Although such processes show outstanding
advantages (Low-resistance electrolyte with respect to a non aqueous medium,
high selectivity, improved current densities), Little work has been reported
on phenomena involved in these emulsions. At the present time, through Lack
of data and correlations, scale up requires substantial support in etectro-
chemical engineering.

TurbuLent mass transfer to an expanded metal electrode has been in-
vest ig3ted in a new desi 'gn of eLectroLyser with two immiscible Liquid eLec-
iroLytes. A spinning device, prcvided with four metal blades, was made sui-
table for both electroLysis and 0Uquid dispers;ion. Operating parameters in-
vesticated were stirring rate (N), volume fraction (z) and density (0) of
t ;e Jisperse organic phase. Mass transfer rates to the working electrode
wte ottaired with the customary Lim~iting current method by mneans of a ra-
; 'c r:-dox syster (either ferni-/ferrocyanide or iodine/iodide, whether the
e.-ctr03Ctiv-, SpeCieS is present only in the aquzou: hs or) both Liquids).
(.:anic phase was ktvot in contact With thP ,a~~ Lecrtrotyte in, a Storage
r~servoir until Ju~t before SLssendeJi n '.he seLL, s that Liquic-Liquid
q'Li~r'um was achieved.

TriaL runs carried out for onc-phase fLow shou attractive mass5
r :i e r rates k.4, over '0J4 rn/s (Fig. 1), With rogard to technical electro-

inen hecr e u Liquid' sys-es, it was found th.t -he Liniting
c,,en d-niteswee:(i nary hesaine inthe caeo ninert organic

r-nose (toLuene) lighter than the ajueous electrolyte (Fig. 2) Cii) at most
2%gr-eater with enuLsions of C3rbon tetrachLoride (ol=.6) (Fig. 3). Some-L

tring very similar was reported fcr turbulent and Laminar flows in previous
i-jestigatons 2,3,4,5. Energetic heterogeneities induced by droplets in the
Vicinity of the hydrodynamic Layer near the electrode may subsequenitly com-
O'Pss the underlying diffusion Layer, that is, improved mass transfer isI
ozservea. Nevertheless, sufficient disturbance enhances mass transfer rates
ornly if the dispersed phase possesses a higher density than the aqueous elec-
trolyte. For such emnulsions the enhancement factor is defined as the ratio
of the diffusion Limted current in two-phase eLctroLyte to the same quan-
tity in droplet-free Liquid. In Fig. 4 this factor, called Ei, is plotted

carbon tetrachLoride volume fraction. On log-log coordinates (Fig. 3),
ex ,erimnentaL data of kd against N fall on a straighit Line whose slope does
7,rc cnarge wi thin more than 5% throughout the rancre of CCd4 Loads.
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The constancy of slcpe implies that the impinging mnechanism (through enhance-
re~ factor E0) depends on the stirring rate onLy cc a ;n-Ior extent. IL zhere-
fore seemis tniat ;kinetic energy pLays a retat iveLy ,, inute oart in the former
mesnari sm.

Whereas sole inert toLuene drops have no areat effect in hom'oge-
neous mass transfer (Fig. 2),e~ectrochemicaLLy active Iodine as a soLute in
the organic phase allows current densities to be increased some 3 times
(Fig. 5)1. In terms of enhancement factor Ea vs volume fraction E, the data
suggestedl -hat Ea rises to a maximum for small E values (Fig. 6). Such results
are attributed to a "boundary Layer replenishment": droplets supply the Nern-
stian diffusion Layer where Liquid-Liquid equilibrium is shifted through a-
queous iodine depletion at the electrodle. Both Lower Liquid-Liquid mass tran-
sfer and interfacial area (from droplet coalescence) and an electrode scree-
ning effect might account for the steadily decreasing values of Ea with in-
creasing voLumic fractions. It is worth mention that a "replenishment mecha-
nism." may be assumed to occur if the droplets of the organic phase are able
to penetrate through the hydrodynamic boundary Layer to the Nernstian subLayer.
Tliu,- the Latter mechanism cannot depend on the former, that is, compression
of toundlary Layers.
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.- 1,2,7 3a-J 5 Mass transfer co~ff~cients versus stirring rate

a,-; 6 :Lnhancement factor versus dispersed voLume frci,.tion
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2 two-phase -inactiv? toLueno:I
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HYPOCHLORITE AND CHLORATE FORMATION

L.J.J. Janssen and E. Barendrecht

Laboratory for Electrochemistry, Depe.rtment of Chemistry

Eindhoven University of Technology

P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Little attention has been paid to chlorine generation at the anode in dilute

NaCl solutions at a pH where hypochlorite and chlorate are produced jn'ustri-

ally. The current efficiency for chlorine evolution strongly depends on the

nature of anode material (1,2,3] and the effect of mass transfer for Cl- ions.

A divided electrolysis cell with a cation exchange membrane was used to reduce

to a minimum the complexity of the investigation into the effect of various

parameters on the hypochlorite and chlorate process. Experimental details are

extensively given in [3].

The rate of the hypochlorite formation, n3, and that of the chlorate forma-

tion, n4, are determined as a function of electrolysis time, t e, for a

NaCl electrolysis at a platinum electrode (15.6 cm 2 ) in a MaCi solutlon with

an initial chloride concentration, c, 0 . The pH of the bulk solution, the

current density i, the flow rate of solution v, and the temperature of solu-

tion were kept constant during the electrolysis. From the rate of hypochlorite

formation at te = 0 obtained by extrapolation, the efficiency of hypochlo-

rite formation at te = O, n3,0 was determined. In Fig. 1 3,0 is

plotted versus current density i. The efficiency of chlorate formation at

t = 0, TI4,O was practically zero. During the first periods of

electrolysis, where the hypochlorite concentration c3 was less than 40 mM,

T4 was proportional to c3 and the chemical chlorate formation can be

nevlected.

From the slope of n 1c curve at low c and mass transfer measurements

where hypochlorite was reduced, it has been concluded that for the electroly-

tic conditions, given in the subscription of Fig. I, the electrochemical for-
mation of chlorate, n e is determined at 1 > 1.5 LA/m2 by diffusion of

isdeeriedati 1.onm

2hypochlorite only and at i < 1.5 kA/m by both diffusion of hypochlorite and

electrode kinetics of chloride oxidation.

It has been concluded that even at the highest i = 4.5 kA/m2 the rate of

chloride oxidation n1 and so also the rate of chlorine formation n2 and

'1m~nm1 1 ~. -. - ~ .ft
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the rate of hypochlorite formation n3, where nI = 2 n2 = 2 n3 , are

determined by diffusion of chloride as well as electrode kinetics of chloride

oxidation.

The effect of pH has been investigated in the pH range from 8 to 11.2. It has
2been found that at a low current density, viz. 0.39 kA/m , both the rate of

hypochlorite formation and the rate of electrochemical chlorate formation are

independent of pH.

The effect of NaCi concentration has been investigated in the concentration
3 2range from 17 to 1026 mol/m at i = 4.09 and 0.64 kJA/m . Deviating from

the usual procedure for the series of experiments at i 4.09 k.A/m , after

each period of electrolysis, the current was switched off for 5 minutes to

homogenize the anolyte.

For both series of experiments T13 0 increases with log c 1 ,. The rate of

chlorate formation at i = 0.64 k.Alm is practically zero and that at
.0 ./ 2  3

i = 4.09 kAlm strongly depends on c, 0 , viz. 17 and 40 mollM , the

current efficiency for chlorate formation -4 is practically independent on

c3 and T, is about 0.1.
3 4,0

At cl, 0 > 50 mol/m 3 T4 decreases with increasing c1 ,0 and becomes

zero for c ,0 higher than about 300 mol/m
3 . At c1,0 > 500 mol/ml is zero up to a fixed c and thereafter Ti increases with increa-

43 4
sing c3  In Fig. 2 Ti3 and Tj are plotted versus the average concen-

tration of hypoct.lorite in a period, c 3, a. Moreover, in this figure the

ancde potential Ea , corrected for ohnic potential drop, is also given as a

function of c 3,a  Frcm Fig. 2 it follows evidently that the formation of

=% chlcrate and the decrease in the anode potential occur simultaneously. Conse-

Squently, the nature of the electrode surface has to be changed during the

;-ecrt:ase in anode otenLiai. To) explain this change additional research is
: necessary.
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Fig. 1 The current efficiency of hypochlorite formation at the start of elec-

trolysis is given as a function of current density.

Electrolysis conditions: anode: platinum sheet of 15.6 x 10 m

initial concentration of NaCI in anolyte: 513 mol/m 3; initial volume03 3,

ot anolyte: 1.15 1 10 m pH: 8.5; temperature: 323 K; velocity

of anolyte flow: 0.07 m/s. -2.5
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Fig. 2 The current efficiency for hypochlorite formaticn, -n 3 - and for

chlorate formation, -4'and the anode potential E vs. SCE are

given as a function of the average concentration of hypochlorite

during subsequent periods of electrolysis.

Eloctrolysis conditions: initial concentration of NaCI in anolyte:
31026 aol/rn and the other conditions as given at Fig. 1.
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THE KRAMERS - KRONIG RELATIONS AND EVALUATION OF IMPEDANCE
FOR A DISK ELECTRODE

M.M. JAKSIC and J. NEWMAN
Oepartment of Chemical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley

To meet the original impedance function

Z'u) = Zr(w) + i Zi(w) = Z- + z(w) + ()

connected witn the Kramers-Kronig (K-K) relations, where z(w) represents an

auxiliary function well behaved at w= 0 and vanishing as -, and G the cons-

tant strength of pole in impedance at zero frequency, the impedance can be

considered as the Laplace transform,

z(s) Z(s) - Z , e-st f(t) dt (2)
C

where

s sr + iW (3)

a) There are no poles in the right half plane for passive (insulating)

systems. D) There could be a simple pole at s = 0, and it is subtracted out

(Fig. 1). c) z(s) is analytic in the right half plane and thus subject to

Cauchy integral formula,

d s =0 (4)S-lW0

so that integration around the entire contour C (Fig. 1) leads to (whit w and

o interchanged).

z(,. ) - Zoo -£i

dw + Ti Z()- (5)
") 0

wnere 1.denotes the Cauchy principal vlue of the integral. Taking the real

and imaginary parts separately, and supprassirig i in arqu:,nt, there follow

the K-K relations for the disK electrode impedance
1'2

. .... d% (6)Zr Z

ma i.. r_ W 0- -..:.,m .. . . .k..,.,,

: .T: _ .: , :., ......... .". ... ....
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and

1IT Zy.(w 0) -ZZr( ) ) z + 0 (7)
-00 0

Taking the advpntage of symmetry I Zr(w) is even in w, and Zi(w) is odd in
land evaluating for positive frequencies, there further follows,

CO

ZW 2 r U Zi(W0 )
r( -2 o (3)

0 0

ano
cc

2. ( Z ) - Z dw + (9)

-Wo 0

*2 2Notice that + dwo/(wo - w) 0. According to the equivalent circuit (Fig.1),0

real ane imaginary parts of the impedance can be related to the effective re-

sistance and capacitance as follows

Zr(w) = Reff(w); Zi(W) = - 2 (10)

ir 0 . Ceff(w)

For an ideally polarizable electrode, where faradaic reactions cannot occur

(J = (a +c) ioFro/RTK = 0)

a c 0 (10
TTC2

and at high frequencies , Z.= 1/4 Kr 0 , so that with dimensionless frequency

= wCro!1), tne K-K relations take on a more suitable form for the impedance

&t a disk electrode:

C C

4KroReff(2)" 1 - T e f (  
- dQ (12)

' 2 - 2

and

!e-layer capacity, and vice versa, and any singalarity at o :2 is effectively

avoided. Thus no longer need for the Catchy rerincipal vales. Two relations for

capacitance and effective resistance,

• ~~w ,- %.. .,. £
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C I + I In (1 + 0.6468 i2) (14)C 

and

4r 0 Reff(") - 1 = 1 = f(Q) (15)
+ 22

were employed to approximate calculated values in the previous paper3 to

check the K-K relations for evaluation of impedance of the r.d.e. These rela-

tions brought in very good approximation the K-K relations for evaluation of

capacitance from effective resistance, and vice versa. However, with residual

function integrals for capacitance and effective resistance, the two relation-

ships were brought into an ideal agreement (Fig. 2 and 3).

The present paper has shown that the impedance values from the disk elec-

trode perfectly obey the K-K relations. One of the main benefits of the K-K

relations is the ability to calculate the values of the effective resistance

from the capacitance, and vice versa. The interpretarion of impedance by the

K-K relations depends on the functions used for the capacitance and effective

resistance: the higher the accuracy, the better the agreement. However, to

calculate any individual value of the capacitance, or the effective resistance,

from the K-K relations, one has to calculate the in.eqrais for the entire ran-

Ce of frequency from zero to infinity. Normally, such calculations, as in the

paper, have to proceed through the approximate relations, including the resi-

dual fLnction integrals.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF HYDROUS IRON HYDROXIDE FILMS
IN ALKALINE SOLUTION

M.E. Vela, J.R. Vilche and A.J. Arvia
Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoqufmicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas

INIFTA. C.C. 16, Suc. 4, 1900 La Plata, ARGENTINA

INTRODUCTION

Most of the conclusions related to the time-dependent
structures of the oxi-hydroxide surface layer on iron, were
obtained from massive iron electrodes where the electrodissolu-
tion contribution of the base metal interferesl- 5 . This inter-
ference can be overcame by using platinum electrode covered
with a precipitated hydrous iron hydroxide layer. In this way,
the influence of any structural change of the iron hydroxide
layer on the kinetics of the different electrochemical reactions
c~r be voltammetrically followed.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental set-up and electrode preparation
Dr ccedure are the same already described in previous publica-
tionsr, 7. The precipitation of iron hydroxide cn the clean
clatin;, electrode was made by a1ternE.e ann reoetitive immers-

J. nz the suLstra-e 4! z M FeSO4 .7 H f2 (solut on 0 .02 z
J.,adin x V KOH + y M K>S0') ua~ on i11 301 x I a i i
y 0.33. Ine numnoer of im rersi ns (n) in each solutio:, ,a.
r 10 and the immersion time was sat at s. The average

:qicKress 07 the iron hydroxide layer was varied accordingly to
Jotn n and the concentration of the precipitating solutions.
'cltarett-ic runs at 250C were perforned in the following
electclrolyte sol utions: 0.01 M KOK + 0.33 M K2S04' (solution A);
1 I KOH (solution s); borate-boric acid buffers (solution C).
Potent1als in the text are referred to the NHE scale.

RESULTS

The voltammetric response of the precipitated iron hydroxide
=.ectrode in base solutions depends on th- o,:'t ipitation condi-
tions, on the parameters defining the electrical perturbation,
.inj on the number of potential cycles. The charge decrease in
tne negative potential region of the voltammograms during
re-etitive potential sweeps can be associated with tri HER tak-
inj pl~ce on Pt in the presence of the hydrous iron hy- xide
iyer. As the cathodic switching potential (Esc) becomes more
neucaitte the HER contribution increases and the voltammograms

Q';re more complex.
Ahen the perturbation programme includes a potential hold-

rin at Esc during the time T before continuing the potential
cycle, the stabilized voltammogram obtained in solution A is at
,aited faster as increases. This time, however, depends or
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the amount of active material on the electrode. Therefore, a
certain cathodization is required to achieve the compl ete electro
reduction of the surface layer at the fixed Es,: values.

The composition of the precipitating solutions *:nfluences
the electrochemical characteristics of the thin iron hydroxide
layers. For a constant n , thle amount of active material increases
with the concentration z of Fe1 2 ion in the preci p itati n,% solIu-
tion. Consequently the voltammetric peaks become broader and
the voltammograms approach those resulting with massive iron.
For different values of n the accumulation of the anodic (Qa)
and the cathodic (Qc) charge vs z plots, exhibit a maximum. For
a constant z the voltammetric charge increases linearly with n,
the slope of the straightline being proportional to log 0Fe2+.
As z decreases this relationship extends over a greater range
of n. On the other hand, beyond a certain value of either n or z
the accumulation of charge decreases.

The voltammetric response of thick iron hydroxide layer
(n=100; depends to a great extent on v, and eventually on Es'c
and Es a .

The vol tammogram covering from 0.24 V to -1 .16 V approaches
that already describ~d for massive iron electrodes under
comparable condition

The increase in pH probably favours a lower water content
in the iron hydroxide layer, which turns its electroreduction
at a ccnstait potential more difficult, and for this purpose,
tnc presence of water within the layer is required.

DISCUSS ION
The voltammetric behaviour of thin precipitated iron hy-

sdrcxide electrodes in solution A in the -0.6 V to -0.4 V range
is influenced by the extent of the contibuti on of the HER at

I C 1" 0 t, depending on the cathodization condition:-- ard ori the ariuunt
-f i ron hydrcxide. The kinetic r.-i., r.teri stics of 'he s'~
pea k relIa t e to th e el ctroox i da t i on o f h vdJrog en 0. e tr a .,! e thrr
a thin or thick iron hydroxide electrode is consiocre-d. For t:11
layer el ect-odes (n=5) the vol tammogran impl ie,-s only the surl.ace

ii-adat-;h elcrrdcinratowile for thick layer
M electrodes (nz13O) the molccular hydrogen electrooxidatior is

to a large extent controlled b,- oif fusion of the reactaiit f
the sol ution s ice.

Trhe v!)ltramretr i con iugatLed peaks at ca -0.~4 Vccrc';ronds
te the overallI reaction F;(11) F e (I I + (- wih h is C. :
influenced by the local decrease in pH produced by theyrce-
i rg re(,a ct i cn at -0.6 V.

As Es, Is made more negative a greater dlegree of electro-
redicto1n of thie ir-on hydroxide layer is accomplished and urder
certain condi tions, the relative contribution of the HER
dec-oEses. Hence, a better defini tionr of octh anodic and coathodic
peaks is observed. The cathodization at Elsr cau:seS the f orma -
t~ on of a poorly hydrous Fe30 fi w~hich iS rather diff icul 1t
t:, 1.educe further. On the other hand, as ES i s gradnelalI, fixed
it increasiincly P o S 4t : poetl the Contributicn of the 0-

'Aj, --Ielectroadsrortion/L-ie2ctrodos orptionr reactions on Pt becomes more

mnpo rt anrt.

12,-
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The results from thick iron hydroxide layers suggest that
the pH in the iron hydroxide precipitation reaction becomes
largely determined by the hydrolysis and the ionic equilibria
involving ferrous and ferric species in solution.

Both total charge vs. p[Fe 2 +] and oeak charge vs. n plots
can be explained by admitting that two competing reactions take
rlace, namely the formation and dissolution of the hydrated
hydroxide layer. The counterbalance of these reactions should
depend considerably on the local orecipitation pH at the iron
hydroxide layer. For small p[Fe+2] the local precipitating pH
is apparently d~termined by the KOH concentration in solution I.
For large p[Fe +-]  values, it should be influenced by the concentra
tion of FeSO 4 in solution I.

Thick iron hydroxide layers (n=100) probably consist of a
double structure made of an inner layer which is mainly
responsible of the ageing effects and an outer layer, which is
associated with the diffusional resistance apoearing in the
overall electrochemical reaction.

In conclusion, the results obtained with the precipitated
iron hydroxide electrodes snow that the voltammetric response
of the hydrous iron hydroxide layer remains practically the
same whether it is formed on Fe or previously precipitated on
Pt. The layer structure, particularly the outer part, depends
on the solution pH, which to same extent is determined by the
ionic species present in the solution including OH- and Fe+ 2
ions and their insertion into the hydrous iron hydroxide film.
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RECENT DEVELOPEMENT OF CASIDIE PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION AND SIMULATION OF

ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE DIAGRAMS

J.P. DIARD , B. LE GORREC , C. MONTELLA

La-boratoire d'Energdtique Electrochimique L.A. CNRS no 265.

Ecole Nationale Supdrieure d'Electrochimie et d'Electromtallurgie

Domaine Uziversitaire B.P. 75, 38402 SAINT MARTIN d'HERES -FRANCE-

This program has been designed for Hewlett-Packard items HP 9816, HP 9826 and

H? 9836 . It is written in Basic 2. The diagrams and comments can be edited on

HP 7470 A plotter. It is available from SOLE-A-TACtJSSEL company.

With that program, for a selection of memorized electrochemical reactions mecha-

nisms, one can now

-study the evolution of the steady state current with potential electrode

-study the evolution of impedance diagrams as a function of the electrode

polarisation

-study the elementary impedances of which the electrode impedance is

cons titued

-compare between themselves elementary impedances :transfert resistances,

*concentration impedances, etc ..

% -study the influence of the different kinetic parameters of the studied

ne chanisms (transfert coefficient, kinetic constant, electroactive speci,_s

conentatin )on the impedance dia7ram shape ai.d on the importance of its

different locps.

-study the evolution of the modulation of electroactive species with

f r cTuncy .

*The memorized library include several mechaniurncs re~lox mechan_,s, redox

muchani.un £0CCE, eLcctrosorption mecha~nism, :,.-thdic reduction .. cnhanism

r-nsnism ) , -ita. l sltnou~t;~nc.~c two m,2tal corrosion

me !h.niims, eluctroir~tjrcalat ion mcch_ nism.
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After entering of the program and selection of a mechanism, one proceed using

a conversational mode. Starting from a set of typical values of the mechanism

various parameters, the user can modify one or several values of the kinetic

parameters : transfert coefficient, kinetic constant, electroactive species

concentration as well as the calculation conditions of the impedance diagrams,

electrode potential, studied frequency range , etc...

The study of the evolution of the impedance diagrams as a function of the

electrode potential is made easier using an ortho-scaled dispia of the standar-

dized electrode impedance. The frequency notation of 3-D diagrams is optional.

The study of the elementary impedances can be effected in the Nyquist or in the

Bode plane. Some examples of edited results are given by Figs 1,2.

Vi

I.

II
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KINETICS OF THE MANGANESE DIOXIDE ELECTRODE STUDIED WITH
ROTATING RING DISC ELECTRODES

A. Grzegorzewski and K. E. Heusler
Abteilung Korrosion und Korrosionsschutz
Institut fUr Metallkunde und Metallphysik

Technische Universitat Clausthal
D 3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Federal Republic of Germany

The electrodeposited r-phase of manganese dioxiae exists in a
wide range of compositions /l/. The main components are manga-
nese, oxygen and hydrogen. If one describes the composition by
MnOx yH0, it appears that there is some coupling bet-
ween t~e degrees x of oxidation and y of hydration. Therefore,
the less general formula MnOOH is sometimes used. As a
logical consequence of the variability of the composition of
phases containing more than one component, there must be at
least as many parallel currents between the phase and a neigh-
bouring phase as there are components. In principle, each of
the component currents must involve the transfer of complexes
contaIning the components in different ratios /2 /. At f-manga-
nese dioxide in an aqueous solution of some manganese(II) salt
the component currents are of an electrochemical nature. In the
simplest case one expects the transfer of manganese ions,

J. oxygen ions and hydrogen ions. In addition there may be neutral
currents in which e.g. water is transferred.

A manganese dioxide film on an "inert" metal like Pt or Au is
ccnsidered. The oxide exchanges only electrons with the metal.
In complete equilibrium the electrochemical potential of the
ions is the same at both sides of the oxide/solution interface.
Electronic equilibrium within the oxide and across the metal/
oxide interface defines the chemical potentials of the compo-

.. nents. One may consider the oxide electrode as a manganese
electrode exchanging manganese ions, as an oxygen electrode
exchanging oxygen ions or as a hydrogen electrode exchanging
hydrogen ions. If one applies e.g. a positive overpotential,
all the component currents become anodic, i.e. manganese ions

* .and hydrogen ions dissolve from the oxide and oxygen ions enter
.t. The composition of the oxide changes towards a higher

.egree of oxidation and the chemical potentials of the compo-
nents as well as the respective equilibrium potentials change
accordingly. For an oxide in which the metal ions are in a
hgher state of oxidation than in the neighbouring electroly-
tr, th, shift of the equilibrium potential between metal in the
oxiie a.d metal ions in the electrolyte is larger than the
[5i ot Of the equilibrium potential between oxygen in the oxide
% Jd water /2, 3/. Consequently, there is a potential region

wr.,ere -in anojic current can flow for one component and a catho-

cur;ent for another component. Although the degree of oxi-
"Iat: -n In be changed by any of the 3 component ion currents,

L'%
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steady state deposition or dissolution of the oxide is possible
only by transfer of oxygen and manganese. The steady state
electrode potential is in between the oxygen and manganese
equilibrium potentials, respectively, as determined by a
ratio of the component currents necessary to deposit or dis-
solve an oxide of a specific composition at the applied total
current:

3 Mn 2 + 2 = 2 Mn ()

+
x (3H12 0 = 2° + 2 3H ++ 2 2e -) (2)

Mn 2  + x H2 = MnO x + 2x H + + 2(x-1) e (3)

The lower indices in front of the symbols indicate the oxide
(2) and the electrolyte (3), respectively. In principle, for
any total curent density the degree x of oxidation and the
equilibrium potentials with respect to the components are dif-
ferent. Therefore, useful information on the kinetics and the
mechanism of the component reactions can only be obtained by
separating the total currents into the component currents.

Experimental

A rotating ring-disc electrode was used to separate the hydro-
gen ion current from the manganese ion current the sum of which
is the total current. The hydrogen ion current results from
reaction (2) and from proton transfer. Separation of the latter
component currents was achieved by mass measurements with a
quartz frequency balance, but results will be reported else-
where. A manganese dioxide film was deposited onto the Pt disc
at 0.2 mA/cm2 from the electrolyte used for later experiments.
Usually the film thickness was about 70 nm corresponding to a
charge of 50 mC. The base electrolyte was a 1 M sodium sulfate
solution. The pH-value was adjusted with sulfuric acid or so-
dium acetate/acetic acid buffer, and MnSO 4 was added. Most
measurements refer to pH 4 and a manganese sulfate concentra-
tion c = 0.05 M. The temperature was always kept at 40*C. At
the Au ring electrode changes of the diffusion limited current
of hydrogen evolution due to the disc current were measured.

Results
Even for thin manganese dioxide films the equilibrium potential
was established only after several hours. The two processes
occuring are a decrease of the degree of oxidation and struc-
tural relaxation. The equilibrium potentials changed with pH
and c as expected from theory /4/, i.e. d E/d pH = (x/(x-1)).
(RT/F)(ln 10) or about 140 mV/pH at constant c and d E/d Ig c =
(1/2(x-1))(RT/F)(ln 10) or about 39 mV/decade at constant pH.
The electrode capacitance obtained from galvanostatic or from
potentiostatic pulse measurements was between 30 and 40 VF/cm2

which is close to the expected double layer capacitance at a
fairly smooth surface. The Ohmic resistance of about 1 Ohm cm2

was located in the electrolyte and not in the oxide. The tran-
::ient polarization curves obtained immediately after charging
h capacitance yielded exchange current densities of the

or!er 0.1 mA/ cm' increasing with the concentration of manga-
r.e3e sulfate.
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steady state deposition or dissolution of the oxide is possible
only by transfer of oxygen and manganese. The steady state

electrode potential is in between the oxygen and manganese

equilibrium potentials, respectively, as determined by a

ratio of the component currents necessary to deposit or dis-

solve an oxide of a specific composition at the applied total

current:

3 Mn + 2 2e = 2 Mn (1)

x (3H2 0 2° + 2 3H+ + 2 2e
- ) (2)

Mn 2 + + x H 0 MnO + 2x H 2(x-1) e- (3)
2 x

The lower indices in front of the symbols indicate the oxide
(2) and the electrolyte (3), respectively. In principle, for
any total curent density the degree x of oxidation and the
equilibrium potentials with respect to the components are dif-
ferent. Therefore, useful information on the kinetics and the
mechanism of the component reactions can only be obtained by
separating the total currents into the component currents.

ExperiT.ental
A rotating ring-disc electrode was used to separate the hydro-
gen ion current from the manganese ion current the sum of which
is the total current. The hydrogen ion current results from 4,
reaction (2) and from proton transfer. Separation of the latter
component currents was achieved by mass measurements with a
quartz frequency balance, but results will be reported else-
where. A manganese dioxide film was deposited onto the Pt disc
at 0.2 mA/cm' from the electrolyte used for later experiments.
Usually the film thickness was about 70 nm corresponding to a
charge of 50 mC. The base electrolyte was a 1 M sodium sulfate
solution. The pH-value was adjusted with sulfuric acid or so-
diu acetate/acetic acid buffer, and MnSO4 was added. Most
measurements refer to pH 4 and a manganese sulfate concentra-
tion c = 0.05 M. The temperature was always kept at 40°C. At
the Au ring electrode changes of the diffusion limited current
of hydrogen evolution due to the disc current were measured.

Results
Even for thin manganese dioxide films the equilibrium potential
was established only after several hours. The two processes
occuring are a decrease of the degree of oxidation and struc-
tural relaxation. The equilibrium potentials changed with pH
and c as expected from theory /4/, i.e. d E/d pH = (x/(x-1)).
(RT/F)(ln 10) or about 140 mV/pH at constant c and d E/d Ig c =
(1/2(x-1))(RT/F)(ln 10) or about 39 mV/decade at constant pH.
The electrode capacitance obtained from galvanostatic or from
potentiostatic pulse measurements was between 30 and 40 pF/cm'
which is close to the expected double layer capacitance at a
fairly smooth surface. The Ohmic resistance of about 1 Ohm cm 2

was located in the electrolyte and not in the oxide. The tran-
sient polarization curves obtained immediately after charging
the capacitance yielded exchange current densities of the
crder 0.1 mA/ cm' increasing with thn concentration of manga-
nese sulfate.
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OXYGEN REDUCTION ON IRON IN NEUTRAL SOLUTION

D.M. Dra~id and S.K. Zedevi6

Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy, University of Belgrade,

P.O.Box 494, and Institute of Electrochemistry ICTM, 11001 Bel-

grade, Yugoslavia

The reduction of oxygen on iron is the cathodic process

occuring during the corrosion of steel in aerated media and the

understanding of the reduction mechanism is of great practical

importance for corrosion studies.

In this work, the 02 reduction has been studied on pure

iron (Puratronic) in neutral and near neutral buffered soluti-

ons of pH ranging from 4 to 10, containing various anions (Cl,
2- 3-SO4 , PO4 , borate, citrate, bicarbonate and phthalate). A ro-

tating disk electrode has been employed. The rotation rate va-

ried from 400 to 4900 rpm.

Prior to 6ach experiment the electrode surface was grinded

with 120 emery paper, washed in ethanol by using an ultrasonic

cleaner, then rinsed with triply distilled water and left for

1 hour in the cell to stabilize the corrosion potential. Cat-

hodic polarization curves were then recorded by a linear poten-

tial sweep technique with the scan rate of 10 mV/mn.

In Fig. 1. are presented cathodic polarization curves for

02 reduction in O.5M NaCl buffered solution pH 10 at two rota-

tion rates. The well defined S-shaped curves and the dependence

of the reduction current on rotation rate indicate that the

process is under mixed activation-diffusion control at all ro-

tation rates examined. After the diffusion correction had been

made, the Tafel like plots, as those in Fig. 2., were obtained.

The Tafel slopes varied between -80 and -110 mV/dec, showing no

dependence on rotation rate. At potentials in the limiting cur-

rent region the system obeys Lewich equation i - w /2, indica-

ting pure diffusion control (see Fig.3.). The number of trans-
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fered electrons was calculated to be 4. The necessary data were

taken from ref. 1. This means that 02 is reduced completly to

OH ions. The reaction order of 02 was found to be about 0.7

(see Fig. 4.)

In thecase of O.SM Na2SO4 buffered solution pH 10, the si-

tuation is quite different than that of chloride solution. At

lower rotation rates and near corrosion potentials the i-E cur-

ves are rather steep and almost linear indicating the dominant

influence of the diffusion control. At more cathodic potentials

the current increases but with significant polarization. At

higher rotation rates the mixed activation-diffusion kinetics is

observed over the entire potential region and the polarization

curves are taking the S shape. However, even at very negative

potentials near to that for H2 evolution, the kinetics for 02

reduction is very slugish and a well defined plateau of the li-

miting current is not observed. The limiting currents could be

only estimated and they are found to be about 3/4 of those ob-

served in chloride solution of the same pH. Further more, the

system shows a deviation from the Lewich mass-transfer equation

being larger at higher rotation rates. The number of transfered

electronS was estimated to be between 3 and 4. This means that

the 02 reduction in sulfate solution is not complete giving a

significant amount of H202 as the final product of the electro-

chemical reduction.

At pH 4-6 (citrate and phthalate buffers) 02 reduction is

under pure diffusion control irrespective of the presence of

Cl or SO 2-ions, whereas in phosphate buffered solutions the

02 reduction is almost completly inhibited.

References:

1. K.E. Gubbins and R.D. Walker, Jr., J. Electrochem. Soc.,

112 (1965) 469.
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SYNERGETIC ELECTROCATALYTIC EFFECTS OF COMPOSITE d-METALS

CATALYSTS FOR THE HIDROGEN EVOLUTION REACTION ON PLATINUM

METAL SUBSTRATES

M.RISTI 1 ) , S.ATRBAC I ) , B.KOSANOVI 2 ) , N.KRSTAJIC 3 ) ,

T.GROZDId 1 ), and M.M.JAK9IC
2 )

University of Belgrade

1) Institute of Food Techology and Biochemistry,
Faculty of Agriculture, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

2) Institute of Chemical Power Sources
Belgrade, Zemun Polje, Yugoslavia

3) Faculty of Techology and Metallurgy,
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

On the basis of the Brewer valence bond theory for bonding in

metals and intermetallic phases there has been pointed out1

that whenever metals of the left-half of the transition series

that have empty or half filled vacant d-orbitals are alloyed

with metals of the right-half of the transition series that

have internally paired d-electrons not available for bonding in

the pure metal, there arises well pronounced synergism in ele-

ctrocatalysis for the hydrogen evolution reaction (h.e.r.),

which often exceeds individual effects of precious metals and

each other (the synergism condition) and approaches the reversi-

ble behaviour within the wide range of current density. There

has been pointed out1 the parallelism between the stability of

Brewer intermetallic phases and the activity for the h.e.r.,

and thence the predictions between Brewer's multiphase diagrams

and electrocatalytic effects resulting from such composite cata-

lysts. In such a context there would be of interest to point
2out that recent measurements of excess partial molal free ener-

gies for bonding of zirconium with d-metals of the right-half

of the transition series at infinite dilution show the same
tyne of curve, the same positions of maximum and the same trend

as the individual d-metal activities for the h.e.r. in H.Kita3

ir.terpretation when related to the position in the Periodic

I

. . -

A.LM6A
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Table, or in other words to the electronic configuration. Such a

syllogism in alloy stability and electrocatalytic activity testi-

fies that the same average electron configuration provides in

both issues the same trend and behaviour.

It has now been shown that the Brewer combinations of d-metals

in the composite electrocatalysts not only exceed noble metals in

their activity for the h.e. r., but dramatically improve electr'

catalytic properties of all platinum metals employed as the sub-

strate. There has been pointed out the most particularly electro-

catalytic properties of the Mo-Co and Mo-Ni pairs upon all pre-
cious metal substrates as deposited in situ during the electro-

lytic process of hydrogen evolution. Molybdenum was added as
-210 M molybdate solution, whereas nickel and cobalt were

employed as tris-complexes of ethylenediamine three-chloride
salts in amounts of 10-3M solutions. The electrocatalytic effect

has been dramatically pronounced even on palladium substrate

(Fig.l) which is otherwise extremly emphasized amongst individual
transition metals for the h.e.r. The peak of the composite

catalyst deposition which is clearly delineated follows a dra-
matic jump in the activity for the h.e.r. that exceeds all so

far scanned features for hydrogen evolution.

There has also been shown the promoting effect of some cations
with rather filled d-orbitals (Cd, Tl, Ag). Substrates were only

shortly immersed in corresponding solutions of low concentration

(10- 4M) and then rinsed with water stream providing therefore
only adsorbed amount of promoting specleg.The effect has been
well pronounced on non-precious metal substrates (Fig. 2 and 3),

but ceased to appear upon noble metals, or has been shadowed the-

re. It perhaps could help to explain the promoting effect of
d-metals with filled d-orbitals. Brewer 4 recently also pointed

out such a promoting effect of lead for production of some most
specific intermetallic phases of composite transition metal

alloys. It seems that an optimal d-electron configuration of pal-
ladium and platinum when employed as substrates is enough to

Induce the promoting effect similar to the effect of cations with
filled d-orbitals in an adsorbed amount upon other transition
metal substrates for develepment of an extremly active electro-

catclytic coating of the Mo-Co and Mo-Ni pairs (cf.(5,6)).

I,
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Polarization characteristics as obtained this way by in situ

addition of rather common and cheap d-metal ionic species in

rather low amounts exceed any so far scanned electrocatalytic

effect for the h.e.r. Such catalytic features are provided for

rather long life-time of about 120 days, or more, with simple

reactivation by identical in situ addition of small amount of

activating species.

References
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15A, 2075 (1984)
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Fig. 1. Individual and synergetic electrocatalytic effects

obtained upon palladium substrate: I - the substrate

features, 2- the effect of tris-Co-complex and 3 _

- dual Co-Mo composite effect upon palladium.

Fig. 2. Synergetic and promating effect obtained upon nickel

substrate: 1 - synergetic Mo-Co effect, 2 - synergetic

(Mo-Co) and promoting (Cd) effect for the h.e.r.

Fig. 3. Individual, synergetic and promoting electrocatalytic

effects obtained on nickel substrate (downwards)

1 - Polarization characteristics of niskel in 40% NaOH,
2 - Individual electrocatalytic effect of tris-Co-comp-

lex upon nickel for the h.e.r.
3 - Mutial synergetic (Mo-Co) and promoting (Cd) elec-

trocatalytic effecrt.
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CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY OF NnSO4 IN MOLTEN Li2SO4-K2so4
EUTECTIC MIXTURE

N.V.6uRii, S.V.Mentus and M.M.Doj6inovic

Institute of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Belgrade, and
Department of Catalysis, Institute of Chemistry, Technology and

Metallurgy, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Molten alkali sulphates are interesting as ionic solvents than". to
their excellent thermal stability. Their electrochemical properties have

been examined by many authorsi - 5 . It was accepted that the oxidation of

SO2- group, according to the reaction:
so2- -2e SO + j0

limits the anodic polarization of platinum electrode 2,4,5 in these melts.
2

According to Liu , cathodic reactions are complicated, and cathodic

products are mainly alkali sulphites and sulphides.

From Pig.1i (dashed line) one sees that cathodic products hold some time

on the cathode and can be oxidized in the course of reverse polarization

at -1.8 V.

mnSO4 dissolved in molten Li244-K2so4 eutectic mixture gives a well

defined reduction wawe, starting at -1.76V.Cathodically deposited manganese

dissolves in the course of reverse polarization, with zero current potential

at -1.84 V. The cathodic deposition of manganese is accompanied with the

appearance of the green colour in the melt. By approximate chemical analysis

Of the melt after cathodic polarization limited to -1.9 V, the sulphides

were detected. That means that metallic manganese reduces the melt; the

proposed reaction may be as follows:

3n+ SO0- . nS + 2Mn 2+ + 402-

Significant cathodic current which starts considerably before the

Totential of manganese deposition is probable due r catalytic reduction

Of the melt:

so 2 - + 2e- SO 2 - + 0 2-

so 3 + 4e" s+ 302

Anodic pea. starting at -0.8 V which appears in the presence of SO2 -

'cna (Fig.lb) becomes stronger in the presence of Tn
2+ ions, but its

appearance depends on no previous deposition of metallic manganese. That

IN 2+meazs that 2n ions enable the increased concentration of reduction

Products ajpeared otherwise in the presence of SO2- ions.
3

..
'
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Fig.l. Cyclovoltammograms in molten Li 2SO -K 30O eute ctic mixture at

540 OC on Pt working electrode, with polarkizition gate of 100 mV/s with
respect to 1M Ag/Ag+ reference electrode. a) ground melt (dashed line)

andiM oluionof nS 4 (full line); b) 0.5 M solution of K2S0 3.
2.

Catalytic activity of Mn ions in sulphate melts was confirmed recently

in course of te ivesigaton f S -. 0 conversion.
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* DIAGRMMES D'IMPEDANCE DE MODELES ELECTROCHIMIQUES

EN COUCHE MINCE

G. BARRAL, J.P. DIARD, B. LE GORREC, C. k4ONTELLA

Laboratoire d'Energdtique Electrochimique L.A. CNRS n0 265
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Domaine Universitaire B.P. 75, 38402 SAINT MARTIN DEIERES FRANCE

Les perspect4.ves d'application de 1l61ectrochimichromisme, de l'dlectro-

insertion et de I'dlectrocatalyse redox dans les domaines de la visualisation

dlectrooptique, des gdn~rateurs 6iectrochimiques, du stockage de l'hydrog !ne

et de l'dlectrosynth~se organique expliquent l'intdrdt portd A I'dtude des

mat~riawc d'61ectrode en couche mince. A

Des mod~les diffusionnels simples sont g~ndralement utilisds pour ddcrire
1-5

le comportement des syst~mes physiques prdcddents .Leurs rdponses & une

conmoande potentiostatique dtant identiquement nulles qu..elle que soit la ten-

sion impos~e A I'dlectrode, ii. est n~cessaire pour obtenir des informations
compl~mentaires d'utiliser des rn~thodes d'dtude transitoire, par exemple les

6-8
rndthodes de mesure d'impddance

Le comportement des modbles dtant ]in~aire pour une perturbation de faible

amplitude autour d'un point de fonctionnement statique, 1'expression de l'impd-

dance faradique Z* peut dtre dtablie selon la m~thode introduite par Gerischer
9 f10 11et Mehl puis ddveloppde par Schuhmann et Epelboin et coll. et l'impd-

r dance d'dlectrode Z* est calculde en supposant la capacitd de double couche
C*. placde en paralli~le avec l'impddance faradique.

Les impddances faradiques peuvent 6tre ddcompo~e en impddances 616men-

taires de transfert de charges et de concentration des esp~ces 6lectroac-

t;.ves 12. La comparaison des rdsistances limites en basse frdquence de ces

F izodancas 6l6mentaires et de l'imp6dance globaled'dlectrode m~rne A la cons-

truction de diagrammes de zones dobservation des formes limitesde diagrammes
13%

"'impcdance et permet ainsi de pr~ciser les conditions de rnesure des para-

ctres cin~ttques de systtines supposds correctement ddcrits par les modbles

f ~6tudi~s.
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Deux exemples sont donn~s sur les figure I et 2. Le premier (fig.1)i est relatif A 1'dtude d'un mod~le de transfert dlectronique dans un film po-

lym~re greffd plan ou celle d'un modble redox dans une cellule dissymdtrique

A couche mince d'dlectrolyte. Le deuxi~me (fig. 2) est tird de 1l6tude d'un

6% ~mod~le d'dlectroinsertion cationique dans un film mince de matdriau A conduc-

tion mixte. D'autres mod~les, tel le mdcanisme d'absorption de l'hydrog~ne,

peuvent donner lieu A des 6tudes seinblables.
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Figure I
0

-10 V* 10

3

0) Figure 2

-333

Diagrammes de zones d'observation des formes limites de diagrammes

d'ip~dance tracds dans le plan de Nyquist des dlectrochimistes lorsque

les impddances 616mentaires sont totalement ddcoupl6es en frdquence pour

- un mod~le de transfert diectronique dans un film polym~re greffd

U(fi.g. 1),

- un modble d'dlectroinsertion cationique dans un matdriau &conduc-

tion xnixte (fig. 2) (coupe pour V* =0).

K- --.~--- * % ***- ~ ~ - %.%%. ~ vv~:-.*."7
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ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF SOME POLYPYRIDINE COMPLEXES OF

COBALT(III) IN APROTIC SOLVENTS

S.ROFFIA,C.PARADISI and V.CONCIALINI

Istituto Chimico "G.Ciamician",University of Bologna,Bologna,

Italy.

The diffuse interest in the spectroscopic and electrochemi-
cal behaviour of metal polypyridine complexes is motivated pri-

marily by the proven utility of several of these complexes in -
r

photochemical water cleavage 1 3 .

Along this line of research, a few years ago an electroche-

mical study of the behaviour of several diimine complexes has

been undertaken 4 - 7 . As a continuation of these investigations,

the present work concerns the electrochemical behaviour of the

following polypyridine complexes of Co(III) in acetonitrile(ACN)

and dimethylformamide (DMF): ICo(AA) 2(Cl) 2I and ICo(AA) (CN) 2r,
where AA is 2,2'-bipyridine(bpy) and l,lO-phenantrolinephen).

In polarography at 200 C in ACN the complexes ICo(AA) (Cl)I +.

present a first combined anodic-cathodic wave, followed by other

four reduction waves. In particular fig.l shows the polarogram

recorded on bpy complex(solid line). In the same figure the vol
tammetric curve recorded with a platinum electrode with perio-

dical renewal of the diffusion layer in the potential range +0.5-

- 0.5 V (vs SCE aq.) is also reported(dotted line).

As far as process I is concerned, the strong difference bet-

ween the voltammetric curves recorded on different electrode i.

materials indicates that the electrode material itself is in-

volved in the process. In particular, the similarity between

the anodic-cathodic wave of the complex and the anodic dissolu-

tion wave of mercury in the presence of Cl , along with the re-

ducibility of the complex on platinum in the potential range

bracketing the anodic-cathodic wave, suggest that process I is

ascribable to a parallel ECE mechanism, in which the complex,
reduced through a one-electron process, liberates two molecules

of chloride ions, which are in turn responsible for the anodic

dissolution of mercury. The presence of chloride ions in solu-
tions electrolyzed at controlled potentials corresponding to

the cathodic plateau of wave I and the coulometric results are

in agreement with the above mechanism. Processes II and III sho-
uld be due respectively to the reduction of bis and tri bpy com-

plexes formed in the first and second waves, in line with resul-

ts previously reported for these complexes in the same medium 8.

Finally, process IV can confidently attributed to the reduction
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v

II V

0 -1.0 -2.0 E/V

Fig.I- Polarograms of 510 M ICo(bpy)2(C1 12 solution of 0.1 M
(C H ) CIO 4  Working electrodes:(-) dropping mercury
elecirode;----) Pt electrode with periodical renewal
of the diffusion layer. Temperature:20°C.

of bpy liberated in the preceding wave, while the last process
seems to be attributable to a bis complex of Co(-I) The use of
DMF istead of ACN gives rise to a more complicated pattern sin-
ce the solvent itself apparently becomes involved in the electro-
de process.

As far as the electrochemical behaviour of the lCo(AA) (CN) 2 +
complexes are concerned, in the two solvents utilized at '0C,
three reduction processes ascribable to the formal reduction
of cobalt down to zero oxidation state are observed, after which
multielectron waves, possibly due to the reduction of free bpy,
appear,

For these species the three reduction processes of cobalt
considered are not under normal conditions( ambient temperature
and moderate sweep rate in cyclic voltammetry) one-electron re-

qjll • a~ e I .. 4°.
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versible processes, since both the involvement of the solvent in
the electrode mechanism, and the presence of adsorption pheno-
mena concur in making the overall picture more complicated.
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COMPORTEMENT INDUCTIF DU MECANISME DE VOLMER-HEYROYSKY

COMPARAISON AVEC LE SYSTEME H+H2SUR NICKEL

J.P. DIARD ,R. DURAND , B. LEGORREC 5 . MAXIMOVITCH

Laboratoire d'Energitique Electrochimique L.A. CNRS n* 265
Ecole Nationale Supirieure d'Eiectrochimie et d' Electromitallurgie

Domaine Universitaire B.P. 75, 38402 SAINT-MARTIN d'HERES FRANCE

La reaction de Volmer-Heyrovsky est un cas particulier de reaction de
transfert de deux 6lectrons en deux 6tapes monoiectroniques. Elie slecrit pour le .#

cation A+

A' + s+ e *A,s

A+ + A,s + e A A2 + s

Les calculs cin~tiques d'impidance montrent linfluence des deux cons-

tantes retour ko et k. des deux 6tapes, 6lectrochimiques. 11 est n~cessaire de
supposer que les valeurs des deux facteurs de symetrie sont diftirentes pour que les
diagarnmes d'imp~dance pr~sentent un caract~re inductif si P'on consid~re que les
deux reactions electrochimiques sont irrenversables (k 01=ko 0). On peut observer -

successivement lorsque 'ilectrode est polaris~e vers les surtensions cathodiques des
diagrammes inductifs puis capacitifs. Ce comportement inductif s'observe (figure 1)
pour des tensions d'61ectrodes superieures %

V RT Lgkri
F(b 2-b 1) Lgn-r 2

L'6volution des diagrammes d'imp~dance avec: la tension d'61ectrode peut
&tre plus compliqu~e lorsque les deux 6tapes 6Iectrochimiques sont renversables
(figure 2). On peut observer successivement lorsque 1'61ectrode est polaris~e vers les
surtensions cathodiques des diagrammes capacitifs, puis inductits, puts de nouveau

cap.citif s.

Les figures I et 2 ont k6 r~ai156es ii laide du logiciel de calcul et de
simnulation d'impedances electrochimiques CASIDIE 1.

V. &102.- .:...........r
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Le comportement experimental de ia reaction de degagement de

l'hydrogine sur une 6lectrode de Nickel polie pr~oxydee est pr~sent6 sur la figure 3.
L'6volution des diagrammes d'imp~dance avec la tension d'ilectrode est incompatible

avec l'hypothise d'irrenversabilit6 des deux reactions 6lectrochmiques. Un
comportement capacitit doit C-tre exp~rimentalement observable des tensions

d'61ectrode plus negatives en accord avec les previsions thioriques du m~canisme de

Volmer-Heyrovsky.

I J.P. DIARD, B. LE GORREC ,C. MONTELLA
soumis J. de Chimie Physique

2 S. MAXIMOVITCH
Th~se Grenoble 1983

A,@ +ft4 *.(--)R2 4

1.9 bi .
- .amc-ei

b2 C.)e;e

a.. R2 (mol.0fm-3)

Gas(fol .ce-2)
-. 50 - i.@nK-es

CdocF.am-2)

Fig. 1 Evolution des impedances avec la tension d'dlectrode
cas des rdactions irrenversables
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A+ +0 43 (- A..4
A,. .A 4a '-)A2 +a

ko I(e-I)
* .e6C-82

k5 bi (w I.)3.a
- 3.36C-II

ko21.o -I .eM3.6-1)

- 3 . 1 1 ( 4 6 2

11b2 .1..
N -?.SSC-01

R+ (maI.cm-3)

*Ra2 CMI.eM-3)
4- - I.Ie(-a3

Gam~inaI.om-2)

Cdo(Fcr c-2 I

Fig. 2 Evolution des impddances avec la tension d'dlectrode
cas des rdactions renversables

-20 -1100 -1000 V/"9 g-oO

155 tO71SAj

-10Z (Q) I.**.
to& R@Z (0)

to 7b9

I ..z(C)
to

Gift

Fiq.3 Rdaction de d&gagorient de l'hydrog~ne

Diagrammie d'impddance de NYQUIST k diverses
tensions . lectrode de nickel prd-oxydde 5 mn 2
A V= 400 mV/Hg-HqO :T=20 'C: KOH 1M: S=0. 125 cm
a- V= -1000 ZDV/Hg-llgO = 70 mV/ERH
b- V= -1200 MV/Hg-EHgO = -270 MV/ERH
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STUDY OF DIGITAL SIMULATION IN SECOND ORDER TECHNIQUES FOR
ELECTROCHEMISTRY-

M.S. LORENZO, P.CAPAS, C.MONTEMAYOR, J.M.VARA and E.FATAS
Departamento de Electroquimica. Facultad de Ciencias. Universi-
dad Aut6noma de Madrid. 28049 MADRID. Spain.

INTRODUCTION

The so-called second order techniques are reaching, during
the last years, an increasing importance, either to investigate
the fundamentals of electrode processes or for analytical pur-
poses1 . These techniques are based on the rectifying properties
of the electrode-electrolyte interface. Despite of the recent
progress, it never became very popular, probably because of
the theoretically treatments are rather difficult. The numerical
methods used in digital simulation seems to be an adequate tool
for the study of complex electrode processes by means of second
order techniques.

This paper intents the digital simulation of the ouput of an
electrodic system, responding to a modulated input. Among the
differents kinds of modulation we have studied the so-called
D.B.S., 2 which seems to offer most potentialities. We have con-
sidered the simple case (diffusion followed by charge transfer),
and the mechanismes EC and CE.

R:ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Among the differents algorithms used in digital simulation of
electrode processes, we have make use of the explicit method,
which despite to be one of the simplest, it leads to rather good
results 3 . Along the calculations, a semi-infinite plane electrode
has been considered.

Because of the non-linearity of the electrodic system 4, the
response to a input modulated signal will be composed of several
harmonics, being the most interesting one, the corresponding to
a frequency double of the low frequency of the modulated input
signal. We have obtained the response to the different frequen-
cies by fitting the numerical flux obtained in the simulation,
to a Fourier serie by the least-square method.

Figure 1 shcws the representation of the amplitude of the

ouput, flux corresponding to the low frequency (-'m=(12 ,
vs. d.c. polarization potential, Lor a simole electrode reaction
(diffusion and charge transfer). The values of the parameters
used in the simulation are: a=0.5, A =0.02 V., DO/DR= 4/5
WH/wL=100, k°=O.1, 1 and 10 cm2 .s- for curves 1,2 and 3 resp.

.. b ? .- [ . b-./ , , .. / _ . . " .'.< < :, [[. ? . .,[ ].,[ "- [. "-" .. '-......~v ,- - v ,
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It can be seen that all the curves show a minimum at potentials
very near to Eo, and the higher

AEm j the standard rate constant is,
K=10 sharper is the shape of the

minimum. Also it can be seen
that the value of the amplitude
at 2wL depend strongly of the
value of the standard rate

:1 constant for all the d.c. poten-
tials. Generally, this results
are in good agreement with the
experimentally obtained ones,
especially in the galvanostatic
case 2 .

Z0.1

Fig. 2 shows the representa-
tion ofiEm, calculated by digital

-20 -10 0 10 20 E-Eo simulation, vs. the d.c.potential
for the simple case and for the

Fig. 1 mechanismes CE and EC.Remarkable
diferences has been observed
between the three cases. The

AEm minimun of the amplitude respect
to Eo for EC mechanism, and at
negative potentials for CE
mechanism. Also the shape of the
curves is quite different for the
three cases.

From these facts it can be
deduced that the digital simula-
tion method in combination with
demodulation polarography could
be a technique specially suitable

SI I and sensible, for elucidation of
-20 -70 0 10 20 E-Eo mechanismes and determination of

parameters of rather complex
Fig. 2 electrode processes.
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APPLICATION OF THE DIGITAL SIMULATION METHOD TO THE STUDY OF
THE IMPEDANCE OF ELECTRODIC SYSTEMS

P.CAqAS, M.S. LORENZO , C.MONTEMAYOR, J.M.VARA and E.FATAS
Departamento de Electroquimica. Universidad Aut6noma de Madrid.
28049 MADRID. Spain.

INTRODUCTION

The analytical solution of the equations describing electrode
processes shows increasing difficulties with the complexity of
the reaction that takes place on the electrode. This fact, make

specially adequate digital simulation methods for the study of
such systemsI, particularly in the analysis of the electrode
ouput to a sine wave input.

In this work, the study of the response of an electrode
perturbed by a sine wave signal is carried out by means of the
digital simulation technique. The simple cases (diffusion follow-
ed by charge transfer) , and then electrode processes with
adsorption of electroactive specie have been studied, and the
corresponding impedance diagrams have been calculated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have used the equation

C(xi ,ti- l ) - C ( x i , t i )  C(X i-1 t i ) - 2 C ( x i t t i ) + C ( x i + l , t i )  +

At D

+(C(xi.l,tl ) - 2C(xi,t -+l)+C(si+l,ti+l)) (1-8)

Ax 
2

where all the symbols have their usual meaning. We have try
values of 8=0 (explicit equation) , 8=1/2 (Crank, Nicholson's
algorithm 2 ,and 6=1 (Laasonen's implicit equation). It has been
also performed calculations with he Hopscoth's algorithm 3 , and
the variable space-grid algorithm . In all the cases the results
have been very similars, so we have mainly used the explicit
method (8=0) . In all the calculations the electrode has been
considered as one of semi-infinite plane geometry.

The digitalization of the input sine wave signal has been
solved aplying the sampling theorem of Shannon. It five us the
least number of samples that is necessary to take from an

analogic signal, in order to rebuilt it without loss of the
contained information.

Figure 1 shows the impedance diagram corresponding to the
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simple case (diffusion and charge transfer), obtained by digital
simulation. The values of the parameters used in the simulation

are k*=10- 2 cm.s-l, =0.5, Co=CR, Do=DR, Cd=10 pF.cm , Ed.c.=EG

and Va.c=0.01 sin wt V. This impedance plot is similar to those
experimentally obtained.
The classical half-circle
at high frequencies, and
the straigh line, slope of

ze 450, corresponding to the
diffusion impedance, appear
clearly in figure. This
seems to confirm our correct
application of the method.

Figure 2 shows the com-
plex plane plot for several

.06225 systems with adsorption of
I.zsH2 .625H? electroactive specie. A

6 _.2_S___H __ __Langmuirian behaviour has
zI been supposed, and the va-

lues of the parameters used
Fig. 1 in the simulation are:

Co=CR' DO=DR' Cd=10 uF.cm 2

-5 -2 (surface excess at saturation
coverage)=10 mrol.cm and adsorption coefficients=10 4 , 1 and 10-2
mol-l.cm3 (curves 1,2 and 3 resp.) . An inductive loop has been

31.2SK H2 observed in all the cases.
2. K The influence of the adsorp-

tion coefficient on the shape
of the curves, also can be
seen in Fig. 2.

2.? HKH2 The comparation between
this digital simulated impe

KH2 dance diagrams and experi-
mental data, using pattern
recognition thecniques,

z give us a medium to identify
8S3H82 89.3 H2  parameters of complex elec-

trode processes, which are
difficult to solve analyti-

z' cally.

Fi g. 2
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INFLUENCE OF THE ACTIVATION OF A GOLD ELECTRODE ON THE OXIDATION
MECHANISM OF METHANOL

by E.GONZALEZ-HERNAN, C.ALONSO and J.GONZALEZ-VELASCO

Departamento de Electroquimica. Facultad de Ciencias. Universidad Aut6noma

de Madrid. 28049 MADRID. Spain.

I.- INTRODUCTION

It has been reported the importance of the nature, structure and crystal
orientation of the electrode material1 in relation with the oxidation of
organic compounds on noble metals. Likewise, studies on the methanol oxidation
on platinum single crystal 2 and OH polycrystalline Pt show that the voltam-
mogram obta:ned on the last kind of electrode can be approximately obt=ined
as a combination of the voltammograms for the methanol oxidation on the (100),
(110) and (111) faces of Pt.

On the other hand, Arvia and Co.3 have obtained changes in the pollycrys-
talline gold electrode surface by means of the application of square wave
potential programis.

We have studied the changes induced in the electroanalytical activity of
polycristalline gold in relation with the methanol oxidation and the OH
ccverage formation in basic medium.

It can be seen that the region of the OH coverage presents a different
vclta--mogram after than before the activation (see Fig. I and 2). There is
an increase in the area atteibuted to the on coverage formation on the (111)
-ace of gold in relation to the (110) and (100), changing in this way the
recnanism for the methanol oxidation in basic medium.

(101

E

-1.4 -1. 2 -. 0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4
E/Vvs MSE

F'. i. ?.tenticdynamif E/I profiles run with i KOH at 2 0 C.-Gold
,r-'i Zrcde after repetitive trianguiav potential sweeors (RTPS) at 0.02

/ -"i=! jA cm- 1 .

Law...

- ... 7.1 '6.-1--1~
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Ji

(1(1)

(1100

-1.3 -1.2 -1.1 -1 -0.9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -O.S -O.
EI VVSMSE

Fig. 2. Potentiodynamic E/I profil run with IM KOH at 250C at 0.02 V/s.
y=5LiA cm-I.
Electropolished gold electrcde after the square wave potential
cycling treatment (t=205) and electroreduced at 0.01 V/s.
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A STUDY OF THE OH COVERAGE ON GOLD IN BASIC SOLUTIONS

C. ALONSO and J.-CONZALEZ-VELASCO
Departamento de Electroquimica. Facultad de Ciencias. Universidad Aut6noma de
Madrid. 28049 MADRID. Spain.

I.- INTRODUCTION

Allthough the behaviour of Au electrodes has been studied in numerous
ocassions, these does not exist an unambiguous explanation for the different
experimental data. In basic solutions, the voltanmetrie scan starts with a
dcable layer current followed by a region in wich the current remains ap-
parently const3r, h0fore reaching the potential range in which the gold
cxidc-s .- ,Lq-, -rmed.

The second mentioned range can be recorded under a hig.. - -S.Dii]-Ly and,
in this way, big variations in the current can be detected (Fig. 1).

in this work we have analized the I vs.E curves and found an adsorption
modell for the OH coverage on gold. Likewise, we studied the mechanism of
rormation of the OH coverage by application of potential pulses.

The results show that the OH coverage takes place beginning with a charge
transfer from one CH ion to the gold electrode, followed by a instantaneous
-i ensional nucleation, and finishing with a bidimensional nucleation to

t:;e whole gold surface. A.fter wards, the nucleation continue to the bulk, by
fcrr.mation of hydrogen bridges between the CH- ions.

RE.-F:SULTS AND DISCUSSION
RA f 1, RANGE III

RANGEI Cathodic scan almost reproduces the
same features in the same potential
values and the plot of Ip vs. v gives
a straight line whose slope gives a
value for the capacity. Since this
current is attributed to the formation
of the OH cc. i ccording to the Eq:

Az Au+OH AuCH + i (1)

V:100 the value obtained would ce esent a
V: 5 pseudocapacity of adsorotiu-. 1he capa-

city values which are a ;urncticn -t the
E potential can be used i. order tc deduce

values for the coverage. On the ctner
.hand, 1ip. 1, shcws three differcnt

' -.0 -0.8 -0. -0.4 ranges, which were associated to the
u n on I.,: tn !i. er2nt ace:; of the pollycrystallin,

.~ .... q---- - - V
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With the 0 and the pseudocapacity values attributed to the (110),(100)and
(111) orientations of the microcrystals it is possible to find a model for
the adsorption isotherm we have found, that the OH coverage on each of the
three mentioned faces can be described by means of a Temkin isotherm in which
the interaction coefficient g results to be a linear function of the potential.

Fig. 2 shows the variation of the calculated g

-9

0
E -8

-_-7

-6

-920 -80 -840 -800 -760 -720 -680J-640 -600
8-0.2 e:O.8 EV(MSE)

with the potential value for the second range of Fig. 1 (supossed to be the
Of coverage on the (100) face of gold). This linear variation has been
interpreted as a consequence of the OH bond polarization induced by the
increasing anodic potential applied.

1y means of the application of potentiostatic pulses, I-t curves were
recorded for the three different ranges of Fig.l. Fig. 3 shows one of these

.8
I-'

.6

0

0 1 2 3 5 6 7 a
I(m , ec )

I-t characteristics. They " , ter;prtted 1c the ConSeqLe':.c c an in"i'al
tlectron transfer frcm an O i- i Dn in the -il' to re active jit oil ore
concrete ;,old fac -,:c .. i.,; to *,he value fo te poctential pulse applied

711-wcd !,y -n instntaneous r -..nional aucla1irn -r ,,steri,,r pro re
-,.' ['.v;:n:.i .r l :.uosle t.un.

'r i~ly , for bccitive p:,tential value,; iir i,-laticn with the zcl o the
zcr :te lice, rne pclwrizaticn or tr;e whole -.H tiLsuc" on the gold suxr.ace,
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would influence the strength of the hydrogen bonds that unit the first OH
layer with other layers in the bulk, giving rise to a tridinensional mechanism.

LITERATURE
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF SILVERCOMPLEXES
IN PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS

A. HUBIN, H. TERRYN, B. VAN DER LINDEN, J. VEREECKEN
Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Dept. Metallurgy, Electrochemistry and Materials Science
Pleinlaan 2, 1050 BRUSSELS, Belgium

Silver diffusion transfer development is a photographic process in
which complexed silver ions are reduced to metallic silver to form an
image.

The mechanism and the kinetic parameters of the reduction of silver
thiosulphate and thiocyanate complexes are studied with stationary and
non- "... "thods on a silver electrode.

.For the thiosulphate complexes the following cL l,'siOLlb 4L, De Orawn
from the stationary polarization curves :

Charge transfer at low overpotentials (< 150 mY) and diffusion at
high overpotentials are the rate determining steps. The complexes
are the electroactive species and no influence of the decomplexa-
tion on the overall reaction rate is found. From the Tafel plots
an average transfer coefficient of 0.58 is calculated. The rate
constant depends on the free thiosulphate concentration. This
means that the reduction doesn't proceed via a simple charge
transfer mechanism.

The cyclic voltammograms for the reduction of thiosulphate complexes,
showing a prewave, indicate that an adsorption of product, in this case
thiosulphate, occurs. Assuming a Langmuir adsorption isotherm, a rate
constant independent of the concentration can be calculated with an
average value of 3.5 10-5 m/s.

For the thiocyanate complexes the same steps are rate determining inthe different potential ranges, but the rate constant is 100 x greater.

Thiocyanate doesn't adsorb on the electrode.

The following mechanism and rate equation can be proposed

(1m) + - %Ag L Ag + m Lm
Ag L l - an + e Ag + m L -

Ln- (Ln-)

ads .-

1 I ,1

d Jk

J is the current density.

.....
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J " 6.2 F D
2 / 3 v

1/ 2 [Ag L
( I - mn)]

d m

v is the rotation speed of the electrode,

(I - a) FE

k [Ag L0 -mn) e RT

Kad s L - + I

E is the galvanic potential,

with

n -  2- n- -
L S 2o3 L -SCN

2 -9 -9
Diffusion coefficient D (m /s) 0.45 10 0.75 10

Transfer coefficient a 0.58 0.74

Rate constant kR  (m/s) 3.50 I0-
5  2.50 10-

5

Adsurption constant K ads (1/mol) 3.5 -

Impedance measurements are performed, in order to study the influence
of electrocrystallization on the reaction.

In accordance with the results of the polarization curves, a model that
takes account of the influence of charge and mass transfer is proposed.
As well for the thiosulphate as for the thiocyanate complexes, the same
values for a and kR can be determined as from the polarization curves,but it
is innossible to fit the complete impedance curve.

A more complex model, including a surface diffusion of adions is pro-
posed :

R
c R ' electrolyte resistance

el
Z d R tZ d - Warburg impedance

Rt  . charge transfer resistance
occuring at double layer

transition

C double layer capacitance
dlC

R c R - crystallization resistance
el c

C c crystallization capacitance

Cdl

!1

,.,"t"-" t " ,'- , . -.. ,.. ,-. ..
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For the thiocyanate complexes, this model allows to calculate the rate
constant of charge transfer from Rt.

The average value is 5 0-5 m/s. The effect of electrocrystallization
is characterized by Rc and C .c c
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IDENTIFICATION BY FTIR AND HPLC OF THE PRODUCTS GENERATED DURING
THE PROLONGED ELECTROLYSIS OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL ON NOBLE METAL ELECTRODES

E. BOUHIER-CHARBONNIER, B. BEDEN, J-M. LEGER and C. LAMY,
Laboratoire de Chimie I, Electrochimie et Interactions, U.A. CNRS NO 350,
Universit6 de Poitiers, 40 avenue du Recteur Pineau, 86022 POITIERS (France)

The identification of the products and byproducts,which are formed
during the prolonged electrolysis of a given small organic molecule, is of
fundamental importance before writting any detailed electrochemichal mecha-
nism. However such identifications are not trivial at all, especially when
diluted aqueous solutions are concerned. Not only there is a Lack of experi-
mental technique of investigation, but some of the intermediates may be not
stable in the electrolytic medium, which makes their identification much more
compLex.

It is the aim of this work to investigate the products formed during the
electrocatalytic oxidation of ethylene glycol (EG) on noble metal electrodes
in aqueous medium by means of two different analytical techniques, respecti-
vely the Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy, FTIR, and the High Perfor-
mance Liquid Chromatography, HPLC.

Previous studies 1, have postulated that ethylene glycol could be
oxidized in acid medium up to C02 , involving 10 electrons per molecule (e.
p.m.) . However in alkaline medium the oxidation process stops at the oxalate
stage, involving 8 e.p.m.. The generally accepted scheme in the literature
is the following

glyoxal

CHO

CHO
CH2H CH20H CHO 6 COOH

1 12 3 5OO1 --1
CH2OH CHO * CH2O COOH COOH2 CH OH

ethyLene glycol glycol-aldehyde I glyoxylic acid oxalic acid
COOH

glycolic acid

in which two different paths are supposed,either through glyoxal or through
glycolic acid intermediates. Further oxidation may lead to carbon dioxide
evolution in acid medium or carbonatation of the solution in alkaline medium.
Secondary reactions are also to be considered, particularly in alkaline
medium for the aldehydic groups : for instance the CANNIZZARO reaction, which
transforms glyoxal in glycolate, and glyoxylate in both oxalate and glycolate,
or the so-called aldolisation which affects the glycolaldehyde.

Long duration electrolysis were performed under potentiostatic control
[using a mercurous sulphate electrode (MSE) as a reference] either with gold
or platinum eLectrodes, in both acid and alkaline electrolytes. Dueto the rapid
bLccage of the active surface by poisoning species, it appeared to be impos-
;ibLe to keep the current constant more than several tenth of seconds at a
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suitable potential value Ee for the electrolysis to take place. To sustain
the process it is thus necessary to clean periodically the surface of the
electrode by a fast voltammetric pulse between two limits Ea and Ec and to1hold
the potential at a plateau E during a time T until the current decreases by
about one half of its initia? value. AlL the parameters E , E , E and T
depend on the system under investigation and are determin~d by prelmnary
voltammetric experinents. Once these conditions are chosen, it is possible to
carry out electrolysis during several days.

a

E
e

* - IE 4-

T t/s

ALL the experiments were realized at 250 C with 0.1 M of the electro-
active species in 0.1 M HCIO4 or 0.1 M NaOH eLectroLytic solutions.

During the electrolysis, voltammetric curves, (i,E), are periodically
recorded, using the voltammetric pulses between Ea and Ec , in order to follow
the evolution of the system and to check the activity of the electrodes.
Samples of the electrolytic solution are taken out and immediately analyzed
by HPLC (using both UV and refractive index detectors) and FTIR (a drop of
solution is put between two AgCI or CaF2 windows). All the chromatograms and
spectra are compared with those of 10-1, 10-2, 10- 3 M standard reference
aqueous solutions of the expected products.Itis thus possible to follow the
decrease of concentration in ethylene glycol and the increase of that in
products with respect to the time of electrolysis. The results are given in
the following table, where the percentages are calculated with reference to
the initial ethylene glycol content.

Electrolyte NaOH HCI04

Electrode Pt Au Pt Au
Potential of the plateau
(E/V vs. MSE) -0.62 -o.3 0.06 0.57

Time of electrolysis (hours) 29 92 96 29

Ethylene glycol 45 1 37.3 % 54 % 71.7 %
Gtycol3Ldehyde yes - 7 %
Glyoxal - - -
Glycolic acid 8.3 % 27.2 % 2.8 % -
Glyoxylic acid - - -
Oxalic acid 0.2 % 0.2 % -
Formaldehyde - - 7.7 "
Formic acid 2.2 % 3.7 % J.5 %
Carbonate yes 31.6 % -
CO.2  - 32 % 28.3 %

'-V ,%
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Interpretation of the results
Whatever the nature of the electrolyte or of the electrode, the pre-

sence of gLyoxaL or gLyoxylic acid has never been detected. Glycolaldehyde
is only formed with platinum electrodes.

Furthermore, conversely to the literature, oxalic acid was not accumu-
lated even after several days as a final product (except as traces of oxalate

in alkaline medium). The main interesting information is the presence of for-

mic acid and formaldehyde in appreciable amounts, which demonstrates the
breaking of the C-C bond during the oxidation process.

In order to give more precise informations, electrolysis were also
performed on 0.1 M solutions of all the expected intermediate products. The
most significant results were obtained in acid medium where there is practi-
cally no secondary reactions. Formation of formic acid is especially detec-
ted during the electrolysis of glycoLaLdehyde, but mainly during the oxi-
dation of gLyoxaL (Leading to a yield reaching 90 %) and of glyoxyLic acid,
on the contrary to glycolic acid during the oxidation of which it is not
detected. However at tihe potentials, where the oxidation of EG takes place
on a platinum electrode, glycolic acid and above all gLyoxal are nearly not
electroLyzed. Therefore the reaction path does not follow the usual scheme,
and involved the breaking of the C-C bond, presumably at the glycolaLdehyde
stage, Leading to C02 through formaldehyde and formic acid.

At higher potentials it is however possible to pass through the glyoxaL
stage, with further oxidation to glyoxylic acid Leading then to oxalic acid
and formic acid. This may corroborate the observation previously made by
other 'jthors "Z.

At the present state of our investigation, including some studies on the
electrochemical reactivity of the different expected products 3, it is thus
pcssibLe to write the following reaction path for the oxidation of EG in acid
medium on a Pt electrode held at 0.06 V/MSE

H2 OHCH2OHCH20H H20

* I I - HCHO - HCOOH -- CO2
CH OH CHO
2

CH 20H - COOH
2I
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A FORMALISM FOR DEVELOPING CHRONOCOULMETRY AT A SPH*-RICAL
ELECTRODE

E. Guaus, F. Mas, J. Puy and F. Sanz.
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Up today chronocoulometry has become the most useful tech-
nique for studying adscrption when a faradic process takes place.
Anson and co. [1] have developped both the single and the dou-
ble step techniques (2] . His treatment is focussed on the use
of Cottrell's expression for a plane electrode.

Due to the crescent interest on the use of spherical sta-
tionary mercury electrodes ( SDME or SME ), and following a
recently develoned treatnent for the pulse polarography in the
DYX [3] , a theoretical equation has been obtained for sin-
gle step chronocoulometry at a spherical electrode when both
reactant and product are adsorbed.

Let us consider a simple redox system R -r e- P. 'When at
t= to a pulse potential is applied driving the system from a
base potential without reaction ( & = 0 ) to another poten-
tial ( 9 = 6 ) with faradaic current, the intensity through
the system at t > t can be written as:

I's 4 +4
LI)

The following simbols have been used

,.c,(,-.,)/c" t,-Fl,/ I -.

nF, . = ,A C" ,<l -=: /- 4 i,-
-t -

4 800 "

* ... ,..oX
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The fuctions t C5), 'f ) . r(t) are defined as:

(3)

together with the reversibility and the isotherm.
The eharge involved in the whole process ( O,t ) can be

simple found as Q 1*'. k!) WThen -o Z 't',,

J4 2 ('14  (4)
with

wher[e ~ 'L *~4/J t t . o9es (,I -t c rect: on .
+ 4fand 41.ct) , f..flx*)stand respectively for the dimensionless char.

ge defined by means of

end for the instantaneous transformation R-P just at tr.,
the moment when the pulse potential is applied. c nF A )r

For the limiting case n th(5) becomes

If we take t.o ,we have

5*..

where the second term comes from the spherical correction.
Thurefore, we will obtain a linear representation for Q(t) vs.

If we consider a plane electrode then (6) trans-
forms into

anal. ~~ it Chm.,_323i96)

where the third and fourth term corresponds then to the correc
tion to the Cottrell espression due to the fact that in C::.r8
a inhomogeneity has appeared in the solution as a consequence
of the adsorption.
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ATZ THE RDE. ATTEIN14ENT OF STATIONARY STATE.
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when an electrodic transport controlled process with
boundary conditions including adsorption processes is studied

If using an arbitrary time controlled potencial, the response
functions ( i(t), Q(t) ...... ) depend on the concentrations of
the species around the electrode and on the coverage concen-
tration, wich makes necessarv to solve the transpoort eqruations.

Following a treatment similar to that made
for the DEE , we have studied the equations that, with the
usual hypothesis , describe the diffusion-convection transport
That takes place in the RDE when reversible process Rtne- P
is considered. This treatment is based on the transformation
of the transport differential equations into an integral equa-
tion, which in this case is:

L01 A(-8

beingPj~5~~

41 ~~ ~4I 1 ,/4/~,~~I~ ~£9 ~ tE() E140!

X ,A.~U/ ej

ar.d the function A(A is defined by:

) 3 gAO - 0 q y r (2.)
T; The response ffiunctions i~t), Q(t) take, for the potentios-

tra:ic case, t-he f orm:

(0 9.t(\ (4) -

where 7(X~) arnd 12(X\) are'dir.ens ionlezs exnressions of i(t) and

0(t)L
-Q CALNQ 4A. A
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ig(>) is the limit diffusion current obtanied by 
Levich 3

consid ring the diffusion layer hypothesis of Nernst (statio-
nary state), and 6d is the thickness of that layer.

Because of the general compleity'of A(X), it is interes-
ting to consider its assyrptotic behaviour in order to solve
equation (1):- 4/

Aj( , , /5)
011Hi"

Analysing the flu; values, a critic value of \ can be de-
ternined for wich those azsyrptotic behaviours can be used. (xe)

3
Thus, in the absence of adsorption, it is found

Xw- '/3.1o

and then, for V A(),-vo.94F%.

In those conditions, the integral equation (1) can be .
solved exactly:

Due to this fact it is said that the stationary state is
reached quickly when the RDE is used.

The results obtained when the lengmuirian adsorption is
azs,=.Zd for the reaction components, show that the \,value is
ztroncly dependent on both, the dimensionless parameter B (pro-
porticnal to the rotation speed of the disc ( w'&)) and the ad-
sorption coefficients. Then the stationary state hynpothesis
doez not hold when strong adsorption is considered.
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Oxide anodes can be prepared by thermal decomposition depending their

electrocatalytic properties on temperature and preparation procedure. The

same (hydrous) oxides can be obtained by electrolytic growth or by chemical

precipitation on a suitable substrate although in these cases corrosion is

more pronounced. The present work deals with the electrochemical response

of nickel hydroxide-iron hydroxide mixtures of different composition

chomically co-precipitated on a conductive substrate (platinun or vitreous

carbon) with particular reference to the electrocatalytic activity for the

oxygen evolution reaction (OER). The films were chemically co-precipitated

by alternative immersions of the substrate in NiSO4 + FeSO4 and NaOH
solutions of different concentration following a procedure previously
described to prepare colloidal electrodes1 ,2 .

Figure 1 shows the E/i potentiodynamic response for the Pt/Ni(OH) and
Pt/Fe(OH) single interphases and the Pt/Ni(OH) 2 + Fe(OH)2 mixed in~erphase
at 250 C. The Pt/Ni (OH)2 electrode shows the anodic and cathodic current
peaks related to the H-electrosorption/electrodesorption (-0.90 to -0.50 V
vs Hg/OH/0.01 M NaOH) and to the 0-electrosorption/electrodesorption
(-0.50 to 0.30 V). At more positive potentials, the current peaks related
to the Ni(II)/Ni(III) redox couple and the start of the OER are observed.
The current peaks located at c.a. 0.55 V in the anodic potential scan and
at 2.47 V in the cathodic scan correspond to the reaction 3

N i(OH) 2 + OH _ NiOOH + H20 + e (1)

The electrochemical response of a Pt/Fe(OH) 2 electrode shows two clearly
*3efined redox couples. The first one appears at more negative potentials
with the anodic and cathodic peaks located at c.a. -0.74 V and -0.89 V
respectively, and the second one, which exhibits a greater reversibility,at
c.a. -0.53 V and -0.63 V respectively. The ccmparison of the redox couple
potentials with thermodyna:-mic data and tht re ultn cbtained on platinum
ani vitreous carbon for different pH values of the electrolytic and alkali
r.e precipitating solutions as well as the effect of the cation employed
(!a+ or K+)4, allow us to postulate that the redox couple observeJ at nr(,e
negative potentials, corresponds to the reaction 5

3 Fe(OH) + 2 OH _ Fe3O .4H20 + 2 e , (Eo= -0.758 V) (2)
2 3 4 2

while thz secord redox cu;uple correzponds to tnv reaction

Fe(OH) + OH -FeOO1i + H 2) + e (L -0 (3)

according to a bilayer rodel 6 .

,I .. .. . . .. ... :. ;........-.....
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The Pt/Ni(OH)2 + Fe(OH) electrode shows the redox processes corresponding
to the Fe(II)/Fe(III) couile at practically the same potentials as those
obtained with the Pt/Fe(OH)2 interphase, while there is a pronounced shift
of the Ni(OH) 2 oxidation towards positive potentials as compared with the
single interphase. Simultaneously, the Ni(OH) 2 oxidation peak is totally
masked by the OER due to the considerable decrease in the overpotential for
this reaction. The effect can be clearly seen in Fig. 2, where the potential
scan includes the anodic current peak corresponding to the OER. In this
case, the oxygen reduction current peak at -0.30 V can also be seen during
the negative potential scan. The shift of the Ni(II)/Ni(III) current peaks
measured through the NiOOH reduction peak potential decreases as the Ni(OH)2
content in the mixture increases. The catalytic activity for the OER is
maximum in a mixture with 20-25% of Fe(OH) 2 .

Other important features shown by the mixed electrode is a greater stabi-
lity of the E/i profile for the Fe(II)/Fe(III) redox couple than that of
the individual components and a noticeable charge increase of the more rever
sible redox couple (!"e(OH) 2/FeOOH) as compared with that of the Fe(OH) 2/
Fe304.4H20 redox couple. These facts indicate that the addition of Ni(OH)2
to Fe(OH) 2 electrodes would stabilize the charge during successive charge/. -.

discharge cycles of the Fe(OH) 2 electrode. -1
Stationary polarization curves show values of the Tafel slope for oxygen

euolution of 0.06 V for Pt/Ni(OH)2 and 0.05 V for Pt/Fe(OH)2. Mixed elec-
trodes snow a lower overpotential than either Ni(OH) 2 or Fe(OH) 2 single
electrodes with a Tafel slope of 0.03 V and a reaction order with respect to
the OH- ions concentration of about 2. The experimental Tafel slope and the
reaction order parameters for the mixed electrode are in reasonable agree-
ment with the theoretically predicted values for the mechanism known as
"oxide path" 7 .
The performance of the electrode at 0.61 V in a 1 M NaOH electrolytic

solution decreases from 8 mA/cm2 to 4 mA/cm2 over a period of 72 h. The
voltanruogram recorded after this time shows a decrease in the charge corres
ponding to the Fe(II)/Fe(III) redox couples and a shift of the current
peaks related to the Ni(II)/Ni(III) process towards less positive potentials.
These results could be an indication of the existence of a selective
disscluticn process of Fe(OH) 2 in the electrolytic solution.
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CATHODIC BEHAVIOR OF THICK TITANIUM OXIDE FILMS
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Introduction:
The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) which accompanies corrosion of the

oxide film- of titanium has been reported by different authors although

results are not in agreement.
1

At cathodic potential region, the oxide films lose their corrosion resis-
tivity which could be explained by hydride formation at the surface.

2-3

The behavior of the anodic oxide films of titanium electroformed in sulfu_
ric acid 0,5 M under different experimental conditions is studied in the

cathodic branch by linear ,voltarnmetry rotatory disc electrode (IVE) and
ir-pedance measur emients.

Th: sW.-CiT:n was a titanium rod of 99,99% purt t, fixed in a teflon holder.
Th- exp:.>ed area was about C,5 cm2 . Afte degreasing, it was chemically
piuh-i in a solution 1:4:5 parts by VOILtne of 48% HF, 65% I-f,03 and water
Ser[ect ivuly. 4

The oxide film was formed by linear sweep Voltmmotry using different
final anodic potential and then it was carefully removed by chemical poli-
sh:ng. A saturated calomel electrcze CSCE) v.'as uscd as reference clectrode.
All the potentials are referred to the standard hyirogen electrode (SHE).

Results and discussion:
The xydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in perchloric and sulfuric acid

solutions at different pH values, keeping ionic strength constant, was
studied on electroformed thick oxide films.

The thickness and properties of the oxide films were evaluated by
impedance measurements.5

The typical i/E curves obtained with a RDE showed a limit current between
-1.8 and -2.0 V. A linear relationship between limit current density values
and rotation rate square root was found as predicted by Levich equation for
zontrolled processes for mass transport solution at differont pH values
(fijure 1). From these results the diffusion coeff'->.- ficr hydrogen ions
was calculated and its value was in agreement with the Iiterature for per
chloric acid solutions. However, in sulfur.c acid -oluti-ns it was necessary
to correct the hydrogen ion concentration due to the presuv.ca' of acid
sulfate ions. 6

The cathodic Tafel slope obtained from E-log i max representar '-n- was
about -120 PV/df c, and the reaction order with respect to hydrogen ion was

F 1, -r 2 shjwo 1he s imultaneous p:.tfntiuciynamic ;-eanurementa of current
(:Qwc-r dart) and capicity ,, part) a!7 a function of pota.:tial.

7; ' rct'ntial electrode wac !wept an-] ically frci.L 0 V up to 3,2 V, then

L:'ersej to -2,G V, fEllow- d by a ecord sweep bLcK to 3.,2 V before return
;r.j to the starting potential. Nlirn the potential was rever:;Od at the

LU'
.
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cathodic limit the current density was higher than the values obtained in
the negative sweep. This effect could indicate that changes in the hydrogen
e' olution reaction occurred.

During the second anodic sweep the current density profile between 0 V
and 2.3 V shows negligible values although after 2.3 V it increases again
up to the first cycle value which indicates that oxide film growth is
occur ring.

it can also be seen from figure 2 that electrode capacity decreases
continuously with the increase of oxide films thickness which is well known
for thicker oxide films. In the negative sweep the capacity remained almnst
constant up to 2.3 V, and then increased again for less positive potentials.
During the second positive sweep, the capacity values are lower than those
obtained in the first cycle up to 2.3 V. After it, similar capacity values
were obtained in both cycles.

The capacity values obtained at lower potentials during both negative
sweeps were plotted according to Schottky-Mott equation from which similar
donor concentrations were found.

The C-1 vs d (oxid, thickness) plot shows the same slope for both positive
sweeps with a greater initial thickness (do) for the second one. This fact
can be interpreted as a thinning of the oxide film occuriing simultaneously
with the hydrogen evolution reaction.
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introduction

In the present communication, the study of the electro-reduction of

d ibromonorcarane to the corresponding monobromo derivative carried out in

a two-phase electrolytic system, assisted by mediating redox couple, is
reported. The chemical synthesis of the same compound, although well
characterized, is not satisfactory, due principally to the high temperature
and long time required, as well as to the low specificity and yield.Electro
synthetic methods are more promising, but if a conventional onophasic 2
electrolyte system is employed, very high negative potentials are required 2

The electrosynthesis performed in an aqueous/non-aqueouz heterogeneous
system with a water soluble redox agent electrochemically regenerated has
been successfully applied to other organic electrosynthesis3 , and we hope
this procedure, if properly applied to the synthesis of monobromonorcarane,
will help to overcome in a significant way the difficulties already
mentioned.

Exper iment al

The electrolytic cell employed was of conventional design with three
electrodes and separated anodic and cathodic compartments.

The silver working electrode was either a foil of 12 cm2 of geometric
area or a wire of 2,3 cm2 , depending on the type of experiments. The first
one was employed in controlled potential electrolysis for preparative
purposes, while the second, was suitable for the non-stationary Voltammetric
techniques. The counter electrode was a platinized platinum foil, and a

saturated calomel electrode was employed as reference.
All reagents were of analytical grade, used without further purification

except d ibroonorcarane which was chemically synthesized from bromoform and
cyclohexene 4 . Sodium perchlor ate-perchlor ic acid and tetrabutyl azmoniun
perchlorate were employed as inert electrolytes. The biphasic emulsion,
methylenechloride-water was maintained by mechanical agitation. The media-
ting reducing agent was the Cr(II)/Cr(rIIl) redox couple.

The experiments were performed at 0 + 0,10 C and desoxygenated with N2
bubbled through the emulsion.

Characterization and quantification of electrolysis products were

performed by gas chromatography, using SE 30 as stationary phase.

Stationary an,) pxtentiodyn.mic current-potential curves for aqueous
cntomic chloride solutions at different pH, weiC performed. Two processes,
the reduction of Cr (IlI) and the colution of hydrogen, were well
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characterized in stationary polarograms, whose middle wave potential
difference was dependent upon pH. The voltammograms presented a well
defined peak system due to the Cr(II)/Cr(III) redox couple.

The system water-methylene chloride emulsion-inert electrolytes, analyzed
by cyclic %oltammetry proved to be stable and electrochemically inert under
the experimental conditions employed. From these results, proper parameters
of pH and potential for the preparative electrolysis were chosen.

Table I summarizes the experimental conditions and results obtained in
controlled potential electrolysis for the electrosynthesis of monobromonor-
carane. Only in the c;ase of electrolysis n*5, where both Cr(I1)/Cr(III) and
the biphasic solvent system were present, good yields (more than 50%) were
obtained. It is clear form these results that aqueous Cr(II) electrochemi-
cally generated, is the reducing agent for dibrononorcarane present in the
organic phase.

The biphasic electrolysis technique would help to solve problems such as
the low conductivity of organic media and the insufficient solubility of
organic substrates and products in the aqueous phase. Furthernore, the use
of mediating water soluble redox systems allows lower electrolysis potential
to be employed.

Optimization of operative conditions, such as the use of better
emulsifying methods, minimization of resistive losses by meands of properly
selected anolyte-catholyte separators and so on, would render the electro-
synthetic method a proper one for the obtention of monohalogenocyclopropanic
compound s.

Refer ences
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lectrolysis E M U L S I 0 N Potential
no Aqueous phase Organic phase (vs SCE) Results

NaC1O4  0,1 M B. r 2% V/V The product
I HCIO 4  0,01 M 4r in -600 mV was not

CrCI 7 M C12CH2  obtained.

2 N aCiO4  0, M
HC10 4  0,01 M

NaCIO 0,1 4 mr 2% V/V
HC1O 4  0,01 M C> , r C10(C.HN)4
CrCI 7 nM 0,05M in C12 CH2.

4 NaC1O 4  0,1 M ,, ,,
HCIO 4  0,01 M

NaClO 0,1 M rhe product
HC1044 0,01 M -800 nV was obtained
CrCI 3  7 nMf

6 NaClO 0,1 M The productHC10 0i1,4  0,01 M as not obt.

7

" -400 nV

TABLE I

Fi

4 - - * ~~E ~ t~S* *i ,
i ,4.-
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ELECTOCHEM!CAL BEHAVIOUR OF ACID AND NEUTRAL ZINC (II)
SOLUTIONS ON 'THIN TITANIUJM OXIDE FILM SUBSTRATES

G.F.DARBYSHIRE and O.R.CM9RA

INFIQC, Departamento de Ffsico QuImica, Facultad de Ciencias Quimicas
Universidad Nacional de C6rdoba, C.C.61,Suc.16, 5016 C6rdoba

ARGENTINA

Introduction

The electrocrystallization of zii has been extensively studied in

alkaline solutions, although in acid media fewer publications have appeared.
More recently, studies refered to the initial stages of deposition of zinc
using foreign substrates such as silvet., platinum, gold and graphite 3 , or
.glassy carbon4 have been published. TheLe have been no reports on the use
of titanium for zinc electrocrystallizat.on and this metal is being used
increasingly as a stable substrate in indistrial electrochemistry 5 .

The results presented here are related t- zinc electrodeposition on
titanium electrodes that are polished mechaz *cally or chemically, and the
effect of electrochemically grown thin titan. rn oxide films on the reduction
process.

Experimental

The working solutions were prepared with de-io. ized and purified water
(Milli-Q system), using zinc oxide powder and ammo. iun chloride or zinc
sulfate and sodium sulfate, and degassed using puri ied nitrogen. The pH
was adjusted at desired values adding sulfuric acid , r sodium hydroxide
solutions. All measurements were done at 25*C.

The working electrode was an 8 nm titanium disk (Al.-i 99.9%) polished
mechanically with a 0.05 ui alumina-water suspention to -pecular surface,or
chemically by 10 to 15 second dip in a (1:4:5) fluorhydri- acid-nitric acid-
water mixture. The counter electrode was a large platinum oil and a
saturated 'calomel reference electrode was used, to which ai potentials in
the text are refered.

The electrochemical mea:urements 'consisted of single or rc etitive
linear sweep voltammetry or pulse potential steps.

Results and Discussion

The i/E profile obtained with linear potential sweep voltammetr using a
rechanically polished titanium electrode in slightly acid (pH=6.9) 4 Cl
O.2M and ZnO Ixl0 - 2 M solutions is shown in figure 1 (curve a). The
repetitive potential cycling of the electrode produces a shift in the
cathodic c-xrent peak towards more positive values (curve t) , thus
d.:-reasir. the crrent loop obnerved in the first cycle. (The cathodic
cirrent on reversal of the sweep is higher than that fo .nd on goinrj in
cathodic direction in the initial stages of deposition). In the positive
sweep a docrr-ise in cvrent values at potentials more nc'gative than -0.9V,
whilst an increase in crrcnt at potentials more positive than -0.9V can be
seen. Thin last effect is enhanced, and another anodic current peak can be

% -C-7.-
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observed, when the cathodic potential limit is changed to valures where
hydrogen evolution occurs (curve c) or when a chemically polished electrode.
is used .

When mechanically polished electrodes are previously oxidized, either
potentiodynamically of galvanostatically, up to potencials between 0 ardi
l.0V, the zinc reduction processes are practically not affected, although
higher currents are obtained in the positive sweep at potentials more
positive than -0.09V.

. The cathodic current loop observed in the zinc deposition process,
together with the linear variations of peak current, peak potential and
h. f-peak width with the square root of potential sweep rate are indicative
ot nucleation and growth phenomena 6 . The charges involved in the cathodic
process point to rrultilayer deposition.

Results obtained with repetitive potential cycling of the electrode in
the zinc reduction and oxidation potential region, in solutions with lower
pH show a rapid decrease in the current related to the zinc processes in
favour of an increase in current due to the hydrogen evolution reaction,
This effect makes the analysis of the data rather difficult.

The i/t profiles obtained with pulse potential jumps (figure 2) show
an initial charging current decay followed by an increase in current which
goes through a maximum (Im) at a tine tm and then falls to values
corresponding to linear diffusidn. The current maximum values increase as
the final potential of the double pulse is made more negative. These
features are common to the titanium substrate independently of the surface.
treatment applied.

For mechanically polished electrodes the product Tm tm  remains constant,
independently of the final potential applied, as required by theory of
three dimensional nucleation with diffusion controlled grpwth.

The transients were compared with the non-dimensional equations obtained
from theory 7 by plotting I2/I 2 vs t/tn, for which a reasonably good fit
was obtained when compared with progressive nucleation equations.

When mechanichally polished electrodes were oxidized previous to the
pulse potential jump, similar results were obtained showing a progressive
nucleation, although there appears to be a change towards a predominance of
instantaneous nucleation when a chemically polished electrode with or with-
out previous oxidation is used. Dispersion of experimental results
increased when the chemical polishing is used.

Some measurements were performed in the potential region of titanium
oxide growth after the electrode was cycled repeatedly in zinc reduction
and oxidation potentials (betwe(.n -l.5 and 0 V) . The currents related
to the oxide growth were almost twice those obtained without the activation
at cathodic potentials indicating an enhancement of oxide growth. This is
probable related to zinc atoms incorporate] into the zinc oxide formed on

* the suface which increases the electrodes electrical conductivityl.
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ELECTROCATALYSIS BY FOREIGN AD-ATOMS. REDUCTION OF NITRATE ON A GOLD ELECTRODE

CATALYSED BY UPD OF CADMIUM.

%£
J.Garcla-Domenech, J.L.Vfzquez, J.M.Feliu, A.Aldaz and J.Clavilier.

Departamento de Qumica-Fisica. Universidad de Alicante. Alicante. Spain.

a Laboratoire d'Eiectrochimie Interfaciale. C.N.R.S. 92195 Meudon. Frarce.

The uriderpotential deposition of Pb on polycrystalline gold electrocataly-

zes the reduction of nitrate ion in an acid medium(l). Also, the electrore-

duction of nitrate ions on polycrystalline gold electrodes modified by under-

deposited cadnium submonolayers, shows a sigoificant electrocatalytic effect.

Su, the ULPD of cadmium on gold shifts the reduction wave of nitrate 300 mv

towards positive values with respect to that obtained on gold or cadmiun

electrodes.

igune 1 shows the voltarmetric curve fcr adsorption-desorption of cadmium

or. gold and its effect over nitrate ion reduction to nitrite ion.

The anion of the spporting electrolyte plays a significant role on the reduc-

ticn process, figure 2. This type of behaviour can be attributed tc same com-

petitive adsorption between nitrate and thE anion species present ir tt sup-

portiz.g tlectrolyte, essentially HSO4. These facts are in agreemen: with the

specific adsorption of nitrate ions or, goid and thetr spectfic adsorptior on

the deposited Cd adatcmos(2).

Quantitative analysis reveals that the current is difiurion contrxjiled

i-v ,; i-t -)). In non-buffered solutions and at constarit pH, 2.4, the peak

current increases with nitrate concentration until a value of 5.1073M is rea-

ched. At higher concentrations, the current remains constant, figure 3.

lh.:s fact would suggest that the surface was saturated by a layer of adsorbed

nitrate ions (3). However, at higher H30+ concentration (for NO 5.10 -3M
3 3

+
th-ie current increases clearly. This mean that H 0 diffusion can play a

3 .
detenninant role on the reduction of nitrate ion in our experimental conditions.

1j, buffered ociutions of a fixed pH higher than before, the peak current

:"q,~~~.. ..... ,... '--.......-.. -..... -. ,.
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increases as NO increases, figure 4. Also, at a constant nitrate concentra--3 3
tion, 107 M., the peak current remnals const&..- at all pff values investigated,

pH interval 3.7 to 5.5.

1,* Thus, the rate uf Lhe process is governed by H 0 diffusion in non-buf-

fered solutions and not by the saturation of the eletrode surface by adsorbed

nitrate ions.
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Fig.2. (-)NaCO 1.4S +

Cd(C1O ) 5.10-
4 M +

NANO fo-4. p=2.4

-)as before/O 
+

Na2SO 5.10M

Fig.3 •NaCIO4 1.5M +Cd 4  ,

5.1 O-M; pH=2.40, .

vv 50 mv/s.

. )10-3M.

5-) .1o-3M. P\
(--42.10-2.I-44

Fig.4. NaCIO 4 1.3M HAc/NaAc O.2M..CdSO 4.5.10-4M.

pH = 3.70; v= 50 mv/s.

NN5.-3M -

-3

N :(.-.... 2.1 2.1-. I .-a "

* a (- ). 7,5.10O-M.

( -). .o-1.102M.
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(HLORIDE INHIBITION OF OXALIC ACID

AT A GOD ELECTRODE IN ACID MEDIA

a a bb
E. GOMEZ , E. VALLES , J.M. ELIU , A. AIDAZb .

a) Dpto. Quinica 1isica, Fac. Quimica, Universidad de Barcelona.

b) Dpto. Quimica Fisica, Universidad de Alicante.

Cxako ac- d oxidation usually takes place on bare& go.d surface@ in an acid,
.C. M H 30 ) mediun. The process is diffusion controlled (i-v 2, i-c, i-t1'2 2 . .

,i lear1 and involves two electrons per, oxalic acid molecule. The pre-
st-nce of chic-ride ion inhibits the oxalic acid oxidation progressively and
causes the increase of its Tafei slope. At higher Cl concentrations (,> 10
M) the r.ormrai oxalic peak dissapears and the reaction takes place at more

positive potentials.
-he vlctarnetric behaviour of oxalic acid/gold system in 0.5 M H 2 SO4 in pre-
er,ce of different amo_ nts of Cl has been studied. The chloride concentrq-

ter. ranges from 7.10 M (0.5 H 2SO 4 Meri suprapur in MilliQ water) to 10 -M.
tht Cl effect cn the oxidati n of oxaic acid is clearly observed at con-
cer.-rat4cns higher than 4.10 M. Solution stirring (N2 bubbling) gives sina-
hler currents than quiet solutions at the foot of the wave. The Tafel slope

tr':eases frrnn its initial value, accordir.gly to the following results:

[CC- ~/Moli, Tafei slope/mv
7 10 i (from H2 04 Merk suprapur) 60.1

1.1 10 - frcm H SO Merk p.a.) 620-6
4.3 10 (added Mal Merk suprapur) 66.5

".I 10 5 It.. .. .. 73
C.2 !0 5 . .. . .. ) 81
4.3 10 ) 93.5

,he later slope is similar to the obtained in a parallel experience after

S rrr., imiersion into the solution of a K401 Radiometer saturated calomel
r.f.erf-,.ze electrode (90 mv/decade).
:,-ak t-,rrents however, give the same curren in these experier;cts. The di-

of -he peak current startb for Cl ccrce.t:ations high.r" than
4. 50 . V that concentration (Fig. 1) tie usual oxalic peak drps
,u_,-k'/ ,-, . i rcixeas,.;, irrd definitly disappear-, at chloride ccncencra-

Aor .':" u.. 1 m0- ,. 11,2 bubbPing in --his range of :onccritratiuns o-
,'gr t h. fhif of the cxa. ic pe ik that moes t, mo re pusiti.%, vlues

". A *:t'ert cdsorptP(n tlmre (1ig. 3) have a ,:rtcnig 'llutence in the \,ol-
t .!epcrrce at those ow concentrations of chloridu ion it; which Cl
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adsorption must be governed by difussion. So, the voltanwmg'am varies with

detention. time at different potentials before the start of the sweep. De-.
tertions at -300 mV vs MSE show an increase of the normal wave o1 oxalic

acid with time. Mcreover, detentions at the peak potential cause the inhi-
bition of the oxalic oxidation reaction. So, 5 the current drops to zero in

8 seconds when chloride concentration is 1 M.
At chloride concentrations higier than 10M the nonrral oxalic peak dis-

appears. The oxidation ts place simultaneously with the tetrachlorco

aurate complex formation . The simultaneous oxidation of oxalic acid se-

ems to affect the gold corrosion in these conditions (Fig. 4). The charge

involved in the reduction peaks is greater in presence of oxalic than in a

blank solution of the same chloride concentration.

REFER.CES
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CAPTIONS

-4
fig. I.- Current peak ratio vs log Cl . Oxalic acid 4 10 M in H 2SO4

0.5 M; i is the current without Ci addition. 50 mV/s.
Fig. 2.-°a) I-E curves of g ojd at 50 mV/s without agitation. (-) 0.5 M
sulfuric acid, (- - -) + 10 NfCl.

b) I-E curves of 4 10 M oxalic acid oxidation in 0.5 M H SO4 in

presence of 10 M NaCI. (- ) N bubbling througb the solution. C- _ _)
quiet solution. As before, v= 5 mV/s.
ig. 3.- Effect of a detention at -300 mV vs MSE. Detention time 1-5: 0,

5, 10, 45 and 90 sec.;same cQnditions as fig. 2 but NaCI was 2 16 M.
Fig. 4.- I-E cu-ve for 4 10-" oxalic acid cxidation inpresence of 10-2 M
Nacl C--); (- - -) without oxalic acid. Other conditions as Fig. 2.
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F'RUATE OXIDATION ON GOLD ELECTRODES IN BASIC MEDIA

a a b
E. VA.LES , E. GCMEZ , J.M. FELIU , A. ALDAZ b .

a) Dpto. QuImica Fisica, Fac. Quimica, Universidad de Barcelora.

b) Dpto. Qu1mica Fisica, Universidad de Alicante.

I[

Fyruvate oxidizes on goid eiectrodes in 0.1 M NaGH through an irreversible -.

tv e.-ectror reaction. The oxidation process takes place in the OH adsorp-
tior zone, before the main goid surface oxidation (Fig. 1), showing a strong

Lnh:tbiion after the peak potent 4 al. The peak urrent is not totally df-
'hs1or concrorlled (the plots i-v, i-c and i-w 2 are not iirear). The wave
4s str-ngiy influenced by the presence of Br or I in solution (fig. 2).
'f a pesitive going sweep is stopped before the peak potential (before the
matr. goid surface oxidation) the current diminishes more quickly as the
stirrng of the solut crn increases (rotating disk electrode).

Al. ',hese facts point to the existence of a hcrt-rogeneous process in the o-
xtdat:on of pyruvate, together with a self-inhibition of the reaction.

More-uver, the reaction is completely blocked when the main surface oxides
aro 1I:rTr-d and this inhibition disapears when the oxides are reduced. An
arodic cur-ert during the negative going sweep s observed, related o
itat irlhibition process.

Thf self-_nh:bitior causes that the electrciysis for the obtention of the
rtacticr. prtducts to be a very time cor.sunirg task because it is ioTpcssi-
b. to eecro.lyzer at constant potential. -t( necessary" to activaLe the
.ectrode after a few seconds of electrolysis . The overall process can

-i represer ttd by:

C3P30 3 I 3 C2H30 2 , 2 H20 1 2 e

/.s kinetic parameters, Tare! slopes of 90 m idecade were measurtd. Orders
w:'h respect to pyruvate and CH concentration were 0.5 ard -0.5 respec-
:ivt y. The influence cf soluzion equilibria hate to b 2 aken into acco-

L ir order to fit these data in a datailed mechar.sin

if he t~ectr\,de is cycled in a non-stirred oluticor, I1nrming tht sme
qiz;it_ y Lf oxides In thL p ,.;Live going sweep and we alter tre scar. rate
ir, -.he rative going sweep, ihe char'ge fur the reductic(r, of the gold oxi-
,- d.,reases aL the Shre inc :s the ;can rate. ih's fact siggcsts the

ex.Ltt , , ch -al reactiorn betwten pyluvast, an:eri and gold oxides,
as rn acil n ,dIu; , '.u* openr circuit experiments with .he system goid

,, ... ., ,.. , .. .. ,,'. -.. ,, .. . ..... ', .. .. ,;;.. ,.'..'.
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oxides-pyruvate show that when the potential is allowed to reach the sta-
tionary state ics value implies the existence of gold oxide. This fact shows

that there is no direct interaction between gold oxides and pyruvate anion.
This behaviour is different from that of oxalic and mesoxallc acids and
suggests that slow adsorption of pyrivate on the bare gold forTed by oxi-
des reduction may be taking place and causing the difference in reduction
charge with the negative scan rate (Fig 4).
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CAPU S i ONS
2

Sold electrodes of 0.16 am were used except in, RDE experiments (0.2 cm.
diameter). All potentials are referrel to MSE.

:g. i- 0.1 M NaOH C- - -) +_.5 10 pyruvate (-); 50 mV/s.

Fig. 2.- 0.1 M NaDH_{ 1.25 10 M pyruvate (- + 2 10 M NaC (- - -)
and + 510 M NaBr.. v= 50 mV/s.

Fig. 3.- 0.1 M NaaH + 1.7 10 M pyruvate; v= 50 mV/s, w=- 1500 rpm. Ar xw
indicates the efSect of a potential hold on current.

1"g. 4.- 0.1 M NaDH + I0 M pyruvate; v = 50 mV/s, v= 40 (--), 60 (- -

-) and 80 (. ) mV/s.
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OXALIC -,CID OXIDATION ON GOLD IN ACID M~EDIUM

a b b a a
J.M. FELIU ,J. CLARET , C. MULLER , J.L;. ,AZqUEZ ,A. ALDAZ
a) Dpto. CA2~mica fisica, Universidal de Alicante.
b) Dpto. Quimica 1Isica, Fac. Quimica, U:versidad de Barcelona.

Oxal!:c ac:d oxiation on p<;licrystalline gold electrodes in an acid mediani
(H2so 0.5 M) takes place at poteni.as mocre negative thar the surface oxi-

datior of the metad. The voitaimetric, diffusion ccntrolled peak involvets
e ectrcrs per oxalic acid mrbclecu e. Products are CO 2 ar~d protons, in

accordance with %he gtnerad reaction

CO0H - 2C0 + 2H+ ,2e
2 42 2

On bare gold surfaces Tafel slupes are 60 niv/decade. Orders with respect
tc oxacic acid concentration arnd pH are o-ne in both cases. A mechanism
aiccrdirg to this would be:

CO0H + M Y'COH H e H
2 42 2 4

rMC '0H -O H OHCO rds (k)
24 2 2 2

MC 0H M . CO iH' +
2 2

i= 2F Kk C -1 pf
1 2 ox H4 x~

Nc Taf'e. slo.pes of 120 mV/decade were obraired2

I1r. rI,-a-.rg diczk experiments a potential holl aL limicing currer.: shows
ro s-g;--.ficant dim.rnution of the oxidation currert with timet, so there
-S n~o self-inhibition, on bare gold surfaces (fig. 1). However, the cur-
rentr dimninshes hen metal surface oxidation takcs piace. This latter
*act poinits to the heterogeneous charac-er of' the uxaiic acid oxidation
3-.d shows the partial inhibition of this reac-tion due to the oxide
:0 nat-or..

einer i hld wan made ir. the regative going sweep after the metal1 oxida-
-,he ccirrc-nt increases progre. siv(:ly arid oxaic:- acid is accuiimula-

:c r~r'.t :Urac l:ig. ).Moreojver, the surfa-e oxid - r~ du tor
- - - i w-j.-ee- a rhargt- wkicch -,,- Itsser 1,han the cre ob.~afned in abscrice-

7e: a,~ a( d. T'heThG re uits -how that the oxalic aci- oxidat,,or cor-
--.os a- ai 1,wer ra*.e, cn cxidizod surfaces, an~d tere i!s -Qsc.ated

a nt.-.-a. ,cir betwtt-n cxalic acid arnd gold suzl'act oxides.
pt'.. fxpterin~rt-, a s sppurt thue--e explanations.

TN

%.
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Different behaviour is observed when the positive oxidation limit is in-
creased to sufficiently high values (1.5-1.7 V vs SSE). As i. other cases"5
the oxalic acid oxidation is totally inhibited (fig. 3). When the negativt
going sweep is re-started, after the hold, the outer oxide peak diminishes
in the presence of oxalic acid, but the surface oxides peak is unaffected.
This This diminution is due probably to the existence of an electrcchemi-
cal mechanism in the reaction of oxalic acid with the cuter oxide. The
reaction would start only when surface gold oxides are electrochemically
eiirninat:d.

After bulk oxides have been reduced an oxidatior, current in the iegative

going sweep is observed. This current is higher than the corresponding
one obtained in the positive going swtep. This excess of current is ob-
served in the usual potential controlled region, an has the aspect of a
decay current. The new peak is unaffected by the agitation and it is in-
fluenced by pH and oxalic acid concentration. At constant potential the
current of this new peak varies with time. These facts can be explained
on the basis of a supposed re-organization of a higly active surface
after the bulk oxide reduction.

REFERE1CES

I.- J.W. Johnson, S.C. Mueller, W.J. James, Trans. Faraday Soc. 67

(1971) 2167.
2.- S.A. Sargisyan, Yu.B. Vasil'ev, Elektrokhimiya 18 (1982) 845.
3.- U. Oesch, J. Janata, Electrochim. Acta 28 (1983) 1237, 1247.

CAPTIONS

Mig. 1: 10-3M oxalic acid in 0.5 M H 2SO. (-) v= 50 mV/s, w=-O.
(- - ) v= 50 mV/s, w=- 1000 rpm

Fig. 2: 10-M oxalic acid in 0.5 M H 2SO . Effect of 1 mi. hold at
780 mV vs SSE during the negative going sweep (- - -). Normal

sweep -- ), v= 50 mV/s.
Fig. 3: 5.4 iO-34 oxalic acid in HSO 0.5 M. E = 1.75 V vs SSE.

2 4
v= 50 mV/s, wZ 1000 rpm.

I
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DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF MECHANISMS IN
POLAROGRAPHY

M. BLAZQUEZ. L. CAMACHO, M. JIMENEZ and M. DOMINGUEZ
Departamento de Quimica Fisica. Facultad de Ciencias.

Universidad de Cordoba. 14005 Cordoba (Spain)

INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper diagnostic criteria for characteri-

zation of CE and CEC mechanisms by polarography were
presented. They were based in the calculation of i-E functions
for such mechanisms using the reaction layer theory. The
application to the first wave of pyridine-4-aldehyde reduction
was discussed therein. However. pyridine-4-aldehyde, like
other aromatic carbonyl compounds, yieldc two one-electron
polarographic waves in acidic medxui., Pi-:dinium
carboxaldehydes give rise to a second wave whose behaviour is
rather different to that corresponding to other carbonyl
compounds. Thus, the half wave potential is not
pH-independent, but shifts to more negative potentials as the
pH increases 2 - 4 . This behaviour had been explained for

1-methylpyridinium carboxaldehydes assuming a protonation of
the radical formed in the first wave prior to the second
irreversible reaction transfer3

The aim of this study is the calculation of the i-E
functions corresponding to the second reduction wave under
different conditions for mechanisms corresponding both to
diffusion processes and to kinetic ones in the limiting zone
of the polarographic wave.

THEORETICAL

We shall consider the following reactions:

B (1)

B + e C Ist wave (2)
k

2C D 3)
k

C e E 2nd wave (4)

k

E - F 5)

We have assumed the diffusion coefficient to be the same

for all the species involved and B to be the only species
existing in solution for diffusion-controlled processes. A
ml::ture of species A And 13 in a ratio depending on the

-A.%
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equilibrium constant will exist in solution for kinetic
processes.

Expresions have been obtained either by the reaction
layer 5 approach or from the asumption that the reaction are
rapid enough to take place at the surface of the electrode§
Diagnostic criteria for characterizing several processes have

been obtained and their application to the pyridine-4-aldehyde
will be discussed in the following section.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Laviron 2 states that the limiting current of the second

wave occurring above pH 4 is kinetically-controlled, the
chemical reaction involving the dehydration of the carbonyl
group. The abnormal behaviour with respect to a classic
mechanism, (E shifts with the pH) can be explained by
assuming an increase of the free radical reduction rate.

• .formed in the first stage, with respect to the protonation
rate, due to the strongly electronegative influence of
heterocyclic nitrogen. However, no direct experimental
evidence is presented herein.

Our results indicate that in acidic medium (pH 0-6)
pyridine-4-aldehyde yields two polarographic waves with the
same limiting current and kinetically-controlled in the
limiting zone.

Owing to the proximity of both waves the logarithmic
analyses perfomed for the second wave do not provide
unequivocal results. Thus. E vs log(i/2/(i -i)) plots give rise
to straight lines with slopes close to mV/dec. whilst E vs
log(i2 /(iL-i)) plots also yield linear segments with slopes of
about -30 mV/dec. The regression analysis of the graphs does

. not permit us to dicern between the mechanisms corresponding
to both representations although they are in favour of a
reversible transfer reaction.

The table shows theoretial and experimental values ofdE

* /dlogt for two possible mechanisms.

pH dE£/
d l
ogt f

m V
) dn L/dint I L 1 theoretical dE /dloq9tmV1

echanis a mfechanksm b

2.14 0 0.62 0.1 1 1.5

4.58 0..; 0.3 37S.f

The e!:perimental results are in agreement with a mechanism
involvinq a reversible transfer reaction followed by a first

or Pqeudo-first order chemical reaction, the limiting current
boeing controlled by a prior chemical reaction. One further
evidence in favour of such mechanisms and which also permits
u5' to account for the shi+t of the wave brought about by an

-2p

9
I9

.. . "-.-...-v .. .- ,p:: .:. .. .. ,.< ; -. .
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increase in pH, is the value of the slope of E vs. pH plot,
-60 mV/dec, which coincides with that reported for
1-methyl-pyridine-4-a.ldehyde 3 , thus indicating the occurence
of a protonation step prior to (mechanism a) or following the
transfer reaction (mechanism b). In principle the latter
alternative is considered to be more feasible and will be
discussed first. For such a mechanism and assuming that k =k I
H+I i.e., reaction (5) corresponds to the protonation of the
product of the second one-electron transfer as for other
cabonyl compounds occursT-9, the theoretical values of the
slope of the E vs. pH plot is -60 mV/dec, in agreement with
our experimental results.The dE /dlogC values, -30 mV/dec, is
consistent with such mechanism.

However, if a quasi-equilibrium protonation step prior to
the transfer is postulated, the theoretical value of the slope
of the E vs pH plot is also -60 mV for reversible mechanisms,
although it would be necessary to postulate a further chemical
reaction following the transfer in order to account for
influence of the drop time on the half-wave potentials.
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AN APPROXIMATE EXPLICIT EQUATION IN DIFFERENTIAL PULSE

POLAROGRAPHY FOR FIRST-ORDER PROCESSES

J.M. RODRIGUEZ-MELLADO.M. BLAZOUEZ,M. DOMINGUEZ and J.J. RUIZ

* Departamento de Qulmica Fisica. Facultad de Ciencias,

* Universidad de Cordoba. 14005 Cordoba (Spain).

The aim of this work is to propose an approximate

method applicable to electrochemical processes either coupled

or not to first-order chemical reactions. The method can be

extended to those cases in which two or more electroactive

species are discharged at relatively close potentials.

THEORETICAL

Ex:plicit i-E functions for d.c. polarography have been

derived in the literature and, particularly, by assuming that

the reaction laver theory is satisfied for kinetic processes.
These functions can be written in general forms as: I

E =L2 - In -(1)

where 3i=1 for reversible transfers and i is the limiting
L

current.
The E values for each mechanism have been obtainedp

when both the -r value, the potential-application time instead

of drop time. and for prekinetic processes the known
expressions for xL /iD are used.

From eqn. I and assuming that di/de=Ai/E=I, the

apprOXlmate eOuatlon for DPP can be expressed as:

I 4i L (2)[(1.L) 2

I being the peal, intensity.
The validity of the approximation chosen for

prekinetic cases, has been checked by comparing the
theoretical values obtained from eqn. 2 with those found from

a more soohisticated treatment recently derivedl, as shown in

* 4 iire 1.
Eqn. 2 can be easily extended to two or more waves in

r)FPP assuming that the mass transports of electroactive species
ire independent. In this case, for n waves:

1.41 (3)P.)'I|, (1 Lt)

I.-
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/ 4
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Fig.l Dottel line: Theoretical values found with I/K = 1.3.10-5,

k = 15.8 s from ref. 1. Dashed line: Theoretical values

otained from eqn. 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to check the validity of above theoretical

expressions, an optimization BASIC program has been developed.
This program accepts a series of potential and intensity

experimental data. previously stored in a data file, the

intensities being normalized by dividing each datum by the

maximun value of this variable. From approximate values of

peak intensities, peak potentials and logarithmic analysis

slopes, an optimization of these parameters is carried out by
minimizino the standard deviation of the residuals.

The method has been tested with the aid of well-known

o::idation and reduction processes (reduction of Cd(II) ion,
benzophenone in a neutral medium. diacetil and alloxan, and
oxidation of ascorbic acid). In all cases, the parameters
obtained. Ep, Ip and peak half-widths are in agreement with
the experimental data. Logarithmic analysis slopes obtained
with this method are consistent with those obtained by DC

polarography.
On the other hand. the possibility of qualitative and

quantitative determination of two electroactive species with

close discharge potentials by DPP has been extensively
analyzed recently by Bobrowski and aplied to the reduction of
In(III) and Cd(II) mixtures.

The curve-fitting method proposed herein has been
applied to the analysis of the same mixtures. In figure 2 is
shown a typical DPP polarogram together with the corresponding
theoretical curve.

In the Table are shown the calculated and
experimental errors for each quantitative determination. The
results obtained by Bobrowst'i have also been included for

comparison. As can be seen. the proonsed method improves peak
resolutIon. especially in those cases in which a shoulder

appears.
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max

0

-550 -600 -650 E(mV)

Fig.2 DP polarograms for 2.10-4 Cd(II) and 1.104 M

In(III) mixture in 0.2 M HCl.

Experimental Calculated Calculated

Solutions error (%) error(%) (ref 2) error

jIn(III)I jCd(II)J In Cd In Cd In Cd

2"10 "  4"10-5 15.0 18.8 17.7 4.0 0.0 9.8

1c"  2 -10' 10.1 1.0 8.1 3.9 2.4 2.5

I0' 4"15' 31.9 9.3 * 2.2 0.4 5.8

10"  4"10 "5 2.0 e 2.1 * 1.1 46.0-5

2"10 2 * 10". 6.0 .. .. 0.5 3.5

* Shoulder

Theoretical and experimental errors in the determination of In
and Cd mixtures.

REFERENCES
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POTENTIOST&TIC REUCTION OF META&L CMLEXS ON MERCURY ELECUODE FOR ANY

M. BARRERA, M. PEREZ SANCHEZ, H. MARTIN ARTILES and A. AREVALO.

Department of Physical Chemistry.Faculty of Cheristry.University of La

Laguna.Canary Ialarids.Spain.

In this commnication, the reduction wave on a mercury electrode of
area AWt - a t b isi analized, where a and b are positive constante.The #*-
neral pattern of the charge transfer process is

n+X + (n-rn) e- (k5 ,c E,) M x + (i-i) X (1)

where 3 0 or 3 a p if the cation or n+ MX pcomplex is the electroactive

species; likewise i = 0 or i a q if the reaction product is k or aA
q

coordinat, species.
The difussion of all components to (from) the interface from (to) the

bulk solution is described by the expanding-plane inodel.According to K. B.
Oldham we can write for the species m+ and 'nMX I

p

2

(2)

by -XP rt r ;Cn+mx(r,t) D) eCn+M (:,t :)O t

K. assumed to be equal to D.
The homogeneity's and nicroelectrolysia's conditions can be expressed

p

Km .. (ro C.M (,o 0.%%0,)+ m aq(0
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X S CX(r.0) + p C x (rO) C CxC(00,t) + p Cn x (Coot) (3)
tt p

where Ct+ and Ca are the analytical concentrations of e
+ and X.

The surface concentration gradient, of the possible electroactive

species Mn  and JMX' , is related to the cathodic faradaic current by i

Cn+(r, t) [)Cn+irx (r~t)(4

r r (n-m)FDA(t)

which follows from the requirements of Fick's and Faraday's laws.

The absolute rate reaction theory applied to pattern (I) gives

I(t) = k [Cn+. (Ot) E(t) '-Cm+x (Ot) C -i'(t)1- ( (5)

(n-m)FA(t) L " i J

whre &() ep (n-mF [E(t) -E1il and kis the standard hete-
wher "x I R -T -[ 1 -1a

rogeneous rate constants ( cm s ).

To solve the differential equations (2) the new independent variables

x and y, according to ref. 1, are defined.By using the Laplace transforma-

tion with respect to y, the general equation is obtained

Fr W1/2 E (y)" C-(0, Y) + A .. 1
(y) Y j v( A 6 +lq (oy)

l L) (i/s 1/2 )t [(y) j ] (6)

where E0. 1/4b+2 and q are the overall stability constants of MX

and MX 
.

q 1 2
As pointed out by K. B. Oldham and N.G. Elenkova- T.K. Nedelcheva2 ,

this equation involves all degrees of reversibility and may be solved un-

der different specific electrolysis regimes.

We think the equation (6) is more general than that obtained by N.G.

Elenkova- T.K. Nedelcheva2 because under the conditions : m - O , Ji =1
and = , the equation (6) becomes Identical to that given in ref. 2.

The equate.on (6) has been applied to the "order 0" and "order 2" elec-

trolysis.In the latter, the "Levich-Guidelli aproximation" 3'4 '5  has been

used.The mean currents can be easily obtained by applying the procedure

,....-/, ./. . ~ *~ ~ . *'*........*'.*. *-..*.'.
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given by R. Guidelli4 .

At the present we are carrying out a similar study to that of N.G.

Elenkova- T.K. Nedelcheva6 '7 , with the equation obtained by us in order

to determine the mechanism of electrode process (i,j,ka, f ) and the ove-

rall stability constants of complex species.
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GALVANOSTATIC REDUCTION OF METAL COMPLEXES ON MERCURY ELECTRODE FOR ANY

LIGAND TO METAL RELATIONSHIP VALUE.

M. BARRMIA, M. PEREZ SANCHEZ, M. MARTIN ARTILES and A. AREVALO.

Department of Physical Chemistry.Faculty of Chemistry.University of La

Laguna.Canary Islands.Spain.

From the equation given by N.G. Elenkova and T.K. Nedelcheva the

galvanostatic reduction of metal complexes on a mercury electrode whose

area is expressed by A(t) = a tb , is analized.The general scheme of re-

ducticn is :

MX p+ n e H g (k , , E).  = M(Hg) +pX (i)
p 5 p

where p = 0 or p = q when M(n+) or the complex MX are respectively redu-
q

ced.

By using the expanded plane electrode model and assuming the difussion

coefficients for all the complex species are equal and by using the inde-

pendent variables defined in a previous paper of K.B. Oldham2 , the next

expression has been obtained(ref. i)

[[y) y W 1/2 e~y C- (0,Y) +4 6(y)] [1 + Cq(0.yJ

- (i/a) - (1/.1/2).t [i~y) Y21 , - J (2)

where W)- 1/4b2 , fq is the overall stability constants of MXq and CX

is the free ligand concentration.This equation involves all the degrees

of reversibility and may be solved under the different specific electro-

lysis regimes.

The above equation will be studied in galvanostatic conditions, that

is, x(y) do not depend on y, this condition leads to a simplification of

equation (2).Accordin to the identity :i 1
1/2) r2W - a f~i(.) 2W11//s) - (W/s 1-n 2 . y

r (2W+1o2)
after application of the it operator, the equation (2) is transformed
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in the next way

+ Ea(y) 1+ q(0iy) r(2W+1/2) (3

If the galvanostatic experience is carried out on a HEME, the condi-

tion b = 0 and therefore A = a and CA) 1/2 is introduced; by using the

change of variables proposed by K.B. Oldham2 and introducing the concept

of "transition time", the equation (3) can be rewritten like

(IrD/Z)1/2k j pCP(0 t exp [E(t) - E;Ij +

+ (t/) 1/2 )3 exp 2(t - i-(t/r)'/2  (4)

being : D = difussion coefficient ; C = transition time; ka = standard he-

terogeneous rate constant ; O( = cathodic transfer coefficient and Es -P
standard potential of the reaction ().

The equation (4) is of the great generality, it is aplicable to all

reversibility degrees.Purthermore, no simplifying assumpticns were made

concerning either the stability of complex or the initial concentration
t tCM and Cx

An early test of the validity of equation (4) is shown by the possi-

bility to reach from it, already existing equations in the literature.In-

deed, by following the terminology of R. Bennes 3 , and by making the next

subs titutions

nFAC ks P[OW Es exp [ ' (E) ,and

I~~(t exP p] E~ RT ep [i~

q'p'

the equation (4) is inmediatly transformed to the equation proposed by R.

Bennes if it is Ct t, which implies Cx(O,t) Xt
In the analysis of equation (4) it is a fundamental condition that

an expression of Cx(O,t) as function of experimental variables and of

previously established parameters is available.With this aim, the next
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expression has been obtained

C(o,t) = Ct- q t1 (5)
X CM [1 +JqCt(OO0,t3

c
which let us to calculate by an experimental way the value of Cx(0,t) at

any time, whenever in a previous experience the free ligand bulk concen-

tration is determined.This a measurement would not be necessary in the ca-

se ef the very stable complexes, since the next expression

- ii
x(O't) = q C Mt E - (tl

would be holt.

At the present we are carrying out an analysis of equation (4) which

let us to obtain some experimental methods for determining the charge trans-

fer mechanism(p,ks,@a), stability constants of complexes(very stable) ant

after all the experimental verification of equation (4).
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POLAROGRAPHIC REDUCTION OF METAL COMPLKfES TO A LOWER OXIDATION STATE FOR

ANY VALUE OF ANALYTICAL LIGAND CONCFNTRATION/ANALYTICAL METAL ION

CONCENTRATION.

M. BARERA, M. MARTIN ARTILES, M. PEREZ SANCHEZ and A. AREVAL0.

Department of Physical Chemistry.Faculty of Chemistry.University of La

Laguna.Canary Islands.Spain.

The reversible polarographic reduction of a type of systems in which

a metal ion and a series of its complexes are in fast equilibria is stu-

died.The electrode process is represented by

(n-m) q- + (p-q)X (I)p q
t t t t

The ratio Ct/CM can have any value; being CM and Ct, the analytical con-
centrations of cation and ligand.Initially there are neither Mm  nor its

complexes in dissolution.

For thermodynamical suitabilities the process can be represented by

the schemen MX n MnM+= M + p X ;n+ + (n-m) a K-
P

Mm+ qX = m+MX (2)q

If the process shows a reversible polarographic behaviour, the interface
concentrations and the electrode potential follow the Nernst equation.

According the traditional methods of analysis for this type of systems

the next equation is obtained

(~)p +n*,m+]+ Td' Idn+ d -I

-j id'c  id i
p=N

P )p)
q=1.-

where idam-+ = limiting difussion current for the charge transfer Mm + +

e = M(Hg) in a similar experimental conditions to those of the ache-

me (2); idC = limiting difussion current for the previous reduction but in

-Y jA
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presence of the complexing agent X; T:dMn* , id limiting difussion cu-

rrents according the scheme (2) respectively in absence and presence of

ligand; C~ X complexing agent concentration in the interface.

In the studies where the ligand X is in a great excess to the metal

ion , that is, for great values of C the value of C0 can be identi-

fied with Ct and the equation (3) can be rewritten like known equations

of the literature.

However, in this occasion a more general case i3 treated, ani th? C 0
x

is expressed by

0 t
CX  = X  q

where p = average number of ligands in the dissolution(refered to cation

Mn+); o = average number of ligands in the interface (refered to cation

Mm); Kx and are the constants of Ilkovic for the ligand and the MX
Ilya q

complexes. q

In this way, the equation of the 1-E curve for the reduction according

to the scheme (2) for any value of the ratio Cx/CMn- in a determined medium

and a supporting electrolyte at a suitable concentration is given by

[1 p- ,,- + - f/-Kd] _ex T r, /2"' )+ e

- N 1 (5)

q--t
q tC - CMti+ + ( o/X) I

q0O

p and q being the overall and apparent stability constants of the MX

and MX complexes; N and N being respectively coordination numbers' of

,n+ and M+.

The equation (5) is of the general validity, since it comprises to all

processes of reversible polarographic reduction for the cases of change

of oxidation state and for the amalgam formation; and it is possible to ob-

tain the various and already known equations existing in the literature 1
2 .

This can be assumed like an initial test of the validity of the equation

(5'.At present, the experimental verification of (5) by methods deduced

from its algebraical expression.

.,'-' V.s ..•., *......5,*..*. *.-.',*
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A STUDY ON THE REDUCTION OF THE Zn(II)-SUCCINATE COORDINATE

SYSTEM ON MERCURY ELECTRODE.

M. PEREZ SANCHEZ, k1. BARRERA, B. DOMINGUEZ and A. AREVALO.

Department of Physical Chemistry.Faculty of Chemistry.

University of -a Laguna.Canary Islands.Spain.

This communication presents a study on the electrode

orocess cf the Zn(II)-succinate coordinate system on mercury

eiectr:oe. I has been carried out on basis of aata arising
fr ,- prolarograohic, chronoamperometric curves in the po-
:ential range corresponding to the polarographic limiting
-rrert and chronopotentiometric curves.The polarographic

c r es nave peen carried out with a DME whose capillary cha-
r.cteristics .ere m = 0.66 mg/s and controlled drop time at

s,in a set of dissolutions varying the succinate concen-
" i ' from 0 to 0.32 M; the ionic strength was maintained

at 1.Q anc the pH -as adjusted at 7.2 to assure the disso-
t :,on of the succinate salt present in each dissolution
a,,-.,ora:ng to the oissociat on constants of succinic acid

s*i.rg in the literature

Tne chronoamperometric recordings .ere made using the

ao-ve caoillary and also .ith a Smoler's horizontal capilla-
no fundamental differences were found in both recordings

for the studied succinate concentrations ( 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3M).
me cnrcroootentiometric cur~es have been carried out

jr . 1Db .m.ich area avas 0.032 c.r-  in a current intensity

-;irge oet--eer 7.fA
The i vs h and i vs Cn cperdencies sno.ed

I cor, zn( U-)
the funldamentally iffusing character of polirographic limi-

,irg .current in the -1.2 to -1.5 V vs SSCE potential range.

-' -1:s,,c octential r :nge the log i vS log t relations arising
'r r , imr)er o ? ric data sho'ed tn,! rientioned diffusion

e te ivur of ' 2 vs i reations cbtainedo from

r'Io Ct tc 1erc Curves shO.ved toe constancy of the ir
r ir tc ris ic of the prnr eso 1.,-h are .if'fusion

1 ittle doviiatior )f I fis btenaviour that ,-as

e . r Int (' -it/ ur'rtS -2.5 to 4.0u A ) iq

J J 2 -t., tne :r ,irr ,o, --,f the 1i, i L) i .Yer r-ffects., t
r s5 !i. . .cn-. tra 1, Li ns ( > 0 .3 M1 ) the eD5 er-

, ~v1~2r "r on p~rr.it' attributed to a procedir-i ki-
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-,vtic complication.

The diffusion coefficients obtained from the limiting Cu-

rrents corresponding to the_8tud~ed_ uccinate concentrations .

are oetween 6.3 to 4.5 x 10_6 cm2 s - after Malsuda's version
ano between 5.7 to 4.2 x 10 cm s after Koutecky's version.

These results are in qood agreement with those determined from

:cnstant value of it 2 of the chronopotentiometric curves.

In the analysis of the polarographic curves, the charac-
r ir

teristic parameters of a quasi-reversible process ( E., , E ,
(ani k ) has been determined by using the Ruzic's method'

4

for the various succinate concentrations.The calculations

have been carried out by using an iterative fitting procedure,
by means of a FORTRA4 program, of the experimental data to
the expression given by the mentioned author.In a further
F]RTRAi orogram, the (i - i )/i vs E data from the Tomes

ond from the "reversible" and " irreversible" asymptotes co-

rresponding to them have been determined for other calculations.
In order to determine 3n5 specific characteristics of the

c: '-jinate species ZB(Succ) which are reduced on the RME,
the Matsuda's method and t~e "simplified" Bennes' method
nave been used.

In the Matsuda's method, the calculations of L0 functions

oa~e been carried out from the data obtained oy the above men-
t:oned program for the various potent:al and succinate concen-
trations which have been studied.The 21inear character of the

:;olynomial expression of L0 vs /Succ / has been showed.This
fact jives rise to the detection of rtc electroactive species
throug)hout the studied succinate concentration and potential

ringes.The log M vs E depenjencies let us to determine direc-

tly the d values and by means of %arious eqs. contained inp
".dtsuda'S work, the different rate constants were calculated.

These are collected in Table I.
The method of Bennes ma',es use of a reordered r-xcression

from the eq. of the "irreversible" -sy-w)tote to C"es Curves.
The H functions have been calcuiat.:d from the (i)/(: - .
,ata ?or the studied notential and succinate concentratltr
;-4nges, by meanLs of the above mentiored FORTRA A program and
from tne F values at the different sucoirtate conce 9 trat ions
..ni n were calculated bY u~iig the De Ford 's metnod .The

f tttirI cf tne F vs /succ / curves ,io e r.,e to a second

order )oinomial expression; its offic -nts were =28.1

1 1. , '/.o : 21 ,.3 a,d J , ",31,. 1 6o.2 .;
i . e thatt in the .I.tsuda i ' tnl, , the fitting of tne

, . , rdr, n ie 5 0o.. d o e ,_ ,t e :e cf the to....

" v.r tr ,i. ti v'2 e,,ninh .,,,,rc a i ,, , me-tioneJ. Tho votiEn-
. . ,C::r ndr, t :t.ff1:'ic,,to i," tr, ' -," rPm: [1 exoreS,-ion

", r' .. ' f 'd t tr jl .I t r, E ) r d f r o
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its slope the o( values were directly determined.In further

calculations, thR various rate constants were calculated from

the intercept data.These rate constants were summarized in

Table 1.
The observed differences in some of the results obtained

by both methods arise probably from the different data sour-
ces of the (i d,- i)/i expression. viz , data from Tomes curves
in the Matsuda s method and data from "irreversible" asympto-
te to the Tomes curves in the "simplified"s 8ennes'method.

Table I

Method 0 C< log k 0  lgk0 lg0 k0 lg1k0

0 1 0 lo ~ o o f

Vatsuda 0.38 0.55 -2.36 -2.38 -15.34 -21.81

Bernes 0.38 0.57 -2.44 -2.40 -15.35 -22.45

The following scheme satisfies the found characteristics

of the studied electrode process.

Zn.'!I) ZnSucc Q=- Zn(Succ) 2 -;a- Zn(Succ) 34

tr2e, k. 2 3,V
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VOLTAMMETRIC STUDY OF ANODIC ADSORPTION PHENOMENA ON GRAPHITE
IN CRYOLITE MELTS WITH VARYING ALUMINA CONCENTRATION.

S. JAREK and J. THONSTAD
Laboratories of Industrial Electrochemistry,

University of Trondheim, The Norwegian Institute of Technology
7034 Trondheim-NTH, Norway

Voltammetry measurements carried out at very high sweep rates
(> 5 V/s) on graphite electrodes in cryolite-alumina melts
(Na AIF -Al 0 ) show the exis tence of a peak prior to CO
evolutign. 2razer and Welch attributed this peak to
formation, suggesting a 2 surface coverage close to a monolayer,
while Damianacos et al. ascribed it to either oxidation of a
species of dissolved metal or a parasitic effect of the boron
nitride crucible.

In order to elucidate this problem voltammetry stidies were
performed on graphite in cryolite with alumina contents ranging
from 0.25 wt,% to saturation (14 wt%) at 1020 0 C. The sweep rate
was varied in the range 1 V/s - 1000 v/s and potentials 0.7V -
1.7V vs. an aluminium reference electrode.

No peak was visible in pure cryolite within the investigated
potential range. Addition of alumina led to a peak preceding
that of CO formation. The potential of the peak was around
1.03V at ?V/s which agrees very well with the reversible
thermodynamic potential for CO formation,

12-AI 2 3 0 C = -AI + CO

A gradual increase of the anodic potential span frin the
potential of zero current was accompanied by an increase in
cathodic current during the reverse scan. When the anodic
potential approached the value of the first peak a reduction
peak was observed in the cathodic region as shown in Fig. 1.

r." The process was not reversible. The peak potential and the
separation between the anodic and cathodic peaks increased
significantly with sweep rate as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Appar-ntly a carbon-oxygen surface cumplex (C 0) is formed
JV- ,Jr:q oxids3 ion of the surface, and it is beingx reduced again
Jiring the rf-erse ,-can. The C 0 complex is readily reduced
;ifice the riatio ot ;mociic to cathodic p,,ak currents was not far

. from unity. The anodic peak was hardly affected when the
reve rse s an was , K t rIId to a pottnt ial 0. 5V below that of
zero curreft.

,7.
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The ratio of charges of the anodic and cathodic regions of the
voltammograms at high sweep rates (> 100 V/s) was not far above
unity, which implies that the oxidized species involved in the
process largely remained on the electrode surface. In that
case the attaimnent of surface coverage1 is responsible for the
peak, and the charge should be constant . It was observed that
the calculated charge values decreased with increasing sweep
rate and approached a constant level at sweep rates above
50 V/s. At lower sweep rates the cathodic charge was smaller
than the anodic, which suggests that a part of the complex had
been transformed to CO and escaped from the electrode surface.
The surface coverage appeared to be of the order of a monolayer
when assuming that two electrons were involved in the charge
transfer step.

The effect of alumina is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The dashed
area contains rather scattered results for alumina
concentrations within the range from 1% to 5%. The upper limit
of this area is set by peak current values found for 5%
AlO At alumina concentrations above 5% the peak was not
detectable due to a very fast rise of current associated with
the formation of CO rhe influence of the alumina
concentrat on orn the curent of the peak is not wei, defined.
This behaviour could be explained in terms of already e .. ..
stable adsorption of oxygen-containing species at the anode
surfac2.

References:
1. E.J.Frazer, 8.3. Welch, Aus. I.M.&M.Proceedings, 260,

17 (1976)

2. D. Damianacos, F. Lantelme, M. Chemla, C.R. Acad.Sci. Paris
Ser. C, 290, 149 (1980)
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700 v/S
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Fig. I. Cy;Iic voltammograms with Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammogram run at

gradually increasing swich- different sweep rates;

ing potential; sweep rate C2Al 0 2 wt%.
10G V/s; cAl20 2 wt%. 2 3

1 Ace-

10 20 30
v, vis-it

Fig. 3. Dependence of the first peak cd on
the potential sweep rate !.or different

,l2u:-.ina uoncentrat 4:ns.
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A FARADAIC IMPEDANCE STUDY OF THE CATALYTIC EFFECT OF THIOUREA ON THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF Cd(II) IONS FROM I M KF SOLUTIONS AT THE D.M.E.

R.M. Souto*, M. Sluyters-Rehbach and J.H. Sluyters
Van 't Hoff Laboratory, State University, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

It is well known that electrode reactions are influenced by the structure
of the electrical double layer and by the presence of substances that are
adsorbed at the electrode/solution interface. A part from the so-called non-
specific electrostatic effect (the Frumkin effect), frequently specific
effects have been observed, e.g. catalysis of the reduction of the heavy
metal ions by specifically adsorbed halide and thiocyanate anions -

The adsorption of thiourea (Tu) is comparable to the adsorption of these
itns in many aspects and appears to enhance the reduction rate of metal ions
in a similar wavy-  In this work a study has been made of the influence of
t:,c presence of thiourea on the rate and the mechanism of the reaction
Cd(II) + 2e - Cd(Hg) in I M KF solution. It has been concluded that in the
pure KF solution this reaction proceeds via a three-step mechanism, consist-
ing of a chemical reaction followed by two electrontransfer steps (CEE)8- 9:

o [R]- c
U' + e Y [R1 ] (1)
Y - e K, [ ]

T ,is conc'usion was based on the potential dependence of the forward rate
constant K,, that is mathematically expressed by

exp( i :) exp((1+t9) (

KN K K K , 2s,1 s

(2iRT) (L-F. (3)

t..e nresence of thiourea it is found that eqn (2) remains valid, as
:o.iw.'s from Fig, 1 here in Kf is plotted vs potential, at constant amount
,f acsorbed Tu. It turns out that at any potential a remarkable relation-
s;'ip exists between K- and the surface excess T

l'u

= K '(E) (I + A I J (4)
fTu

.... '.... (.) is the rate constant measured in the absence of Tu, and the
, rt 'on. I ty con,,tant A is indiependent of potential. This result means

t t " t:.re,: ter.s in eqn. ( ) a] .ir affected by Ta in the same way,
f.- 1 t p rn , pr 7 ortionai to (1 + A r-. u). Th ma.,,nitude of the

t. r .'.'o-2 the nan-specifi,- Ftu-k:, effect, since the potentijl
:,L er h .". , lt.- Li je 'ari, eniy s'. ;htlv ,;oing; fror, 0 to 10! 7I_. Tu.

-. '' :." ., , i ick~ tr,,, :',t': c nbtjn.; . Ai.:-; ctmp v t'o 'tfit. ,,,

, I.) ,,v s t' ni , : or )r :,o i;:port i-_

'o
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The results summarized here strongly suggest that there is a fast
equilibrium between the adsorbed Tu and the Cd(lI), preceding the first
step Rc in the mechanism (1). This can be considered as a special type
of the so-called bridging model1,10

- 11
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Impedance measurements of zinc and amalgamated zinc in alkaline electrolyte

W. Visscher, J. Hendrikx and E. Barendrecht

Laboratory for Electrochemistry, Department of Chemistry

Eindhoven University of Technology

P.O. Box 513, 5600 KB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

The behaviour of zinc and amalgamated zinc electrodes was investigated with

the impedance technique in alkaline zincate solutions with concentrations

ranging from 1.5 to 10 M KOH and 0.01 to 0.1 M ZnO. There is a striking diffe-

rence between Zn and amalgamated Zn:

The impedance spectrum of an amalgamated zinc electrode at its rest potential

in 7 M KOH + 0.1 M ZnO is shown in Fig. la for a quiescent solution and in

Fig. lb -' a rotation frequency of 2000 rpm. Diagram a is t,-""cal for a simple

charge transfer and diffusion controlled reaction. From the plot ti,- .=,o

current density (i ), the capacity of the double layer and the diffusiono

coefficient (D) of zincate can be calculated; this gave: i = 16 - 25 mA

-2 D 2 -l I
cm I D = 2.4 10 cm s . D was found to increase with decreasing

KOH concentration. The amalgamated electrodes were made from proprietary zinc
containing mercury and from zinc, am'algamated with HSCI 2 All electrodes

&ave the same results.

The diagram of the rotated electrode (Fig. Ib) can likewise be described with

the Randles circuit, in which now the Warburg impedance is corrected for con-

vective transport.

The behaviour of a pure zinc electrode at its rest potential is given in Fig.

2a in quiescent solution and in Fig. 2b at the rotation frequency of 2000 rpm.

The different impedance spectrum of zinc indicates that at zinc, surface pro-

ccsses play a more important role. The plots can adequately be described with

a circuitry in which surface adsorption, surface diffusion and lattice forma-

tion are included. Calculation of the kinetic parameters from this diagram
-2

Fives i :: 20 - 75 mA cm in 7 M KOH + 0.1 M ZnO. The i -values obtained
0 0

w:th the impedance technique are in agreement with the i -data measured-with
0

the galvanostatic pulse method (1), both at Zn and Zn(Hg) electrodes.

1:,4 i :pedance spectruo with im ot(!d d.c. curr }e t. result!; for the amalgamated

', ctt:J! in sin.ilar diagram:. as in Fig. I. At the zinc e]ectrcde the iepo.--

'a'e utrj: is IrasLically changed: Fig. J shows that now an inductivo and

= 77 -----
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an additional capacitive loop are observed, indicating the presence of two

intermediates zinc species at the electrode surface.

The impedance of Teflon-bonded zinc-oxide electrodes was investigated in a

nickeloxide-zinc cell (2); Fig. 4 gives the impedance spectrum for an unchar-

ged zinc-oxide electrode and at various states of charge. Measurement of the

impedance was carried out as a function of the cycle number in the charged and

discharged state for cells containing respectively zinc-oxide electrodes with

and without PbO or HgO additives. Though shape change occurred, it was not

possible to detect the onset of shape change from the impedance data.

(1) J. Hendriki, A. van der Putten, W. Visscher and E. Barendrecht, Electro-

chim. Acta 29 (1984) 81.

(2) J. Hendriki, Thesi- !" dhoven, 1984.

Legeee s to the figures

Fig. 1 Measurel impedance plot (e) of Zn(Hg)-electrode in 7 M KOH/0.1 N ZnO

at the rest potential (E = -1.382 V vs. Hg/HgO); a: at 0 rpm, b: at
r

2J00 rpm. Simulated impedance plot ( - ). Frequency range: 0.01 Hz

to 65 k.Hz (multiplication factor: 2).

Fig. 2 Measured impedance spectrum of the zinc electrode in 7 M KOH/0.1 N ZnO

(o); a: at 0 rpm; b: at 2000 rpm. Simulated impedance plot ( - );

numbers indicate frequency.

Fig. 3 Impedance spectra of a zinc electrode in 7 M KOH/O.1 M ZnO at 2000 rpm
-2

with anodic cd - 35 mA cm ; numbers indicate frequency.

Fig. 4 Effect of the 1st discharge on the impedance spectrum of the zinc

electrode.

o uncharged (SOC 0) start frequency 1 k.Hz

+ 0.OSAh (SOC 3%) 4 Hz

o 0.075 Ab (SOC 14%) 0.01 Htz

* 0.50 Ah (SOC 100.) 0.01 Hz

Fi
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Oxygen reduction on carbon supported metal-phthalocyanines using a rotating

ring disc electrode (RRDE)

A. van der Putten, A. Elzing, W. Visscher and E. Barendrecht

Laboratory for Electrochemistry, Department of Chemistry

Eindhoven University of Technology

P.O. Box 513, 5600 RB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

In practical fuel cell electrodes, suitable catalysts are dispersed on carbon,

mixed with a binder and pressed onto a metal screen. These gas diffusion elec-

trodes are not very well suited for kinetic research since their voltametric

behaviour is determined not only by the electrocatalytic but also by the

microgeometric properties of the carbon, determining the transport of reac-

tants to the electrode. Koreover no information about the selectivity can be

obtained. These problems can be solved using more sophisticated hydrodynamic

methods such as the RRDE. In order to study carbon supported catalysts a RIDE

was constructed via incorporation of the carbon particles into a polypyrrole

film. This polymer is conducting and very porous enabling the transport of

both electrons and oxygen to the catalyst. The experimental conditions for the
2

electrode preparation are given in fig. 1. On top of a Pt-Au-RIDE (0.5 cm 2

N = 0.27) a KEL F hood was placed. The cilindrical hole in this hood was

filled with 500 IL of carbon suspension (0.5 mg Morit BX/m1). As electro-

lyte a 0.1 K LiClO4 solution in CH3 C was used, containing 0.5 vol % pyr-

role. The suspension had been agitated in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes.

A Pt counter electrode was placed in the convex meniscus. When the current is

switched on (1 mA during 10 minutes) polymer chains will start to grow from

the surface due to the oxidation of the pyrrole. At the same time the carbon

particles coagulate and precipitate on the Au disc. The result of these pro-

cesses is a three-dimensional network which attaches the carbon to the disc.

A study of the hydrodynamic behaviour in 0.05 K K Fe(CN) 6 solution showed

that it is undisturbed up to a frequency of 16 s- . At higher frequencies

the disc current deviates in the positive direction due to the surface rough-

ness.

With this new preparation method, 02 reduction was studied in 1 N H 2SO

(0 saturated) at 4 different systems (fig. 2): Norit BRI and Worit BRX
2

impregnated with 20 weight 1. metalfree-, cobalt- and ironphthalocysnine
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(H2Pc, CoPc and PePe). All currents were corrected for the high capacitive

background current of the PP. At the platinized ring the hydrogen peroxide

production was monitored. Similar to the results at gas diffusion elec-

trodes 1
, both CoPc and FePc significantly increase the activity: CoPc/BRX

reduces oxygen to H 202; at FePc/BRX the reduction proceeds partly to

H 20. Compared to the results of vacuum deposited CoPc and FePc films, the

activity is surprisingly high. At a PePc film of 2000 1 the reduction in I N

H 2sO 4 starts at only 0.2 V vs. RHE. The reason for this improvement is a

vast increment in the number of available active sites. It appears that in

vacuum deposited films only a very small fraction of the material present Is

electrochemically active.

Also the effect of pyrolysis was studied: the carbon supported catalysts

were heated in N2 for 4 hours at temperatures between 400 and 1200"C. The

results (figs. 3 and 4) indicate that the activity of CoPc/BlZ is increased

due to the neat treatment up to 600"C. This increase is accompanied by a lower

H202 production. The activity of FePc/BRI hardly changes up to 600*C. At

higher temperatures the catalyst is destroyed. The activity of H Pc could

not be increased, not even at very high temperatures. This is in contrast with
2results of Wiesener et al. obtained with H2TAA under somewhat different

pyrolysis conditions. Our results indicate that the metal-ion remains the

active center, not only at room temperature but also after pyrolysis.

References:

1. 3.A.R. van Veen, C. Visser, Electrochimica Acta 24 (1979) 921.

2. G. Gruenig et al., J. Electroanal. Chem. 159 (1983) 1.
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Fig. 1: The electrochemical cell Fig. 2: o2-reduction on Norit BRX and Norit BRx
impregnated with 20% mH2 Pc, CoPc and
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0' THE OXYGE1N REDUCTIO1N RATE ON PLASTIC BONDED CADMI= EIECTRODES

J. GARCHE, S. PETROV7C, K. WIESEER and J. MRHA+ 1

Dresden University of Technology, Dresden (GDR)+J. He7rovsky Institute, Prague-HostivaY (Czechoslovakia)

Introduction

By adding teflon to the cadmium active mass and subsequent

rolling this mixture in a current collector the so-called plastic

bonded Cd electrodes can, if compared to the conventional pocket

electrodes or sinter electrodes, be easily produced . Unfortunate-

ly, these plastic bonded Cd electrodes that have stood the test in

the ursealed Ni-Cd accumulator can not be used in sealed .Ti-Cd

systems, unless special measures are taken, since the oxygen re-

duction rate is greatly reduced. This behaviour is thought to be

caused by a lack of reaction area stiulatL_, oxygen reduction

which is formed by the metallic components in the case of the

pocket and sinter electrodes.

The aim of our work was, therefore, to in=re-se the oxygen re-
duction rate by modifring the electrode in order to enable plastic

bonded Cd electrodes to be used in sealed 7i-Cd accumulators.

Ueasurinj method
Models of 2 Ah :Ti-Cd cells were investigated which consisted

of two plastic bonded Cd electrodes end a pocket nickel electrode

between them. The internal pressure of these cells without free

electrolyte could be continually recorded. Its ourse during

overcharging and the following pause is show in Pig. 1.

P Pig. 1: Internal cell pressure (p)
as function of the time
during the overloading
phase (I 0) and the
following pause (1=0) "



At papst a stationar7 state is attained which is characterized
by the equality of the rate of oxygen formation at the positive

s gvn the chafrging cureto (1durding to overadDAY aw:

isgvn techr~6current (I) acodn oFRDYslaw:

V 0 I/(z-F) (2)

the oxygen reduction rate at the pressure pst can be obtained

using equation (1). As shown by the following figures the func-
tion v f(p) may be obtained by measurements at different I.

Results and discussion

It was tried to create a sufficentl7 large "reaction area" for
oxygen by attaching secondary electrodes onto the Cd electrode

and by modification of the active mass. The results are shown in

Pig. 2.

pocket WA
40 electrode N; (04)2 -octvQ;on

Fig. 2: Oxygen reduction rate (vr2) of different plasti*c bonded

44 02

Cd electrodes and thepocket cadmitun electrode as
fu uctio n tof the pressre (p d
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carbon and the Yi (OH)2 activation of the cadmium mass (Ith step:

addition of NiSO4, 2n
d step: addition of NaOH) have proved to be

hopeful.

Oxygen reduction is a electrochemical process according to:

02 + 2 H2 o + 4e 4 03 (3)

which is said to be diffusion-controlled3 '4 '5 i. e., according

to PICK's first law and BERY's law it holds:

vr =D • • p• A/ D: diffusion constantv02 aLD-,k,.p: solubilit- coefficient
I: reaction area

diffusion layer thickness

According to this equation v/p should be constant. Deviations
from this relation which occure1 in the experiments are obviousl.y

to be attributed to a change in the electrolyt distribution in

the starved Ni-Cd system that results in a change of the

reaction area A of the Cd electrode in dependence of the pressure.
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! o Hyoen Evolution at Cu andA Electrodes
in a Wide Range oTrTemperatures

U.FRESE and U.STIMMING
i," Electrochemistry Laboratory, Department of Chemical Engineering

and Applied Chemistry, Columbia University, New York, N.Y.10027

Introduction

The analysis of kinetic data obtained in aqueous electrolytes
is usually confined to a fairly small temperature range of about
80 K. This puts a severe limitation on any conclusion since the
temperature change is usually only 30% with respect to the
absolute temperature scale. Recently it has been shown /1-3/ that
the electrochemistry of platinum electrodes takes place in frozen
aqueous solutions in as much the same way as it does in liquid

• .. electrolytes. So far measurements could be performed down to

appr. 140 K. This opens up new possibilities to investigate
electrochemical kinetics in a wide range of temperatures.

In contrast to hydrogen evolution at platinum electrodes, at
copper and silver electrodes this reaction is supposed to be charge
transfer controlled /4/. This makes these systems especially
attractive for studying the influence of temperature on kinetic

V. parameter such as transfer coeffiecient and activation energy.

Results

Experiments were carried out in aqueous perchloric acid of
the composition HClO 4 *5.5H 20. This electrolyte is a one phase
system in the liquid as we 1 as the frozen state; the freezing
point is at 228 K. Fig.l shows cyclic voltammograms of silver for
typical temperatures; at room temperature, at temperatures close
to the freezing point of the electrolyte in the liquid state and
the frozen state, and at a low temperature. The anodic reaction

r. is silver dissolution while the cathodic one is hydrogen
evolution. The principal shape of the cyclic voltammograms in the
frozen electrolyte is the same as in the liquid electrolyte; the
overpotential, however, is higher at lower temperatures.

A critical point in passing the freezing point of the
electrolyte is the quality of the electrode/electrolyte contact.
Measurements of hydrogen adsorption on platinum showed that the
area is maintained upon freezing. In the case of copper and
silver capacity measurements were performed. Minima of the
obtained capacity-potential curves were plotted as a function

* - of temperature. The result is shown in Fig.2. A continous
straight line is obtained for both, copper and silver, with no
break at the freezing point of the electrolyte. This clearly
demonstrates that the double layer remains intact also in the

, %

.1*
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frozen electrolyte.

Current-potential curves for the hydrogen evolution reaction
were obtained from cyclic voltammetry curves (sweep rate 5 mV/s) in
the temperature range 138 to 300 K. Corrections were made for the
ohmic drop; ohmic resistances were determined from galvanostatic
pulse measurements. In the whole temperature range straight lines
were obtained in lnl ij vs. U plots. The slope is hardly affected
by the temperature except for very low temperatures where it
gradually decreases. This kind of behavior it true for copper as
well as silver. In Fig.3 the Tafel plots of the results at copper
electrodes are shown. The overpotential for the hydrogen
evolution gradually increases with decreasing temperature. Just
below the freezing point the current is higher than at a
temperature slightly above freezing. This can be seen from Fig.3
by comparing the results for T = 231 K (liquid) and T = 214 K
(frozen). A similar behavior has been found for the exchange
current density of the redox reaction Fe(II)/Fe(III) /5/.

Discussion

Under the common assumption that the transfer coeffient in the
Butler-Volmer equation is fairly insensitive to temperature, the
Tafel slope should be temperature dependent according to /6/

b = RT/ ozF (1)

The results in Fig.3 suggest however, that G is strongly
temperature dependent. This effect is even more pronounced at low
temperatures. Transfer coefficients were calculated from the
slopes in Fig.3 using Eq.(l). The result is plotted versus the
temperature in Fig.4 for copper and silver electrodes. If the
transfer coefficient is considered to be composed of two
contributions /6/

a = C H # C S  (2)
with I _=_(____wt a LLe)T and as=-- ( OAS TT

A temperature dependent transfer coefficient suggests a major
influence from the potential dependence of the entropy of the
activated complex. Extrapolation from higher temperatures to T=0
yields an almost neglible aH . At lower temperatures the
temperature influence on a is obviously even stronger.

It seems too early to draw general conclusions from these
results. It seems however, that some doubts are cast on the usual
picture that in a charge transfer controlled reaction the
potential influence is due to a change of activation energy with
potential. An influence of the potential on the conformation of
the activated complex has to be considered, as well, as a major
source for the potential dependence of the hydrogen evolution
teaction.
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Investigation of Hydrogen Evolution at Platinum Electrodes
in Liquid and Frozen Electrolytes

U.FRESE*, T.IWASITAt ', W.SCHMICKLER* and U.STIMMING*
Department of Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry,

Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 10027, U.S.A.
institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Bonn,

Bonn, F.R.G.

Introduction

It has been shown recently /l/ that typical reactions at
platinum electrodes which are observed at room temperature such as
hydrogen adsorption, oxide formation, hydrogen and oxygen evolu-
tion and double layer charging can be measured as well in frozen
electrolytes. This enables the study of electrochemical behavior
in a wide range of temperature. Here, results for the hydrogen
evoluticn reaction at platinum together with the general electro-

chemical behavior using HCIO 4 *5.5H 2 0 will be presented.

Pesul ts

:n Fig.l cyclic voltammograms of platinum in HCIO 4 *5.5H 20 are
shown, Fig.la in the liquid and Fig.lb in the frozen electrolyte.
Except for temperature related shifts, all typical reactions at
platinum can be observed. A critical aspect is the quality of the

electrode-electrolyte contact. In order to verify this, the hydro-
en desorption charge was determined at various temperatures. A
plot of the charge, Qdes' versus the temperature (Fig.2) shows no
break at the freezing point of the electrolyte. This indicates
that the contact with the double layer remains intact upon free-j ing.

The hydrogen evolution reaction was measured using potentio-
dynamic sweeps. At low overpotentials the current for hydrogen
adscrption is superimposed, while at higher current densities
effects from the ohmic resistance became noticable. The adsorption
was corrected on the basis of the knowledge of the adsorption
charge and the sweep rate. The ohmic drop correction was done
using results from galvanostatic pulse measurements. The current-
potential curves obtained after these corrections are shown as
7jfcl plots in Fig.3 for the liquid and the frozen electrolyte.
Straight lines are obtained with a slope increasing with
temper atire. At low temperatures and high overpotentials a marked
cl(vition from that behavior can be observed.

Discussion

For thu hydrogen evolution at platinum generally a transfer
:oe tfcien t of two is observed which is found as well in thLs
-'ily. The transfer coefficient does not seem to be markedly
_:renjent on temperature. While several authors me rate

deceri-nining Tafel .eaction, i.e. the recombination of atomic

T~ 6-.
f~. e V
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hydrogen to molecular hydrogen, responsible for the transfer
coefficient of two, Yeager et.al./ / found from rotating disk
electrode experiments that a combined recombination-diffusion
control of the molecular hydrogen is rate determining.

If the recombination reaction alone is made responsible than
at high overpotentials a limiting current should be observed. The
deviation from limearity observed at lower temperature may be an
indication for such an effect. more experimental evidence,
however, is necessary before the finding of such an effect would
be claimed.
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ANODIC ACTIVITY OF THE N03- ON AN ACTIVATED IRIDIUM ELECTRODE

T.F.Otero and Y.Jim6nez Jim6nez.

Facultad de Ciencias Quimicas. Universidad del Pals Vasco.

Apdo. 1072. San SebastiAn. Spain.

When an anodic current density goes through a NaN03

aqueous solution, using an Ir sheet of 0,5 cm2 apparent area

as anode, the acidification of the solution was as promoted.

This fact was proved by titration of the anolyte with a NaOH

solution, once the current was swithed off. The acid concen-

tration obtained was proportional to the current density, for

the same flow time.

The experimental results were obtained using a two com-

partment cell with a sintered glass wall in the middle. A Pt

sheet was used as counter electrode. The S.C.E. was used as

reference electrode when we did potentiostatic or potentiody-

namic mesurements. We worked at constant temperature. The elec

trode was previously actived in 0,5M H2SO4.

The anolyte acidification was obtained, so, by anodic

polarization of the electrode. Table 1 shows the H+ mols ob

tained when an Ir electrode, with similar activations, was

polarised at constant potentials for 30 minutes.

Table 1. [Hi mol.1 -1 obtained by anodic polarization of a IM

NaNO 3 solution. T=30C, tpo I = 30 min.

E/mV (S.C.E.) 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

[H+10-3.mol.1l-  0,02 0,05 0,09 0,13 0,16

The acidification of the working compartment solution

was attained, as well, when the working electrode was sub-

mitted to consecutive sweeps of potential, whenever the ano-

dic limit for the potential sweeps was more anodic than

950 mV (S.C.E.). When the consecutive voltammograms were re-

...; ,......................
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corded, the acid concentration modification promotes the vol-

tammogram transformation from the NaNO 3 characteristic shape

to the dilute HNO 3 usual shape (fig 1).

There are a direct proportionality between the acid pro

duction and the time of current flow, when the current densi-

ty throwing the electrode was kept constant.

The acid production, in the anodic compartment, was pro

portional to the current density, when the flow time was cons

tant. This fact promotes the slope increase of the conversion/

time curves when the current density grows.

At constant potential (1200 mV) the acid production was

not modified when the NaNO 3 concentration was varied, and rose

when the temperature and the electrode activation increased.

This fact points toward an electrocatalytic efect.

Those variations were not observed at constant poten-

tials higher than 1250 mV or current densities higher than

10 mA.cm - 2 . This fact could be explained by the coexistence

of the oxygen production on the electrode.

When the electrode was polarised at potentials higher

than 1300 mV it loses its activation, such as was showed with

a voltammogram in 0',5M H2SO4 after polarization in 1M NaNO 3.

The acid production seems related with a charge trans-

fer between the NO3- ions and the electrode, such as was

subgested with electroorganic process:

NO3-  NO3 " + e- (1)

Following the same way of the electroorganic process,

* the radical could be capable to take a proton from a water

nolecule becaming nitric acid:

NO 3 ' + H2 0 HNO 3 + Of" (2)

* - .*4 . * . . ... " 9 ' ," .- .b .' "..,. '
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Reaction (i) was electrocatalysed by the iridium oxides

present on the electrode, such as we observed by increasing

of the acid production when the electrode activation increa-

sed. This reaction was under control of the current flowing

through the electrode surface when the oxygen release was

not attained, existing a perfect correlation between the Cou-

lombs crossing over the electrode and the acid production.

Fig.- (1) Reference voltammogram (-230/+1230 mV vs. S.C.E.)

obtained in 0,5M H2SO4 to an Ir electrode activated in the

same medium. (2) First voltammogram (-900/+1230 mV) obtained

using this electrode in 1M NaNO 3 , and consecutive voltam-

mograms in the same medium. VB= 30 mV.s - I , T=25QC.
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OXYGEN REDUCTION ON Ni , Cu AND Ni-Cu ALLOY
IN MOLTEN CARBONATES. **

I. URBINA , G. BARREIRO and G. POILLERAT

Laboratorio de Energetica Electroquimica
CINVESTAV, AP 14-740 , 07000 Mexico DF (Mexico)

During the last twenty years the molten carbonates fuel cells have been
largly studied. The nickel cathode seem to have focused the interest during a long
time. Recently, some works have been published on Cu electrode (1). In this work
we have compared some metals as Au and Pt with Ni and Cu and a
Cu Ni Zn a-uy ka c-.fnmori illoy used for coin making) as a ca,'ode for oxygen
reduction in a molten carbonates fuel cell.

EXPERIMENTAL

The electrolyte was the ternary eutectic mixture of lithium, sodium and
potassium carbonates which were carefully dried. As a reference electrode, we used
a Pt/CO.O2 system in the same eutectic mixture. The gas mixture was 33 %
oxygen aA'd 67 % carbon dioxide, dried on molecular sieves. This reference
electrode was in a small quartz tube connected to the cell's electrolyte by a very
small hole. As the working electrode we used Au, Pt, Ni, Cu and a Cu (62 %)
Zn (23 %) Ni (14,5 ).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The cyclic voltammograms for each metal at 650*C are shown on figure 1
to 5 . Gold have been studied for comparison. Appleby et al have published (2)
results on a slightly different system with Li CO3 as electrolyte, 0.1 atm CO
and 0.9 atm 0 as gas mixture and at 853'C . Nevertheless the potential fgr
oxygen reductioW that we have found (- 0.1 V) is near from that of these authors
(- 0.1 V to - 0.22 V). The current densities are also coherent if we take into
account the different temperatures. By addition of Na )02 to the electrolyte
(figure 1-c) we are abble to identify the peak with pei'oxyde ion reduction (3).
Platinum and Copper (figures 2 and 3) give a higher current density. For the nickel
working electrode the potential of the peak is more negative and the current
density is much higher (about 30 times that of gold). The two others peaks could be
related to NiO reduction and to CO production from CO 2 or CO - (4) . The
Ni Cu Zn alloy shows (figure 5) and even better current der:,ty Lan nickel.

Present adreses :.
Univ. Guanajuato, Inst. de Inv. Cientif. ..

L. de Retana 5, Guanajuato, Gto, Mexico.
**Lab. Electrochimie, U.L.P., B.P. 296, F - 67008 Strasbourg Cedex.
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CONCLUSION
This comparative study of different metals and alloy for oxygen reduction in

molten carbonates shows that a Ni Cu Zn alloy give a higher current density than
nickel alone and consequently could be interesting as a molten carbonates fuel cells
cathode.
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02 REDUCTION BY PLATINUM PHTHALOCYANINE
IN ALKALINE SOLUTIONS

C. PALITEIRO
University of Coimbra, Coimbra (Portugal)

A. HAMNETT and J.B. GOODENOUGH
Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory, Oxford (England)

When pure platinum phthalocyanine (PtPc) is mixed with an especially

treated coconut-shell charcoal and formed into practical porous electrodes,

high current densities are obtained. The performance of these PtPc electrodes

is superior to that of porous electrodes made by incorporation of pure Pt and

active metal phthalocyanines (FePc and CoPc) into the same type of carbon1 .

The mechanism of 02 reduction by PtPc in alkaline solutions was studied

by applying several electrochemical, structural and spectroscopic techniques to

PtPc thin films vacuum sublimed on carbon, gold and platinum. The catalytic

activity of PtPc on carbon is minimum. However, if a thin film of gold is depo

sited on carbon before PtPc is evaporated, a 4e reduction is approached. In

this case a gradual increase of the RDE current with time is noticed. Electro-

chemical, Ressonance Raman and XPS experiments show that this aging is not due

to film chemical change or the incorporation of an active impurity into the

film; its role is to increase the rate of a step that is activation-controled

in the fresh film.

The activity of aged films on gold substrates was studied in greater

detail. RDE polarization curves have two Tafel slopes: 40 mV/dec and 120mV/dec

at low and high polarizations, respectively. The rate law for 02 reduction was

found to be
m iFE)

I ; 4FAKC COr- exp ( E
02 OHRT

where A is the electrode area, K is the reaction rate constant measured at OV

in a pH-independent scale to which the potential E is referred, a is the trans

fer coefficiente, m--0.5 and aa 1.5 in the low-polarization region (950 to

850 mV/HE) and r-= 0.15 ard a= 0.5 in the high-polarization region (850 to 600

mV/HE)

H02 was detected in RRDE collection experiments over the entire poten-
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tial range explored, but only in small amounts. However, HO2 is not reduced by

PtPc films. Since n;4, this means that 02 is predominantly reduced to OH ; a

parallel reaction produces a small amount of HO , which is not reduced further.

This fact simplifies the calculation of the parcial rate constants (K1 : 02 ->

-> OH ; K2 : 02 - HO2 ; K3 : HO; -> HO') of the overall reduction from the

RRDE data. Their potential dependence is shown in Fig. 1. This parallel mecha-

nism was confirmed by sampled-current voltammetry experiments.

Cyclic voltammetry and Raman spectroscopy show that PtPc molecules do

not ionize over the potential range of 02 reduction. Therefore, a redox mecha-

nism cannot explain the electrocatalysis of 02 by PtPc thin films. The follow-

ing mechanism is suggested:

I. 02 +e <l

2. M + 02 MO2

3. MO; + M + e M - 0- 0- M

4. M - 0 - 0 - M + H2 0 + e MO + M + 20H

5. M02 + H20 + e-> M + 20H

3'. MO; + H2 0 < O H + OH

4'. MOOH -> M + H2 0

Where M indicates a PtPc molecule. This mechanism, with step 3 as the rds in

the low-polarization and step I as the rds in the high-polarization region, is

consistent with the experimental rate low. The first step is an electron trans

fer to an 02 molecule on the substrate surface; it is followed by end-on 02

adsorption on the film. We found the separation between Pt ions of close PtPc
o

molecules in the film to be = 3.8A. This separation is accepted as the most fa

vourable for 02 electroreduction by dimeric metal porphyrins 2 . Hence, adsorbed

C can bridge two.PtPc molecules to give a bridged-oxo species (step 3); this

promotes the reduct'ive split of the 0- 0 bond (step 4). Electron transfer to

the brid~ed - 02 ion likely to occur by ressonance-enchanced tunneling from the

underlying gold. Therefore, reduction of 02 only occurs very close to the Au

surface (within 50 to 100A). The pzc of gold was found to be close to the PtPc

flatband; this provides a better electron transfer to the bridged- 02 species
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since it minimizes potential drops likely to impede tunneling.

Aging can result from the increase in the number of active sites close

to Au surface due to film electrostriction, However, a slow uptake of 02 by

PtPc crystallites increases the number of trap sites; tunneling probability

and, therefore, electron transfer to bridged -02 species is thus enhanced with

time.

*Fig. I - Potential
dependence of the

K1  rate constants for
Ithe reduction of 02

on an aged (PGb+400
AU) + 2000 X PtPc

I film.

K3

-5 1.

1000 Sao 600 400 Zoo 0
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THE ELECTROCRYSTALLIZATION OF PbS ON Pb(Hg)

M.J.B.V. MELO and M.I.S. PEREIRA
CECUL - Faculdade de Ci~ncias - 1294 LISBOA CODEX - PORTUGAL

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in the
electrochemical properties of metal sulphides. Most of them are
semiconductors and their resistivities are sufficient lowtallow
the application of sulphides in the development of photovoltaic
converters for solar energy, and high energy batteries.

In this work the deposition of PbS on Pb(Hg) is studied, under
potentiodynamic and potentiostatic conditions.

A cyclic voltammogram for the deposition of PbS on Pb(Hg)l at %
from 0.1M Na2S + 1.OM NaHCO3 solution is shown in fig. 1.

4 A Fig. 1. Cyclic volta n gram
(v= 5OmV s-l)show-
ing the deposition
and reduction of N
PbS film on 1 at %
Pb(Hg) from 0.1M
Na S + i.OM NaHCO 3
s:Iution. 2
Area = 1.39x10-2 ca.

-1.30 -0.56

E/V vsSCE

According to the value for the reaction1

2- 0Pb + S2  . PbS + 2e E =-1.179V vs S.C.E.

the three anodic peaks were attributed to the PbS formation, and
the cathodic one, to the reduction of the deposited film. Integration
of the anodic peaks gave the charges of 373 ; 9 uC cm- 2, 130 T 4
-,C cm- 2 and 288 9 jC cm- 2 for the first, sencond and third peaks
re-spectively.

PotLent ostatic transients are presented in fig. 2, for two different
values of growth potential.

* . ** .07. = 7 7 -7 V .
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18.0A cm 2

Eg =-0.991 V

100 200 t/s

Eg = -0.973 V

8 t/s
4 a 12t/

Fig. 2. Potentiostatic deposition transients for PbS on
1 At % Pb(Hg) from 0.1M Na S + l.OM NaHCO at two
different growth potentiali.

It can be seen that both transients show rising current in the
initial stages, indicating that a process of nucleation andgrowth
is occurring. However the mechanism is apparently different and
depending on the value of the growth potential.

A particularly interesting feature of the results is that the
transients obtained at very low values of potential are on a time
scale of several minutes, and present two peaks, whichthe charges
are 205 T 20 wC cm- 2 and 186 T 18 pC cm- 2 respectively. A compa-
rision of these values with the calculated charges from the crys
tallographic data of lead sulphide2 , allowed us to interpret the
growth of PbS in terms of the deposition of one layer, followed
by the-formation of another one, both with the (001) orientation
parallel to the substrate.

The results at higher values of potential are quite different;
the process is much faster and only a peak occurs, which the
charge is 398 T 40 vC cm- 2. This value is virtually identical
with the sum of the charge of the two peaks formed at lower po-
tentials. It seems that the peak formed at higher values of potential
appears deconvoluted in two at lower potentials, what can be
explained on the basis of the variation with potential of the
overall growth constants a and e for the growth of the first
and second layers respecti~ely

3 . '

iA
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The number of peaks formed depends on the relation between I and
8 Only when 4l1>>82 do two peaks develop, otherwise only one
p;ak is formed4 .

The results seem to point out that at low potentials 81 should
be bigger thaip 8 and so two well developped peaks are formed.
At higher potentials the two peaks occur convoluted, what can be
attributed for instance to an increase of the constant 82 in
relation to 81.
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EVALUATION OF ELECTROCHEMICAL KINETIC PARAMETERS USING THE
BOND-HENDERSON-OLDHAM "GLOBAL ANALYSIS"

D. H. EVANS and M. R. ANDERSON
Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 (U.S.A.)

Bond, Henderson and Oldham I have developed an efficient procedure for
analyzing cyclic voltammetric data to obtain the standard heterogeneous
electron transfer rate constant, the electron transfer coefficient, the
reversible half-wave potential and the diffusion coefficient of the
reactant. The analysis involves the original current-potential data
(corrected for background current) and the semiintegral (convolutive
transform) of the currenti At each potential on the voltammogram there are
two values of the current and two values of the semiintegral, one from the
forward and one from the reverse scan. If the two current-semiintegral-
potential points at each potential are plotted, it can be shown that the
linear extrapolation in the current-semiintegral plane to the current-
potential plane where the semiintegral is zero will give an intercept
current directly proportional to the forward heterogeneous electron
transfer rate constant at that potential. Similarly the linear extrapola-
tion in the current-semiintegral plane to the semiintegral-potential plane
where the current is zero will give an intercept semiintegral, m(t)o,
related to the diffusion coefficient of the reactant, Do , and the reversible
half-wave potential, E , by equations (1) and (2)

m(t) lira/m(t) = 1 + exp[(nF/RT)(E - E )] (i)

m(t) = nFAD C (2)
lim 0 0

where E is the potential, A is the electrode area, C is the bulk concentra-
0

tion of reactant and the other symbols have their normal meanings.

The extrapolations carried out at various potentials produce a set of
forward heterogeneous rate constant-potential data and a set of m(t)O -

Fotential data. The former are readily analyzed to yield the standard
heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant, ks, and the transfer

coefficient, a. The latter yield values of E and D (knowing A and C*).
0 0

The procedure is valid for semi-infinite linear diffusion in cases where
there is no convection, migration or coupled chemaical reactions.

:n a separate study 2 a large collection of background-corrected cyclic
voltammograms in digital form had been collected. These data had been
analyzed by laborious trial-and-error comparison with digital simulations to
obtain E , ks, rx and, in certain cases, the potential-dependence of a, da/dE.
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Programs were written to analyze these data according to the Bond-Henderson-

Oldham "Global Analysis" technique and the results were compared with those
obtained by comparison with digital simulation.

In cases where potential dependence of a could be detected, a curved plot
of the logarithm of the forward rate constant vs. potential was obtained.
The plot was fit to a quadratic equation by linear regression to obtain
da/dE.

Analysis of each voltammogram, including the calculation of all semi-
integrals, required about 10 seconds on a Harris/7 computer. The results
are summarized in the Table where it can be seen that good agreement is

found between the two procedures.

1. A. M. Bond, T. L. E. Henderson and K. B. Oldham (in press).
2. R. A. Petersen, Ph.D. thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1983.

Table. Comparison of Results obtained by the Bond-Henderson-Oldham (BHO)
"Global Analysis" With Those Obtained by Digital Simulation (DS)a.

ks, cm/s a E4, Vd

Compound DS BHO DS BHO DS BHO

4,4'-dimethoxybenzil b  0.35 0.29 0.43 0.40 -1.591 -1.589

2,3-butanedionea  0.65 0.56 0.50 0.50 -1.178 -1.718

2,3-butanedione '
e  0.021 0.022 0.43 0.40 -1.708 -1.704

nitromesityleneb  0.10 0.093 0.43 0.42 -1.773 -1.776

1,4-dicyanobenzene b  0.26 0.21 0.42 0.43 -1.927 -1.927

• a
nitromethane 0.36 0.28 0.55 0.53 -1.926 -1.912

nitroethanea 0.28 0.26 0.50 0.42 -1.956 -1.947

2-nitropropanea 'f  0.11 0.12 0.43 0.42 -2.000 -1.996

trans-l-phenyl-4,4-

dimethyl-l-pentene- 0.35 0.26 0.45 0.50 -2.060 --2.061
3-oneb

benzophenoneb  0.79 0.59 0.50 0.47 -2.127 -2.119

a0.10 M electrolyte, acetonitrile solvent, mercury electrode, 25*C, 100 V/s
scan rate.

bTetraethylammonium perchlorate electrolyte.
CTetra-n-heptylammonium perchlorate electrolyte.
dvs. Aq/AgN03 (0.01 M) in acetonitrile.
edM/dE: 0.37 V-1  (DS), 0.28 V- 1 (BHO)

f dadE: 0.30 V- 1 (DS), 0.37 V-1 (BHO)
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INVESTIGATION OF ELECTROCHEMICAL AND
CHEMICAL STAGES OF THE Cu(II) ELECTROREDUCTION

PROCESS IN THE PRESENCE OF ALLYL ALCCHOL

V.F. VARGALYUK, Y.M. LOSHKARYOV V.A. POLONSKY,
N.V. KHOROSHAVKINA

Department of Physical Chemistry, Dniepropetrovsk State
University, Pr. Gagarin 72, Dniepropetrovsk, GSP 320625,USSR

Olefine compounds (acrylic acid, allyl alcohol and others)
are recommended to be used as an addition to electrolytes to im-
prove the structure of the cathode deposition of copper. We have A
established that Cu(lI) electroreduction in the presence of Ole-
fine compounds (OC) proceeds along the ECE mechanizm with an in-
termediate chemical reaction formation of univalent copper or -
complexes. The properties of such complexes with ions of transi-
tional metals were considered in a number of monographs, however,
their role in the process of electroreduction of metal ions have
not been studied.

A typical feature of allyl alcohol (AA) action during Cu(II)
electroreduction on a mercury electrode is the appearance of an-
ode currents during cathode polarization of the electrode (Figu-
re). As seen in the figure, with the growth of the AA content the
height of the polargraphic wave decreases, and at sufficiently
high concentrations the cathode current changes to that of the
anode. It should be noted that the magnitude of the anode current
grows not only with the increase of the AA concentration, but al-
so with copper sulfate.

The described effect is specific for a mercury electrode and
is not observed at Cu(II) electroreduction on copper, platinum
and glass-carbon electrodes. Here not only is the anode current
not fixed, but there is also no decrease in the limiting current
even at a high (IM) AA content in the solution.

A comparison of the polarograms with the dependencies of the
double layer differential capacity from the potential shows that
the decrease of the limiting current occurs in the AA adsorption
area. However, the assumption about the inhibition of the copper
ion discharge by the adsorbed AA layer does not explain the ap-
pearance of the anode current. Thus, it can be confirmed that the
discussed effect depends on the interaction of allyl alcohol mole-
cules or its complexes with Cu(I) with surface mercury atoms (ac-
cording to data in literature AA complexes with Cu(Il) are not i
formed) *"This is confirmed by the results of the analyses of the
solutions on Hg(11) ions. After a prolonged (0.5 hour) electro-

lysis at a potential -0.5 V (saturated calomel electrode) on a
stationary mercury electrode the Hg(II) ions are detected even at
an AA concentration in the electrolyte equal to 0.1 M, i.e. under
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conditions when the total cathode current is recorded on the
polarograms.

Taking the possibility of forming Hg(II) complexes with AA
into account it was natural to associate the appearance of the
anode current with the potential shift of the anode dissolution
of the mercury to the negative side. But this assuption was al-
so not confirmed experimentally. In the absence of Cu(II) allyl
alcohol, even at high concentrations, does not practically in-
fluence the IB-curve in I M sulfuric acid. Hence it follows
that Cu(II) complexes with AA occur in the mercury ionization
process in the considered system.

Proceeding from the above-mentioned we can write down the
following reaction (scheme) of the electrode process:

Cu(II) + e a Cu() (1)
Cu) + A - (Cu(AAI+ (2)

A ubstitution of Cu(I) further occurs either in the
[cu(AA)j4 complex by the Hg(II) ion according to equation

[Cu(AA)I + Hg = [Hg(AA)) # Cu(I) + 2* (3a)

or the furmation of a binuclear complex

[cu(A)J +  + Hg . [Hg.u(AA))3+ 2a (3b)

Irrespective of the possible way of the process, according
to equation (3a) or (3b) an anode current should occur at the ex-
pense of the different amount of electrons participating in the
first and third stages.

In this interval of potentials an electroreduction of Cu(I)
and[Cu(AA) * ions with the formation of amalgamo occurs.

Cu(I) + • - Cu°(Hg) (4 )

[Cn(A.) + e Cu°(Hg) + AA (5)

The magnitude and sign of the resulting current are deter-
mined by the correlation process rates (3) and (4) - (5). If the
reaction rate (3) is greater than the sum of those in (4) and
(5), the anode current is fixed, and at a reversed relation of
these rates - the cathode current is fixed.

The choice between the reactions presented in equations
(3a) and (3b) require additional investigations. All the same
the more probable seems the process mechanism including the stage
of forming the binuclear complex, since the discussed effect dis-
tinctly appears precisely in the presence of allyl alcohol. Pro-
thably, here we should take into account the specificity of the AA
molecular structure, similar to diolafine compounds for which the
formation of binuclear complexes is typical.
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5,0

2,5

44

Fig. Polarograme obtained in solutions:

(1) 'M MOO04 (2) 1 + 0,005M 0US04; (3) 2 + 0,11 AA;

(4) 2 +, 0,2U AA; (5) 2 + 0,5M AA; (6) 1I+ 0,0111 CtBO 4 +

-77
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THE ADATOMS INFLUENCE ON THE OVERPOTENTIAL OF THE TRANSITION
IN THE PROCESS OP METAL ELECTROCRISTALLIZATION

V.V. TROFIMENKO, V.S. KOVALENKO, Y.M.LOSHKARYEV
Dniepropetrovsk State University ( USSR )

The inhibition of any crystallization stage during metal elec-

trodeposition gives rise to an increase of adatom C concentra-
tion in comparison with the thermodynamically equilibrium value
of Co . The supereaturation C/Co arising from this can influen-
ce the reaction of the electron transition directly which fol-
lows from the analysis of the known kinetic equation

LT - exYP(-13 17,C*(.)/PR T)j(I)
where the current exchange is

o -- Fk; C;C- ex/(2a .g _9)/R9] (2)
In eguations ( I ) and ( 2 ) - is the transfer potential in
the system without supersaturation, k is the absolute hetero-
geneous constant of the discharge rate, Co. and C, are the
concentration of the oxidized and reduced form of the electroac-
tive particles, 9., and , are their specific standard ad-
sorption energies ( without taking into account the electrosta-
tical component of the adsorption energy).

In a system yith supersaturation eguation ( I ) takes the
following form

S(C/C.) "'feG(CC n /f T) - e~(-ys'13 /eT)] 3
as seen, the appearance of supersaturation in the cathode pro-
cess ( C/C I ) gives rise to a decrease of to the
value ( Fig.I ), curves I and 2 . An analogaus equation

l( 3 ) expresion was obtained when solving the2problem about the
* -influence cf the electrode curvature on . BOth approa-

ches are connected taking into account only the influence of s-
persaturation on the anodic component current through the con-
centration of adatoms.

Equation ( 3 ) can be written in another form through the to-
tel owervoltage P = C, ( % is the crystallization
overpotential determined by the expression P T,r)(/e.

If we ignore the influence of supersaturation on 2.,) , then
we can come to the erroneous method of determining by the
difference of values and , ( Fig.I, curves I and 3 ).
Precisely due to this a wrong conclusion was drawn in paper 3
;bout the decrease of . with the growth of I , and the ab-
sence of the inhibiting stage of crystallization during metal
electrodeposition with large current of exchange. Numerous
experimental data contradict such conclusions.

Another aspect i the influence of supersaturation on the
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overpotential ',,, associated with the possibility of the dis-
charge leaking onto the surface areas of the similar electrode
with a large currature - ( prenucleation cluster, growing nuc-
lei, rough surface deposition area). SUch elements are conjuga-
ted with a definite supersaturation and a shift of the electro-
nic therms of atoms, forming a distorted surface. Whith this the
adsorption energy of the metal adatoms decreases in conformance
with the Tompson equation at a magnitude of 26"vW- (6' is the
function of the surface tension of the electrode element with
the - curvature, taking the two layer charge into account,
I/ is the molar volume of the metal). This according to equa-

tion ( 2 ), results in a decrease of the current exchange in
(C/C . ' times, and the growth of to the value

Fig.I, curve 4 ):
t / L(C/Co) 7~exo('n7t2k< /pr) - ex!o (-A,,P#<,/leT) ( 5)I "

Homever, ,. increases to the same degree due to the heights-
ned adatom concentration on the distorted surface. As a result I \
of the action of both factors a full compensation of the super-
saturation influence occurs at the exchange current, and
appears to be independent on the electrode surface curvature
from the similar metal, i.e. =  

. Tne total over-
potential in such a system is described as follows:

t~~~~~i~~~~,/ (CC)" #)~C/,)xo~nc?/PT)j ( 6)
an adequate kinetic equation4 'Iritten in a -mewhat different
form is given in the papers

6. tf~or P(,.)/,R]- eXZ-,{F p- )A ' C 7)
a comparison of the kinetic curves corresponding to equations
( I ) and ( 6 ) CFig.I ) indicate the additivity of the magni-
tudes and

According to equation ( 3 ) the effect of the supersaturation
influence on ?,, cannot exceed the magnitude 4 ( approxi-
mately 20 - ICO mV ), whereas for some processes the phasefor-
mation,depending on the nature of the dissimilar electrode, the
experimentally determined change of reaches 200-500 mV,6
and despite equation ( 3 ) is7 associated with the growth C/Co
(Fig.2 ). As shown in paper , such significant changes of 2',2
can explain the difference in the adsorption energy of metal ad-
atoms ( adionB ) on different dissimilar electrodes.

Literature
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2. R.Kaishev, D.Kashciev- 28-th Meeting ISE, Electrocrystal-
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5. V.A.Isaev, V.N.Chebotin - IOnniye rasplavy i tverdie elektro-

lity, Sverdlovsk,178, v.27, p.4 6 .
6. V.V.Trofimenko, Yu.L1.Loshkaryev, V.S.Kovalenko - Dokl. AN

SSS21, 1976, v.227, p. 1181.
7. V.V.Trofimenko, V.S.Kovalenko, Yu.M.Loshkaryev - Dokl. AN

SSSR, 1977, v.233, p. 1142.1 .- 1
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3A0
* A

20 10

40 80 . Of,mv O 0,2 0,3 04 , 'V
Fig. I. Cathode kinetic curves corresponding to equations

I- ( ), 2-( 3 ), 3 - (4 ), 4 -(5 ), 5-(7 ).
The culculation are made for C/C.= 10, O= 0,5,
/ = 2, T= 298 KO.

Fig.2. The influence of the electrode nature on in the
process of galvanostatical formation of the nuclei Cu.
I - copper, 2 - "basis" orientation of pyrographite,
3 - "edge" orientation of pyrographite. The electro-
lyte composition ( moleil CUS04- 0,8, H2 04 - I.

! _ aaS.
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THE DYNAMICS OF CONCENTRATION ADATOM CHANGE IN THE
PROCESS OF POLYCRYSTALLINE DEPOSIT GROWTH OF COPPER

V.V. TROPIMENKO, V.P. ZHITNIK, E.V. ISAENKO, Y.M. LOSHKARYEV
Dniepropetrovsk State University ( USSR )

The validity of the conclusions, when studying the stages
of crystallization processes of electrodeposition of metals, is
better substantiated if the experimental determination of the
adatom concentration ( equilibrium C. and non-equilibrium C)
or a supersaturation of C/co ( crystallization overpoten-
tialp) is possible. One of the most authentie is the two-impul-
se potentiostatic method for determining % , suggested in pa-
per I , which was used in the present investigation.

The change of % in its early stages of copper electrode-
position, and also the dependence , on the current density
i have been studied. An electrolyte containing I M Cu 3O and
0,5 M H 2 SO 4  was used, the cathode was a mechanically poli-
shed polycrystalline copper face microelectrode I mm diameter.

A typical feature of the change of the magnitudes P, and
l in the process of the potentiostatic growth of the copper
deposit is shown in Fig.l. As seen, the region of the pvorly
reproducing changes of these magnitudes precede the stationary
values % and i . Irrespective of the stationary values ,
the value P stabilized after depositing a copper 1 yer 700 -
800 A . Apparently, the period of the non-stationary values
is determined by the transitional process of the conditions of
epitaxical influence of the electrode to the conditions of
growth, depending only on the electrochemical parameters of the
system. Precisely that is why the deviation, appearing statis-
tically in the structure of the initial electrode surface du-
ring its preparation, gives rise to various dynamics in chan-
ging the values , and e

The growth of the stationary values during the rate
increase of the crystallization ( Fig.2 is determined by
the forced transition of the crystal nucleation on the deposi-
ticn area with less electrocatalytic activity. With this in a
number of active centres of crystallization, more and more
screw dislocations, which appear morphologically as pyramidal
projections of the growing surface, are included 2

The region of the limiting values ! during the ' in-
crease is determined by reaching the conditions at which the
nuclei, the epitaxially non-associated dislocation appearing
in the transition period are formed.

The transition overpotential P, was determined on the
tasis of the additive approach, with this the rated correcti-
ons on the ohmic component and the overpotential diffusion
( Fig.2 ) were inserted. The analysis showed that the value,
does not obey the classical equation of the slow discharge.
This is explained by the influence on i supersaturation,
realized in the system. It showd be noted that with the i
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increase the determining influence of the electron transition
stage grows, but the value remains high. The latter indi-
cates the importent part under such conditions of the proper
crystallization stages in the process of forming structures and
the properties of copper deposition.

Literature

I. Z.A.Tkachik, K.M.Gorbunova - V kn."Elektrokhimicheakiye pro-
tseasi pri elektroosazhdeoii i anodnom rastvorenii metallov",
M., Nauka, 1969, etr. 88.

2. K.Fetter - Elektrokhimicheskaya Kinetika, M., Khimia, 1967.
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PULSE POLAROGRAPHY: CURRENT-POTENTIAL CURVES IN NORMAL PULSE
POLAROGRAPHY, REVERSE PULSE POLAROGRAPHY AND DIFFERENTIAL
PULSE POLAROGRAPHY FOR ELECTRODE PROCESSES WITH NON-NERNSTIAN
BEHAVIOUR

J. GALVEZ, J. ZAPATA AND M.L. ALCARAZ
Laboratory of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Murcia
(Spain)

Pulse polarography(NPP, RPP, DPP) is one of the most po-
werful electroanalytical techniques both for chemical analy-
sis and for the study of electrode processes' -2 . Theoretical
studies for reversible processes have been made extensively,

5.

In this context, we have obtained recently
6 the rigorous so-

lution for the case where the reduction product dissolves in
the electrode by adopting for the dme the expanding sphere
electrode model. However, the corresponding theory for pulse
polarography with slow charge-transfer steps contains some
simplifying assumptions which are not well justified 3. In
turn, Matsuda' has derived theoretical expressions for the
current response in NPP, RPP and DPP although, the restriction
t'/t <<l(being t' the duration of the imposed pulse) was used.
Finally, Aoki and Osteryoung 2 have also obtained expressions
for the corresponding response in DPP but their final equa-
tions are very cumbersome.

In this work, expressions for Pulse polarography(DPP, NPP,
RPP)- are derived for charge-transfer processes with non-Nerns-
tian behaviour by adopting for the dme tie expanding sphere ele
trode model. We have used the derivational pattern based on
the dimensionless parameter method described in reference(6) .
This allows then solving the problem through concentration
profiles for any value of x and t so that the use of lineari-
zed profiles3 is not neccesary. We have considered the process

k f
A + ne-- B

kb

where for simplicity the assumption D A=DB=D has been made. In
addition, we shall suppose that the potential is set on a
constant value E from t=0(beginninq of the drop growth)to t=t 1
and at t-t it i; stepped up from E to the other constant
value E2. Under these conditions thi solution of the corres-
ponding boundary value problem after the pulse is applied is
given by

i~~~tnF)t=s dc+t f(+ _ K l-K 2 irp
iFAI +K

whereidc (t)=nFA(t)(7D/3 w t) / 2  CF) (2)

1 4
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i =nFA(t) (D/ t') 1 /2CA G(T,y) (3)
NPP A 1 + K

8=(1+K2 ) - 1+K2  (4)

Ki=exp ((nF/RT) (EE)) (5)

X=(12t/7D) 1/2ks (l+KI)ex p (-snF/RT) (EI-E0 ) (6)

y=(4t'/D) 1/ 2 k (l+K2)exp(-enF/RT) (E2-Ee) (7)
T=t / (tl1+to)} (8)

Note that i(t) is a function of the corresponding current res-
ponse in dc polarography(equation (1))and in NPP(equation (3)).
In any case, it is interesting to show that in equation (1) on-
ly are involved the Koutecky function7 , F(X) (which is related
to the dc polarographic response) and the Galvez function
G(T ,y)8 (which is involved with the NPP response)whose properties
have been described in the literature(7-9).

From equation (1) we may easily obtain the expressions for
the different modes of pulse polarography and so, we have:
a) E =E . In this case K2=K1 , 8=0 and as expected, equation (1)
gives it)=i (t)
1) NPP. In N 5, E' is maintained at an initial value at which
no current flows. Inserting the condition-K1.- in equation (1)
we obtain i(t)=iNpP.
c) RPP. In RPP, E is set on the cathodic diffusion current
plateau and the potenhial E 2 is scanned anodically. Inserting
the condition E1 *-(K 1 -0) in equation (1) we have

RPP=idcf I- iNpP exp ((ctnF/RT)(E 2-EJ)) - K2iNp P  (9)
NFA(t)k C*

1) DPP. In DPP E and E are scanned simultaneously toward the
cathodic directiln so that E -E2=AE is kept constant. In addi-
tion, i is normally measured as a difference between i(t) at
-=t1 +t'DPand i(t) at t=t1 . Hence, we obtain

IDPP - r1/ 2 F() i NPP 1/6 F(X)1dp IK +8 . - (1- r, 1-}
dp 1+K1 nFA(t)ksCA F (I)

+ (3/7) 12( (1I(l+K 2 ))_(l/(l+K 1 )G(Ty) (10)

idp=( 7D/ 3 rt') 12 nFA(t)C

where X =(1- r)i/ 2 X. Examples of I/E curves computed from equa-
tions (1), (9) and (10) are shown in figures 1-3.
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e) Reversible process: Under there conditions k s >> and equa-
tion (1) gives i~) id ) + K 1- K 2  P

i~t~midC~t + NP(1

From this equation the different m~des of pulse polarography
for Nernstial behaviour are easily obtained as described pre-
viously.1

a i l10 11

z~ 0.8 2 3.45
-2 .6 -02'24 621 -2

0.1 -0.3 -0.6E-E/
.E 2 -EY/V E 2 E/

Fig.l.- NPP. Current-Potential curves for n=1, D=10 cm2 s
T=298K, a=0.5, and different values of k s(cm.s1l): (1) 1; (2)

1 -2; (3) 1C I t'.i .' CS () 10- . i dPP-nFA (t) (D/iT 4) 1 2(1+

+ 1 T+.--)- t=ls; t'=0.02s.

Fig.2.- RPP. Current-Potential curves computed from equation
(1). Conditions as Fig.l

0. 3
0. Fig.3.- DPP. Current-Potential cur-

. 0.2*, yes for t=ls., t'=0.05s., AE=0.05V
-1

04 and different values of k(cm.s

O 0.l~(1) 1; (2) SxlO ; (3) 10 ; (4)

10 -4; (5) 10 -5. Other conditions

0.1 -0.3 -0.6 as Fig.1.

E 1-E
0 /V
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CHRONOPOTENTIOMETRY WITH PROGRAMMED CURRENT A; DROPPING MER-

CURY ELECTRODE: POTENTIAL-TIME CURVES FOR AN ECE MECHANISM

J. GALVEZ, J. ZAPATA, M. L. ALCARAZ AND F. ROBLES
Laboratory of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Murcia
(Spain)

In a series of recent papers we have shown that dme chro-
nopotentiometry is a very appropiate technique for the study of
electrode+Prcesses when a current-time function of the form
I(t)-I 0t (w10) is used. In the present work we have ob-
tained the theoretical relationships, which show the behavior
of the E/t curves, for the tCE mechanism. If the charge trans-
fer reactions are reversible, this mechanism is described by
the scheme k1

A + n e ---- B; B.C; C + n 2 e- Dk2

If we adopt for the dme the expanding sphere electrode model,
the transition time, T , is given by

T~ e_ __ g('d,e )  
+(de - gw (0,T) I+KGw,e(t ) 1 + -

where

x= (k 1+k 2) t
9w (Olt)- 1-f w()& t l1/ 6

Sw - 7D Pw/7 nlFAoCA (2)
Td,e 2 I (0,T

0w d,e
f=n /12/7a a(3m/4rd)

1 ~ -12(w+j) (3(w+j)+4) (3)fw(j) = -- 7(3(w+j)+2)P6w+j !I+)((+)4 3
7 P6 (w+j) +l

_7 7
G P6w/7 gw(0,t)Gw'e() w(Olt)- E4

4X)P- , 6J 1 (5)7 j=0 J P6 (w+j)+l
7

and being Td,e the transition time which would be observed in
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the absence of the chopical reaction. In turn, the potential-
time function is

0 RT In CA (Ot) (6)
1 n CB(Ot)

with
CA(0t ) . CA('-gw(0,'t)C e(t )  (7)

CB(0,t)-- ((1-K)Ce(t)+KN(wt))Gw e(X)gw(0,t)+

(2ce(t)'-N(w't) }Kgw(Olt) - wa w

-(I-K) (Gw,e(X) -Hw(X))gw(0,t) (ce(t)- Cp (W)} (8)

C0t1/6xw, (0)
Ce (t)- c p(t)+ (9)

CTP (6w+l)/79w(0 t)
a XW

C (t) a (10)
p C T

tw

17 (w, Qt) 7D n FA
1 0 AP6w/7"

In Fig.1 we have plotted E/t curves computed from eqn.(6)
for different values of C . Note that the influence exerted by
the sphericity of the electrode is very significant and so,
there Is a shift of E(t) towards positive potentials as C is
increased. In addition, the values of r e are also larger Qhan
those obtained with the expanding-plane electrode model (C =0).

In Fig.2 we have representea
Te/ Td,e) w vs. Xv for w=I/2

and different values of K. Note

20 that these curves allow us to
obtain in a direct way the va-
lues of k and k2 if the equi-

is1 librium constant is known. In
those cases where K is unknown
a fitting procedure similar to

-50 that described in reference (6)
can be applied.

Fig.!.-.Potential-time curves

1 2or w-1/2, U0=1.12s - /  K=0,

1.5 3 4.5 k M f=n =nl, A=1, D=1,

t/s T=298K. C0 (s- ) - (.) 0.0;
(2) 0.1; (31,0.2.
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1.8 0.1 -30

0. 2
('4 1.3

-35
1.6 2

o

. 1.4 5 -40

1.2 r-45

1D 20 go

Fig.2.- Dependence of ( efd,e)w vs. X T for w=-1/2 (eqn.(l))

and C-0.15. K-values shown on tge curves.

Fig.3.- Dependence of 6E vs. for r&-. Co(s -1/6): (1) 0.0;

(2) 0.1; (3) 0.2. e

Finally, in Fig.3 we show working curves of E(3 T /4)-E(T /4)

vs. \. . Note that these plots may be also used t8 determine

k andek although, in this case, it is not necessary to know
pieviousiy the value of Td,e.
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CHRONOPOTtNTIOXETRY WITH PROGRAMMED CURRENT AT A DROPPING MERCU-
RY ELECTRQDES TIMORY FOR ELECTRODE PROCESSES WITH FIRST-ORDER
REGENEEATiON MECMHNISMS

J. GALVEZ, 1. ROBLES, J. ZAPATA AND M. L. ALCARAZ
Laboratory of Physical Chemistry- Faculty of Science, Murcia
(Spain)

The theory Qf regeneration mechanisms has been already pro-
posed for different .electrochemical techniques'-" although, in
dme chronopotentiometry this theory has not as yet been deve-
loped.

Consider the reaction scheme,

aA + ane UB

kB-*hA + other products

where n is the number of electrons transferred per molecule of
A, k is a first-order rate constant and h may take on any po-
sitive value. Note that if a and b take on the values 1 and 2
we have the case of a dimerization on the electrode s gce. If
we used a current-time function of the form I(t)=1 t (w >=0)
and we follow the derivational pattern described iF references
(5,6) we find that the E/t curves are given by

(e(w,t))- / 2N(w,t)10"r(t) = CA a-i + [(p-1)-PGw(xwj

.gw(0,t)N(wt) } a cb_ Pg(0,t)Gw,e(X)N(w,t) /h*ibl 0it)

(1)

where

p h b
a - (2)

2e(w,t) a - e 0 t/p 6 w 7  (3)

0 = 12k/7D (4)

n(t) = nF(E(t)-E)/RTlnI0 (5)

e-x.P~wl7 9 o "  w (J.)

w~ ~ (0,t)(6w'e ) w (  0 ! P6(w+j)/7

qw(J,t) - l-fw(j)&0 t/ 6 7)

fw(j)in4{73(w+i)+21 Gwj/
1>0 12(w+j) 3(w+j)+4

P6 (w+j) +1/7 J

-17
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in turn,.the transition time, T e , is given by

d.we eel1/6 1+p[w e  -iae 1/ -W(O) cre w e O e

with

w M (7/12D)"/2 nFAoCA P6/7
T d,e g( d )

X . kTe (12)e

Note that in equations (1) and (9) p is the regeneration fraction
so that we may consider three different cases:

a) p <1. In this case the regenerdtion of A is only partial
and so, if p-1/ 2 we have the one-half regeneration mechanism and
for p-O the equations given above are simplified to that obtainei

for an EC mechanismT .

b) p=l. Under these conditions we have a' catalytic mechanism
and equations (1) and (9) become identical to those previously
derived8for this mechanims.

c) p >1. In this case, the regeneration-of A is more than to-
tal.

In Fig.1 we show E/t curves for p=l/2(one-half regeneration
mechanism), p-5/4 and different values of the spherical correc-

tion parameter(E ). Note that for a given value of k.r increase-
as C becomes greater and this effect is similar to that found

for Qther electrode processess
-

In addition, in Fig.2 we have obtai-

ned working curves of (Td )w vs.
0 XT  which are useful to determine k.

Note the different behavior of these

plots for p <1 and p 2l.Thus, if

P <1, (Te/Td )w increases toward a

maximum value which is eaual to I/l-p
-100 A (see equation (9)). For p=l,

12(eAd,e) increases linearly with
1/2 5/4 /2

2 4 6 X for values of X sufficiently
t/s

Fig.l.- Potential-time curves for w=2/3, N =s2/3, k=0.5s

T=298K, e0 ~(reversible process). (s ) : (1) 0.0; (2)
0.1; (3) 0.2. p-values shown on thR curves.

% ".2
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large. Finally* for P '1 (T /%, e w increases continuosly with

X, although, If the conditioR 0 G We()() 11-1/p holds there is

no transition time. An example of wethis is shown in Fig.3

50 5/45

0 50

0. 
5

>' 0

..- 50-5 1

411

.~-100

3/4 -100

1/2 5x10 3 0.5

5 015 20 25 2 4 6 8 10
Xr t/s

Fig.2.- Dependence of (-re'f de ) Vs. Xr for w-5/6 (eqn. (9)) and

'=0. p-values shown on the curv~s. /

Fig.3.- Potential-time curves for w=21'3, 1 06uAs 1/ 0 -. (rever-
* ~sible process),p=5/4, a=b=l, iyO.0 s-1/6, Th9K kvic

shown on the curves.
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THEORY OF THE EE MECHANISM WITH ADSORPTION OF THE INTERMEDIATE
AT AN ELECTRODE EXPANDING WITH ANY POWER LAW

J. GALVEZ, M. L. ALCARAZ AND J. ZAPATA
Laboratory of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Murcia
(Spain)

As it is well known, the electrochemical response for an e-
lectrode process can be significant influenced by the adsorp-
tion of one or more of the species involved in the charge trans
fer steps' - '. in these cases, the solution of the boundary va--
lue problem is more complicated than if only there are involved
dis zlved species, because one must consider an adsorption iso-
therm, and this involves the introduction of addition- Parame-
ters. Regarding the EE mechanism, Lovri6 3- ' has developed re-
cently the theory for this mechanism with adsorption of the in-
termediate which follows Henry's or Langmuir's isotherm. Howe-
ver, this theory is only valid for the stationary electrode and
so, his results can not be applied quantitatively to the drop-
ping mercury electrode. Hence, the aim of the present paper is
to obtain explicit equations for an EE mechanism with adsorp-
tion of the intermediate which are valid for an electrode ex-
panding with any power law. Under these conditions, the solu-
ticns for a stationary plane electrode and for a dme are only
special cases of this general solution.

Consider the electrode process represented by
i I  i 2
1 1 2

A + e-_ B + e - _C

If the adsorption of B follows Henry's isotherm the bcundary va
lue problem for this mechanism is given by

DC Dc = DC = 0 (1)

t=0, x >0: C CA CD = 0, Cc  0, r = 0 (2)

t >0, x--: CA= CA , CB* 0, Cc - 0 (3)

t >0, x=0: CA\ il

-B= dt +1 ca (t) (5)

....... . . . . . . . . ............
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( S'c - 2(6

CA(0,t) = CB(0,t) K1  (7)

CB(0,t) CC(0,t)K2  (8)

CB(o,t) - Kr(t) (9)

Ki - exp{(E-EO)F/RT1 , i=1,2 (10)

where D is the operator
ax _D 2  zt

and c(t) the electrode area given by the general law q(t)=q t
The solution of equations (1)-(9) is accomplished by using

the dimensionless parameters method previously described (see
for example reference (5)). Thus, using the transformations

2z+l J (11)
X = KA 0 ViD(2z+l)t

where
A 0 = I+K1 +l/K 2  (12)

and the new variable

CA+CB+CC (13)

we find, K

i = Fq(t) D(2z+l) CA { - F(zX) (14)

= t D(2z+l) CA F(z,X)
i=Fq(t) ?t AA (15)i2  Trt A7 A -

0 2
_______+I K 1 - 1/K 2

itotal = Fq(t) +) C (i A0  F(zX) (16)

where the F(z,X) function is defined by

F(z,X) (-i) j+Ip (z) ...p (z)
F3,X (17)

J-1 n iU + 2 z )

with 1

p1 (z) - (18)

,.(++
being r the Euler y function.

In Figs. 1-2 we have plotted I/E curves computed from eaua-
tion (16) for z-2/3 (dmej, .=0 (statf2oary plane electrode) and
different values of A(=E0-E.) and KD . As enected, a bigger
splitting of the curves is iound as 6 and KD become lower.

%"
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2 2

1 z0232. 
z,/

0 0.5

0.40.20 -. 2 0.40.4 0.2 0-0.2-0.4 -0.8

0 0
E-E /V E-E/

Fig.l.- Current-potential curves computed from equation (16)

for A-0.2V, t-is 1 /Fq(t) /D (2z+l)

1~/2  -1/2 ot1s):()10- ; (2) 10; (3 " - z-values
shown on the curves.

Fig.2.- Dependence of I on KD 1/2 for A=-6.ilV. Other condi-
tions as Fig.l.

In addition, these curves show an inflexion point which from
equation (16) is placed at the potential E = (E6 -E0)/2. in

any case, it is Interesting to show that the behavior of theseI curves are cualitatively similar for z-2/3 and z=0. flowever,
from a quantitative point of view the differences between themi
are very significant. Thus, on the left of E. we have
I(z-2/3) > I(zino). Conversely, on the right iP 6f E. we findi.p.
I(z=2/3) < I(zin0). Hence, it is clear that in this case the sta
tionary plane electrode is not a good model for the dine even if'1/
we introduce the factor (7/3)/2
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KINETIC CHARACTERISATION OF
[I; (bipy) 2CI poly(4-vinylpyridine)]CI COATED ELECTRODES

0. Haas
Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research, Wdrenlingen (Switzerland)

[Ru(bipy)2Cl poly(4-vinylpyridine)]Cl: (I) coated electrodes have some
interesting catalytic propertiesl. Savdant et a12 showed that the mediation
of electrochemical reactions by such redox polymer films may be described
with four characteristic currents.

(i) iA = FSCA D/6: Substrate diffusion from the solution to the film.

(2) i = FSC0KDs/0: Substrate diffusion in the film.

(3) iE = FSqDE/: Electron transfer between different redox sites in
the film.

(4) ik = FSCRKkro: cross-exchange reaction between the redox center and
the substrate in the film.

Where: F: Faraday's constant, S: electrode surface area, CA: bulk concen-
tration of the redox substrate, Cp: concentration of the redox sites in the
film, P°: surface concentration of the redox sites, D: diffusion coefficient

-".of substrate in the solution, DE: "diffusion" coefficient for the diffusion-
like propagation of electrons in the film, Ds: diffusion of substrate in the

- film, K: partition coefficient of the substrate between the film and the
solution, k: second order rate constant of the reaction between the sub-

".-strate and the active form of the redox sites, 6: diffusion layer thickness,
film thickness.

Using Fe2+ and Fe3 + as a substrate in 1M HCI, we were able to evaluate
these characteristic currents for electrodes coa,,L wi.h (I). For that pur-
pose we used Koutecky Levich plots (Fig. 1) where slope and intercept might

be used to determine iA and ik iE was evaluated from c-onoamperometric
experiments with electrodes coated with (1) in IM HCl. The r:-ults of these
experiments are presented as Cotterell plots in Fig. 2. It can 1e shown that
iE is related to the slope p of these plots by the following relationship:

"- '"(5 ) i E  Tr p

F- F
°

i s was evaluated using Fe3+ as a substrate which because of its thermodynamic
unfavourable reaction does hardly react with the RuIl sites in polyer tI).

Ir

• °" .%
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But the FeIII might be reduced at the electrode underneath the film. For

such a system the relationship (6) might be used to find iS:

1 1 1
(6) - = - + -

LL iA Is

Here iL stands for the diffusion limited current obtained with the coated
electrode. Unfortunately the electrodes underneath a polymere film tend to
be very inactiv. To overcome this difficulty, the electrode was first
coated with 1 hydroxiphenazinS(II). With such a double coated electrode we
were able to get good estimates for iS (Fig. 3).

The results of our investigations are summarized in Table 1 for an
electrode rotation speed of 1000 rpm and a substrate concentration of 10-6

mole/cm 3 calculated for a surface concentration of 2.6"10 - 8 mole/cm2 .
The results show that the catalytic process at this electrode is mainly limi-
ted by iS and iE.

a2 I[r [A] r two X Z.

015 _10
'  

O.1-

- ,- 1.4 t
-.- 2.5 10

6710
"

W1
2910

"

01 [*(JJ • 1. 0. M

080

1/SORT (W [Hz-V2] o 3 0o

Fig. 1: Koutecky Levich plots of four Fig. 2: Cotterell plots obtained
electrodes with different surface from two electrodes coated with (M)
concentration of (1) in 1M HCl. a)anodic potential jump

b) cathodic potential jump
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A ____________ b

is 0. 4 mA/cm
2

IE 7. A/cm2

i 180 mA/cm2 7
-.aoov a"m ~

Table I. Fig. 3: Current potential curves
a) coated with (nI) ro = 6-10-9 mole/cm2

b) coated with (II) and (1)
=O 6.0-1l0-9 mole/cm

2

(I) 1.0-10-8 mol-e/cm 2
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UNEXPECTED SOLVENT DEPENDENCE OF SOME HOMOGENEOUS ELECTRON EXCHANGE REACTIONS
1

G.Grampp, W.Harrer and W.Jaenicke
Institut fur physikalische und theoretische Chemie der Universitat Erlangen

Egerlandstrae 3, 0 8520 Erlangen

1.Introduction

For simple self exchange reactions of the form 0 + QT O0 + Q withAGO= 0
a simple expression for the rate constant assuming weak overlap and an elec-
tron transmission coefficient K 5 I was derived by Marcus 2:

k = A exp (-(Xi +>o)/4 RT) (1)

the free energy of activation being given by the inner Ai) and the outer (Xc)
reorganization energies.Xiis a function of force constants and differences
in bond lengths of Q and QT,. 0 can oe expressed by

2
-AO = (eL/4%t)-g.j( (2)

where eois the unit charge, L is Avogadro's constant, g is a distance para-
meter

g = (i/f) - (ld) (3)
depending on a mean radius, r , of the reactants and their distance in the
transition state, d. The solvent parameter Wis given by

2(/n2  (1/E) (4)

with n = refractive index, L dielectric constant.

The preexponential term is controversial3 . It may be expressed by a precur-
sor equilibrium with the constant K (a function of the reaction cage) and
a frequency term V. Especially the meaning of V is open. Either a weighted
mean value of orientation freqLencies of the solvent and valence frequencies
of the reactants is assumed or solvent relaxation phenomena are discussed
which may be slower than the system's stay in the transition region. In this
case the Debye relaxation tineTDz 3 VMY/RT (VM= molar volume, v = visco-
sity) or the longitudinal relaxation tintL:'OLL(&(voa )/e(V-0O)) is intro-

Tc examine the factors influencing k thE functions ink(y) and lnk(T -1 ) can
te used. The former gives g and consequently Xo, the latter X+X 0  and the
preexponential term. (If relaxation processes are effective, an additional
activation process has to be ccnsidered).

2.Experimental

The electron exchange w3s studied between tetracyanoqui.nonedimethane (TCNQ)
and tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) and their radical anions in form of their
!utTatutylamronium salts. It was possible to extend the experiments up to
s t-,nts .dith sTaller dielectric constants as ever betore (2,2 < F < 65.1),
the resuiting 3'-range being 0.05 < d < 0.53. The exchange rate constants
here Tesured in the temperature range 220 < T/K < 320, using ESR line broa-
-ening (slow exchange approximation) as a function of the concentration of
the neutral substarce.

5...-- 'ILA
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3. Results

In Fig.1 the observed rate constants lnkobsfor both substances at T = 297K
(crosses x...x) are given as a function ofX. Since they are not far from
the diffusion limit a correction is necessary, using 1/kobs=l/kdiff + 1/k.

4.Discussion

4.1 The dependence of k on

As it is shown in Fig.1, the measured rate constants cannot be correlated
with'd. However, if ln(k-9) or ln(k/kdiff) is plotted against V, straight
lines are found (dots -e in Fig.1). The correlation is scarcely worse
if To is used instead of 9. WithCL , however, the linear dependence
is less marked.

4.2 The slope of ln(k.l) as a function of y (Fig.1)

Since the preexponential term was found to be proportional toS- 1 , g was
obtained not from the slope of lnk(W (see eqn(1) and (2)) but from the de-
pendence of ln(k/kdiff) on . In this case a straight line is found. The
observed negative slope for TCNE results in a positive g, the positive slope
for TC.. in a negative g. In both cases g is much smaller than 1/2r as ex-
pected from two touching spheres (g = 1/r - 1/2 r).

This is possible for ellipsoidal molecules4 with semiaxes a Z b > c if they
react in a distance of about 2c. In table 1 the semiaxes of both molecules
are compiled, as obtained from crystallographic data, also the resulting

and d calculated from g and F. For both molecules c is equal. Therefore
the same d is found. For TCNO r is somewhat greater than d, for TCNE it is
smaller than d. With the observed g o(eqnt2)) and Xican be calculated,the latter from '1 2[

ti = - 4R(dlnk/dT-) m4 E? - (eo2L/4wcrZ ).g.m (5)
0 0

(Tab .2) E is the viscosity energy, m is a constant in the empirical equa-
tion4for *T): = m + nT. The method of evaluation is confirmed by the
result that ).iis indeperdent of the solvent. It is much greater thanjXdI
In Tab.Z also &H* and AS* are included, calculated from the observed
activation energy E according to AH* = E - El and -G* = AH* - TAS*
(X\i+))/4. AS* is small.
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Z TCNQ 2 TCNE . .

.x -x

-
21- 

.20

x x x
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Fia.1 Rate constants as a function of .
Left hand scale: x... x: inkobs; 0.-.o: ink;
right hand scale: - lnk/kdiff.

Table 1 The parameter g and its components (for the calculction of r see4)

8 -10 -10
Substance Semiaxes (M) gobs (108m- ) r(10m) d(10 M)

TCNQ a = 6.95 -2.19 4.4 4.3
b = 4.85
c = 1.7

TCNE a = b = 4.7 +2.35 3.7 4.2
c = 1.7

Table 2 Activation parameters of TCNQ in different solvents

Solvent ma) E x. b) 1 °c) -1H* -1

(kJ mo- 1) (k0 mol-) (kJ mo1-1) (kj mol- )(J mol- K-

dioxane 0.0152 12.2 27.8 -0.9 6.9 +1.3
CHC13  0.381 6.8 28.8 -4.5 5.7 +0.7
THF 0.435 8 28.2 -6.1 5.2 -31.0
PCd) 0.321 14.4 27.7 -7.9 5.2 -1.3
CH3CN 0.442 6.8 26.8 -8.7 4.9 +0.7

calculated: 19.9 (297 K) (297 K)

a) I = m + nT b) from eqn. (5) c) obs. d) propylene carbonate

- .. b.
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KINETICS OF THE HYDROGEN EVOLUTION REACTION ON STEEL FROM
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH CO 2

T. H. BIRKELAND, R. TUNOLD and R. ODEGARD,
Institutt for teknisk elektrokjemi, NTH

Universitetet i Trondheim, Trondheim Norway
and

T. HURLEN, Kjemisk Institutt
Universitetet i Oslo, Oslo Norway

The rate of corrosion of active metals in weak acids like
carbonic acids is substantially higher than the rate in a strong
acid at corresponding pH due to increased rate of hydrogen
evolution.

The hydrogen evolution in the system: H O-NaHSC -NaHCO -CO 2 has
been studied using a rotating iron disk llectrod%. The effect of
angular velocity and of the chemical environment has been
evaluated.

The cathodic polarization curve on pure iron is shown in Fig. 1
in 0.5 M Na SO electrolyte with nitrogen atmosphere (broken
line) and wi&h ' bar CO atmosphere (solid line). The curve in
nitrogen shows the typigal behaviour of hydrogen evolution from
water molecules. The curve describing hydrogen evolution from
the solution saturated with CO2 exhibits a limiting current at
low negative potentials (in the vicinity of the corrosion
potential), a subsequent tafelline and then a second limitipg
current at high negative potentials. Ultimately the two curves
coincides. This behaviour has been reported earlier by Hurlen
et al. /l/.

The effect of rotation speed on the first limiting current is
shown in Fig. 2. The triangular points are measured values,
whereas the straight lines represent calculated contributions.
Line (1) is the calculated contribution from the reduction of
protons whereas line (2) represents the calculated hydrogen
evolution from HSO4--ions. Both currents are diffusion
controlled. The measured curve however, seem to be made up of
diffusion controlled contributions and one contribution
i dependent of rotation speed. This last contribution seems to
have the characteristics of a reaction limiting current. As
shown by Hurlen et al. /I/ the magnitude of this limiting
current might be calculated based on the assumption that
nydration of dissolved CO is the rate controlling reaction in
the overall cathodic prgcesls. Line (3) represents such a
calculation showinq very qood agreement with lhe experimental

results. Line 4 then shows the total sum of the calculated
contributions.
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Additions of NaHCO to the electrolyte seem to retard the
reduction rate in he area of the first wave (Fig. 3). The
current in the tafelregion and the second limiting current
however, seem to increase with increasing amount of HCO -ions.

3This could mean that the HCO -ion is reduced directly according
to the reaction: 3

HCO3 + e - 1/2 H2 (g) + CO 3  (1)

The combined effect of additions of NaHCO and rotation speed is
shown in Fig. 4. The value of the first limiting current
increase with increasing angular velocity as is shown in Fig. 2.
At higher negative potentials however, the polarization curve
seems to move towards lower current values, both in the tafel
area and in the range 3f the second limiting current. It seems
that convection transports away from the electrode surface a
species giving some catalytic effect. This species could be
CO -- which probably hydrolyze very quickly due to reaction with
water:

CO 3  + H20 - HCO 3 + OH- (2)

The first limiting current is conciderably higher than the
corrosion current meaning that the effect of convection on
the corrosion rate is minor under the prevailing conditions.

Reference: %

.4
/1/ T. Hurlen et al.

J. Electroanal. Chem. 180(1984) 511-526

% %4
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ELEMENTARY STEPS OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF ETHANOL ON PLATINUM

A "DEMS" STUDY

J. WILLSAU AND J. HEITBAUM

Institute of P:;ysical Chemistry, Wegelerstrasse 12, D-5300 Bonn 1, FRG

1. INTRODUCTION

The electrochemical oxidation of ethanol on Pt in sulfuric acid has been

subject to numrous investigations /1,2,3,4/. The different proposed reac-

tion mechanisms and reaction products made it necessary to reexamine this

system by means of Differential ElectrochEmical Mass Spectroscopy (DEMS) in

combination with deuterium and 180 labelling. The experimental set up of

DEMS, an on line technique which allows the qualitative and quantitative

detection of electrogenerated products with a time constant of less than

0.5 s, is described in detail elsewhere /5,6/.

Ethanol can serve as a model system for the electrooxidation of an organic

species containing two C-atoms, thereby extending the overall understanding

of the electrochemical behavior of small organic molecules /7,8,9/.

2. OXIDATION IN THE PRESENCE OF BULK ETHANOL

Fig.1 shows the anodic scan of the mass spectroscopic cyclic voltammogram

(MSCV) /9/ for m/e=43,44 and 45. The potential depenc of m/e=45, the (M-1)

signal of ethanol, is due to the shielding of ethanol when it is oxidized

at the electrode. Mass 44 suggests CO to be the major oxidation product,

but parallel to m/es44 mass 43 is recorded which clearly indicates an

(additional(?)) H-containing species to be formed, eventually having a m/ec

44 peak too, which might hold for acetaldehyde.

Carbondioxid and acetaldehyde can easily be distinguished by using deuteri-

um labelled ethanol: Fig.2 shows the formation of CD3CDO (m/e=48) besides

CO evolution (m/e=44).

EVIDENCE FOR A PAPALLEL PATH MECHANISM

Tie two observed reaction products seem to indicate a parallel reaction me-

chanism. Adsorption of ethanol-D6, removal of all excess fuel by electro-

lyte exchanqe under strict potential control /7/, and subsequent electrode-
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sorption leads exclusively to the formation of CO2 (m/e=44) (Fig.3).

4. NATURE OF THE ADSORBED INTERMEDIATE

Adsorption of 180-ethanol in H So4/ 2180, replacement of the 18 -containing
H2S04/%4/H2electrolyte by H2SO4/H 160 , and electrodesorption results in a MSCV whose

anodic scan is shown in fig.4. Two different kinds of CO2 (C
16 016 0, C18 016 0)

are detected which both appear exactly at the same potential.

5. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the results described above we can clearly state that the

electrooxidation of ethanol exhibits a parallel reaction mechanism. Both,

the direct oxidation of bulk ethanol and the formation and electrodesorp-

tion of a strongly bound intermediate are observed.

*' The product of the direct oxidation is acetaldehyde, whereas oxidation via

the adsorbate delivers two ("different") CO2 molecules, one originating

from the a-C-atom, still containing the alcoholic 0 and receiving one 0-

atom from the elctrolyte, the other from the methyl group, obtaining both 0-

atoms from the electrolyte. The fact that both CO2 appear at the same po-

tential suggests that ethanol adsobs on Pt having the C-C-bond still intact.

Splitting occurs during the electrodesorption process.

6. ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Similar experiments on the electrochemistry of propanol and isopropanol

will also be presented.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF OXYGEN

KINETICS, MECHANISMS AND CATALYSIS

C.J. VAN VELZEN, G.J. BRUG, M. SLUYTERS-REHBACH, J.H. SLUYTERS

Van 't Hoff laboratory, State University of Utrecht, The Netherlands

The electrochemistry of oxygen has received and still receives considerable
attention, due to both its scientific importance and its r~le in energy
problems, corrosion, biological processes, etc. Nevertheless there is still

much ambiguity and uncertainty about rather elementary questions such as
kinetics, reaction mechanisms and the nature of catalytic effects of several
kinds. A study of the electrochemical oxygen reduction under academic
conditions is justified therefore, as this can deliver fundamental information
that can help to understand observations concerning more complex systems.

Mercury and gold electrodes are suitable model electrodes for studying the
electroreduction of oxygen, as they can be prepared in a reproducible way,
reasonably free of surface contamination, and without oxide films. At mercury
the reductions of 02 to H202 and of H202 to H20 proceed in well-separated
potential regions, i.e. they give rise to two distinct waves in the dc
polarogram. At gold the two waves are separated, though less than at mercury,
at low pH, but these waves merge at pH 6, while at pH ; 12 only one four-
electron wave is observed in the dc voltammogram (see Fig. 1). At mercury a
similar situation can be created by adding a catalyst acting upon the rate of
the H1202 reduction, thus shifting its wave to more positive potentials. Since
long it is known that some simple metal ions in neutral or alkaline medium
are such catalysts l , the most effective one being Pb(II) 2 (see Fig. 2). In
addition it is known that some lead-hydroxo complexes are specifically
adsorbed at the mercury solution interface 3 .

in the present study dc voltammetry, admittance and demodulation
voltammetry, and chronocoulometry have been employed to extend our knowledge
and understanding .f the oxygen reduction at mercury and gold. The results
obtained are briefly summarized in the following.

(i) Rt-duction of oxygen to hydrogen peroxide. This electrode reaction obeys
the linear rate equation describing the faradaic current JF by

JF = 2Fkfc 2 - CH02 OH- ()

with

00
= (2F/RT)(E-E° ) (2)

where E is the formal standard potential of the redox couple 02/(HO2)(OH-)
Eo = -0.216 V vs SCE) and K4 is the equilibrium constant of the association

cquilibrium H02 + H20 _ H202 + OH-. The potential dependent rate constant kf

Cbeys the relationship

I exp( ja I ) + exp ( ) (3)

kf ksl kc

At the :mercury electrode in solutions of pH 0.4 to 12.5 the parameters in
eq. (3 are equal to ct,= 0.39 + 0.03; ks, - 0.10 + 0.005 cm s-1;

4= + I + (0.75 + 0.05)106 ++. This behaviour Is in very good agreement
with the following reduction mechanism4 :
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RI 02 + e 4- O rate-determining
R2 02 + H2 0 HO + OH- ' rate-determining

R2' 0 +H HO

R3 HOj + e : H02 fast

Two alternatives for the fast reaction R3, viz. 2HO 02 + H202 and
HOj + Oi ' 02 + HO2, cannot be ruled out on the basis of dc and admittance
measurements alone. However, the demodulation voltammogram sharply rejects
these dismutation reactions.

The hydrogen isotope and temperature effect on the mechanism above have
been studied also 5 . In D20 it is found that kc is lower than in H20 by a
factor 2; the other parameters remain the same.

(ii) Reduction of hydrogen peroxide to water. The higher reactivity of the

gold electrode, as compared to mercury, suggests that the rate-determining
step is catalyzed by reactive sites that are more likely at a solid electrode

surface. At both electrodes the rate constant kf obeys the relationship

kf = ksexp-sD] (4)

with CL 0.11. This low, but potential independent value should indicate a

single asymmetric energy barrier. At mercury it is found that ks is a

function of pH in the region 10.5 < pH < 13.5. This can clearly be related
to the dissociation equilibrium H202/HO2 and the conclusion is that both the

acid and the anion are reducible, but the latter with a smaller rate constant.

[k,(112 02) :t100 k,(H0 2 )]. This effect was not observed before.

(iii) Catalysis by Pb(II). The mathematical description of the dc voltammogram
and the admittance volta=nograms in the case of overlapping dc waves, applies

quite well to the data obtained at the gold electrode and those at mercury

in the presence of Pb(1l). It is shown that Pb(OH) 2 is the active species, and
the rate constant of the catalyzed H202 reduction could be determined as a

function of thePb(II) concentration. Surprisingly, however, the mechanism
cannot be correlated to the degree of adsorption of Pb(II). The most probable

mecanism involves a chemical oxidatioh of Pb(OH) 2 by H202 to a polynuclear

species that is rapidly reduced electrochemically.

I. F. Strnad, Coll. Czech. Chem. Comm. 11 (1939).391.

2. A. Arevalo, A. Bazo, Polarography 1964, G.J. Hills, ed. MacMillan, London,

p. 457-471.
3. M.M.J. Pieterse, M. Sluyters-Rehbach, J.H. Sluyters, J. Electroanal. Chem.

109 (1980) 41.
4. C. J. van Velzen, M. Sluyters-Rehbach, A.G. Remijnse, G.J. Brug,

J.H. Sluyters, J. Electroanal. Chem. 134 (1982) 87; )42 (1982) 229.

5. C.J. van Velzen, M. Sluyters-Rehbach, -. H. Sluyters, J. Electroanal. Chpm.,

in press.

im4
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Fig. 2. Dc current vs potential for the oxygen reduction at the
dropping mercury electrode in I M KN03 + 0.042 M KOH, with

-)0, (-)0. 5 and I--- 1. I l Pb (I I) added .
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SOME FEATURES IN THE ELECTROCATALYTIC REDUCTION OF

NO2 AND NO IONS AT PLATINIZED PLATINUM ELECTRODES

G. HOWNYI

Central Research Institute for Chemistry of the Hungarian

Academy of Sciences, H-1525, Budapest (Hungary)

Electroreduction of nitric and nitrous acids has been the subject of

several studies I
. Relatively less information is available concerning the

electrochemistry of NO2 and NO ions in neutral and alkaline media. It is

as-:med that the electrochemical reduction of NO and NO ions in alkaline

solution differs from that in acid media due to the lack of various

chemical equilibria between the higher oxidation states and the numerous

possible intermediates. According to ref. I reduction in alkaline medium

has to be considered as direct anion reduction. However, a number of ex-

perimental evidences may be found which suggest that there are some common

features characterizing the polarization behaviour of NO3 and NO2 ions in

both, alkaline and acid, media.

In order to gain more information about the role of the medium in the

electrocatalytic behaviour of these ions a comparative steady state

polarization study may be proposed in alkaline and acid media. Simultaneously

an attempt should be made for the study of the adsorpti .n phenomena occurring

in the course of the reduction processes. To this end an indirect radiotracer
2

method described elsewhere may be used.

Experimental.The polarization measurements were carried out using the cell

and apparatus described in previous electro~atalytic studies . The indirect

radiotracer adsorption study was carried out using P-32 labelled H3 PO4. All

potentials quoted in this paper are given on the RHE scale.

Results. The electrocatalytic reduction of NO3 ions was studied at a platinized

platinum electrode in acidic media in the presence of different supporting

t lecLrolytes. It has been fcoind that at low 11NO3 concentrations (c_ 10
-2

mol dm- 3) the polarization behaviour, the shape of the polarization curves

and the reduction rate depend significantly upon the nature of the supporting
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electrolyte. (Fig. 1) These phenomena may be explained by the competitive

adsorption of the reacting species and the anions of the supporting electro-

lyte. For instance, Fig. 2 shows the potential dependence of the adsorption

of H 3PO4 at different NO3 concentrations. However, independently from the

nature of the supporting electrolyte, a common feature was observed. In all

cases studied, a sharp decrease of the reduction rate was observed at po-

tentials where the adsorption of hydrogen attains a significant value.

Similar phenomena occur in alkaline medium in the case of NO3 and NO2 ions

as shown by Figs 3 and 4.

Discussion. The behaviour observed, maxima on the polarization curves, can

presumably be ascribed to the adsorption competition between reacting species

and the species present in the system (ions of the supporting electrolyte) or

formed under the experimental conditions studied (for instance adsorption of

hydrogen). The decrease of the reduction rate at low potentials may be

explained by the hydrogen adsorption which may result in a decrease of the

adsorption of reacting species. Acceptance of this view involves the

assumption that the reduction process, takes place, at least partly, via ad-

sorbed species.

in the case of the electrocatalytic reduction of nitric acid in acid medium
4

an attempt was made to interpret the pecularities of the polarization curves

in terms of competitive adsorption. In principle the same approach may be

foilowed in the case of alkaline medium. There is, however, a fundamental

problem. In the case of acidic medium there was a possibility of showing

that a measurable adscrption of anions occurs on the electrode surface and

the potential dependence of the adsorption observed experimentally by radio-

tracer method may be used for the explanation of the polarization phenomena.
- 3-All our efforts to observe the specific adsorption of anions (Cl , PO and

2- 4
SO4  ions) in strong alkaline medium failed. This means that the extent of

the adsorption of the anions, if occurs, is less tl.. the experimental error

of the method. It may be suggested that the low reactivity observed in

alkaline medium may be connected with the low adsorptio-i .:alues with respect

to NO- ions.
3
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A STUDY ON ELECTRODE KINETICS OF THE DEPOSITED
ELECTROLYTIC FaNGCANESE DIOXIDE(EMD) POCESS

g"L-Xin Zhang,Ze-Shan Zhu,Jin-Ming Lian

Dept. of Chem. Fujian Normal Univorsity

Fuzhou, Fojian, h.ina

Abstract

L. the RIS 4 -H 2SO4 solution there is probably existence of

(M2(SO4 )'3 )
2- complex ion.It is determined out both by ultraviolet

spectrometric method and by using RDE method.dentification the

potassium salt to be K2?b2 (SO4)3 by X-ray diffraction supports the

possibility.

set of regular equatios, expressed by matrix form GG'Ndm which

sculd satisfy the "most probable value" of various ion species in

sclutions has been deduced by using least square principle.As G,the

absorbance of standard solutions and Dm,that of electrolytic solutions

are 'known values, can be calculated by a compater.As a result, the

concentrations of ,h3* and MnOT amount to 1.0)10-4M resnectively.

The electrode kinetics of MS:first,(yM2(SO4 )3 ) 2 -2 3 ++3S02-
__4 4

*nd t.en two series of reactions simultaneous:(1 Iti2 -.-,n3+,

n' 5 2 C -O2 -4Ii ,and (2) 4Mn 2 +Mn0.8H - 5Mn 5 +dH 0,

zmn + +20 - .ncG2 + Mn2,+4H .

.
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ASTUDlY CN ELECTRODE KI:-ErICS C?, TEE I;E7CSIDEM M~ PRCC

c4i-xin Zhang,Ze-shan Zhu,Jin-cning Lian

Dept. of Chem. Fujian Normal University
Puzhou, Fujian, China

1. Introduction

thcugh the production of E? from Mn60 4 -H2 SO4 solution has been

carried out for twenty years, tze electrode kinetics of the deposided

T- have not been studied careftlly.Vetter K.j(t)(i96i),M0.Fleischman

et al(2)(.1962),1 asatosn Sugimori and Taro Sekine(3,4'(1969),G.Ya.Slaidin'

and A.A.Spritsis(5)(1978) have prcposed many approaches to the study of

electrodeposited E'll,nevertheless they have not paid enough attention

industrial ccndition but to 'research of ZIS~ deposited at nt-electrode

-witnin short tin'e,at lower temperature(25-5eC), in solution of lower

oncentrati4 % tYnS 4 (O.Ci.-O.'M~ and higher concentrated H2 SO 4 (1-1'N).

P' rhans the kinetics of electrodeoosition at this condition should be

so~ewhat different from that in industrial condition. (i.e. 95'0,,0.-1.2P.

~ ~ 2- (. >SC 4 '.The researches of Gentaro IYan(6)(1969) and

axt-dr4:ht' 7" have more or less taken into considieration tne in 4 ustril

cr 4tcons.Gentazo Kano approacned t:ne subject from t!her~odynamic stan-

* ~ad electroce potentials point of view,anud trne latter emchasizel the

.. n- ins loenetr--t-Ing intcL intermediate -:rsduct V.nCCE layer.In L3erersl,

z~yall overleaped trne existen-e and 'he fi'Loctionp of yn2 ," corn1ex anion

.solution during electrolys2.s.:. th:z paner,-Tome results of the inves-

* .* .;-aticn of zYn2 , complex anion existence and the cncer.-,ration distrit-

* .:,-7n of srec~les such as >.*n5, and X-oC' are renorted.' nd then the nossi'tle

a : azt of electrode reaoticn -recharnisrs n-ave been suggested.

2. -Experimental

2.1 instrurents

(1) '71-3CO icannine Spectrorhotorneters,made in *-a~an.

2) RX1 X-ray diffractometer,made in 'apan.

(1) otat.,n Zin~c Electrods Set,mi~de -n Chi4na.

'.2 .enica. .neazer's
.11 :*- -ca.l reai'ents ured were ,R Crade.

2. Procedure.- fcr estimation cf T1'e existerncA and cor-nocition of n-2 -

cO-.?rlex an-,c-n 'n 2Z~~ C solutio-n
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(1) Job's optical absorbance vs mol-ration ( at constant mol concen-

tration) plot method..

First, from the !7canning of absorption vs UV wave length curve, the

maximum absorbance with its corresponding wave length (i.e.peak wave

length) of tS04 ,H2SO4 and ZbS04 - 2S04 solutions was measured.

Seccnd,a series of various mol ratio 1nS04-H2SO4 solutions at a

defined total mol concentration were prepared and their absorbances;

curves were measured at peak wave length.ane so called Job's Dlots mol

ratio of MnSC4 ; H2SC4 (at a constant total mol concentration,e.g.

(YnSC4]+[H 2S04].=.06Y.,or 1.2M and 1.4M) vs absorbances were plotted.

FigI is a typical example.The mol ratio corresponding to curve maximum

abscrbance may usually be considered the composition of complex ion.

2: By using rotating disc electrode method to determine the magi-

zade of limiting-current in ?SC4-H2S04 solution from i-€ curves,the

rotating electrodes used were pt(O.12 cm2 ) and pb-sb alloy(0.12 cm2 ).

(3)X-ray analysis of potassium salt.the YnSO4 :E 2SO4 solution(2:Imol'

was neutralized by KCH, its salt has been analyzed by X-ray.

2.4 Procedures for determination of the concentration of various

s' eces such as y-n3 ,),n0q and other ions in YnS0 4 -H2S0 4 solution during

electrclysis

Stancard (reference) solutions of K~nC4(8.ccxj0-fe),:3-0.4x 0-4M)

and Yln.0 4-H2SC4 mix solutions were prepared.The U; absorption curves in

the range 200-3C0 um were determined.

E was electrodeposited from Nol cell (4 liter,containing 1.13!.1

:r.zCd+0.1 6Y H2S0 4 ) and ::o2 cell (4 liter,containin,- 0.8" MMSC 4+0.5ipSC4 )

at 950C,anodic current density IA/dm2 , pb-sb allo:' rod as anode.After

electrolysis for several hours,an aliquot solution .as taken cut every

fifteen -intes lasting 4-6 hrs.1t was let to cool raridly an,4 was scanned

from 20C-3)~m to -et absorption curves imediately.

wing to partly overleap of absorptio curves of Y~n2,3+ and ?nC

solution, it is difficult to solve equations using ".e usua: method tc get

concentrations of various srecies.However,a series of wave lengths (e.f.

20-40 ) with its corresnonding absorbances can be taken through o-ti~al

ca'culation..he funda:ental priciples are briefly as follows.If a system

.ias n components species, there is a relation I-'ween wave length n,

absorbanr.ce and molal extinction cefficient, .- Z C." .7 is a corstart,let

it equals to unity.1f n wave lengths j (j=1,2,"'' ,n) are taken,concen-

tration of n components can -e obtained through a set of n linear equations,
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n

By solving these equations,n components values Cj(i=1,2,',,n) can

be obtained.However,for the sake of accuracy,k (k>n) wave lengths __

should be taken to determine absorbance,so k absorbance values can be

obtained.By using the least square principle,the " most probable values"

of various species can be calculated.The "most probable values" satisfy

tne so called set of positive definite equations, in matrix form:

where G is the absorbance matrix of standard (reference) soluticns,and

is the absorbance vector of NnS04-H 2 S0 4 solutions.When ueiuring
T

%" value G and 3m are known, the matrix coefficient GG and free term vetor
T

Cbm can be calculated by comptxter.In the set of equations GG T-G%,the

matrix coefficient generally is positive definite symmtric matrix.Thus

by using main element elimination method, the concentrations Ci of va.Lious

com;cnent can be solved with the aid of computer.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 The absorbance of MnS0 4 -H 2 S0 4 solutions exhibit marked decrease

in comparison with MnSO 4 solution at peak wave length 208um.It shows

;ossible existence of ys2+ complex ion.
In Figl, there are two maxima on the curve wmere tnSO4 :H2SO4 ool ratio

are 2:1 and 1:1 respectively."he only (2:1) ratio will be considered

because it is the condition of industrial importance.As shown in Fig2,

the limiting -current is increased with the increasing of mol ratio of

>nSC4 :H;SO4 ,and it should be constant when mol ratio of 'YnSO4 :E2SC4 is

larger than 2:1.The potassium salt(prepared from 21AiS0 4 :1E 2S0 4 solution)

identificated by X-ray belongs to K2 1b' 2 (SC 4 ) 3 .F'rom these experimental

facts,the possible existence of (Yn2 (SC4 J 2- compiex anion in -nSC4-

2 SO4 soj tiomncanm be-suggeeted-.

3.2 As shown in T.ablel, the concentration of Inl and 'nCO are

estimated to be 1I0-4 M in YnS0 4 - 2 S0 4 system during electrolysis.The

result is contrary to the literature which indicated .no VnC formation

at O.5. 2SO4 and [Mn 2 i'01M
3.3 In the electrolytic InSC4 -R 2SC 4 solution as the E2 S0 4  increases,

t.e C'hC ] decreases and (.'* increases.

1.4 Prom Fig.2, the limiting-current 11 reaches maximum when mol ratio

of Nn0 4 :H12C 4 is equal to or larger than 2:1.And firther experiments

%
1%I
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show that I1 does not depend on rotation velocity of electrode.These

facts Lndicate that the existence of complex ion is possible and Ii is

related to (Mn2(SO4 )3j
2- concentration and not to Mn2 body concentration.

Therefore,a part of the electrode kinetics may be considered as follows:

First, the dissociation reaction proceeds

lrn 2 (So 4 ) 3 2- +-
2  + 3So - ; and then

the following two series electrode reaction simultaneously occur:

a) Mn2+-e . Mm3 + , 2ion3+ H2C - MM0 2+Mn
2+ H+

b) 4Mn2  + 8Mn04 + 8H - 5n 3+ + 4H20,

3 2+ H
210.n + E20 ==, -mmO2 + Yn2+ + H+

3.5 The fact that the current efficiency of EM by electrolyzing

nearly neutral MS0 4 solution is not lower than in acidic solution

(approximate equal concentration of 'I04) can be explained by the

presence of more Mn04 during electrolysis.

4. Conclusions

4.1 innS0 4 -H 2304 soutions,there is possibly the presence of

n - 3.  C 24 complex anion.

:.2 During electrolyzing of industrial conditcns,the ccncentrations

of MnC3 and nave estimated to be 1 K '!)-4M order of ma.-nit-ade.

. Two series of electrode reactions as shown. must be

considered.
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Table 1.The concentrations of various species in MnnC 4 -.FSCA
solution during electrolysis at 95 C, anodic current
density IA/dm 2,pb-sb allov rod as anode.

[oncentration ion Xn 2+(free)-

(M) necies (! 2 (SC 4 )) Yn ' Nn3
electrolying tie7 I 0.6e__0 -4

Lt
• .1cell 4hr 0.713 n-641,04

' i ter, 13M

o.2r 0.667 61X 10-4  1 .41x 10-4

CV.S2 C ) hr 0.660 3,64XZO - I.39X10 -

77d %

% J'
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KINETICS OF Zn(II) REDUCTION AT THE Hg ELECTRODE
FROM WATER + DIMETHYLFORMANIDE MIXTURES

3. TARASZEWSKA and A. WAt5GA
Institute of Physical Chemistry, Polish Academy of Sciences,

Warsaw (Poland)

In the course of our studies concerning the elect[o4educ-
tion of cations from non-aqueous and mixed solvents we
were interested in reduction of Zn (II) from H 0 + dimethyl-
formemide (DMF) + 0.9 M NaClO in the entire Fomposition
range of the mixture as well is to check which factors are
mainly responsible for the course of the rate constant vs.
solvent composition.

The kiutic parameters were determined polarogrrphically,
by impedance bridge and by cyclic voltemmetry. The dependen-
ce of the standard rate constant of Zn(II) electroreduction
on the DMF cgntent is shown in Fig.1 together with the lite-,
rature data for Mn (II). The rate constant of Zn(II) ele-
ctroreduction passes through a maximum at small % vol. DMF
and through a minimum at high concentration of this solvent
in the mixture.

The kinetic parameters of the electrode reactions in H 0+
organic solvent mixtures depend on the adsorption of the
organic solvent which modifies the structure of the double
layer at the electrode surface as well as on the properties
of the bulk of solution. Therefore, the study of adsorption
of the organic component of the mixture at the electrode as
well as the information about the solvation of the reactant
in the bulk of solution and in the surface phase are impor-
tant.

The differential capacitance-potential curves and the po-
tentials of zero charge (pzc) were measured. The potentials
of Zr. (II) electroreduction from H20 + OMF mixtures are very
near to the potentials of maximum adsorption of DMF from
those mixtures. Using the capacitance data the degree of ele-
ctrode surface coverage 6 by DMF was calculated.

The values of pzc were used to determine the charge-po-
tential curves what allowed to calculate the Yf potentials
at the formal potentials of Zn(II) electroredu9tion. Taking
into account Frumkin's correction there was no change in the
shape of the plot of the rate constant vs. solvent composi-
tion.

The equilibrium potentials of the Zn(II)/Zn(Hg) system
were measured vs. aq NCE and then they were related to the
solvent - independent redox reference systems: BCr, Fc end
Cic. This allowed to estimate the free energies of transfer,

G ,of Zn(II) ions from aq. 0.9 M NaCIO. to H 0 + DMF +
o. tA NaClO mixtures. The results are shown in ?ig.2.4

=-..° ," em , ," 'm , '%
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In the entire composition range of the H2O + DMF mixture
A Gtr of Zn(II) are negative, however up to 30% vol.DMF
the values are small end do not allow the unambigous con-
clusions concerning the preferential solvation of Zn(II) to
be made. At higher DMF contents the preferential solvation
of Zn(II) in H 0 + DMF mixtures and especially in pure DMF,
compared to pue H O is found. However, the observed effects
are smaller than i dimethylsulfox de (DMSO) and H 0 + DMSO
mixtures studied by us previously . We consider ?he values
of &G expressed in the Fc and Cic potential scales too
high aA in the interpretation of the influence of the se-
lective solvation of Zn(II) ions on the kinetics of the ele-
ctrode process we used the values of AGtr of Zn(II) expre-
ssed vs. BCr system.

From among numerous factors which are responsible for the
changes in kinetics of cations electroreduction from mixed
solvent the most important, independently on the basisity
of the organic solvent, we consider: 1) the correction for
the concentration of theIreactant in the surface phase, in-
troduced by Behr et al. and 2) the activation energy of
the electrode process. Both these factors were taken into
account in the interpretation of the results of Zn(II) ele-
ctroreduction from H 2 0 + DMF mixtures.
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CHEMICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF HYPOPHOSPHITE

ON Ni AND Pd ELECTRODES.

G. BECH-NIELSEN, C. QVIST JESSEN AND J.C. REEVE

Chemistry Department A, Building 207

The Technical University of Denmark

DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

In one of the technically important chemical nickel plating

processes nickel ions are reduced specifically on a Ni or Pd

surface by hypophosphite, which is oxidized to phosphite. How-

ever, some hypophosphite reacts differently yielding phospho-

rus, so that a Ni-P "alloy" containing some 7-12 % of P (w/w)

resul ts.

Electrochemical examinations at 90 0 C, pH ca. 7, using ro-

tating disc electrodes of Ni and Pd in solutions containing

chl':ride, citrate and varying amounts of hypophosphite showed

some change of the cathodic portion of the polarization dia-

gram (hydrogen evolution), and an anodic Tafel region, which

near to plating conditions changes into a limiting cd (inde-

pendent of speed of rotation of the electrode, but concen-

tration dependent).

Among many features two will be emphasized: i) The high

an2dic Tafel mV-law combines with a low, fractional reaction

order wrt hypophosphite to suggest a Freundlich adsorption

(v
rn-.. ..-.. *.-. . '.t *.. . '.,."*S%*"
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isotherm. ii) A reduction of hypophosphite to phosphorus in

the potential region of plating is thermodynamically unfavour-

ed. However, disproportionation of hypophosphite into phos-

phite and phosphorus may take place, conditioned by adsorption

on the electrode, but independent of potential. If so, the oc-

currence of an anodic peak (at low potentials) can be ascribed

to oxidation of a surplus of phosphorus deposited during a

preceding cathodic process.

log (I).,jA/cm
2

2.2
000

2.0 o

0

1.8 / ope:0.48

1.6

I | I

-1.8 -1.4 -1.0 -0.6 log (H2POI

Fig. 1. Reaction order plot of the anodic oxidation of hypo-

phosphite on a smooth Pd-electrode.

Sslution: 0.5 M Na-citrate, 0.5 M NaCl, pH = 6.8. 900 C.

Values of cd obtained by extrapolation of Tafel lines

(slopes: 224 to 299 mV) to -100 mV nhe.
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ON THE ELECTRODEPOSITION OF CARBON FROM NaF-ALF3 MELTS
SATURATED WITH ALUMINIUM CARBIDE.

R. 0DEGARD, A. STERTEN AND J. THONSTAD

Laboratories of Industrial Electrochemistry, and SINTEF,
The Foundation of Scientific and Industrial Research

at the Norwegian Institute of Technology,
N-7034 Trondheim-NTH, Norway.

Two subjects related to solutions of aluminium carbide in
NaF-AlF3 melts were studied:
.) The equilibrium concentration of dissolved aluminium

carbide in NaF-AlF3 melts.

2) The electrodeposition of carbon from aluminium carbide
saturated melts.

j ubiflty.In the solubility experiments a graphite crucible
with a close fitting graphite lid, containing 140g of molten
salt and 25g of aluminium, was placed in the isothermal zone of
a vertical Kanthal furnace with argon atmosphere. During a
holding time of 5-6 hrs at temperature, aluminium carbide was
formed by reaction between aluminium and the graphite crucible,
saturating the melt. After removal of the lid a melt sample
(3g) was taken with a steel ladle that was lowered from the cold
part of the furnace. The aluminium carbide content of the sample
was determined from the volume of CH4 (g) evolved by treatment
with a 10% HCl solution. The hy rolysis apparatus was similar to
that described by Rogers et al.

Fig. I. shows the concentration of dissolved aluminium carbide
as a function of the NaF/AIF molar ratio (CR) at 10200 C. The
full line represents the best fit for a model based on the
equation

A14C3 (s) + 5AiF 3 (diss) + 9NaF(l) - 3A13CF8
3 -+ 9Na* (i)

Activity data for AlF 3 and Na? given by Sterten and Meland
2 were

used in the calculations.

Dewing3 has previously measured the solubility of aluminium
carbide in NaF-AlF3 melts for 1.6<CR<4.5, as shown in Fig.l.
The present data, although higher in carbide concentration, are
in fair agreement with those of Dewing. Because Dewing's
measurements were not extended to low CR's, the concentration
peak shown in Fig.l was not detected. The broken line in the
figure is our representation of Dewing's data.
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Electrodeoosition of carbon. It was found that carbon could be
electrodeposited by electrochemical oxidation of dissolved
aluminium carbide. Voluminous deposits were obtained on
electrodes made of graphite, vitreous carbon, iron, tungsten
and platinum. The carbon deposit was found to be amorphous by
x-ray diffraction analysis.Based on the weight loss when
burning the carbon deposits the number of electrons exchanged
pr mole of deposit was calculated to be -4 when assuming 100%
current efficiency for the deposition reactions.

Fig. 2 depicts carbon deposits on iron, vitreous carbon and
tungsten electrodes. Similar anodic deposits were obtained by
Morris and Harry 4 in LiCl-CaC12 melts containing dissolved CaC2.

In Fig.3 is shown an example of potential decay curves recorded
in carbon qepositLon experiments. A constant current of 5A
(-0.5 A/cm-) was disconneted at time zero. The potential
difference between an aluminium electrode and a vitreous carbon
electrode with carbon deposits on it was recorded. The potent-
ial plateau which is clearly visible in the figure, corresponds
to an aluminium carbide formation cell. The semi-stable
potential was +127 mV versus the aluminium electrode. This
gives &G°(Al4 C3 ) - - 35.108 kcal/mol at the temperature of the
experiment (10 130 C). The interpolated JANAP5 data is AG°(Al 4C3 )
- - 34.166 k:al/mol at that temperature. The difference is
within the limits of error indicated in JANAF.

References:
1: Rogers. P.S., Bevan, D.J.M. and Tomlinson, J.W.,

Microchim. Acta 1, 1839 (1956).

2: Sterten, A. and Maland, I.,
Acta C.m. .:cand., ,9 (1985). In prlnt.

3: Dewing, E.W.,
Trans. Mct.Soc. AIME 2M5, 2181 (1969).

4: Morris, D.R. and Harry, J.R.,
Proceeding of the Int. Conf. Ind. Carbon and Graphite
(Society of Chemical Industry) London, 1965, p.36 .

5: JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 2.ed., Dow Chemical Co.,
Midland, Michigan, 1971.
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is, - .- . . . . . .

2 3

CR imolar rjtio)

Fig. 1.
Concentration of dissolved
aluminium carbide as a function
of the Na.F/AIF molar
ratio (CR) at 10200C. 23

9 - presen work;
o Dewing . The full line Fig.2.
represents the model given by Electrodeposited carbon
equation (1). on electrode3 of:

1: iron, 2: vitreous
carbon and 3: tungsten.

Melt composition:
CR - 1.50,
temperature: 10000 C,
total current: 1-5 A.

300

E\ 7 , -v Fig.3.
Potential decay curve in a carbon

loci- deposition experiment. The potential
of a vitreous carbon electrode with

I carbon deposit was measured versus
I an aluminium elec rode. At t<O,

zoo 4;0 6 o * 1 0o1 1 - 5A ( 0.5 A/cm ).
Temperature: 10130 C, CR - 1.50.
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ANODIC REDUCTION OF THE PERCHLORATE ANION. INFLUENCE OF pH AND
ANION CONCENTRATION.

Ma J. GonzAlez Tejera
Institute of Physical Chemistry, C.S.I.C., Serrano, 119

28006 Madrid, (Spain)

The slow cyclic voltammetry of electrodeposited ru
thenium electrodes (Ru/Pt) in ClO solutions exhibits a current
reversal during the positive sweep of the hydrogen region (1).
This has been shown to be due to the electrocatalytic reduction
of perchlorate anion to chloride ion. This phenomenon was also
observed on black Pt, Os (1), Rh (2) and bright Ir (3) electro-
des and depends markedly on the solution temperature and concen

tion.

The results suggest

pHx0 that ClO reduction on Ru
electrodes proceeds very

21C slowly by interaction of
L2 , 2mVs- the anion and hydrogen ad-

E i ', tsorbed on the electrode.E l f Thus, this work attempts to
,..study the influence of the

-390 e solution pH and C104 concen
-0.0 vtration on this reduction.

I It 11 1Cyclic voltammetry of
-1.2 1Ru/Pt electrodes in perchlo

rate solutions at constant
pH shows an increase of cu
rrent reversal and a shift

of the maximum currcnt po-
tential to more negative va
lues with anion cacentra-
tion (Fig. 1). Both effects
are enhanced by the solu-
tion temperature. The poten
tial region in which the
ClOT reduction occurs is
also widened by increasing
the perchlorate concentra-
tion.

The raising of the so-
Fig.I lution pH, at constant

anion concentration, produ
ces a decrease of the cu-
rrent reversal until its to
tal suppresion at pH -

S.-...-.. . .
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(Fig. 2), although this limit depends on C1O4 concentration
and temperature. It seems that the anion reduction to C1 is
favoured at a certain pH which value raties with C104 concen-
tration.

The voltammetric C10 4 reduction appears as a very
complex reaction but some considerations about its kinetics
can be made from the results obtained.

E - 4 -

S,9s' 50*C
G2 / "-.' --

F2-:

-2-2 ~

b-i C

oifr

Fig-2
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6 THERMODYNAMIC AND STOICHIOMETRIC
ASPECTS O? THE POURBAIX DIAGRAMS DERIVATION

ILIE F.FISHTIK
Institute for Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences

of the M.S.S.R.,277028,Kishinev,ul.Grosula,3, (U.S.S.R)

Potential-pH diagrams are of great importance in many
fields of science.Pourbaix was the first who derived a lot of
such diagrams and emphasizes their utility in the field of
corrosion.In order to make the further discussion more concre-
tely,let us consider the pH dependence of the redox potential
of the system where both the oxidizing - Ox,and reducing -
Red forms,undergoes hydrol si? as pH is changed to give hydro-
xo complexes OKi( ad (OH) aOH)j .The formation of hytroxides
(oxides) precipitates 0x(0) ) and Red(0),A.W is also included
here.Hence,the equilibrium in such a system may be described
by the following set of equations:

Ox ze -Red (1)

I o +jPZO -Ox (OA) + j H p (2)

ej + JH = Redp(1q 1- pI (3)
Here bi- and f are the equilibrium constants of the cor-
respoding hydlolysis reactions.

The potential dependence on pH in such a system within
the traditional way of Pourbaix diagrams derivation is repre-
sented by a linear-step system of functions.The latters cor-
respond to the set of equations of the form:

vi (O()j , -j)HO+ ze Pejp(OH)c, + (,-J)H (4)

[.j. ox,,, " .r. + 'i., i . o

where O a are the total concentrations o±f the oxiai-
sing and reducing forms correapondingly.However, this calcula-
tion method of the potential-pH diagrams is not entirely rego-
rous at least for two reasone.First,the electrochemical set
of equations (4) is usualy linear-dependent.For examplc,in the
case of uhrom-water system Pourbaix wrote 57 equations,while

only 11 are linear-dependent .Second, the potential-pH dependen-

(. ) .

RT _LT iT

:.::-K:+ + ? *~~: ::--:~.~q**~*..''5 *
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ce as was stated above,is represented by a set of linear func-
tions while this dependence must be represented by a continu-
ous function.

In the present work these inadequaces are eliminated in
the following way.A set of linear-independent equations which
entirely describe the equilibrium in the system is selected
using the linear algebra methods.In our case,the analysis
shows,that the most convenient are the equations (1)-(3).To
derive a continuously potential-pH function the generalized
interaction equation of all the species presented in the sys-
tem is introduced.The latter has the form:

721 71 ji O~(y~ zZ~~- ~ ~
J P "C" (6)

~Ii Rr (OH)q, + (2:2 iit~~-~2 j) H
P ' j i

Here and iq represents the partial molar fractions of
the co responding species:= ~ tO4"' [f]"

The~ ~ ~ sum in brcet, r[ea [

The sums in brac~etscAn equation (6) as one can be easily con-
vinced,represents the Bjerrum functions:

qutio ((9)a;

Equation was derived under the assumption that the
species reacts or are formed as a result of the reaction in
proportion to their partial molar fractions ji, and
Such an assumption is necessary to take into acount the mass
balance in equation (6).

The regorous thermodynamic analysis of the equation (6)
leads us to the following expression for the redox potential:

RT [7FjI ~ T _ _ _trz7 I, j PqoP_
Lj4 4- (10)

+ RT &zF Cjle,
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The generalized character of equations (6) and (10) as
compa~red with equations (4)-(5) consists in the fact,that the
latters are a special case of the first.Indeed,one can easi-
ly be convinced,that when and and therefor n and m
are integera,the equation (6) takes the form of equation (4).
In the same conditions the equation (9) takes the form (5).

HIence,the following sequence of the Pourbaix diagram de-
rivation is proposed.Pirst,the thermodynamic characteristics
of the set of equations (1-(3) are determined:

*~~ * d O f 0% /

V.b 0, F}L - LyLO - W

Further,the partial molar fractions ~- and as well as
the Bjerrum. functions n and m are cal~ulated .Althe polynucJle-
er hydroxo complexes are presentin the system~it is necessary
to solve %ne mass balance equations:

where 1.* '

The equations (11)-(12) are solved relative to [ox] and [Red]
at various pH.The substitution of the Ox an Red in equa-
tions (7) and (8) permits the calculation of ,?and B.Simultaneously one can determine the ata .iyfil of
the hydrozo species~the vertical lines on the diagram) .The po-

*tential-pH dependence is represented by a single continuous
function (10).

The present calculation method can be easily generalized
__ *for systems where many other complexation reactions occur.So-

me examples of concrete calculations are given.
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NUCLEATION AND GROWTH MECHANISM APPLIED TO THE LOCALIZED
CORROSION OF METALS

R.C. Salvarezza, V.D. Vasquez Moll and A.J. Arvia
Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoqufmicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas - (INIFTA)

Casilla de Correo 16, Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA

INTRODUCTION

Localized corrosion involves the passive film breakdown local
ly as a result of the attack of the corrosive environment, This
process requires the presence of aggressive anions acting on the
passive layer, It starts when the applied potential (Es) exceeds
a critical value (Eb), The overall localized corrosion process
involves film breakdown and pit prooagation. Film breakdown is
strongly dependent on both, thickness, composition and degree of
perfection of the passive film and pH, type and concentration of
the aggressive anion, Film breakdown implies an induction time
(ti) and terminates with the appearance of a sudden rise in the
current density associated with pit growth. Frequently, two dif-
ferent types of pits are observed. Small crystallographic pits
(etch pits) detected in early stages of pitting and hemispheri-
cal pits which appear later. In this case, dissolution at the
pit bottom resemble anodic brightening where a non protective

* salt film is present. However, there is some evidence that the
degeneration of the metal surface occurs prior to the appearance
of the pits and it is related to the contamination of the passive
film by a salt layer of the aggressive anion.

,- In this study an attempt is made to describe the kinetics of
tne overall process under potentiostatic conditions on the basis
of the nucleation and growth theories considering a serie of
stages where at least two different phases are involved.

1. Film breakdown

Under a constant potential step at Es < Eb, the instantaneous
average anodic current density (it) can be associated with two
main contributions namely the passive layer growth (jp) and the
corrosion current density through the passive layer (c). Thus,
it = t p + jcSJ+ Jc (1)

It is assumed that both processes are controlled by diffusion of
cations and oxygen containing species through the passive layer.
In this case the instantaneous value of ip can be related to an
instantaneous nucleation and circular bidimensional growth under
diffusion control. The corresponding expression is:

:'P: ". XI P P e - t ) (2 )

L where P q n DN and P2 4e o, D is the diffusion coef-
ficient of tie reacting species, q 10 1 is th, charge density te-
-quired for the constant full coverage of the metal surface by thc
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passive layer, Ke is a proportionality constant and No is the
number of sites available for nucleation.

On the other hand, the rate of metal corrosion through either
the prepassive or passive layer appears as the dissolution of
tridimensional nuclei under diffusion control following the rate
equation:

P,

Jc -At 11.0 - exp(-P 4 t)I (3)

where P3 = zFD 11 2Ac/ 1/2 and P4 = 7No'KeD', Ac is the concentra-
tion difference of the diffusing species, No ' is the number of
sites available for the dissolution process, 0' is the diffusion
coefficient of the species involved in the process and Ke is a
proportionality constant,

The oxide growth can be assigned to the diffusion of oxygen
containing species while the corrosion current can be related to
the cation diffusion through the passive film, Using equation
(2) and (3) the characteristic decreasing current transients
recorded for Es < Eb or in the absence of aggressive anions can
be reproduced and P 1, P2 , P3 and P4 estimated. P1/P2 nives the
charge density required to complete the passive film (qmon) and
from it the film thickness (h) is calculated using

h - i qmo

where M is the molecular weight and p is the density of the layer
component. On the other hand,fron P3 and P4 , it is possible to
obtain .*.c and Norespectively. For different systems reasonable
values for h, .c and 'o are estimated. Now, suppose that at Es >
Eb the nucleation and growth of a salt of an agqressive anion
co::ipetes with the passive film formation (stage 1). According to ..
nucleation and growth theories the nuclei stability depends on
its radius. The nucleous starts to grow when the radius (r) exce
eds a critical value (r*) and it disappears when r is smaller - 00
than r*. When r > r* nuclei grow into the passive film (stage 2)
and Jc becomes more complex because the current flowing at the
film/salt nuclei interphase, The latter can be assigned to an
instantaneous nucleation and growth of conical nuclei into the
film under charge transfer control. Thus, equation (3) becomes

P2
c = P( 11.0 - exp(-P 4 t)i + PSIIO - e.p t2 (4)

P5 ZFK 3 c' , P6 = .MJKc2Nos/p2. K3c and K3c' are the
rate constants for the layer growth in the directions parallel
and perpendicular to the metal plane, respectively, os is the
salt density whose molecular weinht is !Isand Nos is the number
of sites available for the dissolution process. The right hand
side of equation (4) corresponds to the apparent corrosion cur-
rent density which flows at the salt/passive film interphase.
Considering that the latter is laroer than the corrosion current
density through the oxide layer, from (4) it results:2%

P, 1.0 - exp(-P 6 t
2 ) (5)

Finally,at certain points of attack the passive film can be to- 01

tally removed and the metal surface exposed to the electrolyte.
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Processes related to stage 1 and 2 involves a time which cor-
responds to ti .

2, Pit Growth

In the uncovered regions salt nuclei growth into the metal.
This process can be described as a new nucleation and growth
process which concentrates at defective sites of the metal sur-
face such as the termination points of dislocations or grain
boundarlis leading to "etch" pits (stage 3). The growth of salt
nuclei ioto the metal can be assigned to an instantaneous nuclea
tion and conical qrowth under charge transfer control.The appa--
rent current density (Js) related to this orocess becomes:
is = P7 

'1.0 - expi P (t-ti) 2 1 (6)

where P7 and P8 have the same significance than P5 and P6 res-
pectively. Using equations (2), (5) and (6) the initial part of
the current transient at Es > Eh is reproduced and P7 and P8 are
obtained. The slope dE/d(log P7 and dE/d(log P8)gives reasonable
values for different systems. This dependence is comparable to
that of the pit current density on potential already reported in
the literature.Evaluation of the pitted area (Ap) leads to the
penetration rate (P7/Ap) which is comprised between 0.01 A/cm 2 to
10 A/cm 2  for different systems studied.

During metal dissolution, corrosion products accumulate inside
the pits changing the kinetic of oit growth from a charge trans
fe" to a diffusional control, This change is closely related to
the transition from "etch" to "hemispherical" shaped pits, The
"ietal dissolution at the pit bottom becomes similar to transpas-
sive dissolution controlled by diffusion (stage 4). In this case
equation (6) is not longer v3lid, The growth of salt nuclei at
this stage can be reoresented by an instantaneous nucleation and
tridimensional growth under diffusion control, Thus,

Pg-
' 0 exo -PI0 (t-tt) I (7)

where P9 : zFDI/ 2 Ac+/- 1 1 2 and P1 0 = -fNos'KsD+Nos', Nos denotes
the number of sites available for the precipitation of a thick
salt layer, K, is a proportionality constant, D+ and Ac+ are the
diffusion coefficient and the concentration difference of the
reacting species and tt is the transition time required for the

" precipitation of the corrosion products.
The present model is used to interpret pitting data from

potentiostatic current transients complemented with optical and
other electrochemical techniques of nickel, copper and mild steel
in tie presence of different aggressive anions and through the
physical meaning of the different adjusting parameters a reason-
able understanding of the pitting phenomena is accomplished.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS FOR STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
OF A COMMERCIAL SLX LOW ALLOY PIPELINE STEEL IN CARBONATE-

BICARBONATE SOLUTIONS.

By
Javier Avila Mendoza
Dpto. de Metalurgia
Facultad de QuImica
Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico.

The anodic behaviour of X60 steel in IN Na2CO3-NaHCO 3 solutions has
been investigated by current decay and potentiodynamic measurements. -b

It has been shown that current decay curves are only useful as compa
rative data 1,2. To try to recognize the existence of an intermedia-
te range of current decay between the faster and slower rates, for -
which the system may be susceptible to stress corrosion cracking --

(SCC) is a very subjetive task. The current decay for -650mV, a po--
tential value which lies whithin the experimentally determined crac
king potential range -640 t 60mV, shows a linear semilogaritmic func
tional realtionship in the decay throughout the whole test period -

(80 minutes), Figure 1. This behaviour is fundamental in relation to
the necessary balance between an active electrode and a passive one.
It was also observed that the correlation between crack velocity and
the initial disolution current measured from current decay curves,
is very poor; this fact suggests therefore, a strong filming tenden-
cy of the bare metal produced at the crack tip when exposed to the -
solution.

Potentiodynamic polarization curves overcame the lack of definition
present in the current decay measurements and provided us with an -
accurate prediction of the electrochemical requirements for cracking,
as well as the involved kinetic parameters. An inspection of the ano
dic behoviour of X60 steel contained in these curves, and the use of
the empirical condition of the largest difference in current density
between fast and slow curves, showed that the potential value for --
cracking lies around -640mV; Figure 2. Indeed, it is an experimental
fact that X60 steel is most susceptible to $CC within a narrow range
around the experimental value.

The anodic polarization curve showed two well defined oxidation peaks.
The predicted SCC range lies within the thermodynamically stable zone
of FeCQ . As a consequence of these results, the non-protecting charac
ter allegedly conferred by FeCO to the system requires further revi--
sion 3.

The existence of the stable iron complex Fe(CO ) 2- in Fe-CO -H20 --

systems, has been studied and supported on the rodynamic unds, Fi-
gure 3. The mechanism describes adequately the behaviour for iron in
the present system and its concentration for the conditions under --

study.
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Work on the effect of cathodic pre-tratment on X60 steels has been done
by using different cathodic potentials and assessing their effect on -

current maxima and current decay at a fixed anodic value of potential -
during identica'. periods of time (Figure 4). It was shown that the beha

viour of potentiodinamic and current decay curves vary proportionally

as a function of the cathodic value of potential used to activate the -

surface of the electrode. It was concluded that the reduction of solva-

ted protons is the major cathodic reactions at those potentials.

Bvt this primary product, which is the monoatomic hydrogen, may either

combine to form H and evolve or be absrobed in the metal. When the --

electrode potential becomes more noble than tha reversible potential -

for hydrogen the resultant current density is made up of the sum of the

metal dissolution and the hydrogen oxidation rates. The value of poten-

tial at which this effect begins to have a measurable effect is around
-860mV, very near the equilibrium potential for hydrogen evolution --

(-840mV vs. SCE).

Even when the details of the above described observations are difficult
to explain solely on the basis of variations of only one parameter, to
a first approximation the decesive influence of such parameter on the -

behaviour of the system is clear.
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE REACTION STEPS CONTROLLING THE OXYGEN
COROSION OF IRON AND STEEL IN CHLORIDE SOLUTION

D.M. Dralid and V. Vatid
Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy, University of Belgrade

Karnegijeva 4, P.O.Box 494, 11001 Belgrade, Yugoslavia

The oxygen corrosion of iron and steels in neutral chloride solutions is
usually considered to be controlled by the diffusion of oxygen dissolved in
the electrolyte. Hence, if that would be true, the better supply of oxygen
would mean the higher corrosion rate of the metal (if the metal does not pas-
sivate, as expected for the chloride containing solutions). In this work we
shall show that the above assumption is not always a correct one and that
one can observe the inverse effect, which should be taken into consideration
when cne has the so called differential aeration, often encountered in the
real corrosion situations.

Experimental. The cathodic and anodic steady state polarization measu-
rements were carried out in a closed glass cell with a rotating disk elec-
trode in 3Z NaCi solution,the solution being purged all the time with air.
Some of the experiments were carried out in a specially designed cell for the
"in situ" electrochemical measurements in the salt chamber while the electro-
de was sprayed by the salt mist, as assumed by the salt chamber standard
test. The cell corresponded to the cell used by Tomashov for the atmospheric
corrosion measurements, except that it was placed so that a thin layer of so-
lution formed by the mist all the time keeps the glass and metal surface
under a thin layer of liquid. Potentiostatic steady state measurements with
the IR drop corrections were carried out with the adequate instrumentation.
In all the measurements steel C4734(British equivalent En4OB) was used as the
electrode material. For the independent determination of the corrosion rates
by the weight loss measurements the coupons of the same material were put in
the same conditions as the measuring electrodes, and the results expressed
as the corrosion current densities.

Results and discussion. In Fig. 1 cathodic and anodic polarization cur-
ves for the still electrode in the electrolytic cell and in the salt cham-
ber are presented. As seen, the cathodic polarization curve for the sample 2
in the cell showed a well defined oxygen diffusion current-it ca. 0.7 mAcm
and the anodic Tafel line with the slope of ca 100 mV.dec . The extrapola-
ted anodic line to Ecor gave j = 0.25 mAcm-2, which was much smaller than
the oxygen diffusion current. many similar experiments the electrochemi-
cally determined Jcor by extrapolation of anodic Tafel line were smaller
than the oxygen diffusion current. A separate weight loss measurements or
the sam experiment gave exactly the same corrosion rate (0.25 mc,"2 ) indi-
cating that the metal in the electrolytic cell corrodes uner a mixed acti-
vation - diffusion control of oxygen reduction.

T oredetail ana--sTs of the partial currents for a still and rotati:g
electrode (4500 rpm) is presented in Fig. 2. The full lines represent the
experimentally determined cathodic and anodic polarization curves for two
hydrouynamic conditions, while the dotted curves are the partial oxygen re-
duction currents calculated from the limiting diffusion curents and the
experimentally obtained cathodic and anodic curves. The anodic Tafel line
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did not depend on the change of the hydrodynamics, while the cathodic parti-
al current density depended not only in the concentration polarization regi-
on, as expected, but also in the activation controlled part, showing an in-
crease of the apparent exchange current density with the increased rate of
oxygen supply. The experimentally observed shift of the corrosion potential
of about 25 mV is in very good accord with the shift of the intersection
points of the extrapolated anodic Tafel line and the calculated partial l
cathodic polarization curves (point a and b). The slope of ca. 120 mV dec
for the cathodic Tafel line indicateT that-first electron exchange is the
probable rate determining step, but a good explanation for the increase of
the exchange current density with the increase of the speed of rotation can-
not be offered at this moment.

However, the fact that one can evaluate the cathodic Tafel lines for
oxygen reduction on iron, and hence, measure thg kinetic cathodic current
offers a valuable possibility for the analysis of the mechanism of the oxy-
gen reduction reaction on iron in a proper way as used in electrochemical
kinetics. This possibility will be exploited in a separate communication.

Even more interesting were the polarization curves obtained in the "in
situ" measurements in the salt chamber after 48 h. As shown in Fig. 1, again
the anodic Tafel line with the approximatelly the same slope as in the elec-trolytic cell was obtained, but the proces was somewhat inhibited. The

extrapola*ion to Ecor gave Jcor = 67 YAcm-4, what is somewhat larger than
obtained from the weight loss (53 pAcm-2 ). This shows clearly that the cor-
rosion rate in a salt chamber is smaller than in an electrolytic cell.

The cathodic polarization curv-ein salt chamber experiment showed, con-! trary to that in the electrochemical cell, a straight Tafel like part at
lower current densities with slope values ranging between 180 and 340 mVdec

in different experiments. Extrapolation of the linear portions intersected
tne anodic extrapolated lines exactly at the Ecor. This is a good confirma-
tion that the corrosion of iron in a salt chamber is occuring so that both,
anodic and cathodic reactions are under activation control, the anodicirec-
tion proceeding somewhat slower than in the electrolytic cell. The inhibition
of anodic and cathodic charge transfer processes in the salt chamber expe-
-iments are probably due to the formation of a layer of the reaction products
accumulating at the surface during the 48 h of corrosion while the sample
was inside the salt chamber (standard testing time).

We have shown recently (1) that, if the corrosion process is activation
controlled by both reactions, the cathodic polarization curve in the range
of small polarization must have an inflection point. The slope at the inflec-
tion point serves to calculate the corrosion current. Indeed, the correspon-
ding plot showed the inflection point, and the calculated corrosion current
was 53 PAcm-2, even in better agreement with the weight loss result.

1) D.M. Dralid, V. Vatid, J.Electroanal.Chem., 185 (1985) 229.

m.
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CORROSION STABILITY OF TITANIUM IN ACID MEDIA

EECTROCHEMICAL AND OPTICAL STUDIES

Lj.Arsov, T.GCrev and A.Prusi

Faculty of Technology and etallurgy, Cyril and Methodius University
91000 Skopje, Yugoslavia

Introduction

It is well known fact that corrosion stability of many metals depend on

the state of their surface, i.e. clean metal surface, presence of natural oxi-

de or passive films, etc. Some metals such as titanium and aluminium, when ex-

posed to atmospheric conditions form a natural oxide film that orotects the

base metal P----.. ' .n. The thickness of this film can electro .....

increased by means of anodic oxidation /1,2/. In case of titanium, using ano-

dic oxidation can be form oxide films on its surface, and the thickness (a li-

near function of applied voltage) is around 2.5 nm/V /3/. Corrosion stability

of these films differ from that of clean titanium surface. There is not suffi-

cient data in the available literature on corrosion stability of titanium sur-

face coated with anodic oxide films.

The objective of this paper is a study of the corrosion stability of a

clean titanium surface, titanium surface coated with a natural oxide or passi-

ve film, and titanium surface coated with anodic film of various thickness.

Experimental

Corrosion stability of titanium surfaces in various concentrations of

H 2so4 was studied by means of potentiostatic, potentiodynamic, metallographic

and ellipsometric methodes. An optical electrolytic cell was adapted for si-

multaneous ellipsometric and electrochemical measurement of oxide layers du-

ring their formation on the titanium surface and their dissolutions at vario-

us cathodic potentials.

Electrocnemical polishing proved to be most convenient methode for prepa-

ration of surfaces for electrochemical-optical measurements.

Anodic oxidation was carried in a 0.5 mol/dm3 H2S04 in a voltage range

from 0 'o 100 V /4/.

C t t .,--,, .
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Results and disscusion

Natural oxide film formed on titanium surface builds up parabolically

with passing of time and its thickness is around 3.5 m-/5/. Chemical dissolu-

tion of this film in a 0.5 mol/dm3 H2S0 4 is a very slow process, while the

electrochemical dissolution at a cathodic polarization of potential of -0.6 V

(s.c.e.) is much faster and enables a complete dissolution of the natural oxi-

de film, i.e. obtaining a clean metal surface.

The passive oxide film on titanium surface in a 0.5 aol/din3 H2 SO4 is for-

med at a potential range of -0.3 to +3 V(s.c.e.) This film consists oxide of

Ti2 03 and TiO2 /6/, dissolves much faster in more concentrated solutions of

H2S04 . Its complete dissolution is possible only electrochemically at cathodic

potentials of -0.692 and -0.764 V(s.c.e.) and then as a side product is TiH2

When compared to natural and passive oxide films, the anodic oxide film

dissolves much more slowely both chemically and electrochemically. Fig.1. pre-

9 .31 sents chemical dissolution of an anodic

I P oxide film which was monitored ellipso-

\ -- - metrically through ne change of the po-

A 29> sitions of polarizer P and analyzer A.29-2 It may be seen from fig.1, that .chemical.•

O________ _ dissolution lasts for about 1500 min.

, _×_1 27 and it is not complete because P for ti-

0 1500 tmin.) 3000 titanium surface without anodic oxide

film is 10.6 and A is 27.25. Fig.2. pre-
Fig.1. Change of P and A during che- eso
mical dissolution of anodic oxide sents the changes of ellipsometric para-

film (with thickness of 2.5 nm) in a meters P and A for anodic oxide films
0.5 mol/dm3 H2S4 obtained at a voltage ranging from 0 to

100 V. As can be seen from fig.2., the

curve is discontinued and for A =900 and A = 2700 it has no end values. Beside
this, the curve is symetrical to the axis X and at any change of azimuth of

A for 3600 it returns to its original value. The symetricalness of the curve
and its cyclic repetition at each 3600 A value indicates formation of a barri-
er oxide film having a very low attenuation coefficient k.

Based on above it can be said that the oxides present on titanium surface
essentially contribute for increase of its corrosion stability, so that they
act as protective coatings. Their dissolution is possible only by electroche-
mical reduction. The process of electrochemical dissolution can be monitored
ellipsometrically by position of the analyzer.
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Fig.3. Dissolution of anodic oxide film with
a thickness of 75 na in 0.5 mol/dm3 H2 SO4 .
(a) Uniforme dissolution
(b) Nonuniforme dissolution

Fig.3.(a) presents curve of uniforme dissolu-
-.-A . _i tion, and it can be seen that by the end of

100 o50 0 50 100 dissolution this curve shifts to anodic dire-

ction. Fig.3.(b) presents the same curve for a
Fig.2. Experimentally determi-ned2 eperientcurvepl- nonuniforme dissolution when during reactionned ellipsometric curves plo-

tted on polar coordinates for Tif 2 is formed.
the growth of anodic oxide
films on Ti surface in 0.5
mol/dinm3 H2SO4
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ELECTROCHEMICAL FORMATION AND CHARACTERISATION OF

OXIDE FILMS ON TITANIUM IN ALCALINE SOLUTION

A.Prusi and LJ. Arsov

Faculty of technology and metallurgy, Cyril and Methodius University

91000 Skopje, Yugoslavia

Introduction

The process of oxide film formation by anodic oxidation, when metal sur-

face does not reakt chemically with the medium, can easily be monitored by use

of clasic electrochemical methods. However, the procedure of these experiments

is very complex when media that react to the metal are used.

Exept in media having a low pH, titanium shows a higher instability in

media having a higher pH values, especially, higher than 12. The mechanism of

anodic oxide film formation is studied rather frequently so for in acid solu-

tions. Their formation runs, then, in accordance with a well controlled process,

i.e. film thickness proportionally depends on the use potential . At very stro-

ng acidic solutions, however, oxide films obtained are poorly adherent, and

there is a present tendency of their dissolution after some time.
2

As for experiments with titanium in strong alkaline media, the procedure

of monitoring of formation and dissolution of these films is very complex owing

to the chemical reaction of titanium with the alcaline media. At this, preci-

pitates of titanium oxides and oxi-hydroxides are obtained, composition of which

can very hardly be deternined. Therefore, ellipsometric methode proved to be

the best methode to indicate the changes that take place on titanium surface.

Changes that occur on titanium surface in strong alcaline solution of potassium

hydroxide were then monitored ex and in situ. We believe that results obtained

will contribute for clarification of the mechanism of chemical and electroche-

mical reactions, and will provide a means for control of resulting oxide films.

Experimenta 1

For this experiment were used titanium electrodes in form of a cilindar

having a diameter of 25 mm. They were electropolished in a solution containing
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HC1O 4, CH3OH and C6H1402 in a given ratio. Ellipsometric measurements were carri-

ed out at a 546,1 nm wavelength and an angle of incidence of 700.

Results and discussion

Titanium surface in alcaline solutions, in contrast to its reaction in

acid solution, is b'zss corrosion stable as a result of an intensive chemical

reaction of formation of various surface products in form of films. The electro-

chemical measuring of steady-state potential in IM KOH show that even after

1500 minutes stationary conditions of potential are not established in the metal-

solution interface.

Potentiostatic and potentiodinamic measurements show that at higher pH

values of the solution, titanium electrode does not indicate occurence of an

active region which means that there is not a potential region whwre an inten-

sive dissolution of titanium surface takes place and a diffusicon of Ti+3ions in

the solution. 3 Figure 1 gives some obtained potentiostatic curves ..

in IM KOH and 4 M HC1. In 4M HCl, there is a very active region for potential

range -0.65 to -0.3 v(s.c.e.). Owing to chemically formed film, having a consi-

derable thickness, there is not an active region in 1M KOH.

C~q

-1 S 1 2

E, v(s.c.e.)
r2 1re 1.- I - E potentiostatic curves, 1- n H&., 2- Lm KOH

By anodic oxidation of titanium in KOH, various colour: of oxide films

.re formc and their colour depends on the film thickness and zz..oture.

Ex-zitu and in-situ ellipsometric measurings showed that there is a great

rer , :cibity of rcsults obtained and, thus, a possibility of determination

of qtical constants. Figure 2 and 3 presents changes of ellipsometric parame-

ters A and 1'" depencirg on voltage used ex-situ and in-situ. As can t- seen

-n r 2 and 3, dA and d' increase with potential increasing. tnese ch.uges
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are, however, much more evident are develop faster ex-situ. This shows that

oxide film obtained by anodic oxidation is not quite stable in atzmospheric con-

ditions and that, in a short time, a reaction with atmospheric oxygen follows,

so that, after some time thickness of the film is increased. We can conclude

that more valid results are obtained with in-situ measurings where influence on

anodic oxide film thick-ness is avoidedi.

200

1

100

CoX -XXXX 1 2 2

Fig-ure 2.- Change of ellipsometric parameter d L. versus applied

voltage, 1- in-situ, 2- ex-situ

50 __

2
25-

0 4. 8 12 16 20
EV

Figure 3-Change of ellipsometric parameter d wt versus voltage

1in situ, 2- ex situ

L ,.rj,'5ov cnd T.Grdev, MIacei.,icad. fo Sc. , 4~3, 1953I-!

.. ~zcr, F~ct~')~.cta, in ijress 1-2-1

t~ .U ~ rJ K .Kudo, Corrosion Sc-Lence, 637 1982-.-
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ELECTROCHEMICAL PASSIVATION OF IRON IN BORATE BUFFER
SOLUTION AT THE PRESENCE OF POLYACRYLAMIDE

T.Gr~ev, ?.Cvetkovska
Cyril and Methodius University. Faculty of Technology and
metallurgy, Skopje, Yu

Introduction: Electrochemical passivation of iron in neut-
ral and weak alkaline solution and particularly processes
which take place in the active region, even today arouse
great Interest (1-3). It is of exceptional significance the
question whether formation of primary film (most probably
Fe(OH) ) with a thickness of 0.8-1,5 nm Is carried out by
so cal ed "dissolution-precipitation" mechanism or two pa-
rallel processes take place independently in this potential
relion:elegrochemical dissolution and film formation(Fe-
Fe + and Fe - Fe (OH) 2 ).

For clarification of this question, the electrochemical
passivatlon of iron In buffer borate solution, pH 8,45,
was carried out at the presence of polyacrylamide (PAA)with
Mn-60 000 which belongs to the group of Iron Inhibitors for
prevention of corrosion in natural weters (4).

Our previous ellipsometric studies (5) Indicated a signifi-
cant adsorption of PAA on metallic surfaces.

Experimental: Electrochemical passivation of iron has been
studied on rotational disk and ring-disk electrodes (Fe-
disk,99,995% Fe and platinum ring) u ing cylic voltamm-
etry (v-10 mV/sec). PAA used, with Mn-60 000, was obtained
by redox initiated polymerization of acrylamide with the
system Na2 S20-Fe(III)-IDA(Fe(lll)-salt of iminodiacetic
a c id) .

" *' The polymer was added as a 4% asolution of PAA and its con-
centration in buffer solution ranged from 0,01-0,25%. The
voltamograms were recorded 30 minutes after polymer addi-
telon, I.e.after adsorbtlon equilibrium was established.

Results and duscusslon: Charcterlstical current-potential
dependence for passivation of iron In buffer borate solu-
tion (0,15N H 3 903 +0.15N Na2 B4 0 7 ) pH 8, 4 5 (curve l,Fig,1.)

points out the known regions: AB-active; DC-active to pa-
ssive CD(CE)-passlve region as well as regions EF and FG
(FA) for reduction of passive film formed. It Is obvious
that the presence of PAA (0,01-0,165%) leads to a significant
decrease in anodlc current maximum which is proportional to
the concentration of polymer added. At same time, ring curr-

. ent (at-I ,tV/sce) shows a significant decrease in correspon-
ding cazhodic maximum which clearly indicates a reduction of
the dissolution current of iron in this region.
On the other hand, its Influence, both on the value of pas-
sive current and reduction current, is negligent.

-A ' % !*,
,.*- - ,. .

-S.- * .
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The Influence of PAA present In solution on the anodic
current maximum J ,as well as electricity quantities Qs
in the region AC(Fig.2.), Indicate most probably for a
significant coverage of electrode surface by PAA.

Ring-disk experiments provide a quantitative resolution of
the experimentally measured current in this region (AC in
Fig.1.) on the dissolution current and current of film
formation.

5 i I or Q - QdII s a I d i s + f f o r ( s a Q I s + 4 f f

There was an assumption that the dissolution current
0 s ) dependes a both: the rate of polarization and the
raleof rotation, while the current for film formation
depends only on the rate of polirazation.

On this assumption, results presented on fig.2 and calcu-
lated values of dissolution current 2 that Is, calculated va-
lue of Iff or Qff of around 2 mC/cm , the decrease of Idi s

or Q is i nterpreted as an effect of PAA adsorbtlon on
metal suriace.

So, it can be obtained the dependence of degree of covera-
ge of metal surface (0) with polymer as a function of polu-
mer concentration In the solutlon (flg.3.)

S- dis - dis

Qdis
where Q o . and Q c c . o and c

dis-s ff dis - Qs f di dis/

electricity quantities for dissolution of iron in absence
or presence of polymer respectively.

Limiting values of 0(Fig.3) are reached at concentration
of PAA 0,1 to 0,12% and are in good agreement with those
for which is found greatest thickness of adsorbed PAA film
on metalic surfaces (5).
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in borate buffer solution, pH 8,45, in the pre-
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METHANOL CORROSION OF MAGNESIUM

J. R. CULLERE
Departamento Quimica fisica

Universidad Aut6noma de Barcelona
Bellaterra
(Spain)

Introduction. In a previous study about the ano-
dic behaviour of magnesium in methanol , it was constated
that the chemical reaction rate between magnesium and me-
thanol producing magnesium methanolate and hydrogen is
very appreciable using high purity methanol, but with me-
thanol not dehydrated, the reaction rate fall drastically.
In this communication is discussed the influence of water
in the corrosion of magnesium by methanol and the results
of weight loss and electrochemical experiments are compared.

Methodology. The corrosion rate was determined
by weight loss of magnesium specimens sugmerged in methanol
with variable amounts of water. The magnesium was 99,5
% purity, forming a rod of 10 mm diameter and approximatly
5 mm lenght. In each case the exact geometric surface was
determined with a micrometer. The methanol was reactive
quality and previous to their utilization was treated with
magnesium methanolate and distilled.

In the electrochemical determinations, sodium bro-
mide dryed 24 hours at 1500 C was used as electrolyte.
The methodology has been similar to the described in pre-

vious works.

Results. The FIG. I represent the corrosion rate
of 24 hours duration experiments, of magnesium in methanol
with variable amounts of water, determined by weight loss.

It is to note that water presence produce a strong
inhibitor effect on the corrosion rate of magnesium by
methanol and the presence of only 1% of water disminishes
10 times the corrosion rate. These values can be expressed
analytically by the fitted expresion:

v (pg.cm- 2 .s- 1 ) = (0,67 + 4,6c + 4,6c2 )1
where c is the water concentration in % weigt.

In these experiments were constated two facts:
a) As is frequent in metals corrosion 2 , the corrosion
rate of magnesium by methanol is function of time the metal
is in contact with the solution. This is snow in FIG. 2
wnere the corrosion rate of different ep, clmens, in the
same solution but with diffei'ent atac time, is reiresented.

t) it' a specimen is withdraw of the .3olution, as to weight
and after is newly introduced :n the solution, its corro-
sion rate is drastically reduced. To say, the contact
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witn the atmosphere produce a strong passivation of magne-
s: m.

:ne fact of corrosion rate acceleration with time
tat, be explained considering that reaction of magnesium
wits methanol follow the equation: Mg + HOCH 3 -= Mg(OCH3 )2
+ H and the magnesium methanolate formed, reacts inmedia-
,ly with the water of the solution: Mg(OCH 3 )2  + H2 0
Ag(CH 2  + HOCH and as the magnesium hydroxide produced
is insoluble, rorm a gelatinous precipitate around the
metal. The ultimate result is the creation around the
-etai If a zone without water, filled only with anhydrous
methan2l and according to FIG. I the corrosion rate increse
ex: ;rent l !iv.

h. magnesium passivation when is withdraw of the
s ti n an- enter in contact with the atmosphere, can

attrb lted to a reaction of surface compounds with the
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air hunidity and formation of a passivating film, probably
of dift rent character as the habitual oxide film on magne-
sium sut'ace and containing hydroxil groups. It is co
notethat eanwhile the relation Volum (MgO) / Volum (Mg)
is equal t 0,80 the relation Volum (Mg(OH) ) / Volum (Mg)
is equal to ,7 , to say, a more compact filA.

Other experiments has been realicized to determine
the influence of electrolytes in the corrosion rate of
magnesium by me.ianol containing variables amounts of water.
The corrosion r_-e is not influenced by the presence of
NaBr 1 M, so in the electrochemical experiments sodium
bromide in concenti: tion 1 M was used as electrolyte.

For eacch 'lution the polarization resistence
of Mg has been determ. ed and the corrosion rate calculated.
The value are in full, agreement with the value obtained
by weight loss.

The effect of wa er in the cocrrosion of magnesium
by methanol is clearly it in evidence in polarization
diagrams obtained when magn sium form a galvanic pair with
platinum. The FIG. 3 show ti e initial and final potentials
of Mg and Pt in NaBr 1M sol tion in methanol with diffe-
rents amounts of water, and he intensity when te celle
is shorted with a 10 ohm resisi ir. The process pass from
cathodic control to a mix contr,' with increasing amounts
of water, showing the passivating rtion of water.

References.

i. Comportamiento an6dico del magnesi, en medio metan6lico
J. R. Culler6. En prensa

2. Theory of Corrosion and Protection oi metals. N. D.
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THE STUDY AND DETECTION OF LNTERNAL DEFECTS OF NON-

FERROUS ALLOYS FOR OPTICALS AND ELECTROCHEMICAL

METHODS
1 2 3

M.P.Mateo , M.D*Salvador , I.Barba

1,2. Secci6n T6cnica de Corrosi6n y Protecci6n metA-

lica do Valencia (Espaa)

3. Secci6n T~cnica de Corrosi6n y Protecci6n mets-

lica de Alicante (Espaiia)

Some of the most important problems produced in

non-ferrous alloys,are corrosin and the formation of

internal pores limiting oweself to copper alloys, in

the case or brass to be more precise, these problems

arise in the process of smelting or in other processes

like welding or soldering.

In industries dedicated to the fabrication of

illumination apparatus and artistic bronzes for exam-

ple, these types of problems become much more impor-
1

tant.
2,3

In the bibliography ,similar process have been

described but emphasising only certain aspects.

Th"e presunt work consists of two clearly different
4, 5

stages: a prior study by optical microscope , follo-
6

wed by another,electrochomical
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First, a macrographic study reveals the superfi-

cial defects, of great importance in subsequent treat-

ments. Second. a metalographic examination is proposed

to study the nature, size, and distribution of the in-

ternal pores, to determine the influence of these in

possible subsequent corrosion processes.

Finally, an electrochemical study of different
7

types of organic protection coatings , applied to the-

se materials completes this work, taking into account

the results previously aitained.
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CORROSION PERFORMANCE OF'PAINTED GALVANIZED STEEL
BY ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS

I. PETROVICH and J.C. GALVAN
Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Metal6rgicas (ESPARA)

SUMMARY

A study has been carried out on the protectiveness of
a zinc chromate alkyd paint applied on galvanized steel speci-
mens having 300 g/m2 zinc coats. Some of them had previously
been subjected to a conversion treatment consisting of a dip in
a CrO Na . 2H 0 (200 g/l) and H 2so (5 ml, d = 1.84) bath. Va-
rious electrocnemical methods were employed for the purpose, na
mely: impedance measurements by means of an analogic Hewlett-
-Packard 4800 impedance meter; potentiodynamic plotting of po-
larization curves performed by the use of a Corroscript Tacussel
potenticstat; the measurement of linear polarization resistance
and the plotting of potentiometric curves, both of which used a
Corrcvit *Tacussel potentiostat.

All these techniques were sensitive to the system's
degradation process thus proving the remarkable influence of
the -hrcmate coating as an additional protective agent. The
aggre-Fiveness was also revealed of the various electrolytes
used: 3% NaCl and distilled water, simulating up to a certain
extent a marine atmosphere and a pollution-free rural one, res-
pect ively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Impedance Diagrams

All the systems showed in an initial period a capaci-
--ve behaviour which may be attributed to the unaltered condi-
-ion of the paint. At longer time intervals, the impedance
diagrams tend to differentiate themselves and describe semicir-
c-Lmferences which, as a rule, become smaller as the test time
..~re-.es (fig. 1a). A second semicircumference is finally ob-
"irne 'fig. Ib) fcr long immersion times and low frequencies
i "n z7se cf systems in contact with sodium chloride solu-

n :,ms. S-,-h behaviour aqrees with the equivalent circuit pro-
pcsed by several author,, fig. 2).
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Figure lb also shows a reversal in the development of
the first semicircumference, wherein the diameter has increased
with immersion time. This is a rather frequent phenomenon in
these systems which will be discussed later.

Resistance aue to Electrolyte Penetration, Through Pores, R,and
Linear Polarization Resistance, Rp.

The variation of R with time is shown in fig. 3. It
has been observed that, as a rule, R decreases gradually while
at the same time the paint coat undergoes degradation. This ten
dency is more marked in the case of systems in contact with so-
dium chloride.

The variation in polarization resistance, Rp, as mea-
sured by d.c. are also given in Fig. 3. Rp development is simi-
lar to that for R, although it always provides higher values.
This is not surprising if one bears in mind that what is really
being measured by this technique is the sum of all the resistan
cse inherent to the system (fig. 2).

Variation cf Corrosion Potential. Polarization Curves. Effect
of Chromating

The development of the paint degradation process can %
also be followed apart from the use of the techniques described
by means of polarization curves and by tracking the corrosion
potential with time, at least qualitatively. A rapid decrease
of Ecorr values during the first hours of immersion has been
observed in those systems with chromating treatment. This means
an accelerated permeation of the electrolyte towards the subs-
trate due to osmotic effect. The potential then becomes stabi-
lized up to the end of test due to the protective action of the
chromate coating (fig. 4).

From Fig. 5 it can be seen that a reduction in slopes
of the anodic branches takes place, as a rule, depending on
immersion times. For a 500 mV polarization, the response intensity
is increasingly higher and this could be related to the degra-
dation process in paint. However, in the absence of a chromate
fitm, this tendency is reversed sporadically due to the fact
tnat the reaction between the electrolyte and the metal subs-
t:'ate is unhibited. On this account, corrosion products are
formed which temporarily block up the pores of the paint coat.
7hiE effect nac also been detected with the occasional increases

R. 3) anJ Eorrr 4).

° o.l :1 h ._______-_7 __
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POTENTIODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF ZINC IN ALKALINE SOLUTIONS

P.Ll. CABOT, M. CORTES, F. CENTELLAS,
J.A. GARRIDO and E. PEREZ

Qepartament de Qufmica Ffsica. Facultat de Qu~mica.

Universitat de Barcelona. Spain.

INTRODUCTION

Zinc has been intensively studied because of its use-

fulness in cathodic protection of certain technologically impor

tant metals such as Fe and in the fabrication of many commercial

ly impcrr'ant batteries. Several different mechanisms for the ano
dic oxidation of zinc in alkaline media can be found in the lite
rature - 4 . However, although the total reaction is fairly unders
tood, the mechanism is not fully elucidated.

In this work, results concerning an extensive potentio
dynamic study of a zinc electrode (99.9 %) in six deareated KOH
solutions at concentrations in the range 0.40-5.00 M and sweep
rates between 0.2 and 100 mV.s - I are presented. In order to inter
pret the experimental results, electrochemical, optical and elec
tronoptical methods have been applied. The previous treatment of
the electrode comprised mechanical polishing, potentiodynamic p2

larization, as Hendrikx et a1 5 suggested, and cathodic reduction.
Subsequently, the electrode was let free for 5 min in order to
attain the rest potential. The working solutions were prepared

with Merck p.a. KOH and water which was deionized, doubly distil

led and purified by means of a Millipore Milli-Q system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental curves obtained are of the type shown
in Fig.l. Starting the potentiodynamic cycle at -1.425 V vs. Hg/
HgO, an exponential increase of the current density with the po-

tential is found (region T). Tafel plots for this raion, similar
to that shown in Fig.2, were always circa 40 mV.dec - , in agree-

ment with previous potentiodynamic work of Armstrong and Bulman 6 .

Also for the same region, reaction orders with respect to OH ha

ve Dean obtained, being of 2.8 and 3.4 for sweep rates of 2 and
5 mv.s - (Fig.3).

The existence of the first anodic peak (A in Fig.l)Th S
been considered to be the consequence of the precipitation of

Zn(OH)2-(denoted by Breiter and Powers 7 as oxide of type I). Af-
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tar this peak, the current density d9creases and at the passiva-
tion potential (P in Fig.l), a protective layer of ZnO is formed
(type II oxide of Breiter and Powers). Starting at the same po-
tential and the electrode being in the same conditions, several
potentiodynamic cycles of different potential ranges have been ca
rried out. The anodic sweep has been reversed before the first a-
nodic peak and between this peak and the passivation potential.
As shown inf Fig.l, a new cathodic wave (N) appears if the pre-
vious anodic sweep ends after the passivation potential. This re
sult imolies the formation of two different reducible species du
ring the anodic sweep, being consistent with previous optical data. -

Further information is
found from the analy-

sis of the dependence

of the potentiodynamic

anodic charge on the
Ai sweep rate and KOH con
A centration. The total-

anodic charge of the a
nodic sweep is found to

P decrease with sweeo ra
T0 te increasing. On the

. Iother hand, this char-
- E(mV) ge increases with KOH

concentration. The sa-
-' me trend is observed(M A)

when only the anodic
charge comprised bet-
ween the potentials co I ,

Fig.1.-Potentiodynamic curves, 2.00 M KOH rresponding to 1=0 and%'
and sweep rate of 5 mV.s-1 . to the first anodic

Fig.Z-4.00 M KOH, 2 mV.s peak is considered.
Scanning electron

mV micrographs of the a-
(,.m / H90) lectrode surface at dif

ferent points of the
1350 * potentiodynamic cycle

* have also been perfor-

'iTed. Fig.4 corresponds

to the point M in Fig.
I and show the impor-

tant corrosion of the
electrode. Before the

potentiodynamic oxide-
tion, the surface is
relatively flat. At the
beginning of the oxi-

-io dation, several pits a2

000.50 L/mA)Pear and grow until the
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IOgCmA) asoect of Fig.4 is reached. Af
(a) M ter the oassivation potential,

1.00 the electrode surface becomes
much more uniform and exhibit
more quantity of precipitate.

(C) The SEM~ studies clearly shows
that the metal oxidation takes
place with the formation of a
soluble compound, possibly the

05 Zn(OH)i- ion.
The results obtained in

this work for the initial sta-
ges of the potentiodynamic cxi
dation of zinc in alkaline me-
dia are in agreement with the

A mechanism already proposed by
Bockris et al2 from the poten-

000 tiostatic and galvanostatic

0.0 ga~- techniques, being Zn(OH),7 + OH_

ri~.3.-sue0p raee - thg r d~s

rate of 5.n~

l)D.P..Payne and A.J.Bard,i. Electrocieri.Soc., 119, ln35(1972).
2)3.O'M.Bockris, Z.Nagy and A.Oamjanovic, J. Electrochem. Soc.,

119, 2 85(1972).
3)J.P.G.Farr and N.A.HampsonJ.Electroanal.Chem.,13,433(1957).
4)Y.C.Chang and G.Prentice,J.Electroclien.Soc.,132,375(1985).
5) J .Hndr ik x, A ..van der Pu t ten , J.VJi s sche r and E .9arendrect , E lec

trochim. Acta, 29,81(1984).
6)R.Armstrong and C. 6ulman,J.Electroan.al.Chem.,25,12l(l97O).
7)R.LJ.Pouers and .L.riter,J.Eectrochem.Soc.,116,719(1969).
S)R.U.Powers, ibid.4118,585(1971)
9)rl.C.H.MwcKubre and D.O.Macdonald, ibid.1128,524(1981).
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TAFEL SLOPES FOR Cu(I) AND Cu(II) OXIDE FORMATION IN ALKALINE SOLUTIONS.

F.A. CENTELLAS, J.A. CARRIDO, P.LL. CABOT and E. PEREZ.
Departament de Qufmica Ffsica. Facultat de QuImica. Universitat deBarcelona
Avda. Diagonal, 647. C8028-Barcelona (Spain).

The study of galvanostatically generated films on copper electrodes
in alkaline solutions is carried out from H2 to 02 evolution.

The Salvanostatic curves show Iseveral anodic plateaus associated with
monovalent, divalent and trivalent species. During this process, the pre-
sence of mono and divalent soluble species and the electrogeneration of
another insoluble ones, in different layers, is commonly accepted.

The subject of this work, is the measurement of the Tafel slopes corres-
ponding to the formaton of the Cu(I) and Cu(II) species. The results ob-
tained are reviewed from electrochemical and optical data.

The mcnocompartimental cell used has been described in ear y works2.
KCH solutions are C.1; 0.75; 1.0; 2.0; 3.0; 4.5 and 6.0 mol.dm and were
prepared with 'illi-Q water and deareated by means of N bubbling. Copper
mechanized bars of 99.9 % in Cu was used, and the metal area exposed to
the solution was C.434 + 0.005 cm . The reference electrode is the
"g/ 1g0/XCH(sln) systen and showed a good stability and reproducibility.
The potentials obtained in this work are referred to this electrode.

The anodic curves begin at -1330 mV, when a clear release of H on the
.2 .ccpper electrode occurs. afterwards, the polarity of the current is inver-ted and the galvanostatic curves are registered electromechanically.

The electrode potential rises sharply up to -1050 mV followed by a
showing down of the rising rate and moving in a nearly linear way up to
-330 mV, where a new decrease of the mentioned rate appears. Around -620
rV, a characteristic and repetitive point associated to potential slope
decrease change appears.

A second anodic step occurs at -130 mV and is associated with the for-
mation of the Cu(lI) species. The 02 evolution potential, 750 mV, is prece-
ded by another irregularity of the curve at potentials near 640 mV.

When overpotential at t = 0 is plotted versus th', logaritm of current
density at constant :(OH concentration, a good lineari,y for stirred and
.nstirred solutions are obtained. This representations are carried out,
f-rst, for Cu(1) species (point C) and second, for tho Cu(II) species
(point D).

The experimental values obtained for these slopes shown ir the Tables
and 11.

Tafel slopes obtained for C (formation of the Cu(I) species) are prac-
t'cklly indePendent, of K101 concentration and stirring rate. This v-Ilue is
near 0.-.50 'r.V.dec - . Tafel slopes corresponding to Cu(II) compounds depend
:n aikalir.iy ani stirring rates. ( C.CG2 - 0.105 and 0.C71 - 0.089).

:n ViA to explain the galvanostatic behaviour of copper in alkline
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TABLE I
Sl.ope / V.dec-1

KOH / mol.dm 
3

Point C Point D

0.1 0.048 0.089
0.75 0.050 0.076
1.0 0.051 0.076
4.5 0.052 0.071

without solution stirring.

TABLE II

* Slope / V.dec
-I

KOH / mool.din-

Point C Point D

0.1 0.047 0.105
0.5 0.050 0.085
0.75 0.05C 0.085
1.0 0.55 0.063
3.0 0.055 0.062

stirring rate = 2 ml.s -i

solutions, we have considered f r the transfer coefficient associated to
a process which occurs in multiple steps, an equation of the type:

being B the symmetry factor; v the stechiometric number, n the total
number of electrons; -n and n, the number of electrons before and after
the rate determining step.

For Cu(I) oxide formation, Tafel slopes correspond to a transfer coe-
fficient near 0.5. This value, and assuming 0.5 for the symmetry factor,
is consistent with several nechanisms:

Mech. 1: a) Cu + CH_ - CuCH + e

b) CuOH + OH- - Cu(OH)2

c) Cu + Cu(OH)2 - Cu2 0 + H20 + e

a = rate determining step.

Mech. 2: a) Cu + 01_ - CuOH + e
b) CuOH 4 Cu + OH- - Cu 0 4 H20 e

a = rate determining step. 
2 2

Mech. 3: a) Cu + 20H - Cu(oH) + e
2

b) Cu + Cu(OH)- - Cu 0 + H 0 + e
2 2

a rate determining step.

The overall reaction in the cases above mentioned are similar:

* , . . . , .. '*. .... . - -,. , , ." ' . " . . . :, _ . , - r .
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2Cu + 20H - Cu20 + H20 + 2e

Mech. 2 supposes inexistence of soluble Cu(:) species. The formation
of cuprous oxide via discharge of electrolitic OH and further nucleation
and crystalline growth. This mechanism is sulpprted by experimental data
using electrochemical and ellipsometric methods

Cn the other hand, in Mech. 3, the Cu 0 formation takes place by a2
dissolution precipitation process. The experimental evidence of soluble
Cu(C) compound, Cu(rH) h s been cArried out by means of the ro~ating disk
electrode technique

Both mechanisms are consistent with experimental values of slopes asso-
ciated with i - t curves (near 0.5). in addition thermodynamic formation
of CuCH and/or Cu40H) 2 compounds are possible as been proposed in a recent
theoretical study . Kinetical considerations seen to imply that the adsorp-
tion of a Cu(I, compound, is the rate determining step in the electrogenera-
tion of Cu20 via soluble or insoluble intermediates.

Tafel slopes corresponding to Cu(1i) oxide formation are 0.071 -

C.C89 and 0.02 - 0.105 V.dec - L for unstirred and stirred solucions.
These values are in agreement with the m-chanism:

a, Cu2C + 2CH- -Cu(CK) 2 + 2e

b) 5Cu 2C + 1OO + H 20 - OLCu(OH)

C) !CCu(OH) -5Cu(OH) + 5Cu + 100H
2 2

d) 7Cu'OH) -7CO-02 C

d) 5Cu + IOOX- -5 CuC.H 20 + lCe

being d the rate determining step. The overall reaction is:

6Cu 2C0 6 O + 2 12CH -- 2CuO.H 20 + 12e

This mechanism is similar for the different KCH concentrations and elec-
trolite stirring rate, corresponding the diferences observed to the exten-
sion of the reaction:

CU. 20 -20 Cu(CH)4-

following the step e.

The intermediates propsed in order to justify the Cu(II) oxide forma-
tion are established experimentally by several autors.
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TREATMENT OF POTENTIOSTATIC CURVES IN ANODIC OXIDATION OF COPPER IN
ALKALINE SOLUTIONS.

F.A. CENTELLAS, P.LL. CABOT, J.L. FERNANDEZ, J.A. GARRIDO and E. PEREZ.
Departament de Quimica Fisica. Facultat de Quimica. Universitat de Barcelona
Avda. Diagonal, 647. 08023-Barcelona (Spain).

Potentiostatic studies on copper, tin and other electrodes in alkaline
solutions, show particular morphologies for the i-t curves. When a poten-
tial characteristic for oxide formation is applied, the i-t curve show
a minimum and posteriorly a maximum. This suggeft the existence of diffe-
rent steps for the potentiostatic oxide formation .

i the first step, oxide formation is in agreement with a diffusive
model but only prevails for a short time. In this work a model based in
cationic migration through the oxide film is considered in order to inter-
pret the experimental results. This model was applied succesfully in the
potenliostatic formation of aluminium oxides in sulphuric and propanedioic
acids

The monocompartimental cell used, was described in a previous work
The solutions were prepared with R.A. quality products and water Yilli-Q
and were deareated by means of N bubbling. The Cu and Sn anodes are
99.9 and 99.9999. Reference electrode is the Hg/HgO/KOH(sln) system, and
showed a good stability and reproducibility. The potentials reported in
this work are referred to this electrode.

The potentials studied cover the range from 40 to -120 mV for Cu elec-
trode and from -680 to -820 mV for Sn.

The electrodes are treated electrochemically 1-3 minutes at certain
cathodic potential and then, the constant set potential is applied.

Potentiostatic curves ottained for Cu and Sn electrodes are similar
and show a characteristic minima and maxima. The differences, obbiously,
corresponds to the different characteristics of the electrogenerated
oxides.

In order to establish a good treatment for the experimental data corres-
-onding to the formation of the first oxide (before to minimum) a model
established for oxide growth by means of ionic migration is applied. In
this model, the equation for current density and thin films ( <5 A), is:

i= a <(, t/
2  

Eq. 1

potential. when the oxide films are thicker ( >5 A) the equation corres-
pondwng to the current density is:
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F 14 -1= t Eq. 2

with Q = molar volume of oxide and K = F.E/R.T

In this migration model, the electric field through the oxide is suppo-
sed independent of this thickness, depending only of the characteristics
of the oxide. Equatitns I and 2 justify the experimental values correspon-
ding to other metals0 , and are summarized in the form:

i = k.t - m  Eq. 3

where k is a function of the applied potential and the oxide characteris-
tics, and m deDending only on the applied potential.

tyhp autors have proposed for similar models an equation of the
type

1=Eq. 4t,B (11i)t=0

B being a constant. This equation when B/i 0<< t corresponds to Eq. 3 with0
7, = 1. A value of m near 0.5 is in agreement with diffusive control of
the process and growth of oxide film by migration at low fields. Idhen m
is near 0.66 the rate dezermining step is associated with metal dissolu-
tion by low electric field action. At very high electric fields, Eq. 1 pre-
vai S.

"hen log i - log t plots are made in the formation of the first copper
oxide in low alkalinity solutions, the vajue of the slope obtained is near

- = 1), wich is in agreement with a 10 V.cm electric field, fig 1.

Lg i

-0.2 oF

-0.6

Lg t

0 0.2 OA Q6 0.8 1,D

Figure 1: Ig i(mA)-lg t(s). Ote, KOH 0.05 mol.

dm-3 E = -80, -60 y -40 mV. v,,o, KOH 0.1 mol.

dm "3 E - -80, -60 y -0 mV. Metal: Copper.
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The slopes obtained for Sn potentiostatic oxide formation are -0.70,
fig. 2, corresponding with oxide growth from solution and low electric
fields. These results are in agreement with those obtained by other workers
in referece to the chemical dissolution and inestability of this first
oxide film

Lg
016

OIL

0.7

0.5

OA ig t
-0.1 0 0.1 0.2

Figure 2: ig i(mA)-lg t(s). v,o,e, KOH 0.05 mol.

dm-  = -680, -720 y -760 mY. 0,V,A, KOJH 1.0

-3mol.dm E -650, -760 y -6a0 mv. Metal: Tin.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DEPASSI-
VATION OF STAINLESS STEELS IN HOT CHLORIDE MEDIA

M. CID, D. DESJARDINS, M.C. PETIT, M. PUIGGALI
Laboratoire de Mecanique Physique, U.A. CNRS 867, Universite de Bordeaux I

351 cours de la Liberation, 33405 Talence cedex (France)

To compare mechanical and electricaL depassivation we make a study of three
alloys 308 L, 321, 316 L.

C Mn Si S P Ni Cr Mo Cu Ti
JS.

308 L 0.013 1.86 0.135 0.006 0.013 9.85 19.64 0.06 0.075 <0.02

321 0.053 1.24 0.62 9 ppm 0.029 9.18 17.70 0.29 0.19 0.42

316 L 0.013 1.41 0.41 0.005 0.017 12.7 18.67 2.70 0.085 <0.02

Before depassivation studies, polarization curvesare drawn for each alloy
in a solution of MgCL 2 - 30 % - 1179C (fig. 1). The passivity is delimited
by Eo (potential for zero current) and Edp (potential of the end of the pas-

sivity plateau). For all the alloys the free corrosion potential Ecor is si-
tuated in the passivity range.

E°  Edp E c0 do cor

308 L -460 - 350 - 369

Characteristic potentials
321 - 440 - 340 - 368 (mV/ECS)

316 L - 390 - 280 - 340

To follow the mechanical depassivation of these alloys, cylindrical sam-
oLes ( = 1,5 mm, L = 80 mm) are quickly subjected to a given plastic strain
rate (e = 10 %) with a strain rate E = 66 % mn-1. This tests are realized

under controlled potential E Ecor. Current-time curves are recorded during
and after straining (fig. 2). During sampLestraining the current increases ;
when straining is stopped a more or less rapid current decrease is observed.
The maximum of the current depends on the alloy composition.

The electrical depassivation study is made on cylindrical samples (Late-
raL surface 5 cm2) by potential jump (,E 100 mV) from a potential near

.-- '- • : -..- ;------ • ,.•.. .. ,,.-. -....v .--.---.-
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Edp. The current evoLution is different for each alloy (fig. 3).

The figures 2 and 3 Let us the comparison between the current evolution du-
ring mechanical and electrical depassivation : a 308 L stainless steel which
shows a more important current during mechanical depassivation is also distin-
guished by a rapid current increase during electrical depassivation. The depas-
sivation of 316 L stainless steel is more difficult in the two types of tests.

The two depassivation test methods are complementary. The electrical depas-
sivation Leads to a better understanding of the current evolution during me-
chanical depassivation.

I (mA)

0.1.

/ EllV/ECS)

/
/

/ / ,... 321

/ __ .31 6L

-0.1 MgCt-30%-117'C

f FIG.l:Potentiokinetic poLarization
curves (sweep rate 5Uv/mn)

FA

57., V-

/d
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THE EFFECT OF 304 Fe TREATMENT ON COPPER ALLOYS

IN POLLUTED SEA WATER

H.DI NEZIO, C. MANFREDI, S. SIMISON and S.R. de SANCHEZ

Instituto en Ciencia y Tecnologla de Materiales, Facultad de

Ingenierla, Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata, Mar del

Plata, Argentina.

The quality and the behaviour in sulphide contaminated sea

water of the lepidocrocite (FeOOH) film growed on different

copper alloys (aluminum brass 76:22, aluminum bronze 95:5,

and copper-nickel alloys 90:10, 70:30) have been studied.

Corrosion current and pittin susceptibility were determined

and optical microscope and SCAN observations were used also

to show the effect of sulphide in the film formation.

The lepidocrocite film enhances the polarization of the

oxygen reduction and modifies the anodic current making it

lower and change the pitting potential in those alloys

susceptibles to this form of attack.

Sulphides prevent either the growing of lepidocrocite film

if present at the begining of treatment or promote the

fisuration and detachment of the previously formed film.

The laboratory test reproduce the plant conditions to permit

the applicability of the lab results and the selection of the

best material for heat exchanger be used with 304 Fe treatment
in polluted sea water.
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FACTOR CONTROLLING CORROSION RATE IN CONCRETE EMBEDDED REBARS

A. MOLINA, C. ANDRADE , M.C. ALONSO and J.A. GONZALEZ

C.E.N.I.M., MADRID, SPAIN
Am I.E.T. c.c., MADRID, SPAIN

INT R(ODUCTION

Usually, the diffusion of the atmospheric oxygen
-nrough the concrete, until the rebars, has been considered as
the most significant controlling factor of the corrosion rate.
However, some experimental data are presented in this paper
which seem to show that this do not happen so, unless the con-
-rete has been completely saturated in water, since in aireated
concrete, the electrical resistivity seems to be the controlling
fa-tor.

YATE'PALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Prismatic mortar specimens were fabricated in size
x 5.5 x 8 cm. They were made with ordinary Portland Cement

wa-er,'cement ratio of 0,5 and a cement/sand ratio of
77ey nad embedded two identical steel bars of 6 mm diame-

ter as working electrodes :duplicated experiment) ad a central
'r re_ bar as auxiliary. The saturated calomel electrode
was u d as reference.

The Polarization Resistance technique (Stern and

Gear[,, s method) as measurement technique of the corrosicn in-
e ,'as employed. A constant B valoe of 26 mV fcr the
E-eel i.n active state and of 52 mV for the passive one, were
used.

The specimens were neld in a chamber with cyclic va-
riation of the relative humidity: from 40 % RH tc 100 % RH and
viceversa every cicle lasting 100 days.

RES7'LTS

Figure 1 shows the evolution with time for the spe-
t r~ens containing 2 % CaCl of the corrosion intensity of the

rezar: ' -a), the resistance measured by the possitive feed-
-bzck :f the pctentiostat (I b), and the specimen weight "'a-
rt::.n {c) due to the variation of the humidity of the
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chamber (the weight in the 40% RH atmosphere has been taken as
weight level reference).

Figure 2 shows the same variables for the specimens
without admixtures.

According with Gj~rv results on the oxygen fluxthrough
mortar specimens the limit intensity for the reduction of the
oxygen on the rebar surface would be 0,2 yA/cm2 . This theore-
tical maximum is overcome in the present results for the CaCl2
containing specimens for, at least, one order of magnitude. Mo-
reover, the results show that the corrosion intensity increases
when the humidity increases and if the oxygen diffusion had been
the controlling factor, it would happen just the contrary.

By other hand, for specimens containing CaCl compa-
2

ring the trend of the corrosion intensity and the compensated
resistance (ohmic drop), they are considered as symmetrical
figures, therefore, the electrical resistivity that is, the
facility for deveiopping the anodic process control the corro-
sion rite.

in absence of admixtures (possivated steel) the co-
rrosion intensity is independent of both the conductivity of
the mortar and the oxygen diffusion (figure 2).

The very food correlation be, en corrosion inten-
Sity and compensated resistance in shown in Figure 3. To ex-
plain corrosion intensities about ten times higher than the
,jorv values for the limit oxygen diffusion, either this li-
mit is not of general applicability and serves only for spe
imens containing passivated reinforcements, or other catho-

dic process is developping at the same time. In this last
assumption the only possibility would be the reduction of the
protons inside the pits.

*?EFERENCES
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Fig. .- Behaviour of the steel embe- fig. 2- Behaviour of the steel embed

dded in C&C1, containing mortar fo- ded in mortar without admixtures fo-
llowing4 the umidity cycles. llowing the humidity cycles.

Fig. 3.- Relation between corrosion intensity

II and compensated resistance (possitive feed-

_ --back of the potentiostat} for reinforcements
j . embedded in mortar with CaCl 2 Ad without

10 wG0_ft dixtures.
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PITTING AND PROTECTION POTENTIAL OF 18/8 STAINLESS STEEL
IN CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS. CATION AND DILUTION EFFECT.

J.J. ROYUELA
Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Metalurgicas. Madrid. Spain.

Nowadays there is a general agreement , on considering the pi-
tting potential, E , related with susceptibility of stainless steels, to
pitting corrosion in chloride environmentM. Pitting potential is the poten-
tial at which a sharp inflexion in the anodic polarization curve is obser- .

ved.
The object of the present work is to know the critical pitting

pote_ -als, pitting and protection potentials, of a commercial 18/8 stain-
less steel in different chloride solutions.

Measurements were carried out from cyclic potentiodinamic anodic J '

polarization curjes, in quasi-stationary conditions, by changing the poten-
tial stepwise at a rate of 3 steps of 2 mV each every minute, tilla current
oF about 3 mA cm2 is reached.

Analysed composition of the stainless steel was: Fe-18.1 Cr -

8.1 Ni - 1.30 Mn - 0,47 Mo - 0,35 Si - 0.050 C - 0.030 P - 0.005 S.
+ + ++ +- + ++-. m

Solutions, 0.1 and 1 .0 N, of NH , Na + Ca , Mg , K+, Ni,

Fe and Cr ++ chlorides were used and test carried out in air saturationcondition at 25±1-2C. Tests were performed with agitation of the solution,

in the most of the cases, by means of a magnetic stirrer.

The preliminary steps, of the 12 mm diameter disk specimens,
were: ground on 320 emery paper, cleaning in benzene and ethanol; mounting
of the specimen in a fluorocarbon holder with a circular neoprene toric
joint, to avoid leaks, and an adherent electric tape washer for diminishing

the crevice corrosion risk, being limited the exposed area to 0.368 cm2 .

Different methods are used to find out the critical pitting po-
tentials 2, but results for pitting potentials are uncertain in many occa-
sions, and the sharp inflexion of the cyclic potentiodinamic anodic polari-
zation curves, in our case, rarely is observed.

In Figs. 1-3 some polarization curves of 18/8 stainless steel
-n tne solutions tested are plotted. In ordinate axis pitting potential, E

cand protection potential, Ep, in NH Cl, KCI and CrCl 3  IN and O.1Nsolutons
are slhtr,.. The sc-an direction is indicated by arrows.

3Chloride addition, as studied by Hoar and Jacob , has a response
in current/time curves in the breakdown of passivity of stainless steel.
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This may be the reason by which, in some cases, pitting is not observed af-
ter the cyclic polarization test; that is the case of NH 4, Na+  Ca++ ,

and K+ IN and NH 4+, Na+ and Ca++, 0.1 N chloride solutions.

The sweep rate, at which polarization tests were carried out,
360 mV/h, provide a quasi-stationary condition4 .

Typical hysteresis loop in cyclic potentiodinamic anodic pola-
rization curves can be observed in the middle of the polarization range,
between 0.2 and 0.8 volts, same for IN as for O.N chloride solutions. See
Fig. T to 3.

Nc hysteresis was observed in stagnant condition with Ca++ ,

Cr+ , Na* and Mg"*, IN chloride solutions. Only for IN NiCI2 solution this
phenomenon was noted.

Attack was observed to initiate preferably at the electric tape
washer-wcrking electrode interface.

The scatter of the Ec results, from the different test solution%
was quite large: more than 200 mV in the case of IN NiCI , same in stagnant
as in agitation conditions. No correlation was observed 9tween Ep and re-
sulting corrosion; neither between open circuit potential, Eo , and corrosion
effect. Ep has, in all the cases, a lower value than pitting potential. On
tie contrary a clear relation was noted between Ec-Eo and final corrosion.
Smaller differences were observed for the higher localized corrosion
"1N FeCl , CrC1 and 0.1N FeCl solutions). Much more higher differences

3 3
were observed in stagnant condition.

The higher localized corrosion was noted for the lower E -E
".aues (Fe! 3 CrCl3 and MgCI 2 IN solutions).

At Ec , the values for c.d. was on the range 5 to 85 pA.cm2, ex-
cept in the case of IN FeCl3 that was higher.

The inverse of polarization resistance Rp-1 , gives values of
about :O-5f- cm- 2 for NH+ Mg++ , Ca++ and K+ IN chloride solutions and
nigher values for Na+, Nil+ , Cr+ ++ and Fe'++ ones (2.3 x 10- 5 , 1.4 x 10-4 ,
9 x 10-4 and 6 x 10- 2fl-I cm-2 , respectively). Lower values are found for
stagnant condition and for O.N solutions.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF OXIDE LAYERS FORMED

ON ALUMINIUM. AND ACTION OF CITRATE AND CHLORIDE IONS ON

THE OXIDE BY THE POTENTIODYNAMIC METHOD

M.ERGUN and S.ONERI

Faculty of Science, Ankara University

Anodic oxide films may be of two types, barrier and porous, depending

on the electrolyte in which they are formed. The structure of the oxide

formed anodically in any electrolyte, were tried to be determined either,by

the use of potential-time curves1 obtained by the galvanostatic method or
2

current-time curves obtained potentiostatically and electron microg-

raphs '4'5 . The current-potential curves were seldom used in the investi-

gation of the structure of the oxide films. These curves were obtained for

the investigation of the evolution of hydrogen and oxygen rather than the

oxide structure. In our previous investigations6 I the structure of the

oxide film was investigated between the region;4.5 V by potentiodynamic

method.

The purpose of this study was mainly, the determination of the

structure of anodic oxide film by obtaining current-potential curves

between corrosion potential and about 10 V.

The working electrodes were prepared from 1.5x35xO.05 (cm) aluminium

sheets with % 99.5 Al (0.40 Fe : 0.25 Si : 0.1 S wt %). Exposed area of the
2

electrodes was about 1.0-2.0 cm and the other parts were lacquered.

The current-potential curves were obtained both in the electrolytes

which are known to form barrier film, 0.1 M sodium phosphate, 0.1 M sodium

tartarate, 0.1 sodium tetraborate 0.1 M sodium citrate and in the electro-

lytes known to form porous film, 0.02 M sulfuric acid (pH 2.2), 0.1 M

chromic acid (pH 0.9 ) and 0.1 M sodium sulphate, by the potentiodynamic

method at a sweep rate of 300 mV/min. The pH of barrier laier forming

electrolytes were adjusted to 9.0 with NaOH.

It can be seen from the potential-current curves illu;trated in Fia

l.; the type of the oxide film formed on aluminium in any anodizing solution,

whether it is porous (Fig.l a) or barrier (fig.l b) could be determined from

the analysis of these curves. t 1.3 V and about + 7 potential values were

'A A. N. S- .'p , A . -.- - - - ,
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observed as repeating characteristic values on current-potential curves in

the formation of aluminium oxide. The first potential (1.3 V) value was

independent on the pH value and as this potential is the potential at which

oxygen evolution occured, nascent oxygen atoms make the oxide formation and

pore initiation easier. The potential value of 7 V seems to be the potential

at which the pore diameter and film growth rate has increased. Sulfuric
acid has the lowest steady-state growth potential amoung the electrolytes

which had the solvent action on the aluminium oxide, namely sulfuric acid,

chromic acid and sodium sulphate. The current increase observed at about

2.5 V on the current-potential curve obtained in sulfuric acid, might show

that the pore diameter became larger at lower potential values in the

sulfuric acid than the chromic acid solution. It was found in this study

that NaHCO3 which was not used as anodizing electrolyte till now has

supported the growth of barrier film (Fig 1 6-1).

When various amounts of sodium citrate were added to porous film

forming electrolytes, 0.1 M Na2SO4 (pH 8 and 9) solutions, it was found that

the current values decreased as the amounts of sodium citrate increased. In1-
SO4  containing electrolytes, the presence of enough citrate ions might

cause transition from the porous film growth to barrier film growth. This

effect was observed when the [Cit 3" / [S042"'1 ratio was equal to two for

the polarization curves obtained with the electrodes waited in the test

solutions and to one for those obtained with the electrodes which were not

waited in the test solutions.

Further, the effect of chloride ions in the media containing citrate

ion, was investigated. In these media for the fixed values of citrate con-

centration, varying amountsof Cl ions were added. Pittinq potential (E
pp

and critical pitting potential (Ecpp) values were determined from current-

potential curves obtained by potentiodynamic method at a sweep rate of 30
mV/m;n.The following linear relationships were found between E E and

ions concentration and the[ClI / £Cit3- ratio.

E = - 0.740 - 0.176 log[lE]
pp
Ec= - 0.727 - 0.107 log[Cij'IIF c pp3E - 0.633 - 0.830 logRI'/ it

Ecp - C.632 - 0.089 log4C C it 3 ij
CPP

" """ "", ", '. , " ""R-
leA
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0. aOFig.l. Polarization curves (a) forming the porous film in (a)

01NS4, . 0.02 M H 2S04 and (x) 0.1 M chromic acid and (b) forming

barrier film in (A ) 0.1 M NaHCO 3 and (.e) 0.1 M sodium citrate solutions.
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THE EFFECT OF SO 2- ON THE KINETICS OF THE
ANODIC OXIDATION OF COPPER

In~s T.E. FONSECA and Ana C.S. MARIN
CECUL, R. da Escola Politicnica, 58, 1294 Lisboa Codex (Portugal)

Many studies can be found in the literature on the oxidation
of copper in alkaline medium, however very little has been done
concerning to the effects of SOi-.

Our studies have demonstrated that the electrochemical res-
ponse of a copper electrode in alkaline medium depends extremely
on the conditions of oxidation i.e., electrode pretreatment and
potential profile applied. Such effects have also been reported
recently by Arvia et col1 ,2. Thus, a standard electrode pre-
treatment was established and strictly maintained during experi-
ments 3.

The effect of S- on the electrochemical oxidationof oapper

in aqueous medium at pHs of 12.8, 9.5,6.9 and 5.9 was studied mainly
by cyclic voltammetry, at different values of sweep rates (50 <
< v < 200 mV s-1) different limits of potertials, and by holding
the electrode at certain values of potential, during different
time intervals.

Figure 1 shows some of the results obtained for the system
Cu/xMNa2so4 atpHs of 5.9, 6.9 and 9.5.

cl
pH= 5.9

- 2-

-10 0.15 5V(CE)

'D'
, C,

SNN
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Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammograms tor the system C/x M Na2SO 4  2

at pHs 5.9, 6.9 and 9.5. v =0.1 V s - . Ag = 0.264 cm

Results on fig. 1 indicate some special features due to the
presence of SOC-, e.g.:

i) Promotion• of corrosion, both in terms of potential and
charges. Moreover, the charge associated to peaks A and
B increases when concentration in SO2 - increases.

ii) The passivity due to the film of Cu(OH) /CuO (region B-C)
is destroyed at much lower values of potential in the
presence of SOC-. Consequently, the rate of copper crrosirn
increases drastically,as shown by the steep increase in
current at E 0 V, followed by the cathodic peak C'.

iii) All reduction peaks are displaced to more negative poten
tials and an additional peak D' is observed, in the pre-sence of SO-.

The analysis of peak currents, peak potentials and charges
as a function of sweep-rate, for each system, was made. The re-
sults of such analysis are summarized in table i. i-,

preenc of4-.Cneunty h aeo cpe orsr;.4 ~ ~ ~ ~ iceae "-stcal.a show by.--..%..-,-.- th -st...... -....... re.as.e-. ......... n.- . ....:' -'2.curren at E .- 0. V ,",- ,, folowe by the cahoi pea C' .. ..,. ... ,'',,. .,•.:..
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TABLE 1. Analysis of potential and peak currents as a function
of sweep-rate.

... ... ...... .... --- - -. . .. .. .... .. ... .. ... ... . ......... ..---.. .. . -

PHgI _a_
;Iog V M V )10gv

-0.15 -0.066 log v 0.55 0.01 0.50
5.9 -0.29 0.72 0.1 -0.09 0.78

-0.32 0.67 1 -0.12 0.75

-0.047 -0.15 logv 0.63 0.01 0.67
6.9 -0.36 0.70 0.1 -0.12 0.75

-0.32 0.71 1 -0.13 0.71

-0.032 -0.13 logv 0.49 0 0.62
9.5 -0.32 0.79 0.1 -0.11 0.71

-0.31 0.70 1 -0.10 0.73

-0.09+0.033]i3 v

-0.36 +0.033 log v 0.54 0 0.43

12.8 -0.05+0.06710gv
-0.39 +0.033 log v 0.55 0.1 -0.17+O.033Lngv 0.52

-0.36 0.66 1 -0.16 0.80

The relationships obtained between the peak currents and
scanning rate indicate that while in the absence of S0- the kinetics
of peaks A and B are under diffusion control, in the 4presence of
SO4 they change to a mixed control by diffusion (I psv/2)and by
any surface process (I a v1 ). But, the independence on sweep-rate
shown by peak potentials and peak charges,tellusthat such controlling
surface process is more likely an adsorption process. 2-

Results on table 1 show also that the amront of 504 to pro
duce such changes in kinetics is a function of pH. In fact, while
at pH 9.5 LSO--I<0.1M produce the observed deviations at pHl2.8
only J~o~-] > 0.5M do so.

The observed results were interpreted as a consequence of the
reduction of the activation energy of the electrochemical processes
through the sulphate ions, strongly adsorbed on the anodic areas.
Quantitative data suggest the direct participation of OH- and
SOJ- in the elementary steps of the role process.
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PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
PASSIVE FILMS ON TITANIUM ELECTRODES

K.Leitner, J.W.Schultze
Institute of Physical Chemistry (II)

University of Duesseldorf, 4000 Duesseldorf 1, F.R.G.
and

U.Stimming
Department of Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry,

Columbia University, New York, New York 10027, U.S.A.

Introduction
Passive films on metal electrodes are usually formed of the corresponding

metal oxides which show semiconducting or insulating properties. For in-situ
investigations of the passive film, photoelectrochemical techniques offer the
possibility of characterizing the passive film with respect to its solid state
properties. In particular, the observation of differences between the
behavior o' passive films and the corresponding bulk oxides ali Ys for a more
detailed analysis. Recent work with amorphous oxides /l/ and modet
tions which were carried out for the photoinduced electron tran3fer in dis-
ordered materials /2/ demonstrate that the photoelectrochemical behavior of
crystalline and amorphous compounds is quite different in various aspects.
For passive films on titanium a change from the amorphous to crystalline state
with formation potential of the film was found from electron diffraction /3/.
So it seems interesting if such findings can be correlated with photoelectro-
chemical data. Previous work on photoelectrochemical behavior of passivated
titanium electrodes /4,5/ demonstrated TiO 2 properties of thick films,
however, breakdown phenomena of the film are also reflected in the results.
For very thin films a strong influence of the electric field in the film and
a band gap higher than in TiOz has been found /4/.

Experiments were carried with passive films of appr. 5-200 nm thickness.
Photocurrents were measured as a function of the wavelength of the incident
light and the electrode potential. Aging effects on photocurrent spectra
and the potential dependence were carried out as well.

Experimental
Passive films were formed in IM H2SO4 at various potentials Uox ' 4V to

105 V. The formation time was generally 5 min.; aging was performed at
Cox-IV for up to 21h. Photocurrent measurements were carried out in the same
electrolyte with a monochromatic light source consisting of a 450 W Xe lamp
and a monochromator. Spectra were recorded in the 200-800 nm range; the
potential dependence of the photocurrent was measured between U = 0-1.8 V (SHE).
Photocurrents were transformed into quantum efficiencies with respect to
incident light.

Results and Discussion
Photocurrent spectra are shown in Fie.1 for various formation potentials,

Uox, of the passive film. At low Uox a steady increase of the quantum effi-
ciency with the photon energy, hv, is observed. For Uox - 26V a shoulder
develops at appr. 4eV which becomes a pronounced peak at 3.8eV for U = 56V.
For thick films which are represented by the film formed at 105 V thys peak
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disappears again. The four examples shown in Fig.1 are representative of four
different types of behavior. Please note that the curves for 26 and 56 V are
enhanced by a factor of five. Over a wide range of hv and especially at
higher hv, the quantum efficiency, n, is higher for thin films compared to
films of intermediate thickness.

Typical quantum efficiency-potential curves are given in Fig.2 for films
formed at 13 and 105 V. Thick films show a limiting currenc for hv=5.2eV
while for lower hv the quantum efficiency still increases with U up to 1.8V,
although from U=O.8V on the potential influence is weaker than at low
potentials. Thin films have a much stronger potential dependence. The shape
for 5.2 eV is similar to that at thicker films for lower photon energies. At
3.2 eV, however, the potential dependence becomes exponential-like indicating
a strong influence of the electric field in the passive film.

Aging of the film was done in the electrolyte under potentiostatic control.
In general, photocurrents increased upon aging, for longer times also changes
of spectral and potential characteristics are observed.

A detailed analysis of the absofption edge shows that band gap energies
which were determined from (r-hv)1 2 vs. hv plots has a value of Ei of appr.
3.3 eV decreasing slightly to 3.2 eV for thick layers. This band gap value
corresponds to indirect transitions in crystalline semiconductors; linearity
is also observed with amorphous semiconductors, but reflects rather the
density of state function close to the band edges. So-called direct band gaps
which are obtained from (nihv) 2 vs. h. plots can not be observed for films
formed at Uox=20 V or less. For high Uox, Ed first decreases from 3.7 eV to
3.5 (at Uox=30 V) and then stays constant up to very thick films. This
indicates that films formed below 20V are amorphous. This assumption is
confirmed by an analysis of the potential dependence of the photocurrent.
The strong potential influence found for low hy and thin films (see Fig.2)
turns out to follow a Poole-Frenkel behavior which is typical for amorphous
semiconductors, as well /1,2/.

The investigations demonstrate that photoelectrochemical measurements are
able to determine important solid state properties of passive films under
in-situ conditions. At the same time it allows for a distinction between the
amorphous and crystalline state of the surface film.
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Fig.1 Photocurrent spectra recorded at U =1.5V for passive films
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APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS FOR THE
CONSTANT VOLTAGE STAGE OF THE ANODIC OXIDATION

J.M. ALBELLA, I. MONTERO and 0. SANCHEZ-GARRIDO
Instituto de Fisica del Estado S61ido, CSIC and
Departamento de Fisica Aplicada, Universidad
Aut6noma. Cantoblanco. Madrid 28049 (Spain)

The anodic oxidation of valve-metals, such as Ta, Al, Ti,
etc. is usually carried out in a two-stage process in which

galvanostatic and potentiostatic conditions are succesively
imposed during oxide formation. In the potentiostatic mode
there exists a continous decrease of the ionic forming current
as a consequence of the film thickness growth. The thickness
increase in this stage may amount up to more than 10% of the
thickness obtained in the galvanostatic mode. In addition, the
conztant voltage stage is supposed to he critical in determi-
ning the final oxide quality. Despite its technological and
fundamental interest, the constant voltage stage of anodiza-
tion has received little attention in the literature and on-
ly scarce data has been publishedI .

In this communication approximate relations for the time
variation of the anodization ionic current, the thickness
growth and the electric field during the constant current
stage of anodization will be derived. These relations can be
obtained by integration of the differential equation whiich re
gulates the potentiostatic process, i.e. the Faraday Law
dx/dt = Ki(t), where dx/dt expresses the time derivative of

the thickness x, K is a constant which accounts for the char-
ge to mass conversion and i(t) is the instant ionic current
density. This last magnitude is given by i(t) = i 1{exp BE(t)}
with i1 and B constants and E(t) the arodization electric
field.

Under the condition that the thickness grown in the cons-
tant voltage stage (potentiostatic mode), x(t), is a small
fraction of the thickness grown at constant current (galvanos
tatic mode), x , that is x(t)/x<<1,it is possible to obtain
an approximate solution for the above differential equation.
I- will be shown that the final equaticn for the variation of
the thickness with time obtained under this approximation is:

x BE t
xlt) 0 1'l0

BE t
0 0

this equat ion t is time elapsed from the switching to the
pctcntiostatic mode and t is the time consummed in the gal-
'.anostatic mode. 0

... <'................................................................. . .• •.
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Similarly, the anodization electric field E(t) and the ionic
current density, i(t), are given by the approximate equations:

E~t) 0(2)
1 + (ln(BE 0t/t 0 + 1) }B

i
i(t) -0 (3)

BE 0t/t 0+ 1

where E 0and i uare, respectively, the anodization electric
field and the Srrent density imposed during the galvanostatic
conditions.

X(t) i (t)1 E (t)
xcj

0.t) 0.10. 1.00'

E 0

0.

i (t) io0.05- 0.50

x (t) /x0

o __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 0 0

0 I2t3t
0TIME, t 0

Fig. 1.- Calculated variation of the normalized thickness, x/xioc
currentdsiyi/, and ancdization elecrcfel,
as a function of the time, for BE0= 40. The broken lines
represent the exact values.

A..
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From the equations (1-3) it is evident that the normalized
values x/x , E/E and i/iO only depend on the normalized time
t/t . This fact Rllows to calculate theoretically the variation
of ?he above magnitudes for given experimental conditions of
anodization. Fig. 1 shows a plot of the normalized thickness,
current density and electric field for a value of the product
BE = 40. This is a typical value for tantalum anodization. The
broken lines in this figure represent the exact values obtained
by numerical methods of integration of the differential equa-
tion. It is observed a good agreement between the approximate
and the exact values for the thickness and the electric field.
Tha calculated error of the total thickness, x + x , is less
than 1% in the range of time t/t < 3 for the example given
above. Due to the exponential dependence of the ionic current
density on the anodization electric field the error introduced
in the current density by the approximate equation (3) may
amount up to 17% for long periods of anodization in the poten-
tiostatic conditions,. i.e. for t/t > 3. 0i

Equation (3) is formally identical to the equation previous-
ly obtained by Dreiner2 using a more restrictive approximation:
x(t) = 0. Obviously, this condition also implies E(t) Z Eo,
in contrast to the equations (1) and (2). Furthermore, the use
of the normalized variables introduced in this work eliminates
the voltage dependence in the current equation given by Dreiner.
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THE EFFECT OF THE FUNCTIONAL GROUPS IN THE INHIBITOR MOLECULE

UPON ITS PROTECTIVE EFFICIENCY

S.Raicheva,E.Sokolova,R.Gulamali
Institute of Chemical Technology, 1156 Sofia,Bulgaria

In a previous paper of ours (1) the effect of the length
and the type of the carbon chain in the inhibitor molecule upon
its protective efficiency was studied.In the present paper the
effect of the functional groups, their type and position in the
molecule chain upon the inhibitor protective efficiency is diss-
cussed.

(2)
Generally the investigatos find a rise in the inhibiting

effect with the increase of the number of the functional groups;
an explanation of the fact is made assuming these groups to act
as adsorption centers.

According to the chemical structure of the functional
groups the literature data are as follows: sulpher-containing
inhibitors rise the Drotection,methyl groups lead to its decreas
the halogen groups influence it.Atomatic radicals are on the
whole more effective than the amine groups, due to the forming of
surface complexes with protective efficiency.

The following dependencies according to the place of the
functional group in the carbon chain are found.The protective
efficiency in the case of branched carbon chain deminishes.The
methyl group in o-position has a similar effect.Cis-amines are
more effective inhibitors than trans-amines.The last is explained
by tne changed inhibitor adhesion,due to the different orientatimx
of its molecule on the metal surface.

"sually when aromatic cycles are get into the molecule the
Lnhibiting effect rises although in some cases the opposite is
observed.3enzyl radicals are often more effective than the phenyl
radicals.

The inhibiting effect is greater in the case of ccmplex
bonds in the functional groups than in the case of simple bonds
only.This accounts for the role played by the complex bonds as
adsorption centers.The place of the complex bond is of importance
as well;the most effective are the compounds with a triple bond
at the end of the carbon chain.

The explanationsof these experimeiL.,± facts are usually
made on the basis of sterical indrance, of s-me physical prooer-
ties of the molecule and of the adsorption la'er but mainly - of
tne chemical structure of the inhibitor, treated ns an electron
iistribution in the molecule chain.

,t mut t be underlined that the experimental data are not
sufficient, in some cases even contradictory, which impedes their
quantitative interpretation.i:oreover the data are often obtained
_t ancomcaraoie conaitions.To this effect it is of inttrest to
compare the protective efficiency of inhibitors distinguishec by
the number, type and place of the functional groups in the narnon
chain keeping all the ott-er experimental conditions cons .nt.
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The techniques used and the precise experimental conditions of
our study are identical with these in (1)

A comparison is made of the inhibiting effect on steel of two
heterocyclic compounds - piperazine (PIP) and morpholine (MOR).
The difference in their structure is that in MOR a NH-group is
substituted by an oxygen atom.This change decreases the protective
efficiegcy very much - thg corrqsion current increases from
3.0xlO A/cm to 5.2x10" A/cm ;2 the corrosion rates estimated
as weight loss - from 0.059 g/h.m to 0.062 g/m .h

Again on steel a comparison is made betewen ethyl amine (EA)
and ethylendiamine (EDA .After the replacement of the second hy-
drogen at6m by NH 2 -group the inhibiting effect slightly slows
down.The cgrrosiqn current rises respectively from 2.2xl0- /ch
to 2.5x10 - " i/cm .h; the corrosion rate rises from 0.010 g/m .h
to 0.025 g/m .h.

The data for EA are compared with these for monoethanol amine
(MVAA) - both on steel.When a hydrogen atom in the molecule of EA
is replaced by a OH-group (in MAA) a decrease in the inhibiting
effect s obsirved.The corrosion current rises from 2.2xi0 to
5.010 A/cm .h and the corrosion rate - from 0.010 to 0.044
g/m .h.

The data for quinoline (QIN) and 8-hydroxyquinoline (OQI) are
compared on copper.The replacement of one of the H-atoms by a
OH-group shaply decreases the inhibiting effect.The corrosion
current rises from 0.08xl - A/cm ( for QIN) to 7.00x10 A/current7.0xO - rieArm/.8l .cm

for OXI. This result is similar to that on steel , on which the
replacement of a hydrogen atom by a OH-group also leads to a
decrease of the inhibiting effect.

The comparison of OQI and 2-methyl-hydroxyquinoline (MOQ),
distinguished by a methyl group only, on copper shows an increas
of the nhibi~ing effect. he corrosion current decreases from

7.0xlO A/cm to 6.OxlO- o A/cm .This stands in agreement with
the authors (2) who show that with the increase of the number
of the substituents the inhibiting effect grows up.There are
however papers where the opposite is afirmed.

The resultsobtained on copper are somewhat in discrepance with
the assumption of a compensation of the effect of the methyl-and
tne OH-group in MOQ on account of which the inhibiting effect is
zero, i.e. the corrosion current is the same in solutions with
and without inhibitors.This problem needs a further study.

The anodic and cathodic curves on steel are shown in Fig.1
in solution of Na 2 So in the presence of inhibitor -the solid
line - and in its abgence -dashed line.A typical case is chosen
- the protection byEFk.The corresponding curves on copper inK3i and QIN are shown in Fig.2.

jeveral kinetic parameters for the inhibitors studied on ste

an-d copper are summerized in Tabl.l and 2 respectively.

For a more detailed discusuion of the data obtained for the
effect of the length and the type of the chain, as well as the
effect of the number,type and place of the functional groups a
quantum mechanical treatement is done,which is the object of a
next publication of ours.
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Table 1

Inhibitor Corrosion Corrosior Tafel constants Corr. Prot
gurrex rake aa a c poten. z%

._oA/cm g/m .h V

EA 2.2 0.010 o.427 0.075 I -0.350 -
EDA 2.5 0.025 0.310 0.055 - 0.160 -0 .350 72

MAA 5.0 0.044 0.42810.080 - 0.125 -0.325 44

PIP 3.0 0.059 0.755 0.135 - 0.140 -0.360 -
MOR 5.2 0.062 0.575 0.110 - 0.135 -0.355 -

without 0.0 0.069 D.410 0.080 - 0.125 -0.500

Table 2

Inhibitor Corrosion Oorrosion Tafel constants Corr. 1u

curgent 2  rat.h a b Pot. zIxlO ,A/cm g/m.h a a c c

QUI 0.08 - - 0.060 2.0800.260 0.055 -

OQI 7.0 - - 0.059 2.00 0.310 0.050-
6.o - - 0.100 2.30 0.4000

without 6.o - - 0.058 1.63 0.210 0.120 -

Literature th
1.S.Racheva,E.]okolova,R.Gulamali, 6  European Symposium on
Corrosion Inhibitors,Ferrara 1985.

2.V.Gr oriev,V.Ekilik,Chemical structure and inhibitor effect(1970 .
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ELECTROCHEMICAL EVALUATION OF THE DEGREE OF SENSITIZATION
CAUSED BY HEAT TREATMENTS ON COLD ROLLED AISI 304L

*1- *

G. RONDELLI + , T. PASTORE , B. VICENTINI +

(+) ITM-CNR - Cinisello B. (IcalT)
(*) Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica Applicata, Centro di Studio del CNR

sui Processi Elettrodici, Politecnico di Milano (Italy)

This work studies the influence of cold plastic deformation and of the
possible formation of martensite on the susceptibility to intergranu-
lar corrosion (l.G.C.) of austenitic stainless steels.
This work studies the influence of cold plastic deformation and of the
possitle formation of martensite on the susceptibility to intergranu-
lar corrosion (I.G.C.) of austenitic stainless steels. The tests (Mo-
dified Strauss test, Oxalic Acid etch), were made on an AISI 304L
steel, cold rolled to various reduction ratios at room temperature or
at - 1960C and heat treated between 300 and 500*C. Furthermore, the
applicability of the electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation
(EPR) test, performed according to Clarke procedure described in a
previous paper(*), to determine the susceptibility of cold plastic-
deformed materials to inrergranular corrosion was verified.

The importance of cold plastic deformation on sensitization was
recently brought to light since in practice all steels are somewhat
deformed before, during or after heating to sensitizing temperatures.
In any of these three cases, the susceptibility to intergranular
corrosion may differ from that of undeformed steel.

The effect of cold plastic deformation, performed before or during
the sensitizing treatment, can best be explained on the basis of the
theory of chromium depletion, commonly accepted for underformed steel.
Cold plastic deformation induces structural changes within the auste-
nitic matrix, which help diffusion processes and chiefly chromium
diffusion. Room temperature deformation essentially causes dislocation
density to increase and deformation bands to form and develop. Conse-
quently, when degree of deformation increases, the chromium-rich
carbides nucleate and grow more rapidly and carbide precipitation
inside the grain may occurs. Chromium rediffuses more rapidly in those
areas that have been depleted by carbides precipitaion.

The deformation at -196°C causes a'- martensite to form. Its presence
is not always considered although it also has a similar accelerating
effect on the sensitization process due, among other things, to lower
carbon solubility.
Some of our results are summarized in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. From
these results the following conclusion can be drawn:

1. Cold rolling accelerates steel sensitization at temperatures
ranging from 500 to 300*C. The effect is more pronounced when
a'-martensite is formed.

(*) T. Pastore et al. 9th I.C.M.C. - Toronto, 1984; Volume 1, pp.461-
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2. The etching morphology varies for rolled and sensitized test-
pieces: etching occurs also or exclusively inside the grain.

3. The EPR test for non-rolled AISI 304L steel shows good corre-
lation with the modified Strauss test; specifically, the sensi-
tizati2n threshold value of the normalized charge P - Q/GBA =

2 C/cm (according to Clarke) is confirmed, a

4. The EPR test on steel rolled at -196*C (high martensite-content)
can also be correlated to the modified Strauss test. In this
cdse. the circulated charge should not be normalized with respect
to grain boundary area, since attack mostly occurs inside the
grain in correspondence with the martensite or deformation bands,
in areas the extension of which only depends on the deformation
degree. Acrostructural examinations and a comparison with the
weight loss measurements during the modified Strauss test show
the threshold value of te circulated charge during the EPR tests
tc be QIA = 12.5 mC/cm . This value should indicate sensitiza-
tion in materials having undergone a thermo-mechanical treatment
si=ilar to that of AISI 304L rolled by 10% at -196'C (martensite
ccntent - 26%).

5. The sensitivity of the weight loss measurement during the modi-
fied Strauss test on materials rolled at -196"C appears to be
greater than that of the same test on non-rolled material, be-
cause of possible dropping of parts of grain (P.G.D.).

500 1.. . . .. . .. .... I ........

P.C.O. SENSIT[ZAT[0N
N.P.G.0.

- I SA
I 0 .5 .t0 1 :O40 .10.773

. 8 1.10% AT R.T. 1 Q

_______ ______ 052 C52 .0511.051

~~~~~ICZ AT -tIr'-... -,04 . .j'.6 ' ,.4oa-__V, NO SENSIT,..A IONI IC AT -IS6* -

30042!,040 M)LC 0
300 SI 304L 1.032 :,3

MODIFIED STRAUSS TEST
'WEIGHT LOSS AFTER 9B hi 9/dm 2

SA I SA * 101 ROLLED AT R.T.
200 I SA - JCZ ROLLEO AT -l96"C ... .

HEATING TIME C h I

Fig. I - TS curves for AISI 304L stainless steel cold rolled by 10%
as a functio= of cold plastic deformaion.
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6. The EPR test is significantly affected by rolling mainly in the
case of specimens deformed at room temperature and in the absence
of sensitization. The circulating charge values obtained in these
conditions are unusually high and very scattered. Therefore this
fact must be carefully considered in view of the applicability of
the EPR test to deformed steels, even starting from rolling
ratios as low as 10%.

3000 50% ~

1000 -SO% !,/T
6 301

loo IN10

301 10

10 100 1000

HEATING TIME Eh I

Fig. 2 -EPR test: specific anodic charge for AISI 304L cold rolled
at roo:m temperature as a fucntion of heat treatment condi-
tion. (L -Sensitization threshold value of specific anodic
charge according to Clarke)

Iccoca~i

loc 100*

3 

30101

502

:0 soxo 2C

2000

EATI NG TIME 
t h I

F-g. 3 - ?R test: specific anodic charge for AISI 304L cold rolled
c-196*C as a fujnction cf heal: :reatment condition.

Ir (I Sensitization thze,.hold value of specific anodic charge
I ~according to Clarke).

.7%
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CORROSION OF NUCLEAR FUEL (U01 ) UNDER WASTE DISPOSAL VAULT CONDITIONS

D.W. SHOESMITH, S. SUNDER, M.G. BAILEY, G.J. WALLACE and L.H. JOHNSON
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1LO

The rate of radionuclide release from irradiated nuclear fuel under
nuclear waste disposal vault conditions will be determined, to a large
extent, by the corrosion of the UO matrix, since over 90% of the radio-
nuclide inventory is located within the oxide grains. A large number of
factors will exert an influence on the corrosion of UOI Including redox
conditions, groundwater composition, temperature, radiation effects, fuel/
container interactions and physical effects such as fuel pellet erosion and
break-up.

We have been studying the corrosion of UOz using a combination of
electrochemical and surface analytical techniques, including X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Our
experiments have been performed on UO: electrodes fabricated from pieces of
unirradiated fuel pellets -). Experimental and data analysis procedures
have also been described previously1 , .

We have studied both the anodic and cathodic corrosion reactions in
some detail. In this communication we will summarize the results of our
studies on the anodic reactions occurring on U02 under electrochemical
conditions, and in the presence of oxidants, such as dissolved O and H1O1,
likely to be encountered in a nuclear waste vault. Some details on the
cathodic processes occurring will also be given.

The following general scheme for the ancdic process has been estab-
lished",':

2 O2+x 2.33 2.5 02.67 (1)
2+

UO 2+  UO 3zH20

For neutral and alkaline solutions, the film growth process can be divided
into two stages, the first (up to a composition of UO,.11) occurring prior
to the onset of uranyl-ion dissolution, and the second accomanying the
dissolution process. The dissolution process can be represented by the
reaction

uo + 0.33H+ . UO2+ + 0.330H- + 1.33e (2)
2.33 2

A different mechanism is observed in acid solutions (pH < 5.0), dissolution
occurring via a uranyl-containing surface layer of undetermined
composition.

In the presence of complexing anions such as carbonate and phosphate,
which are likely to be encountered in groundwater, dissolution is accele-
rated and the phases UO.5/UO,.,,/UO, are not observed'. A precipitate of
UO,.zHa0 is obtained at high anodic potentials (Q +300 mV. vs. SCE)) under
stagnant conditions. The insulating UO, layer is only obtained in alkaline

solutions (pH > 12).

. . . . . . ., ,. . ....'..... :.. .'.'., .... % -.- . : % , . .. .
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Under natural corrosion conditions in air- or oxygen-saturated
solutions, surface oxidation proceeds only to the UOz.ss stage. The trans-
formation, UOz ' UOa+x UOZ.33, occurs slowly at neutral pH values (4 < pH
< 10), a film of approximately 6 ± 1 nm thickness being formed in e 8
hours. After 0 24 h a steady-state corrosion potential is achieved. Under
these conditions steady-state dissolution of U01 is occurring via reaction
(2). The dependence of the corrosion potential on pH suggests that the
corrosion process is controlled by the kinetics of the anodic reaction in
solutions with pH > 10, but by the kinetics of the cathodic reduction of 02
in the neutral pH range (4 < pH < 10).

The rate of the anodic film-formation process, U01 * U02+ x . U01 .,

in solutions containing H202 is r 200 times faster than in the presence of
comparable concentrations of oxygen. This difference appears to be due to
the involvement of hydroxide radicals in the case of HO, solutions. Under
steady-state corrosion conditions the similarity between the corrosion
potential of UOI and the potential of a Pt electrode in the same solution
suggests a similar potential-determining reaction at both electrodes. This
supports the claim that OH radicals are involved in the oxidation of U02.

Under steady-state conditions, at pH - 9.5, HO, decomposition appears
to predominate over the dissolution of UOz for [HzOJ 5 x 10-a mol.dm -1.
At higher HO concentrations, U0a oxidation (to U01.3 and UO,.,,) and
dissolution becomes more important and the hydrogen peroxide decomposition
process less important. At more acidic pH values the corrosion potential
becomes very positive and UO attack more extensive. The corrosion process
appears to be controlled by the kinetics of the anodic reaction over the
whole pH range, 4 < pH,< 12, in contrast to the behaviour observed in
dissolved oxygen.

References
1. L.H. Johnson, D.W. Shoesmith, G.E. Lunansky, M.G. Bailey and

P.R. Tremaine; Nucl. Tech. 56, 238, 1982.
2. S. Sunder, D.W. Shoesmith, M.G. Bailey, F.W. Stanchell and

N.S. McIntyre; J. Electroanal. Chem. 130, 163, 1981.
3. S. Sunder, D.W. Shoesmith, M.G. Bailey and G.J. Wallace; Proc. Int.

Conf. Radioactive Waste Management, Winnipeg 1982, Canadian Nuclear
Soc., Toronto, 1982, pp 398-405.

4. N.S. McIntyre, S. Sunder, D.W. Shoesmith and F.W. Stanchell; J. Vac.
Sci. Technol. 18, 714, 1981.

5. S. Sunder, D.W. Shoesmith, M.G. Bailey and G.J. Wallace; J.
Electroanal. Chem. 150, 217, 1983.

b. D.W. Shoesmith, S. Sunder, M.G. Bailey, G.J. Wallace and F.W.
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"THE CORROSION OF MILD STEEL EVALUATED FROM
DATA IN THE PRE-TAFEL AND TAFEL REGIONS"

C.M. Rangel, I.T. Fonseca, M.F. Reis
Laborat6rio Nacional de Engenharia e Tecno-

logia Industrial-LNETI- Pago do Lumiar,22
1600 Lisboa, Portugal
Centro de Electroquimica e Cin6tica das Uni

versidades de Lisboa-CECUL- R. da Escola Poli -
tecnica, 56 - Lisboa, Portugal

The corrosion of mild steel in de-aerated acid sulphate
solutions in the pH range from 0.3 to 4 was studied using
potentiodynamic polarisation in the overpotential range that
covers the pre-Tafel and Tafel regions.

Measurements were carried out at a scanning rate of 1
mV/sec. Agitation was introduced at two qualitative levels
Slow(S) and Rapid(R).

Fig 1 shows the polarisation resistance,R , of the sys-
tem mild steel/1.0 N H2So4 as a function of pH? R is obser-
ved to increase with agitation for values of pH lass than 1
with a rapid fall after the maximum. Thereafter R appears
to be independent of agitation.

Two well defined linear regions were found in the Tafel
domain irrespective of pH and agitation, values of the order
of 0.080 V were associated to lower overpotentials whilst at
higher overpotentials ba values of 0.030-0.040 V were obser-
ved.

Fitting of the polarisation curves in the pre-Tafel re-
gion using Mansfeld's method(l) generated theoretical curves
that compared well with those obtained experimentally. The
b values used to produce such result correspond to those
f~und in the lower overpotential region(n =60-100mV). Values
of ba of the same order of magnitude(0.080-0.100 mV) has
been associated 2to higher overpotential regions in the case
of C104 and SO4 in the presence of Cl-or Br-(2)

At adequately positive potentials(, >100 mV) the anodic
Tafel slope presents values of 0.030-0.040 V according to pH,
that can be associated to a Bockris or Heusler type of mechanism(3).

A good correlation between R and i is shown in Fig
2. The corrosion current density Values were obtained using
experimental values of ba(those in the "lower Tafel region)
and b

0
" I .a
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Figura I - The effect oft pH on th. p(JldrI~dtlun resistante, Hp. for mllU stt

in 1.0 N H2S04 . [Jata correspond to Slow (S) and Rapid (R) agitation
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Rp (f).cm
2 1

,o _________ ________

0.01 0.1 1 icio mA /cm
2)

Figura 2 - The polarisation resistance, Rp, and the corrosion current density,

icorr, found using ba values from the "lower Tafel region"

The work presented here shows that the anodic dissolution
of mild steel in acid sulphate solutions takes place via
two separate reactions that are gradually displaced as the
potential is increased giving place to a change in mechanism.

It is thought that at lower overpotentials the reduction
products of sulphate containing ions (4) participate in
the acceleration of the corrosion process and that for pH1l
an increase in agitation is associated with a decrease of
such effect.
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GALVANIC CORROSION OF AL ALLOYS
COUPLED TO ADVANCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS

a a a
F.BELLUCCI,L.NICODEMO,A.BONGIOVANNI,A.DI MARTINO,G.CAPOBIANCO
a Dipartimento di Ingegneria dei Materiali e della Produzione-Napoli(Italy)
bDipartimento di Chimica Fisica-Padova(Italy)

There is an increasing use in the trnsportation industries of advanced
composite materials due to the high strenght Io 2weight ratio exibited by these
materials compared to those of metallic one's .A composite material which is
actually used in aerospace industries is composed of high strenght high modulus
graphite fibers combined with an amine cured polymer epoxy resin(GECM).In such
applications the composite come in electrical contact with a metallic material.

Owing to the good electrochemical cathodic behaviour of GECM3,when such a ma-
terial is coupled to a metallic one there follows on the latter an accelerated
dissolution process if the couple is immersed in a corrosive environment.

The increase in dissolution rate of metals when electrically coupled to a
more noble one is one of the most common and most severe forms of corrosion.

Thus a careful attention must be paid in the choice of metals to couple to
GECM in a component design of aircraft.

In order to evaluate the extent of galvanic corrosion the Al alloys gene=
rally used in aerospace components i.e. 2024-T3,7075-T6,7075-T73 and 5052,where

galvanically coupled to GECM and exposed to an aqueous neutral aerated 3.5%
N. Cl solution.The galvanic currentwhich can be easly converted in dissolution

rate,has been continuosly measured in a 24 hr test using a potentistat modified
to operate as a zero-resistence aLneter.

RESI.'S AD DISCUSSION.

Typical galvanic current data obtained in a 24 hr test are shown in fig.l
as a function of time t for the Al alloy/GECM couples investigated.Fig.1 shows
a decrease of the galvanic current Ig in the order 5052) 7075-T6> 7075-T73>
2024-T3 and that after an initial period of 6 hours the galvanic current remai=
ned more or less constant.Moreover it can be observedthat the galvanic current
extrapolated at time t=O differ significativly from those measured at steady-
state for all the Al alloys investigated.The obeserved difference might be at=
tributed to an anodic polarization phenomena due to the extent of galvanic cor=
rosion which is quite high as can be calculated from the average galvanic cur-
rent density.The study described so far was carried out at an area ratio of
AC/AA nearly equal to one.From a practical point of view the cathodic to the
anodic area ratio is usually different from one,a large area ratio being espe-
cially damaging to the anode.This is the most propably case in the aerospace

industrK.Figs. 2 and 3 show typi.al galvanic currents plot for different values
of A /A for the 2024-T3 and 5052 type alloys.As can be seen from these figures
the galvanic current Ig does not depend on the anodic area A A(see curves for

, ..- , . .. 9 . . . .
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AA.1 and AA nearly equal to 26).On the other hand Ig is linearly dependent of
the cathodic area AC.In fact a decrease of Ig by about a factor of 25 is measu=
red when the cathodic area is reduced by the same amount.

Based on the galvanic current Ig versus time traces the galvanic current
density ig with respect to the aluminium alloy in a galvanic couple has been
calculated for the values of the cathodic to anodic area ratio investigated
together with the potentials of the galvanic couples measured(v.s. SCE) at the
start and at the end of the test.By comparing the potentials of the galvanic
couples with those of the uncoupled alloys in the same environment,it is shown
that the cathodic process is under diffusion control whilst the anodic one is
activation controlled.

I)R.J.Morgan and J.O'Neal.J.Mat.Sci.Chem. A3,275(1969)

2)J.C.Seferis and L.Nicolais."The role of the polymeric Matrix in the Proces=
sing and Structural Properties of Composite Materials"Plenum Press.New York and

London (1983)
3)F.Bellucci,A.Di Martino and C.Liberti"Electrochemical behaviour of Graphite
Epoxy Composite Materials(GECM) in aqueous salt solutions"J.of Applied Electro=
chemistryin press.
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Fig. l:Calvanic current Ig as a function of the time t for Al alloys coupled

to (ECM in neutral aerated 3.5% NaCl aqueous solutioti.
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INTERGRANULAR CORROSION OF WC/NI AND WC/Co METAL
MATRIX COMPOSITES

0. ZUR MEGEDE and E. HEITZ
Dechema Institut, 0-6000 Frankfurt (Germany)

Introduction

Cemented carbides with a nickel or cobalt matrix containing tungsten carbide
particles are typical composites. Because of their hardness they are in use as
wear resistant components in mechanical seals of pumps. However, they often
show intergranular corrosion of the metal matrix /1,2/ with high corrosion
rates into the materials. It was the aim of this investigation to explain the
high corrosion rates by a suitable model and to interprete the flow depency of
the corrosion process. The corrosion systems tested have been the composites
WC/6 % Co and WC/9,5 Z Ni in aerated aqueous 0,02 and 0,5 mol/l NaCl solutions.

Corrosion model

Composites as discribed above consist of surface regions with high and low
metal content. In addition, the surface is penetrated by pores. In regions
with high metal content or/and in pores bimetallic corrosion starts. A hole is
formed with the wall of which acting as cathode (WC) and the bottom as anode
(metal). In the hole a steady state is established controlled by an increasing
cathode area (rising corrosion rate) and by oxygen diffusion into the hole
(decreasing corrosion rate). Estimates of corrosion rates by assumption of
cathodic corrosion control and a hole diameter of 1 pm result in values from
2.5 to 25 mm/y. For the time dependence of the corrosion rate a convective flow
influenced initial phase and a purely diffusion controlled end phase is postu-
lated.

Experiments and Results

In Fig. I polarisation curves of the components Ni, Co and WC in 0.02 M NaCl
as well as Fe and C of the "composite" grey cast iron are shown.

It can be seen that for all systems an "internal" bimetallic corrosion is
possible and that WC is the more active cathode (lower overvoltage).

The apparatus for testing the flow dependency of corrosion is a rotating disk
in front of i wall and made of high alloyed steel DIN 1.4571 resp. AISI 316.
Tt is integrated in a loop of PVDF and high alloyed steel. The disk has a_
mximum rotation speed of 10,000 rpm. The corrosion rate (measured as Rp

% %.
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is, as expected, time dependent with high rates in the initial phase and lower
in the steady state (Fig. 2). The composite UC/Nf shows a significant influence
of the rotation speed at 80*C.

Fcr the composite WC/Co a decrease of the flow dependency within the first
9 hours can be seen. The va Iues of the corrosion rates are 2.5 and 5 mm a-
(WC/Ni) or 2.5 and 25 rmm a- (WC/Co). The corrosion attack is general with the
formation of islands. Within the islands the corrosion rate is higher, but
fr-am a specific depth the corrosion seems to grow preferently sideway. The
for'aation of islands can be explained by assumption of surface regions w ith
high metal concentration leading to pores with large diameters and few narrow
pdssages.

Refere~nces

/I/ P.-H. Effertz, 4. Fichte; Der Maschinenschaden 54 (1981), 113-123

/2/ M. Lager-quist; Acrld Pumps 1982, 108-112

-2-

o50 -'0 0 -5 rL.K

'{j. 1: Polarisation curves of Ni, Co, WC and Fe, C in aerated 0,02 M4 aqueous
NaCl it 22,5*C a Fe, x: Co, o Ni, o WC, o: C)
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x 10-3 P- /Ohm 1 cm 2  x10 -3 R-1 10hm -1 cm 2
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Fig. 2 Corrosion rates (as Rp- ) of the composites WC/Ni and WC/Co in aerated
0.5 M(x) and 0.02 M(o) aqueous NaC1 at 80C. Left: litial phase; right:
after 9 hcurs corrosion
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ACTIVE, PASSIVE ANID TRANSPASSIVE CHROMIUM

M. Metikos-Hukovic, M. Ceraj-Ceric*

Institute of Electrochemistry, Faculty of Technology,

University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Pliva, Zagreo, Yugoslavia*

Chromium oxide exhibits good corrosion, catalytic and electro-
,3catalytic properties maigit a competitivce material for pre-

c. .ous transition metal oxides. Doping TiO2 photoanodes with Cr2O

snifts tneir spectral sensitivity to the visible part of the spectrum.

Tne corrosion resistance, catalytic and electrocatalytic pro-

oerties of cnroxniun are due to its several oxidation states. Investi-

g~tic. of t!h- seiniconducting properties of chromium o.xides in situ is

etnrafore *-f ;roeit practical and theoretical. Jmportance.

However, many i, portant astpects of the eluctroz...n:_i-a. Lh:o

of cnromiun have not ye2t beari clarified such as the ,,echanism of

active anodic dissolutiun in acidic -iolutio.-s, transition from the

actlve state to the pass.iec statec, the trnspassive state and seconda-

ry p~assivity.

Tnis study cunc rrs the electrochrimical and pnhotoi;_lectrochen.cZ

properties of thermali chromiun and polycrystalline chromi~nm oxidte

electrodes prepared by tne direct, oxidation of chromium at 800 0C.

These are then tLsted in Dr~moium borate_ nuffer solutions, pH 6.2

and 8.2 at 250C. The tecnnique6 of potential sweep voltametry, impe-

* a:ice, phlotocurrent and pihotopotential measurements were employed to

c.,aracterize the e.",ctrod_ielectroiyte interface. The elecctrode sur-

lace and thie distribution. f cnhrcmu~r were investigated by means of

scanning electron microscopy. Tne thermically formed Cr oxide was

tcund to consist of Cr 2 03 (SEM) and to have a thickness of 1-2 )im.

These polarization experiments were performed in the direction

of tne positive potential, from -2.5 V vs. S.C.E. up to the transpas-

sivQ 1oteiitial range.

Chrcniium discoive : as ('r 2+in the activc dlssolution range.

Anew mecianism is proposel for the active cdiLsolut.oa of chromiuir-.

_ i sulph,;ric acid solutions, similar to iBki< mec~lanism for iran

* ~ ~~ i.;s o I i or, The transiti n tcO. thejr'V1tie Y&l1C2C~

'Aentlv of dctive ieui- r s :i~e-L t~L _k iIIc

v',. ~j%
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trivalunt chromium oxide. The present study has shown that this

is a p-type semiconductor (Figure 1), with a forbidden gap with

of Eg = 1.6 eV. During the transition from the active state to

tne passive state, no current peak appears during the linear

sweep. In contrast to iron, chromium demonstrates secondary pas-
sivity after the transpassive region in a narrow potential range

at pH 6. 2.

The capacity, resistance, photopotential and photocurrent

give much information on the properties of the solid phase during

polarization. Sharp changes in these structurally sensitive values

indicate transition from lower to higher oxides during the anodic

sweep, in situ (Figure 1). The transition photceffects seen in

Figure I involve a change in the film structure.

Tt has been found tnat the oxidation state of chromium oxide

-.ncreases continuously with rising electrode potential. The

transfurmation o- lower to higher oxides occurs ccntinuo' ,-ia

a s olid state mecnanism.

Cr 2 0 3 (p-type) ---- Cr 2 0 2 /CrG2 (transition photoeffecztL-

CrO3 (n-type)
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* PL.ATINIZED TITANIUM ANODES IN CATHODIC PROTECTION

A. Rendid, M. Metikos-Hukovi6, S. Ferina

Institute of Electrochemistry, Faculty of Technolo-gy,

Uiniversity of Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Advances in the construction of blietal anodes have made

possible the use of platinum and its alloys in the form of

thin coatings on electrodes constructed of inexpensive materials.

Several t.pcnniques have been developed for obtaining an active

coati-ng of platinum on eitner titanium or tarntalum substrates.

In tne construction of Ti/Pt-electrodes for use in cathodic

protection systems or for electrical applications requiring d

I ---gr elect::coactivity, selectivity and corrosion stability,

coatings of platinum obtained through electrodeposition are the

most satisfactory )

The primary emphasis of this study was to obtain thin

,3 r 5 microns) , adherent, nonporous coatings through the

elo1--trodeposition of platinum on a Ti-substrate from aqueous

scilutions of Pt-salts. Pi,io electrolytes were used: one having

a Luasc of H 2Pt (NO2 ) 504 and the other a base of H PtCl. The

latter is -,,ry quickly exhausted and requires constant monito-

rr:7 of lthe bath and considerable practical experience. Adhesion

~orcwv .roriri test.) and coating tihickness (:betz radiation

fletcn) we~re monitorcd befcr,2 and after tle elacLrccncmiCal

:r, tne galvanizing of titanium, great difficulties aru

--sc:ize red due to the exceptionally high affinity of titanium
f or oxyq4,.n and th-e rapid foriltation of oxide layers, evo'n in a

(2)
4 :..midatmosphere

inl order to achieve firm adherence of the olitiumn coating

to m titanium, it is necessary to remcve the oxidu and prevent

i-.s rlag--neration until electrolysis commences. This is both

tne tl,.cnnoloqgical procedure of the produc-ion of Ti/Pt-anodes,

ana (determines their final level of quality.

. ... .. . .
ft ~~ ~~*~..**'-6ff~t~f 4 *~. ~ .. * .*t
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The electrochemical and corrosion behavior of platinized

titanium electrodes has been studied using cyclical voltaxnetry

in deaerated solutions of 1 mol dmi- 3 HC10O4 at 25C0C. For electrode

rotation, Pine Instrument Company equipment was used, on which

4001-13,000 rpm can be achieved.

Some characteristics of electroplated Pt-coatings on

Ti4-substrates are discussed, including method of preparation,

ovcrvoitage, composition surface quality, ndpInu
(3)-.h-ickness . ne results of accelerated >1boratory tests to

definie conditions whici limit application are prasented, ard

tne elect-rochemical propertiJes are contrasted with bulk platinum

and caizilyavailable platinized Litanium anodes for

:athc-dic prcotectior. (Figures I and 2..K

R F NE CES

L. A'. Jakiimenko, Elkrdimateriali v prikladnoi elektro-

ni1MIJi 1. zd. Hiimia, Mo~scow i~97 7)

2. '1. Metikoi -Hukovic6 and M. Ceraj-Cerif, Surf. Tec-hnol. 28.,

273 (1985).

Novak, B. V. Tilak and B. E. Conway, Modern. Aspects

of le ctroch cmis Irv, No. 14, F.- ited by J. OM. Bokri s,

Conway anc garj. E. whtChapter ,Plenam Publishing

-r~ai on (1982)

IO .7tH
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DUAL EFFECT OF ANIONS IN PITTING CORROSION

M. PRA~kX

State Research Institute for Material Protection 3G.V.Akimov

* *. 250 97 Prah.a 9 - Bchovice, CZECHOSLOVAIA

f.or the pitting corrosion of CrleNi9-type stainless

steel -n chloride sc.lutioflS, the inhibiting effect of

arni-ns, such as SO 4 NO 3and OH ,has been known for a long

time. The stimulating effect is ticlof some sulnhur 1,2

com:pcunds, similarly -'s in the pioo es of "CC'.
in this sturdy, the eff'cct 'ihibi4ng or tru-

tir~z a nions on the oreak(dcwn ~oeii] .and on th-e reoas-
s'ivation potential E R was investigated, as well s the dfe-

-ernt mechanisms of reactions controlling both potentials.

The Cr18Ni9Ti-type steel was inv.astignted in solu-

tio,.ns of .NaCi 0.5 mol.dm with other anions addlitions. The

o otential was measured p oterntiodynarnically with the scan

-&to -41 -Vs~ at 0.1 mAcm. The E~ potential was measured
.ntensiostntically at +6.1 mAcmn after 4.0 minutes polari-

zation. iesults are listed in Table I .

DIS2CUSSI 01.
Ty-,icall-v inhibitins' anions slnifz.ed both andE

* *oten~tills tco positive valjues. Stim"Ul13-4 ains-esei

-r tose releasinz S!! ion - shifted the E to ne at i*'e
.4 1 -.--alues, but - ucder certain circumstances s sh ifted 1 to

ocsitive Va)lues.

S si~uallmca n 'le eaie i( f~e~ eci:

- *re'ozs.vec~xc..L2;: LSacs'~ by tr,, - 4rie ins.

"I1 typDes of' add4ed znni -jr.' decrezso ilhe C-1 i n t v it y
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according an adsorption mechanism given in ~,inhibiting
thus the reaction of the film breakdown.

On the contrary, the repassivation potential E R is

controlled by the active metal corrosion mechanism inside

the pit yet created. This mechanismz is accelerated by sti-

mulating ions - especially strong by SHN ions. Thus some

2nions - e.g. CNS -can simszulz.aneously act stimulating
.r ';; and inhibiting for F~

For the real corrosion behravior, the shift o-f the

only stabile E,, potential is decisive, denoting thus the

real. inhibiting or stimulating effect of added anions.

'abe 1 Values of E~and E, for the Cr18:1i9Ti steel in
the NaCl solution with accompanying salts added.

Solution:
Nml0. ol din3  EB /mV, SCE/ E R
additions:

11C addition + 365 + 30

4:. (ajo 3  0.1 mol dmn3  + 1145 + 126 0
+~ 520 + 75

KC rO "o + 535 + 5

Na7 o+ 515 + 60
*-r- 9 + 610 + 180

3, 50) 220

Na, 3203  + 55- 0
VCS1 + 360 - 225

Na~ 0.02 mol dnm 35 - 310

Na -I 0. mol m

KCS 0.1 mol dam }- 9

1. :erbs' et, .'erkstoffe u.Korr. ~,334 ./1982/.
2. D.V.Vasgues "'ol, A.J.Arvia et a!., Corros.Sci.24,751 '1984/.

3. G.Cragno'ino, D.D. MacDorld Corrosion 38, 406 /1982/.

4. ',. Pro26k et al., Zasch.ta metallov 2, 371 /1969/.
5. .0.IoIA Protection of metals 16, 220'9C/

7. -
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ELECTRODISSOLUTION KINETICS OF PALLADIUM
IN ACIDIC CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS

R. DURAN. Dpto. Electroquimica. Sub. de Tecnologla de Explota-

cion. Division de Corrosi6n. Instituto Mexicano del Petr6leo.
J. C1'E.ESCA. OPto. Metalurgia. Facultad Dulmica. Universidad Na-

cinal Actonoos de M-xico. Ciudad Universitaria. 04510 M6xico.

Mechanistic studies on metallic dissolution in aqueous media ha
;ve been mainly focused on the effect of pH-at constant anion --

concentration. However, there have few reports which consider

the direct participation of anions in metallic dissolution.
in a previous work 1 2 the anodic dissolution of palladium in
deoxygenated perchlorate chloride solutions was studied. Elec
trodissolution behavior was examined at different chloride con-
centrations. Tafel slopes of 85 mV/decade and a reaction order
with respect to the chloride concentration of 2.1 have been ob-
tained. The perchlorate ion was chosen because it is not belie-
vel to adsorb strongly on palladium nor it has very strong ten-
dencies to serve as ligand in complex formation.

In this study, the effect of chlor.de ions at constant p11 on --
the kinetics of palladium dissolution is investigated using ste
ady-state polarization techniques.
'he anodic behavior of palladium in sulfuric chloride solutions
'epends separately on C1. and H ion activities. The results ob

tained with different solutions containing the same Cl ion con
-entration ane. varying 1.,SO. concentrations, showed that the ac

rive dissolution of pall5dium jepends, as previously reported .
oniy on C1 coicentra 'ion.
. ,ndic polarization plots f:r pailladium in deoxygenated xNCl-
"- SO -zNa SO (y=. 0.21N, :4y+z- 1:4) Lorlutions are shown in Figu~2 4

1. The C1 concent;:ation wAs varied between 0.01 and .rN.
:ncrea .ing the Cl concuntration hitted the .olarization p)lots

the nore ac-i've direction. ';his r,:,ranc thit th, rat-u of the -

a rreaotior. i incrL, . cdI .y the ''l . -r al 1 rn 2 Cl concen
-rations ! 7afel slop.- ot %:.prcxiiatolv: " ",dc . v.is obta:-

':,e reaction order w th reope:- to h, , or i.oride mar, cti:en
,tation for palladium dissolution an, be etcrmincr. trom th r -:)
. rization curves. Loj current uensity vs iog chloride ion con-
rcentration in the Tafel region is plotted in Figure 2 and ihows

t nat.

3(Diog j a/ log =Cl}) 1.1a (C -}pH,Ei

The fofl -irg me:hanism is proposed for palladium dissolution
ir. 2c.x-,xpcnated chloride media

i Fd Ci PJC1a + e (1)
- rds

Fu 1 + CA + PdC! + e (2)

wncere rea,:c 3n (1) represents Cl ion disc:harge with the simul-
taneOD.s f':rmaticr, of (Fd...Cl) groups of cnemisorbed chloride -
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on the surface, leading to the weakening of the bond linking --
the Pd atom to the metallic lattice. Subsequent reaction (2) is
assumed to be the rate determining step of the process. As a --
consequence, the rate of dissolution for a given potential ---

should be proportional to the surface concentration of Cl
This reaction product (PdCI 2 ) dissolves in excess 2of chloride -

ion giving rise to a well defined complex {PdCI.} . This com -
pound is approximately lQ11 more stable than4 {d(HO) 4} 2+.
-he formation of {PdCl 4 - has been demonstrated'by-UV absorp -

4
tion spectroscopy analysis of the solution. This result is in -

good agreement with the E - p2l diagram shown in Figure 3.
The kinetic parameters predicted by this mechanism are depen --
dent on the adsorption behcvior of the intermediate, PdCl
If the adsorbed internmdiate follows Temkin adsorption behavior
{C.2 t ':LZ.9 and if values of 1/2 for the ymmetry factors are
considered, the rate expression for palladium dissolution can
b e obtained

hn = k {CI}'I"exp (FE/RT) (3)a a,
E(uat:on 3) is .n reasonable agreement with the empirical rate
excression for palladium electrodissolution in iM h2so 4  2 4

a kaClsolutions which is

a a.- "Cl exp(FE/RT) '4

Thus -he proposed mechanism predi:ts values of 60 mV and 1 for
tne anodic Tafel slope and the reaction order, respectively.
These zalculated parameters are in good agreement with the expe
rinental data.
One can conclude that chloride ions participate in the dissolu-
tion of palladium independently of type of anion (C1O 4 oi 2O -)
a.nd in both cases, chloride have an accelerating effect.
:t qhould be mentioned that the reaction order of chlorides in
cC and in SO 2 - solutions are specific for each system. This

4.
2i .. rence in their respective reaction order seems to be inter
j.reted in terms of the competitive adsorption of chloride and -

sulfate ions on the palladium surface. This effect is confirmed
by the different Tafel slopes. A depolarisation effect is obser
ved in SQa-/C1- system (58 mV/decade) vs CIO-/C- system (85 mV
/je>ade) which can be attributed to the displacement of chlori-
.ac ions by sulfate. The competitive adsorption of sulfate and
c!.Io!ide ionis on iron was studied by Hackerman and Stephens6 -

us-,u; riJiotracer techniques. Their results indicated that smal
Thdr.t~~es of cnloride ions in a sulfate solution increased sul
Sf ion adsorption. On the other hand, larger chloride ion con
.:°.tr tion decreased sulfate ion adsorpti-n. As previously des-

" ed, it is evident that the effect of ch',c-'de ions on the -

Liissclution of palladium becomes a more compli:. ed phenomenon
by the presence of sulfate ions in the solution.
Although the sulfate ion may rot partizipate directly - the di
-;":1ution mechanism, its etfecr on the ad-ornt..:. ,f chilorile -

i' ,s ru t Le considere . Th:is, it is Jifa ',:ult t) interpret I..
:ia-a ).t ined for a 5 / system rczai:;e of hc par

2-4tuc :Patlor. of SZ), ions. -sse celCo h nie

F. .. enech, J. Genesc- and L. Victori, Rev. Metal. CENIIMi 14 6) 321 (1978)

'.- . Genesc5 and L. Victori, Corrosion NACE, Submitted

~~~~~. ...... ,. . . . . . . . .
,,_ * * S.• , , " . . , . , . . ... .. . ,- .,, , ,,
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3.- Th. Heuznann and R. Schurrnann, Z. Elektrochem. 67, 601

4.- L. Victori, J. Tornis arnd F. Malgosa, Afinidad 32, 867
(1975)

5.- L. Victori. PhD Thesis, University of Madrid (1975)
6- N. Hackerman and 5.3. Stephens, J. Phys. Chemn. 58, 904

(1954).

Fige 1. The
effect o-' cnloriilci

- concen~tration at
* Tafe. rcgicn.

xNac1-y112 SO4 -zNCa,s0

2 -

* ~ - ~ lx+y-z 1M)

- i.0

re ...--tor

-S.--
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CORROSION OF IRON AND IRON OXIDES IN MIOLTEN SODIUM

H Y DROXIDE

* TZVETI TZVETKOV

* Higher Instiutte of Chemical Technology, Sofia (B~ulgaria)

Rather coaiflicting data exist about the corrosion resistance of iron and

its Ilo,.s irn a sodiumn hvdroxide mielt 1 - Iii the present study, iron and

iron oxidt. -. )rrosiori was invustigated in a sodium hydroxide melt at

Pie corrosion rate of Fe. PeO, Fe 0 -and Fe 0 was found to be strongly
2 3 3 4

infflenced 'h 8e nitrogen. oxvmien and water vullour content of the

nitrlo( ihcru over!i the mnelt, thus, the corrosion rate of ironl inanv1 it

ve.n j:ire oxvygen atrmosphere proved to be four titnes as high -as with in

itinosphere com po,edl of 9 W/o r~it roger, and 1k oxvgen (Fig. 1).

Ifluence of the at mosphe-
1z 4 reover the melt of

Na OH(480 0C') on the ti-
~ ] ine dupendence of iron

corrosion:

40 80 720 160 200 240

Tine in hours -- 3,- N 12d)

In Las:-, irv: . oxidte (pa ssvv ) il rn .-
("~cionl lass, w'%itho'ut oxile ( pass-ive) film.
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* In iron corrosion, an adherent oxide film seems to be initially formed.

Further action of the sodium hydroxide meti transformed the film in water

soluble: products and products that partially dissolved in the melt.

-' The dis-solution of corrosion products was further investigated with iron

oxidies. [he corrosion rate of iron oxides was found slightly to decrease

with iiine. Mle insoluble corrosion products on the specimen surface

probably inhibited further- chemical action of the mel-t.

Furtlhermore-, increased water vapour content of the aLm osphere proved

to inhibit the corrosion rate of iron and iron oxides in tiie melt. The

wat,!r vapour content influenced especially the formation of water soluible

corrDsion Droauctsi.

R'EFEiPEV:E

'4 I. L.Curovich, I.Priclaf..Cen.1.:l (PiY6 -

2D. '.i~lams ct.al. . I. Ainer.Ch.m.SOC. Th :3150l)3 .e

3. A.Rahmel, 1'.Krjqer, Werkstoffe und Korrosion, 18:193 (1967).

1. . z~vtkvS. Stavrov, in: Ext. Abstr. (3.I.SE Mtg. Erlangen, E3RD, -

. lzvetkov, in: Ext. Abstr. (3'. ISE NLt. Blerkeley, CA, 196-1).

t3 . Tzve'kov, R.Raicheff, n. Ext. Abstr. (34. ISE Mitg. Erlangen, BRD,
1983) ~*0628.

wp.,

-7.-F-
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CORROSION OF GOLD, SLVER AND PLATINUM IN A SODIUM

HYDROXIDE MELT

* TZVETI TZVETKOV

Higher Institute of Chemical Technology, S6fia (Bulgaria)

ihe corrosion of noble metals in a moltenhydroxide is known to depend

on the cormposition of the atmosphere over the melt 1-6 . The corrosion of

old, silver and platiriurn with a p'urity grade of 99,9% was studied, using

the e,.xpe-rience of previous worK.

ihe experiments proved that the rate o! noble metal corrosion dcpended

or the o.ygen and water vapour content of tine atmosphere over the !t.-It.

A e C isive currosior. factor seemed to be the sodium peroxidk, content of

the sodium hvdroxide melt:

2NaOH - 1/20 2 = Na.O + H)O (1)

hlas content depended on the partial pressure of oxygen and water vapour.

IMe rise in the partial pressure of water vapour reduced the concentration

of peroxide in the melt, and consequently, the corrosion rate of gold and

0, H = 20H + 1/20 2) (2)

plt.tiirur.

An increased water vapour content did not inhibit but accelerated silver

(.crros;ion. Apparentl-, the peroxide mechanism of corrosion does not

hald for silver (Fig. 1).

% %
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Fig. I

ly08 Influence of the atmosphe-

re over the melt of
,,0,60
&0,_ NaOH (480°C) on the

Cl time dependence of sil-

o ver corrosion;

002 - 6 o 2 + 6,5% H2o

t- 1 I I Ao &0

40 80 120 760 200 240 2

,me in hours - 2 ' 265%H0

ON 2 1%O2
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THE CORROSION BEHAVIOR
OF IRON- AND COBALT-BASE METALLIC GLASSES

J.PRZYLUSKI, A.KROLIKOWSKI and J. FULARA

Institute of Solid State Technology
Warsaw Technical Uniwersity, Warsaw /Poland/

Recently much attention has been focused on the corrosion properties
of glassy metallic alloys. Extensive investigations were carried out on
glasses containing Cri, Ti 2 or Zr 3 . These materials easily undergo
passivation even in highly corrosive media and exhibit better corrosion
resistance than traditional corrosion resistant alloys. The superior
corrosion resistance of these alloys is attributed more to the presence of
the passive film forming elements than to their amorphous structure. Little
is known about corrosion properties of glassy alloys without typical film
formers. They do not passivate easily and show very diverse corrosion
behavior in comparison with their crystalline counterparts. The aim of
our present work is to examine the corrosion resistance of Fe-13,5B -
- 3,5 Si-2C + and Co-4,7 Fe - 15 Si - 1OB + amorphous alloys in various
media and establish the change of corrosion behavior due to crys -

tallization.
Ribbons of the glassy alloys mentioned were prepared by rapid

quenching + + . Some of these alloys were thermally crystallized. The
, truct are of amorphous and recrystallized samples was confirmed by
SX- ray diffraction. The corrosion behavior of alloys under consideration
wis characterized using electrochemical and gravimetric methods. Pola-
rizatica curves were measured potentiodynamically with sw.ep rate of

V- .S The average corrosion rate of materials . nidied in testc solu-
tions wa L! timated from the weight loss. All tests were carried( out in
open to air solutions at ambient temperature.

The potentiodynamic polariation curves for amorphous and crystal-
lized ircn-base alloys in 0,1 NHCI are shown in Fig. la. The curve for
Fe-Armco is also depicted for comparison. All inal. : ials dissolve
actively in thi.; medium. Anodic branches of the polarization curves ace
Sirilar. The effect of crystallization is more pronounced in the cathodic
regien. The cry:;tallized sample shows higher cathodic current densities
than those of the -s quenched sample. The corrosion potential of the
annealed alloys is slightly shifted to more moble values. Thcse findings

+The numbers indicate contents of the alloying elements in atomic

percent.
"+The glassy alloys were provided by Institute of Material Science,

Warsaw Technical University.

"4.0 ",,',,', " ,' ,'-'-.'," .'; "." ." ." " ." . U." •, o. . '. ." . ." " ." """ "," , .gi " "" ""
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IG <

-r- 100 1

-. I.. > 'I ..
, ~ .7_

a 1

t.. . -. . .... .

a-C-
-u, -C,6 -0,4 -0,2 -1,2 -1,0 -0,8 -0,6 -0.4

Potent;a V/SC Potential , V/SCE

Fe-13,5B-3,5Si-2C amorphous
Fe- L3,5B-3,5Si-2C crystallized

............. Fe- Armco

Fig. 1. Polarization curves in /a/ 0,1 N HCI and ib/ 0,5 N NaC.

Table 1. Results of gravimetric
tests /1l10h/.

"Mt riaI C orrsion ratc 6

0,1N HC 1 13

Fe- 13,5B-3,5 Si-2C
amorphous 0,54 X

Fe-13,5Bf-3, Si-2C -
crystallized 20 10 .2  "-L

Ie-Armco 0,14 I

0.5 N NaCI
Fe-13,5B-3,5 Si-2C -31-

amorphous 0,061 10

Fe- 13,5B-3,3 Si-2C
crystallized 0,035 -1,2 -0,8 -0,4 0 04

Fe-Armco 0,065 Pctent;c Vi S E

Fig.2. Polarization curves in 1 N

NaOH for Co-4,7 Fe-15 Si-lOB:
amorphous

- -- crystallized

P7 i
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indicate that crystallization leads to an enhancement of cathodic reaction
and gives rise to an increase in the corrosion rate. Apparently the amor-
phous alloy shows an inhibition of hydrogen evolution in comparison with
the recrystallized one. This conclusion was confirmed by results of
gravimetric measurements /Table i/. It is clear that crystallization
reduces the corrosion resistance of glassy alloy in acidic medium. The
corrosion rate of the Fe-base glass was found to be above one order of
magnitude less than that of the crystallized sample. Similar behavior
was observed for Fe-B glass4.

In Fig. lb polarization curves for Fe-base alloy in as quenched and
crystallized states and for Fe-Ar-mco in 0,5 N NaCI are demonstrated.

*All materials corrode actively and show quite similar polarization
behavior. The effect of crystallization is slight. This suggests ccnpar-
able values of corrosion rate of all materials tested in this medium that
was proved in immersion measurements /Table 1/.

The materials studied undergo spontaneous passivation in IN NaOH.
An amorphous Co-base alloy exhibits more negative corrosion potential
and passive current density of about one order of magnitude higher than
the recrysLallized one /Fig.2/. Thus, the passive film formed on theglass shows significantly poorer protdctive properties than that formed
on the annealed alloy. The existing literature data suggest quite opposite
cffect. Amorphous alloys when passivated are thought to be more corro-sion resistant than their crystalline counterparts. It is related to a
rapid formation of highly protective passive film on a homogeneous amor-
phous substrate 1 , 2 . Such is not the case in this instance: the hetero-g .ne ous multiphase alloy formued due to crystallization shows better

,ssivwtion than the glass. Similar effect was reported for Fe-B
v-orte. Further work is necessary to clarify this point.

Tn *onclusion it should be stressed that the corrosion behavior of
A aloys is controlled by their structure and composition as well

-is 1 features of corrosive environment. Crystallizaticn of Fe-B-Si-C
cni Co-Fe-Si-B glasses reduces their corrosion resistance in acidic
c,-!ut ens tut imp:evcs it in alkaline2 --.edia and hd s neariv no effect in
I-, ut 17,r L er vj ronr, ,at'

hibis ,work waas donc under Program MR-l-21.

Refe rence s
1. K.Hashimoto, T.Masumoto, Treat. Mater. Sc. T2.hnol.,20,291,1981,
2. R B. Diegle, N.R.Sorensen, T.Tsuru, R.M.Latani~ion, Treat.

Mater. Sci. Technol., 23,60,1983,
3. .7.C.Turn, R.M.Latanision, Corrosion, 39,271,1983,&.L. Kiss, P. Kovacs, ]. Farkas, A. Lovas, Zashch. Met. 18, IP3,1982.
3. M. Janik-Czachor, Proc.9-th Intern. Cong. Metallic Corrosion,

Torcnto 1984, Vol. l,p.234.
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THE CORROSION STUDY
OF AMORPHOUS AND CRYSTALLINE Co-F FILMS

A. KROLIKO\VSKI
Institute of Solid State Technology

Warsaw Technical University, Warsaw /Poland/

Amorphous alloys often exhibit corrosion characteristics quite different
from those dbserved for crystalline materials. Corrosion behavior of
metallic glasrei is influenced by their specific structure and chemical
composition ' . A separation of these two effects is difficult especially
in a case of multicomponent alloys. Electrodeposited Co-P films show amor-
phous or crystalline structure depending on their chemical composition.
Thus, this binary alloy seems to be a suitable model system to study the
effects of composition and structure on the corrosion behavior.

Co-P films were electrodeposited on copper foil from chloride-phos -

phite solution 3. 30-40 im thick layers with P content ranging from 3
to 23 at.% were obtained. Their structure was examined by X-ray dif-
fraction. Pure Co films were also deposited and subsequently used as

comparative samples for corrosion
tests. The corrosion behavior of
Co-P films was studied with
potentiodynamic polarization and

4 Co-P imoe ance techniques. Potentic-
-~ dynamnic rn;were carrie-d out

using potential 5" w'cep of in-,V. s
L-n.,danc2 measurements were

A perforrned at the corrosion poten-

tial using a frequency response
rilvz,_r Solartron 1172. All

-i j-experiments were carried out in
open to air solutions at 2S5f I K.

. .-In Fig. 1 X - ray diffraction
patterns for Co-P with various

ophosphorus contents are shown.
Films containing less than 8 at.%P
are crystalline while those with P

_content above 11 at. are amor-
40 .5 5C 55 60 phous. Sample:+ of int2rmediate

2& deg composition /8-11 at.%P/ show
Fig. 1. Representative X-ray dif- mtcrecrystalline /amorphous
I'action patterns cf Co-P films, structure.
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Polarization curves for pure Co and Go- P films with various P con-
tents in 0,l1N H2 SO4 are given in Fig.2a. All samples corrode actively
and a shape of these curves is relatively similar. Hiowever a slope of
cathodic and anodic branches decreases with increasing P content indi-
cating an inhibition of hydrogen evolution and oxidation of alloy. Thus,
an improvement of the corrosion resistance for P rich alloys can be
expected. A relationship between alloy composition and the charge tzn-sr
re sistance of Co-P in 0, 1 N H-12504 /estimated from impedance measure-
ment/ is shown in Fig.3a. A trend of gradual rise of the charge transfer
resistance with P content is generally observed. This finding supports
the conclusion about better corrosion resistance of P rich alloys. Of

inteestis hata srucural state of Co- P films do not significanlafc

their corrosion behav-ior in 102504 medium. A composition of the alloy
s;eems to be the primary factor controlling the corrosion properties of
Co-P in this environment.

P'olarization curves for materials studied in 0, 1 N NaOH are shown
inFi.2b. The main difference betwveen the.-~ -urves appears in their

anodic portions. Pure C o and C o- 4P ey'hinit active -pas sive transi-
tion. Hlowever the latter is mrncr, corrosion resistant considering

fl a lower curront density in Jctivc and passive regions. An active loop
cain be hardly !7eon for Co-91P and(- Cao- 1 _P bape ut thev showi a higher%

P.a sivo current densitv in reUni, C . An alloy containing 21 at.

AI passivates -spontaneously. , harp drop of the chiarige transfer
resistance of Co-P1 films in 0, 1 N NaOll is observedl near tho composition

range which cepnd to the, transition from the cr-y~talliiie to micro-
crvystalline /aolorphous structure 1!Fig.3bi. 1 his fact indic:ates a Signi-

r ucar't r-eduction of The corrosiOnL -,- s Lstartc,- cf m14: rcc rys1.alline1 /:uor-

pho7nS film 1:7 S1 Compari son with that of C r-ystaL1:TcIc
The main contclusions of the present work az.2 as lollow-s. Ini a case

of a-ctive corrosioni in H-)S0 4 the corrosion behavior of Co-P film--, is
firF-t of all controllezd by the alloy composition and the struLcture has

4 ",a rather slight effect. lHowe~er in NaOH when Co-P films undergo passi-
vation their corrosion resistance is strongly influenced by the structural
transition from crystalline to microcry~talline /amorphous ,tate.

The author is greathy indebted to Professor Przvluski /Warsaw
Technical 'University! for his enco-ur.gement to perform this work and to

lProfessor Boc-hni lETl- Zurich/ for madking available impedance measure-

This work was (lone under P rogram 05. 3.
R efecren ce s
1. K .lia.shimoto, T.Masumoto, Treat. Mater. sci.Technol. ,20,291, 1981,
2. Y.Wa seda , K T .Au st, J. Mate r.Sc i. 16, 2337, 198 1,
3. C.S. Cargill III, J. Appl, Phys. , 41, 12,1970.
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SURFACE ENHANCED RAMAN SCATTERING (SERS) INVESTIGATION
OF CORROSION INHIBITION OF COPPER

t.M. MUSIANI-, G. MENGOLI*, and M. FLEISCHMANN**
i stituto il Folarografia, ed Elettrochimica Preparativa. del
CNR, Padov.a (Italy)
Chemi. -ry TEepartmcnt, University of Southampton, Southampton
'Great Britain)

in recent year,, both ex situ high vacuum spectroscopies (XPS,
AUGER, S-MS !SS') and in situ techniques (photo-current spec-
troscopy ,ellipso- metry) have become popular and powerful tools
ithe investigat-ion of solid phases on corroding metal surfaces.

The spectroscopic study of organic and inorganic adsorbates is
currently much less developed, mainly because the in situ identi-
fication of mono- and submonolayers requires great sensitivity
and selectivity with respect to species in s~lution.

S-,rface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) ful'ils these re-
quireme~sas the Harnar. sign~als of species adsorbed at roulghenedquiremnts 'C

Ac - Cu or Au electrodes are enhanced by a factor of 10 .Some
1:aper-s have been published since 198' eotr4SESsetao
corrosion inhibitors recorded at Ag and Cu'

We stuaied the competitive adsoyticn of corrosive anions and
crgaraic corrosion inhibitors on uu by comparing SERS arid elec-
-c::.iem.4ca, results, in ordez 'o, evaluate potentiilities arid li.-

>'~o.z of in situ Roa:nr %%czrsop hen appli: r to corrosion
nn~t~t t) ~h ero . 'ha S;FS behavioc.r of a> o tit -y.

terr.s fallis it:,one of the foliowing general c ,.*terns:

cnl:, the spectrum of the inr.ibltzr is observed;
roh inhito an crsve anion are dutected;

i!. SERS signals are lost at open circuit.
i) Staole SERS intensity of the inh-.,itor alone Lt tbe cor-

coson Potential is interpreted as an indication of Effective
corro:sion inhibition. This behaviour is shown by enzotriazole

-2?
(BTA, 10 X) in lY. KCl. The Cu-Cl band at 286 cm- , present in
-.e ,:pectrum of KC. alone, disappe--s ,&ter addition of BTA,
w h ' h is so strongly adsorbed that the electrode may eventually
be transferred to pure IM KCI and left at open circuit potential
witnc),ut significant intensity locs. Tn agreement with SERS re-
sults, 10 M BTA was shown to reduce the corrosion rate of copper
nl IM KCl by GA3.

, 4i) Simultaneous detection of spectra due to both inhibitors
and corrosive anions points to conditions favourable to i ocalized
corrosion. Coadsorpt on was obsirved for IM KCl + 10 MN benzi-
7midJazole and for 10 M KC14 * 10 ~M BTA in IM KCI. For the BTA,'KCN
system, a continuous transition from BTA to cyanide ion spectra

.- Wi"

....
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corrosion. Coadsorptlon was obsirved for 1M KC1 + 10- 2M benzi-
midazole and for 10 -M KCN + 10 M BTA in IM KCl. For the BTA/KCN
system, a continuous transition from BTA to cyanide ion spectra
was oDserved by progressively increasing the KCN concentration up
to IC-M.

iii) Loss of SERS at open circuit, due to removal of adatoms,
may rave different causes. It may be ascribed to corrosion. How-

ever. corrosion promoted by cyanide ions was shown to occur with-
cu ]estruction (or with regeneration) of SERS-active sites. An
Saicrr.ative explanation for SERS signal loss is the growth of a
thc,, s'. .rface film. SERIS spectra coula, however, be detected at
a :u electrode on w.ich a thick Cu-BTA film had groo.n.

Dther useful experiments may be carried out. For instace, mix-

tures of inhibitors may be investigated, for further information
on relative strength of adsorption, kinetics of displacement and
ocssible synergetic effects.

in conclusion, despite the restricted number of SERS active
metals, surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy provides structural

infcrmation on adsorbed species as a function of potential, con-
centrations and time, and may contribute to the elucidation of
corrosion inhibition mechanisms.

1) H. Leidheiser Jr. in "Passivity of metals", R.P. Frankenthal,
J. Kruger (Eds), The Electrochemical Society, Princeton

(1978) p. 223.
2) F. D- Quarto, S. Piazza, C. Sunseri; Electrochim. Acta 30,

315 (1985) and references therein.
9 Ri.K. Chang, T.E. Furtak (Eds) "Surface Enhanced Raman Scat-

tering", Plenum Press, New York (1982).
4) '1. Oshawa, H. Matsuda, W. Suetaka; Chem.Phys.Lett. 84, 163[! 1981)

CJ.,. Pubim, I.G.R. Gutz, 0. Sala; J.Mol.Struct. 101, 1

"1i 983).

. J.J. Kester. T.E. Fur';., A.J. Bcoliu; J. Flectrochem. Soc.
1 29, 1716 (1982).

D. Th,.erry, C. Leygraf; Eiectrcchern.Soc.Meeting, Cincinnati,
May 19z34, no. 430.

.' v,. Fleischminn. I .R. Hill, G. Mengoli, M.M. Musian , J. Ak-
v''va. ; Ihl : ..- och m.!cta, in press.

-" M.. Fle 3:.n, G. Y.n~-oii, M.MI. ':usian', C. Pagura; Electro-

.\*ii: AC , i% .fALk :I.
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LASER RAMAN SPECTRO-ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDIES

ON THE CORROSION AND PASSIVATION BEHAVIOR

OF NICKEL IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

K. CARR, S. XU, and C. A. MELENDRES
Materials Science and Technology Division/Chemical Technology Division

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439, U.S.A.

Laser Raman Spectroscopy (LRS) continues to provide useful information
on the composition of corrosion films on metals.1 The ability to examine
surface layers "in-situ,- under actual environmental conditions, is particu-
larly valuable and of great advantage over other more conventional surface
analytical methods which study materials under high vacuum conditions. We
have used the technique, in conjunction with cyclic voltammetry, to determine
the structure and composition of anodic corrosion films on Ni in acid, base
and near-neutral solutions. Results are herein presented.

EXPERIMENTAL

Nickel electrodes were prepared from 0.010-in. thick foils of Marz grade
material (99.999% purity) purchased from Materials Research Corporation,
Orangeburg, New York. The solutions used were: 0.05 N NaOH (pM - 11.8),
0.15 N sodium borate buffer (pH - 8.4), 0.15 N Na2SO4 (pH adjusted to 8.4 by
addition of NaOH), and 0.5 M K2SO4 + 0.005 M H2SO4 (pH - 3.1). Reference
electrodes consisting of Hg/HgO, saturated calomel (SCE) and Hg/Hg2SO4 were
used In basic, borate, and sulfate solutions, respectively. The corrosion
spcci.ens were anodized at constant potential in ambient-air using a
3-compartment spectro-electrochemical cell described previously.2 Measure-
zients at temperaturea above ambient were carried out in a single-compartment
ctll w4hich was heatcd electrically by wrapping a 'Briskeat' floAible heating
tape (Briscoe Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio) around the cell body. The
electrochemical and LRS equipment used were the same as before.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cycl:c volfammograns of Ni in 0.15 N sodi.um borate buffer solution of
pH 8.4 are shown In Fig. 1. Consider for the moment the behavior at 25C.
*le redox wave at about 0.75 V, represents the formation and reduction of a
surface film. Raman spectroscopic identification of the film we carried out
"in-situ" while potentiostating the electrode at 0.85 V. A typical result is
shovn in Fig. 2a; two vibrational bands are observed at 479 and 552 cm-1 . In
order to establish the composition of the film, standard samples were pre-
pared and their spectra taken. Same of these are shown in Fig. 3. It is
evident that the reference spectrum which corresponds most closely to that
Jbserved for the electrode is that of Ni203'2H20. Thus, the anodic corrosion
film is composed of a higher valency form of Ni oxide. No Raman bands were
observed at less positive potentials where Ni(OH)2 or NiO have been proposed
to be present. Presumably, the film thickness corresponding to the amount of
th~se materials present is so thin and thus beyond our detection sensitivity.

JWL( L Jb
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The temperature dependence of the rates of film formation processes
corresponding to the anodic wave at about 0.75 V (Fig. 1) is also shown.
From the observed current mar.ima, it is evident that the rate increase.s about
4-times as the temperature is raised from 25 to 100C. The Raman spectra
shows an increase in the intensity of the band at 478 relative to that at
552 cm- 1 with temperature. In the absence of a definite vibrational band
assignment, it is difficult to explain the significance of this result. Ir
prestmabiy reflects a change in the structure of the z.nodic film.

The electrochemical behavior of Ni in 0.15 N Na2SO4 of pH 8.4 is shown
in Fig. 4. We were unable to observe any vibrational bands at potentials
cathodic of the wave at about 0.3 V. Raman scans following anodization at
0.35 V, however, yielded spectra similar to that in Fig. 2a. This suggests
that the composition of the anodic film is the same as that found in borate
solution of the same pH.

Essentially the same electrochemical and spectroscopic results are
obtained in 0.05 M NaOH (pH ^- 12). In this solution the redox wave occurs at
about 0.5 V vs. Hg/HgO and the spectrum obtained following anodization at
0.6 V shows the same bands at 478 and 552 cm- 1. In contrast, we were unable
to observe any vibrational bands when Ni was anodically corroded in acidified
sulfate solution (0.5 M K2S04 + 0.005 M H2SO4 , pH ^ 3). We find an irrevers-
ible anodic wave at about -0.3 V vs. Hg/Hg2SO4 in the cyclic voltammogram of
Ni in this solution, as Bockris, et al. have observed.3 However, no Raman
spectrum was obtained despite the fact that the charge corresponding to the
anodic wave would suggest about the same film thickness as were formed in the
near-neutral solutions. It is probable that the structure and composition of
the anodic corrosion film formed in acid solution may be differen. from that
formed at pH 8.4.

In conclusion, the present studies have shown the existence of a higher
valency o.-<de of Ni at potentials close to the transpassive region just prior
to oxygen evolution. The composition is found to Lorrespoud to Ni203 "2H20.
This appears to be the first time this compound nas been shown to exist as
surface film on Ni. Previous studies bave dealt mostlv with the lower ;clent
oxide NiO.4 The present findings appear to be cuaistent with that pre-
dicted by the Pourbaix diagram. 5
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EFFECT OF ADDITION OF HALIIE IONS ON THE ANODIC
BEHAVIOUR OF TIN IN STANNATE PlATING SOLUTIONS

S.S. ABD EL REEIM and A. EL SAYED
* Faculty of Science, Ain Shams University, Cairo /Egypt/

The effect of adding various concentrations ranging from
0.03 upto 1 M of NeCL, NaBr and NaI on the behaviour of speck
pure tin anode of O.5 cc' area in an akaline-stannate bath
containing 50 gl- Na Sn/OR/ +10 gL NsOH was studied gal-
vanostatically and po~entios~etically using SCE sa Seference
electrcie and Pt wire as a counterelectrode at 30 -1C.

A typical galvanostatic potential-time curve for the
anodic oxidation of Sn in t e 81kaLine-stsnnate bath at anodic
current density of 60 mAcr- is given in Fig.l. The caodic
potential increases very slowly giving rise to two poorly de-
fined arrests and then jumps suddenly to a steady state poten-
tial at the inflexion point C. The first arrest is very short
/few seconds/ as compared with the second one. Along the
first arrest the potential compares satisfactorly with the
equilibrium system Sn/Sn/OH/ , while that of the second arrest
compaes to the system SU/SL OH/ 4 at the corresponding pH
value. When the anode surface is covered with the passive film,
which would be some sort cf the reaction product out of Sn/ /2
and or SnO, and Sn/OH/ and or SnO, the potential jumps
suddenly to the infleAon potentiat C. The time elapsed from
tue starting until the potential jump is the passivation time

*"Progressive addition of C1- ion into the bath up to a
certain critical concentration causes a gradu6l increase in
the passivation time and a shift in the inflexion potential
into the more positive directin, indicating aggressive action.
Beyond this critical concentration, the passivation time
starts to decrease and the inflexion potential increases, in-
dicating inhibitive action. The relation between the passiva-
tion time and uhe molar concentration of Cr- ion is shown in
Fig. 2. The broken line AB represents the passivation time in
the absence of halide ion. The results denote that Cl" ion
behaves bifunctionally, causing a breakdown of the passive
film at lower concentrations and reestiblisia.Lng it a tlgher
conc3antrotions. The extent of these two opposi.ng mode of
action increases with increasiug the CI- ion conentration.
ApparentLy -he two action must be b~scd on differcnt
meoianisms.

Similar results ere obtained by ang ancdic current
density of 120 mA cm- . The transilion in the function of Cl-

""". " "- 1*" "r"""
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ion occurs at a lower passivation time, the higher is the
current density used.

A series of the potential-time curves were conducted_2t
various current densities ranging between 20 to 120 mA cm,
using Ihe stannate solution devoid of or coy laining either
20 gl - /aggressive concentration/ or 50 g1- /inhibitive
concentration/ of CL- ion. The results show that the passiv8-
tion time is inversly porportionl to the current density.
The log j-log T curves are Linear as shown in Fig. 3- These
results confirm the aggressive and inhibitive actions of Cl-
ion, since the broken Line lies between the two curves for
the solutions containing Cl ion.

The aggressivity of C- ions is based on their specific
adsorption on the surface of the passive film, where under
the effect of electrostatic field they penetrate end ru 2 ture
the passive film. Primary the inhibitive funciton of CL ion
may be due to the precipitation of a basic sparingLy soluble
tin oxZcbloride which tends -o block the pits and seal the
pores in tue passive film. Thus the inhibitive action2 is due
to a successive formation of a new film forming phase

In contrast, addition of Br- or I-, the less aggressive
ions /within the concentration range studied/ promots tbe
achievement of passivation as manifested by enoblement of
tae inflexion potential at C and by a gradual decrease in
the passivation time as shown in Fig. 2 where their curves
lie below the broken line AB. The inhibitive action of these
ions is tentatively understood on the basis of the deposition
of basic tin oxytaLides. The inilbitive action of I- ion is
greeter than that of Br ion.

Fig. 4 shows a typical potentiostatic curve of tin anode
in the alkaLine-stannate bath. Sweeping started from tnelrest
potential up to + 2000 mV with a scan rate of 20 mV min-

The polarization curve consists of two dissolution current
peaks I and II in active region and a permanent passivation
region III folowed by a transpassive region IV prior to
oxygen evolution. The current peaks I and II could be attribu-
ted to the formation of Sn/OH/ /and or SnO/ and Sn/OH/, /and
or SnO / respectively. The permanent passivation region7III
extend about I V and the very small current density flowing
along it is Independent on the potential and used to replace
tine passive film.

Adiition of tine halide ions causes a gradual decrease In
the acig4t of both the current peaks I and II. The behaviour
is due to tne tendency of trie halide ions to adsorb on the
me';l surf3ce a: more i;.egative potentials thon those corres-
ponding to the permanent passivsaion an retards the entry of
,in ions iLtCo te soLution at the anod. Moreover, addition
of low concentr3tions of Cl- ioa enhnces slialy ,ue current

• ... , . .. .. , .,. -,. .. -... - -
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density flowing along the permanent passivation region III.
Addition of Highter concentrations of O0- ion Las no appreciable
caanges on the permanent possiv3tion region. Similarly the
addition of Br- or I- ion Los no significant effect on this
region.

.0B 1 Cr - 200-

120-

P401
I- Br Cc

0,4, 0,t log i i-]
FigI. Fig.2

2,5- A 20.

--" 1,5- 16-
\ -\1 6163 2.
3 B EE 1os ,,8 fr.-

1.6 2,0 -- "- mFig. 3 ogimc - 2  -800 +800 1600 m V
tog m mA cm ~E

-I - Fig./4"1)O,0; (2) 20 (3) 50gi Ct

N1 I.. A.M. Azze:, S.S. Abd El Retiim and M.H. Fuwzy, J. Appl.
Cem. Biotechnolo, 23, 563 /1973,/

14Az L F.X,. AI El W,bab, J.M. Abd El Kdor, T.4.& L 31 eb
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Y.3...:. Ko).oyzkin, J. 'e~ctrocanu. Soc., j C ; /i96,
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SOME RESULTS OF A.C. AND D.C. TECHNIQUES USED TO MEASURE THE CORROSION

RATE OF STEEL AND ZN EMBEDDED IN MORTAR

C. Alonso, A. Macfas, P. Santos, C. Andrade

Instituto Eduardo Torroja, Madrid, Spain.

INTRODUCTION

The difficulty of the itse of electrochemical techniques in steel
embedded in concrete is accounted for the special characteristics
of the concrete as electrolyte, for example its high electrical resisti-

vity and its physical heterogeneity.

At the present time, the most studied techniques are the Polarization
Resistance (D.C.) (1) and the A.C. Impedance measurements (2). In
tnis work, some results obtained by the use of these two techniques,
are presented.

The systems studied have been: bare steel and pire zinec embedded
4n. 7ortar. Finally, an attempt to compare tihe results obtained through
the two techniques, is explained.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

SLaLl prismatic mortar specimens (2 x 5,5 x 8 cm in size) were employed.
Tr:ey were fabricated with common Portland cement of fast hardening
(P - 450 - ARI). The specimens contained two identical woru:ng electro-
des (duplicated experiment) of bare steel or Zn. In the mortar specimens
ccritaining bare steel, 3% of Na N02 as corrosion inhibitor, was added

the mix. These mortar specimens were carbonated by an accelerated
metnod introducing them after a cure period of 28 days, in chamber
with an atmosphere almost saturated in COZ and with about 60% of
JR.H. Finally, the specimens were stored in a chamber with cyclic
variations of the relative humidity: 100% - 50%. partially inmersed

in distilled water.

:n specimens containing Zn, different proportions of Ca Cl2  (2% or
3% by weight of cement), to active corrosion, were added. They were
stored in a chamber with 100% of R.H.

EESJLTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and 2 show the evolution of the corrosion intensity (Icorr)
versus time, of steel and Zn bars, measured by Rp (D.C.) technique.
B5y tne trend of figure 1 it is possible to deduce that the steel
is passivated during the cure period and remains so during the rest
,f the experient, even during the carbonation process and in the
"'er humidity conservation periods. The presence of 3% Na NC 2  is

r evealed effective to avoid corrosion of steel in these situatitons.

Tne trend of figure 2 shows a similar behaviour for Zn embedded in

'>r'>!r ,:ontaining different proportions of C" : although at the begin-
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ning of the experiment the Icorr values are high but decrease as
the time proceeds. Only 3% Ca Cl2 maintains the Icorr in high values.

Figures 3 and 4 show Nyquist diagrams obtained by A.C. Impedance
* measurements. They were simultaneously obtaineo in the same specimens

that in former figures. Figure 3 shows the results on the case of
the steel: the variation of the impedance with the frequency gives
a more or less vertical line that may be the beginning of big semi-
circles. This type of trend is always obtained when steel is passivatect
the phase at the lowest frequency tested is higher than 45?. Figure 4
shows the Zn behaviour: without chlorides or with 2% Ca Cli although
the Zr, is not being corrode, the phase shift at the lowest frequency
tested is smaller than in the steel, but in the case of' 3% Ca C12
the angle at low frequencies is smaller than 45Q.

Finally a g~raphical extrapolation, using a Bode representation has

been cArried out in order to compare the Rp values obtained 1- "he

D. C. techr ique, with tL, im. edance module value obtained by thoe
A.C.(ecnrique. in the -- of the steel a good agreen't is obtailhed
at. IG5 Hz and Ir~r he Zn, the agreement is obT, i~ed .t1. 0
Hz - 103 Hz.1.

By these resu-ts it may be drawn tnat the D.C. technique is the most
useful in -i-der to obtain values of the corrosion rate, but the A.C.
tecbrniqu- May give tne most useful ones in order to know tle morpho logy
of the attack.

RE FERENCES
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CORROSION AND STABILIZATION OF n-GaAs IN AQUEOUS IODIDE SOLUTIONS

P. ALLONGUE*, H. CACHET*, P. CLECET**, M. FROMENT*, J.R. MARTIN** and
E. VERNEY**
* Laboratoire de Physique des Liquides et Electrochimie (LP 15 CNRS)

associd 3 l'Universiti Pierre et Marie Curie
place Jussieu - 75230 Paris Cedex 05, France

**Laboratoire de Physicochimie des Interfaces (UA 404 CNRS)
Ecole Centrale de Lyon
BP 69131 Ecully Cedex, France

Corrosion of photoanodes is one of the factors which limit the use of
n type small gap semiconductors in the photoelectrochemical conversion of
solar energy. Photoanodes can be stabilized by concentrated reducing redox
systems 1- . Results will be presented concerning the stabilization of
n-GaAs (1,0,0) single crystals by the (1-/12) couple at various pH and at
different concentrations of iodide and iodine. The stabilization coefficient
is determined by the rotating ring disk technique 3 . The energetic condi-
ticns and the transfer kinetics are studied by impedance measurements.
Corrosion products in the dark and under illumination are identified thanks
tc reflexion high energy electron diffraction (RHEED).

Rotating ring disk measurements prove the dependence of stabilization
on the reducing agent concentration and the proton activity. The best sta-
bility ( ' 100 %) is obtained with highly concentrated iodide medium (7 M)
at pH = 0 as measured with the glass electrode. In the 7 M medium we observe,
with increasing acidity, that (i) the thickness of the formed oxide layer
cecreases, and (ii) the surface roughness disappears. Indeed, a cfc As203
oxide layer is found by RHEED analysis after 4.5 hour illumination at
V = 0.1 V/SCE (Iph = 1 mA/cm 2) in 7M Nal pH = 2 (Fig. la) and pH - 0
(Fig. Ib) solutions. The well defined ring pattern obtained in Fig. la
indicates a thicker layer at pH = 2 than at pH = 0. For lower iodide con-
centrations the anodic photocorrosion of n-GaAs occurs ; the stabilization

" * !fficiency is only 40 % in a 2M Nal pH = 0 solution.

impedance measurerjents performed in the dark in 12 free solutions show
that the band edge positions of n-GaAs are independent of the I concentra-
tion in the range O.1M - 7M. However, as others 4, we find a positive shift
-if the band edges with an increasing 1, concentration. These variations are
presented in Fig. 2a for the 7M Nal pl = 0 (as meaured with the -lass
electrode) solution. Note that the spontaneously formed 12 ( Cy 10-M) in
such an acidic medium explains that the flat band potential is - 0.85 V/SCE.
This value is slightly positive compared to the Vfb found in 12 free
solution ( - 0.93 V/SCE). Fig. 2b shows the variations of the flat band
potential sh:ft AVfb against the saturated current density (proportional to
illumination) measured at V + 1.0 V/SCE in a 7M Nal pl1 - 0 (o) and a
2M Nal pH = 0 (*) solution . The electrode area is 0.25 cm2. In the highly
concentrated medium the limiting value of AVfb is only \. 140 mV while it is
" 260 mV in the 2M solution. If we consider that the redox potential is

0.1 and + 0.18 V/SCE, respectively for the 7M and 2M electrolytes, it is

"-. ,
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found that the energy diagram of the junction (band edge positions of
n-GaAs with respect to the redox potential) remains almost the same in both
media. This later remark indicates that the hole trapping at the surface,
responsible for the Vfb displacement 5, is controlled by both charge trans-
fer kinetics at the interface and corrosion rate. A very good stabilization
and a greater transfer kinetics in the 7M electrolyte would then explain
the smaller shift AVfb.

Preliminary experiments have been performed with Ruthenium treated
n-GaAs electrodes. The chemisorption of Ru3+ is achieved by dipping the
electrode in a 1O- 2M RuCI 3 + 10-IM IUO3 solution. Fig. 3 presents poten-

tiostatic I-V characteristics of the n-GaAs/7M Nal (pH = 0) junction under
illumination with a Ru-treated (curve a) and a bare (curve b) electrode
(area 0.25 cm2 ). As in the case of Se2 - solutions 6, it can be seen that
this surface modification increases both fill factor and photopotential of
the junction (curve a, Fig. 3). Moreover the band edges remain pinned at
- 0.84 V/SCE even under illumination. The former fact indicates, as
before 6, that the Ruthenium has a catalytic effect upon the transfer. The
later fact confirms that the magnitude of the flat band potential shift is
correlated to the transfer kinetics 7.
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APPLICABILITY OF7 THE ELECTROCHEIAICAL MEhODS 'TO THE STUDY
OF THE E)CERNAL, CORROSION OF IMETALLIC TES IN BUILDINGS

*HUETE Ali: J.J. P0OYUELA
CENIM, Madr4 d (Spain)

Since Evans' work in the 20's the electrochernica'
na~re o f the meza ilic corrosion was known. Different methods

c) the Iehiavicur of metals and metallic alloys in diffE-
.-- .:.'r.:-ments ,were developed,. In general electrochemical

* .. I cnistin the applicaticn a DC or AC signal to th- sy-
r<~ r~tra~orof its response. If the i-oedngntd

-.he mehd re galvarnostatic:, -and 4f the magnituide
en -a he methcd -re p(-sentiosatic or potencirdinamic.

The '~~tlyeresults ob-tained in previous papers on
I n r,- _, 7e1 and qalvanizei sterzJ in .zoncrete_2 , 3 , juz-

f es ne ..5e o'eectrcnemica' methods for the specfic case

Jf -he

m(-,.r ro -- nan

r. t.erials , and , 0
gy'ps-.m. rubbis-1, et-_),
Ahi h are normally i
c~iact with embedded 1-

-; This Sircunstan
'e:~pleshign sens-_i-

-- hinges: mcisture
nit"gh level
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erimployed. In the Dr-me-
tod an cver potential
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Results and coments

According to the results obtained we can see that the
electrochemical methods give acceptable information about the
exterior corrosion of tubes embedded in buildings. In the fig.

s some significant examples of the measurements in the DC method

in different conditicns were plotted. These values correspon-
ding to the end of the study. In the case of the steel and the
qaivanized steel in gypsum and stored in 50% RH, due to the
, y ri_,g c this construction material the measurements cannot be
maoje until the finish of the test. We can see that only there
is a linear relation between Ecorr and icorr for the galvanized

s"ee. In the case of the steel and specially in the copper,
-here are big differences of the values of icorr compared with
S.ver siTmiiar values of Ecorr, this mean that occues changes
--.....-he corrosion kinetics in different environments.

Some examples of the impedance diagrams are shows in
the metal- and the environments employed in this

*-udy. Tr.ee diagrams indicate the validity of the Randles' equi
' ~r ruit, in the case c.f the cteel w4th.ut ohlorides where

-. "i::i-,' beha-iour may concern to the pa 7ive sate of
"r.,- - " .

Cr the other hand tne behaviour ( F tLe steel embedded
i. um perh ips can be explained Lecause when a little half-

-r',-2r.eren-e appear in the diagram is hard to show clearly.

-, ,r ?.und Traud W. Z., Electrcchem. n-7 (U983), 391.

:.- >.tnz, '.A. y Andrade C., BR. Corr. jo-ir 17(1982) 21.

. :-,2-e7, j.A. i Andrade C., Corr. y Prot. W, 3(1980) 2,.

.- 'Jrn M. and Geary A., jour Electrochem. So,. v. 04
95 ' nr-I, 56.

.- riLadky K, Callcw L.M. and Dewson D., Br. >orrc.n. Jour
v-15 n-1 (19&r0,.

.. -. • ,.. T%
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RC'HEEICAL ESTIMATION OF~ CORROS ION RATES ON FAINT COTDMTLSRAE

F FEZU, T .M. BAST7IDAS and M. .)rILL0

,,_ntrc_ Naciornal dle Investigaciones 1M1etal~roicas, Ciudad Universitaria,
Madrid, Spain.

"Phe determination of the corrosion rates of painted metals by
~eEctrc.chemical measuremrents presents the problem of the high ohmic resis-

tse across the organ~c coattng. The valeoftehaetaneres-

tance, which under other circ,.starices can measure the corrosion rare,
a~inears now masked by the high chimic resistance through the paint coating.
Q nlv when this coating is damaqed! the interference disappears. However, the
Teasur-ements in these conditio ns are less interesting.

Elect rcchemic al measurements c-irried cut on a paint coating in
rrilatively gcoAcd Hto give direct inform~arion about its insulating

*.wE-r as -.ella -nrlircct informiation about its porosity and the probable
7Lrrsive actvin 1-vel ex--stir. on the metallic substrate. However, this

4!- ifcr-1a,4n -,rily qualitative. !I is rnecessar-y to adopt a new
-i- t be c 7rcuce quantitative data.

he rn"m cf this ~zura i s to, study the possibility of
*e t~gelc~w the paint coating jsing troso cailed 'segmented t st

-ell (Fig. 1,I as previously described 1 2) , orn which it i~s poss~ible '
arctthe response of the metallic u_ tat t_- electic s-ignils

.ethout pasziina these dcros:- the paint cdl.

:,ei.tiona: electrcchE.in.cal tpst-tng, w',nsn crzintr le~ t -nxterrai -.u uie
a nt -c-ating (Fig. 2. _ketch on rci).in this- fque ') sn al

-f in ormier of magnit,.ie equal t) (-r hiqher -hsri ~ 3 hw he
cuvln crcuit u irg thocc rewn-asur, n,7 iIq t.- n t he s;m -

piece .Iien '.'e :netal/ip- nt notar.'-&dwhsl
exrnibits ion~ic ccnductivity. In this c7ase the : 'cws in a ''

'-rale' -D the- metallic surface. The rstrcP of the thinr el ctroly-e
.m tl -ant interface is, nzrm,3liy, mic lwer than the res-

an-c Rof tn.e faradaic process.

E~.ermeralresults ind dsuso
The contamiinated metal,. saint irrerfac,-e attsrr4 s condlitions of *

-~t n a sn,,rt time from the start ,F Lt- exposure to water.
is r.~. senwh' n cornparirng the: impedan'e dgrarns u)btained witn the

.................. n. es' an.l te new, one (Fig. 3). On antiaticn exposure period

% it-
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both diagrams have the same "open arc" shape, with high values of impedance
moduli and phase angles. However, whilst the impedance diagrams obtained
with conventional testing continue practically without change. "closed
our.res" with a semicircular shape are obtained in a short period of time

* 'when, using the segmented test piece. It seems likely that this period of ti-
me permeation time ) will depend on how quickly water molecules reach the
nvetai/paint interface by diffusion, and it appears to depend on the thick-
ness of paint film. For example, for 20 mg NaCl/m2 surface contamination,
prreton times of 4, 10 and 42 hours have been determined on paint films
44, 1000 -arid 2D8 Fm thick, respectively.

Frovided that the metal/paint interface becomes conductive, the
impedanlce *1iagr~is obtained with the segmented test piece allows an easy

cvalcat-F of:he corrosion rate 1,Vc) of the metallic substrate by using
zne Stern-Geary formule (Vc=B/Rr) and assming that the diameter of the
semnooir-1 1 of 'neimpedance diagram is 1%. It is interesting to note the

-c!-.g eFFe, ro o th~ocness and exposure time on the protection offered by
one p:.n :3ao:ing. Corrcsion rates of the metallic substrate determined af-

- 9-9-0 -cr F exposure ro the aggresive medii.n are almotst inversely pro-
toc coating -hickness. Finally, the impedance diagrams obtained

.. gcstt-~ s irf-3,e cono-ination aby.e 20 og aCIm 2 has farther little
C: C crr.~ocn 7a 'he traic ub-trate.

S. c 7M. ;coi, and M. %rilo, Rev. lb. Ccrnrcsi. y r:teccion,
983,J, Y~9.

I' M. xorl ) ad 7.. Bao~s 't~ e Vernici, 7 -1984), 29.

P ,sttc *nclosure R,

LR C.-. PACO17IAe

-J R, EILCTROLY1!iTE i~ ne.< ' M E T AL

- - - - ~~ PRINT comno nesisTaNct ,' ,"//~'

A, FAftACAI REiITAIM

C, - PRIN COATI1I CAFACTTYA

c,. OEUmJLAwVft CAPACITY f
MAY POOMAM FLAW$

PLM's it Ca E .4 -LECTROLYTE
gA -PAINET COAT1144

R, AROM M MACE C E

R4 RES13TANCE OF METAL/PAIN U£tA £TA L

INIERAIMt/ /
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"LEc-rR7CAL' MDDEL FOR SUDYING 774E CORRODING S7TFE'L,'CNCRFF SYSTEM

S. FEL1IU and LTA. GONZ-aLEZ
?er li'3cional de InveSt.gaciJones Metal~rgicas. C -udad Universitaria,

MIadr>1, Spain

:r~~r~.. ied la Construcci6n y del Cemento, Apartado 19.002,I Madrid, Spain
Unive sidad Nac'.onal de Educac '.n a Distanci-a, M-3drid, SpaiJn

eC --a~7lt9 -o achieve the steady-state condi -ons when
stL~iIS 1a r oaDiled "o he Steel /,CnCrete System have favored other tech-

ha .~o' e~.and, somietimnes, translcnt 1ea!--u,.:,ents. In
n -etzr-e.tnese 4s nece--ary T-o assumte a mo~del

h tr~;iats e benavia -)f --,e steel/ctncrete
"3 r ral If F :ht -xperirmental data are sinpled du-

~ ~-t'&d' :m after applyrng the E:4gr~al, the effect of

4. 7o In - D

- ~ ~ g f~' 'r r) q~e~ e~ ri. an urniuue sctiaicircle.
............... ' tn! vali ., f 'ut for represen-

~x~r-r~.contra-ilcticn may t>- cverc-me wihother mo-
-r' n 2, ,-iher'e the :-ctn2sent -*-ricd it longer due to the

-n- in senie!- -.ith tne Capac::-anoe

* Uomqg t ,e r.,-.r~jitiona. (1cUIUS, it not difficult to dserive
*c-~ o:~"fjnC-,-r~ to different elcria iandis For the mntJel shcwn

.. ~..qz.. t aFcential stut), rne retpxcrse :s expressed

'7 Xt x .", d X Are re -al a nd r.egative) rc)t-S ccf the

P. R2 ~ Xi

CR R, R R - C - (2]
x2 3 2 C3-1 LX
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an 2 + Bx + C Ax22 + Bx2 + Cand K= Kj - K =
R 2+R xl(x1 -x) ' 2 x2(x2 - x)

R 2Ci 
+ R2C2 + R3C2 1

being A= B= R2 R3RC1C R1R2R3C1C

in practice, the values for x and x usually differ over one
crder of magnitude. lmediately after applying te signal the response curve
-s mainly affected by only one of the two exponential terms of Eq. 2, while
the influence of the other exponential term becomes important after periods
DF t:.me of the order of one or more seconds from the start, when the effect
cf the first one can be neglected. Therefore, in order to have a complete
knowledge cf the response function, 4t is necessary to combine data taken
• oxrngi@ the first few fractions of a second fmn the start with data taken
t...c ghcu a period of various seconds (e.g., bet .ten 2 and 10 s). The va-
i_es r te parameters K. , K: , !,2 , x, and x2 which best fit the experi-
.. .. ntal ,.laa ,e obtained.,4th the help of a cr, mputer prograo.

The vaiues of ccmponents of tne p;-,cq -I electtrical rdel are
readi, yculabl, fcm the par-meers of Eq .

:'rs , r ... techr.i.tue and result!.
Four serL. es of cement r) rtar p..Ijn (2,, TI, T1 and 7, seies,

-prep-.ed with a water/cement ratio o c,'3. :n tue T. "nd . -eries, 2%
f l ov we- ,. was added to the cat,.t. .- ai.n stei b._r. use ir.

toe T- and T, £#ries, and corragated b-:rs wera Ts.o .: Te2-:" -::.

esDe,":rmr.s were 2 cT.L x 5.5 cn x 8 cm size, ar.d the mr2t t_ aic ex)oe:
_ .. rr-csion was abeut C 6 a2 . All he results are referre t tni-:s area.

The spe:Lzmens were held in a chamber at about C0% relativ, hu-
Mdity. 7rom time to time pulses of potential were applied to -hem. Fig. 3
::.5s tne typical response to a 10 mV potential step. An D!scillosc-Gpe.
sed to record the response curve during the first fractions of a seccd

frcci cne start, and a graphical plotter, for the peric between 0.5 and 10
o.r ,mre seconds.

&rameters of the proposed model
The numerical data to be used in the calculations were sampled

;rc the response curves. Table I shows the calculated values of parameters
K . K9 , x and x2 for the response curves after- 4 months specimen life.

r~r' the values tne comcners P, R2' R3 C and 'C2 have been calculated

7n the model in Fig. 2, the component R, nrepresent the oh.ic
-. i~ ~ t , twer, lie workirq and ref ernce electrAdes. t eems .reasonatle

.potl to the esic e _f the Fara.'lic pr ces I ,nd c'-o the
,b .e ! ycr c.a,?ia: ,.::. Mre doubtful is trhe physical t.:mnfican)<of too

- 't-, ,,p. -s, C and

i2

,PPW
tn u Y l-.v %.. ....: -.< ...,-- -- = ..
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Determination of the corrosion rate
For determining che cornosion rate, it is not necessary to iden-

tify all the corrponents of tne equivalent circuit in Fig. 2. Only the value
of the resistance R is needed. Accepting that R represents the charge
transfer resistance, the corrosion intensity wil? be calculated using the
we l-krowi Stern-Geary equation -corr= B/R2 .

An easy way to calculate R2 come out From the facz that one of
the exponential terms of Eq. 2 becoes negligible aftet, a very short time
interval. IF t>,1 seconds, this equation may be rewritten as I/AV =

K o K1 exp( x1 t). Advantages of this simplification are (a) the easy way
tc obtain the experimental data, e.g. frcn single graphic record between 1
and 10 seconds, and (b) the easy treatment of these data for calculating the
parameters of such an equation. Thus, if R is determined separately or
compensated, the value of R2 can be imnediately calculated from the value of
parameter K, expressed by the relationship K(O = 1/(R ' + R 2 )

Reference
(1) D.G. John, P.C. Searson and J.L. Dawson: Br. Corros. J., 16, No. 2

(1 98! ' , 102-106.

Tale 1. V1il.. of par..e%.r for the response q. . I

$0.,cldia X, 
1  K2 11 2
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At
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a1". 6 601,.

S;01o R, 1 a CI C2 4tilll ~ 1~ ll C 2i
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ANODIC BEHAVIOUR OF A.I.S.I. 446
STAINLESS STEEL IN METHANOLIC ENVIRONMENT

a b c

.CAPCBIkNCO a , G.FAtNIA , C.A.FARINA , F.BELLUCCI

nipartimento di Chimica Fisica - Padova (Italy)

:s ituro G.Donegani - Dipartimento di Corrosione - Novara (Italy)

Dipartimento di Ingegneria dei Materiali e della Produzione -Napoli (Italy)

one of the main difficulties in the corrosion electrochemical testing in
organic solvents is the low reproducibility of the experimental measurements

strictly related to the surface conditions of the specimen used as ele-
ctrode and to the possibility of mantaining the testing solution free from
oxidation products both of the solvent and electrode.

The n .rd of working with a fresh generated metal surface, free from air-
born passivity and in conditions ensuring the constant composition of the
solution, reg'iired to set-up an experimental procedure allowing measurements
in flowing electrolyte. 1

The clarization cell was a cylindrical Pyrex glass tube (Fig. 1); the
metal specimen, of cylindrical shape with a surface arsof ca.5.5 cm , was
mounted using a Teflon electrode holder. The electric contact was made
by an inner metal rod.

The flow (4-5 =i/min) was obtained by pressurizing a solution reservoir
with Jessicated nitrogen.

The test and pickling solutions wore alternatively pumped from the reser-
voirs. Focr the preparation of the metal surface, the usual treatment with e-
mery paper was follcwed by a cathodic po arization directly within the cell
at -0.9V ,E) for :o in~utes in a 2-i0 M H1 S0 4 methanolic solution. Afte -

zi::kiinj treatment the test solution was introduced into the cell.
i.e ar.,:dic behaviour of A.I.S.I. 446 Stainless steel has been investiga-
"eJ in '.t2rated nethoclic salut ians. The form-ation ar.d stability of the

ass :Ity fJIo has aceen evaluated cy varying water content (200-5000 ppmv),
r:de 'so= sulph,:rt acid concentrations 10 ' 10M) and temperature

'33-403) . The t been performed by means of anodic potentiostatic
• ran:ierz. Th analysis of corrosion oehavicur hy means of anodic potentio-
static transients can give more simple and direct information as regards
tcu tintic aspect of the passivity film formatcn. The latter aspect is
.. ...c disregarded by potentirdynamic curves which, even at the lowcst

:arn rates, always represent the prezent situation of the specimen.
Measurements have been carried out using an Amel equipment assembled

wt. a pctecrtiostat mod. 552, a sig:,al generator mod. 567, an interface
x d. 560 and a current integrator mod. 721.

In -Jer to increase the conductivity, o.1M lithium oerchlorate was ad-
ded to the solutions.

Experimental results indicate that A.I.S.I. 446 Stainless Steel is not

Farticularly prone to corrosion phenomena in eaerated methanolic solutions.
in fact, even in the presence of relatively high acidoty (10-3M H2 SO4 ) and/.r chl rtjes tLiCl < 1O- 2M) , stable protective oxide films are built-up

t.ne wter content is about 5000 pm (Fig. a,b).

vi

•4

. .



06441 i -cell for measurements in

r-r f lowing solution.

1) Teflon electrode holder

2) Solution exit

6 3) Metal specimnen

4) Teflon

5) Electric contact

6) Lugjin capillary
2 8

3 77) Platinum counter electrode

-9 8) Solution inlet

9) Nitrogen inlet

Fiq. 2 -Typical behaviour of potentiostatic transients at +100 mV for

A.I.S.I. 446 Stainless Steel in methanolic solution 10
1 M

LiClO 4. T=20'C.

i~4~AAV4WA4~Aa) 103 3MHS
0.5% H80

b) 10 M H,2S0 4
10-3 M Ltd 4

0.5% H20

'#V, 2-c) 10- 3 M LiCI
d 0.02% H 20

d) 10-3M 2 0

io M LiCI
A . 4J 0.5% HO2

CC

30 -- d 9d Time (a)

. **4. - : *. - - "I. - 4* I
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* on iecreasing the water content, the corrosion resistence cf the metal
is -.reatly reduced and the conditions for localized attacks are likely to

~crur (Fig. 2,c) .
The influence on corrosion phenemena of a~ decreasing of the water content

results greater than that corresponding to an increase of acidity and chlo-
rides.

in aggressive environments the passivation current increases witl' the
temperature ,.hile a beneficial effect is observed in conditions in wh-ich
stable passive films are formed.

F.Maza, S. TOrchio, N.Shislandi, Proceeding of the International Congress
-.n metallic Corrosion, Toronto, 1, 102 (1984)

G.Capobianco, G.Farnia, G.Faita, C.A.Farina, Proceeding of the International
Congress on metallic Corrosion, Toronto 3 532 (1984).
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ELECTRODE PROCESSES AT HAFNIUM
IN VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES

J.PIROTH and E.BRAUER
Institut fVir Physikalische Chemie der Universit~t
Frankfurt/Main, West-Germany

The knowledge of the behaviour of Hafnium in acidic and
basic solutions (HS04 t, HiNO, HCl04 , NaCl, NaOH) is of growing
interest with respect to the corrosion phenomena of this metal,
which is being used more and more in reactor plants. The ex-
tremely high corrosion resistance is due to the generation of
thin protective oxide layers, the growth of which is shown in
Fig. 1 as a function of the applied potential.

Q1/rAscm'2

0 t.a:
L 
f~o,.

, ., growth as a function
0 2 . 6 8 0 of applied anodic po-

£Iy (NHE) larisat ion

The oxides were found to be non-uniform according to SIMS on
Hf oxide prepared)by anodic polarisation with 0.5 mA/cm2 in
0.5 N E2Si4 (Fig.2)
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* Cathodic Tafel plots of
* * Hf in various electrolytes

ice are given in Fig. 3, the
unregularities will be dis-
cussed.

ISOI

Fi.3 Tafel plots of
/o Hafnium in vI-rious elec-

tro. ytes

Extended impedance measurements were performed to elucidate
the electrode processes of Hafnium. A suggestion by Gbr to use
equivalent circuits was followed to interprete the spectra.
ig. 4a pre sents a series of spectra for Hf in 0.5 M' H2S04
after anodic polarisation at: 1 o .1 V, 2 =1.6 V, 3 =6.6 V,

j, o.6 V.
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The corresponding equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 4b and

the values of the parameters are listed in Table 1.

R2 Fig. 4b:,Equivalent circuit
r for simulation the phase

angle and impedance spectra
- I Iof Hf in 0.5 M H 2 so04

'vi cL R resistance, C =capacity,
L--7 R electrolyte resistance

4?. C I Sx )6

C 1'200 C.6P 6.6

6.6 ~ 0. 0i i 16. C. 3 26 9- 0.02

by.:6 K~ . 3 0.76 5? .' .C2

Table 1: Calculated parameter for the elements
in Fig. 4b

.xm~edance spectra of Hafnium after cathodic polarisation
d4iffer clearly in shapes for~p and Z' from those shown above.

111e cuialnt circuit contains an adsorption parameter.

'he results wiill oe discussed and compared to those of Ti

Ajc 2
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INVESTIGATION OF AMORPHOUS TITANIUM ALLOY
IN 0.2 9 H2 So 4

* M.V.MUSI6
Institute of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of
Science, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Titanium, together with its alloys, containing different me-
tals belongs to a group of the most important building materials
due to their high corrosion resistance to various agents and hi-
gh thermal stability. Titanium also belongs to a group of so ca-
lled "valve" metals which owing to spontaneous or direct elect-
rochemical passivation protect themselves from corrosion. During
this process oxide layers, different in thickness and properties
which depend on the very nature of metals and formation conditi-
ons, are -omposed.

On the 4s4 of literature data(1-)and our previously obtain-
ed results, concerning the problem of anodic layers formation
on valve metals, we established an equation that describes the
decrement of current passivazion during time t, i.e.

1/i = 1/i +kt/b or

-log i + log(i - i/io) = log(k/b) + log t (1)

where io and i is a current passivation at t=O, i.e. at t >O,
while k and b are constants. It follows from (dE/dt)=ki relation
that a constint k is the measure for the rate of anodic layer for-
mation potentia27(E) charge at constant current, i.e. the measu-
re of the increment rate of oxide layer resistance, independent-
ly from the layer thickness. Therefore, it follows from the above
that the more consumed current is for area passivation the less
is k, what means that corrosion is greater. The left side of equ-
ation (1) marked F written according to log t gives a straight
line with the slope 1, the value k/b for log t=O can be derived
from, while the value k can be derived from a particular galvano-
static (c*hronopotentiometry) experiment. The position of a stre-
Ight line F vs. log t within a coordinate system, i.e. the value
log k/b for different values of a polarization potential demons-
trates the resistance to corrosion. The more positive is the va-
lue log k/b, i.e. a line is shifted to the right within a coor-
dJnate system, the greater the resistance of a sample to corro-
sion is. This holds for those passivation processes that are not
followed by other electrochemical processes.

Botn cyclovoltmetric and potentiostatic (cyclochronoampermetry)
( ?A_-170) 0invsi.7ions of a plain surface (D) and a cross sec-

J ti on ( ) of foil of Ti3',"l alloy and a plain surface (B) and a
cross section (A) of a ribbon of amorLhous alloy 62Ti23Ni9Cu4Si,"
proved, on the basis of the above mentioned equation (1) that
_,hin surfaces are more resistant to corrosion than the corres-
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ponding cross sections. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the den-
sity of current passivation at potential 1.0 V are higher at the
cross sections than at plain surfaces, as well as the fact that
the quantity of electricity expended in the course of the first
passivation cycle from 0.0 to 3.0 V for 6 sec. shows a twin-like
behaviour as is presented in the fcllowing Table:

Sample 2 A B C D
Current, mA/cm 13.66 2.40 3.24 2.64

2Q, mC/cm 366.4 60.7 21.4 15.4

The rise in number of cycles is followed by a decrease rate
of anodic current at the end of cycles at 3.0 V, that is greater

at plain surfases when compared to cross-sections, Table I.

Table I The anodic current depending on the number of
cycles at 3.0 V.

Crenu% C/cm2Samnle A B C D t,sec.

i 268.8 42.5 39.6 3.6 6
S2 165.9 21.6 23.1 1.2 12

2 143.0 16.2 19.5 0.9 18
i 127.0 13.3 - 0.6 24

The analysis of chronoampergram shcws that the current passi-
vation, when all samples are taken into consideration, reaches a
constant value after a certain period of time. This analysis gi-
ves straight lines, Fig. 2, according to equation (1), with a slo-
pe different from one; different values can be found for k/b and
the same order is characterized for the values of a constant k
as is evident from the following Table:

Samule A B C D
A./Fdog t 0.625 0.847 0.827 0.933

- log(k/b) 3.6 2.57 2.91 1.07
k,(v.cm 2/A.s) 0.0088 0.140 0.075 0.180

All the quoted data, together with Tofel's analysis of polari-
zation curves, save the values of straight lines'slope (AF/4log t
for 0.8 V) indicate a greater corrosion along cross section when
compared to plain surfaces. However, the slopes point to the fact
that the formation of anodic oxide layer is followed by another
anodic process, the product of which has no influence on the oxi-
de layer thickness. The intensity of this process is in the oposi-
te relation to the slone value. Therefore, the analysis of the
thickness of anodic oxide layer was carried out by measuring the
capacity (C) of the boundary phase of anodized sample/electrolyte
cy ac polarography with a phase sensitive detector within frequ-
ence field 100-1000 Hz, depending on passivation potential (Table
II). The results proved that the relative aapacities are greater
with cross sections than with plain surfaces and that the same de-
crease with the rise of formation potential i.e. with the rise of
oxide layer thickness. This in fact shows that the cross section
of samples are more resistant to corrosion than the plain surfaces
are, as they become passivated owing to a thinner oxide layer and
are therefore characterized by a greater capacitt. Thus, follow-
ing the mentioned results we can say that a greater current expen-

... '' :, 4: 2: .: ' *'?; " * 12- *.' .. *,. .i . .... '... -".'2 ..
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diture in total anodic process should be attributed to oxygen
evolution. It results from the above that the oxygen overpoten-
tial is lower at passivated cross section than at passivated pla-
in surfaces. Having compared the amorphous titanium alloy with a
crystal alloy, it can be concluded that although they have dif-
ferent quantity of titanium (amorphous alloy contains more tita-
nium) an amorphous alloy is far resistant to corrosion than is
the crystal alloy form T13MIl. Therefore it can be reasonable to
expect that amorphous alloy3 can be utilized as good anodic ma-
terials for oxygen evolution. Table II shows the capacities of
the boundary phase anodized samples/electrolyte in dependence of
ootenial of oxide layer formation i.e. of a layer thickness.
T~able -LI.

Sample A B CD
Ef V C, ~/M 2

1.0 200 2.2 48.7 29.3
2.0 112.6 18.o4 29.1 18.8
3.0 76.6 15.70 21.6 12.8

Crystallization (devitrification) of amorphous alloy (using
-D SC method) ocours in three distinct steps, at 736, 774 and 784. K,

respectively, the last of which represents the process of crys-
tals' formation to which the enthalpy of &H-~ 22.3 J19 corres-

VA Re f'erences
1.J.fahalom, T.P.Koar, Electrochin. Acta,1567 (90)
2K.Oglara, N.Haclcerman, Electronchim. Acta, 17, 1717 (1972).

~i.De~ho~ eotrochim., Soc., 111, 15 17)
Bul. cSrb c Ar-ts. Belgrade,

1<4 1LV19 6 13(97)
i~ ~ ~ 6 aeilIhm u- huB ,"(,6)
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CORROSION PROTECTION OF TITANIUM ALLOY AND STELS IN ,.1OLTEN
ALKALI CARBONATES

Ozeryanaya I.N., Manukhina T.I., Sannikov V.I.,
Anfinogenov A.I.

istitute Electrochemistry, Sverdlovsk, USSR, 620219

Aluminium and its alloys are selipassivated in the alka-
li carbonate melts. The application of aluminium alloys in
the molten carbonate fuel cells are limited by low melting
point of these metals. The investigation of passivation of
aluminized titanium alloy and steels in the alkali carbonate
melt is described in this paper. The diffuse aluminizing of
-he titanium alloy (VTI) was carried out in the following
ccndriot" (-as.%) BC~z-KCe-NaOe eutectic - 85; ACCt3 -5;
powder ,- riJ - 10 for 5h. at 6500 C.Ihe aluminized layer
thickness is 20-235m A,3'J' was found on the sample surfaces
by x-ray analysis.

The aluminizing of the steels (X18HiOT and St 20) was
done in the melt (mas.;): 6 QCL4 -453 K -3; t C - 11,5;

J!'3 - 3; powder 0. A3 -7,5 at 600 C, for 1-4h A 2(60 -

140 m thick) for St 20 was found on the sample surfaces by
x-ray analysis. ?L, K . and AC, r2 ( 4-8,km thick) were found
on the sample surfaces of the X1i8H1OT. The passivation of
alumirized specim-ns '&s Lnvesti ated in the alkali carbonate

* melt ~:~A'2 w3Q::5~at 6000 and 7C)00C; the cell
atmosphere was ?2 or .. I, '-*; Cz. The passivation efficiency
of the investigated metal was studied by the patentiostatic11 anode zo!i isation relative to the carbonate reference elect-

A rode. 'L,e analysis of the re:uits shows (Fig.1) that alurlii-
z--c, ,I1 is pa-sivated "rrythc evolved : ~xc . dvrnr trhe anode

e -ce 3pol-riz io cure :f:t%,..l..cd Vff are-il-ilar to tho-se of a '-T ;iyl~ to t~c.c of ths onal ±inized ::e;ai and V3' alloy.
passiiation cni-.racterist cs cf alunini:"e V1 11 aze better

tn,-L those of the initial metal: the passiva-ion cuv'rent den-
" is 6-j times lower than that of the iiitial m etal and

,times lower than that of the 7T5, which contained 57;f L.
A very thin layer ( )MM) of L0, o/e- 3 _nd elixinates was
f o-.L. on the aluminized surfface VTI. _'he solid solution of
origen and-Th was no formea on the aluminizod V11 samples.

The aziodic Dotentiostatic curves of the aluminized 6t20
ZF:,.r) differ significantly from the iron curves under the

, ame conditions. The reion of the iron active solution at
-17 -G,6V was not observed on the aluminized 't2C curves

, t was Cot on trie iron curves. The passivation current den-
of the aluminized St2O is 5 times luwur than that of

i."on, but the potential region of the paosivation is tne same.
n , r.ce,;s of envolving the alode gases (CO t, O

S %d - b•, ,.
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-0

1Q4

20 ' 0 05 '0-

F .1. The anodic Dotentiostatic polarization atmosp- re
CQ2; VT1 alumi-mized: 1-600;1 '4-7 ) 0 ; VT5: 2-6CO;
5-?OG; initial V'TI: 3-600: 6-7000

proceeds at the overootential 0,2 V. Tha potentio taic
cLaracteristics of the aluminized X18HIOT ditlfor from those
of the initial steel. The anode polarization cerves of the
XIHICT specimens are of a similar character as aluminium(i.2b).

-- AC23 and i,,AeO2 were found on the surface layers of
the XI8HIOT specimens, as cn aluminium. The dependence of
the oxidizing r ate of the investigated metals on time may be
cha acterized by the kinetics of the formation of protective
films at constant potential. W''e have observed the decreasing
of the current density with time at constant potentials. The
values of these passivation regicn of -he aluminized steels
(X1I8HI'T and St20) at E000and 7C00. The results obtained
showed that the change of the anode current density with ti-
me obeyed the parabolic law of the oxide film growth (Table)
after 10 ain of polarization for the X18HIOT anodes and
after 3 min - for 6t20. The oxidation rate constants are
increasing with the increase of polarization potentials
(Sta0) and temperature (X18H10).

' p
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4 i0 -0,9

- .8 .,

-0,6-(;

04

2 2

-0,2 1 +q,6

0, *2 fog

5 10 5s /00 t, 50 u i,- 10 20 30 ,A/m 2

7. The anodic potentiostatic polarization, atmosphere
COZt/20 u) 7000; -St20 aluminized for: 1-2h; 2-2h;
3-Fe, 6000, b) 1-Al, 6000; Steel X18HIOT, 7000;
aluminized for: 2-4h; 3-2h; 4-initial XI8HIOT, 6000

Table

The dependence of the current density (A.M- 2 ) on timeduring the polarization of the steels

I he time ihe oxidiL-he poiar- The change of the
i.teel of alumi- zing tea-K;ation po- :!node current den-

nizin6, perature, ltential, sity with time,h ov ! /,2

,1 {" 2 600 -0,2 ii=(54,8,9) 0 ' 5

4 ,, -0,2 i= (158,9+10,2)'L 0 ,
2 Z.o v,-, 4:( 7 , 6+2 1 6) -0. ,5

;t 20 1 600 -0,2 V210,7±V, 5'

2 -0,2 i=(77,E+17,9) t-
2 -o,4 i=(54,99,7) U"'

'-he diffused aluminized layers siGnifically increase
the corrosion resistance of the VT1 and Stee~s (X181{10T and

-r20) in the molten alkali carbonates at 600 and 7000.

.. * •
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IFLUENCE OF WATER VAPOR PRESSURE ON ALUMINIUM CORROSION
IN MOLTEN LITHIUM A.ND KALIUM CHLORIDES

OZERYANAYA I.N., SHLRDAKOV N.T
Institute Electrochemistry, Sverdlovsk, USSR, 620219

LiCE-K mixture was used as the soldering flux of
aluminium and its allaysl . The data about the influence of
the usual admixtures in this melt may be of importance for
improving industrial processes.

We have studied the aluminium corrosion in the molten
eutectic mixture of lithium and kalium chlorides at the water
vapor pressure from 133,5to 15,105Pa at 673-875 K.

A well-known method was used. for the tZC? and KCe mix-
ture preparation. But we have d termined the humidity of both
the chlorine hydride and helium-. The aluminium specimens
A999 (area- 2 cm2 , thickness - 0,3 mm) were chemically poli-
shed. The experiments were carried out both in the hermetic,
quartz, 5 electrode electrochemical cell with helium atmos-
phere and in the optical quartz cell, which is placed into a
-.ihtemperature microscope camera 1;'.,-456 ("Union"). x 400.

The interaction products were analysed with x-ray (DRON-
-2), Scanning ulectron-probe x-ray ("Comebax") and atomic-
-absorption (spectrometer "Perkin-Elmer") methods. The corro-
sion current density of aluminium was measured by the weightchange of the specimens during their contacts with the melt

from I to 50 h) and by anodic galvanostatic polarization
ctuz,:es, which were obtained in realation to the chlorine re-
ference electrode,

e have found , that when the wate vaDcr irssure in
the !ell ;s lowe:: than 2,6.105 Pa, aiLtmin-iu int<,xcrts with

he h;arol/Ysis prcduct of the /,*Ce -,. ax~i ar..ttdre-ions
(re ,,,.& an.d s.o.) Lt oldci.d defect- te
lelcig aLgC + way :

A I /C bL (2)33Eree=-2/)e + t-1I C3  (3

The cor'osion current donsity of aluminium was in the
range of IO5g/cm 'n in these conditions.

The measurements of the alumini-La cotrcsio'n current
aensity were carried aut in the cuaztz ampuias (ampula volu-
:ae - 50 cm2 ; melt volume - cm5) at thu :!rtial water vapor
pressure nigher than 2,6.1u Pa.

The preliminary prepared LiC&-KCe rixrure and qe speci-
7-en were placed into the ampula.

It was evaquated upto the residual I:resuxe 10 -10 2 pa.
Then the definite .juantizty of vater -,asintruduced into

th, a:;pula and it was soldered. It .,:as heated for 1Oh at

%
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constant temperature. The colded ampula was immersed into
the distilled water and broken. The solutionof the eutectic
LeCe-yC after the experiments contained a white powder.
The ' ion concentration and pH were determined in the filt-
rate. The white powder contained ji-i 2 0 3 and a small portion
of LA&sOs . The Ae3* ion concentration was negligible in the
filtrate. pH of the filtrate was 5,5-6,0 and the same acidity
of the LiCe-KCP solution was registered before the experiment
To determine the corrosion rate of only with water (without
LeCe-KCe melt), theAe sample and a certain quantity of water
were sealed into the ampula and heated 1Oh at constant tem-
perature. The experiment showed that the weight change of the
sample was in the limits of the accuracy of weighting.

The dependence of the Ae weightlosses on the water va-
por pressure is shown in Fig.

4ot50

30-- 5

20 2

3 6 9 125 8 P#2 0 5Pa

Fig. The dependence of aluminium weightlosses on the
water vapor pressure
1-pH; 2-weightloss of the samples, mg.

The analysis of the results showed that the aluminium
: nteracts withe the LjCP-KOe melt at th!e water vapor pressu-
re higher than 2,6.103pa in the follcvirij'ay:

ii~~i LL-C + H2O = L OH HL" e .

2Ae +6HCe =2AUL"'3 3 -12  (5)
2 A(Ce,-3H2O ==Ae2G3 +-5"1ce (C) -

5AP2 03 +2L,3 l = 2,. LO1-H 2 J 01;9

°[%

. K 2 :P ~ % \ \ . *. % N' ' .*
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Phus, -APO 3 and ZiAesOs are products of the Ae interaction
with the iaCe-KCe melt at the water vapor pressure from
2,6-103 to 15.10 5!'a.
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A GENERALIZATION OF THREE POINT METHOD

GABRIELE ROCCHINI

Italian Electricity Board, Milan (Italy)

A comparison between the values of the corrosion rate of a metal, determined

by electrochemical or direct technique, shows that the two determinations can

be generally different even if in some case this difference is negligible. On
the basis of this experimental evidence one can ask if an approximate
evaluation of the corrosion current density is more convenient than the

numerical analysis of the polarization curve.
The three point method, suggested by Barnatt and modified by Le Roy, seems

to have the previous property when it is utilized with Stern and Geary equa-
P-E I

tion I..I [ Rp(a+6)2 or I 3 i(6E) AE d(AE)/ [ (AE3-AE3) (c+i)J.
f tE2

The polarization resistance, Rp, can be calculated by the equation
n

" ijAEj. A useful application is afforded by the screeningRp -= J j= 3

of the inhibitor effectiveness of some organic components and on-line

monitoring of corrosion rate of a metal. In both cases the main goal is to
have an idea of the entity of the corrosion process. This point of view is
supported also by the theory of error propagation, even if in principle the

two methods have been suggested for the purpose of determing the corrosion
current density.

In the foilowing paper the author gives a new version of the two method

that are based on the equations

L2a 2 - exp(aE) ] (Barnatt)
-xp(2ctLE) L ~ c_'E• i3

and i2 (Le Roy)
r- = -exp(ajtE) (t- - exp(aAE)): 3 '-1

The three points are chosen in the following way: ij=i(AE), i2=i(2bE) and
i3=i(-2tE) (Barnatt) and il=i(tE), i2(2LE) and i3=i(-AE) (Le Roy).

The advantage of this formulation is given by the removal of the complex

roots that can be present in the original suggestion. It is well-known that

the original versions are based on the solution of a second-degree equation.
Tho inadequancy of the model is given by the following conditions (a,s$)<O

or (s,,4)>i because x and o are always positive and less than one. It is very

;vportant to underline that the missing representation of the polarization

ctrve in the vicinity of the mixed potential can be ascribed to the reciprocal

position of the three points and not to the physical law that governs the

e ect rocternical system.

I%
".. .. ... <V% %% %..XV'... *'%--
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This hypothesis can be verified by the INOLL method, which gives the

electrochemical parameters Il, a e of the current-voltage characteristic i-IcI [exp0zuAE)-exp(-$tLE) I for a system under activation energy control.
The generalization of the two previous equations is given by the functions

G and G1 , defined as

-expiaE.)i./ 1 -exp(,-xE) 2

n i12

and G = 7' -epix1\)(2ii1 -ev(a.E\ (Le Roy)
j=1

an n hisc s heaeeof ca is:obtaie y h. sac for the minima of G

Hoee hsnwfruaino h he on method has some limits

impoed y te sapeof he wo uncion, GandGIwhich are a linear

-c-bintio ofthe constituent equations. But when the model is successful,

neeis a considerable advantage with the NOLI method because in the present

cas we have o-nly an unknown parameter.

Tethree point method with Barnatt's selection criterion was applied to

the study of the behaviour of ARMCO iron in H2 S0 4 solutions at different pH
valu and at 25%C. The results obtained are shown in table I together with

thv NOLI a.-alysis. All the polarization curvces are of the galvanostatic pulse

*type and the zero of the function has been determined numerically with the

*dichoroniic method. [able iShows thai the values of thQ parameters, ha, bc and

.,do not change practically with the choice of the initial value, E.

F ,e T-o tnere is a good agreement with the NOL11 analysia, which was

.--rd (.,-t o: the intar;'al [-60,60 mV. All the resiilts are referreJ to. thu

r.iri.at cn -urves correctea for the2 ohmic drop. For a correct ap-1 icat ion of
sC'eCLC)Io c-ctvria rec Irs WJS had to c tic- be st- f itt ia oi f Lh(-

expn'-imentnl' po iat wi1th INTER I coide. The application of Le Roy's scheme gave
11 ir:c reqolts. TablIc 2 shows some results of the application of the

toC, to the same systems. The quantity of Lhe third CCILcmn 1 c hsbe
a', A1-ed wi~h thke integral formulation of the polarization. ro sistance,R.
n- -..e :nter,,al ( -10, 10 ] mV. The values obtained are quite close to that of

taole 1. This good. agrecment is d-ue only to the experimental technique used

f .or carry ing out the polarization clurves, which in the present case, gives a
curreat-voltage characteristic very near to the ideal one. However, it is not

a corw-on ciaracteristic of all the electrochemical systems and in the case of

r::I;N*RODINE 92A 0.5 cc/I at 75''C we had ba=1 9 6 mV, b,= 2 8 1 mV and I.1

* ~ cn2 Forthe same system NOLT gave ba=120mV, bc-1O8mV and 1.. 56 tAcm-2 .
"'tcother application concerns the system HG] IN + BORG P16 0.1 ccdl at 750C.

[he results, of the present method wore ba=139  mV, bc=5 4 0  mV and 1.3

pA n the other hand, NOLI gave b.a-I35 mV, b,=199 mV and Io= 7 3 pAcm-2 .
, i thuc alculations were carried out considering the following initial values

' E '.E -W *, _E - b mV, ,,E = 8 mv, tjE - 12 mV and .XE - 14 -nV. Therefore,

t~iu v;iuca of the eloctro chemrical parameters itre referred to 1b experimental

;)o'1nt:;. 'iis is very important because the information provided by the old
m. . S ot a lOcal type wlhile its generalization can give( a gl1obalI

* .:.d~atinI ttl a suitable choice of the %umber of experimental. points.
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Table 
I

pH E(mV) ba (mV) bc(mV) I,(VA cm-2 ) NOLI
I ba(mV c(mV)IC(pA cm-2 )

4 87 90 1254
D . OI _ _ +

6.03 8 87 90 I 246 93 103 1382
2 86 go 90244

4 77 108 I 605 i

P.3 8 78 09 615 76 101 602
12 80 10 626

S4 72 86 263

8 73 86 266 68 89 252
12 74 87 269

4 66 89 272

il.5 8 67 90 274 64 100 279
12 67 91 277

Table 2

pH b b(mV) bc(mV) Ic(pA cm 2 )

0.03 36 89 1236
0.3 30 IH4 636
1 74 88 271

1.5 68 92 278
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HOT-WATER HYDRATION OF POROUS ANODIC OXIDE FILMS ON ALUMINIUM
-ANALYSIS OF FILM STRUCTURE BY ANODIC POLARIZATION.

M. Koda, H. Takahashi and M. Nagayama

Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

* ,hen porous anodic oxide films formed in acid soluticns are
immersed in hot water, they undergo reduction in porosity and
show improved corrosion protective abilities. This has been
ascribed to plugging of the pores with hydrous oxide produced
by the reaction between the oxide and water, and, for this
reason, the process is often called 'sealing'. This investi-
gation was undertaken to examine the sealing process by an
anodic polarizaticn technique, following the previous analysis
with gravimetric I ) and impedance 2 ) data.

Porous oxide films were formed on pure Al specimens by applying
a const.c.d. (ia) of 10 ma/cm 2 for different periods, ta, in a
2% oxalic acid solution at 301C, the anod _ng voltage was con-
stant at Ea=41V. The formed films have the pore-diameter (2r)
of 36 rm, pore-wall thickness (6) of 38 nm, and the porosity

A (a) of 0.10, irrespective of ta. The total film thickness (H)
increases linearly with ta at a rate of 0.27pm/nin. After ano-

* dizing, the specimens were hydrated in hot-water at 99.5 0C for
different periods (th), and then transferred into a 0.5M
rF3bO3-0.05M Na2B407 solution (20'C, oi=7.4) to follow the re-
anodizing voltage (Vr) at i-=0 .5 ma/co.2 for different periods
(tr).

F?.l shows Vr-tr curves obtained for ta= 2 min films hydrated
for different tns. The curves consist of two straight line
,-icns having slc~oes of mox (initial) and mhv (later). The
njtisl prtions coincide irrespective of th, but the later

-* 1<@ ..titt ns shift downward as the knee point voltage (Vo) de-
;ii reases with %_h. Astraifflt liv~e With 510Toe M. is 0! Itained for

-.,ec:,ens withcat hydration "th=O0 , onu a broken straight line
".z,,h pm is obtained for speci2mens trot:. whicn all oxide

.s rAoved by acid dissolut.ion. Fig. 2 shows Vr-t,- curves
!.t,-asured for speci.mens formed -or different tines (ta= to I
mr_' ar-d hvdrat-cl far tb=10 imiin. For t,,=3 to 10 izin films,

,i..Ly. n ,; crticns ,jitn mox ar.- obscrv:A:d. 7hc second
xbr ticn of the curv.aepeacs as La c:E.reases i~low 3 m , and

f-r Zas' 1.5 rin, o0iV the ,;&cnd portion of tile: CuV(, (slor e
r.mh... is obiserved.

, I A,-,cr.5_- g to a previous in estiationl )
, the h n-es in the

vf.' i structure Dy Lot water treatment is shown Ls-he,.lticully 2n
'lu. 3. Dekker and Middeihoek ' sugqe.ited that, w'.ei, i is

aclied to anolized but not-nvdra.ted specimens 'Fig. 3, a) ,it
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is carried by the movement of A1 3+ and 02- across the barrier
layer to form new oxide at the oxide/solution and oxide/metal
interfaces. Thus, pores in the oxide are gradually filled with
new oxide. They considered that the increase in the voltage,
Vr, reflects the increase in the barrier layer thickness and
the knee point appearing in the Vr-tr curve corresponds to the
completion of pore-filling. Based on their theory, the trans-
port number of Al3+ in the barrier oxide is expressed by

TAI3+ = a(l-ml/m 2 ) / (l-a)m2/mI  (1)

where a is the porosity of oxide, ml and m2 are the slopes of
the Vr-tr curves for specimens with and without oxide. The
value of TA1 3+ estimated in our previous work is 0.403).

Now, when ir is applied to the hydrated specimen (Fig. 3, b),
pore-filling proceeds in two steps; (a) the formation of voids
due to dehydration of hydrous oxide and (b) the filling of
voids with new oxide4). The volume ratio of the voids in the
film is considered to be the same as a= 0.1. Replacing ml with
iox(=0. 7 6 V/sec) in Eq.(l) and using m2 (=0.24 V/sec), we ob-
tain TAi 31= 0.2 4 . (This value is considerably smaller than that
obtained with non-hydrated specimens.) The knee point of the
Vr-tr curve corresponds to the completion of pore-filling up to
the thickness Hox where the pore-wall is remaining (Fig. 3, b).
Hox is calculated using

ir.tp.MAI203
Hox = kVp - (I-TAI3+)

nF6 ox

Here, Vp and tp correspond to the knee point, k(=l.3 nm) is the
thickness/voltage ratio and 6ox(= 2 .9 3) is the density of the
formed oxide, n=6 is the number of electrons associated with
the formation of A1203, MAl2Ois the molecular weight of A120 3,
and TA1 3+ is 0.24. The first term on the right side of the
Equation, k.p, is the barrier layer thickness at tp. Subtrac-
tion of the second term, the thickness of the barrier layer
formed by the 02- migration, gives Hox. Hox-th relationships
ootained by the polarization method for ta= 2 min filins with
hydration for different times, tn, is shown in Fig. 4. The
result is in good agreement with that calculated from the
gravimetric data reported already1 ).

* 1) M. Koda, 1i. Takahashi, and M. Nagavara, J. c' Mc tai
Finish. Soc. Japan, 23, 242 (!8.

2) M. Koda, H. Takahashi, and M. Naiayama, i-bid., 34, 4.a
(1983), Proc. of the 19a3 ISE Meeting, No. 0803 (E-li:gun).

3) A. Dekker, and A. Middelhoek, J. Electrochem. Soc., 117,
443 (1970), H. Takahashi, and :4. Nagayama, Corr. Sci., iA,
911 (1972).
4) M. Koda, H. Takahashi, and M. Nagavama, J. of Metal
Finish. Soc. Japan, 34 (1983).
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EFFECT OF METALLOID ELEMENTS ON THE
CORROSION BEHAVIOR OF Fe BASE GLASSY
ALLOYS

M. JANIK-CZACHOR

INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY,
POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
WARSAW, POLAND

A

The effect of substituting Si for B in families of the glassy alloys
Fe-B and Fe-Ni-B on their electrochemical behavior ias been investiga-
ted in solutions with pH ranging from 4 up to 8.4. Effect of substi-
tutung P for B in an alloy has also been studied. It has been found
that: Si, when substituted for B in Fe-B glassy alloys, brings about
the following cnanges in their electrochemical reactivity: Improves
their atility to passivate, extends the otherwise narrow range of
their stable passivity in borate buffer solution thus eliminating
Iccalized corrosion, when the Si ccntent attains 12% at., decredses

their susceptibility to localized corrosion in chloride or sulphate
containing solutions. Si, when substituted for B in Fe-Ni-B glassy
alloys, exhibits only a minor effect on their anodic behaviour in
tuffered aqueous solutions. However, it distinctly i7,roves their
resistance against chloride or sulphate attack. XFP -1ysis sug-
gests that at Si<121, silicates, and at Si >,12%, sii-c,; oxides, are

, the main components of the passivating film. The oxides efficiently
counteract the detrimental effect of boron compounds in the film and
provide a much better protection to the metal substrate than the
-ilicates.

P when substituted for B in the Fe-B-Si alloy improves dramatically
its ability to passivate; reducing its critical c.d. for passivation
and c.d. within the passive region. It is not clear, however,
Whether the beneficial influence of P in this case is only due to
eliminating the detrimental B or also due to improving the protective
ability of the film by the presence of P-containing compounds there.

I," -••• .- '. -I';' "': :"":;' --""" "•. . . .
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STAINLESS STEELS WITH ALUMINILM AND SILICON ADDITIONS

PREPARATION, METALLOGRAPHY AND PITTING CORROSION SILDY.

L. GRAILLOT and R. REICH
iaboratoire Physique des Solides, bAt. 510, Universit6 Paris-Sud 91405 Orsay

and C. FIAU"D

Laboracoire "Corrosion" ENSCP, i rue P. et M. Curie, 75005 Paris (France).

Introduction - Chromium is one of the most important alloying elements used
in stainless steels. Indeed, it produces an extremely thin (10-100 A), dense

* ani adherent oxide film (Cr203) which protect the steel from corrosion. How-
e-er, chromium is a strategic element and its content lowering in standard
aabtenitic stainless steels (18%Cr4IO%Ni) should be suitable as shown by
S tenhen' (I) . This paper describes on the one hand the preparation of marten-
sitic steel alloys (where Al and/or Si are added in order to increase the
-hromi,.L equivalent content) nd on the other hand the pitting corrosion
resistance of these new synthetic alloy Prades.
*-I.cv steal -regaration - iwo synthetic alloy grades based on i3%Cr + 1O%7Ni
- .('7C artenstic ;rainless srzeis (>elbled A,)) are prepred the first

zr:>.!p -y a~ditior of A! or Si and 7he second gro.': ;ith both eirients. These
"a ar-ie nceTbeL A the iniigpin tr~c~~t*i "z, rc, s graddes are named Ai5 li = 'AI and %Si; and their -r. cal na-. lvoses are aiveni h I al T . Athe me'ting point ofstjin-es [,;si

.L 6 , the licuid Ai shows nizh '.-aocur ?rossure. lir,h weis;ht and low vis-
.sitv. irence, to avoid its voiatilizatin, levi taicti irnA&ct::on meltint
under pure "irgcn Il b-.r pressure) is :zed. '.1reuver, 3 new ailoying eth od
is orposLC the oics of AI (or Si" are squeezed in the bii:d hole of a
zainv.ss steel 'crucible" :locked up with a scruo, iug c,z toe sa:.,e ,,Arii:
.aterial. To avc id the meled Al thrainq ip ihrou'h the thoad u:nder the
arch'imedean upthrust, cne tirst Tei:ini operatior in the case of single eiUs-
"tent alcitions (27AI or 2%.i) is c_,:ried out with zhe sc:'ew oluc pointed
,Q,.rnwards. The electronagnetic forces (H.F. fi=ld anci eddy-current interac-
"ns provide a stirring in the molten bath. Twc. or three such levitdcion
ultinzs, eacti of them followed 1-v a quznchi.v kalloy -ontact with the water

cooled hearth after H.F. switching off), provide very homoveneous alloys.
In the case of a binary addition, I'AL + iSi or 27AI + I%Si, the alloying
r.)cess is different. Its first stage is an induction pre-melcine of "sand-

wices" or Si and Al bits, set between stainless steel plates. The induction
:il is passed along tnis charze put on a cold horizontal cooper crucible.
1 i the second stage, the cut-off rounds fro:m the resulting alloy bar are
me, ted in the above-waentionned levitation crucible to obtain the suitable
tio,,oovene i tvy.

i;eat treatments - Three typical heat-treatments, labelled I, II and III,in-
* clude a comon stage cubered . cont.isting of a 13OO°C isothermal annealing

f~Alwed by a : .llud water ouenching. is the heat-treatment "I" which

. .~uc. hc~noger.eiv and retains austenite (Fig.I) . :n the second treatment II,
.. abide pr~cioiti a ana intermetallic ccrtpounds occur because ot a low rate

, _c,-in,: I- hours fr-:aLl 1100 to room temperaturo, rage in the third
reaen.t Ii, an anne.41ing at I'Diu" ind a temtering at 6C,00C, each of them

cl" .wed bv a chilled water quenching, sta.,es© and 0 -,here is the redis-

V ilk,... .~h.Y% *******,**-
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solution of carbides. The carbon content differences for a given alloy grade
after the various heat-treatments, varies from 10 to 180 p.p.m.(table 1).
Metallographv and pitting corrosion study - The corrosion potential E and
the pitting potential E. vs. SCE are determined from anodic polarization
-urves. The conoftions o0 our potentiodynamic studies are : stirred and
deaerated wt 3% NaCI solutions, 25*C, mechanically polished samples on 600
carborandum paper and no cathodic prepolarization. After the working (alloy
steel) and the auxiliary electrodes have been connected during 30 minutes to
reach the equilibrium, the circuit is open, Ec is measured and then the poten-
tial is swept in the anodic direction with a rate of 0.83 mV/s up to the cell
current density equal to 10.10 -6 A.cm -2 . The corresponding anode potential
defines ED. Because of the well-known scattering of experimental data, each
test must be repeated 15 times and hence a average value of E is obtained.
The choosen significant parameter characterizing the localized breakdown of
the surface oxide film is the potential difference : " - E -Ec. The discre-
pancy resulting from surface heterogeneities equals = 15 mV. The influence
of our different heat-treatmentson the potential difference .fE is schemati-

TABLE I zed in fig.2. After the treat-
ment I, the Al alloys (A1 j
with !- I or 2) and the binary

!eHeat Cr %Ni %Al 7 A,, show a better corrosion
treat-e te IO-3 resistance than the Si alloys.
ment I W Such a phenomenon results from

the Al diffusion through the
A II I .0 :~ 2.0f 48.32-0 I Al (or AI+Si) steel alloys
iO 9.- towards its surface and its

oxidation during the annealing.A I 11 0. 28.4 The formation of this thick

____ _____ ____oxide film corresponds to a
IIi I 12.0 9. 2 - [ 1.8 21.7

S3 I higher Cr equivalent content
2.1.. . . with respect to the Si alloy

A I 12.3 9.1 0.81 1.0 33.4
____________ 12.11 9.0 0.9 .0 30.5 and an ordinary martensiric

. 9.11 2.0 1 .3.6 alloy (A00 ), see fig. 3. The
12.41 9.o 21.09 1.0 :30.3 thermal treatment II resets the

________ _ [i2. 9.0 1. F.OL 30.3 IE values of all the alloys in

the same potential range. Such similar corrosion behaviors show the decrease
Or ec influerce (fig.4). The carbide precipitation and the rejection of

i:,2re [nt:trretallic compounds reduce the Al, Si and Cr contents in the matrix
and -ence a 'ess corrosion resistance of 2%AI alloys is observed. On the con-

,he raise of the retained auscenite content in the 2%S; alloy gives
a ccrrosicn resistance increase. In the binary alloys, these two opposite
.hencmeaa counterbalance each other. The last treatment III dissolves the
:arti.es and rroduces a more or less rudi.solUtion of intermetallic compounds.
2,e rea:Iting higher Al and Si contents in solid solution within the matrix
)bs2rved .:r the tinarv al-ovs (Aii and A-i) shift the corrosion rasistance
Sn :.e -.bie direction :ontrarv t- the Dnenomenc:n observed for the ZA
i1o-; A;,c)and the matrix. A 0 . Injeed, in Ths,- two last grades, the treat-
-.un- T- reduces the retained auscenite cc:n!tnt which decreases the corr -
sizn resitance.
".nciuoior - The figure 2 shows that le ;s strategic elements, such as Al and

Z eiements, can be substituted for oart of tne Cr (in fact bv additions of
: ese elements iii martensitic !3%Cr + 10%Ni stainless steel alloys) without
k rac.na the corrosion resistance relative to an ordinary austenitic 18%Cr

-.)uNi ailov (toTe 304S,, if the special heat treatment TII is applied.

) ".R. .3tephens and C.A. Barret, N.A.S.A. Technical Note 0-8459 (1977).

4 V' 7
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INFLUENCE OF MINOR ALLOYING ELEMENTS ON PASSIVATION
BEHAVIOR OF IRON-CHROMIUM ALLOYS IN HCl

R. Goetz, J. Laurent, D. LANDOLT
Materials Department
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
CH-1007 Lausanne/Switzerland

INTRODUCTION

The corrosion resistance of stainless steels is intimate-
ly related to their passivation behavior. Generally, the
higher the chromium content the more passivation is facili-
tated and chemical stability is improved. Other elements are
usually added to modify structure and mechanical properties of
the alloys and/or to increase corrosion resistance.

in our laboratory the reaction mechanism by which molyb-
denum improves the corrosion resistance of iron-chromium
alloys in chloride media is being studied by electrochemical
and surface analytical techniques '1-3]. In this context it
was considered of interest to compare the effect of alloyed
molybdenum with that of other metals such as tunqsten, vanadi-
u.u ani silicon that might exhibit similar behavior. For that
purpose, these elements were alloyed to binary Fe-Cr alloys in
equal and relatively high atomic concentration. Indeed, a
comparison of the effect of different alloying elements must
be dore based on equal value of atomic rather than weight
percent because large density dlfferences between different
alloying elements may otherwise lead to wrong conclusions. The
use of a relatively high concentration is indicated to improve
the signal to noise ratio of surface analytical measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL

All studies were carried out with rotating disk
electrodes of 0.1 cm2 (diameter 0.357 cm) insulated with a
PTFE shrinkable tubing. Experiments were performed at 6000 RPM
in IM HCl at 25 0 C under nitrogen atmosphere.

The V containing electrodes were analysed by Auger depth
urofilinq. For this they were held at a constant potential in
the active (a) at -300 mV she, the low passive (pl) at +200 mV
or the high passive (ph) potential region at +950 mV,
respectively.

• "..-. .- ' " . ', . ';
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RESULTS

Among the pure alloying metals studied only Cr exhibits
an active-passive transition, Mo, W, V being spontaneously
passive in IM HCi.

The binary Fe-13Cr alloy in IM HCl undergoes uniform
active dissolution but addition of Mo, W, V or Si leads to an
active-passive transition. All alloys exhibit pitting with the
pitting potential increasing in the order W<Si<V<Mo. The order
of the pitting potentials of the different alloys is indepen-
dent of the relative magnitude of the passivation current
density.

The binary Fe-24Cr alloy exhibits passivation and
pitting. Adding approx. 6 at % of Mo, W or" V lowers the passi-
vation current density, the effect of V being less pronounced
than tnat of W an] Mo. No pitting occurs with these alloys,
the range of stable passivity extends up to the potential of
transpassive Cr dlissolution. Alloying of Si leads to a similar
&rnsparsive behavior but in the active and beginning passive
otenial region measured currents are substantially higher

than with the other alloys and the passivation current dnnsity
exceeds even that of the binary Fe-24Cr alloy.

Auger depth profile analysis shows that in the passive
potential region Cr is enriched in the anodic film. With
increasing potential this enrichment becomes more pronounced.
The same behavior has previously been observed on Mo contain-
ing alloys. Because of the unfavorable signal to noise ratio
the V Auger profiles are less certain. Active dissolution
apparently does not lead to any substantial change in the V
s!urface concentration with respect to the reference contrary
to the behavior of Mo and W. In the passive potential region
the outermost atomic layers of the oxide film are apparently
depleted in V in both the passive low (200 mV (she)) and
passive high (950 mV (she)) potential region. The beneficial
action of the presence of V on pitting, therefore, cannot be
explained by enrichment of the film with this element.

PEFERENCES

I. R. Goetz, D. Lanr.olt
Flectrochim. Ac'ta 29, 667 (1984)

R.. roet', D. !.andolt
P1- c roc ':i . Acta 27, 1'61 (1962)
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ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF AlMnFo INTERMETALLICS
IN ALKALINE SOLUTION

OTTO LUNDER and KEMAL NISANCIOGLU
Division of Metallurgy and Corrosion Center, SINTEF and

Department o+ Industrial Electrochemistry, Norwegian
Institute of Technology, N-7034 Trandhatim-NTH, Norway

Iran containing intormetallic phases play a significant role
in the pitting and other for-ms of localized corrosion of
aluminum alloys. These phases are normally more noble than
the surrounding matrix allay, and, as a result, they act as
the local catho~des in a corrosion process. The fact that
AlMn alloys have a good resistance to pitting xa related toa
th? resnce 0+ intermetallIics in th.4 AlrinF& series, which
are less effective cathodes than the hinar-i Al.Fe pha.a and

phase% trno Al~aSi se-itp cot;.monly found in commercial
aluminum alloys.' The amount of information available about
the electrochemical properties of the AlMnF. series is very
limited." As cathodes in an actual corrosion situation, the
surfaces~ of then* phases are expected to be at a somewhat
hl,',er pH than the bulk of the solution.:3 It is of interest,
there+ort, to investigate their electrochemical behavior in
alkaline sotlutions. 4*

Ais part c4 an effort to correlate the microstructuro,
electrochemical behavior and corrosion resistance of AlMn
allo/s, intermetallic crystals with varying Al, Mn and Fe
content were prepared +ram the pure components by controlled
--o1idification procedures. Compositions of the binary phases
were found to agree well with the stoichiotmetric
compositions of AI 3 Fe (40.7% Fe) and Al.Mn (25.3% Mn) (wee
tatle 1). The phases AI=Fe(Mn) and Ala&Mn(Fo) ware prepared
to study the eict~nt to which small additions of Mn and Fe
a4fect the properties of, respectively, Al 3 Fe and AlaMn. The

electrochemical behavicr of these crystals were investigated -
ir O.INJ NaOH solutions with and without the presence of Cl-.

%'xposre of these phases to 0.1N NaOH- soIlution leads to an
enrichrient of the more noble components tin and Fe at the
surface duo to the select ive dissolution of aluminum. In the
came of the binary phases, a layer of pure Mn or Fe can be

+armed. The enrichment of ternary phases with Mn and Fe
occurs in -u uch a way that the Fe/Mr, ratio in the enriched
la~yer appears to remain uncharged relative to the ratio in
the b-ulk of the crystal body as determined by X-ray EDS
nnaiysis. In particular, for thQ AlaMq(Fe) phase maintained
40or 2 h .at -1.7 Vacm, the enriclied surfAco layer was found '
to contain 71% Mn nd11.7% Fe .*r.iocnrtirq to ant e.rcheto

t hese c'ir,.ponL'rts by at~jut a 4au-ctor c)f Z In~t erpretation -if
the electrochemical data hav. to be performed it. view of tni.a
surface-enrichment phenomienoni.
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* Fig. I shows cyclic potentiodynamic data obtained for AI=Fe
and Al=FeCMn) phases in O.1N NaOH. Analogous data for Aldt~n
and AI.Mn(Fe) are given in fig. 2. The polarization curves
of Al 3 Fe and Al 5 Fe(tMn) are characterized by several
oxidation and reduction peaks as can be visualized clearly
for the AI 3 Fa phase in +ig. 1. The significance of these
peaks in describing the selective dissolution mechanism of
aluminum and oxidation and reduction kinetics of iron and
iron oxides on an Fe-enriched surface has been discussed
elsewhere.. A similar analysis for the Al 4 Mn has not yet
been carried out. Nevertheless, it io clear fram these data
that the presence of even a small amount of Mn irn AI=Fe has
an appreciable effect in reducing the rates of cathodic and
anodic reaction rates in general. Conversely, the presence
af a small concentration of Fe in Al.Mn depolarizes the
cathcdic reaction to a significant de,3re.; however, its
e-ffect on the anodic behavior is much less pronounced. A
large reduction peak (Peak A) is observed for AI,6Mn(Few) .

'Ap P.uring the reverue swoop of potential, wherwas the curve fur
Al,.Mn does not exhibit a similair peak. Iron oxides are
exoiected to have been reduced to metallic iron at potentials
ap.dreciably more positiv'e than the potential of Peak A.0
Therefore, this peak results from a superimposition of
current density due to hydrogen evolution, catalyzea by an

R F~e-enrichad surface, and an anodic contribution (Peak 9) at
a more negative potential due to selective dissolution of
al1umni num.

The presence of C1- in 0.IN NaGH solution appears to reduce
the passivity of iron oxides in general on an Fe-enriched
Al 3 Fe (or Al.F*(Mn)) surface (fig. 3). In particular, the
chloride ion affects the passivity of Fe=0. as indicated by
a significant enlargement of Peak 3, which describes the

~Iim formation of an Fe90.. bulk layer from Fe(OHI. and metallic
iron." The presence of C1- does not appear to have such a
dramatic effect on the electrochemnical behavior of AlaMn and
AI.Mn (Fe) *

The results demonstrate clearly the detrimental effect of Fe
in catalyzing the cathodic reaction on aluminum base%
intermotallics. The chloride in the environment plays an%
indirect role by accelerating the enrichment of Fe on these
phases. The presonce of Mn is instrumental in reducing the
rate of cathodic reaction. Mar'ganeuco also reduces the rato

'2 u4~ %sule~tJv* dissolution cj+ aluminum, "hdich is r-esponsible L
for the enrichment c)4- crystal surfaces with iron.

1. 71. Zamin, Ccrrosion, 3:7, 627 (1,981).
2. T. FuL~uzu :a, K. Sir.-agor, and K. Fuj iwara, [Voshnku

Gilutau, 23, :!23 (1Y79).
3-K. i I ql ,K. Y . Dz-;ia-ler , 02. S~rarc'er an-d H.

J4. K. Nisaricioqlu and M. I t'sAbstr,;=t No l'54, j'3""h
Meeting of In* Elelonroch;.cal Society, Oct. 9-14, 1993.

5.K Nimancioglu and Mi. Mutz*3or, (Etended Abutracts, 76th
Mleeting f ISE, Salamaneca, Sept. 23-20, 1905.
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Table 1. Composition o+ intermetallic phases in weight

percent as determined by quantitative X-ray EDS

analysis.
- aaa aii mIimaias a a - -S fl a am aaa a a a - asa -mm 5 m am a

Phase Al Fe Mn

AI = Fw 58.8 41.2 -

AlFe(Mn) 59.8 39.e 0.4

AI.Mn 73.5 - 26.5

Al.Mn(Fe) 72.9 3.6 23.6

F i. _a__1. Potont iaoa saam ca.,_a .a ,

polarization curve% 4or phases I.-" i

AI: F& and AI=Fe(Mn} in i ... - ,

-------------------------------... olr z tin c r es r ph s sI

Spjewp ~ rat 120mVmin

, ,

I -10

,, i_.. _ . h;l e t jM - 2

o.4-

~Fig. Pooenttidnamic x(
~polarization curvesfo phases -

Al0Fe an Al (N) in, A -M'*) -

dIaurated 0.I0 1N2NaOH at 25-C.

S e p -r t:-" .a1 - 10

% Naj so ntionnamhe
-e polarization, cravsor phse

~~--',N~~~~ I~ AZ.adA 4 n)i

de~rtd .INNOHa 2C
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THE EFFECT OF DRAG REDUCERS ON THE INHIBITOR EFFICIENCY
AND CORROSION PROTECTION IN NON-AQUEOUS MEDIUM

P.KIRKOV, T.ANOVSKI, J.ARSOVSKI, S.PEJOVSKI, J.NAUMOVSKI,
T.GRC'EV, Lj.ARSOV, A.PRUSSI

Center for Application of Radioisotopes in.Science and
Industry, Faculty of Technology, University "Kiril and
Metodij", Skopje, Yugoslavia

Introduction
The effect of polymers on drag. reduction has ecconomical

importance for decreasing the cost of flow transportation espe-
cially petroleum products.1,2

The nature of polymers drag reducers is subject of many
theoretical interpretations, however it is clear that presence
of polymers effects solid (metal)-liquid(petroleum white pro-
ducts) interface reducing friction more probable with formation
a vary movable inter layer. The presence of surface active in-
hibitors influence on the structure of the metal-liquid inter-
face and effects charge-mass transfer phenomena (corrosion).

The subject of this work is to contribute for better under-
standing simultaneous effect of drag reducers and inhibitors for
optimal corrosion protection and drag reduction.

-xoeriment
A rig system presented on figure I has been used for semi-

pilot detrmination effect of drag reducers and inhibitors on the
corrosion rate in petroleum white products:GasolineKerosin and
Naphta, with concentration of moisture (water) from 0-saturation.
Drag reducers poly-oxi, oxi-celulose and polyamid have been used
in concentration from 0-100 ppm and two types of diamin inhibi-
tors in concentration from 0-250 ppm (water concentration from
0-11 g/l)

The correlation between flow rate and pipeing energy 2as
been used for determination drag reduction efficiency with and
without presence of inhibitors. The corrosion rate as a function
of flow rate, the concentration of drag reducers, the concentra-
ticn of inhibitors and moistures have been determined by surface
popylation of pits on polished segments of Pipes adjusted on li-

near oart of the ring system. (fig. 1)

?esult and discussion
The corrosion rate of the pipe on the segment of the rig

sjstem without drag reducers and inhibitors depends from the .oi-
sture (water) concentration. The addition of the drag reducers
increases oipeing efficiency and slig.'!tl, decreases rate corro-
sicn. .Iowever, the corrosion rate decreases substantively :ith
incease concentration of in.i Ltors but dies not effect peieinC
enrsu of definite flow. The simultaneous adding of the drag re-
ducers and inhibitors have double effect on reduction of corro-
sion 2nd friction (fig.-). There is optimal concentration oet.een
drag reducers and inhibitors for the corrosion rate orotection
and friction reduction. T'is relation depends on structures of
:olymers and slLgh:ly from the nature of inhioitors.The substitu-
tion of the inhibitors functional grocp in the ,olecul of drag
reduc,'rs has nositive effet on the corrosion redvction (tab.f;.
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S-testing segments

R - reservoar

P - pumne

v - flowmeter

K- sneed kontrol

?.7. 1 Rig 5gs tern

Fig. 2
Ia;fZu,,ace of lna iibitors on

Corrosl."Io :"2t- in 1..Zerosine,
44 ~2.:iani'ta anJ 3.relitic'n a'

-- rduction of corrosion in

different rati~o off drag

N. reducers and inhibitors

250 ppm
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siowever, efficiency of drag reducers of s uch subs ti tuated
pcli.'mers dependis of the metod of substitution. The optimal conce-
trat ;on of drag reducers and inhibi tors has been used in the pi -
peline (65 kir) for transportation petroleum white products (Nanh-
ta a.-,Id Keroszi). 'The observation of the rig systerm and on the ni -
. _' ,ne inexoloration are2 coronarable. Positive asnect of sirlul-

-atan.oUn appl1ication of polymers and inhibitors of the corrosic~n
ra:v an-d frzicton reduction could be interoreted cf stable Inter-
fc - metal/fI-id protective layer preventino charo-2 transfer and

CiCU:?lt~~'red;.,ctior! of m':ta] ox-idation.

Table I

fo~of thc Subsci tuted paluniers on corrosion rate
r o L c _'a

.r& of the sub,- 0 f 5 ' ~sr ,t t L? f : C t J e f ffaci: C.
~t~~te ouarsonal groups N;C.of Rii 2 / _____

ofleal pof 5CC) sr

.' 510

4V f w . . . . . *
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .- . . U *
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/ ELECTROGENERATED LUMINESCENCE OF TERBIUM COMPLEXES

ON AN ALUWINIUM ELECTRODE

JKANKARE. K. HAAPAKKA. 0. PL'HAKKA- and S. KULMALA

Department of Chemistry. L'ni versity of Turku. SF-20500 Turku, Finland

Flectrogenerared lumninescence- on aluminium electrodes in electrolyte solutions

4 !-.,1 Fa lbter ino-wn already, for aborut 100) years. The phenomenon has been a subject

or nuerussudies during these- years but generally this luminescence, sometimes

ealie -. nolumines..encc. h.is been regarded as a scientific curio~iry. affected-
bv 1 'U- rood surface deffec-ts, and comnpletely vithout applications. However, a

ago .-esowed that cathodic low%-voltage elect rolum inescence is very

-t .t trace crttunsin The solution. 1By using forced convection with

*r r d 4<corodeRE h eleetriumine-rencn (EL) measurements

n- -eaS,.7 b iv wP-AcU I .in. even!- c :ianrtativr dete!ni mar -'r oF

M-, -7.'- i i-ani l-, fenmc - A n~ew pt coo7 in :lc c-el~n is

F 71 (~-;;-f~e orgar: c compo ,unds carn becxtocve tosi

n ~ ~ ~ ~ , cu ,n2c iicr~tAsei c..e of this oher.emenn s th.2 li;an

loi snt7'' ecuo i' ~ ''r~n lrstiv because- vet-;-

s%. rc~c f-jr trie nc;'r~ato' t: tei ii r i i .i.4 'l,!io i

r, P energy t ansot rm the excited .;:ae of ;)- ligarri TO terbium, For this

rr.TI on1.2-divdoxvenzr' -35 -iisu~fou -c;, scvrrimn salt) was chosen

* u~n omep relim inrt wn tk -A;',! 0 lipicohinic A-I 2-. alco made.

c-esri r'ent il at rargvk'.-rnr a i-ctaring7I ha-s -i.~.~ used

-- -- -- -- -lghQcmissio)n rr in The elet odesuface wos reasured using an it orb r -
* rr f. ItAr . T nm- and phorom u r i ':- r with sseri - ;( r ct ronics -A

c:. ir! r'.eodrnrre nl!-xi-; u-',i xith a iPt counrer electrode and an

N --. i,2b re-r e e rotrode. Per assitic tn : fain in w-ater wns used as t he support -

a c-The !sT o ic-n, uc-ri'. ainci S as-i pe cii eiu ae and t hoe

K s rat -1 Wt tO ' rapu ii nit t*;-'Soni -n ot rit t-ciu; sep wt n f C. fm w "as

f 7M

I- - " ~'' 'ts.;--2x-:~-zx~~.:.rc>
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CTb 10-6 M 4

C.,. 10~ M
I iron

CK2S208 10-3M 3 L

plH 7.6 . 2

05 -8 -2 -s -s -

log CTb 1
Fig.1. Luminescence intensity vs. pulse Fig.2. Calibration curve for Tb.
amplitude. Rotation rate 1000 rpm, Other conditions as in Fig.1.
pulse length 8 ms.

The &,neral shape of the EL intensity averaged over cathodic light pulses as

the pulse amplitude is rapidly swept from 0 to 8 V is shown in Fig.1. A sharp
'prepeak" is observed at ca. 4 V with a subsequent more gentle slope. After the

first scan the position and height of the prepeak remain fairly constant and

reproducible. The pH dependence of the prepeak is very complicated, presumably

*partly due to the numerous homogeneous and heterogeneous protonation equilibria

prevailing in the solution, partly due to the complicated adsorption and desorption

* kinetics. However, the reproduc'bility is surprisingly good in spite of the hetero-

geneous nature of the system.

The calibration curve for terbium (Fig.2.) ',s obtained by measuring the hei ght

of the prepeak and kelping the concertraticn of Tiron constant. As can be seen,

the detection limit for terbium is ca. 10 M and the linear range is at least

th!,:- orders of magnitude. It should be noted that this may riot be the ultimate

limit of the method, because no effort was taken to optimize the conditions. The

main limitation is the background luminescence which presumably could be re-

A duced ty varying the compositicn of the sclution and the pule train used for the

excitation.

The necessity of peroxydisulfate for the luminescence shows that the phenom-

enon bears resemblance to the well known EL of gallium arsenide. Presumably

adsorbed sulfate monoanion radical is formed from peroxydisulfate during the

cathodic prise. 'This forms a trapped exciton with an electron from an adsorbed

r

, ,fl, 'gL '' ;, : ,,/ ., )'. i , . .
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organic donor molecule or by the Schottky emission from aluminium. The

recombination energy of the exciton is transferred to the ligand of the adsorbed

terbium complex. The pH dependence of EL and that of the adsorption of Tb-

Tiron complexes resemble each ocher which supports the important role of

adsorbed species in the electroluminescence.

REFERENCES
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DETERMINATION OF FLUORESCENT COK2OU-DS

BY ELECTROLUMINESCENCE

K. HAAPAKKA, J. KANKARE and 0. PI-HAKX'A

Department of Chemistry, Turku (Finland)

The electrolytic reduction of hydrogen peroxide and per-

oxodisulfate in an aqueous solution at an oxide-covered alu-

minium electrode generates light, i.e. electrolulminescence.1

As oointed out elsewhere,2,3 numerous metal ions a; trace lev-

el catalyze the electroluminescence induced by the reduction ,

of hydrogen peroxide and, furthermore, this catalytic effect

can be utilized in the determination of metal ions in an aque-

ous environment even at the level 10- 10

According to our preliminary measurements with the per-

oxodisulfate-induced electroluminescence at the anodized alu-

minium electrode, trace metals have no appreciable catalytic

effect on this electroluminescence, but, interestingly, these

measurements showed that numerous organic fluorescent compounds

capable of adsorbing onto the surface of aluminium oxide en-

hanced drastically this luminescence.

The applicability of the peroxodisulfate-induced electro-

luminescence on the determination of organic fluorescent com- L\.

pounds in aqueous solutions was tested by using salicylic acid

as a model compound. The electroluminescence measurements were

carried out at a rotating oxide-covered aluminium disc elec-

troae and the symmetric double step waveform shown in Figure la

wai used to generate the electroluminescence. This lumines-

cence in 0.1 Ii sodium acetate at pH 9.3 in the presence of sal-

icylic acid is presented in Figure lb. Figure 2 snows the

electroluminescence intensity as a function of the pulse am-

plitude of the symmetric double step potential.

lS*'P*
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1 2

',
Is 1 rl 1- t u 4

,-iure 1 (a) Jyrm.etric 1o le steo potential, (b) eroxodi-"

sulfate-iwluced electroluminescence, conditions: 0.'1 ., sodiu-

acetyte, pH 9.3, pulse amplitude 3.3 V, pulse length 12 ms,

rotation rate of electrode 1500 rpm, scan rate of pulse am-

pitude , peroxodisulfate concentration lxi0 -3  ,
salicilic acid ccncentration Ixli - 6 i ,, solution deaerated

with nitrogen.

Fig;ure 2. Effect of pulse amplitude of the symmetric double

step waveform on the intensity of the peroxodisulfate-induced

elcctroluminesccnce in the presence of salicyiic acid, condi-

tions as in iure 1.

The pulse amplitude and pulse length of the symmetric dou-

ble step potential, rotation raze of the electrode, scan rate

of the pulse amplitude, pH and peroxodisulfate concentration

were optimized for the determination of salicvlic acid in aque-

ous solutions. Under the optimized conditi',.)- the analytical .. "

curve, i.e. log electroluminescent intens-ty vs: log concentra- -
tion, is linear at the concentration range 10-d 

- -..
t, 1' qand

eight successive measurements for 5x1O- ,. salicylic acii gave
a relative standard deviat-i. of 5 j.

Taole I hists tli relative elec ro1u.:nesc(-nce intensi-

ties (iel) of some organic compounds ou of 34 tested under

II.

*%, ' i,* U .** *.,. ..
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the ccnditions stated in Figure 1. In addition, the table con-

tains the relative fluorescence intensities (If) and percen-

tile adsorptions onto I-aluminium oxide of these compounds un-

der the same conditions.

Table 1. Effect of some organic comnounds on the peroxodisul-

fate-induced electrolumine scence.

C ompound e1 fl -Ads

2ianmk 1 l.
4 alicylic acid 200 100 30

5-Sulfosalicylic acid '1130 115 '5 -

Chrcrozropic acid 6,0
"aC e i S 55o 215

i-tydrox,,quIncline 80 - 87
.o r4n 710 -

,C ri.iine - 130 -
* iron - - 9.
3-h-ydroxybenzoic acid - - -

z- the basis of these results it is temntir. zo" s"ose

that in order to catalyze the peroxodisulfate-induced electro-

luminescence the organic compound must be fluorescent or capa- >:-

ble of formiryg a fluorescent complex -itth alu.;cnu' ."-,d, fur-
thermore, the compouna must be readily adsorbe- onto the sur-

lace of the oxide-covered aluminiu= electrc-de.

References:
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ROTATING RING-DISK.ELECTRODE STUDY OF THE COMPETITIVE PHOTOOXIDATION 0!7
I AND H20 AT n-TO 2 ELECTRODE

P. SALVADOR* and C. GUTIERREZ*'
*lr, st ituto de Cat~l i sis, C.S. I.C., **nst ituto "Rocasolano", C.S. I.C.

Serrano 119, 28006 MADRID, Spain

Numerous studies have been reported on the photoassisted anodic evo-
lution of oxygen at TiO 2 electrodes. However, the detailed mechanism of
this process remains unknown. A mechanism which involves the intermediacy
of H202 has been proposed 1,2. We have undertaken a rotating ring-disk elec-
trode (RRDE) study of tne competitive photooxidation of I- and H2 0 at an
n-TiO 2 electrode, in order to obtain more light on this problem. Several

studies on this system have appeared 3
.

The RRDE had an inner disk of sintered, H2 -reduced polycrystalline
TiO 2 electrode, and an cutcr platinum ring. Details about the inner disk
and the experimental set-up are given in Refs. 4 and 1, respectively.

The results obtained in O.IM KI, O.5M Na2 SO4 , pH 4.0 at a potential
of +1500 mV vs SCE, positive enough to eliminate recombination (i.e. photo-
current transients) are shown in Fig. 1. There it is plotted the efficiency
for iodide oxidation, ), vs the stationary photocurrent at the disk, I0
,iw;:h =ring current/(colie -tior efficiency x disk current). It can be seen

that ' decreases with increasinj !D , which points to a higher reaction
order (in j comnor rejctcnt) for H2 0 oxidation than for I oxidation. A
pnssible react;on mezhanimi could he:Ol-

V +eB

+ +OH' +h
+ -H* *h+ -H

+

bulk h CH H 2 02H  V - 42t
V, V 1 3

ox' +! - +HI (1 27- 3ox I + I1 +OH*

S 4 5
We assume th.2t all reaction steps are irreversible. Then, the rela-

tionship between ' and Io  is completely determined by k, and kl, as is
easily shown: 

.o I

I I -H 20 '-

D - + =4V + 2J ' F 4kOH +2 k foH- 1-1
Iq q q 1 2oxi k 1 OHs] 2ox 1 , Ls

From I-ere we obtain!

-2o k i k  I + 16k I 1D/q

+]X I
OH - X I' + st ;:2

L Sst 8k 1

Besides,

-7.

.....................-..... .'.,*.. . .. . . . . .
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Substitution of f21' in [3J and rearrangement yields

q k2 I- T2 1-(
I ox 5O st '4]D 2k k

Therefore, provided 0 ki [Ii and k1 remain constant, the model

predicts that a plot of I~ vs (, 2sh -.ild give a straight line passing
through the origin. When plotted in this way the data of Fig.1 -ive.instead a
smooth curve, convex towards the abscissae axis. Effectively, the agreement
between the model (chain line) and the experimental data (full line) is
far from perfect. This could be justified if we assume, either that ki
decreases morotonically with increasing illumination intensity, due to a

* decrease of the reactivity of the remaining OH'0 surface sites), or that
5 oxlincreases monotonically, due to unpinning of the band edges and improve-

ment in the overlap, or both.

The depenidence of on disk potential at constant illumination has
also been included in Fig. 1. Provided k1l and k rI1 remain constant.

ox IEq.41, s'hould elso apply. Effectively, when plotting Ivs (1~t)/t2 the
f irst four points define a straight line that pasies through tine orig in.
rht iqreem1ent btotv.z -n the mc..4l (lotted i ne) and the experimental points
(fil l ine, is rctoer ,cod. 'his is. surprising, since the agreement was
rather poor in the experi.orets at coi-stant potential.

Thc dependence of on iodide concentration at two constant disk
currents is shown in Fiq. 2. Ti-e- dependence predicted by the model is; ob-

% ;'laini-d from Eq. 14] as:

s 15

I t Ox G
At constant I a plot of 05. s M/- should give a straight line

passing through the origin. If the model is obeyed, Eq. 1.5 all Iows us to
obtain the shape of the I- adsorption isotherms from ex rirnents at constant

ID'such as those in Fig. 2, by simply plotting VSV '- v Kl . These
curves are included in Fig. 2. They have been normal ized, and nearly coin-
cide, as they should.

Finally, the influence of pH is shown in Fig. 3. At pH Z is inde-
PC~'ident of the disk current. At this pH the Ti0 2 surface is charged neqa-
tively, which could repC~ the I' ions away f rom the: surf ace , so that perhaps
thef cannot accept a hole from an CH' radical, but directly from the burface
as h , in a less efficient (lower ~) process. This mechanism would exolain
the observed constancy of.

It is very interesting tl-at at pH 10 1 initially increascs and finally
mrerges with the curve obtained at pli 4. Again, this means that I- P'otooxi-
dat ion is less efficient at alkal ine pH, and that, due to mass transfer 1 i- -

mitit ion of OH- ions from the bulk to the surface, the iccal ph at the sur-
face decreases with inc.easinyj disk current fion 1.) to 4, at which TKoment

%! %
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the two curves merge.
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KINETICS OF THE DISSOLUTION C:F SFENT LEAD-BATTERIES

WITH THE "G.S." ELECTRCH-EMICAL PRuCESS

M. MAJA and P. SFINELLI

Dipartimento di Scienza dei Materiali e Ingegneria Chimtca

Politecnico di Torino, Italy.

M.V. C1INATTA and G. ORSELLO

Elettrochirnica Marco Ginatta S.p.A., Torino, Italy.

With the G.7. prrcce!3 .1) the spent batter~es_ a--ter bot:07, -ut-Jinq,ar

loaded -In iaicks to bc a-ti',ted and then pla,:m d in the electrolysis tarnksj as soluble anodes, while pure lead is deposited on the cathodes.

The dis -olut irn of the plate-s, which is one oDf the main el ectrochemical
feature-s of the pro-ess, was inve-tigated by mtean~s o--: " current arnd po- . .

te ntial reasuiremnents on eepec,_ally prepared full-size batteries 7crtaining

-forcnce ectrd fc r r,-icnt-ir-nq of the 71etes' potential; . analy-
tical and weicht-l',es determinaitic2nz_ on plates withArawn from batteries

..~moved from the- -ank:o after differe nt prozess4:rg times. Some resul'ts are
re~ported 11 Table 1.

but ion of the licsolvt-d 1Pa-d was estimated, indicating the folioding wcicht.

rato ().4,'3.2,'0.54 refe rring to e~orvectcesiereso'-ctively

Due to lead enrichmrent of The ele-ctrclyte, the G.S. pro)Cest- e-mploys ele_-trC-

Table I o;hows the wfeiori percent vir to~luoes 7,i pcsitive and nec?.-

tvpltsafter remcving the batrerie- from th-drolu ,innaks 3t ii

feetprcess ing 'm7s

interpretation of the electric measurernento: was lo:n-t on tebasis; r the

-quivalent e~cctric :rutpartiallv s£hown nr i.'Cema'~i~'
compute-d vaiues! are .compir-d in Figs. 2 ar~i The-e -i-u -rad Ist
disolution cocuar, witn curzr-t yido --on-rI~ ti th-e -hr: -'

the! electr>LIyte.

A b-tter unlder t 3 Ind inj of te p"-i v 1oe '-A r (;in w 1 p v

Swadj.~ I.sr, te-ttor -nort -- :cA't'-d p,~

V- "h Iva Y,* IT-

~- t, vi iI, .. a- -m~~~v't r~I ' n
waho .ini --ri and Then in,.'-1,; .1 f'-,! ' t 2  ~

tr'see~s~r~hWi' n r-ab L, u > Th inc Ial v~~' thi Th-

w'~~ht lce o *hcc-c-t>~ A''. ir'rt i> o~y t th. rr ''
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electric charge, while the Positive plates show a weight loss of an order of

magnitude higher than that corresponding to the measured charge. ThiS proves

that one of the major dissolution mode is the local galvanic coupling metaL
grid/positive active material. These results agree vcery well with indjsrrial

operating conditions as indicated in tab'le 1, where dissolut ion of p',Sit-.,e

plates is shown to proceed at higher rate than the negatives at the begiork-rng

of the process.

F~f, rences

1 - CGinatta M.V., U.S. Pat,nt n' 4,098,658.

PROCESSING TIME ()0.5 8 24

PC-- Iner po5 neg, pos ne

-1PO 1103- 5'CH LOC 8 78.GH (g9' 20 .

L3J- 4. r8.2 ?5 - 9

TABLE It1S

%%

BatteryPOE

SUPPLY

ElIectrolyte

Cathode,

Fiq. I1-t-Iecti c ir ji t Cqu vik cot to the system

1 31 tt rv/r lJctr olte/Cathode.

- ---..

....................................................-.. '4
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SOME NEW- EXPERIENCE IN THE OPERATION
OF SALINE ALUMINIUM-AIR BATTERIES

A.R. DESPIf, K. KRSMANOV(, A. VORKAPI(, M. DOBRI( and B. VESIA
Laboratory for Electrochemical Energy Conversion,

Institute of Electrochemistry ICTM, Belgrade, (Yugoslavia)

Aluminium-air batteries represent a relatively new chemical
power source, which is still in the state of developement of mo-
dels and prototypes of future commercial products. Two lines of
work are pursued in the world: that on a high-power density bat-
tery with alkaline electrolyte, typically for electric vehicle
anplication and a high-energy density one with neutral saline
electrolyte to be used as a common small power source of elec-
tricity, as reserve power or even for electric vehicles in a hy-
brid combination. The saline battery has the advantages of sim-
olicity of the system, of hazardless manipulation and ecological
acceptability.

However, a basic shortcoming of the saline electrolyte is
that, if stagnant, the reaction product (hydrated aluminium oxi-
de) forms in the form of a gel which tends to solidify the elec-
trolyte already at an early stage and block the operation
(brings the voltage down to an impractical level).

Two ways of o'rercoming this difficulty were developed in
our laboratory.

For small nower batteries a sDecial construction is develo-
DedI . The cell consists of two narts: an electrolyte container
and an active Dart consisting of an aluminium anode and an air
cathode in a fixed Position with respect to each other with an
air-nocket providing the air to the cathodc through and opening
at the ton. The active Dart was made to slide in and out of the
electrolyte container in a telescopic arrangement. A wiper-bar
is fixed inside the electrolyte container so as to enter between
the two electrodes, with rubber wipers pressing aqainst the elec-
trode surfaces. As the active part is nulled up, out of the
electrolyte container, or back, the wipers scrub the electrodes.
Hence, when the cell is filled with the electrolyte and the ac-
tive part inserted the cell attains the voltage and is ready tm
deliver current. When the oDeration is to be interrunted the ac-
tive part is pulled up, out of the electrolyte. At the same time
the wipers scrub the electrodes free of the Product. It was fo-
und that is suffices to lift the active Dart and return it down
once in 8 to 16 hrs, for the operation of the cell to run smoot-
ly for days till the exhaustion of the electrolyte. Typlcal npe-
ration at different external loads is shown in fig. 1. for a
cell with an aluminium alloy anode and a concentrated NaCl +
+ Na 2 SO electrolyte.

F4 medium and large Power batteries the orinciole of re-
ciprocation of the electrolyte was introduced2 . Also, a bipolar
cell design was effected with a self-perpetuating wedge anode3.
The operation was tested with an aluminium alloy anode with pure
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Fig. 1. Operation of the stagnant electrolyte cell on diffe-
rent constant load with scrubbing of the electrodes each 8 and
16 hours. Z-
concentrated sodium chloride (2M) and a mixture of sodium chlo- -

ride and sodium sulphate. The purnose was to check on the per-
petuation of the wedge (shape maintaining) as well as on the
functioning of the electric contact between the wedge and the

* zornducting wall between adjacent cells. Problems were encounte-
* red with both. The shape was not maintained well, as is expe-

riencei with the alkaline electrolyte. After about 50 hrs of %*i.
oneraion at 20 mA cmn the shape changed to the one shown in

d fig. 2.

Fig.2. The shape of the wedge-anode after prolonged operation
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Also significant voltage drop was found between the anode
and the wall. This difficulty was overcome by painting the back
of the anode with the conducting laquer.

Further investigations are in progress.

References:

2. A.R. DespJd, D.M. Drafid, Rull.Soc.Chim. (Belgrade)
48 (1983) G 299

3. A.R. Despid, J. Applied Electrochev. 15 (1985) 191
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OXYGEN REDUCTION ON RUTHENIUM ELECTRODE
MODIFIED BY THALLIUM AND LEAD ADSORBATES A

N.Anastasijevi6, Z. Dirnitrijevic and R. Adai6
Institute of Electrochemistry, ICTM Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Studies of oxygen reduction on Ru electrodes are rare. Nekrasov
1and Khruscheva have found a series mechanism of 0 reduction on Ru in al-

2
kaline electrolyte. We have recently shown that the reaction proceeds by a pa-

2
rallel mnechanism . B~oth works emphasize the role of the oxidation state of

the Ru surface on kinetics of 0, reduction. In this work the effects of adsorba-

tes of TI and Pb) on 0-. reduction on a partially oxidized Ru electrode have been

Istudied. The atisorbates of TI and Pb have been obtained by the underpotential

depositio'n and the ionic chemisorption on Rui-oxide.

A pronounced influence of the negative potential limit was found on

0, reduction. If the neqative limit is outside the potential region of the hyd-ra-
gen ads orption/drsorption process, the elect rode looses its activity towards

0,, reduction. 'Ihis is apparently due to a buildup of a thicker oxide layer Under
-6 2

these conditions. % presence of the trace quantities (106 M) of Pb an TI in

the electrolyte, which results in their adsorption on Ru and RuOx surfaces,I '3causes that a full activitv for 0, reduction is obtained (Fig. 1, 2) .

The analyses of the 'usc-ring measurements shows that 0) reducti-

2'2

this reduction. The prcsonco- of I' adsorbates changes the Tafel slope from

-180 inkV/dek into -125 mV/dek.

The electrochomnic-il rcduction of 110.) also depends on the oxidation

.ueOf the Phi ?oetroAe. rlie reaction is first order with respect to 110) . It

g oes with the excharie of 2) efectrons. A preSence of the TI adsorbate changjes

dhe Tafel slope from -2410 rnV/dek to n: -110 mV%/dek. The cataly'tic effect of

the Pt) anid TI adsorbates .s S Sen in the shift of EF1 by 40 m V to more positive

potentials and a ce(rtain increaise of the imifitiu current density.

,.4 1 Permanent address: In: ;titizte for Chemnical Power Sources, Zemun Polle

st pe-%



Fig. 3 (lives the plot of D /IH vs. W -1/2 obtained from the disc-

-ring measurement.; for 0? reduct'on on Ru/Pbd. The plot of slopes vs. inter-

cct(s. 4) obtained from Fir7 . 3 shows the interceut .' > 1, which, accor-

t'i iw il :' u , a.St:2 paral'.l mectanism of 02 reduction to OH

It may be suri L-im tnat a four electron reduction of C, is observed on a par-

t-ally oxid .zed Ru surface modified by Pb and TI adsorbates. This can be expla-

ined by the ion. exchange reaction on the RuOx slirface viz.,

RuO J- M ---..PRuO-M + 11

'This (jives essentially a metallic s,,rface facing the 0 containing electrolyte.

On such a surface the interaction of 02 with two sites may lead to a rupture

of the 0 0 bond, a prerequisite for a parallel mechanism.

RuO-M 0 uO-.1

11 -p Ar (2)
RuO-M 0 RuO-M

The Tafel slope of -125 mV/dek suggests a first electron exchan-e

as tle rate determining step. These effects may provide useful data on the rela-

tion of the state of electrode surface and 0 electrocatalysis with a considerable .
2

ap pl i c Ative potential.

PCferences:

I,.N.NeIrasov , i . Khrus:,:heva. Elektrokhimivi. 3,. ( 6 .

2. N. A. ,Ana ztas ijc',i, , . 1. Dimitrijevi. i. . R. Adi i, J. Electroanal.

Chem. in press.

3. R.t' P .i(: N. A. Aiia.st,i. i j, vic, Z. 1. D~iiitrijevic, J.Electrochern. '.

S:oc. _1, 2730() 198~ 1).

4. 1..S.Wroblowa, Y.!).Panr, ,.Razumney, J. Electroanal. Chem.

60, 195 (19761.
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ELECTROCHROMISM OF LUTETIUM DIPHTHALOCYANINE THIN FILMS.
ELECTROCHEMICAL, INVESTIGATION.

F. CASTANEDA* and V. PLICHON
Laboratoire de Chimie Inorganique et Electrochimie. ESPCI,
10 rue Vauquelin, 75231 PARIS CEDEX 05 (FRANCE).

Lanthanide di4phthalocyanines have been proposed as elec-
trochromic materials because they are hig~hly coloured and
stables 1,2.

The electro-oxidation of the initial green compound, in .
contact with aqueous electrolytes at neutral pH, leads to an
orange form whilst electroreduction in the same conditions
leads to a blue form. Changing the electrolyte does not af-
fect the colours.

blu gre_ oag
LuPc - LuPc :t LuPc+ 1

2 2 2

As noted in the literature, the peak potential (E ) of
the first scan exibits a significant overpotential wheR con-
pared to its position after repetitive cycling 1*

We have shown that both the peak potential and the cou-
lometric yield on the first scan differ from that measured
after repetitive cycling (Table 1, fig. 1)

C...

j'.4.

one ectron wi.; fcund for_ the two redox system-,r~~
blue, nr'en-oranrlc) in the first or a.11rnative first* scar

*Scholarship of the Mexican Government (CONACYT)

. :.~V.S
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i.e. in the green-blue first colour transition or in the
green-orange first colour transition after cycling several
tintes on the other redox system (Fig. 1). Reactions yield
proaressively decreases itih the number of alternative first
scans.

TABLE I

Values of EPC Vs mercurous sulphate electroda Of the

reen-blue couple on first and n scan for LuPc 2 thin

film deposited on-P--av a fonction of several electrolytes.

X& F VA C '. Na l

I-.20 -1.0 I -1.I

-0.91 -0.

Therefore, we have studied the mechanism of the ions
incorporation. It is shown that in the reduction process
there is no change of E with the electrolyte cation nature
as expected but there is an unexpected dependence on the
anion.

Meanwhile, in the oxidation reaction there is a normal
shift of E. with the electrolyte anion nature (Fig. 2).

REFERENCES

1. G.C.S. COLLINS and D.J. SCHRIFFIN. j. Electroanal. Chem.

139, 1982, 335.

2. J.S. KIRIN and P.N. MOSKALEV, Zhur. Fiz. Khim. 41, 1967,
497, Russ J. Phys. Chem. N02, 1967.
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The Ti02 colloidal solution (average radius of particles 50 A)
was pret cxed by J. IDSER (in Prof. Grgtze]'s L boratory, Ecole PoDlytechnique
iF&1rale c! e Lausanne, S%. itzerland) by hydrolysis arnd dialysis of purified
TiC1 4 . PhotoOhclrnical reduction of the !Yanzvl-violx7en was achieved with a
Cur 150 W XIO Xenon Larp, which irrad Lat3s the colloidal suspension
previously deaerated and contained in a flattened uartz tube inside the
resonant cavity of a Varian F-, spectromter. The ESP spectra recorded at a
lcw mric_ wve incident pmYer 72 to 5 rTq) are shown in Fig. 2.

FJZIJLU 'S AND DISC7!SSTO-N

' T.e ra-trnsicnai diagrams [ A,E, ! , (fic. 1 ), contain by the-.
selves adl t he informationf needed for ideitifyinq the adsorbed species. At
potentials close to the upper limit Ea , where the benzyl-viologen dication
BV2+ predcrinates, there is practically no change in the absorbance throu-
ghout the spyectral range used. Conversely, at pctentials around the lower

limit 5. ,iwhere the BV' blue radical is fo-rrre, the absorbance great]'J - varies

.-ith the wavelengtI, displaying a rather narrw peak araovi 400 mn ard a
* ' der peak arourd 540 rm. Camrati,.-ly to the steco rise of tIe relative pbsor-

bance intensity, when potentialsapproach Ec , the decrease is significantly
slower, when the potential sweep is revers-d. The adsorbed BV+ radicals still
persist a few seconds at notjntials rmach more positive than the half-wrave
potential E' a result observed also for other viologens (6).
potentI .V2+/ 3V+ ,

if the absorbance s tra of the BV+ species adsorbed
"1-spectivoly en Pt ard Au are cajpared, a red-shift of ,30 rn can be obser-

ve in the second case. This shift cannot be related directly to the inte-
. r-ctin of the DV+ radicals with the netal : the BV+ radicals are rore

isuonily adsorbed on Pt than on Au. The rod-shift observed is more probably
due to interactions betwen the adsorbed BV' radicals then-3elves, than to
interactions with the suoport.

The absorption spectra of photoreduced BV' radicals adsorbed on
colloidal TiO2 particles are very similar to those obtained for the corres-
rondinq cations in the bulk when a . 10-4 ! BV2 + solution was eLectrochei-
rally re-duced in 2 :j urtz cell. They prese-nt significant differences when
(YI:.. . hspe-'ra of raicals adsorbed on Pt or Au.

T,.? US smoc, ra (2.0r,4 < - < 2.005) of the BV+ i-adicals adsorb:k n --:I
Io_  '7 .10 ' , parti&le:5 Jisplav a partialy resolved hyperfine structure

a rl<t'- eoc c<cLLn inside the free radical structure.
_he rrttal itc.r cions o" tha '! t.oecnerated. radicals spread on TiO2

~r:die~,h--ing a lar-Te surace area, secm-, to be low and,ccnsequently, t.he
hyperfine structure 3 rv-t tfoo rich cisturbcee.

The fir".ncial s',ruxrnrt by C.PS and ;.? (PIRSEI arant no 3024) is
gr'atefJ liy ano cwlcdcrgd."'-.

(1) K. AL'INSLTNWMM and M. (RATZIFK, Photo!her. and Photobiol., 40, SO7 (1984)
(2) P. YIELLER, A. V43PADP0D 7jE. AMI)UAL and s. ZTDLE-R, J. Molec. Catalysis.,

12, 261 (1981) ,
(3) A.N. PJPIM 3 and W.H.F. SASSE, Colloids Surfaces, 7, 29 (1983).
(4) 0. IMqFA, Elctrochim. Acta, 3(1, 13 (1.985).
(5) B. TflEN, 0. E'FA, F. ETIwN aT- C. i4Y, -. Electronal. Chem., 170,

357 1984).
(6) P. CRT-TIGEAU, 0. -F/WA and C. LAMY, I.S.E. Extended Abstracts,35, 503

(1984).
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THE EFFECT OF Pt AND RuO DEPOSITS ON TE PHOREDUCTION

OF MTHYLVIOLOEN ON Ti/io ECRODES AT OPEN CIRCUIT

'o d0. ENEA and M. GRATZELa
Laboratoire de Chimie I, Electrochimie et Interactions, U.A. au C.N.R.S. n°350
Universit6 de Poitiers, 40 avenue du Recteur Pineau, 86022 POITIERS, France

Institut do Chimie Physique, Ecole Polytechnique F6drale de Lausanne,
1015 - ECUBLENS, Suisse

* Photoredox rcacticrs occuri,-4 at the surface of semiconductor particles
rusr , d in solu7icjn can t, ration3lized in terms of photoelectrochemical
concepts. Pacent] , i, te:ne-hanisrs and the majority carrier flow at semi-
-Iconductor/electroiyte interfaces having very different sizes were examined

"I comparatively on the bases of informations available for dispersed systems and
polarized electrodes. Neverthele-ss, it could be argued that modifications of
interfacial propertie.3 by exterrl electrical fields 2 makes polarized elec-
trobes less appropriate as models for semiconductor particles than the same
electrcdes at open circuit. Some aspects nf the photo(electro)chemical pro-
cesses occuring at 3 succe.ssively polarized and open circuit electrodes were
recently examined by follnwing the kinetic of methylviologen, MV2 +

*photoredaction at these interfaces.
The present work uses this experimental technique in order to obtain

more infornations concerning the effects of catalytic deposits (Pt, Rue 2 )
on the photoactivity of Ti/TiO electrodes at open circuit, investigate as

2models for the particulate TiO2 dispersed photocatalysts.
EXPERIMENTAL 2

TiO (anatase) layers of 10-40 um thick, deposited by the thermal de-
2_. -r -iC. 4 o- titaniun sheets (7.5 x 7.5 x I mm) were finally

a nncaled at 720 K rder Ar. All Ti/TiO. electroeds were tested and only those
naving reasonably close onset potentiais and photocurre,_ Lse-
quently used to study the photoreduction of methylv.'ioioaenas -i function of
its concentration. Some of these ,'/TiC2 electrodes wc-e platinized under
irradiation during varicusr times xtween 8 and 80 minutcs in a solutlon
(pH = 2.43) containing 8.2 10- M K PtCl 6 . Various amounts of RuO2 were
successively depcsited on others TiTiO 6 electrodes by the thermal deccmpo-
sition at %360 K of measured volumes of 2 dilute solutions containing (0.01 -
0.1 g (:h )RuO, ,

in all irhdizt)on expe riments we used 3450 W Xe-LUamp ( Ortl wt
m, ci water filter ard a 35( rm cutoff filter to prevent the direct pnotolysis

S=t"violo;ea ,; , Currents and potenials of polarized electrodes were
.i easurcd versus a saturat-cx colonlel electrode SCE) with a Wenking rrS 73

potentiostat. Production rates of blue methylviologen radicals were deter-
mined with a Ho-Ne laser tirm tne:r optical absorbance at 632.8 nm (c= 8C60

* '4-c-l). Alternatively, 6i/At slooes were determined from ohotocurrents
measured as function of time for tne reoxidation of MV+ " at a gold collector
electrode held at 0.2 V/SCE.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ite main experimentfl re-sults are briefly summarized in the following
I) The shape of Ai 'At vs. CM 2

r dependences (see fig. 1) measured as
slopes of photocurrent vs. time curves for Ti/TiO2 electrodes at open
circuit is similar in shape to the VI,+ vs. C'2+ ctir-'es where

-I/

A. %
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the photoproduction rate, v.M.+., of methylviolcgen radicals was alternatively
determined 3 from optical absorbance of MVj+" or from i-E curves measured
for polarized Ti/TiO2 elcctrodes.The increase of both Ai/A.t r " +. cnanti-
ties at low concentrations of methylviologen (where eCB> > C W - levels rff
when methylviologen concentration is raised until e C MV2+ and
tjieir respective limiting values are reached. eB MV

All Ai/At values measured with a collector electrode are proportional
to the qupantities of photcproduced MV detected from optical aibsorbance or
calculated2 rom i-E curves 3 of polarized electrodes. The study of the kine-
tic-9 cf NM1 photoreduction in particulate suspensions of Tie (t-oo opaques
to allow optical measurenents) is therefore possible by means of an inert
collector electrode wiich can be subsequently used in the same experimental
conditions to describe the beaviour cf Ti/TiO2 electrodes at open circuit -
chosen -as models for Ti 2 particles. 2

2) A Ti/TiO2 electrode having ana ase on both illumi.nated and dark
sides produces a higher quantity of MV radicals than the same electrode
after the irsulation of the dark side (see fig. i). 'the majority of photo- ,
produced electrons are therefore trapped on the illuminated side when a
rather efficient elec.tron trapping agent like methvlviologen is used.

3) Small platinu.m deposits formed during a short time (<8 minutes)
phot-deposition on the illuminated side of Ti/TiO2 electrodes do not change
significantly ii/At vs. CtTV2+ (or V + vs. C 2+ ) curves, while experimentsV M " MV
with oclarize electrodes have sh'4n a Shift (-60 mV) towards more oos -
tive i --entals for the rehlctlon of MV2+ a shift considerably smaller with "
rcsr)ict fn those found for 0 (-250 mV) and water (570 mV) reductions. The '5
qucot, 'v of r)-op'A-ctd 2 radi-a1- decreases proqrcssively ,Iten

'rO,.r q-ri~t, of Pt ;ire deposited, presi -ahly because of the tscrrinl.-
';I and: c 7, n on I SUrfnc.3.

1 Ai., 'A- At cs ',u 'iti nre quantitV of RuO2 reaches a
" -:7 ku- rrl nd decretss proqrrssively w..en larg e r Ru"

.i -i I C' ] it 2. ' -, tr. surface (s~o fim. 2). Th-.e ,otzreduo ac-
f .{ j. lowent 1 'r for aTITIO'P, electrode cmntalngq

72 , -' iallv at higher concentrations of methvlvic n.
c' f cficiencv of'iue2 r]cp, sits, well known to erharce water cxidatvrnt,

ci r- f when relatively high C - corcentrations are used ( i-..
'u:-i xr .ra r'-'; p i3) thin in acidic or neutral solutions 6. In additio n,

R Pf) rii;r -,r~r on bo'I" cat]hodic and anodic znes of T() 2 might dimniish
'ne h cr'Ctv ,F cithnidic -,n(s for the ,ctoreduction 7- methv1'.'tc3 n. .* ,
Ct:r '-d .ectron mlcroscy and X-ray arna lyses have ef r:ctively sh-wn tre
formataon of an almost c-mplete Pue2 overlayer -n aratase surface : this
explains the decrease of methylviolcgqen photoreduction when higter quantltles
-if Rue, are deposited.

Cearly, only small, appropriate and well arraogd Pt and'or RU)"'
depcsits app"-ir able to bring valuable catal/tic properties withrut a-
siunificint decrease of the own photoactivitv of the sedriconduct-r.
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PH EFFECTS OW THE PfrO1YXIATION OF SOtVE SMN7XS
BY *IE IRRADIATED SUSPENJSIONS OF i2

0. DZA and A.J. BAOD
Laboratoire de Chinie I, Electrochimi~e et Interactions, (l.A. au CNRS N0 350,
Universit6 dc Poitiers, 40 avenue du Pecteur Pineau, 86022 POITIEPS ,France.

K *r)'Dpartment of Thenistry, The University of Texas at Austin, AustinTexas 78712

The conversion of cherxical entergy of biomass constituents li'ke sugars,%

polyaloohois andi mnoalcohols into electricity is actually an inwprtant goal
for electtochemistry and photocatalysis. Recently, the photodecximpsition
andi the photoffrtwntation of scre sugars wre inesticrated 1,2,3 in relation
-with the photocatalytic activity of variox.s platinized sericon3uctors. Also,
th3 e~lcctrcoxidation of D-lucose on Pt e lectrodles was studied by vo'tanz~etric

rrtC<S4. Aniqtu~~investi-a- ions nrv-,i has described the influence of pH
ondi [hoto:,xidation of siugars.567

Our coocl inr work on various pxolyalchols ' ' has pointed out a

si-gmificant ucexnd~ence of photocurrents m-asured for TiL'jplyalcoiol/rerthyl-
'11010-Ten susrxnsions on the initial pH. In this wnrk, el&-trochernical and aas
chronatocqranhy m.-asurc~cents are jointly used to examidne, the influence of pli
on the photcjoxid:!tion of D-sacoharose crczi6arativenly to that of its ccrr-cnents, -

Dr-rlc'eami D.-fuctose.

T!,e airounts of D-glocose adsorhEzd c-n Ti02'- particles vwere determinf-1 by
enz~miIatic analysis. Sanvles of vigorously stirred (one hour) susp-nsions
co,.ntaining 0.1 % wt. of 0-glucose were centrifuged (30 minutes at 5COX -r).
th-e supernatant was filtered (0.5 umn size of pores) and s-.bc_-qunt1y ana iyze(!
by using the glucose oxid,-ze proc-edure.

In scre of photcolect xxhernirtal exrfLrnts, t-he susmensicn -,f ,i7
rously stirrud,( TiO. poxidur (P 25 Oeounssa, 2. 5 g cj_- 3 ) 00ntaL'~Cd O. 1 wt.
sugar, 0.0325 M~ K2 S04 and 0).301 M -eth, lviol(coen, t1heiniapHLer
ad~justed~ at the- deF.ired value. A thre e-?iectoec cell with t-. o .,rt-_-~
and a flat windaow, tJherostated at 25'C vris usE4d. rTlh ancdic phctoco rrent
produced uider irradiation w.ith a 450 w lamrp at 350 X<420 rm of the pre-
viously degassed susp-ension was Imasured on a platinum, flag (25 x 25 x 0.25 rm'I
held at 0.2 V/SCE.

In other experlirunts, TiO2 suspensions L-ontaining 0. 5 ' ut. of su;gar
were irradiated with a 1.6 kW Xe larp arti phatcuxrent, were collected at a
9 ld electrode (10.6 an2 ).

The amounts of photogenerated f12 during thep- irradiation of differe-nt
samples (40 an3 ) of Pt/,rio or TiO 2 + Pt/SiO., suspen sions contained in a
55 an 3 Pyrex flask w'~re de~ectcd by gas chrcz~atorrraphy.

RESULTS AND DIS#-U;SION
The rates of thie chanqgo of ohotccunrrents uwith tinre ~/'t slcr in Fia. I

were determined as, initial slopes of the pty)-rc'rrent ,s. t!' curvs n. r,]
F7 for l'i02 /sugair/Tvti,,yl,.,iologern systa-_ at variouz initial pH values. /itvs.

pHf curvjes interoept th~e D11 axes in~ the acidic ranoc,(. Such behiaviour, already
obe)-r.ud for rx~ivalcx~hols 6,7, can be explained by the prefe'rerntial adsornt:'on
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of sugars or polyalcohols on the surface of TiO2 Particles, and seerns to I-e
governed by the chain length and by the nxiber of "Cr3ni xnits

The quantity of adsorbed sugar was found " to be 0.6 7M dm- per gram of
TiO2 particles suspended in dilute (0.1 % wt.) aqueous scluticns of D-gluo£se.
If the average radius (% 140 A) and BET area ( -\55 m2 - 1) of TiO2 particles
(Degussa P 25) are considered, it results, that only <'-15 42 of anatase surface
is available for each adsorbed molecule of sugr. This area is much smaller
than the total surface area of D-glucose (201 A2 ) 8 calculated from. Van der Waals
incrarents of the constitutive atom and groups . Presably, only one
hydroxyl group per molecule of D-glucose is dissociatively adsorbed (in the
dark)

-CHH - C + H+  (1)

on anatase basic sites. The total number of produced protons (K 6.1019),
deduced from the shift of pH values during the adsorption process is effecti-
vely of the sa-me order of magnitude as the total number of adsorbed molecules
of D-glucose (% 8.4 1019).

-ccording to intercepts on pH axes (Fig. 1) the adsorption of D-saccha-
rose on TiO2 surface appears to be similar to that of D-glucose or of D-
fructose. On the contrary, the hole scavenging efficiency of D-saccharcse is
significantly lowar than that of its constitutive sugars, presumably because
of a iwer ratio of OH groups per C atcms. If this is generally true, we
should e>Tect a lcyr-r photoactivity of TiO2 particles in systeIs containing
polysaccharides than in systemis containing equivalent aunts of simrpler sugars.

The adsorption of polyalcohols or suqars having rrore than 5 or 6 )CHOH
un-its on Ti02 particles rnernh.xs a ,hih concentration of O: crrolps close to

surface of the semicor ductor. The photoprodured holes interact wi. the
ai2.oxido ions :

'11- + h +
+ h -.-Q + H',, (or H+ + e) (2)

ad.s
aric pl values hx-cn nrogressively nore 3cidic durincl the crntinrucs ilirz,i-
nation. The n-aL-imn ,values of photocurrent, i , reached within 2 to 30
minutes, and Ai/At values are both governed bqhe initial quantity of 0Hfl
ions in the bulk. The hole scavenging action of sugars is enhanced by the
simultaneous consumption of holes by OH- ions, as previousiy observed -,,
f(cr different polyalcohols. Protons produced durinq the photooxidation of
1j(;ars decreases the initial quantity of Off- ions : consequently in the lono

term experinments imax decreases progressively, unless other qcuantities :f CD-
ions are periodically introduced.

Alternatively, H+ (and H' ) species can be refoved by using an apprc-
priate catalyst for 112 productl9 to maintain a constant pl{ value and thus
a hig h photoactivity. Platinum deposits on Ti0 2 particles significantly de-
creased the Ai/At and ima x values 9. The arount of 112 evolvod found by OC
was strongly dependent upor. the initial concentration of OH- ions and increased
at aL]-,Altne pH values (Fig. 2). Photocurrent values decreased also when
platin',= loaded silica particles were mixed with a suspension of TiO2 particles
and the initial value of pH was almost constant during the long term iluni-
nations. Inthiscase, the quantity of 112 produced and the rate of its produc-
tion with time of illuxnination show maximn values for pH = 2, and stronrily
decrease in neutral or alkaline mediuns. Apparently, the inter-particle trans-
fer involved in the mixed TiO2 + Pt/SiO2 suspensions and the catalysed MV-
proton reaction is enhanced in acid solutions. The formation of larger conqlo-
nirates between TiO2 and Pt/SiO2 cannot be excluded a priori but is probably
of ndnor irpartance. Since electron transfer from the TiO2 Particle cannot
I,7<e place tiuouri- the silica particle to reach Pt deposits, the mobility of
these piu-ticles seems to be essential to acmplish successively bot> electron
txapping and water reduction cn catalyst surface.
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CONCLUSIONS
The ratio of OH groups per C atorrs and the length of the molecular chain

appear to determine the efficiency of the hole consurption by sugars in irra-
-n* ldiated suspensions of TiO2 . The splitting of natural bio ass conponents (poly-

oses) into sinpler sugars or polyalcohols having only 4 to 6 C atars and a
,1 higher OH content should precede their photochemical conversion into electri-

city or H2 by semiconductor particles.
Significant electron transfer between the negatively charged TiO2 parti-

cles after irradiation and platinum deposits on SiO2 particles occurs,if the
proton concentration is sufficiently high to favor the catalytic consumption
of these electrons in water reduction. The presence of Pt deposits on the TiO2
surface greatly improves their electron trapping action and prarotes H pro-
duction at alkaline pH values, where the hole scavenging action of D-gIucose
is favored.

The support of this cooperative research by CNRS (AD 15/4/959251) and
NSF (CHE 8304666) is gratefully acknowledged.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF POLYPYRROLE F'UJIL
IN CIO 4Li/PC AS SECONDARY BATTERY ELECTRODES.

F. TRINIDAD; J. ALONSO-LOPEZ and M. NEBOT.
Departamento Investigaci6n TUDOR SA.
Azuqueca Henares, Guadalajara (Spain)

Polypyrrole films (PP) are electrochemically1 deposited on plati
num in an electrolyte of pyrrole 0,1 M and CIO Li 0,1 M in propylene .

carbonate (PC). The film thiclmess (0,5 - 50 yl is controlled by applying
a constant current density (i mA/cm2) for a certain period of time
(0,24 C/cm 2 to obtain a rv1p film). The solution is continuosly degassed
with Argon.

Qyc] ic Voltametries.

After the electrochemical synthesis the polypyrrole films are cycled
in C10 4 Li 0,1 M - PC electrolyte. The scan rate (as a function of the film
thickness) and the potential interval (- 1,0 and 4. 0,8 V. vs Ag/CIAg) have
been selected to obtain a complete reduction of the polymer within the eta
bility range of the electrolyte.

Figure 1 shows the voltamogram obtained for a polypyrrole film of
,jp )thickness. The reduction peak in the first cycle (-0,8 V) correspon
ded to tho loss of positive charge of the polymer. The quantity of charge
obtained was 14 % of that needed to deposit the film. This is an agreement
with the previously reported2 level of doping (33 %) and the elemental ana
lysis data (C 1 46,61 %; H : 2,71 %; N t 12,54 %; Cl 1 10,11 %) which gives
the formula C4 H2 ,80 NO,92 (CI0 4 )0 ,29.

After the first scan reproducible voltamograms are obtained with an
oxidation peak (doping) at -0,1 V and a reduction peak (undoping) at -0,3 V.
At positive potentials (between 0 and 0,8 V) a capacitative zone of charge
with cu.si-constant current density is formed. The equivalent capacitance
(.- 0,02 j/cm 2 ) is three orders of magnitude greater than that of a metal
in this electrolyte and is proportional to the film thickness. This is
probably due to the highly porous structure of polypyrrole films3.

The reduotion peak at -0,8 V obtained in the first cycle is displa
cod to -0,3 V in the following scans. A possible explanation could be the
change in the dopant anion that has beer. observed by other authors4.
Neverthele's tho elcrrental analysis of cycled films is essentially the
same as fresh film (C 1 48,54; H 1 3,35; N t 12,82; Cl 1 10,08 %) indica
ting that tne dopan-6 anion in C104- in both cases, the interaction with
the polymer being different after cycling.

The oxidation and reduction charge in each cycle is the same and
does not depend on the scan rate. The peak height is proportional to the
scan rate an is expected for a reversible surface process.

Increasing the film thickness the capacity of the electrode is
increased but slower scan rates are required to make the reduction of the
polypyrrole film possible.
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Impedance Analysis.

The impedance of the system Pt/PP (rV IF) / CIO 4Li-PC has been
measured in the frequency range of 55 KH] to 1 MEz at different poten
tials. At low frequencies (< I iz ) and positive potentials (PP doped)-
the behaviour is similar to a oapacitor with very high capacitanoe
(0,02 F/cm2 ). This result agrees with that obtained in cyclic voltame
tries.

At negative potentials (-1,0 V) in which the PP film is not con
ducting the capacitance decreased several orders of magnitude, being.
similar to a platinum electrode partially covered by a porous film
(Figure 2).

Battery Experiments.

LiAl/ClO4 Li, PC/PP batteries have been oonstruoted with aluminium .
as negative electrode and platinum as positive electrode in the same .-:
electrolyte to deposit the PP films and Li. Figure 3 shows the first
charge ("formation") and discharge of this battery.

The capacity in the first discharge is 16 % of that employed in
the first charge. In the following cycles, the culombic efficiency is
better than 90 % but there is a progressive loss of charge in the sys1
tern and the shelf-life is poor.

Studies are continuing to improve the capacity, cycle life and
uielf-life of polypyrrole films and as a consequence of this to make
the utilization of PP as a secondary battery electrode possible.

..-.
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REDO)X 1LCW BATTER USING Pe 3+/Fe AND Cr 3/Cr 2 + COUPLES

P. GARCES, M.A. CLIMEN1JT , M. LOFEZ SEGURA and A. ALDAZ
Deparmamento de QuImica-1isica, Uhiversidad de Alicante, Spain.
+ E.U. Ing. T6cnica de Obras Pblicas, Universidad Folit6cnica de

Valencia, Spain.

4

-- V

The stcrage (.f electrical energy in electrochemnical redox systems
is particulariy useful when used with intennittent energy sources
(solar, wi.nd, etc ) and for load leveling in electrical energy net-
vrrks. Thi.- re&dx systen is based or, the erploymrent o two ful%
vouble aid hioly roversible couples such as I-e /Fe and Cr /

Cr , sepa,-L'a:d by a selective membrar.e.

1, prcts,-ype of a 1-e/Cr flow redox storage system (monopolar type),
',Z;ir.g ;3 filLer-pI't-ss cell has been bufl 1t-,baiofrsrc

w-rk carried out In differ'.-nt center-s , Te electrodic maztrlals
were buik nor.-catalyztd graphite for both couples. Fig. 1 shcw-, the

scheme of the cell with the data adquisition system.

Thc more important reasoni for 2the decrease in efficiency are the
low reversibility of the Cr ICr couple, and H evoiution that

2
starts when 75% of charge is reached. "he hysteresis ;n. tht ,p-en-
circuit vcltages for charge and discharge pr-ocesses is a-.ributtd "
to this lack of reversibility, fig. 2.

These reasons mean that the charge and discharge process must be
perform-d in 25-75% state of chargt range. Fig. 3 shows that for '-

states of charge higher thar. 75% or lcwr than 25% the overpoetr-
tials due to the depletion of thE active species for bcth cojpies
begin -w contribute r(-urkably to the cell voltage.

The temperaturi. has an important effec: on the system perfurmAnce.
So the voitages for the charge process decrease and the ceil volta-
ges for the discharge process increast when the tt-perature is rai-

I .d. This happens specially in the higher states of charge, fig. 4.

Table I shovis the results obtained in the three centers develo-
pping ke/(r ridox systems (unti; we k.'ow). % -

.r... * . . . . . . . . . .-. ,

. _ . -. % .

5-:-Z.f- 5. '-:-:-.-:-".-. . . .. " " "" " " ". . . . " ... " .. • ' " " " "... ... .. ""
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Fig. 1. Scheve of the tedox energy storage systes.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED WITH THE REDOX ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM Fe/Cr BY 'IFERENTS CENTERS

CENTER ELECTRODE- CURRENT DENS11Y * ~ )(;ENERGY POWER

tipe/area cm aA/ca? -

NASA carbon felt 64.5 99 73 72 lOKuh-lKw

310

Electrotech

loboratory graphite felt 30 ..8 81.6 69.2 SKwh-lKw

JAPAN 432

P ep. physical

chemistry. Univ. graphite 9 81.2 81.6 66.3 80I-IOm

Alicante. SPAIN 400

? CCURRENT EFFICIENCY; -VOLTAGE EFFICIENCY; ?E ENERGY EFFICIENCY

a on),y two electrodes. No shunt losses

RE FREN CE S ,

I L.H. THALLER, DOR/N4ASA, 1002-79/4, NASA T4-79186.

2 K. NOZAKI and T. OZAWA, Frmgress in Batteries and Solar Cells, vol. 5 (1984).

3 P. GARCES, M.A. C LIMENT and A. ALDAZ, An. Qu in., Ser. A (in press).

* *. * . ~ . ~ .~. ~ S ~ >~ 
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ELECTROCHEMICAL AND PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR
OF LANGMUIR-BLODGETT MONOMOLECULAR ASSEMBLIES ON

Au AND Sn02 ELECTRODES

M. FUJIHIRA and K. NISHIYAMA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Ohokayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

Well organized molecular assemblies in lipid membranes play
an important role in charge separation in photosynthesis in
plants. For designing artificial photosynthetic molecular systems
for solar energy conversion, it is of great interest to mimic
elaborate arrangement in space of electron donors and acceptors
in the charge separation unit of biological systems.

In the present paper, we will describe a novel molecular
photodiode which is fabricated by a molecularly ordered film on
a gold optically transparent electrode (Au OTE) or an Sn02
OTE by the Langmuir-Blodgett (L.B.) method. The L.B. film is
consists of viologen, pyrene, and ferrocene surfactant deriva-
tives as an electron acceptor (A), a sensitizer (S), and an
electron donor (D) component of the photodiode, respectively. -.-
Photoelectrochemical properties of the photodiode were investi-
gated by using an electrochemical cell in which a modified Au OTE
(or Sn02 OTE), a gold plate , and a saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) were used as a working, a counter, and a reference elect-
rode, respectively. When A, S, and D surfactant layers were
deposited in this order on the electrode surface, anodic photo-
currents were observed as we would expect. On the other hand,
cathodic photocurrents were observed on the electrodes where the
surfactants monolayers were deposited in the reversed order. The
effects of pH, electrode potentials, and number of layers on the
photoelectrochemical responses will be presented together with UV
absorption and emission characteristics of the L.B. films.

A *_KtzH5

S

-I-" _ (PfqCC-H).""
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-
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DYE SENSITIZATION OF RHODAMINE B AND Ru(bpy)32+
SURFACTANT DERIVATIVES ON Au AND Sn02 OTE

M. FUJIHIRA, K. AOKI, S. INOUE,
H. TAKEMURA and S. AOYAGUI

Department of Chemical Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Tech-
nology, Ohokayama, Meguro, Tokyo 152 (Japan)

Recently the dye sensitization of semiconductors has
become of great interest in the fields of solar energy conver-
sion and photographic science. The research on dye sensitiza-
tion has a relatively long history, but there remain many
fundamental problems still unsolved. These are, for example,
the mechanisms and kinetics in terms of the elementary pro-
cesses and the relation between the quantum efficiency and
the basic characters of dyes and semiconductors in terms of
geometry in atomic or molecular sqale and of their electronic
structures. Very recently, however, some of them have been
going to be clarified by remarkable development in measuring
and in sample preparation techniques such as fast kinetic
spectroscopy and molecular architecture, respectively. Pre-
sently, as the former practice, laser flush photolyses in nano-
and pico-second time scales are readily available, while, for
the latter, chemical modification and the Langmuir-Blodgett
(L.B.) method are widely used.

In the present work, several surfactant derivatives of
rhodamine B and Ru(II) complexes with two long alkyl chains

were synthesized. The surfaces of optically transparent Sn02
and vapor-deposited gold film electrodes were modified with the
L.B. films of these surfactants. Photoelectrochemical charac-
teristics of the monolayer-modified electrodes thus prepared
(photocurrent(i ) spectra, ip-E curves, pH dependence of
i, etc.) together with the physicochemical properties of
L.B. films on the electrodes and on glass plates (UV absorption
and emission characteristics) will be discussed in terms of:

i) the surface concentrations of the sensitizer (i.e. the
dye) in a mixture of the dye surfactant and arachidate (or
other aliphatic acid salts),

ii) the distance of the chromophore(i.e. the dye moiety of
the sensitizer surfactant) from the electrode surface,

iii) the orientation of the surfactant in the film, i.e. the
direction of the sensitizer head group toward or apart from the
electrode surface,

iv) the numoer of the dye surfactant layers or the number of
the arachidate layers as a spacer intervening between the dye
surfactant and the electrode surface.

"ON
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THE OXIDATION OF HCOOH AT A Pt ANODE
PARTIALLY COVERED BY COPPER

In~s T.E. FONSECA and Ana C.S.S. MARIN
CECUL, Rua da Escola Polit~cnica, 58, 1294 Lisboa Codex(Portugal)

It is widely accepted that the oxidation of formic acid
occurs by the mechanism first proposed by Capon and Parsons ,i.e.

Pt
HCOOH - Pt-H + Pt-COOH (1)

fast
Pt-H - e - Pt-H+ (2)

fast
Pt-COOH-e . Pt + CO2 + H (3)

where reaction (1) is the rate controlling step. But, the rate
of the reaction can rapidly be reduced due to the formation of
surface poisons, by side reactions such as,

Pt

Pt-COOH + 2 H ads--Pt -C - OR + H2 0 (4)

Pt/'

It has been demonstrated by ourselves
2 and other workers3'4,5

that the role played by adatoms, i.e., Pb, Bi, Tl and Cd, on the
oxidation of HCOOH is due to special structural units created on
the Pt surface by such adatoms. The most active surfaces have
shown to be the ones having a large number of Pt sites where there
are two adjacent Pt atoms (for reaction (1) to occur), but few
sites with three adjacent Pt atoms where poisson can form.

Quite recently Scortichini et al. 6 have observed that Cu
adatoms form preferentially at certain Pt crystal planes. On the
otherhand, Clavilier et col. 7 have shown that the rate of the
oxidation of HCOOH is quite different on the various single crys
tal faces of Pt. The most active plane have shown to be the Pt(100).

In our previous studies with Cu adatoms (10- 2M <Cu2+ < 10- 3M),
instead of a catalytic effect a smdll inhibition was observed for
the oxidation of HCOOH in the presence of Cu2 + 8. However, by the
time, we were not convinced that the best catalytic surface has
been achieved. Thus, we have decided to carry on such studies,
using different limits of potential, different time-scales, and
different Cu2+ oncentrations. We have avoid conditions for multi
layer formationg.

Figure 1 shows the results obtained for the oxidation of
HCOOH in 1M H2So4+ x M CuSO 4 at v = 0.2 V s

-1 .

ly
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TABLE 1. Peak current for the oxidation of 0.1M HCOOH at 0.55 as
a function of holding time at 0.25V, in the presencevnd
absence of Cu

2 
. v = 0.1V s 

1
.

1 -2 i -------- ...... - . --

0.25V i, / .A cm I, A ,A cm,

t/s Cu  0.1M HCOOH 0.M HCOO

+ I x 10
- 5 Cu

2

................................................................

0 0.03 659.1 303.9 2.2
10 0.07 181.8 110.5 1.6
20 0.09 136.4 82.9 1.6
30 0.11 119.3 69.1 1.7
60 0.14 102.3 62.2 1.6

120 0.20 82.9 z0
----------------------------------------------------------------

The reason why Cu ad-atoms do not catalyse significantly the
oxidation of HCOOH looks most likely to be related to its deposi
tion process. As it has been referred by Bruckenstein , at low
coverages Cu ad-atoms do not deposit on Pt .100), the plane res-
ponsible for most of the oxidation of HCOOH'. ."
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0 M . '1

10-4 2+

.......... .............i1xi 10 MC 2+

0.03 1.25 V vs NHE

Fig. 1. First axxic cycle for the systemi: IM H2 S0 4 + 0.1M HCOOfi+

--- x -M Cu 2+/Pt,

R a MUof /Pt, where x =0,1-4,1o5 anj 10 6M.

Realarea ofthe Pt electrode 0.310 cm

Results have shown for the first time a catalytic effect on
the oxidation of HCOOH, in the presence of small amounts of Cu2+
(10-4 - 10-6M) . An enhancement in the peak current and in the
oxidation charge is observed either for peak I (EI 0 055V) and

I %%%

for peak II (EI1 = 1. OV) . The enhancement ratio is of the order
of two. PDof coverage of Pt by Cu ad-atoms Pt calculated
by integration of the stripping peaks for copper CHesadsorption at
0.8 4V N.H.E. The degrees of coverage obtained from solutions
10- o, 10-5 and 10 M in Cu2  were calculated from voltammograms
run in the same conditions as in fig. I and the values are res-
pectively 8%, 3% and 2%. Therefore, it looks likely Cu ad-atoms
do enhance the oxidation of HCOOH (f = 2), but only at very low
coverage.

The effect of holding the electrode at certain cathodic
limits, during different times in a solution 1M H S 4+0.M HCOOH
in the absence and presence of Cu2  was studied. Some of the
results obtained from cyclic volta -mograms are summarized in
table 1.

Similar results were obtained when the cathodic limit was
0.03, instead of 0.25 V.

u t a n s nnth

petvl % %ad2% hrf-,i okslkl ua-tm
doehneteoiaio fHOH( ) btol tvr o

coverage..%*~ -
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DISCHARGE BEHAVIOUR OF A REDOX THERMOGALVANIC
AND CONCENTRATION CELL

J.M. HORNUT and A. STORCK
CNRS-ENSIC, I rue Grandville

54042 NANCY CEDEX (FRANCE)

A thermogalvanic cell can be defined as a thermoelectrical proce s
allowing the direct conversion of thermal energy into electrical energy
Principle of such a cell consists of performing an oxidoreduction reaction
between a hot electrode and a cold electrode; both of them are of the same
nature.An electromotive force appears between the electrodes and its value
is related to temperature gradient (Ti - T2) and to specific temperature coef-
ficient (dE°/dT) of considered redox reaction.

Besides, a concentration cell directly converts chemical energy into
electrical energy and consequent electromotive force is a function of concen-
tration ratio (Ox/Red) for involved redox couple.

Practical processing of such devices is far from easy since several
technical constraints must be regarded

i) distance between electrodes has to be very small to minimize
ohmic drop of potential.

(ii) Temperature or concentration gradient must be kept at a cons-
tant value while avoiding short circuit between the electrodes.

(iii) Power losses due to activation overpotential at the electrodes
have to be as low as possible.

The present work deals with results of a theoretical and experimen-
tal study of a thermogalvanic and concentration cell, whose device is depic-
ted in Fig. 1. The reactor is a parallel plate cell. This one allows the exis-
tence of two distinct electrolyte flows along the electrode surfaces. In case
of a well established and regular regime, two thermal boundary Layers (or
concentration boundary layers) with increasing thickness are developped at
the contact plan zone of the two fluids, thus lessening the short circuit.

* Presented results were obtained with Ferri-/Ferrocyanide redox couple
in NaOH aqueous medium; this system was chosen for its very satisfactory e-
lectrochemical properties (electrochemical kinetics and specific temperature
coefficient). Performance of the device described above was optimally deter-
mined from numerous experimental trials. In addition, these results make it
possible to deduce the influence of main physical parameters (flow velocity,
intereLectrode gap, presence of separator or not, physicochemicaL properties
of fluids) on the recovered electrical power and the heat or mass flows ex-
changed at the interface. Under best experimental conditions, specific powers
obtained do not exceed some W/m2 for a thermal gradient of 40OC or a concen-
tration ratio close to 100.

...- .
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In absence of a separator, if the existence of a mixing zone between
the two laminar flows is assumed, an hydrodynamical model allows a quanti-
tative determination of fluxes exchanged at the interface for both heat and
mass transfers. Under the definite conditions, the order of magnitude of the

*mixing zone thickness may be deduced from experimental results; furthermore,
these results point out an excellent analogy between both kinds of transfer.

A cellophane separator considerably hinders heat or mass short cir-
cuit without any increase of the total generator resistance, thus implying

*an important enhancement of the energetic cell performance.

Reference

(1). W. VIELSTICH, "Fuell cells", pp 345-361. Wiley Intersciences, New York
(1960).

Figure caption

Figure 1. Scheme of principle of experimental device thermogalvanic cell
and concentration cell.
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EVOLUTION IN THE PCROSITY OF THE LEAD DIOXIDE ACTIVE MASS
DURING CYCLING AND PHENOMSNA LEADING TO ITS DESTRUCTION

D.PAVLOV and E.BASHTAVELOVA
Central Laboratory of Electrochemical Power Sources
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia 1040, Bulgaria

A survey of recent literature (1,2) on the behaviour of
the positive active mass (PAM) of the lead-acid battery during
cycling shows that there is no general agreement for the causes
of its degradation. Recently we advanced a model (3) for the
structural organization of PAM, according to which it comprises
two levels: microstructure - built up of small Pb02 crystallites
organized in a porous agglomerate and macrostructure or skele-
ton, where the individual agglomerates are linked in a macro-
porous skeleton, mechanically supporting the PAM, conducting
the electric current, and acting as a memory into which the te-
chnology of the PAM preparation is stored. During cycling the
agglomerate macrostructure desintegrates to separate crystalli-
tea. The contact between them deteriorates and the capacity ra-
pidly decays. Hence, the destruction of the structural organiza-
tion of PAM determines the life of the plate. It is the aim of
this paper to elucidate the phenomena leading to this destruc-
tion.

A variety of PAN structures was prepared by using pastes
with different phase composition: PbO.PbSO tet-PbO, 3PbO.
PbSO4 .H20, and PbO.PbSOA. Positive plates 4ith these 4 types of
PAM were cycled to a 803 depth of discharge and 50% utilization
of PAM. Following cycling we measured the pore volume distribu-
tion (Hg porometry), the BET surface area, the apparent densi-
ty (Hg pycnometry), and the plate thickness in charged and dis-
charged state. Table 1 presents the pore volumes and the appa-
rent densities of charged PAM's of the 4 types of plates at the
5th and 30th cycles. The data reveal that during cycling struc-
tural changes occur, resulting in the increase in the pore vo-
lume and a decrease in the apparent density of the PAM's.

Table I

PAM formed 5th cycle 30th cycle
from

V(ch) apparent V(ch) apparent
3 - density c3 .- 1 densityCM. g.cm 3  

gcm- 3

3PbOPbSO4 H20 0.115 4.3419 0.137 3.9105

tet-PbO 0.092 4.8240 0.102 4.2892

PbOPbSO4  0.183 3.3300 2.6885

4PbOPbSO 0.115 4.5013 0.134 3.6789

• "~~~~~~~~~~~~.-.'.--'.;-Y .'-.. -.. .. ".... . ..:" .:'. 'Y. .-. ..--..-...... -
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Table 2 shows the evolution of the average plate thickness
measured at several fixed points of the plate in charged state,
discharged state and after storage for 16 hra in the electroly-
te at open circuit (OC).

The juxtaposition of the data for the 5th and 30th cycle
reveal that the plate thickness grows during cycling. The thicke-
ning of the plate depends on the rigidity of the skeletal struc-
ture. It is largest for PAM prepared from PbO.PbSO , which isthe least stable and shae readily# On the other hind, the thick-
ness of the plate prepared from 4PbO.PbSO , is practically con-
stant. This PAM is known as the most stabie and plates prepared
from it have the longest cycle life (3).

Table I

PAN formed 5th cycle 30th cycle

from _

char. disch. disch. char. disch, disch. char.
+OC

m mm mm mm mm mm mm

3PbOPbSO4 20 2.390 2.440 2.410 2.790 3.010 2.820 2.790

tet-PbO 2.380 2.420 2.410 2.580 2.750 2.590 2.590

PbOPbSO 2.580 2.740 2.630 3.260 3.610 3.280 5.260
4PbOPbSO4  2.660 2.690 2.670 2.660 2.860 2.760 2.660

Table 2 presents the change in the plate thickness within
one charge-discharge cycle and reveals that the charged plates
are thinner than the dischargedones. It is also seen that the
thickness of discharged plates stored at OC in the electrolyte
decreases. Consequently, the PAM "breaths" during each charge-
discharge cycle, whereby during the discharge mechanical stress-
es are generated within its structure and the plate expands. Du-
ring storage and charging these stresses are released as a res-
ult of therecrystallization processes and the plate contracts.

The SEM observations (Fig.1) of the crystal morphology of
PAM after charge, after discharge and after storage at OC in the
electrolyte are in accordance with the above findings. Fragments
of PbSO crystallites which are not well formed (Fig.lb) and are
strongl# attached to the PAM are observed after discharge.Since,
the molar volume of PbSO is larger than that of PbO , the PbSO4
crystallites, linked to fhe skeleton,will generate internal str-
eases during their growth,causing an expansion of the macrostruc-
ture.If the skeleton is not rigid enough,it will begin to swell.
During storage at OC dissolution of the non-equilibrium PbSO
crystallites and the subsequent deposition of PbSO onto equili-brium crystals occurs. As a consequence,well shaped PbSO crys-

tallites are formed (Fig.1-c). Fig. 1 reveals that the discharge
process comprises the electrochemical reaction of the reduction

of PbO2 t2 PbSO as well as the recrystallization process,where
in the Pb + iong are transferred along the pores and deposited
on equilirium PbSO 4 crystallites.When the latter process takes V
place,then the oxidation of the PbS0 4 crystallites to PbO2 du-
ring the recharge will be modified accodingly.

.-- " = 7 ...
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4

!Err

Fig. 1

Indeed,as seen from the curves in Pig.2 the recharge of PAM
stored at OC in the electrolyte occurs at a higher polarization
than in the case when the plate is charged immediately after its
discharge.

Ch~qe atttr OPOM e-- '.-. O..*l t,'t*

1300-

700 I-

3 0 60 10 120 ISO
riffle meni

Fig. 2 06

In the initial cycles, when the skeleton is still rigid
enough it can support the mechanical stresses generated during
cycling. With the increase of the number of cycles the rigidity
of the skeleton decays, the volume changes augment, and, as a
consequence, the swelling of the PAM grows. This in turn facili- *"
tates the deterioration of the contacts between the agglomerates
and leads finally to the ultimate failure of the battery.
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STUDY OF CdTe/ELECTROLYTE INUTUFACE : FIAT-BAD IOTENTIALS,
PHOTOCRRENT AND PHOTOCORROSION

0. SOLORZA and G. POILLERAT
Laboratorio de Energetica Electroquimica

CIWNESTAV, A.P. 14-740, 0700 MEXICO DF, MEXICO

The CdTe/electrolyte interface has been extensively studied for
its photovoltaic energy conversion capability. In the present work we pre-
sent the flat-band potential determination and consequently energy band dia-
gram of n- and p- type CdTe in differents electrolytes (pH = 6.7 and
14) and the I-V curves both in the dark and under illumination. Thus an at-
tempt to explain the behavior of this interface and determine its possibility
of solar energy conversion.

Experimental

CdTe monocrystals, n (In doped) and p (As doped) have been
used. Samples have been etched with Br2 - methanol (S 1) solution. We have

prepared in the laboratory the Na2Te solutions almost following the publis-
hed procedure (1) and preventing the solution from oxygen.

Flat band potential determinations

The flat band potential, Vf.b , have been determined using three

differents techniques. Impedance diagrams and capacity measurements allow us

to draw the Mott Schottky diagrams (2) ; a typical set of results is shown on

figure 1. The Rectified Alternating Photocurrent Voltammetry (RAWN) have

been used (3). A new promising method : the Light Modulated Induced flectrical
Resonance (IMIER) have also been used (4). Typical curves obtained by this

last method are shown on figure 2. All the results represent the average ob-

tained from several determinations. The determinations of Vfb have been car-

ried out in two differents electrolytes : NaC104 (0.1 M ; pH = 6.7) and
NaOH (S M) + 0.012 M Na2Te (pH = 14) . Results can be seen on Table 1. Z.4

Table 1 Flat Band Potentials (V/SCE)

Mott Schottky RAFV : LIER :

Semiconductor : : :

pH = 6.7: pH = 14: pH = 6.7: pH = 14: pH = 6.7: pH 14:

n CdTe : -1.34 : - 2.10 : 1.15 : - 1.5 : - 1.31 : - 1.68

p CdTe : + 0.06 : - 0.60 : : - 0.65 : - : - 0.32

Present adress : Lab. Electrochimic, ULP, B.P. 296, 67008 STPSBKUPG CMEDX,FRX\CE.""

',..
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The results obtained by RAPV seem us more difficult to agree with
because the difference between the n and p type Vf.b is far from the
energy gap of CdTe . Generally the RAPV method give the Vonset (onset of
photocurrent) rather than Vfb . Impedance and LMIEI determined Vfb are
also different although the difference between Vfb (n type) and Vb

(p type) give us the energy gap of CdTe with a good aproximation. There is
also some discrepancies between the published results (1,5). We note a varia-
tion of Vf with pH which have been discuss in the litterature (1,5) and
may be relaqed to etching procedures. LMIER results seem more coherent with
litterature but we have not yet explanations for the discrepancy of impedance-
method. With INIER results we can draw the Energy Diagram of the n and p
CdTe/NaOH + Na2Te interface (figure 3).

Photocurrent and Photocorrosion current

On the figure 4 we reported the dark and illuninated I-V curves '
for three systems. If we take into account the possible decamposition of CdTe
(Sb) which could correspond, at pH = 14 , to

E° = 0.54 V/SCE for CdTe + 2 0H_ + 2 p+- 4 CdO,* H Te

and E° = - 1.68 V/SCE for CdTe + 2 e-- Cd + Te-

some conclusions can be drawn from these curves. The current we measured in
the CdTe/NaClO 4 systcm, (Fig. 4c) is only a photocorrosion current. It could
he the same phenomenon with all redox couples which have a standard redox po-
tential higher than - 0.5 V.SCE . In the - 0.8 to - 0.2 V range the re-
combination of electron-hole pairs seems to be very important (6). The current
obtained in the CdTe/NaOH + Na2Te system (fig. 4a) on the contrary is a pho-,
tocurrent which could be used for photovoltaic conversion.
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OPTIMILATION OF THLE ELECTROCr1.dMICAiL PRUCSEi
TAKING PLACE IN A AaTHNOL-HYDROiEL PEROXIDE FUYL CELL

SIRBAN AGA~CHI and LIVIU OhICIU
Faculty of Chemical Technology, University of Cluj Napoce,

Romania

1,24
In previous studies1 , the optimization problem of a 3W

laboratory fuel cell was approached from the current density me-
ximization point of view. A following study dealt with the op-
timization of a 250 N model, by mean# of a factorial experiment,
the fuel cell power being optimized. Terslso h xe
riment were used in the design of a The rfelt ofll thoe eope-
mization was economically approached. fe el hs pi

A simplified flow-sheet of a methanol-hydrogen peroxide
fuel cell plant is shown in fig. 1.

C-fuel cell battery
R1-storage tanks
F- cntrifugal

1-6puLmps

-l2 heat ex-
changers

Fig. 1.
Because the operational costs of a fuel call plant are ex-

tremely reduced (due to the high efficiency of the cell) ,the

optimization was a task of minimizing the investment effort.
The objective function developed

cost of fuel cell~storage tanks.aeat excangers~pumps.pipes
total delivered energy

depends on:
a. fuel concentration in electrolyte (cc); the relation between

fuel and oxidant concentrations iis~
Co c_ Ze Tc

Cc Ko(2)

b. electrolyte temperature (Tdt)
c. electrolyte flow throueh tae battery (F)

Relation (1) is subjected to the follfing constraints:
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0, 1 4 C 25 M293 - e- cl 313 X -
0, 001 < Je 4 0,003 m31 s  (3)

These are imposed by the hydrogen peroxide maximum allowed con-
centration, by the ni6d vapor pressure of methbnol at higher
electrolyte temperatures and by energy consumption at higher
flows.

The components of the objective function are the equipment
costs, calculated with the g neral formulaoM

C - c (4)

Fuel cell battery cost
Fuel cell cost can be considered proportional to the elect-

rode area% =  o( bat -l(5

was calculated taking into account the cost of raw mate-
udin the manufacturing of electrodes (Pd C12  Ag, i)

and the cost of work of manufacturing tae cell stack.
The value thus calculated wag

0bat = 8569 lei/m

The electrode area 3 was expressed by means of the following
relation:

A (6)
A' U. 0,0022 DT Re0 '8 7 5 Sc0 '2 5  zc z (Cc/de)

Thus, the battery cost became&

Cbet = 14219 01 (7)
F el 085Cmed

Storage tanks cost3  %

Crezi = 124546 Fi0,44(8)

Centrifugal pumps cost3

pc = 8987 F (9)

Pipes cost'

Ccond = 664,8.Fe0' (10)

The cost of piping is referred only to tne piping of
electrolyte.

Heat exchangers cost3

The cost of the two heat exchangers im;lied in maintaining
the temperature at the desired level was caI Uiated With the
same general relation (5):0,75

Csch = 832 Asch

where 4424602 Fel (Tel -290) (12)

"sch TT (T el-280) [3,178 - log (323-Tel)]

Optimizeion 
A.

A Newton-type optimization method was used in order to de-
termine the optiwal workin 6 parameters (Cmed opt' Fel opt'Tel op"

The method was that of Davidon-Fletcaer-Powell which approxim. e

the hessian matrix on its inverse, using the information from

OPP'.
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first-order derivatived. The computing algorithm isx (k+l) .x (k) +,\(k) ^ (k) (13) *
where x(k+ ) ndx(k fo two vectors calculated in~wo different
successive stages, 2<k the step of searching and siR ' the search-
ing direction matrix.

A computer program has been prepared, structured as it fol-
lows (fig.2):

PRR DFP - Davidon-Fletcher-Powell IROGRA M subrout ine

P RINCIPALJ DRIV - subroutine calculat-
ing the derivative of

OF FOR object function
TESTI MODEL - subroutine calculat--ERW PJ TESing the components of

"FOB object functionFOB EXUNID - subroutine explor-

ing the direction of

EXUNID one parameter
7ig. 2 TESTIP - subroutine testing

Fig. 2 the reaching of optima

Conclusions
The results snow an investment decreAsing from 197742 lei/

k~h (Cred 2,5M me el' 315 K, Fol = 0,003 m /s) to 25070 lei/kih"
(Cred = 2,05 M, Tel = 300 k, ' - 0,001 m3/s). Due to the savings
in using fuel and oxidant (7,6 methanol and 7,7% hydrogen per-
oxide), the cost of a kWk was reduced from 0,96 lei to 0,91 lei.

Nomencl ature
C oxidant and fuel concentration (kmol/m)
KOc mass transfer coefficients of oxidant and fuel species(m/s)

adimensional current densities
TcoelTC 1 0eetrolyte :eprturq ( C)

F., low f eectrlyte(m-/s)
C-- equipment cost (lei)

cost coefficients 2pecific to each type of equipment
A electrodes area (m)
F el power delivered by the fuel cell battery (kW)
U cell voltage (V) 2

r D,,, diffusion coefficient (m /a)
RI,Sc criterial numbers

Faraday number (C/kImol)
de equivalent flowing diameter (m)

2

KT heat transfer coefficient (,W,/m i)
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BROMINE DOPED POLYDITHIENOTHIOPHENE!CATHODE ACTIVE MA1ERIAL IN

AQUEOUS MEDIUM.

M.BISERNI ,P.BUTOL,A. MARINANOELI,M.MASTRAGOSTINO

Istltuto chimico G.Ciamician dell'Universita" di Bologna

(It A I)'

1-3s

At o'psent me*1h scienti+ic work has beer. devoted to

orQnlc conducting polymers because of the :arge field of

notentia] applications (as electrode materials of rechargeable L?

batteries or as eJectrc-optic d~spla)y devicesatc.).The main
interest concerns thoi- ability to be switched by chemical or

!Ie-"ro hemi ra doing ,frorn a neutral (non conducting) state
to ar o-e41ie'1 or redu..ced conducting state.

ZecpntI , we have electrosynthesIzed 4 a ne.j conducting

pol ,/'np .. ditieo(, 2-b:2,3-d)thiohenae (pDTT) with a

doping level 0a 50% (counteranions CI0 ,PF; ).This doped
pl)lmer was electrochemically prepared at controlled current

(0.5 - I mAIcm 2 I or at controlled poter.tial fl.4 V vs.SCE) on

Pt t, Srj 2  and glass,/ carbon electrodes i.- degassed and anhydrous
electrolytic medium 4ormed b/ :H 2 C1 2 the monomer

d thieno(3,?-h!7,1-d)thiophene 'Fig.11 and tetrabutylam,,oniu. L

.1s

Fiq. t.Dthieno(3,2-b!2,3-d)thicphene (DTT)

In CH 2 Cl 2  /tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP) the

anodical I s ynthesized doped pDTT can release and store charge

l eaual to 20% o the charge iv..clved in its initial

electrochemice, preparatior .In the saine electrolytic medium

doped pDTT presets some attractive foatures relevant to Its

aoplication as catl-ode ac ti ve material in battery

tec1no!cg-,.e.g.,a hIg. doping level (which corresponds to a

coacity o 55 mAh/9 with CID- as co..nteranior.),an initial

V/ ' alte of o+ co. 1 V vs.SCE ,hgh values ot the charge

// covE'ed at constant CL-rent up to D V vs. C with respect to

that store1 (f Or P mexiruc of 95% for I1-0,C4 raA,'cr 2 to a

minimum of 27% +or T--4 mA/cy 2 ) , C,,c' lity witth no evidence

o appreciable degradetior and ar. apparent 02 stability.Ut, the

oth-- hand $films 'a dced pDTT preserved in CH 2 CI 2 /TbAP

solutinn have shown the disadvantage of a fast
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i se - tPhcenaroe..hi p--omenon is r.zt due to polymer

degradation b,,t to an uncontrolle:: redoA reaction irvolvirng
the s-- elertrcytic mediun.W:-L is ;n proges to

investigate t'I hehavior c f this matcrial in other toa ,.queous

solventq '1 Ir *rater .Some results have beer, obtained ir

n,'opv!ere carborate 6

We are cori-ently examining the possibility o doping neutral

oDTT by electrochemical oxidation in aq;ecus r.eoium involving

7_nBr ag electrol'te in order tc test the feasibility of the
2

polymer as cathode active material in a model of a Zn~r

aqueouS batter,.
The ne,,tral pDlr electrodes are prepared by e.haustively

redu.clnc3 at 0 V vs.SCE in CH Ci /TEAP solution the doped pDTT

eler.trovvnthes4zbd i. CH2 C) 2 TiA.PDTT.
The electrochericL-l c-.idatlon at constant current on neutral

pDTT'/SnO Plectrole of an aqueous solution is accompanied by an,
2

electrode cooor change from red to blackatte~tirg to the '.
oolym.r doping. The !3me colour chLngr is observed when the

neutral pVTT electrode is dippcd ir. Sr- -Zr.r 2  aqueous
s lution.VIS and noer IP absorption spectra, which evidence
the pfn-T dorinq p-oces-, %:i! be Illustrated.

F . .to,.,i the ver.ation o+ the potential Of a pDTT/Pt
eI=c-ode 'our.r,' a charge-discharge cycle at constant current

ir ZnBr 2 Eq,,eouS soluti.n.Table I summarizes the coulombic

e ffciencies of several regene:-ati-e c/cles (discharge made
imm-diately after the charge!.

Table I. Coulombic effi-
ciency of six charge-

•A 0discharge regenerative

U cycles of a pDTT/Pt
* electrode at 1=0.4 mA/cm

2

Qow = 215 mC,'cr, 2 ,red re-

covered up to 0 V vs.SCE.

Numb e r cycle Coulomb c
eOf iCi iercy

0.63

-,Q.949

Fig.2 Vff) of a pDTT/Pt e!ectrode 4 0.5.

du.i' 9 a a-oe-di-arge at 1=O.4 5 0.49
mA/r 2 in H 0,'ZnBr 2 C.2M .A)charge, 6 0.55

2

The .- ount 0+ cI'ar C involved i r the oxidatior, process 717

corresponded to 1.5 electron/CTT un t,tak n- into account the r.,

+olIlowin 9 possible stoichiomet!'y ci the dopir.g process:
2 -*DTT+ + 3 Er-- 4(2DTT) + Br-,]- + 3 ?-

to which ',o'! d co'respond a capacity o+ l-'

mh /g.Hoeveve. ,spct-oscopicaI measurements and ehauStive

r
" *
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discharges C V vz.SCE of doped pDTT have sho~wn that thi
valuie of capacity can not be achieved.

We a l'f nhb.!r,'ed a drop in both the potenti.al 0+ the
eh-34 -lrod a- t he values of the r*Covered chargoe

diring the e. "p-st i e reduction as a lurnctio of the time
elapsed fr-om tl'.e end of the charge.Th..s se14-discharg* of the
01 oct rode M W be evplaired t: the displacement within the
doood pDTT 04 Br- by Br- and bX an undoping reaction or by a
dearadet ion C94 the oxidized pUTT.This problem Is still under

- investigation.
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PHOTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE METAL/ELECTROLYTE AND

THE METAL/METALOXIDE/ELEKTROLYTE INTERFACE USING HIGH POWER

LASER PULSES

A. FELSKE. W.J.PLIETH

Freie Universitat Berlin, Institut fur Physikalische Chemie

Takustr.3, 0-1000 Berlin 33 (Dahlem)

In the paper it will be shown, that high power laser pulses

can be used to study photoelectrochemical processes on

smooth as well as on oxide covered electrodes. Main emphasis

is put on the investigation of the passive film of iron.

Experimental: The experimental equipment consisted of a-

potentiostat with a three electrode cell, a scan generator

and a XY-recorder. As the light source, an excimer pulse

laser at a wavelength of 248 nm (KrF) was used. The pulse

width was 16 ns. The photocurrents were recorded with a

digitizing storage oscilloscope.

Photocurrents on platinum. In a prelimanary investigation

the behaviour of a platinum electrode in the oxide layer

region was studied. Fig. I represents the effect of the

light pulses on a cyclic voltammogram. At potentials higher

than the potential corresponding to the formation of an

oxide layer, sharp anodic photocurrent peaks appeared simul-

taniously with the light pulses and superimposed to the dark

current. The oscillogram of the photocurrent showed a short

pulse of about 200 us half width which is followed by a slow

process of oxide layer regeneration. The reason for this

behaviour is an electron-hole pair generation in the semi-

conducting metaloxide coupled with a photolytic decompo-

s it ion .
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At lower potentials (0 - 800 mV vs NHE), cathodic photo-

currents appeared, too fast to be recognized by the XY-

recorder. This effect is due to the photoemission of elec-

trons from the metal into the electrolyte and will not be

discussed further. In the intermediate potential region

between double layer and oxide layer region a cathodic peak

is preceding the anodic photocurrent peak.

Photocurrents of iron: With the same method as used for the

investigation of the platinum surface, the passive film of

iron was investigated in 0.5 M sulfuric acid and in borate

electrolyte (0.15 M H3B03 /0.0375 M Na2B407 , pH = 8.4). The

photocurrent depended on the pH-value and on the potential.

In the strong acid electrolyte (Fig. 2) the magnitude of the

photocurrent was ten times larger then in weakly alkaline

solution (pH 8.4, Fig. 3). In the latter example cathodic

m and anodic photocurrents are observed. The zero point is

approximately equal to the flat band potential. The photo-

current depended also on the laser intensity (Fig. 4). A

saturation region was obtained which should be proportional

to the thickness of the film. The saturation allowed the

m determination of the overall quantumefficiency of 10-6.

A minimum intensity is required for the onset of the photo-

*m urrents. This is explained as the amount of surface states

and electron traps which have to be filled before a photo-

current can flow. A total number of 10-8 surface states and

traps is estimated from the determined minimum intensity.

Fig. I Cyclic voltammogram of platinum in 0.5 H2 SO4 under

pulsed laser illumination.

Fig. 2 Peak height of the photocurrent pulses vs. potential

of iron in 0.5 M H2 SO4 , laser power 27 mJ/cm 2.

Fig. 3 Same as Fig. 3 but in borate buffer, pH = 8.4. The

linear plot represents ellipsometric thickness values

determined by Sato et. al.

Fig. 4 Dependence of the peak height of the photocurrent
vs. the square root of the laser power.

. t.
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Impedance of a sodiumpolysulphide electrode during
the phase transition molten/solid

R. Kn6dler
Brown, Boveri & Cie

Central Research Laboratory
Heidelberg (Germany)

Introduction

The molten polysulphide electrode had received some attention
because it is used in the sodium sulphur battery /1/, /2/.
Depending on the melt composition there are two regions at
the operating battery temperature of 350 *C. In the one-
phase region Na2Sx exists with x from about 2.7 to 5. In the
two-phase region sulfur and Na 2S5 exist together. The con-
ductivity of these melts and the polarization of the graphite/
melt interface has been studied already /3/, /2/. However, no
information is available on the behaviour in the frozen state
and in the transition region molten/frozen. This is important S
because a sodium sulphur battery has to be cooled down from
time to time. Depending on the amount of nuclei in the sul-
phide the melts tend to undercool and to solidify within a
very short time.

Exnerimental

The process of solidification was observed by measuring the
impedance of a blocking electrode (molybdenum) in Na2Sx using
a Solartron 1170 frequency response analyzer. A good electric
contact between the molybdenum rod and the solid Na2SX is
provided because Na2Sx has a higher thermal expansion coeffi-
cient than Mo /4/. The polysulphides were chemically prepared
from sulfur and anhydrous Na2S (Cerac) at 450 

0C. Experiments
with electrochemically prepared Na2Sx yielded the same results.

Results

The impedance characteristics show beyond about 100 Hz a pure
ohmic resistance. At lower frequencies a 450 line is observed,
indicating a diffusion controlled process. The diffusion
coefficient decreases during cooling and at the transition
temperature drops sharply below the measuring limit of about
10- cml sec--. By plotting the logarithm of the impedance
(at 30 Hz) against the reciprocal temperature straight lines
are obtained for the frozen and the molten state, respective-
ly. With Na2S4 the resistance difference between these two
states is about 3 orders of magnitude, with Na2S3 only about
1 order. This means that the resistivity of Na2 S4 at room
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temperature is about 108 gcm, for Na2 S3 only 105 Qcm. The ac-
tivation energies for both sulphides are about 45 kJ mol-1.
The transition from the molten to the frozen state and vice
versa proceeds in the case of Na2S4 within less than 10 *C, in
the case of Na2S3 this region is extended to about 40 OC. This
indicates a glass-like behaviour of Na2S 3 which was confirmed
also by calorimetric measurements.

A further indication for a glassy-amorphous state of Na2S3
is the observation that after letting a cell stand for a week-
at room temperature, the impedance rose during this time by
several orders of magnitude, from 105 to about 108 Qcm for
Na2S 3. This was due to the slow crystallization of the
amorphous Na 2S3.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE ELECTROLYTE
ON THE KINETICS OF CR(III)-REDUCTION

C.RUSSEL, D. KRAUSS and K.LEDJEFF
* Fraunhofer-Institut fur Solare Energiesysteme

Freiburg (Germany)

INTRODUCTION
Conventional electrochemical storage systems in which solid state reactions
occur are only suitable for solar energy storage to a certain degree. The
iron-chromium redox flow cell, in which the energy is stored in the form
of metal ion pairs in different oxidation states has technically more favor-
able.prerequisites. I

". Anode and cathode regions are separated by an anionexchange membrane. The
".two regions are each connected to a pump and an electrolyte storage tank.

In order to optimize the electrode and the electrolyte composition it is
helpful to know the mechanism of electrode reaction - especially that of
the chromium (Ill)-reduction. This reduction mechanism has not been in-
vestigated as well as the iron(III)-reduction and is in addition complicated
by hydrate isomerization.

Fig. 1: Redox battery

i --

EXPERIMENTAL
Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 M CrCl 3/lM HCl solution (Fig. 2) seem to show
a reversible or quaisreversible electrode reaction. The peak current densi-
ties increase with increasing scan v according to i _vl/2 and also with
increasing concentration in the relation i - c. A small amount of PbCl2
was added as a catalyst and to suppress Hz evolution. If the measurement
is repeated at a later period in time the results are similar qualitatively.
The peak current densities decli;ie however as a function of time to approx.
10% of the original value. 2

The follwing reactions occur when CrCl3 • 6HzO is dissolved in water:
CrCl3 6 )H20 + H20 F CrCl (OH )4  ++ 3 H2 0 + Cl
[ CrCl (OH) 4 + + H 0 _ _ CrClOH2); I + Cl-

[ CrCl(OH 2)5  + H20[ Cr(OH 2 )6 13+ + Cl"

mI

m %,* %
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.10

Fig. 2

C.-. Cyclic volta nograms of
S1M CrCls/1 M HCl solutions

a) freshly prepared

Eb) 5 day old solution
-.10 <.c) 180 day old solution

n -0.7 .3 0.3

EIV "

The color of the chromium (Ill)-solutions are different depending on
which complex is present.
Solutions which contain [ Cr(OH2 )6 J3 are blue-grey, [ Cr(OHz)sC + ]+.
solutions are green and [ Cr(OH2) 4C12 ]+-complexes have a light green color.
A procedure was developed using anion exchange chromatography with which the
complexes in HCl could be separated. Their spectra are shown in figure (3).
The reactions in equation 1 and 2 reach equilibrium only after a consider-
able amount of time. The spectra of a freshly prepared and aged
1 M CrC 3 /l M HCl-solution are shown in figure (4). A change in the spectra
can still be seen after months.

im.

Fig. 3: UV spectra of the isolated Fig.4: UV spectra of 1 M CrCl 3 /lM HCI
complexes; a) Ijr(OH) 2  13 solutions: freshly prepared,
b) ICr(OH2 )5Cll + c)ICr(OH2 1+ 8, 13, 56, 154 day old
In order to explain the electrode reaction better, impedance spectra were
measured in a broad frequency region from 10 mHz to 1 MHz (IM5 Zahner
Elektrik, Cronach, Germany). These spectra are portrayed in figure (5) as
points in log IZI, vs. log f and IQ I vs. log f diagrams. 3 -
This highly specific frequency dependency can be optimized with the
equvalent circuit. 'm
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The simulated curve can be seen in fig. 5 a solid line. The mean deviation
of the experimental phase angle from simulated curve was less than 0,3*.

U

loom

100

0.2 0 26

tog f tog f A_

Fig. 5: Impedance spectrum of freshly prepared 1 M CrCl3/l M HC1 solution
at -600 mV vs SCE. Dots: experimental values, solid line: simulated curve

DISCUSSION
The equivalent circuit for the chromium(III) reduction agrees with that of
the iron(III) reduction except for a further parallel resistance.4 This
eqivalent circuit has already been assigned to an electron transition through
an adsorbed state. The reason for the extra circuit element, the parallel re-
sistance, is probably due to the small H2 evolution which always occurs par-
allel to chromium(III) reduction.

Fig. 6): Equivalent circuit

of the impedance spectra in fig. 5F7Wad 11D .
Cod

WO

L

When one looks at the aging of Chromium(III) complexes, an electrochemical
disactivation occurs parallel to the band shifts in UV spectra. The spectra
of hydrate complexes isolated with anion exchange chromatography show that
mainly the tetraaquocomplexis present in a fresh CrC13 solution; after
a few days the pentaaquocomplex which after a few months converts to the
electrochemically inactive hexaaquo complex. The higher electrochemical
activity of the pentaaquo complex is probably due its ability to form a
bridge over the Cl-ligands to the electrode.\..
1) H. Cnobloch, W.Kellermann, H. Nischik, K. Pantel, A. Siemsen, Siemens

Forsch. Entwickl. Ber. 12 , 79 (1983)
2) D. Sh. Cheng, A. Reiner,-T. Hollax, J.Appl. Electrochem.15, 63 (1985) ma.,..

3) H. Gohr, Ber. Bunsenges. Phy. Chem. 85, 274 (1981)
4) R. Kaus, Thesis Erlangen 1978
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THE BIPOLAR ZINC-BROMINE BATTERY: IMPROVED CARBON-BROMINE ELECTRODES

K. KORDESCH, J. GSELLMANN and M. RESCH
Technische Universitat Graz, A-BOlD, Austria

The use of bipolar electrodes with a circulating electrolyte introduces a new
problem not encountered in monopolar stack designs. The conductive pathways
formed by electrolyte manifolding promote stray currents, called either
parasitic or shunt currents. Parasitic currents waste power, cause charge
imbalances within the stack and, more importantly, lead to early stack failures
by inducing Zn to grow into the manifolds. A new technique, called "Shunt
Current Protection" has been developed to deal with these problems.

The active carbon surface on which the organic bromine complexes are formed in
the charging process, or from which the bromide ions are released, in the
discharge process, is a specially prepared part of the bipolar plate. It must
combine a high resistance to chemical attack by bromine (intercalation) with
the properties of an electrochemically active interface. Only if both of these
requirements are satisfied, can a long life expectancy (over 1500 deep cycles)
at high current densities be achieved. Research on carbon activation and about
carbon stabilization is therefore the main objective.

Circulating Zn-Br2 Batteries

The principal component is the electrochemical module, where the actual
electrochemistry takes place. The second component is the circulating
electrolyte, an 3.5 molar solution of zinc bromide and a bromine complexing

agent, e.g. a quarternary ammonium base like methyl-ethyl-morpholinium (or - -

pyrrolidinium) bromide, which is circulated in two streams (divided by a porous
separator) through the electrochemical module. The third component is the
system of pumps and reservoirs which circulate and store the electrolyte.

During charge, zinc is plated at the negative electrode and bromine is evolved
at the positive. As soon as the Br2 is evolved, it reacts to form a bromine
rich phase which is circulated out of the electrochemical module and is
separated by gravity in the catholyte reservoir. Charge retention depends on
the quality of the separator, but is generally good because the Br2 is stored
remotely from the zinc. 100 % discharge-cycles serve as equalizing steps.

The electrolyte can also be stored outside of the module, preventing self-
discharge during very long storage times. A specific feature of the patented
Exxon-Bromine complex is its partial water solubility, assuring the bromium
availability without the need for special dispersion measures. Zn and Br
electrochemically react back to the originil zinc bromide solution, libe~ating
the energy absorbed during charging. .

Bipolar Stack Design

The conductivity of carbon plastic (I Ohm.cm) is adequate for thin bipolar
electrodes. Therefore, such electrodes offer a distinctively simpler and
cheaper stack design. In addition, the higher voltage of bipolar designs can

% l be interfaced economically with high voltage chargers and DC motors.

-; %
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Shunt Current Protection

The concept of shunt current protection is given in US Pat. No. 4,277,317. The
central idea is that shunt currents can be prevented from entering the
electrolyte manifolding by passing an auxiliary protective current through a
seperated small manifold. The main purpose is the elimination of zinc deposits
in the channels, an additional gain is the reduction of energy losses.

Research, Development and Testing of Zn-Br2 Batteries

The present level of Zn-Br2 development is the testing of multi-kW bipolar
stacks equipped with shunt current protection. Bipolar electrodes have been
successfully upscaled to about 12 dm and can be mass-produced. Typical zinc
loadings are in the range from 90 to 120 mAh/cm2. The cells can be completely
discharged and even charged in the opposite direction without damage. This, in
addition to the light weight, is the major advantage over lead-acid batteries.

Design Specifications for an 80 V, 20 kWh Stack (Exxon 1983):

Specific Energy: 65 - 85 Wh/kg
Specific Power: 80 -100 W/kg
Energy Efficiency: 75 - 80 %
Life of this 52-cell stack: 650 deep cycles
Projected cost (OEM): $ 30-50/kWh, mass-produced

Specific modifications allow optimization for maximum energy efficiency (90 %
Zinc utilization) energy density (100 Wh/kg) and power density (150 W/kg), of
course not all in the same battery.

The cycling of multiple Bromine-Bromine cells to test carbon materials is done
at the Technical University Graz. With improved active carbon layers, the life
of electrodes has been proven to be over 1500 deep cycles at the 3 hour rate.

Applications:

The technology will be adapted for load levelling, storage of wind- and solar
power and electric vehicle propulsion. In all this applications a battery must
demonstrate low cost, high efficiency, and voltages compatible with existing
electrical systems. ,.I

The Zinc-Bromium System is produced by the "StudiengeselIschaft fUr Energie-
speicher und Antriebssysteme GmbH, (S.E.A)", in MUrzzuschlag, Austria.
Fig. 1 shows a portable 12 V, 2 kWh Zinc-Bromine Battery on the test stand.

Acknowledgements:

Research on carbon materials suitable for zinc-bromine cells is supported by
the Austrian Federal Ministery of Science and Research. The study of a hybrid
system Motorgenerator/Battery is sponsored by the Styrian State Government.
Fig. 2 shows our experimental battery-operated electric vehicle with a trailer,
containing the motorgenerator (350 cm3 displacement, 7 kW dc electrical output).
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Figure 1: Laboratory Test on a 12 V, 2 KWh Zinc-Bromine Battery. This
portable system is built with bipolar carbon-plastic plates
and sealed on all sides. (Courtesy of S.E.A., GmbH, Austria).

Figure 2: The Electric Car of the Technical University Graz, used for field
testing of Hybrid Systems: The 7.5-kW ac Motorgenerator (a HONDA
350 cm watercooled engine plus diodes) is mounted in a trailer.
It can be connected to vehicles with different batteries, like
lead-acid, zinc-bromine, and fuel cell systems, when available.
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ELECTROLYTIC MANGANESE DIOXIDE PRODUCTION
IN A FLOWING ELECTROLYTE SYSTEM

W.J. Harer and K. Kordesch
Institut fuer Chemische Technologie Anorganischer

Stoffe der Technischen Universitat Graz
A-8010 Graz, Austria

Electrolytic manganese dioxide for high quality Leclanche cells and
alkaline batteries is a large scale product1 . The deposition on lead-,
carbon-, or titanium electrodes is well optimized. International Common
Samples are available as comparison materials 2 .

In our laboratory we have investigated different types of manganese
dioxides in respect to their rechargeability . It turned out that there
is no obvious direct relationship between porosity, particle size, sur-
face area or analytical data and the rechargeability of gamma manganese
dioxide. However, a strong de pendance on physical parameters of the manu-
factured electrodes was found.

It was found that the way of making the electrolytic manganese dioxide
did influence the rechargeability5 . Among other effects, adding small
amounts of titanium salts, especially the sulfide, improved the cycle
number

6 .I

For that reason it was decided to start a series of experiments in which
the manganese dioxide was produced without forming a solid deposit (layer)
on an electrode at high temperatures (90 Deg.C) as is the common approach.
A change in the deposition mechanismus takes place at lower temperatures,
the manganese dioxide is formed according to a disproportionation reaction
which was already discribed by Welsh 7 . The current yield of this process
is poor, but the manganese dioxide has quite different properties, at low
temperatures it forms a fine divided suspension and can be collected by
settling out in the lower portion of the electrolysis unit. To make sure

, that no further changes occur, the collecting vessel is even cooled to room
~temperature.

The material produced by the electrolysis is removed with electrolyte
from the outlet and seperated from the solution. The solution, from which
the product is seperated, is returned to the process and reused.

Figure I shows the reactor which was used to produce manganese dioxide
in a continuous flow system. The temperature can be chosen from room
temperature to 90 Deg. C. The reactor can be operated hot, the collector
vessel can be cooled. Self casted lead-antimony electrodes and special
coated titanium corrugated plate anodes were used in this reactor. Current
densities amounded from 0,5 - 30 A/dml .
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At elevated temperatures the reaction at the anode consists of several
steps: an anodic oxidation (electrochemical step), a disproportionation-
and a hydrolysis step and then dehydration8 . The manganese dioxide depo-
sits usually at a coherent solid layer. In order to avoid the layer for-
mation, a turbolent boundary layer stream of electrolyte was necessary.
The deposits break up in small particles and can also be continuously
collected. The appearence of this manganese dioxide is different from the
"low temperature product".

Several charges of electrolytic manganese dioxides were produced, they
amount of 100 g to a few kg of materials and serve now as supply materials
for analytical tests, determination of surfaces (B.E.T.-method) and pores -.
distribution with a poriosimeter. The final testing is done now about
behavior from rechargeability of manganese dioxide in alkaline electrolyte.
The results will be reported in another paper.
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Fig.l: The Production of Manganese Dioxide in a flowing

Electrolyte System.

Material for Lead Electrodes Supplied by the

Bleiberger Bergwerks Union AG and Special Coated

Titanelectrodes Supplied by CONRADTY GmbH & Co

Metallelectrodes KG were used in this unit.
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IN SITU MONITORING OF SEMICONDUCTOR/LIQUID JUNCTION BY SIM1LTANEOUS
PHOTOCURRENT AND PHOTOTHERMAL DEFLECTION SPECTROSCOPY

J.P. ROGER, D. FOURNIER, A.C. BOCCARA

R. NOUFI (a) and D. CAHEN(b)

Laboratoire d'Optique Physique, E.S.P.C.I.
10, rue Vauquelin, 75231 PARIS CEDEX 05 - FRANCE

(a) Solar Energy Research Inst., GOLDEN CO. 80401 - U.S.A.
(b) The Weizmann Inst. of Science, REHOVOT 76100 - ISRAEL

In solar cells, and other optoelectronic devices, use 
of thin poly-

crystalline or amorphous films is desirable both because of possible cost
savings and simplification of manufacture, and because of increased
flexibility in choice of materials. The suitability of a film for such
purpose will depend to a large extent on its optical properties. General-
ly these are not measured for the film in the actual device configuration
(or part of it), but rather on an optically transparent substrate to

allow transmission measurements. It would clearly be preferable to per-
form such measurements on samples that resemble the device as close as
possible, and in such a way that, after measurement, the samples can be
used further, to complete device manufacture, for example.

Photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS or "Mirage effect") has been
used successfully to study optical properties of amorphous silicon thin
films' 2 deposited on silica, glass or silicon substrates. In conjunc-
tion with Fourier Transform (FT) PDS becomes a powerful, fast and conve-
nient method to obtain optical absorption spectra 2 . Its suitability for
samples with rough surfaces, such as those commonly found for polycrys-
talline thin films deposited on rough, scattering substrates should
extend its use considerably.
Here, we will report on the feasibility of PDS investigations (n

films of CuInSe2 on A1203 or on Mo/Al20 3and for comparison on a single
crystal of CuInSe2, and on the problems encountered in these studies, so
as to enable realistic evaluations of .the possibilities and limitations
of PDS for the optical characterization of thin polycrystalline films.
In addition, we present FT photocurrent spectroscopic results on a
semiconductor (CuInSe2)/liquid junction system.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the FT PD spectra for three films. These

data are used to determine the absorption coefficient multiplied by the
thickness Z (by the thermal length P for the single crystal) at photon
energies close to the bandgap and the optical bandgap value. Films that
were rich in Cu2Se (sample 55) have shown no or very poorly resolved
absorption edges. For Cu-poor samples (46) the absorption coefficient

fits the relation a \ (hv - E )1/ /hv which indicates a direct allowed

transition. When Mo is presen on Al201 (46B), the strong subbandgap
absorption which is obtained can be attributed to Mo. The signal induced

by the Mo absorption is a roughly linear function of h'. in the I eV
region, thus we can obtain ae for the CuInSe2 film proper by simple
substraction.
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Results obtained on the single crystal sample (Fig. 2a, b) agree well
with literature values. In this case, from the variation of the phase
angle of the signal with photon energy, it was possible to determine
that sub-bandgap absorption originated from the bulk rather than from the
surface.
The numerical values obtained are reasonable ones, which is of impor-

tance for the further application of this methodology as part of the use
of semiconductor/liquid junction systems for semiconductor characteriza-
tion 3 . There, for the determination of numerical values of effective
optoelectronic parameters, the doping density and minority carrier diffu-
sion length, knowledge of a at photon energies close to the bandgap is
necessary

Fig. 2 and 3 show the FT PD spectra (and the absorption spectra) and
the FT photocurrent (n) spectra for the single crystal and the film 46B
respectively. For these experiments, we used an acetonitrile-based redox
electrolyte . The significant shift seen in Fig. 2 between the photo-
current and PD spectra is mainly due to the difference between the ther-
mal diffusion length (' 100 pm) and the electron diffusion length (0. 1 im)
which causes different depths of the sample to be probed by the two
methods. This difference is much less significant in the case of the film
where the thickness (0 4 jim) rather than the thermal diffusion length

* controls the PD signal. None of the two photocurrent spectra fits the
expected (hv.n)2 vs.hv behavior as do the absorption coefficients. At

* least in the case of thin film this could indicate that the expected
proportionality between a and n breaks down.
The possibility to obtain quantitative optical data for rough semi-

conducting films on scattering substrates in addition to the possibility
of direct comparison of absorption and quantum yield spectra, should
make PDS measurements a valuable addition to methodologies for the charac-
terization of such films on conducting substrates.
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ELECTRODEPOSITION OF ZINC USING PULSE-CURRENT.

L. BINDER
Institute for Inorganic Chemical Technology, Techn.University

A-8010 Graz, Austria.

For improving the quality of metal deposits, periodically
changing current has been applicated for a relatively long
time. 1

In 1971 Despi& and Popov and some years later N. Ibl2

collected the available informations on this topic, adding
their own practical experiences and theoretical considerations.

Reversing current, a.c. superimposed on d.c., and pulsating
current were used to overcome the detrimental phenomena due
to inhibited diffusion of the depositing substance through a
diffusion layer which is steadily extending into the solution
under d.c.-conditions of electrolysis.

Reversing current and asymmetric current (a.c. superimpo-
sed on d.c.) contain periods with an anodic (dissolving)
current flowing. This current should cut off the most active
sites of the deposit combining an electropolishing effect
upon the surface with the prevention of a too low concentra-
tion of metal ions in the diffusion layer. The relaxation

*periods of the pulsating current should provide an equaliza-
tion of the concentration of metal ions near the surface of
the deposit with the concentration in the bulk solution.

These advantages can be combined by the application of a
current consisting of at least three components, a cathodic
(depositing) current, an anodic (dissolving) current, and a
pause. Such a sequence3w sbproposed by Appelt and Jurewicz for
the deposition of zinc ' ' . It was called "three-component
impulse current (T.C.I.C.)" and the deposits were regarded
as sufficiently porous and adherent to be used as storage
battery electrodes.

To generate the required pulse sequence for the following
experiments, a simple self-made electronic device was used.

-- This generator controlled a laboratory potentiostat (Wenking,
LB 75M) run as galvanostat. The resulting pulse-current was
fed into the test-cell. The electrode arrangement can be
seen in Fig.1. It consisted of two sheets of separator, an
U-shaped frame made from polymethacrylate, carrying the
counter electrode made from porous nickel, a spacer (poly-
methacrylate), and the working electrode. The latter was a
copper foil (series F) or a copper wire grid (series G),
covered with epoxy-resin hatched area) so that an exposed
geometrical area of 10 cm remained. The components were
stuck together using a solution of acetylcellulose in acetone
with appropriate viscosity.

N17
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When the described cell-stack was inserted into the empty
reaction-vessel, the chosen electrolytes were filled in the
two compartments: KOH with zincate in the larger working
electrode-space and zincate-free KOH in the smaller counter
electrode-space. The concentration of zincate-ions was chosen
in this way that after a zinc deposition of 0,3 Ah only 15%
(series 2) of the initial amount of zinc remained in the solu-
tion.

The2applied current densities were 2,5,10,15,20, and 30
mA.cm . All the depositions were made with d.c. and "multi- -
component pulse-current (m.c.p.-current)" in parallel. The
m.c.p.-current consisted of a cathodic pulse of 5 milliseconds,
an anodic pulse of 5 milliseconds, and a pause lasting 10
milliseconds. So the whole sequence repeated after 20 milli-
seconds, that means with a frequency of 50 Hz. The cathodic
and anodic amplitudes resulted in effective cathodic current
densities according to the applied d.c. values. The ratio of
cathodic to anodic amplitudes was 5 to 2. The deposition time
varied with the applied current density to provide in any case
a maximum Ah-capacity of 0,3 (100% current-efficiency for
zinc deposition assumed). After deposition the zinc was re-
dissolved2 at a constant anodic d.c. and a current density of
15 mA.cm . The time to the point of exhaustion of the pre-
viously prepared zinc electrode was measured and the obtained
Ah-capacity was compared with the input of 0,3 Ah for deposi-
tion.

The results of series 2, where 85% of the available zinc
was deposited and only 15% zinc remained in the electrolyte,
can be seen in Fig.2.

Series 2-F (above) with copper foil as substrate yielded
significantly better deposits when the charging was done
with m.c.p.-current instead of d.c.. But the average current
efficiency over the whole range of c-irrent densities could
not be raised ovej 60%. At the highest current density of this
series (30 mA.cm ) the difference between d.c.- and m.c.p.-
charging was about 20%.

A very different picture resulted when copper wire grid
was used as substrate (series 2-G, below). The average current
efficiency increased and noticeablq effects of m.j.p.-charging
were evident only between 5 mA.cm and 15 mA.cm .

An additional observation was made when the standard de-
viations of the parallel measurements were calculated. In
series 2-G the reproduceability of the d.c.-measurements was
better over the whole range of current densities. Series 2-G
was the only one which showed this behaviour.

References.
1 A.R. Despi& and K.I. Popov, Mod. Aspects Electrochem.,
7(1972)199.

2 N. Ibl, Surface Technology, 10(1980)81.
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5 K. Appelt and K. Jurewicz, Electrochimica Acta,27(1982)1701.
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FOURIER ANALYSIS IN PRESENCE OF NONSTATIONARY
APERIODIC NOISE

Z. STOYNOV , B. SAVOVA-STOYNOV
Central Laboratory of Electrochemical Power Sources,
Bul.Acad.Sci.,G.Bonchev Va,1040 Sofia,Bulgaria

The Fourier Analysis has a large scale of application in
electrochemistry.According to the specific nonlinear nature
of the electrochemical processes the small signal lineariza-
tion approach allows the application of the linear relation-
ship between the input/output signals and the application of
the classical Transfer Function and Spectral Analysis defini-
tions.Thusin this cases the Fourier Analysis has to be per-
formed in presence of large noises generated by the instru-
mental environment as well1 as by the system under investi-
gation itself.

Following the classical frequency domain description of
the stochastic processes the additive noise is very often
presented by Fourier series with mutually independant zero
mean random coefficients.Based on this Rice representation
of the noise,many signal processing techniques have been de-
veloped and applied in electrochemistry.

However,in many real cases the filtering has to be per-
formed in a finite time and the additive noise(or a part of
the noise) is not statistically sufficient or is aperiodic
and the Rice representation can not be used.Therefore,the
investigation of the estimation properties under these con-
ditions appears a central feature of the Fourier analysis in
a finite time.

6While the main signal is definite in the frequency do-

main,the aperiodic additive noise could be presented in the
time domain bya power series~k

na(t) = Zakt r , (1)

where t is te relative time between the two spaces and ak
are serfes coefficients having under given conditions the
sense of a Taylor or orthogonal Legendre series representa-
tion. k)

a (t) k n (t (2)

Thus the noise is presented by its relative Taylor or Legen-
dre spectrum.

The analysis of the errors of the finite time Fourier
estimation of the periodic signal y(w) in presence of aperio-
dic noise na (t) shows that in the general case the errors of

the estimates can be presented as:

/4
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w,) k (t 0 ) (3)

( w , = N 1 -- a (4)

where Ry (w) and X (W) are the colponents of the periodic

signal y(w) and Lk forms the coefficient series

S( 2 -N) L k - 2  ; L0 0, L 1 1=  (5)

-where N is the number of the Fourier analysis estimation pe-
riods.

The relation (3),(4) show that in the presence of aperi-
odic noise the Fourier analysis becames an biasedunconsis-
tent and unefficient estimator.In the practice the errors (3),
(4) limit the precision in the low frequency short time ana-
lysis and the application of the infra low frequency impe-
dancemetry.

The noise immunity properties of the classical finite
time Fourier analysis could be improved.Taking into account
the initial phase of the estimation in

t i+NT

R(w,N,ti) = I . X(t) cos wt dt (6)

i

ti +NT

T  X(t) sin wt dt (7)
NTJ

t.

where R and I are the estimates of the noisy signal X(t),
we can define a Phase definite Fourier Transform(PFT).

The analysis of the estimation properties of the PFT
shows that the initial phase t plays an important role in
(6),(7).In the general case th errors of the PFT are:

-- (k)ERI =  fk(Lk na (t'kti) (8)

While the classical Fourier Transformation estimator is
orthogonal to the first - zero term in (1) or (2) ,the PFT
can be designed as orthogonal to the next terms of the noise
spectrum (1),(2).Choosing the appropriate values of tiin( 6 ),
(7) the efficient noise rejection can be achieved.

If the noise is presented by a limit k&n power series
spectrum (1),the estimation procedure has to includem esti-
mates +(k)

R.(w, N, ti) = R (w) + i 'Ntina (tO) (9)

-. '.-"
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(k)1
w + 4...XN(w), 7Ea( (10)

X2wN~j =, Ny(W +, n t__ fj

which are functions of ti and the noise spectrum (2).
The solution of the system (9),(10) allows the deter-

mination of unbiased estimates R (w),X (w) as wll as the
evaluation of the noise spectrumT y

The optimal design of the short time PFT depends on the
applications.The analysis of the convergence of the series
(3),(4),(8) shows that for a given spectrum (2) of the noise
and in a given frequency range w t wminthe series (3),(4)

and (8) are fast convergent.Thus the noise spectrum (2) can
be truncated and the system (9),(10) can be easily solved.

The Phase definite Fourier estimator-PFT (6),(7) is an
generalization of the finite time Fourier Transform. In pre-
sence of an aperiodic noise presented by a finite power se-
ries,Taylor or Legendre spectrum,the optimal PFT is unbiased,
consistent and efficient estimator.The application of the
PFT for low frequency measurements could extend the range
of the usable frequencies in the impedancemetry and supply
an additional information about the slow processes.

R.i
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ELECTROLYTE-FREE ELECTROLYTIC HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

K. MUELLER, B. CARCER, R. KOETZ, and S. STUCKI
Brown Boveri Research Center, CH-5400 Baden, Switzerland

Electrochemical cells where the electrolyte is a sheet of ion-exchange
polymer (IEP or solid polymer electrolyte) were developed, originally
for fuel reactions (GE's hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells), later for the
electrolysis of water, hydrochloric acid, and sodium chloride solutions
as well as for organic electrosynthesis (i]. The common feature in these

1 applications is bifunctionality of the ion-exchange membrane (separator
and ionic conductor).

In recent work at Brown Boveri, an exploratory effort was made to pro-
duce electrolyte-free hydrogen peroxide in sdch cells by oxygen reduc-
tion at a cathode/IEP interface:

H20 --> 2 H4(aq) + 2 e- + 1/2 02 anode/IEP interface (1)

02 + 2 H+(aq) + 2 e- --> H202(aq) cathode/IEP interface (2)

1/2 02 + H20 --> H202(aq) cell reaction (3)

* l First results are reported here.

fforts were preceded by ring-disc experiments. These
had the purpose o. identifying cathode materials which would cathodic-

*ally reduce oxygen to hydrogen peroxide in an acidic environment (arbi-
-* l1 trarily, 1 N 2504). Results are shown in Fig. 1 for glassy carbon,
*which was identified as the most suitable cathode material.

*In Fig. 1, the dashed line was obtained in nitrogen-saturated I N H2S04;
it must correspond to cathodic hydrogen evolution. The dotted lines were
obtained in the same electrolyte containing increasing amounts of H202;

* I they chiefly correspond to hydrogen peroxide reduction. The solid line
was obtained in peroxide-free, oxygen-saturated I N H2S04; it corre-

o* sponds, for the most part, to cathodic oxygen reduction. in its plateau,
peroxide is produced, as identified by corresponding ring currents.
The intersections between the solid line and the dotted lines in Fig. 1
indicate that by continued oxygen reduction, the hydrogen peroxide con- L
centration in solution can be built up to a certain level. When this is .
reached, equivalent amounts of the intended product H202 are formed by
cathodic 02 reduction and destroyed by further reduction, and the cur-
rent efficiency drops to zero. Below this concentration limit, higher
efficiencies can be attained. More than 80 % current efficiency were
attained at low product concentrations in the solution. The relationship
between current efficiency and product concentration is shown in Fig. 2
(curve q[lim]-c[lim]).

mli Lll Z
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Higher oxygen concentration in solution will raise the currents of oxy-
gen reduction to a proportionately higher level, and for any given oper-
ating potential, the intersections (Fig. 1) will then occur at higher
current densities and higher product concentrations.

The preparative work was carried out in solid polymer electrolyte cells
at an oxygen pressure of about 30 bar. The basic cell design was as de-
scribed previously [2]. The anode was platinized titanium. The cathode
was a porous glassy-carbon structure (3]. The electrodes were separated
by Nafion(R) sheet. When (wet) oxygen was passed through the porous
cathode, electrolyte-free Hydrogen peroxide solution could be collected.
The maximum concentration achieved was 0.7 %. The water in the product
was that transported across the Nation sheet with the migrating protons.
The current efficiency, however, was mere fractions of one percent only.

For more rapid removal of product H202 from the interface region, the
Nafion sheet was replaced by a porous Nafion structure (Nafion powder
bed or, simply, perforated Nafion sheet), and oxygen was admitted to the
cell together with a variable water stream on the anode side, so as to
set up a percolating system (filtering diaphragm). The oxygen reached
the cathode/electrolyte interface through the pore space in the electro-
lyte, together with variable amounts of water. Hydrogen ions (see Eq.

(2)) still were only transported through the solid electrolyte. Thus,
electrolyte-free hydrogen peroxide could be produced as dilute aqueous
solutions. In this fashion, current efficiency goes up dramatically. The
values of efficiency that can be attained are a strong function of water
flow rate. Some results (from experiments with a cell arrangement which
was not optimized for reactant flow) are superimposed upon the curve of
Fig. 2 (traces labelled 1.9 and 2.5 V: water flow rate increasing from
right to left along the trace; trace labelled 150 ml/h: cell voltage in-
creasing from top to bottom'along the trace). Current efficiency is seen
to be in an inverse relationship with product concentration. The latest
ring-disc results show that compromise figures of (simultaneously) 60 to
80 % current efficiency and 3 to 0.5 % hydrogen peroxide concentration,
respectively, can be attained in principle.

The strong effect of water flow rate means that, for acceptable effi-
ciency, in any given cell design a fairly high water flow rate should be
maintained. A current of proportionate density should then be passed at
the cathode if, simultaneously, acceptable product concentrations are to
be reached. Higher current densities can be attained at higher cell ope-
rating potentials. Here, H202 concentration was found to go up substan-
tially (solid line, Fig. 3). The current efficiency, however, dropped
under the same conditions (solid line, Fig. 4), but not so much as to
offset the gains in concentration (and productivity). The loss in cur-
rent efficiency implies that hydrogen is evolved, and other means must
be sought to improve the current density. Several possibilities have
been identified from work on oxygen reduction reported in the literature.

[1] K. H. Sigmnrock, E. Griesenbeck, J. Joerissen, and R. Rodermund,
Chem. Ing. Techn., 53 (1) 10 - 25 (1981).

(2] K. Mueller, C. Schueler, and S. Stucki, Rendiconti, 84a Riun.
Annu. Assoc. Elettrotec. Elettron. It., Mem. A 39 (1983).

(31 Swiss Patent Appl. 6058-84.
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NONLINEAR EFFECTS IN ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
SUBJECTED TO ALTERNATING CURRENT AND MAGNETIC FIELD

A. SHORYGIN and G. DANIELYAN
Institute of Control Sciences, Moscow (USSR)

The effect of alternating current on electrochemical cells
is the subject of many papers. These give most attention, ho-
wever, to relatively high frequencies such as those applied in
conductometry or to very low frequencies used in coulometric
experiments. The intermediate range of infrasoninc and low au-
dio frequencies is explored unsufficiently.
In the low infrasonic part of the frequency spectrum new effects
in electrochemical cells such as resonance absorption and pa-
rametric oscillation could be expected since these cells under
certain conditions tend to generate oscillations with frequen-
cies of several Cps or lower. The evidence of such processes
are voltage drop alteration across the cell, visualy observed
pulsations in the interelectrode gap media and the change of
the interferometric image obtained by the authors with visible
monochromatic light "i,
The influence of A.C. in the infrasonic frequency range on D.C.
current-voltage characteristics and on the phen( ana observed
in the cell were studied in the current-controlled process.
The superposition of A.C. on D.C. was performed by means of the
resistive adding network . The usual dependence of D.C. equi-
valent resistance on the direct current is U-shaped' . When
the infrasonic A.C. is superimposed on D.C., the right-hand
part of the curve drops. At the same time that part of the
curve obtains a pronounced first wave maximum. With increasing
A.C. amplitude the maxima move toward higher D.C. values, the
displacement increases almost directly as the A.C. amplitude.
Further studies revealed the existence of threshold and quasi-
hysteresis effects with continuous change of both the frequen-
cy and amplitude of the superimposed alternating current. With
the A.C. amplitude (or frequency) being within the loop parts
of the curve no partial hysteresis loops could be obtained.
This is the evidence of the auto-oscillating nature of the
process. Further experiments using a wide range of the para-
meter values in the A.C. generator output circuit and in the
D.C. circuit showed that the observed phenomena are indepen-
dent of external network characteristics and so are caused by
factors inherent in the cell itself. Microscopic observations
of process in the cells showed a conformity of the qussihyste-
resis electric characteristics and the variation of optical
pictures in the interelectrode gap. Small values of D.C. re-
sistance matcha zone of low frequency fluctuations observed
(below 1 Cps). With the increase of frequency D.C. impedance
reacho its largest value when these fluctuations cease abrupt-ly. i

• S
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These results lead us to conclude that the threshold and qua-
sihysteresis effects found by the authors are due to paramet-
ric excitation which arises in the electrochemical system
with certain relations of frequencies and amplitudes. The ef-
fect of the magnetic field was studied also in the current-
controlled process. If the magnetic induction vector is nor-
mal to the gravity vector and the cell is in the anode up po-
sition, the D.C. impedance R increases with the magnetic
field. With the same arrangement, but in anode down position,
the change remains within the limits of the measurement er-
ror. Thus it could be admited that unlike the case of solid
state semiconductors, the magnetoresistive effect in electro-
lythic cells is caused by combined action of the Lorentz and
the Archimedes forces; when these add up the electrochemical
convection increases, and the cell resistance falls.
Numerous experiments with the superposition of infrasonic al-
ternating current show that with a constant magnetic field -,
the extreme in the equivalent resistance - D.C. current cha-
racteristics become more pronounced. Of the greatest interest
is the range of large D.C. and A.C. in which the streamlines
and isoconcentrates systems in the interelectrode gap change
abruptly and the right-hand part of the characteristic of the
cell subjected to a magnetic field (independent of its sign)
go up dramatically. The frequency quesihysteresis is seen to
disappear.
With the cell in anode up position quasihysteresis in the de-
pendence D.C. impedance on magnetic field induction was found.
The effect is proved irreversible: to recover the initial cell
state the direct current should be switched off and then swi-
tched on again. The plot retains its shape with any direction
of the induction vector when this remains normal to the cell
longitudinal axis.
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LEAD OXIDES AS CATHODIC MATERIALS FOR VOLTAGE COMPATIBLE LITHIUM CELLS

L. PERALDO BICELLI, F. BONINO and B. RIVOLTA

Department of Applied Physical Chemistry of the Milan Polytechnic

Research Centre on Electrode Processes of the C.N.R., Milan (Italy)

Recently, the attention has been focused on organic electrolyte lithium

cells having a working voltage in a range (1.2 - 1.5 V) close to that of

conventional systems. These so called "voltage compatible" lithium batteries

are thus expected to be interchangeable with conventional primary cells with

out a remarkable modification of the existing equipment.
Numerous research activities are currently under way on this new class of

lithium batteries. The use of lithium as an anode offers many performance

advantages over conventional batteries. First, the advantage of a substan-

tial increase in energy density which results in a reduction of the battery
size or in an increase of its service life. Of equal importance is the long

shelf life of the lithium systems presenting the opportunity for new appli-

cations.
Different cathodic materials have been considered, including lead oxides

(1,2). PbO and PbO (1) have also been examined; however, a complete invest-
2

igation was mainly undertaken on the performance of Pb304 and Bi2Pb2O , only
(1,2).V

Within a research programme on metal oxides in non aqueous lithium cells

(3) and with the aim of going deep into the basic knowledge of lead oxides,

yellow PbO and APbO have been examined as possible alternative materials

in "voltage compatible" lithium batteries.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The cathodic pellets of both PbO and PbO 2 were obtained by compressing

the powders at 350 MPa on a copper support.
The experiments were performed at ambient temperature in a two-electrode

cell of the type:

(-) Li/electrolyte/lead oxide (+) .*

Four electrolytes were tested in order to select the one giving the best

results, namely: 1 M LiCIO4 - propylene carbonate (PC); 0.5 M LiCF 3SO3-PC;

1 M LiAsF6 - rbutirolactone (BL); I M LiCF 3SO -BL.

A great difference in behaviour was observej, the LiCIO4-PC electrolyte

showing the most satisfactory performance (Fig. 1). Hence, this electrolyte

was chosen for the further development of the research.

Typical discharge curves at various current densities are reported in

Fig. 2 and 3 for PbO and PbO2, respectively. The composition parameter in

20'

o . .... . . .*- _ . .. ... •. * .. -
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abscissa refers to lithium equivalents inserted into one mole of the oxide.
The striking feature of the curves is a very long plateal at a voltage

around 1.3 V vs. Li/Li (at a current density of 0.5 mA.cm ), suggesting

the formation of a new phase.

X-ray analysis of the end products showed that the discharge process

mainly consists in a displacement reaction. In fact, lead diffraction peaks
completely dominate the X-ray spectrum of the discharged material. This re-

sult is also in agreement with the discharge reaction approximately in-

volving two and four Faraday per mole of PbO and PbO 2 , respectively.

As already noted for other lead oxides, e.g. Pb 0 (1,2), the discharge
process of the Li/PbO2 couple seems not to occur in steps, namely through

a preliminary reduction step to PbO, followed by a subsequent step to lead.

Disappointlingly, PbO shows an initial voltage drop with a very short

quasi-plateau for low lithium insertion. Experiments are in due course to
find out whether such plateau may be related to the presence of one or more

electrochemically reducible impurities.

CONCLUSIONS

From this research, PbO and PbO result to be particularly interesting as

possible candidates for voltage compatible lithium cells owing to a very
long plateau having the prope T voltage valueind an appreciable specific ca-

pacity and1 energy: 265 Ah/1g and 345 Wh.kg , respectively for PbO; _2

370 Ah.kg and 475 Wh.kg for PbO at a current density of 0.5 mA.cm and
for a cut-off voltage of I V vs. Li Li+ .

f a'I
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A 12% EFFICIENT PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL CELL WITH

POLYCRYSTALLINE n-CuInSe ELECTRODES
2

G. RAZZINI, L. PERALDO BICELLI, B. SCROSATI and L. ZANOTTI

Department of Applied Physical Chemistry of the Milan Polytechnic,
Research Centre on Electrode Processes of the C.N.R., Milan (Italy)

+ Department of Chemistry, University of Rome "La Sapienza", Rome (Italy)

o MASPEC C.N.R., Parma (Italy)

The development of photoelectrochemical cells has been so far somewhat
hindered by the relatively low conversion efficiency and the poor stability
offered by the most common semiconductor/electrolyte systems.

Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the field due to the char-
acterization of highly efficient and stable semiconductor electrodes selected
among ternary chalcogenides of the chalcopyrite or spinel type.

Undoubtedly, the most promising material of this class is CuInSe , a di-

rect band gap material having an optimum band gap value (around 1.0 eV). A
*llvery promising photoelectrochemical behaviour is therefore expected, as re-

cently observed by Cahen et al. (1-3) and Lewerenz et al. (4-7) on single-
crystal electrodes, properly selecting the nature and composition of the
electrolyte solution.

Effictively, when a polyiodide electrolyte with suitable additions of Cu

and In ions and of HI is used (3,5,7) and when the semiconductor surface
is protected by an indium oxide film, an efficiency of 11.7% (3) and of 9.5%

- (5) is achieved.
These results certainly make the CuInSe2 photoelectrochemical cells worth

considering for practical applications. However, for successfully attaining

this goal one must necessarily consider low-cost polycrystalline electrodes.

So far the attempts in this direction have not been encouraging as efficien-
cies well below 1% have been obtained (4).

Therefore, we carried out a careful synthesis of n-CuInSe polycrystalline
2

samples, in order to establish their effective potentialities.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A direct synthesis from the melt of CuInSe2 using toichiometric amounts

of 6N pure constituents elements in an evacuated (10 Torr) round bottom
quartz ampoule was performed. Since indium reacts exothermally with selenium S.

• 1leading to the generation of unreacted selenium vapour, the ampoule was

initially kept at 200*C for about 10 hours and then heated slowly (4-5*C/h)
to melting. A complete homogenization was obtained keeping the melt at

1050*C for about 20 hours. Then the furnace was cooled gradually (20*C/h)

to avoid ampoule cracking due to the thermal expansion of the melt on solid-

.% %.Z, t e-W
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ification.
Following this procedure, we have obtained very homogeneous polycrystal-

line ingots in which the average grain size was in the 1-2 mm range. The
material is of n type and has a resistivity of 2.6 ohm.cm.

Slices of about 1 mm thickness were cut from the ingots, mounted on a

teflon holder having a current collector, polished and etched with a Br -MeOH
(2%) solution. The samples were then polarized at -1 V (vs. SCE) for 5 min-
utes in an aqueous solution of 1 mM In (SO ) and I M Na SO to electro-
deposit an indium film on the surface of tLesemiconductor. &e film was
then oxidized by annealing at 130*C for 3 hours. The CuInSe electrode so
prepared was assembled in the photoelectrochemical cell following a procedure

described in details elsewhere (8).
The electrolyte used was an aqueous solution of 2 M KI, 20 mM I (general-

ly indicated as polyiodide), with addition of Cul (20 mM), In (SO4J (20 mM)
and of HI (2 M). The current-voltage curves of the CuInSe2/pofyiodile cell%m 2
were obtained under a Xenon lamp of 100 mW.cm illumination.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Similarly to what found for single-crystal electrodes (3,5,7), the

performance of the polycrystalline n-CuInSe2 samples is greatly influenced

by surface treatments and ectoyecompositions. Under the best conditions,
we observed a conversion efficiency of 12% (Fig. 1), which we believe is the

highest value ever obtained with a photoelectrochemical cell based on poly-

crystalline electrodes. This value appears even more interesting consideringl/ that the cell was not optimized in terms of electrode separation and of light

reflectivity.
The impressive behaviour shown by the curve of Fig. I is the result of

various combined effects, which include an accurate synthesis of the poly-

crystalline samples, a suitable modification of their surface and convenient
ion additions in the electrolyte.

In this last respect, particularly relevant is the role of the hydriodic
acid (5), since its addition to the electrolyte dramatically improves the

performance of the cell, both in terms of efficiency and stability.

Fig. 2 shows the trend of the output photocurrent under continuous illu-
mination for a cell without (curve a) and with (curve b) addition to the
polyiodide solution of Cul, In (SO ) and HI. In the latter case, the cur-
rent remained practically unchange lor 60 hours. SEM examination of the

electrode surface at the end of the test did not show surface modifications.
These results point out the excellent stability of the polycrystalline n-
CuInSe electrode in the preferred electrolyte solution.

2
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THE ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF PYRAZINE IN HIGHLY 8
ACIDIC SOLUTIONS. AN ADMITTANCE AND POLAROGRAPHIC STUDY

M. RUEDA +, M. SLUYTERS-REHBACH and J. H. SLUYTERS
Van't Hoff Laboratory of Physical and Colloid Chemistry,

State University, Padualaan 8, 3584CH Utrecht (The Netherlands)

+ Department of Applied Physical-Chemistry, Faculty of
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INTRODUCTION

The electrochemical behaviour of biologically important
pyrazine/dihydropyrazine redox couple has been studied by several
dc electrochemical techniques1 -6. It seems well established, at
present, that it is a dc reversible system in acid solutions
involving the consecutive uptake of two electrons with formation
of an intermediate radical cation whose stability strongly depends
on pH.

However, there is no information about adsorption pro-
cesses accompanying the electron transfers, although it is known
that pyrazine itself is adsorbed at the mercury-water interface 7 .
A small amplitude transient technique as the faradaic impedance
measurement has been proved to be more s i able in making adsorp-
tion manifest within the faradaic region ° v. For this reason, and
because it also provides quite complete information about the
heterogeneous process and possible coupled homogeneous reactions I0 ,
the application of this technique to organic electrode reactions
seems wortwhile.

In this communication a combined impedance and dc pola-
rographic analysis is presented for the reduction of pyrazine at
the DME in aqueous solutions of pH 0.5 and 2.8.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At pH 0.5 two overlapping one-electron waves show up and
at pH 2.8 one two-electron wave. Under both conditions, the
log j /(jD-JF ) vs. E plots are indicative of a stepwise reversiblemechahism.

Ac data also support this conclusion, but, in addition,
they clearly show that the electrode process is complicated by
adsorption. This is deduced from the facts: 1- The magnitude C =
Y'- Y' )/U is equal to the C value for the supporting electF Yyte
alone at potentials outside th9 faradaic region, but is much higher
than Cd at potentials near El. 2- C decreases with increasing
frequency. 3- The w 1 / y, 4s ,w/ elots are descendent.

In order to account for this behaviour the theory existing
for the admittance in case of a reversible reaction with reactant
adsorption8 is extended to the case of a stepwise mechanism including
adsorption of all species.

From 'he frequency analysis of the admittance the warburn'

% %'

z . .
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coefficient, 0 and the adsorption parameters were obtained. The
0 -E plots for solution of pH 0.5 can only be explained if the
product of the second electron transfer is involved in a homogeneous
reaction. The fit of experimental points to theoretical equations
allows the standard potentials for the two electron transfers and
the rate constant for the homogeneous reaction to be obtained. The
potential dependence of adsorption parameters leads to the conclusion
that the reactant, product and intermediate are adsorbed at the
interface.
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REDUCTION OF PYRIDOXAL 5'-PHOSPHATE IN ETHANOL-WATER SOLUTIONS
r; ON A MERCURY ELECTRODE

R. IZQUIERDO, M. BLAZQUEZ, F. GARCIA-BLANCO AND M. DOMINGUEZ
Departamento de Quimica Fisica, Facultad de Ciencias,

Universidad de Cordoba, 14005 Cordoba (Spain)

INTRODUCTION
Pyridoxal-5'-phosphate (PLP) is a compound of

well-known importance in enzimatic catalysis. Its action is a
function of its enviroment. PLP is bonds via a Schiff base to
an amino group of a polypeptide chain in hidrophobic or
hidrophilic surrounding 1-3 *

To correlate chemical properties and biological
behaviour, different pattern compounds have been studied in
which PLP is in Schiff bases with amino acids and amines4-

6

However, the behaviour of PLP itself is not well-known,
especially as regards its electrochemical reduction.

Several electrochemical studies conclude that PLP
reduces on DME via a complex mechanism yo Recently,. we have
reported its electrochemical behaviour in acidic medium in
aqueous solutions 9 , observing that in some aspects the
reduction mechanism of PLP is not different from that of other
aromatic aldehydes. Nevertheless, hydration-dehydration
reaction of the carbonyl group seems to be subject to

intramolecular catalysisl" 11. This is an important difference
, , ie behaviour of other carbonyl compounds of analogous

structure
The aim of this communication is to study the PLP

reduction process in aqueous-ethanol solution in acidic medium
in order to check previous results on the hydration-
dehydration process in aqueous solutions and to show the
influence of the dielectric constant on the overall reduction
reaction.
EXPERIMENTAL

LCSV measurements were carried out using a wave
generator mod. 305 of Belport a and fast potentiostat mod. 105
of Belport with compensation of the iR drop. Data were
collected with a digital oscilloscope mod. Prowler from
Norland provided with analog output. A HDME was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In aqueous solutions and acid medium (pH(5.5). PLP

yields two ill-defined polarographic waves. The overall
reaction corresponding to the first wave involves one proton
and one electron per molecule, giving rise to a free radical
which is liable to dimerize. The second wave is due to a
transfer of the one electron and one proton to yield the end
reduction product, i.e. the corresponding alcohol 9.

I 0
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The study of the capillary characteristics in the
limiting zone of the total wave allows to state that a
chemical reaction prior to the electron transfers controls the
rate of the process. Thus, the log i vs log t plots are
linear, with slopes of approximately .25, higher than the
,',eoretical value for a diffusion-controlled process. The
ci 9mical reaction involves the dehydration of the carbonyl
g,-:. ip of PLP, which is hydrated in aqueous solution . Although
th,. kinetic effect has not been mentioned in the literature.
it -an be confirmed from the results obtained at low
temper "ture. Thus, at 89C the log i vs log t plot is linear,
with a slope of 0.32, this increase indicating that the rate
of a clemical reaction prior to the electron transfer has
decrease? lI

IA, h regard to the influence of the ethanol on the
reduction -ocess, the total limiting current decreases as the
ethanol co.- intration increases (Figure la). Only one wave is ,

observed at ,. hanol concentration above 30%. The iL (n/ndi vs
dielectric --nstant plot (Figure lb) shows that the decrease

in the current is not due to an increase in the solution
viicaoity as su- \'sted for other solvents.

We haw. studied the influence of the capillary
characteristics a a function of the ethanol content. The
results found demons-ate that an increase in the prekinetic

I J
4

4 b

40 AC 7C .

.5 o

Figtre I

character is observed as the dielectric constant of the
solution decreases. The log iL vs log t plots are linearwith
slopes ranging between 0.25-0.59 for ethanol co. -:entrations in -
the range 0-90%.

The logarithmic analyses of the waves ,-e linear in
the etanol concentration range 30-90%. For lower cntents, the
deviations from linearly observed are due to the oLurence of
two very close waves. The slopes of the 2ots are
approximately -37 mV/dec., characteristic of an irrE.,ersible t

.

.. . ... .. . .. . . .. . '. . - t -,
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two-electron process. This fact is confirmed by the results of
the influence of the drop time at potentials corresponding to
the foot of the waves, since the slopes of the plots of log i
vs log t are close to 0.67.

The study of the i-t curves on the rising portion of
polarographic waves has permitted us to use the diagnostic
criterion based on the time-independent function recently
reported by Camacho 12. Thus, the only function yielding linear
plots is:

UiL/i - I) (D/iL ) ti

which corresponds to prekinetic irreversible process.
From the i-E curves, Tafel slopes of -37 mV/dec have

been obtained in the whole ethanol concentration range. The
C-E curves traced at normal PLP concentrations show that for
ethanol concentration above 40%, PLP is not appreciable
absorbed on the DME.

The linear sweep cyclic voltammetric measurements
yield two very close cathodic peaks at sweep rates lower than
1 V/s. Such peaks correspond to the two waves obtained in DC
polarography. Only one cathodic step-shaped wave is observed
at higher sweep rates, which is characteristic of a kinetic
controlled process.

The results, therefore, are consitent with an
irreversible process, partially controlled by a prior
dehydration chemical reaction in the limiting zone, the
kinetic control increasing with decreasing dielectric
constant.

The results seem to indicate that the reported effect
of the intramolecular catalysis decreases in a less polar
medium.
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CORROSION IN VIVO OF PROSTHESIS MATERIAL

ESCUDERO, M.L., GONZALEZ, J.A., RUIZ, J.
CENTRO NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACIONES METALURGICAS
Avda. Gregorio del Amo, 8 28040 MADRID SPAIN

The in vivo tests which provide the fullest information are
those using electrochemical measurements during the time the
test material remains in the animal's body.

These tests are not generally used on account of t~e~r
difficulty. However tests have been performed on rats 'j for
instantaneous corrosion determination.

The experimental design described in this report makes it
possible to determine in' dogs, parameters such as polarization
resistance or corrosion potential. Further, it has permitted
plotting of polarization curves and determination of breakdown
and repassivation potentials. We have not found any records of
the latter type of test in scientific references.

An AISI 316L alumina-covered steel was the material tested.
The alumina layer was applied by plasma spraying.

The work electrode design was as follows: the ceramic-
coated steel specimen was drilled to accommodate a press-fit
copper terminal for contact assurance. This externally-threaded
terminal has, in turn, an axial drilled hole through which the
conductor wire passes and this is welded to the lower end of
terminal. The bond was insulated by an epoxi-resin sealed
Teflon cover (Fig. 1).

This arrangement was used to prepare both the work electrode
and the counter-electrode which were identical. Some reference
Ag-CIAg microelectrodes were also prepared (Fig. 2).

The electrodes under study together with the reference
electrodes were implanted in the muscle tissue in the legs of
dogs.

The described experimental design permitted the following
determinations to be made:

- Measurement of corrosion potential vs time
- Rp measurement
- The plotting of anodic polarization curves 3 .
The in vivo results obtained make it possible to verify that

the 316L alumina-covered stainless steel stays in the passive
state, throughout time.

The anodic polarization curves reveal a reduced
susceptibility to pitting corrosion, given the great difference
between the breakdown and corrosion potentials (Fig. 3).

Following forced rupture by means of externally-applied
polarizations, it was proved that the passivating film
regenerates itself in a few hour's time. Fig. 4 shows this
evolution with time of the potential and corrosion intensity
values. It is quite evident that the initial values tend to be
recovered.

The developed technique allows determination of corrosion
rate in implanted materials and the evolution of the pitting
corrosion susceptibility.
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All the facts confirm that this material is suitable for
the manufacture of implants from the corrosion point of view.
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Lead for potentiostat

Fig. I.- Diagram of prosthesis connecting lead connections
and insulation of electrodes used in vivo
r-,ea sur eme nt s.

Fig. 2.- in vivo implanted electrodes. One, of grey ceramics,
another white and the Ag/ClAg reference electrode.
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Reversible Formation and Disruption of Micells by
Control of the Redox State of the Surfactant Head Group

T. Saji, K. Hoshino, and S. Aoyagui Le
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i .d

Redox-active surfactant micelles with attached redox
probes are of considerable interest since they are expected
to play an important role in energy storing photoreactions.
However, no studies have so far dealt with the change in the
aggregation behaviour of surfactants by control of the redox
state of the surfactant molecules. This paper reports that
micelles formed by the univalent surfactant FcCH N (CH ) C1ZH2q
I are reversibly disrupted into monomers and ?e-for eA - --

from the monomers by oxidation to the divalent
surfactant,I + , and re-reduction, respectively.

Figure I shows the concentration dependence of then •+ 2+
diffusion coefficient and half-wave potsntial of I and I2"
in 0.2 M Li SOA aqueous solution at 25 C. The values of the
diffusion c efficient, D 2 were determined by potential-step
chronoamperometry. The I solution was prepared from a
solution of I+ by controlled-potential bulk electrolysis. ".
In Fig. I it was found that the CMC of I+ in the presence of
0.2 M LiSOA lay near 0.5 mM and the D value of I+ below
the CMCi.. the diffusion coeff. of app e I+ moomer D

e 12 -ooe Dm
was kept nearly constant at (5.0 + 0.5)x0 - cm s . The
D of + beyond the CMC, [I +J = 2.0 mM, wa (1.6 t
0. x10 - cm s- , whereas that of 2.0 mM I generated by
controlled potential electrolysis of I+ or by its chemical
oxidatiog wih euimolar amount of Ce(SO ) was (4.6 ±
0.5)x10 cm s , which was in good agr~e~ent with the D
value. This finding suggests that the micelles-of I+ be m
broken up into the monomers by oxidation, probably owing to
the enhancement in elecrostatic repulsion among the
posotively charged head groups and in their hydrophilic
character, and hence the CMC value of the surfactant
increased. . %

In order to apply the above function of I micelle, we
have turned to spectral measurements on 1- [(2-meth-
ylphenyl)azo]-2-naphthalene, TAN, solubilized in I+ micelle.
Fig. 2 shows visible absorption spectra of the following
test solutions: A, 2 mM I+ + TAN; B, 2mM I + + TAN; A', 2mM
I (background for A); and B', 2 mM I (backgound for B) in
0.2 M Li SO aqueous solution. The absorbance of TAN L, 470
nm (A47,3 determined from Fig. 2 were 0.294 for the spectrum
A and 0.022 for the spectrum B by making background
correction. The TAN is only poorly soluble in water and was
not oxidized by Ce(SO) 2 at all. A comparison of these A
values show that 92% 3f TAN molecules solubilized in I 470

-- . . r----r- -- -- - - .- . .-- - - --- ---- ---- --- ---- - -- -
. . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . .
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micelles were released immediately after the breaking up of
the micelles and precipitated because of its poor solubility
in water. In addition, the spectrum A could be reproduced
(spectrum c) by adding hydroquinone to the stirred solution
exhibiting spectrum B, which suggests that the I + monomers
be reduced to I to reform micelles solubilizing the TAN.

5 j.440

3 -0.4,20 > ",

Z -0.10

4VU

i 0.00

~~Fig. 1,"-"0.8 I
(0.

0 04

0.2 ":"

350 4.50 C50 69
Waveienoth /nm

Fig. 2
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A SYNTHETIC MODEL OF NADH WORKING CATALYTICALLY

IN A BIPHASIC MEDIUM

G. PIERRE, P. CHAUTEMPS and J.L. PIERRE.
Laboratoire de Chimie Organique Analytique (U.A. C.N.R.S. 321) and
Laboratoire d'Etudes Dynamiques et Structurales de la S6lectivit6
(U.A. C.N.R.S. 322). '-

B.P. 68 - Saint Martin d'H~res (France).

Biomimst reductions with synthetic models of NADH have
been well studied and it is of interest to find a technique
allowing a recovery of the expansive reducing agent in order to use it
several times or at low concentrations. For example, if Ox is an
organic species, the reaction could be written as follows

NADH + Ox . NAD+ + Red. (1)
NAD+ + NADH (2)

The reaction (2) has been studied using chemical reducing
agents like sodium dithionite (Na S 0 ). But a test of regeneration of
NADH led to an accumulation of he 'sulfite formed and the reaction
stop after 5 cycles.

An electrochemical regeneration of the product by
electrolysis is developped in this paper in order to avoid the problem

of the accumulation of an undesirable chemical product. But it was S.

necessary to find a reversible system analog to the NAD /NADH system. V %

The studied system deals with N-phenyl carbamoyl
pyridinium salt NPA + which is known to be reduced into the dihydro 1,4 ..'

pyridine derivative (or N-phenyldihydrogicotinamide PNAH) without
other isomers which would give by products

.6-

The electrochemical behaviour of the N-phenyl carbamoyl-3
pyridinium chloride in an aqueous pH 7 solution is shown on thefigure, curve 1. On mercury, two waves are observed at - 0.8 and - 1.8

V vs SCE corresponding to the reactions.

PNA+ + e . PNA"

PNA" + e + H . PNAH

A reduction at - 1.2 V, that is on the current plateau of
the first wave gives directly the N-phenyl 6qihydro 1,4 nicotinamid
resulting from a disporportionation reaction %

2 PNA" . (PNA)
: m (NA)2 + H+ 2 ,

(PNA) + PNA + +PNAH
2

2.t

,m%

. -. . . . ',. .- . - . ,.-, ., *.+ - . %. ,'
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The substrat Ox chosen to study the reducing properties of

PNAH (reaction 1) was the hexachloroaceton. Following the results of
ROMER et al , this ketone is reducible in neutral solution as soon as
OV. but the reduction current is very low, about 150 times lower than
for the monochloroaceton. In fact, a reduction of (CCI) CO on a
mercury pool did not lead to the formation of the alcool gerivative.

At the opposite of the pyridinium salt, the ketone and
PNAH are poorly soluble in water but soluble in some organic solvents.
So the electrolysis has been performed in a cell containing a biphasic
mixture H20 + CH2CI2 (see the scheme below)

PNA is reduced at - 1.2 V on mercury in the aqueous
medium and gives an insoluble yellow precipitate which falls down at
the bottom of the cell containing CH Cl and (CCl ) CO. The chemical
reduction of the ketone takes place fwiih a slow Aafe, 9 = 400, 48 h.)
giving the acohol derivative, detected by H NMR, and the pyridinium
salt for another cycle. Four cycles of the PNA+/PNAH have been
performed.

The study of more sophisticated systems is in progress.
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9EFFETS DE LA DOUBLE COUCHE D'HEL4OLTZ SUR LA DISTRIBUTION DU
PO'rENTIEL ET LE COMPORTEMENT CAPACITIF DE

L'INTERFACE SEPIICOtJDUCTEUR OU SEMIt4E'AL / ELECTROLYTE

G. BARRAL, J.P. DIARD, C. MONTELLA

Ecole Nationale Supdrieure d'Electrochimie et d'Electromdtallurgie
de Grenoble - Laboratoire d'Energdtique Electrochimique - LA associd au CURS
nO 265 - BP 75 - Domaine Universitaire - 38402 SAINT MARTIN D'HERES - FRANCE

Le mod!le de 1 interface semiconducteur/dlectrolyte conduit aux rela-

- tiolIs

(1) C C' + C
CE H 'i

(2) V - V = CE + H =H CE + (q )E

qui permettent d'estimer les contributions des capacitds diffdrentielles des

*couches de charge d'espace CC et d'Helmoltz C et des variations AO~ etCEH CE
i $ des ddp d'origine non dipolaire aux: bornes de ces couches A (1) la capa-

cit6 diff~rentielle C et (2) Ia variation de l~a ddp interfaciales1-

Pour des phases semiconductri.ces non ddgdndrdes, les valeurs de la

charge dlespace kEet de C Ecalculdes a partir de l'dquation de Poisson-

.r Boltzmann et une valeur de C comparable A celle que lVon mesure aux interfaces
H

iddalement polarisables mdtal/dlectrolyte concentrd, rn~nent aux indgalitds

-(3) C CE< C H et >> 1I

Les variations de C avec la tension d'dlectrode V de ces matdriaux N

* usuels sont analogues A celles de C CEavec 6 1-
CE CE

tine exception est thdoriquement attendue pour certaines phases extrin-

*seques de grande dnergie d'activation qui poss~dent une c:)nstante didlectrique
4 BP

*relative C dlev~e .La ddtermination de la tension de bande plate V par
r

-2
* extrapolation A C =0 de la representation mott-Schottky n~cessite la connais-

4
sance de l~a valour de C . Celle-ci pourrait Atre obtenue par simulation de l~a

H
courbe expdrimentale au moyen des relations (1) et (2) 5

En fait, le r~le de la couche d'Helmoltz devient pl.us important pour

des phases ddgdndrdes en raison d'une 6nergie d'activation faible, d'un doppage
1.6

% important et/ou d'une polarisation appropride. Diffdrents cas seront envisag~s.

Le carbone pyrolytique hautement orient6 (HOPG) est prdsent6 ici

- A titre d'exemple. Ce semimdtal intrins~que a une dnergie d'activation n~ga-

tive6

Si.V
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Los variations experimentales de sa charge et de sa capacitd diff~rentielle 8

ont 4t6 reproduites sur les figures I et 2. Sur ces mimes figures, nous avons

repr.sentd les variations thdoriques calculdes A partir des relations (1) et

(2) en supposant que les densit6s d'dtatsdnergdtiques du HOPG sont paraboliques.

et CCE ont 6t6 obtenues A partir de 1'6quation de Poisson-Fermi 1-3,9

Nous attribuons les bons rdsultats obtenus par cette m~thode au fait qu'elle

conduit dans certains cas A des valeurs de en assez bon accord avec cel-

les calculdes par une m~thode approch4e de r~solution simultande des 6quations

de Poisson et de Schr6dinger.

Le pourcentage de la variation de Ii ddp qui est localisde aux

bornes de la couche d'Helmoltz a 4t6 reportd sur la figure 3.
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ADSORPTION OF THE ETHYLENEDITHIOLDIACETIC ACID AND THIOGLYCOLIC
ACID AT THE MERCURY SOLUTION INTERFACE

M. ERCEG and D. SUZNJEVId

Faculty of Science, Institute of Physical Chemistry, Univ. of Belgrade,

Belgrade, Yugoslavia

A series of differential capacity vs. potentials curves have been obtained

from aqueous buffered (Britton-Robinson univ. buffer) KNO 3 , and nitric acid-ni-

trate solutions, covering the wide pH range from 0.65 to 9.8. The concentration

of ethylenedithioldiacetic acid (H2 Z) and thioglycolic acid (TGA) in these ex-

periments was 1.10 -3 mol/dm 3 . The capacity curves were also recorded upon var-
rying conc. of acids in the presence of B.R. buffer conc. which was 0.1 mol/dm3.

The characteristic C-E curves at different pH are represented at Fig. I.and

Fig. 2 for H2Z and TGA respectively.

From Fig. 1 it was assumed that the neutral molecule of H2Z adsorbs at the

. electrode surface causing the double layer

..... . capacity lowering around e.c.m. By increa-

.7 ---- sing the pH the capacity rises to a certa-

. in extent aproaching the first dissocia-

. .tion constant, pK1 = 3.2. Above that value

. the capacity increases sharply to the se-

- cond dissociation constant pK2 m 4.1 and

then the capacity line shows a tendancy

to follow the supporting electrolyte one.

_ It means that the dissociation products of

. H2Z do not adsorb at the mercury surface.

.-----. Adsorption/desorption capacity peaks, as

. 1 . .. it was noticed from Fig. I may only be

__-- .._ 1 observed at the negative side of the e.c.

m. They have good simmetry and oval form

A which suggests that corresponding attrac-

tive constant, a, is less than one. TheFig. 1. C-E curves for H 2z at

different p1. 2peak simmetry potential moves towards ne-

The e.c.m. of the supporting ejec- gative values by increasing of pH, sho-

trolyte is about -0.45 V vs SCE wing clearly the two inflections at the

characteristic value, i.e. pKI and pK2.
At the positive side of e.c.m. the faradaic process, takes place I at he poten-
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tial of H2Z desorption producing pseudocapacity increase so that adsorption/de-

sorption capacity peak in this potential region could not be possible to obser-

ve.

At the constant pH the capacity depression around e.c.m. becomes more in-

tensive by increasing of H2Z conc. From the graph constructed using surface

coverage vs equilibrium conc. of neutral form, H2Z, the adsorption izotherm of

the Langmuir type was obtained.

The C-E curves at different pH for TGA (Fig. 2) show capacity depression

in a relatively wide range of potentials around e.c.m. only at higher acidity

and that range becomes rather narow at pH above 3. The relation between capa-

• "city.

At constant potential and pH applied the constructed graph gave evidence

* of the first dissociation constant of TGA (pK1 = 3.4). The pK2 was not possib-

le to obtain because the pseudocapacities presented from the corresponding

faradaic processes covered the potential region examined. In the whole poten-

tial range at the positive side

of e.c.m. the adsorption/desor-

ption capacity peaks were not - A.

possible to resulute from the - - - --

pseudocapacities presented. . "

At the negative side of the 2 -

are very small and distorted I \

so they are not common for

analysing..

Fig. 3. represents the - "

C-E curves of TGA obtained for - I

different acid conc. covering

regior between 2"10 - to 5.10-2

mol/dm3 . At pH = 2.10 (B.R. buf-

fer + KN0 3). From the pretty

wide potential region, which was

not disturbed by the pseudocapa-

cities, it was posible to follow Fig. 2. C-E curves for TGA at diff'erent pH

the electrode surface coverage (all other stated as in Fig. 1)

in function of equilibrium conc.

of TGA. The obtained adsorption izotherm, from such analysis, gives p

evidence of two plateaus indicating that the reorientation of adsorbed TGA

n-7

nr

' *.- . . . . """""- """' - - " "' - " " ' ,i-:
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probably occurs at higher TGA conc. as a result of stronger interaction betwe-

en adsorbed molecules and mercury. The number of adsorbed TGA molecules which

corresponds to the second plateau becomes about two time greater than the one

calculated from the furst plateau.

I . --_::

7-<-i---

Fig. 3. C-E curves for TGA at different acid conc.

from 1.10 to 510 - mot/d

(aZt other stated as in Fig.1)

On the basis of differential capacity studies it was possible to expla-

in the compley mechanism of Me-ion reduction from H2Z
1 as well as anodic beha-

viour of TGA in d~c. polarography. In both cases the adsorption of neutral
molecules has a big influence on the electrode kinetics in these system.
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DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITANCE AND SURFACE CONDUCTANC,-EOF GOLD
IN THE PRESENCE OF ADSORBED AMYL ALCOHOL

R.I. Tucceri and D. Posadas
Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoqufmicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas - (INIFTA)

Casilla de Correo 16, Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA

INTRODUCTION

Recently the measurement of the surface conductance (SC) as
a tool to study adsorption at electrodes has received growing
attention1 ,2 . In order to study the effect of adsorption on SC
we choose amyl alcohol as a probe molecule. Since this requires
the knowledge of the degree of coverage as a function of the
electrode potential, we carried out a capacitance study for the
adsorption of pentane-l-ol on the thin film gold electrodes to-
gether with the resistance measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL

Measurements were carried out using the same techniques and
experimental setup as previously reported for capacitance and SC
measurements. The surface characteristics of the electrode were
the same as those employed before, Five concentrations in the
range 5x10 2  C < 0.15 M of amyl alcohol at 25°C were studied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of capacitance data allows to fit Frumkin ad-
sorption isotherm with parameters very similar to those found
by previous workers for the adsorption of ethyl ether on single
gold crystals 3, The isotherm is congruent with (E-Em) 2 where E
is the potential and m refers to the maximom of adsorption. The
relevant parameters of adsorption are compared with those on
mercury and (110) single gold crystal in table 1. The mean-
ing of the symbols is the usual one 3. From them it is inferred
that amyl alcohol adsorbs weakly on gold. The change with poten-
tial of the coverage, 9, for different concentrations of the
alcohol is shown in Fig. 1. The relative change of resistence,
AR/R as a function of potential, is shown in Fig. 2. It is observ
ed that the AR/R decreases as the potential increases until that
at a potential near the minimum of the capacitance curve for tne
corresponding alcohol concentration, it increases again. Compari
son of Figs. I and 2 shows no direct correlation between AR/R
and 9. In the base electrolyte alone no field effectl, 2  is found.
The field effect is the AR/R change brought about by the change
in the surface charge, a, on the electrode, AR/R = ka, Thus, we
infer that the field effect could be masked by the effect of the
re-orientation of the solvent on the electrode resistance as a
changes. As the alcohol adsorbs, due to its weak adsorption ener
gy, the main effect on AR would be to displace the solvent mole-

2 ."-
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cules. in this way the field effect would increase causing a
decrease in AR/R.
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TABLE 1

Adsorption parameters of amyl alcohol on mercury and qold and
diethyl ether on (110) single gold crystals.

Parameters this work amyl alcohol on diethyl ether on Au3

mercury (110) single crystal

Em/V -0.03 - -0.52

EN/V 0.02 0.2 -0.45

Om/10"6 C cm"2  0.4 - -2.0

C1/10"6 F cm"2  9.77 4,20 12.0

Co/10"6 F cm-2 37.4- 44,00|
rm/molec n m 2  2.1 2.9 2.7

8m/ /d3 mol -1  4.05 - 1,1

-AG/kJ mol -  13.41 19,14 10.0

a 1.63 1.48 1.35

b/V- 2  7.6 - 14.0

" " " " " ' " ' " - 2';"- a',".°'. '.%. ", " 2', ' J, " ;% S,
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IONIC COMPONENTS OF CHARGE AT THE MERCURY/KI + KC1 AQUEOUS
SOLUTION INTERPHASE

G.J. Gordillo* and D. Posadas

Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoqufmicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas - (INIFTA)

Casilla de Correo 16, Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA

The study of the ionic components of charge at the metal/
solution interphase has been mostly restricted to pure salts and
to mixtures with KF and KPF6 at constant ionic strength where the
F- and PF ions are assumed not to be specifically adsorbed.

In mixtures with F" ions an anamolous behaviour of the speci
fically adsorbed charge has been observed for anions such as PFg,
NO3 , CO 4 , H PO and Br" which has been attributed, in some cases,
to the speci ic adsorption of the F" ion at high anodic charges.
This was inferred,in the work at constant ionic strength, from a
crossing point in the charge of the specifically adsorbed anion
at high positive charges. If this were so, a mixture of two a-
nions, such as C1- and I- should show a similar behaiiour in
that both, a crossing point for the charge of the specifically
adsorbed I- together with an increase in the specific adsorbed
charge of Cl- should be found.

To this end the differential capacity of 63 solutions of
varying composition were measured employing the experimental set
up described previouslyl. The concentration variable selected
was the chemical potentials of the salts. Nine concentrations of
KI (7x10- 3 < CKI < 0.1 m) at constant activity of KCI and seven
concentrations of KCl (9x10- 3 < CKCI < 0.38 m) at constant acti-
vity of KI were made. The potentials of zero charge were determined by the
streaming mercury electrode and by the back integration method 2 .

The ionic components of charge for iodide ion, _I . and
chloride ion, aCl- were determined, following the thermody-
namic analysis given in (2), from Parsons' function and em-
ploying Gouy Chapman theory at a sufficiently negative charge
to ensure that neither I- nor C]" ions were specifically adsorbed.
They are shown in Fig. 1. The main feature of Fig. 1 is the ap-
pearance of a crossing point in a,- and the absence of adsorption
of Cl" ion. We conclude, therefore, that the appearance of a cros-
sing point is not necessarily related to the specific adsorption
of the anion of the supporting electrolyte. It is seen in Fig. 1
at high negative charge that for the most dilute solutions oI-
increases with -a. This behaviour has been previously observed
in dilute solutions for different anions: SO, OH-, C0 4 , Cl-
and I-. In our opinion this behaviour is consistent with an ad-
sorption of the anion at the diffuse layer at high cationic
charges due to oscillations of the potential with the distance.

*-Present address: Departamento de Qufmica Fisica, FCEN, UBA, Ciudad Univer-
sitaria, Pabell6n 2, Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.
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This effect for the I- ion should be more noticeable at high
concentrations of KCI and low concentration of KI, Since the
condition for the occurrence of the adsorption of I- at the dif-
fuse layer is a high cation charge in the diffuse layer, this
phenomena would also occur at high positive charges where GK+ is
high. Therefore, a,- have a contribution due to adsorption at
the diffuse layer which is more important at the lower concentra
tions of KI. This would explain why a crossing point is observ-
ed.
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0.0213, 0.0328, 0.0494 and
0.0726 m at conAtant acti-
vity o6 KCt, aKCU 0.0774

20"
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PRO TIES OF THE INTERFACE STEEL - THERMALLY

FORMED OXIDE/ELECTROLYTE

J. MALINA and E. LOVRECEKM

Faculty of Metallurgy Sisak, University of Zagreb (Yugoslavia)

Oxide layers thermally grown on steel are practically and theoretically of con-

siderable interest. The Investigation of their properties can be applied in a

number of uses, from hydrometallurgy to energy conversion. In this work, the
iron oxide - solution interface has been investigated by studying the electroche-

mical aspects of it. The aim is to derive the informations about the interaction

at this Interface from double layer characteristics.

Potentlometric titration end streaming potential methods were applied. The oxi-
de was thermally formed on steel filings (DIN St 12, 0.3 to 0.4 mm size) at

773 K In an oxygen atmosphere for one hour, then cooled down for 15 minutes

in the same atmosphere. Metallographic and X-Ray diffraction analyses Indica-

ted that oxide scale on steel consists of two layers: the inner layer Fe3 04

(-90 5) Is covered with thin outer layer of o6 -Fe 2 0 3 .

Supporting electrolyte was 0.15 M H3B0 3 or 10-3 M KNO3 . Acidity was adju-
sted by means of 0.075 M Na 2 B4 O7 (borate buffer) and by means of 102 M

KOH or HNO 3.

From the experiments in borate buffer solutions derived zeta-potential vs pH

dependance revealed a linear relation (Fig. 1.). This Indicates that H and OH"

Ions are potential-determining at oxide layer/electrolyte Interface as shown
Ischematically for hydrated surface :

H rOH-1
[ Fe(H2 0)2(OH [Fe(H 2 0)(OH)21 [Fe(H20O(OOH

OH H

Such Interface can be Interpreted in terms of a classic double layer structure

with simple equilibrium relationships.

B.L. - NalJelkovideva 29, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
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Fig. I. Zeta-potential vs pH in Fig. 2. Zeta-potential vs pH In nitrate
borate solutions solutions: x-conditioned by con-

tact with filings, o-unconditioned

In KNO3 solution the situation is rather different, and the values of zeta-potenti-

al, formally calculated seems to high at extreme points. As indicated In Fig. 2,

through experimental points an S - shaped curve can be drawn. It is Interesting

that this shape appears to be alike to the q = f(pH) curve derived from potentlo-

metric measurements (Fig. 3), but the difference In zero charge - point is cca

one pH unit. Surface charge density values can be used for calculation of zeta

potential, as well as for the diferential capacity and interfacial energy curves.

These calculations are based on some assumptions which represent a certain for-

mal standpoint. As an example, by calculating zeta - potential depending on pH

very high, even unrealistically nigh values are derived. By graphical integration of

the charge density plot in Fig. 3, the changes in the interfacial energy are ob-

tained (Fig. 4).

The measurements performed and the analysis of results show that applied

methods can give the useful informations about the system investigated, as well

as they reveal a complex nature of it. The differences .vhich appear by chan-

ging electrolyte and pH in a given range show that system is composition de-

pending. The buffering effect of borat electrolyte, the kind of ionic species pre-

sent, particularily anionic - this are the factors that influence the system,

without mentioning the solubility that must be taken into accont at more detai-

led analysis. In this stage of work, the interaction with anions is the most inte-

resting aspect.
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This interaction can be manifested in different ways, even by incorporation

resp. exchange of the surface OH groups2 :

[>Fe(HzQ)(OH) 2 ] H A -  [Fe( ) 2 A- + + OH_

OH" 
H

The system Investigated, in which hydrated layer is In contact with the solution,

such an interaction could also participate. This interaction has dual effect:

first, it changes the nature of layer (specially at surface), and secondly it gives

rise to experimentally determined q. In this sense our results are discussed.

References:

i. S.M. Ahmed, in "Oxides and Oxide-Films", (ed. .W. Diggle) Vol. 1, Marcel

Dekker, New York, 1971, pp. 319-517.

2. S.M. Ahmed, AIChE Symp. Ser., 71 (1975) 24.
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INVESTIGATION OF SULFUR ADSORPTION ON NOBLE METALS BY CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY
J. BARBIFR, E. LAMY-PITARA
Laboratoire de Chimie en Catalyse Organique U.A. CNRS 350
POITIERS - FRANCE

The deactivation of metal catalysts by sulfur compounds isa major
problem in heterogeneous catalysis. Transient electrochemical methods can
give interesting informations about the nature of adsorbed sulfur species
on the surface of metals, such as platinum and iridium, used in particular
as reforming catalysts.

The adsorption of H2S is carried out in an acid solution and in
the potential region of double layer (0,5VIERH) on platinum and in the
potential of minimum current (0,4 V/ERH) on iridium. This operation is
followed by a positive non-stationary current indicating the oxidation
of the sulfide species on both metals. The degree of coverage of the sulfi-
dized electrode is measured by some voltammetric cycles in the hydro-
gen region. When the anodic limit of potential is extended to the region
of formation of oxides (1,SV/ERH for the platinum and 1,4V/ERH for the
iridium),the adsorbed sulfur species are oxidized and desorbed as sulfates,
but several cycles are needed to oxidize all the adsorbed sulfur. All these
qualitative remarks are the same for the platinum 1,2,3
and for the iridium electrodes.A balance between the number of electrons
involved during the adsorption of sulfur species and during their oxidation,
reported to the number of occupied metal atoms, allows the determination
of the adsorption valency and of the adsorption stoichiometry of these
species 3. Several platinum electrodes have been studied in function of
the degree of coverage by the adsorbed sulfur species. The adsorption valency,
Xs. depends on the degree of coverage, a (fig 1) : it is negative for
low degrees of coverage ( os<0,25) and close to zero for high s. An effect
of the surface roughness is also observed : the adsorption valency is not
the same for electrodes of different degree of roughness and in some cases
(high degree of roughness) it can be positive ( for 0,25< as). The adsorp-
tion stoichiometry, n _/ , depends also on the degree of coverage (fig 2):
it changes from about n - 2 for low sulfur coverages (9 <0,25), to
near n - 1 for high .t/he effect of the degree of coverage on the ad-
sorpthcdalency is qualltatively the same for the system S/Ir (fig 3).
But the adsorption stoichiometry nir/s is higher than that of the system
S/Pt (fig 4) : it is greater than five for 8 <0,20 and nlir - 2-3 for
0 >0,25. Indeed, it is very difficult to obtain a low 0 on s1r (lower than
0,15), because the first fraction of adsorbed sulfur inAibits the hydrogen
adsorption on a large number of iridium atoms.

This experimental method has been checked with the help of the system
S/Au.Indeed, on the gold, the adsorption of the suitr can be studied on
a wide potential region ; another advantage is that the oxidation of adsorbed
sulfur species in sulfate is complete during one voltammetric cycle.

The behaviour of the adsorption valency X . in function of the
degree of coverage is the same as in the lase of platinum and iridium.
Thus, it can be deduced that the bond of sulfur with metals of group VIII
and IB is partially ionic in low degrees of coverage, s <0,25), becoming
mostly covalent for higher es .
References
1) T. LOUCKA, J. Electroan. Chem., 31, (1971). 319.
2) A.Q. CONTRACTOR and HIRA LAL, J. Electroan . Chem. 96, (1979), 175
3) E. LAMY-PITARA, L. BENCHARIF and J. BARBIER. Electrochimica Acta, in press
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ADSORPTION OF ASCORBATE IONS ON MERCURY ELECTRODE IN PRESENCE OF
POTASSIUM PERCHLORATE.

Ma.M.GOMEZ and E.ALDA
Departamento de Electroquimica. Universidad Aut6noma de Madrid.
28049 MADRID. Spain.

INTRODUCTION

The ascorbate ion (AH-) is a monovalent ion of the L-ascorbic
acid (Vitamin C) . The acid itself and the monovalent ion consist
of roughly planar -lactone ring with side-chain in a more or
less staggered conformation. The acidity of the compounds is
associated with the proton at 0(3) because of the conjugated
O(I)=C(I)-C(2)=C(3)-O(3) system in the ring.

The aim of the present study was to determine the structure
of the mercury solution interface for AH- and to analyze how the
desprotonitation at 0(3) affects the adsorption process by compar
ing the results with those obtained for L-ascorbic acid1 (LAA).
Potassium perchlorate was used as support electrolyte and the pH
of the solution was mantained equal to 7 with KOH, in order to
study the adsorption of the monovalent anion.

EXPERI MENTAL

Electrocapillary and capacity measurements were carried out
in aqueous solutions of 10-LM KC104 at seven different concentra
tions of LAA (5x10- 4-7x10- 3). A pH of 7 was mantained for each
solution by adding KOH. Measurements were taken at 250C. and all
solutions were previously deoxygenated by bubbling nitrogen
during lh.

The double layer capacity was determined using an impedance
bridge. REsults were independent of drop time. Measurements were
ussually made at a frequency of 937 Hz, they were independent of
frequency within the range 0.2-1.4 KHz. A satured calomel elec-
trode was used as the reference electrode. The measurements of
the zero-charge potential was carried out using a streaming
electrode. The maximum interfacial tension was obtained by using
a classical electrometer.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The capacity hump occurs in the anodic region of p.z.c. and
increases in height with a shift towards negative potentials as
the bulk concentration of the electrolyte increases. It is observed that
at c-rxntrations greater than 2.5x10- 3M of ascorbate ion the minimum in the
capacit, cur-.'e disappears.

Integration of the capacity curves provides the corresponding
curves for electrode charge, JM, against the potential which
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coincide atoM -3 PC.cm 2 . By integration of these curves the electro
capillary curves were obtained.

In the present system, the electrocapillary equation is:

d:+ = E dcM - r0 dwKC0 4- FAH diK (1)

In order to determine the adsorption of the perchlorate
(ClO) and ascorbate anions, measurements at constant mole ration
of Cl01 were also analyzed using the method described by
Lakshmanan and Rangarajan2 .

Having evaluated the total suface excesses of two anions, the
surface excess of K+ was found from: cM--F(F+7 ). Assuming that
all 7 are in the diffuse layer, it was possible to obtaine the
total diffuse layer excesses due to anions as well as their indi-

vidual contribuion -and 2-s with the help of diffuse layer
Cloi AH-

theory. The specifically adsorbed excess due to the individual
-1 12-I

anions , - and F AH were then obtained. Values of r 2 - s and F AH-

increabe markedly as - becomes more positive, the plots of a
M ~AH-M

vs ; are approximatly linear and parallel. Values of - eC104ar

negatives at concentrations of potassium ascorbate greater than
10- 3M. Then it is reasonable to assume that specifically adsorbed
perchlorate is absent at concentrations of potassium ascorbate
greater than 10- 3M.

The surface pressure for anionic adsorption at constant
charge was derived according to Parsons expression 3 : = - ++I
where * is the value for 10- 2M KCIO 4 solution in absence of
potassium ascorbate, and I is the contribution of the diffuse
layer to the surface pressure:

I = - 2 F 2  d (2)

where 1 and 2 stand the lowest concentration studied and any
other higher concentration respectively.

The adsorption isotherm was analized by superimposing the
surface pressure vs lna-+ -, at constant charge. The composite
surface pressure curve f-Is well to the Frumkin isotherm with
an interaction parameter of -2.4 and Fs=2.2xl0-10mol.cm-2 .

The standard free energy of adsorption, LG', calculated by
the Parsons method, at cM=O is -20.25 KJ.mol-1. It was observed
that the standard free energy displays a linear dependence on
the charge.

The rational potential drop across the inner layer, A M - 2

was calculated from the measured potential by sustracting the
pwtential for the m.e.c. in absence of specific adsorption and
the diffuse layer potential drop given by the Gouy-Chapman
theory. The change in e M-2 at constant charge shcws a linear do-
iindernc ctn the s[*ecifically adsorbed diarge due to the ascorbate
anions, these lines are parallel which correspond a linear
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dependence of A~GO on am in view of the approximate relationship:

/3 M2RT 31n5
* 1 ____ _______ ___(3)

where a3 is the adsorption coefficient.

The term of the left-hand side of (3) is equal to the reci-
procal of one component of the inner layer iCI which can be
replaced by the corresponding integral capacity 0IKi.

iThe total inner layer capacity C was calculated from:

1 +1 (( + 1 4
c Ci Cd (~ 0 ,~1

The components of the inner layer capacity were then calculated
from the identity:

1.. 1 + (3.~ \(5)

where C is the capacity measured at constant amount adsorbed

the in~egral capacity MK was obtained from the change ofb$M

with a Mat constant ca From the ratio MX! IK iwas evaluated
AH-

the ratio (x 2 -xl)/x 2 where x2 and x, are &he diitances from OHP
and IHP planes to the metal respectively.

REFE RENCES

1. Ma.M.G6mez, E.Diez, E.Alda and A.Aldaz; J.Electroanl.Chem.,
165(1984)207.

2. S.Lakshmanan and S.K.Rangarajan; J.Electroanl.Chem., 27(1970)
127.

3. R.Parsons; Trans.Faraday Soc., 51(1955) 1518.
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STUDY AND COMPARISON OF ANOMALIES OBSERVED ON
IMPEDANCE DIAGRAMS OF NICKEL IN THE PRESENCE OF F AND HSO 4

ANIONS

M. CID and M.C. PETIT

Laboratoire de Mecanique Physique, U.A. CNRS 867, Universite de Bordeaux I

351 cours de La Liberation, 33405 Talence cedex (France)

We present a comparison between the study of nickel polarization charac-

teristics and the evolution of impedance diagrams in function of potential.
We analysed nickel response into two very different acidid media hydrofLu-
oric and sulphuric solutions.

1 - Study of I(E) curves

Polarization curves are shown from corrosion potential to oxygen escape.
In N H2S04 solutions, I(E) curve shows three separated maxima : two in the
active range, one in the transpassive range. In a solution of O.01N HF/O.5N
NaF, the I(E) curve shows only one maximum, the potential of which changes
with the F- anion concentration (figure 1).

2 - Impedance diagrams

Impedance diagrams are drawn, after stabilization of current, from 104Hz

to 10 3Hz. We observe three types of diagrams.

(a) At potentials corresponding to positive slopes of I(E) characteristics,
impedance diagrams present capacitive and inductive loops and turn, with
respect to decreasing frequency, in the direction of watch hands and close
to a Rp positive polarization resistance (type 1).

(b) At potentials corresponding to negative slopes of I(E) characteristics
impedance diagrams turn in the opposite direction of watch hands, at decrea-
sing frequency, and close to a Rp negative polarization resistance (type 2).

(c) In some cases, before current maxima (positive slopes of I(E)), impedance
diagrams present a anomaly, they turn in the opposite direction of watch
hands, but always close to a Rp positive polarization resistance and in the-
se conditions they cross over the four quadrants of the complex plan (R,-jG)
(type 3).

3 - Study of nickel behaviour in the presence of F and HSO ions

From electric response point of view, we can separate the different cur-
rent maxima.

In the case of sulphuric solutions, type 3 impedance diagrams (anomaly) are
only observed in a range of potential before the third maximum. In the acti-
ve range impedance diagrams are always Like types1 and 2.
In the case of hydrofluorhydric solutions, type 3 impedance diagrams are al-
so observed before the current maximum.

"'of,
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In all cases near the current maximum, we found classical impedance diagrams

(types 1 and 2).

4 - Conclusion

There is not a straight correlation between the 1(E) characteristics and
the evolution of impedance diagrams with potential ; in effect, anorMaL im-
pedance diagrams, type 3, does not always correspond to a current maximum
and are not a signature of an active-passive transition.
Therefore impedance diagrams of type 3 must be connected with a particular
configuration of the adsorbed intermediates at nickel interface which depend
simultaneously on the nature of anions and potential.

References

M. CID, M.C. PETIT and F. VARAILHON DE LA FILOLIE - J. Chim. Phys., 75, 612
(1978).

A. SARABY-REINTJES - Electrochim. Acta, 30, 387 (1985).
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STUDY ON THE ADSORPTION
OF Zn(II) IN PYRIDINE-NaClO 4 MEDIA

M.Perez Sanchez, M. Barrera, S.GonzAlez and A.Ar6valo
Department of Physical Chemistry. University of La Laguna.

La Laguna. Tenerife. (Spain).

This report is comprised within a more general study on

the inducing effect of adsorption of metal cations in the

presence of organic bases, specially heterocyclics, on mercury

electrode and the adsorption patterns which are followed. tie

present here the adsorptive behaviour of Zn(II) in NaClO 4 1 M

varying the Pyridine and Zn(II) concentrations.
1,2,3

The double steD chronocoulometric and the cyclic
vclta-metric techn.Ques on the H.M.D.E. have been used in

order to deter-nine the surface excesses of the Zn(II) soecies,
..hicr is reduced on the mercury electrode and to ascertain the
dscrptive behaviour of this electrodic process. The concentra

Lions of Zn(II) Nere: 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mM and the pyridine
.crcentrations -.ere: 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 M; the

:ric strength .vas maintained at 1.0 with NaCl and the pH
,,As ad.usted to 7.3 to prevent the presence of the oyridinium

The increase of cathodic peak currents as the scan rate
in . ncreased clearly shows the adsorptive character of

tne electrode process. On the other hand, the variation of
tne 1 / i ratio as the scan rate increased Shows a progrepa pc
save decrease ,hich is characteristic of a process with an
adsorption control in addition to diffusion control of the

charge transfer.

In previous papers 4 the formation of complex species
of Zn(II)-pyridine has been pointed out. Likewise, the charac-

teristic adsorptive behaviour of pyridine o Yg8 electrode in
KC1 and other ionic media has been studied. '  One of these
features is the different orientation of pyridine molecules

on the surface of Hg electrode in both branches of electroca-

villary curves. In the present study the initial potential

va3ues are Nithin the -0.4 to -0.7 V vs. SSCE range and this
fact indicates that the more favoured adsorption is towards
-ore cathodic Potentials, together with the existence of
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positive charge of Zn(II)-pyridine species which is adsorbed
and reduced on Hg electrode.

At potentials of anodic branches of electrocapillary

curves the flat orientation of the pyridine molecules adsorbed
on Hg electrode is preventing the bridge ligand mechanism from

being carried out. On the contrary, this was surely more

favoured in the cathodic branches. This is the opposite beha-
viour to that observsdl6 n the cases of the adosrption of Zn(II)
in SCN and N 3 media . An adsorption increase was observed
from nFr vs. potential data as the cathodic potentials and

Zn(II) concentration increased at pyridine concentrations

comprised between 0.02 and 0.2 M. At pyridine concentrations

0.4 and 0.6 M, the initial tendency is progressively attenuated
and even a depression is present in these curves nFr vs.E i at
higher Zn(II) concentrations. This is probably due to the
maximun recovering of surface electrode. Moreover it is not
characteristic of all pyridine
concentrations studied that the
increase of Zn(II) concentration
gives rise to an increase of the

amount of adsorption.

The scheme:

IZn(II) (pyr) n2+ Ln(II) (pyr )2+)nn
sol ads

is fundamentally proposed at the C

more anodic of the potentials
studied whereas at the moreU
cathodic potentials a ligand
bridge mechanism is more favou-

red, although it is not yet

clear at all which of the two 40
mechanisms predominates at

these potentials.

Figure 1 shows the dependence
of nFl vs. E. in the presence of

( C),0.5; (X), 1.0; (& ). 1.5mM
Zn(II), 0.02M pyridine. Figure 2
shows the variation of nFP vs.

Dyridine concentration for:( D),
-0.5; ( ), -0.6; (A), -0.7V. i

Soo 600 70
-E (.V )

Figure 1
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EVALUATION OF OHMIC POTENTIAL DROP AND DOUBLE LAYER

CAPACITANCE OF THE INTERFACE BET-VEEN TWO IMMISCIBLE

ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS FROM GALVANOSTATIC PULSE

MEASUREMENTS

Zden~k Samec and Vladimir Mare~ek

0. Heyrovsk' Institute of Physical Chemistry and Electro-

chemistry, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,

U tovdren 254, 102 00 Prague 10 (Czechoslovakia)

The progress was made in the performance of the

galvanostatic pulse technique which was shown to yield

reliable information on the ohmic potential drop and ca-

pacitance of the interface between two immiscible electro-
Ilyte solutions . Through the reduction of the resistance

inside the reference electrode connected to the organic

solvent phase and through the introduction of the compu-

ter control, the whole procedure was made much faster

than before. Prior to the initialization of the current

pulse, the interface was polarized by a small current,

the magnitude and the direction of which was changed by

means of the microcomputer until a pre-programmed poten-

tial value was reached. The measurement and the storage

of about 30 galvanostatic transients at different initi-

al potentials over the whole potential range available

took approximately 20 seconds. The comparison was made

with an ac impedance technique.

From the fast galvanostatic pulse measurements at

250C the capacitance of the water/nitrobenzene interface

was evaluated as a function of the interfacial potential

difference Aw~for system consisting of NaBr, LiC or

19 0so4 in water and tetrabutylammonium tetraphenylborate,

tetraphenylarsonium tetraphenylborate or tetraphenylarso-
2nium dicarbollylcobaltate in nitrobenzene . The modified

Verwey-Niessen model, in which an inner layer of solvent
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molecules separates two space-charge regions ( the dif-

fuse double layer), desibes the structure of the water/

nitrobenzene interface well at electrolyte concentrations

above ca. 0.02 mol dm 3 , provided that the ions are allo-

wed to penetrate into the inner layer over some distance.

For all thesystems studied the zero-charge potential

difference was found at AWf - 0 on the basis of the
0 pZc 0

standard potential difference Ao4? + a 0.035 V for

tetramethylammonium cation which was used as a reference

ion. At zero surface charge the comparison was made with

the theoretical capacitance calculated using the mean

spherical approximation for a model consisting of two ion

and dipole mixtures facing each other. The effect of ion

penetration on the interfacial capacitance was estimated

from the solution of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann

equation for a triple dielectric model with a continuous

distribution of the point ions. The concentration-inde-

pendent inner layer potential difference and capacitan-

ce can only be inferred from the capacitance data if the

ion size effect is taken into account. A non-iterative

procedure based on the hypernetted-chain equation was

used for the evaluation of the potential drop across the

diffuse double layer. The extent of the penetration into

the inner layer appears to be a function of ion solvation,

e.g. the more hydrated ion the less extensive ion penetra-

tion is likely.

I V.14areeek and Z.Samec, J. Electroanal. Chem. 185

(1985) 263-271

2 Z.Samec, V.Mare~ek and D.Homolka. 0. Electroanal.

Chem., in press
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TEMPERATURE EFFECT AT GOLD SINGLE CRYSTALS/AQUEOUS SOLUTION INTERFACES

A.HAMELIN and L.STOICOVICIU, LEI, CNRS Meudon, 92195 (France)

F.A.SILVA and M.J.SOTTOMAYOR, University of Porto (Portugal)

It was clearly shown for several high melting sp metals that there is
an influence of the atomic arrangement of the electrode surface on the dou-
ble layer properties . Up to now only two communications deal with the in-
fluence of the tempera ure on the structure and composition of the dl at
solid sp metal faces2'.

For mercury the variations of the capacity minimum and its potential
with temperature are linear : a few tenths of a millivolt per degree for

the PZC.

For solid faces the published values of the PZC are not given more

precisely than + 10 mV. Precise observations are more difficult on solid
faces because they cannot be renewed, therefore the interface has to remain

clean for several hours for observation of the influence of the temperatu-
re.

Several faces of gold were studied in perchloric acid solutions. The
changes of the temperature at the interface were followed recording -for a
given temperature- a cyclic voltammogram including the formation of a mono-

layer of oxidized compounds and their reduction.

Differential capacity-potential curves (C(E)) were recorded for dif-
ferent concentrations at different temperatures ranging from I to 60°C. For
dilute solutions, with temperature, the PZC varies linearly and positively
and the capacity at the minimum varies linearly and negatively (figure 1).

C(E) were integrated taking the PZC at the capacity minimum. Obvious-
ly there are two charge domains on the C(o) curves (a : charge density)
where the temperature coefficients have different signs (figure 2).

For concentrated solutions there are also two chyge domains on the
C(;) curves where the temperature coefficients have different signs ; a
temperature invariant capacity is also observed but less precisely.

* se4)

Residual excess entropies S (see ) are obtained as a function of the
charge density at the gold faces.

The degree of solvent orientation at the interfaces is discussed.
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ADSORPTION OF TlI) ON ,4ERCURY IN AZIDE MEDIA

S.GONZALEZ, P.CARRO and A.AREVALO

Department of Physical Chemistry. University of La Laguna,

Tenerife (Spain).

1

In a previous work we pointed out that the adsorptive

behaviour of Tl(I) on the Hg electrode in NaSC media did not

follow the model proposed by Anson and Barclay, i.e., SCN

anions adsorbed are not involved in the adsorption mechanism,

nor does the model of anion induced ads 9 rption adequately

explain the adsorption of Tl(I) halides . In order to deter-

mine if this is a specific behaviour of TI(I), we have carried

out a new study of its adsorption in azide media. The N 3 anion

is adsorbed specifically on the Wercury electrode and gives

rise to one weak complex species with the Tl[I) cation.
Nevertheless, this anion N 3 induces the adsorption of Cd(II)

and Zn(II) cations on the Hg electrode by a bridge mechanism
These features appear to point to the T1(I) cation as the

agent responsible for this adsorptive pattern.

The Tl(I) surface excess in azide media on the H.M.D.E.

has been determined using thg,d g ub~e-potential step
chronocoulometric technique . The concentration

of Tl(I) were: 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5mM. The concentration in NaN3

were: 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.OM. The ionic strength of all
solutions was maintained at 1.0 with NaClO 4 . we observe the

adsorption increases with increasing cathodical potential and
increasing azide concentrations. Moreover, an increase in the

adsorption amount was observed as the Tl(I) concentration

increased. As some authors suggest, the charge on the metal,

qm' is an indepent variable prefereable to the potential in
adsorption studies, so we have use it. Thus at constant charge
the electrode-particle interactions should be approximately

constant. Figure 1 shows the Tl(I) adsorption amount vs. the

electrode charge, qm at a concentration of TI(I) = 1.0 mM

and various corresponding NaN 3 concentrations. The adsorption
decreases as the anodic potent 8 shifts, unlike the adsorp-
tive behaviour of the N 3 anion . These facts appear to
indicate that the Tl(I)-N 3 complex species is occupying the

vacant sites left by the anions in their desorption process,
as the cathodic potential increases. That is, the N3 anion

adsorbed is not involved in the adsorption process. The
adsorption mechanism proposed by us follows the next scheme:

II

,. .' .j . ,,. .- ..- [ . .l.-,N~ so., L J ad
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differing from the mechanism reported by Anson et al. , which

is characterized by a direct involvement of the adsorbed N 3

The adsorption mechanism which takes into account the

proven facts of direct binding of the Tl(l)-N species to the
3

surface electrode is also Shown in figure 2, where the surface

excess of TI(I) is plotted against the azide surface excess.1 0

The FrN- values were obtained from data reported by Parsons

we obsebed a TI(I) adsorption decrease as the N adsorption
3

increased, and we think that there must be a competition

between the Tl(I)-N and the N adsorption processes. Neither3 3
of the cases obserbed shows a saturation state of the surface

electrode, perhaps due to the small solubility range of TlI)

in azide media.

The a variation, Aq , has been calculated in order to
m m

determine the changes in the electrode charge caused by the

adsorbed species.t q is given by the difference of the
electrode charge in The presence and absence of Tl(I),

respectively. The & q values obtained are very small,
indicating that the TT(1) adsorption scarcely changes the

charge on the electrode. This is the expected behaviour since
the only complex species existing in the solution is TIN

whose adsorption does not modify the electrode charge an3

does not eject the anions already adsorbed, the complex

species occupying the sites left vacant by the azide anions
in their desorption process.

E ,,.

* ii 1
66

0

, 10 20O 30 16 24 32 '0 F-Cev
m cm'

Figure 1 Figure 2

K~ L
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OBSERVING THE COMPONENTS OF THE IDEALLY POLARIZABLE DOUBLE LAYER

USING INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

GALEN J. HANSEN and WILFORD N. HANSEN
Department of Physics
Utah State University

Logan, Utah 84322

James F. Andrew
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The work of Hansen, Kolb, and co-workers has shown that over an
extended potential range, the working electrode can be emersed hvdro-
phobically (i.e. visually, the electrode is completely dry and the
contact angle is non-zero), with the tenuous double laver intact -6.
This is possible because of the required charge neutrality within the
double layer, i.e. one tve of charge on the electrode and the opposite
charge on the ionic side, and also because of the huge fields between
the opposite charges of the double laver (on the order of 107 V/cm).
Emersed, the components of the tenuous double laver can now be observed
using infrared spectroscopy without interference from the bulk solution.
The spectra are clear, and the information concerns only the electro-
chemical interphase.

By continuous rotation, the eloctrode can be emersed continuously
and the double layer observed within seconds after emersion4 ,6 . Any
part of the emersed double layer is electrostatically isolated from the
solution and from the rest of the double laver on the emersed Dart of
the electrode. As the electrode is rotating, the electrode potential
can be cycled. In such a case, the potential drop across the emersed
double laver will vary continuously from one side of the electrode to
the other, each Dart corresponding to the electrode potential as that
part of the electrode was emersing6 .

In this study, infrared spectra of gold electrode surfaces were
taken at various electrode potentials as the electrode rotated and
emersed. The spectra at the various potentials were ratioed to reveal
changes in the emersed double laver due to potential changes. Ions
such as perchlorate and fluoride were used to avoid specific adsorption,
allowing the double layer to be ideally polarizable. The vibrational
spectra of ions and water within the internhase were observed as a func-
tion of potential, ion concentration, length of time in situ and ex situ,
as well as other conditions. Figure I is an example of infrared spectra
of a gold-coated electrode emersed from 0.10 M verchloric acid. The
broad downward peak at approximately 1110 cm-1 is due to the perchlorate

* presently working at Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545
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ion within the emersed double layer. The upward peak at 1710 cm
- ! is

probably the hydronium ion of the acid solution. The downward peak

at 1380 cm-1 could be due to adsorbed water. The sharp gaseous water

bands are present because of small changes in the amount of water vapor

within the cell and spectrometer. Note the IOOX expansion of I/I,%.
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INTERFACE CONSTRUCTION TO INFORMATIZATION

OF ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESSES

L. Victori, W. Bek, L. Nfiez, R. Fortuny

Analytical Department. Instituto Qu~mico de Sarril. BARCELONA

Introduction

In the Chemical Analysis area, the possibilities of the micro-

computer applications in investigation have become very interesting.

The objective of the present work is the construction of an in-

terface in order to implement a microcomputer into the electrochemi-

cal processes which are the object of study.

The apparatus permits the intensity or voltage data acquisition

and the potential function generation to be applied in general elec-

trochemical experiences.

Experimental

The interface has been designed for an informatic system esta-

blished by an 8-bit microcomputer (Z-80 microprocessor) with an ex-

ternal memory (cassette or diskette), a monitor and a register (X/t

or X/Y Plot-ter). -

The microcomputer used in this work is a VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM EG

3003, which operates in conjunction wiLh a conventional electrocha-

mical system.

This system can be applied to processes with potential or inten

sity control.

Results and Discussion

A system for the application of any voltage function to an elec

trochemical cell has been developed. The potential function values

must be between -10 and +10 volts. The experiences have to longer

than a minimal duration. In the case of the cyclic voltammetry, with

.a periodic triangular voltage function, the minimal duration is 24.8

seconds per cycle.

The interface also permits the voltage or intensity data acqui-

sition with a maximal sampling frequency of 8700 data per second.The

acquired values must be in the range of -4 to +4 volts for the volta

ge or +10 A to +300 mA for the intensity.

The voltammogram showed in Figure I has been obtained with a

0.1 M Fe(Il)/ 0.1 M Fe(III) system in 4 M H2 S0 4 solution with a Pla-

tinum electrode. The voltage function applied is a periodic triangle

between -0.580 and 0.800 volt (Hg/Hg 2SO 4 Reference electrode), with

L~L_______
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a scanning rate of i00 mV/s. The same voltammetry is showed in Figu-

re 11, but the function voltage was generated by the microcomputer.

The comparison of both does not show any important differences. Fi-

gure III .is the offline graphic representation of the acquired poten

tial data of the voltammetry showed in Figure II. A little noise sil

nal can be observed overlapping on the cell signal, in comparison

with Figures I and I1. This background might be produced, in part,

by noise captations from AC Power Supply in great impedance points

of the system. This kind of avoided signals decreases notably in in-

tensity with an adequate blindage. The other cause of the signal per

turbations is the discretization of a continuous signal in order to

be digitalized; under the working conditions, it is not possible to

reduce it.

• -,. e.,..,,........................... .

. . . . . . . . .... ... - it,
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ADSORPTION OF , 0-UNSATURATED ALDEHYDES
AT THE MERCURY-WATER INTERFACE

D. GONZALEZ-ARJONA and M. RUEDA
Department of Applied Physical-Chemistry, Faculty of
Farmacy, c/Tramontana s/n, Sevilla 41012 (Spain)

INTRODUCTION

a, B-unsaturated aldehydes have been shown to present
different reduction behaviour on a mercury electrode depending on

the type of substituent on the ethilenic bond
1 -3 . An aryl substituent

seems to facilitate the reduction of the ethilenic bond whereas an

alkyl group that of the carbonyl. As it is known that aromatic and

aliphatic compouds behave also differently at the Hg/electrolyte
solution interface4 , it appears possible that the disposition of the
molecule on the electrode could determine the reduction process.

Bearing this in mind, a study has been made of the adsorp-
tion behaviour of a, B-unsaturated aldehydes, cinnamaldehyde (CA)
and crotonaldehyde (CRA), at mercury/water interface.

Differential capacity, zero charge potential and maximun
surface tension measurements were carried out for IM KCI solutions
with different organic compound concentrations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phenomenologically the two aldehydes present quite dif-
ferent behaviour at the interface. Differential capacity curves for
CRA show an anodic adsorptiantdesorption peak whereas CA is adsorbed
even at -100mV. The O-E curves have a commun intersection point at
amax= -.I UC cm- 2 and Emax = -520mV, for CA.adsorption. On the
contrary, for CRA only the curves Por lower concentrations (Cor
0.1M) intersect at a= - 3 4C cm-  and E= -608mV. Potentials6f

zero charge shift positively when adsorbate concentration increases.
The shift is small for CA and quite pronounced for CRA.

Congruence with respect to either charge and potential
was detected for CA adsorption but this was not the case for CRA
adsorption. The parameters of a Frumkin isotherm were obtained by
the analysis of the lne/Cor (1-6) vs. 0 and Vvs. r plots, at each
potential. The experimental recission allows us to deduced only
two parameters of the a, and n set. Potential-independenta = 2.4
and =3.5 10-10 mol cm-2 values were found for CA adsorption. On
the contrary, in the case of CRA, a is better described by a quad-
ratic F£nction of potential and rs adopts values close to 8. 10-1 0

mol cm

It seems that cinnamaldehyde is orientated flat on the
electrode and crotonaldehyde takes on a vertical orientation.However
a carefully exam of A 0 vs. r plots suggests the idea of a changing
mzlecular orientation of CRA depending on charge and coverage.
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The interpretation of non-congruence as a results of
differences in polarizability of adsorbate and solvent6 does not
account for the experimental CRA results.

The flat orientation, independent of potential and the
higher value of I AGad I (34.4 kj mo1- 1 for CA, 14. kJmo1- 1 for
CRA) found in adsorption of CA indicate stronger interactions at
the interface, probably w-electron interactions with the metal.
However, they cannot be described unambigously by the partial
charge transfer between the electrode and the adsorbate.
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FLUORIDE AND BROMIDE COADSORPTION AT THE Hg ELECTRODE

H.D. HURWITZ, A. JENARD and B. BICAMUMPAKA

FacultA des Sciences, C.P. 160, Universitd Libre de Bruxelles,

50, av. F.D. Roosevelt, 1050 Brussels, Belgium.

The dependence of the electrocapillary behaviour with respect to speci-
fically adsorbed ions at the Hg ideally polarized electrode has been esta-

blished in the case of almost all inorganic anions. Many results ave been

obtained from differencial capacity measurements in solutions of mixed elec-

trolytes MX-MF kept at constant ionic strength. However, in spite of the
numerous studies made so far with this method, several problems related to

the coadsorption in the Nernst layer of the counter-ion M or the reference
co-ion F- remain still unsettled. A detailed analysis of the problem of the
cationic concomitant adsorption with halide ions has been made by Damaskin
et al.1 and U. Palm et al. . It has thus already been emphasized that the
adsorption of Br- ions at the Hg/N.M.F. interface may involve coadsorption
with K+ ions in the inner layer. On the other hand, the very weak specific
adsorption of the F- ion at the Hg/H20 interface severely restricts the ap-
plicability of most electrocapillary methods in view of the determination of
the amount of F- specifically adsorbed. Yet the problem has been tackled
by several authors 3- 5 , and D. Schiffrin6 has derived some values of the sur-
face excess of ri _- in the inner layer at 150C.

Specific coadsorption of F- ions from mixed electrolyte solutions MX-MF
might have some important consequences especially in the case of X- ions
which are weakly adsorbed.

We endeavour, in this study, to investigate such effects of coadsorption
of both the counter- and co-ion at the Hg electrode with Br- ions in presence
of mixed NaF and NaBr aqueous electrolyte systems at 25*C. In the present
approach we have adopted the method proposed by Damaskinl for the determina-
tion of the inner layer surface excess of Na+ , r i Na+ and the quasi-thermody-
namical treatment suggested by Lakshmanan and Rangarajan7 for the evaluation
of the inner layer surface excess of F-, ri F-" The latter method, published
in 1970, has scarcely been employed for the analysis of anionic coadsorption
on Hg8-IO.

Although the NaF-NaBr aqueous system has already been investigated seve-
ral times, a careful reconsideration of this system seems opportune in view
of the coadsorption effects mentioned above.

For this system, the virial adsorption isotherm corrected for the O.H.P.
potential 02

- n (i Br-) F02

F! n ) = n -2 B F ri Br- (1)

m q RT

is plotted in Fig. 1. This plot indicates that the slope B changes from po-
sitive (lateral attraction) to negative (lateral repulsion) values in the re-
gion of double layer recharging, hence about the values of the electrode
charge densities q t -Fri Br-. A similar distinctive behaviour is observed
in the Christie plot giving the potential drop OM-2 across the inner layer
at constant q as a function of r. B - (Fig. 2). The results recorded in
Fig. I and 2 have been obtained with solutions at constant J mBr- + mP -
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0.1 mole.kg- 1. The treatment suggested by Damaskin consists in determining

virtual adsorption energies In Svirt and virtual virial coefficients Bvirt
from the relationship :

Fvirt In (riBr- ) = In virt 2 Bvrt F ri Br- (2)

NaBr q

extrapolated to ri Br- 0 0. The Gouy-Chapman theory gives at ri B- - 0

inB In Bvirt - 2 sinh 1  q (3)
2AVi

B = virt - (q2 + 4 A2J) - 1/2  (4)

This theoretical determination of In B and B is used to compute F1 which al-
lows the calculation of 02 and consequently of ri Br- according to the re-

lations RT

2 (Fvirt - FI) (5)
F

and

F ri  = Fri Br- ; 2AVJ sinh- - q (6)i~a~ i~r2Rr

The specific adsorption isotherms of Na+ coadsorbed with Br- as a function

of 7i Br- are recorded in Fig. 3. The determination of ri F- is based on
the usual cross differentiation of terms in the Gibbs equation, respective-
ly under condition of constant J and of constant ratio a = mBr-/MF _ . These
treatments lead to the following expressions

F E
() dq = Fri  - a F i (7)

kT 0 ln mBr- qJ Br F

I F q E+

2- ( - ) dq = Fri + A/7 YD (8)
2 RT qo 3 in J qot

where r i - i Br- + ri F- and

-+1 -
Y D yl + /Y2+1) - (yoI + y/2 + 1) (9)

with the exponent of the first term equal to +1 and -1 respectively for
y = (q-Fi)/2AvJ >0 and y< 0. The subscript o corresponds to the initial
integration boundary at -1.SV vs S.C.E.. Both partial derivatives in eq.
(7) and (8) are made at values oflc, nBr- and J related by the condition

MBr- (1 + /C) - 0.1 mole.kg .

The adsorption isotherms of F- coadsorbed with Sr- are sketched out in Fig.
4. From this figure, it appears that the Br- specific adsorption seems to
impede the F- specific adsorption to such an extent that the latter remains
restricted to small values of mBr- and to Fri Br- < q "
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However, the amount of F" in the inner layer may reach relatively important
values and therefore affect the shape of both the virial adsorption isotherm
and the Christie plot, as they are recorded in Fig. 1 and 2. M-2
This is illustrated in Fig. 5 which shows the potential drop 0 as a func-
tion of ri  (continuous line) after correction for F- coadsorption. These
plots demonstrate furthermore the influence of the Na+ coadsorption. The
dashed lines have been drawn across the experimental points after recalcu-
lation by taking into account both the Na+ and F- specific adsorption.

Closer examination of these experimental results raises some questions
about the validity of the double layer model.
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ADSORPTION ON DIFFERENT FACES OF Ag SINGLE CRYSTAL ELECTRODES

M. BACCHETTA and S. TRASATTI
Department of Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry

University of Milan (Italy)

A. HAMELIN and L. DOUBOVA*
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie Interfaciale
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Detailed measurements of the capacitance of Ag single crystal faces has been

carried out by Hamelin _n. Valettel, by Valette 2 and by Vitanov et al. 3. The

surface is activated by a cyanide-based electropolishing procedure in the
first two cases and 'y in-situ electrolytic growth in a Teflon capillary in
the last case. It has recently been shown that cyanide-based polishing can
also give well structured surfaces as it appears from the LEED analysis.

In this work we have investigated the interfacial behavour of the (110)
face of silver by making use of an alternative chemical polishing procedure
based on chromates. The differential capacity was measured by a E-310 Brucker
polarograph equipped with a lock-in amplifier. The method involved measuring
the in-phase and out-of-phase ac component. Fig. 1 shows the capacity curve
of the (110) face in O.O4 mol dm-3 NaF solution. The previous data of Valette
and Hamelin, and Valette are also reported for comparison.

The potential of zero charge of the (110) face has been found to shift with
the F- concentration slightly. Fig. 2 shows that the present data are in ex-
cellent agreement with those obtained by Valette. Thus, there exists a defi-
nite evidence for F specific adsorption. Quantitative study of this aspect
has been performed by Valette for the (100) face s but not for the (110) face.
Therefore, the specific adsorption of F- on the (110) face was investigated
by using the mixed electrolyte method. The capacity has been measured for 8
solutions of variable composition according to the formula x NaF + (0.04 - x)
KPF 6 with x=0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, .O4 mol dm-3 . Fig. 3
shows that the anodic peak increases with NaF concentration testifying to
the specific adsorption of F-. The shift of the capacity minimum is thus
partly due to the behaviour of the anodic peak. A better determination of
the potential of zero charge was carried out by back integration of the ca-
pacity curves from the negative branch. Thus, E0  has been found to shift
of only a few mV as the NaF concentration varies ?rom 0 to 0.04 mol dm-3 .
Therefore, the adsorption is vanishingly small at the potential of zero char-
ge and can be neglected.

The adsorption of F- has been found to be well described by a virial iso-
therm as well as by a square root isotherm6 . In Eny case, the free energy of
adsorption varies linearly with the electric field and becomes probably
slightly positive at E0  . Fig. 4 shows the dependence of specific adsorption
of F- on charge and concentration. Adsorption is remarkably higher than on Hg,

SL. D. is grateful to the Department of Physical Chemistry and Electrochem-
istry of the University of Milan for supporting her staying in Meudon.
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in a reement with what has been found 7 for Cl- and organic substance adsorp-
ticni.
Preliminary experiments have shown that the temperature coefficient of the

potential of zero charge of the (110) face is very small or even negative.
The shape of the capacity curve appears not to be appreciably affected by
the temperature. These observations are very useful for the understanding
cf the origin of the high inner layer capacity of silver single crystal fa-
cesg,1 0

Capacity measurements have also been carried out with the (311) and the
(331) faces never investigated before, The value of the potential at the ca-
pacity mininum in dilute NaF solutions is about -0.68 to -0.69 V(SHE) in the
former case and -0.67±0.01 V in the latter case. These values fall in the ex-
pected range according to the stereographic triangle of FCC metals1 1 . F- ions
adscrb specifically also on these faces. Quantitative determinations are in
prcgress for the (311) face.
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ADSORPTION OF ETHERS OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL AT THE AIR/SOLUTION
AND THE Hg/SOLUTION INTERFACE

A. DAGHETTI and S. TRASATTI
Department of Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry

University of Milan (Italy)

I. ZAGORSKA and Z. KOCZOROWSKI
Department of Chemistry, University of Warsaw (Poland)

Previous studies 1'2 have shown that the comparison of the adsorption be-
haviour of an organic substance at the air/solution and the Hg/solution in-
terface is a powerful tool to elucidate the structural details of the ad-
sorption layer. In particular, the free energy of adsorption at the elec-
trode surface is very sensitive to dipole-metal interactions which are stron&
ly dependent on the position of the adsorbate at the interface.
Ethylene glycol (EG) is a non-aqueous solvent which has been widely used

for interfacial studies 3-6 Its adsorption from aqueous solution onto the
Hg electrode has been investigated 7 and the parameters of adsorption have
been used to derive information on the state of water at the electrode inter
face. It is however still unclear whether this substance is really suitable
to such purpose. Since the permittivity of the inner layer is not greatly
modified by the adsorption of EG, the conclusions which can be derived from
the application of models are not unambiguous. In this context, it has been
decided to investigate the adsorption behaviour of homologous series of de-
rivatives of EG. In particular, in this paper we report on the adsorption
behaviour of monoethers of EG with the general formula R-O-CH2-CH2OH where
R is a linear aliphatic substituent,

The following ethers were investigated: monomethyl (MEG), monoethyl (EEG)
and monobutyl (BEG). The monopropyl ether is not available commercially. The
interfacial tension at the Hg/solution boundary was measured by means of a
capillary electrometer. The surface tension at the air/solution interface
was measured by means of the method of the maximum pressure in a bubble. The
adsorption potential shift was determined by the dynamic condenser methode .

In this work, the adsorption at the air/solution interface is compared
with the behaviour at the uncharged surface of Hg (potential of zero charge).
Fig. 1 shows the decrease in interfacial and surface tension upon adsorption
of the monoethers. It can be seen that the differences between the two inter
faces become more significant with increasing chain length of the substituent.
In particular, adsorption is stronger at the air/solution interface for MEG
but stronger at the Hi/solution interface for BEG. If the ratio of concentra
tions at Ay = 3 mN m- is calculated, Traube's rule is found to be obeyed at
the air/solution interface, but the coefficient is higher at the Hg/solution
interface where, therefore, adsorbability is not simply governed by the ex-
pulsion of the organic substance from the bulk of the solution.

1he different behaviour of the adsorbates at the two interfaces shows up
much more clearly in terms of adsorption isotherm. Surface excesses have
teen derived by graphical differentiation of surface pressure-log x curves.
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Fig. 2 shows, as an example, the adsorption isotherms of MEG at the free sur-
face of water and at the Hg/solution interface. In all cases no S-shaped iso-
therm is observed which means that lateral interactions are very weak or re-
pulsive. This is a very intriguing result, since for most of the other sub-
stances (including nitriles'), for the aliphatic alcohols in particular

g,

the lateral interaction term corresponds to strong attraction.
In order to quantify the above quanlitative observations, the experimental

points have been fitted to different kind of isotherms. In particular, since
lateral repulsion is involved, the virial and the square root'0 isotherms
have also been tested.
The adsorption potential shifts to more positive values at both interfaces

which suggests that, formally, the adsorbates are oriented with the positive
end of the molecular dipole pointing away from the solution. If AE is plotted
as a function of the surface excess of adsorbate, the curves for the three

ethers at the air/solution interface overlap quite nicely.
In conclusion, aliphatic monoethers of ethylene glycol adsorb at the Hg/so

lution interface in a way which differs structurally and energetically from
the situation at the air/solution interface. The unability of the hydrocarbon
tail to protrude from the liquid phase as the solid wall is present is pro-
bably responsible for this. The generally negative value of the interaction
parameters may be interpreted in terms of a high solubility of the adsorbates

in th 5, fi-l layer due to the hydrophilic groups being probably capable
of hydrogen bonding to neighbouring water molecules. The nrientation of the
ethanol moiety at the air/water interface is probably the sure -L i cthers

investigated, while it is variable at the Hg/solution interface.
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IONIC ADSORPTION FROM MIXED ELECTROLYTE SOLUTION
AT CONSTANT CATIONIC STREWTH

E.DUTKIEWICZ and P.SKOUJDA
Department of Electrochemistry, Faculty of Chemistry,
A.Vickiewict University,Grunwaldzka 6,Pozazld /Poland/

The problem of adsorption of ion from mixed electrolyte
solution of different types of symetry with a cammai nonadsor-
bing cation or anion is still open both from theoretical and
experimental point of view. The aim of tkis work is to propose
an approximation method of stUdying the adsorption process of
ion from a binary mixture of two salts of 1:1 KA + 1:2
symetry in which only a divalent anion B is specifically
adsorbed, while the other electrolyte components being present
in the diffuse layer and In the bulk.

The method proposed is, in particulary, convenient in studying
the adsorption process on solide electrode.

Let us consider the solution of electrolytes of constant cationi
nic strength but with variable concentration of aims and of to-
tal composition:

~T K B) A 5 B 2
where &T - I KA + 2 2 B are the total molar concentrations of

salts 1:1 and 1:2.
Electrecapillary curve for that mixed electrolytes and for

the constant T and p, takes the following form.
-M . -- + C-a+ 4L~, x( + Ft)

where-f is the interfacial tension, B1( and pKA chemical
potentials of salts 2B and CA, F 2and F the surface

excess concentration of the anions under consideration, d
is the surface charge per unit area on the electrode, Et is the
potential of the electrode measured with respect to a reference
electrode reversible to cation or anion in the working solution.
Changes in chemical potentials of individual salts can be expres-
sed through the changes in their concentrations

.".dRK, : .. r rnK 2 ) (2)

C k KA z RTd Ln (m,- 2 mr,) (3)

1z

4.r

-.

.,V *,** % % - ,*" -.i* P-4 . % .. **:.
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Substituting elpa. (2) and ( ) into Oq ( we obtain:

A simplification may be obtained In the special case of a very
dilute solution of one salt, i , n an excess of the other,

IA, L. -' 0. qn. (4") thea refces to
-k,)' dM E- +FRT&Lvn(mk,) 5)

Assuming that r B F -BI + F B d  vkereF I  in the surface

excess of ion B in the inner layer and sd is the surface
excess of ion B In the diffuse layer we can write :

-~ ~ FS' + Fad(6
As a first approximation we treat this system as different ionic
strength one. The error introduced by this approximation shuld
not be significant.
On the other hand that method has several advantages :
1. Permit to use in experiment on electrolyte with negligible

specific adsorption e.g. NaF. This is of particular adsan-
tage since divalent anions are usualy adsorbed on mercury
electrode and in particulary on solid electrodes in the
amounts which cannot be neglected.

2. Using the higher conductivity of the base solution by appli-
cation of nonadserbing electrolyte KA as compare to the
single salt solution the potentiodynamic method of capacity
measurment are easier and more accurate.

3. At constant cationic strength potential of electrode studied
in directly expressed in the thermodynamic scale if the refe-
rence electrode is reversible to the cation.

4. Activity coefficients in nixed electrolyte solution are al-
most constant or slightly change.

5. At the extremely negative potential when all anions are desor-
bed the capacity curves for the range of not to high cmcen-
tratian studied coincide and the back-integration method to
integrate the differential capacity curves can be applied.
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ADSORPTION OF SULIPNATE IONS ON MMCURY L.CODE
FROM SOLUTIONI AT CONSTANT IONIC STRDGTH

LWTKLEVICZ and J.STUCZYSKA
Department of Electrochemistry, Faculty of Chemistiy,
A.Nickiewicz UniversityGrunwaldZka 6,Poznad /Polaa/

Up to the works of Parry and Personslp 2 the detailed stedy
of the specific adsorption of ions at the mercury electrode has
been confined to the simple .onoatemic halide iane. In their
papers they get through the analysis of adsorption process for
such sulfonates ions like p-toluenesulfonate ( PTS ) and
a-benzenedisulfonate kBM ) . Later, Duthievicz, studied the
adsorption of benzenesuif nate ion (BS) from aqueous solutions
at constant Ionic strength.

In this paper the effect of the =mber of ionic groups compa-
red with the size of aromatic system, the effect of position of
substituents In aromatic ring and the intluence of it electrens
on adsorption process have beem studied.

TA. study were carried out usiag t sodium salt of & afta-
leaesulfeaate (C 0 elS ), , nattalesesulfonate t! Aanl ) ,
I, 5 naftalene disulfomate (1 D S) , bezenesulfenate (Naas)
and cykohezanesulfnate (BIH) at censt&at ionic strength of
solutions. The interfacial tension betwean mercury and sokutioms
was measured using capillary electrometer with laP methd .

The double layer capacity of the interphase was measured with am
s.c. bridge.,All measurements were carried out in an air thermos-
tat at 298 !4,21. The potentials of the ideal polarized elec-
trode were messured with respect to mercurous sulfate electrode.
The capacity curves were integrated numerically. The integration
constants were obtained from the electrocapillary curves. All
selutions were prepared volumetrically from thrice distilled
water. For all these systems except 1,5 DMS we used NaF as the
base electrolyte. For 1,5 DZS, 2, was used as the base
electrolyte.

The capacity curves obtained for M MaNS, P MaNS and CMI
ins show similar concentration effect an double layer capacity.
At the laer concentrations, the capacity *ves show a marked
peak. However, as tlhe coacentratin of ions increases this peak

Oeres and appears is replaced by a minimum, while a higher and
narrower peak appears at more negative potentials. This effect is
similar to that obtained by Parry and Parsons for p-PTS Ions for
which they suggest that at low bulk concentrations of p-PT isns
are lying flat m the morcury surface while at higher conce tra-
tiens reorientatie to allow closer packing of ions.
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The capacit 2ccurves obtained for 1,5 KIS are similar to that
of B ion , It leads to the preasumption that the number
of aromatic rings does not play a dominating role in the influen-
ce of the concentration effect a the shape of capacity curves.
It is rather associated mere with number of ionic groups than
compared with the size of the aromatic system, although we cannot
omit its influence on the process of adsorption.

Fno allM'tese systems we note the changes is slope of the
lines of vs Q at constant charge of the metal which is con-
nected with fact that the standard free energy of adsorption as
a ftnction of charge is non linear. This is quite2 dfferent that
for BMDS ion where this dependence were linear . From the
analysis of adsorption process the following series of1 increa-
sing adsorbability may be proposed ; 1,5 DNS<BS<PTS < CH3
<d. NaMS < A MaKS. From this series it may be concluded that

the adsorbability of the considered ions depends on the electri-
cal and geometrical properties.
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SOLVEWT EFFECTS ON THE DOUBLE LAYE
AT THE ELWCTDR/SOLUTXON nEM1ACE

Z. BORKOVSKA
Institute of Physical Chemistryt, Polish Academy of Scienoes,

Varsaw (Poland)

The influence of the common organic solvents on the double
layer capacity and entropy curves has boon analysed for the
moroury/olootrelyte solution interface vithout detectable
specifio adsorption.

The coordinates of capacity minimum and maximum at 25 C
are summarized below:

m4nmum maximum
solution

ci./Fm- /Cm-2 ci/Fe-2 /cmi-2

Msthanol (NoOH) F 0,095 -0,05 - -
NaCO 4  0,095 -0,05 O,359 0,06
LiBF4  0,095 -005 0,315 -
KPF6 0,095 -0,05 - -

Dimethylformamide (DMF)
N&ClO4  0,070 -0,110 0,558 0,20
KPF 0,070 -0,110 - -
LiB 4  0,072 -0,100 0,51 0,20

Propylene carbonate (PC)
XaOi4  0,065 -0,13 0,385 0,15
KPF6  0,062 -0,13 0,28 0,14

£eotone (AC) NaClO4  0,068 -0,10 0,47 0,08
KPF6  0,068 -0,10 0,33 0,09

n-methylformamide (NF)
NaCIO4  0,150 -0,014 0,20 -0,095
KPF6  Ot150 -0,012 0,20 -0,095

It can be noted that the coordinates of the capacity
minimum and the charge density at the capacity maximum are
solvent dependent and independent of the electrolyte. The
latter increases in the following order:

M*OH 4 AC <M < PC < DMF



Simlarily increaseis the free energy of adsorption of the
organio solvents from aqueous solutions : MeOH < AC < NMI,
and the dipole moment of the solvents. This my indicate the
predominant role of the electrostatic, non- specific dipole
imzage dipole interfactions between the solvent molecule and
the electrode. Such interactions would priviledged on orienta-
tion in which the solvent dipole is parallel to the electrode
surface.

The comparison of the capacity and entropy curves for inves-
tigated solvents Indicate two typical interfacial behaviour:
Wi The entropy curve followes the capacity curve - Protic

solvents such as 14.OH and NW!.
(ii) The entropy curve has maximumn at negative charge density

where the capacity Is smll and almost charge independent
aprotic solvents such as DMFO PC, AC.

1. Z. Borkowska, J. Blectroanal. Chew., 146(1983)385.
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Laboratoire d'Electrochimie, Universite Pierre et Marie

CURIE, 4 place Jusuieu, 75230 Paris Cedex 05. FRANCE.

Aset of general solutions has been derived which verif ies1

the theoretical analysis for controlled potential step perturba-

tion techniques, for both reversible and irreversible electro-

chemical systems. The solutions allow both renewed and non-

renewed electrode surfaces to be employed as well as a wide ran-

ge of perturbation waveforms.

The generality of the solution is such that a full analy-

sis of the influence of the various parameters can be made for

any type of electrochemnical method in which the potential

perturbation can be approximated by a staircase function,

allowing the theoretical optimisation of these factors to

generate the maximal response.

From this study, a new technique which lies midway between

differential pulse polarography (DPP) and square wave volta.-

metry has been found to have an optimal sensivity around two

orders of magnitude greater than DPP. ,

Initially the electrode is maintained at a suitable potential.

A certain number of potential perturbations is then imposed to

create what has been termed a ucrenellated" waveform. This wave

name implies that the perturbation amplitudes are constant. The

'57
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voltacoulommetric response wave, which has the class'tcal bell

shape, is obtained by a series of measurements of the differen-

tial charge response at different potentials, i.e. a response

which is the difference between the charge response to the

applied perturbation and the corresponding underlying polaro-

graphic component. This is the same technique as employed in

integrated differential pulse polarography (IDPP) where only

one potential step is considered.

The fractions of the charge recovered during the odd and even

periods converge rapidly towards the same absolute limit which

represents around 70% of the first current integral. Two ope-

rating modes are suggested, A and B, depending on the way in

which the successive responses are combined.

In mode A the charges are summed ignoring their signs, the

response being given by:

Q= 1.4 Ct e M Q1

where M is the number of periods and the charge corres-

ponding to the first potential step, i.e.the IDPP response.

Ct e contains the usual parameters, diffusion coefficients

and the initial concentration of electroreducible species.

In mode B, the charge responses are summed including their

signs and the following approximate solution applies,

Q= Cte (R M v ) 1/2

where R=v/(v+u), v and u being the odd and even period lengths.

This formula shows clearly that the charge response varies

as the square root of the number of periods and yields a sen-

sitivity increase around 10, when compared with IDPP on the
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same timescale This approach is practically an extension of

the double potential step method proposed by F.Anson.

In mode A the current integration period is limited by the

time t necessary for the decay of the capacitative current,

while in mode B, capacitative compensation is achieved for an

even number of perturbations.

It can be shown by calculation that optimal response in mode A

is achieved when the odd and even perturbations are of equal

duration v and for a ratio t/v close to .22. Practicaly t is

limited to around a few ms. and the impulse durations are close

to those used in classical IDPP. On the other hand, in mode B,

a totally dissymetrical waveform is optimal with a ratio

between the odd and even half periods as large as possible. In

practice a value of 9 is sufficient. In both modes the peak

potential of the response curve follows the laws as found in

IDPP.

References:
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DETERMINATION OF METALS AT TRACE LEVEL BY SECOND HARMONIC

ALTERNATING CURRENT ANODIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY

CLINIO LOCATELLI, FRANCESCO FAGIOLI, CORRADO BIGHI

Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry, Department of Chemistry,
University of Ferrara, Via L. Borsari 46, 44100 FERRARA (Italy)

The half-wave potentials of the reduction of lead(II) and thai
lium(I) as well as antimony(III) and bismuth(III) respectively
are very close to one anodher in the commonly electrolytes which
hinders their simultaneous polarographic determination.
Several authors employed various organic complexing agents or
special solutions as the supporting electrolyte to determine the
se elements. This contrivance can be avoided employing the se-
cond harmonic alternating current voltammetry technique, which,
unfortunately, is very selective, but not sufficiently sensiti-
ve. Since the concentrations of the metal in samples of special
interest, as inorganic and organic-biologic matrixes, are often
at trace level, the possibility to combine the second harmonic
alternating current voltammetry, extremely selective, with the
anodic stripping method, which allows to achieve a very high a-
nalytical sensitivity, was studied1 ,2.
This paper describes the determination, by second harmonic al-
ternating current anodic stripping voltammetry, of lead and thal
lium, bismuth and antimony in 1 mol/l HC1, where the half-wave
potentials are respectively only 40 and 60 millivolts apart.
A conventional three-electrode arrangement was utilized.
The working electrode was the long-lasting sessile-drop mercu-
ry electrode (LLSDME) with a drop time of 240-300 seconds: this
electrode permits a longer electrolysis time and rest time, slo
wer potential scan rates and consequently a higher current re-
sponse. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a platinum elec-
trode were respectively employed as reference and auxiliary e-
lectrodes.
Established the experimental conditions for the determination of
lead, thallium, bismuth and antimony, the calibration curves we
re determined by second harmonic alternating current voltamme-
try with the stripping method: the peak current was calculated
on the cathodic peak for thallium and antimony and on the ano-
dic peak for lead and bismuth.
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Subsequently the problem of the analytical determination of each

element in the respective mixtures was studied.
Fixed the best experimental conditions, the simultaneous deter-

mination, by second harmonic alternating current anodic strip-

ping voltammetry, of lead and thallium, antimony and bismuth in

the mixtures was possible in the range of concentration ratios:
7:1 < C :C < 1 36

Pb Tl 13
45:1 < C :C < 135

Sb Bi 13

where C is the metal concentration (mol/l).
However it was interesting to observe that, when the concentra-
tion ratio was unfavourable, the determination of the elements
was equally possible; in fact it was sufficient to bring again
the concentration ratio inside the above-mentioned range through
suitable additions of metal standard solution to determine again
both elements.
The experimental data were processed by monovariate and bivaria
te analysis.
The monovariate analysis neglects the presence of the interfe-
ring element, while the bivariate analysis takes into account
the contribution of the interfering element as well.
It was very interesting to mark that the slope coefficient of
the bivariate analysis, for both elements of each mixture, was
practically equal to the slope coefficients of the calibration
curves and the monovariate analysis.
This fact proved that, in the considered range of concentration
ratios, the mutual interferences of lead-thallium and bismuth-
antimony in the respective mixtures were negligible.
The detection limit, in the used experimental conditions, was
about 10-8 mol/l for all the understudied elements in the re-
spective mixtures.
For this method, the precision of the analytical procedure, ex-
pressed by the residual standard deviation (Sr), was of the or-
der of 3-4 %, and the accuracy, expressed as relative error (e),
was of the order of 2-3 %.

References
1) Determination of metals by second harmonic alternating cur-
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2) Trace metals determination by second harmonic alternating
current anodic stripping voltammetry.
C. Locatelli, F. Fagioli, C. Bighi, T. Garai
Accepted for pubblication (Analytical Letters).
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THE EFFECTS OP ADSORPTION
OF THE ION ASSOCIATES IN ELECTROANALYSIS

I.D.GRAMA,I.I.VATAMAJ and Yu.M.LOSHKAREV
Institute of Chemistry of the M.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences

Kishinev ( USSR )
Dnepropetrovsk State University,Dnepropetrovsk ( USSR )

The electroreduction and adsorption regularities of the
reactant particles in the Bi(III) - chloride ion - quinoline,
Sb(III) - chloride i?n - quinoline and Sb(III) - oxalate ion-
S-quinoline systems-at various pH were investigated by chro-

5ovoltammetric, tensammetric methods and electrocapillary
curves measurements.

The cathodic chronovoltammograms of Bi(III) and Sb(III)
in the presence of quinoline with chloride as supporting elec-
trolyte and Sb(III) in the presence of -quinoline with oxa-
late as supporting electrolyte have the form of isosceles tri-
angular, characteristic for the processes, complicated by the
adsorption of depolarizer. Dialnostical criteiia based on the
dependance of the cathodic (I) and anodic (I ) peak currents

c 1l/2 - p a/Ion scan rate(V), lgII/S - lgVt Ip/V -1/2lgV, I I~-1/2lgVp p p
also testify of the adsorption~ of the reacting electroastive
particles. The dependance of I of Bi(III) and Sb(III) on the
concentration (C) of quinolineP(Quin) in the presence of chlo-
ride ions passes through its maximum at quinoline concentra-
tions equal to 0,25 M. Peak currents of Bi(III) and Sb(III) at
CSH- - 0,25 I increase with the increase of the chloride ions
c ntration in solution and reach their maximum value at
chloride ion concentration equal to 0,5 M for Bi(III) and
1,5 U for Sb(III),and with further growth of chloride ion
concentration remain unchanged.

The comparison of the these data with the results of the
for average charge (z) calculations of the chloride complexes
of Bi(III) and Sb(III) in the bulk of the solution shows that
peak current sharply increases with he rowth of negative
value of z as it is seen from Fig.1.I of Ei!III) and Sb(III)
reduction begin to increase at small 4alues clf average z< 1,
when anion complexes of Bi(III) and Sb(III) appaar in solution
and reach maximum value at z=-2 for Bi(III) and z--1 for
Sb(III).This tesifyes about the advantageous adsorption of
anion complexes LBiC I1-  and [SbCl 4 ] .Values of surface con-
centration(F) of the electroactive complexes of Bi(III), cal-
culated from the triangular peak foj area, re~ch under these
conditions the value of 1,1-1,5 10 moles cm-,and the area,
occusied by one particle of the depolarizer,is approximately
120 A ,correopondingly(proceeding from tho complete filling of
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surface by the monolayer of the adsorbed particles). Values of
T-found are close to those, usually observed for the adsorp-
tion of the organic substances. It is characteristic that the
area,deterained from Stuart-Briglem model,occupied by tf qui-
noline molecule, is twice smaller and is equal to 60 A . The
latter makes it possible to assume, that the adsorbed electro-
active particle uncludes two quinoline molecules.

While studying the nature of electroactive complexes it
is necessary to take into account that in the interval of pH
investigated quinoline is present in protonated form and draws

the anions of jBiCl5I-2 or [SbCl - into the adsorption layer,

increasing their surface concentration. Under these conditions
the formation of ion associates of metal anion complexes with
protonated quinoline molegules is very likely, electroactive
particles fBiCl 1;2QuinH4, which occupy the area, twice ex-
ceeding the corresponding value for the quinoline molecule, in
particular.The similar ion associates are formed in acidic me-
dia in solutions,containing Bi(III),quinoline and iodide ions,
Bi(III), dipyridil and chloride ions.

The similar effects are observed during the electroreduc-
tion of oxalate complexes of Sb(III) in the presence ef -qui-
noline as well, which is manifestated in the increase of peak
currents and values of Semerano criteria.

The comparison of electrocapillary and tensammetric
curves (Pig.2) indicates at sharp increase of the Sb(III) oxa-
late complex adsorbed in the presence of -quinoline cations,
wich displays in the decrease of values 6f mercury border ten-
sion and double layer capacity at potentials more positive
- 0,4 V ( vs Ag/AgCl ).

Thus, the electroreduction processes of Bi(III) and
Sb(lII) anion complexes in the presence of protonated quino-
lines can be expressed by the following scheme:

[MeAJ 3n)+ mRHa+ - IMeA (3-nz)-
sn as 'H+ adst_

--- 9-Me(Hg) + mRH + nA

Here Me - Bi(III), Sb(III); A- C, C204; R- Quin, -Quin.
At high concentrations of Bi(4II) and Sb(III) the simul-

taneous discharge of metal anion complexes, diffusing from the
solution, is possible,which manifestates in splitting of chro-
novoltammogram peak.

The possibility of the anion complex formation of Bi(III)
and Sb(III) with chloride ions and, consequently, ther asso-
ciates with protonated quinolines depends on pH value. It is
found that changing of pH within the range of 0,3 - 3 pH does
not influence the electroreduction of Bi(III) in hydrochloric
acid solution of quinoline. At pH> 3 the decrease of the catho-
dic peak, connected with Bi(III) hydrolysis, is observed. For
Sb(III) changing of pH withing the same range considerably in-
fluence I Sb(III). This difference is stipulated for the fact
that Sb(II) complexation with chloride ions at iow concentra-
tions of hydrogen ions is complicated because of the firmnes
of Sb-O bond. It can be assumed that in the interval 0,5<pH< 2
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mixed bydroxochioride cationic complexes, which do not adsor-
bed no the electrod surface, predominate. At pH<.,5 anionic
SbC 4 1" complexes became to predominate,which form associates

with protonated quinoline molecules.
Using the effects of pH and chloride ion concentration

influence, it is possible to select conditions, when Bi(III)
electroreduction in hydrochloric acid solutions is taking
place from the adsorbed state, and Sb(III) electroreduction
process is controlled by diffusion. This made it possible to
increase the sensivity and selectivity of the determination of
Bi(III) in the presense of 200-fold excess of Sb(III) and 400-
fold excess of Sn(IV) with 0,5 N KC1 + 0.25 1 quinoline as ba-
sic electrolyte at I <pH< 2 and to carry out the chronovoltam-
metric method of high sensivity of B (III) determination in
copper alloys.

R1 1 AB~rJ(4 &Zc,#A

22.

i9

3 4

-= -2 -1 0 10 -0 -08

CquiDn £MV (VS4/C)

1cig.1 Average charge value of chloride complexes(1,2) and
1 (3,4) of Bi(III)(1,3) and Sb(III)(2,4) vs chloride ion con-
cintration.

Pig,2 Electrocapillary(1,2,3) and tensammetric(1',2',3')
curves: 1,1' - 0,4w R2C 0 ; 2,2' - 1,1'+0,05 M¥-Quin;
3,3' - 2,2'+1,6 10 if S(ii).
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POTENTIOMETRIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE Ce(IV)/Ce(III) COUPLE
AT PLATINUM AND CARBON PASTE ELECTRODES

G. L6pez Cueto and A.F. Cueto Rej6n

Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Science
University of Alicante, Alicante, Spain

Kinetics of the iodide-catalyzed cerium(IV)-arsenic(III) reaction'
has been widely applied to iodide determination at trace level. UV-V
spectrophotometry has been mainly used in monitoring reaction rate.

In this paper, possibility of potentiometric monitoring is studied
with analitycal purposes.

The equilibrium potential of the Ce(IV)/Ce(III) couple according to
Nernst's equation is:

E = EO' + RT ln [Ce(I()1

In the presence of an excess of Ce(III), its concentration is closely
constant along the reaction, and therefore

RT C RTE =  E01 - W In [e I )] n-- In [Ce(IV)j (2)

Reaction kinetics is pseudofirst-order when arsenic(III) is in a
large excess over cerium(IV) 2. Then:

In [Ce(IV)] = In [Ce(IV)]o- kt (3)

From this, equation (2) may be writen as:

E -E* _RT kt(4
RT

According to this equation, the equilibrium potential should vary
with time linearly, and so, the rate constant for the catalized reaction,
k (proportional to the iodide concentration), may be calculated from the
slope of the potential-time straight line.

EXPERIMENTAL

For the potentiometric measurement, a Crison 501 digital
potentiometer and a Metrohm E 516 potentiograph with platinum wire or
carbon paste as indicators electrodes, and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode
were used.

Current-voltage curves were obtained with a Metrohm E 506 polarograph.
Platinum wire or carbon paste as indicators electrodes, platinum wire as
auxiliar electrode and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode were used. Solution
was stirred magnetically. Temperature was mantained constant at 25+0.10C.
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F,ig 1.- Potential-time curve with platinum

electrode. Ce(IV),2xlO-'; Ce(III),5xlO-3M;
As(III-),10'M; H2SO4 02M; 1,51ng.mL';
temnp.,250C, a) experimental curve,
b) straight line with-theoretical slope.

41.. 10

too di0e 6*0
t Cs)

Fig 2.- Potential-time curve with carbon paste
electrode. Ce(IV),2xl0-4M; Ce(III),6x10 3 M;
As(III),2xlO' M; H2 S0 ,0.4M; 1,43.5ng.m'L1 ;
temp.,25*C, a) experimental curve, b theoretical

curve.

elcroe I I)2xOM C(I),x0
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Platinum indicator electrode:
Potential-time curves obtained with a platinum indicator electrode

along the I'-catalyzed Ce(IV)-As(III) reaction have a very different
shape from the theoretical ones, both in the presence and in the absence
of Ce(III), (Fig 1).

The current-voltage curves of a Ce(IV) and Ce(III) solution at a
platinum electrode show an irreversible behaviour in 0.5M H&SO4 medium
but reversibility increases in more acidic medium. So, in 12M H2SO, a
single cathodic-anodic wave is obtained. However, As(III) gives an
anodic current which overlaps with those from the Ce(IV)/Ce(III) couple,
owing to which a mixed potential is measured with platinum electrode,
even on reversibility conditions.
Carbon paste indicator electrode:

From the current-voltage curves, the Ce(IV)/Ce(III) couple appears
to be reversible at a carbon paste electrode. Little effect has been
found from acidity on the reversibility. It is interesting, moreover, that
As(III) does not show its anodic wave before the oxigen evolution, and
therefore no interference from As(III) must be expected on the potential
measurement.

Fig 2 show the variation of electrode potential along the reaction
time in an excess of Ce(III). Experimental values approach to the
theoretical ones only at large time values. If electrode potential is
plotted versus log [Ce(IV)]/ [Ce(III)] a non-nernstian response may be
deduced.

Although a better agreement is found between experimental and nernstian
curve at lower values of the [Ce(IV)]/ [Ce(III)] ratio, experimental
measurements are not equilibrium, but mixed potentials.

Potential-time curves are nearly linear even in the absence of Ce(III)
and its slope is linearly related to the iodide concentration at least
up to 48 ng.mL-J with a relative standard deviation of 5.8% (ten
determinations), and a detection limit of about 4 ng.mL "'.

A lower detection limit may be attained if the potential decay at
60 min. is plotted against the iodide concentration. The calibration plot
is linear at least in the range from 0.1 to 14 ng.mL'1 , and the relative
standard deviation is 8%.

REFERENCES
(1) I.M. Kolthoff and E.B. Sandell, Mikrochim.Acta 1,(1934),1426
(2) P.A. Rodriguez and H.L. Pardue, Anal. Chem.41,(1W69),1369
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Contributions to the Etching of ABS plas-

tics for the chemical copper plating.

A.M. Martinez; J.L. Po0* y R. Guzmbn. Dto. de Quimica Fisica. Facultad de Qulmicas
v Matembticas. Universidad de Murcia. Spain.

Plastics have a wide field of application, one of the most

interesting being that of superficial copper plating (1), wich

provides them with properties very similar to those of metals,

i.e., electricals conductors, being more interesting than me-

tals, as they are free to corrosion. At the same time they

allow the electroplating of other metals.

On the other side, we are studyng the processes of chemi-
cal copper plating on differents plastics, presenting in this
communication the studies realized on the ABS type (acrilonitri
le-butadiene-styrene), as it is the most widely used in this
field and that presenting the best conditions for the chemical
plating.

The most important processes may be classified in four
steps:

19).- Chemical treatment with a sulphochromic solution in
order to obtain a microfisurated surface.

2Q).- Sensibilization by the SnCI2 action.
39). - Activation by AgNO 3.2
4Q).- Chemical copper plating in isself.(2).

And lately it may be subject of an electrochemical treat-

ment, as the electroplating of another metal.

This study has been made as a function of the following pa
rameters: temperature, minimum time required for the action of
sulphochromic solution and dichromate concentration.

With that object, we have made two graphs:

a).- Dichromate concentration vs. minimum time (Graph 1).

b).- Temperature vs. minimum time (Graph 2).

It is possible to observe from both graphs, that so the re
active concentration as the temperature, influence mainly on
the superficial copper plating of ABS plastics.

It has not been possible its study at high temperature be-
cause have appeared softening phenomena in the polymer.

The kinetics of the processes show the aparition of very
interesting phenomena, as some inflection points in each one of
the processes submitted to the plastic, being always in the sa-
me range of temperature 45-55 *C), but at dichromate concentra
tions lower than 2,3.10 - M.

Thestinflection points appear later when the dichromate

concentration is lower.

We think that it is an inductive-kinetic phenomena

*) Dto. de Qulmica Analitica. Facultad de Qulmicas V Matembticas. Universidad de
Murcia. Spain.
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being actually widely studied.

This communication is enlarged with exposition and
observation of the photographs at microscope (900x) of the
mentioned surfaces.

Once seen then, it is possible to observe the micro
fisurization due the sulphochromic solution is more inten-
sive as the temperature and the dichromate concentration a
higher, which aibin accordance with our graphs.

Graphs 3 shows two series of microphotos of the
facts above mentioned.

So, it is easy to find the optimun working condi-
tions for each practical case, as could be the preparation
of integrated electrical microcircuits, no being rejecta-
ble its use in other fields of industry an research.

I

25 2"

S. E

5 1 451

1 2 3 4 80 60 40 20

dichromate concentration temperature
(x10- 4 M)

Graph 1 Graph 2
Dichromate concentration

1) 20 0C. 5) 60 °C 1) 394.10 M
2) 30 °C 6) 70 °C 2) 3.1.10 -4 M
3) 40 °C 7) 80 °C. 3) 31.10- M
4) 50 *C 3) 2,31.10 - 4 M

4) 1,48.10-4M
5) 0,84.10 - 4 M.
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Surface without Surface attacked Surface copper plated.
at tack

Conditions:Cr 2 07K21 - 0,B4.10-4 M, [SO 4HA 3,34 M TO 40-

Tiae 10min.

ij- tdLV wi t I jt arta'e du"iPid lirface copper plated

attack

Conditions: CCr 20 7 K 2 ]- 2,31.10- M. P0O4H 2: 8.5 3 M. TO - 80O

Time 3 min.

REFERENCES. -

1).- "Plating on piaskics". G. MUller and D.W. Bau-

draud. Ed. Robert Draper. 1.971.

2).- Apports au dtude de la cinetique du cuivrage

chimique des plastiques. Journ~es D'electrochi-

mie. Firenze. Italia, May 1985.
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UM APPLICATION OF REVERSE NORMAL PULSE PCEAROGRAPHY TO THE CAMTHCOIC
STRIPPING DETEMMMIO OF SUBSMACES OF BI(EOGICAL INTEREST.

J. M. LOPEZ FONSECA, J.C. GARCIA MO'TEAGUDO, A. RIVEIRD y A. OTERO
Departamento de Fisico-Quirnica Aplicada. Facultad de Farmacia.
Universidad de Galicia. Santiago de Compostela. Spain.

INTROUCTICN

Reverse pulse polarography ("scan-reversal pulse polarography") is a variant
of normal pulse polarography in which the initial voltage is set to a value
at which the electrode reaction being studied takes place. This technique can
be used on commercially available instrnents, and Osteryoung and Kirowa-Eisner
have demonstrated its potential for the characterization of electrode reactions,
ircluding the analysis of their polarographic reversibility2 and the identifica-
tion and quantitative determination of their intermediate and final products.
Analytically, the arperometric node d the method has been employed for the
determination of a variety of species using solid electrodes as flow detectors 3 , 4
The present communication describes the use of reverse pulse polarography for
the determination of substances that take part in the electrochemical formation
of insoluble films of mercury ccmpounds on the electrode surface. The technique
presented is a form of cathodic stripping voltammetry, and shares the latter's
inherent sensitivity.

THEORY

Any species A that forms insoluble compounds with mercury ions produces a polaro-
graphic anodic wave due to the oxidation of the mercury of the electrode:

zA Hg (Az - Hg)el ne- ()

where the subscript el indicates the surface of the electrode. If the concentra-
tion of A is such that the maxirmun surface concentration of the compound Az - Hg
is attained, this wave may be followed by a second at more positive potentials.

When reverse normal pulse polarography is employed with aninitial voltage
corresponding to the limiting current of the anodic wave, the above electrode
reaction takes place during the time tj that elapses between the nment in which
the electrode drop begins to form and the moment in which the voltage pulse is
applied. An analysis of the phenomenon similar to that published by Koryta 5

shows the number N of moles of product formed in conditions in which the surface
is not saturated to be given by

N = 0,85 m2 / 3 t 1
2/ 3 r= 0,627.10 - 3 CA DAJ m2/ 3 t1

7/6 Z-1 (2)

where m is the mercury flow rate, r the surface concentration of Az - Hg, CA
the R6lar concentration of A and D% its coefficient of diffusion.

Applying a sufficiently large negative voltage pulse drives reaction (1)
backwards, reducing the compound concentrated on the electrode surface. The
mechanisn is thus similar to that of n~rqal pulse polarography in electrode reac-
tions in which the reagent is adsorbed ,', and the current-voltage curves present
a characteristic peak shape.

When the negative pulse is applied, the compound (Az - Hg)el is stripped
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from the cathode to form A, whose concentration in the proximity of the elec-
trode depends on the voltage of the pulse. Following the application of the
pulse, (Az - Hg)el continues to be reduced until the whole film deposited has
been eliminated, since its re.dissolution from the cathode acts to maintain
the concentration of A at the electrode surface and so compensate for the di-
ffusion of A away from the electrode. Thus the current recorded at a fixed time
tp after the application of the pulse increases with negative potential as a
result of the increasing concentration of A at the electrode surface (which
increases its diffusion rate), until a point is reached at which it begins to
decrease with further increments in -E because the film deposited is exhausted
before current begins to be recorded. For a fixed voltage, current increases
as tp is reduced, because the rate of diffusion of A increases due to the
relationship between tp and the concentration gradient of A. Since reducing tp
furthermore means that the film deposited may not be totally consumed, it may-
be expected that for short tp the peak current recorded, which is proportional
to the quantity of (Az - Hg) deposited on the electrode, will be greater than
in techniques in which peak current is related to the diffusion of A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN

The analytical possibilities of the technique sketched above have been investi-
gated using two thiolic campounds of giological interest, cysteine and penicill-
amine. At low concentrations (-Z 5xIO- M) in 0,06M sodium tetraborate (pH 9.2),
both these conpoun produce anodic waves in normal pulse polarography. Reverse
pulse polarography with an initial voltage Ei corresponding to the limiting
current of the n.p. wave yields a well-defined peak whose potential Ep is closb
to the anode wave's E . Varying Ei between -0.1 and -0.4 V has no significant
effect upon the peak current ip, which is however very sensitive to changes
between 1.0 and 9.9s in the droptime of the electrode, td, and hence to tj. For
5xI0-6M penicillamine the graph of log ip against log t1 is a straight line of
gradient 1.17, which by equ. (2) confirms that ip is proportional to the quantity
of mercury compound deposited on the electrode. Similarly, ip is also very sen-
sitive to varying tp between 10 and 80ms, exhibiting an exponential rise as tp
is decreased, so that the values of ip for tp = 2Crs and tp = 80s are approxima-
tely 60% and 20% respectively of its value for tp = 10ms.

Under optimal instrmiental conditions (td = 9.9s; tp iOts), reverse
normal pulse polarography (r.p.p.) proves to be a better analytical tool for the
determination of the compounds used than either normal pulse polarography (n.p.p.)
or differential pulse polarography (d.p.p.). With respect to n.p.p., for 5x10-M
penicillamine ip(r.p.p.)/ip (n.p.p.) = 5, with r.p.p. offering the additional
advantage of providing peaked curves instead of waves. With respect to d.p.p.,
ip(r.p.p.)/ip(d.p.p.) = 8 for the same instrumental sensitivity even though the
peak d.p.p. currents are multiplied by a factor of 10, and the r.p.p. peaks are
furthermore better defined, with half-peak amplitudes W of 55mV in r.p.p. as
against 135mV in d.p.p. Finally, in r.p.p. ip is proportional to the concntration
of the thiolic compound over the range of concentrations tested (2-1Ox10-M); and
in the presence of excess Cu(II) r.p.p. allows penicillamine to be determined in
the range 5x10- 8 -1x10-6M by using the peak due to the reduction of its complex
with copper.
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PHASE SELECTIVE ALTERNATING CURRENT
POLAROGRAPHIC BEHAVIOUR OF MESNA.ANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS*

M.J. GARCIA GUTIERREZ, P. TUNON BLANCO, A. COSTA GARCIA
and S. ARRIBAS JIMENO

Department of Analytical Chemistry
University of Oviedo.Asturias.Spain

Sodium 2-mercapto-ethanesulfonate (mesna) is a molecule which has a proved
ability to bind and detoxify the urotoxic metabolites of oxazaphosphorine /
cytostaticsl,2 . Frequently,actual dosage formulations of mesna in pharmaceu-
tical preparations are suministered to patients under oxazaphosphorine cytos
tatic treatments.
The absence of specific analytical methods for mesna prompte d us to look /

for and carry out electroanalytical methods for its determination. Further /
improvements of the investigation of mesna pharmacokinetics by polarographic
methods are to be expected.
EXPERIMENTAL
DC, AC, and DPP signals for mesna were recorded by using a Metrohm Polare-

cord E506 in conjunction with an E506 polarography stand equipped with a me-
chanical droptimer.Mesna was kindly facilitated by Asta Werke Labs. (W.G.)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As previously reported 3, mesna suffers a complex oxidation process on DME

.jhich can be used for analytical purposes.The nature of the process is - -/
ietter observed if a DPP or AC signal is recorded. All criteria of reversi-
iility checked by using DC,AC and DPP techniques show the process to be re-
versible.The electrochemical reaction proposed is :

NaSO"-CH -CH -S
2 HS-CH 2-CH2-SO3Na --- 3 2 2 2 e- + 2 H

NaSO 3-CH 2-CH 2-S

which is in agreement with the number of electrons coulometrically analyzed
or deduced by the Tomes plot on the DC wave 4 . This fact was also examined by
addition of dimesna to the electrolytic cell and recording DC polarogram. At
pH 6 the catho-anodic wave observed seems to be reversible with a E1/2 value
of -0.360 V (vs SCE).

The electrode mechanism is seriously influenced both by the concentration
of mesna or by the pH medium. In fact when the mesna concentration changes,
one or two peaks can be observed if a DPP signal is recorded. Figure 1 shows
the dependence of the current observed for both peaks on the mesna concentra
tion. This means that an adsorption step (Ist peak) may become more or less-
meaningfull depending on mesna concentration.
The influence of the pH is greater in the case of the AC signal than in /

he case of the OPP signal as is shown in figure 2. From the E1/2 versus pH
Ilots, a polarographic pK value of 9.2 is obtained.

Tnis work was funded by the Spanish Commission for Research and Technolo-
,y ( CAICYT ). Project No. 1182/81
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ANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS
DC responses are not useful for analytical purposes because wave distor-

sion is always found.The best medium for DPP calibration of aqueous solu-/
tions of mesna is HClO4 0.1 M.In this medium linear calibration graphs be-
tween 4 X 10-7 M and 8 X 10-5 M are obtained. Greater sensibility is found
when AC signals are used for analytical purposes. In fact calibration plots
are found covering three exponetial order of magnitude (from 10-7 to 10-4 M).
Urine samples
Mesna can be analized in urine by usinga very simple method. The sample -/

is defrosted , centrifugated and mixed with Ac/AcH buffer (pH 5) in the pro-
portion 1 : 1. After that the DPP or AC signal is recorder.Either calibra-
tion or standard addition method may be followed.

In a urine pool comprising a mixture of at least 40 individual samples -/
the detection limit found for AC is less than 10-7 M and linear calibration
graphs close to three exponetial order of magnitude were found.Although AC
blank signal is not so clean as DP one's is.
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OXIDATIVE AMPEROMETRIC DETECTION IN HPLC
DETERMINATION OF ANTICANCER DRUG METHOTREXATE*

MIRANDA ORDIERES,A.J.,TURON BLANCO,P.,COSTA GARCIA,A.,
GARCIA FERNANDEZ,M.A.,ARRIBAS JIMENO.S.

Department of Analytical Chemistry.University of Oviedo.
Asturias.Spain.

INTRODUCTION.-
The anticancer drug Methotrexate yields anodic processes at

glassy carbon electrodes,useful for amperometric measurements in flowing
systems.A carefully selection of mobile phase composition and pH can over-
come problems arising from large possitive applied potentials and electro-
de fouling by electrochemical reaction products.

EXPERIMENTAL.-
Anodic behaviour of MTX at glassy carbon electrode was exami-

ned by cyclic voltametry in aqueous (Britton Robinson buffer ) and aqueous-
methanolic (Phosphate buffer ) media.A wall-jet je cell was used as ampe-
rometric detector.Reverse phase chromatography ( uI8 column ) with isocra-
tic elution provides MTX separation from naturally occurring serum compo-
nents.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.-
Cyclic voltammetric curves show an anodic peak in the pH ran-

ge 1-10 at slow scan rates.No cathodic peaks corresponding to this process 1,
were observed on the available potential range at scan rates up to 500 mVs.
Dependences of peak potential and peak current with pH are shown in Figurel.

Severe electrode fouling caused by

reaction product adsorption was in-

dicated by decrease of both peak

current and no values with suces-

sive scans.Electrode activation by

polishing with Alox powder and in-

O,0 o,3 mersion in pure methanol yields anl a 0 aacceptable reproductibility of CV
curves.

As expected addition of increa-

sing amounts of organic solvent to0.9 0, " 4 background electrolyte reduces elec-

trode fouling problems.In pH=3,O

kphosphate buffer, a 25 % v/v of ad-
ded methanol allows self-cleaning
of electrode surface if solution is

2 6 8 41) stirred for 3 minutes between su-

cessive scans, yielding excellent

H reproductibility of C.V. curves.
In this background electrolyte, be-

This work was funded by Spanish Commission for Research and Technology
( CAICYT ) Project No 1182/81.

I_7
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haviour of anodic peak ( E = + 1,01 V vs. Ag/AgCl/sat.KCl at 20 mVs-

not=0,8 ) indicates an irreversible.diffusion-controlled process.
MTX is strongly retained in C columns.Retention time increases as

mobile phase pH decreases.So,more acI~ic mobile phase allows the use of hi-
gher contents of organic solvent,permiting k values to remain adequate in
order to chromatographic separation.Oxidation of background electrolyte oc-
curs at more possitive potentials as pH decreases,whereas MTX peak potential
and peak current remain almost constant in the pH range 3,5 - 10 .Accordin-
gly the use of a mobile phase with pH close to 3,5 enables the application
of more possitive potentialsas well as a higher content of organic solvent,
the latter enhancing the electrode self cleaning effect.

Experimental results indicates that in 0,025 M phosphate buffer pH=3,C
containing 28 % methanol,working electrode activity remains constant for mo-
re than 40 hours of continuous operation under an applied potential of
+ 1,15 V ( Ag/AgCl/sat KC1 ).Conversely at pH=5 and 20 % methanol,applied
potentials higher than 1,00 V origines a rapid decrease in peak heigth for
sucessive inyections of fixed amounts of MTX.

Obviouslyfinal selection of mobile phase composition and pH must be
a compromise between separation and detection requirements.A good separation
of MTX from matrix components was obtained with 0,025 M phosphati buffer
pH=3,0 containing 25 % of methanol,at a flow rate of 0,8 ml min- and 30*C,
and detecticr at + 1,10 V.A calibration plof obtained in this conditions was
linear between 0,45 and 226 ng of MT4 inyected.Detection limit for MTX assay
in human serum was found to be 5xlO- M.
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PHASE SELECTIVE ALTERNATING CURRENT POLAROGRAPHIC

DETERMINATION OF METHOTREXATE IN BIOLOGICAL MATRICES*

A.J. MIRANDA ORDIERES, P. TUiON BLANCO, A. COSTA GARCIA
and S. ARRIBAS JIMENO

Department of Analytical Chemistry
University of Oviedo.Asturias.Spain

Prevention of toxic side effects in high-dose Methotrexate (MTX) therapy
of a widw variety of tumors requires drug monitorization of serum concentra

tion at submicromolar level. Present paper examines the performance of AC
polarographic methods applied to resolve this problem.
EXPERIMENTAL
AC polarography was carried out by using a Metrohm E-506 polarograph ope-

rating at fixed frequency ( 75 Hz ). MTX electroreduction was examined also
in DC and DP polarography and cyclic voltammetry at HMDE.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MTX originates up to three reduction processes at DME, the first of them

being a two electron reduction with an EC mechanism1 . This process gives ri-
se to an AC polarographic peak whose potential as a pH function is expressed
by the following equations ( potentials measured vs. SCE ),

(1) ep = -0.211 - 0.070 pH 1 pH 3.4
(2) ep = -0.259 - 0.056 pH 3.4 pH 7.5

(3) ep = -0.162 - 0.069 pH 7.5 pH 12
AC peak potential values show great coincidence with DC half wave potentials
on the whole pH range.

DC polarograms at the concentration level of 5 X 10 - 5 M in MTX exhibit a
prewave at pH higher than 3.1 which gradually disappears with increasing pH,
becoming unappreciable at pH 6. At pH 7 a postwave starts to develop.Its -/
height increases and its halfwave potentials shifts to more positive values
with increasing pH. These results, indicating reactant and product adsorp-
tion, were confirmed by cyclic voltammetric experiments. At MTX concentra-
tions lower than 5 X 10-6 M CV curves shape is completely simmetrical,appea-
ring both anodic and cathodic peaks at the same potential. Ratio of anodic

to cathodic peak current is close to 1, and the current of both peaks in-
creases linearly with electrode-solution contact time.
pH range 2.2- 3.5 was found to be suitable for analytical purposes in AC

polarography.Peak currents reach their maximum value in this range. At pH
3.5 ( ep = -0.460 V ) and 5 X 10-6 M in MTX , peak width at its half height
is 65 mV ( 90/n for a reversible process ).Plot of ip versus drop time power

to 7/6 is linear with an intercept near 0. ep being independent of drop ti-
me. Linear dependences of ip upon h-I / 2 , MTX concentration and e were also

established. These results are in agreement with theoretical predictions2 /
for a quasi reversible charge transfer coupled with both reactant and pro-
duct adsorption under Langmuir isotherm conditions.

Calibration plot of i vs. bulk MTX concentration presents a linear dina-
mic range from 1.00 X 18-8 m to 1.05 X 10- 5 M ( r= 0.999 ). Measurements /

*This work was funded by the Spanish Commission for Research and Technolo-
aa (CAICYT). Project No. 1182/81
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gere made in ttTe sampled current mode with an amplitude modulation of 30 mV
and a drop time of 0.8 a. These conditions were found to be suitable for -/
analytical determination of MTX in human serum.Due to strong interferences
caused by serum proteins, a sample clean-up procedure must be used. MTX ex-
traction from serum samples with reversed -phase C18 cartridges (Sep-Pak,
Waters), after protein precipitation with HC1O4 , yields a mean recovery -

value of 42 %. Addition of known amounts of MTX to a solution containing /
the extract of 2 ml of human pooled serum dissolved in 6 ml of Britton-
Robinson buffer (pH 2.2), yields a linear calibration plot. The detection
limit found was of 27 ng of MTX. Standard additions method is recommended
for MTX quantitation in serum samples.
A comparison of AC abd DP polarograms of serum blanks and samples shows

that AC method produces cleaner blanks and superior sensitivity. In fact /
sensitivity of AC measurement is essentially limited by capacitive current,
whereas DP polarograms show interferences from matrix components undergoing
reduction processes at potentials close to that of MTX peak.

REFERENCES
1 R.C. Gurira and L.D. Bowers, J. Electroanal. Chem., 146(1983)109
2 E. Laviron, J. Electroanal. Chem., 97(1979)135
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VOLTAMMETRIC TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO THE STUDY
OF THE HYDROLISIS OF S-ADENOSIL L- METHIONINE*

J.L. MURIZ ALVAREZ, A.J. MIRANDA ORDIERES
P. TURON BLANCO, A. COSTA GARCIA and S. ARRIBAS JIMENO

Department of Analytical Chemistry
University of Oviedo.Asturias.(Spain)

S-adenosil methionine is a molecule of great biological importance.It was

first formulated in 1952 by G.L.Cantonil and the ordinary and natural via of
synthesis consists in the combination of methionine and ATP-derived adenosin.

The biological importance of S-adenosil methionine (SAMe) is attributed to
the fact that it participates actively in innumerable biological processes/
that take place via transmetilation.This unique fact explains the great cli-
nical and biochemical interest in pharmaceuticals containing SAMe in a wide
spectrum of therapeutical uses ranging from liver diseases to mental disor-
ders. 2
According to R.T.Borchardt *SAMe suffers a strong hydrollsis reaction in/

strong alkaline media ( OH->O.05 M ) with the production of adenine and pen-
tosilmethionine exclusively whereas if a weaker alkaline medium is used, the
re is a further and competitive hydrolisis reaction which leads to the for-
mation of homocysteine lactone and methylthioadenosine.
EXPERIMENTAL 3
As mentioned in a previous study , SAMe originates anodic and cathodic /

processes in a stationary mercury electrode which are strongly influenced by
the pH of the medium; these processes have been studied by means of cvclic/
voltammetric techniques.

Both cyclic voltammetry and and cathodic stripping voltammetry were used/
to study the evolution of SAMe hy-
drolisis reactions ; the formation
of the cathodic peak was observed 130
in both cases. Figure 1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
From pH up to a concentration of 1101

NaOH 0.1 M, SAMe originates catho-
dic stripping processes which cle-
arly show the evolution of the SA-
Me solution as a function of time. q0

The fact that these processes are
not seen at smaller pH values --/
shows that the hydrolisis either/ O
does not take place or that the /
kinetics is extremely slow.Finally,
it is possible that the hydrolisis
of SAMe under stronger alkaline / |0 to 30 40
conditions originates products in- t

*This work was funded by the Spanish Commission for Research and Technology
(CAICYT).Project No.1182/81.
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capable of experimenting cathodic strip-
ning.

In a Britton-Robinson pH 12 buffer,the
stripping peak reamains stabilized three
and a half hours after the initial solu-
tion preparation.In NaOH 0.01 M,the SAMe
solution evolves at a faster rate and /
peak stabilization takes place after 25
minutes.(Figure 1).This study was carried
out on a 10- 5 M solution of SAMe and if
thiis concentration is submitted to a cy-
clic scan at a rate of 20 mV s-I the vol ^A
tagram shown in Figure 2 is obtained.As
shown in the figure,cathodic and anodic 1004V

peaks appear when the potentials are -/
close to -0.2 V.The time needed for sta- 4-OSV
biling the solution is reduced when the
concentrations of NaOH exceed 0.01 M
a concentration of 0.05 M or higher - /
causes the peak current to be stabilized
instantaneously.

ANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS
The cathodic stripping peak can be -/

used for analytical purposes and sensi-
tivity may be improved by pulse scanning.

In aqueous solutions of SAMe, a depo-
sition time of 1 minute at a potential - Figure 2
of -0.02 V and a pulse amplitude of 25
mV originate a detection limit of 10-8 M.
kt the same time,linear calibrations -/
from 10-8 to 7.0 X 10-7 M for SAMe con-
centrations are found.

The method can also be used for the de
zermination of SAMe in serum provided /
that the sample is previously cleaned by

pissing it through a Sep-Pak C18 cartridge with a H3PO4 /NH3 pH 8 buffer and
f:uting with H PO4 0.025 M. 7
Recovery is ?ound to be 60.5 % with a detection limit of 10- M and linear

calibrations may be obtained from 10-7 to 2.5 X 10-6 M.

REFERENCES
1 G.L. Cantoni, J.Amer.Chem.Soc., 74(1952)2942.
2 R.T. Borchardt, J.Amer.Chem.Soc., 101(1979)458.
3 Work presented to the "XX Reuni6n Bienal de la R.S.E.Q." 1984 Castell6n.

Spain.
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DETERMINATION OF BIOLOGICALLY INTERESTING

MOLECULES BY PULSE VOLTAMMETRY

J. OSTERYOUNG, M. WOJCIECHOWSKI, A. WEBBER AND E. TAKEUCHI

Department of Chemistry, State University of New York at Buffalo,

Buffalo, New York (U.S.A.)

Pulse voltammetry comprizes a suite of techniques based on current-
sampled chronoamperometry, the most important of which are normal pulse,
differential pulse, staircase, and square wave voltammetry. These techniques
are described in Figure 1. 1 These techniques provide many possibilities for

EL ±i ILA"G~ hc'l6flipL.t i iol , ,' .- Is
Alt' - Z.Vis

tT AE,- SO-Y.
AtA1,- n t

at$$. A , AI- 5- .

A Z F At. - 1O.v

Figl. I. Potential-time sequence and resulting current-time

responsel inI pulse voltemmet'r.

analytical and mechanistic studies of biologically interesting molecules.
The examples described here include mechanistic and analytical studies of an
antibacterial agent, 1,2-dibromo-2,4-dicyanobutane (DBDCB),2 of reduced
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and related compounds 3

w4 and of a
proposed intracellular intermediate in nitrate-induced vasodilatation,
N-acetyl penicillamine thionitrite (RSNO).5  These examples illustrate a
range of mechanisms, compound types, techniques, and electrodes.

The Compound DBDCB. In general organic halides undergo irrversible
cathodic reduction with formation of halide ions and organic product on
products. Vicinal dihalides usually loose halides in a single two-electron
step which yields an olefin. Because the cyanide group is strongly electron-
withdrawing, halogenated alkyl nitriles are reduced at more positive potentials

than corresponding alkyl halides. It is widely observed that mercury elec-
trodes participate chemically in the reduction process. Cyclic staircase
voltammetry (Figure 2) shows the strong catalytic effect of the mercury
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electrode on the first reduction process which corresponds to the reaction

CNI - -

H2C C - CH2CH2CN + 2e C CN2H6 + 2Br (1)

Br Br

in which C6N2H 6 is most probably 2,4-dicyano-l-butene. The solubility of

DBDCB in water was determined by reverse pulse polarography6 as 0.16+O.01%.

The compound NADH. The compound NADH can be converted to and held for

a period of hours in its hydrated form which results from adding water across
the 5,6-double bond of the nicotinamide ring. This compound adsorbs on
mercury surfaces under diffusion-control and gives rise to a cathodic stripping

current proportional to concentration in solution. The technique of choice
for determination is square wave voltammetry, although staircase voltammetry
can be used as well. The detection limit is less than 7 nM, and the range of

linear response covers 2-3 orders of magnitude change in concentration of NADH.
Nicotinamide adenine dinculeotide (NAD+) and related compounds exhibit very
similar electrochemical response, which is due to a 4H+-4e- totally irreversible

reduction of the adsorbed adenine moiety.4

The Compound RSNO. 5 Thionitrites are proposed intracellular intermediates
in organic nitrate-induced mammalian vasodilatation. Although these inter-
mediates have been demonstrated indirectly no sensitive quantitative methods
for direct determination have been developed previously. On mercury elec-
trodes a reversible pH-dependent wave appears which is the same as that for
the parent penicillamine and probably corresponds to the reaction

RSNO + Hg + H2 0 - RSHg + HONO + H+ + e- (2)

An irreversible wave appears at more negative potentials at both mercury and

glassy carbon electrodes which appears to be due to the reaction

RSNO + H+ + e- RSH + NO (3)
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This reaction can be used for analytical purposes employing square wave

voltammetry as shown in Figure 3 with resulting detection limits ca 40 pM and

30
a.

-6.4 -6.5 -6.6 -0-. -0.0 --.

POTENTIR, VO-TS

figure 3. Sq'are g v O tetrY Of K-60etYl Wenl 1l1MIne tnion'trite
Trcm 0.1 o to i em in steps ot 0.1 w. 0.1, HC 'K:1. p

2.0. St*a heliht - 5 V. Amplitude . 25 eV. frequency . 10

linear range up to 1.5 mM.
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POLAROGRAPHIC AND VOLTAMMETRIC STUDY OF 2-MERCAPTOETHANOL

AND ITS COMPLEXES WITH CADMIUM (II) ION

E. Casassas, C. Ario and M. Esteban

Department Quimica Analitica. Fac. Quimica. Univ. Barcelona

Av. Diagonal, 647. 08028-Barcelona (Spain)

A polarographic study of 2-mercaptoethanol (RSH) and its

Cd(II)-complexes at different pli and RSH concentrations by

ZC, DP, AC I and AC 2 polarography is described. A compara-

tive study by cyclic voltammetry at H4DE has been made.

In the electrocapillary curves of Hg in Cd(II)-ion solutions

an important deformation appears at more positive potentials

than -0.7 v, depending on the pH, when RSH is present in the

solution (Fig. 1). These deformed curves are very similar

to thcse obtained in Cd(Ii)-free RSH solutions.

pH
--- $

Eetroapllr cuve ofH nasouino

2/A ...... .

24' :\ 4. "Cu

'1.'

zig. ".- Electrocapillary curves of Hg in a solution of
8 :c- mole dm"3 Cd(II), 6.5 10- mole dr -3 PSH, 0.5 mole dm-S

r&ac1Q4 at different pH. Continuous line: Cd(II)-NaClO4

sol1ut ion.
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As a consequence, if the morphology of the Cd(II)-ion

reduction polarograms is greatly affected by the presence

of RSH, especially by AC techniques. Lack of reversibility

is shown by the fact that the potential shifts produced in

the polarograms by the addition of RSH into the Cd(II)

solutions are dependent on the employed technique (1). The

reduction of Cd(II) ion in the presence of RSH is not

diffusion-controlled, as the dependence of id vs t drop

shows.

Cyclic voltammograms of Cd(II)-ion reduction in the presence

of RSH do not meet the usual criteria of reversibility (2).

The reversibility deviation is also shown by the morphology

of the voltammograms. The potential shifts produced by the

addition of RSH in Cd(II)-ion solutions, as measured by

cyclic voltammetry, are always higher than those measured

by polarography at the same experimental conditions.

- RSH
7- 7-RSH

-05 
0  

VV

Fig. 2.- Cyclic voltammograms of RSH and Cd(II)-RSH. 1 1O
- 4

mole dm- 3 Cd(II) and 6,5 10- 4 mole dm-3 RSH. pH 6,5.
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The anodic scan of RSH shows two polarographic waves: an

adsorption pre-wave at -0.55 v and a diffusion wave at

-0.3 v, due to mercury oxidation with mercaptide formation

(3). A cyclic voltammetric scan shows a wave at -0.21 v,

and another one at -0.51 v (these potential values are the

cathodic peak potentials). The second one shows overlaped

peak at -0.59 v. Neither diffusion nor reversible criteria

are verified. It is abserved an influence of the pH on the

waves. If Cd(II) ion is present the morphology of RSH

voltammograms changes as Fig. 2 shows. It is observed a

shift from the -0.21 v wave to -0.31 v. The value of

Ecat'-E an changes from 100 mv to 20 my, as the figure shows.

Studies of cathodic peak current and peak potential vs

scan rate at different pH and RSH concentrations are also

described.

Mercury mercaptide formation on the electrode allowed

-o developa CSV-method for RSH determination (4).

REFERENCES
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POLAROGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE ANODIC OXIDATION OF MERCURY IN THE

PRESENCE OF THIOETHER CARBOXYLIC ACIDS.

E. Casassas , M. Esteban and C. Ario

Depart. Quimica Analitica, Fac. Quimica, Univ. Barcelona.

Av. Diagonal 647 08028-Barcelona (SPAIN)

The anodic oxidation of mercury in the presence of

mercapto compounds and ligands that contain mercapto and

carboxylic groups has been largely studied. On * .

the study in the presence of thioether compounds has been

very limited (1, 2).

The thioether carboxylic acids studied in this work have

been: methylthioacetic, CH 3 -S-CH 2 -COOH (mta); 2,2'-thiobis-

acetic, S(CH 2-COOH) 2  (tba); 3,3'-thiobispropanoic, (tbp)

S(CH 2 -CH 2 -COOH) 2 ; 2,2'- [1,1-methandiylbis(thio)] bisacetic,

H 2C(S-CH 2 -COOH)2  (mdbt) and 2,2'- [1.2-ethandiylbis(thio 1

bisacetic, (H2C-S-CH 2-COOH) 2 (edbt).

A systematic study of the influence of general and instru-
mental parameters in the anodic oxidation of mercury in the

presence of these thioether carboxylic acids has been made by

DC(rapid), DP, AC 1 and AC 2 polarography, cyclic voltammetry

and coulometric measurements at constant potential.

The electrocapillary curves show the very small tendency

of thioether group towards adsorption in DME, in accordance

with the expected results (3).

Poorly developed, for mta, and better developed, for tba

and tbp, anodic DC waves are obtained. At pH>3 the DC curves

show two anodic waves, the second one being a current spike

typical of the change in the electrode surface covering (4).

The DP and AC polarographic curves show two anodic peaks,

in the pH range 2-11, for mdbt, and one anodic peak, in the
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pH range 2-7, for edbt.

The dependence of E X and Ep vs pH shows a behaviour depen-

ding on the pH range with respect pK values. Table 1 shows
a

the mean slope values observed in each case by four polaro-

graphic techniques.

Table I : Men loP values of the dependence* of Z end P

vs pH by four polaroarepnic tecnqtues.a

Compound pH pK1  pK 1  pH< pK2  PH pK2

ota 59 0.5 (at pH pK1) -

tba 120 60 0.75

tbp 120 60 0.75

sdbt 60 30 0.50

Gdbt so 30 0.50

In each case, E % and Ep of the main wave and peak shows a

linear variation with the logarithm of concentration with a

slope value of ca. 30 mV, except for mta at concentrations

lower than 0.5 mM and pH<3 that is independent of concentration.

Relationships of Ip or Id vs concentration are linear in each
case. For mta two kinds of linearity occurs, the first one at

low concentrations with slope value double of the corresponding

at high concentrations. For mta, tba and tbp the plots of E

vs log[(Id-I) 2/I] are straight lines with slope values of ca.

29 mV. The main waves are diffusion-controlled.

The study of mdbt and edbt shows analogous results and

similar kind of behaviour.

The coulometric oxidation of mercury at constant potential

in the presence of the thioethers shows the transfer of one
(mta and edbt) and two (the rest) electrons per molecule.

During each coulometic experiment the formation of an
insoluble brown compound which quickly turns black is observed.

Elemental analysis shows that these compounds are not pure,

and that their composition varies with time. These facts show

that in the coulometric processes Hg(I) compounds are formed

which undergoes disproportionation. IF spectra show the

carboxylate bidentate coordination and the Hg-S bands.

Typical cyclic voltammograms of thioethers are similar to

the shown in Fig 1. The main anodic peak has the characteris-

tics of diffusion-controlled process. The AE values increase
P
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with increasing scan rates, as corresponds to a not fully

reversible process.

EV

/ /
'- ' .., ./ -.- -

%,/

EV

Fig I Cyclic voltammogram of a 1.294 10- 2 M mta solution.

The results are coherent with the following overall processes:

a) For mta, the 1:2 Hg I-mta complex formation which undergoes

disproportionation to the Hg I I- complex; b) For tba and tbp,

the 1:2 Hg I-L complex formation which undergoes to the stable

HgL2- complex (5). In the coulometric conditions the HgL.8H2 0

formation is very probably (5); c) For mdbt, the 1:1 Hg'Lmdbt

complex formation; d) For edbt, the HgZ2 - complex formation,

in accordance with the results of Suznjevic et al. (1).
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POLA&ROGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF TITANIUM AT TRACE LEVEL

Y. CASTRILLEJO, E. BARRADO, R. PARDO and P. SANCHEZ BATANERO
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences,
Valladolid, Spain

The titanium(IV) can be determined at trace level by using a
combination of two reactions, the first being an amplification
one between titanium(IV) and 12-molybdophosphoric acid (12-MoPA)
to give a ternary heteropolymolibdio acid with a 11lsi
stoichiometry, i.e. 11-molybdophosphotitanic acid (11-MoPTiA)I!

PMo 1 2 4 0
3 - + TiO2 + + H20 - PTiMo 1 1O40

5- Hlo03 3 HM (I)

This reaction is combined with a polarographic reduction based
on the catalytic effect produced by the molybdenum(VI) on the
reduction of the hydrogen peroxide, according to the mechanism
proposed by Kolthoff and Parry 2 :
Mo 4

2 - + H 202  oO 2- 4. 2 H - 2 M 4  H (2)
H202 2

The analytical procedure implies: a) the formation of the
11-MoPTiA, b) elimination of the excess of 12-MoPA by extraction
with an organic solvent, c) extraction of 11-MoPTIA, d) stripping
of the 11-MoPTIA to aqueous medium and e) determination of the
molybdenum(VI) bonded to titanium(IV) by the polarographic
reaction. The 11:1 amplification provided by the reaction (1)
and the high sensitivity of (2), permits the accure determination
of titanium(IV) in the ppb range.

Indicator reaction
Altough the polarographic reductions of both, hydrogen peroxide
or molybdenum(VI) does not have analytical applications, when
the two species coexist in an acid solution, a catalytic current
is obtained, which is proportional to the concentrations of both
reagents. In the adequate conditions, that current can be used as

a basis for the molybdenum(VI)
determination. (Figure I shows

10 the obtained polarograms). The
optimal conditions for the" H202 development of the current are:

Mo(I)+202/112S04/=0.2 M' and /H1202/=0.02 MI.
SM°(VI)4H 202  The molybdenum(VI) is then

determined by measuring the
5- height of the wave at 0.2 V

(vs. SCE), in the concentration
range comprised between
5.0.10-7 and 1.2.10-5 M.
The presence of phosphate and/

Mo(VI) /or titanium(IV) does not
affect neither the shape nor

0.5 0 -0.5 E (V) the height of the polarograms.

Figure 1
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Amplificationl reaction
The 1i-MoPTia is produced in acid media from titanium(IV) and
12-MoPA, being necessary an excess of the last to form
quantitatively the ternakry. Due to this excess and also to the
inspecifity of the indicator reaction, which detects all the
molybdiC species and not only the ternary one, it is necessary
to isolate the 114{oPTiA before to carry out the polarographic
reaction, as was outlined previously. Some parameters oimplied
in the analytical procedure are known from previous wrks3,4 ,
i.e. the corresponding to the steps b), d) and e).,so were
fixed at their optimum values (See Table 1). The parameters
corresponding to the formation and extraction of the 114toPTiA
(steps a) and c)X were optimized by using the Super Modified
Simplex method (S.M.S)S. This method permits to reach the
optimal values of the parameters (amounts of 12-MoPA and

Uperchloric acid in the a) step, and the amount of perchloric
acid of the c) step) with a smaller number of experiments than
a classical parameter-to-parameter approach. The optimal values
along with the rest of the procedure are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Step Reagent Amount

11-MoPTiA Formation 10-2 M 12-MoPA 0.55 ml
2 M HlC10 4  1.00 ml

________________ Ti sample carry to 25 ml

12-.MoPA Elimination Ethyl acetate two 25 mI-portions
11--MoPTiA Extraction 10 M HC104 3.00 ml

______________ MIBK 10 ml

MO(VI) Stripping 1 M NaOH 25 ml

MO(VI) Determination 4 m ii 2 S04 5.00 ml
0,2 M H202 10.00 ml

______________________________ carry to 100 ml

Bly using the proposed procedure,titanium(IV) can be determined
between i.O.Io-7 m (4.79 pg/I) and 1.4.10-6 m (67.06 pg/I). The
calculated detection limit is 4.09 pag/l.
The effect of other elements which can also give heteromolybdic

species was also studied. Their maximum molar ratio Element:
sti~anium(IV) allowed werei Silicon (300:1), Arsenic (20011),
Germanium (25:1), Thorium (3:1), Vanadium (0.3:1), Zirconium
(0.3:1). Therefore only the two last elements produce a serious
interference and must be previously eliminated.

The method has been applied to certified aluminium samples with
good results.
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DETERMINATION OF ARSENIC AND GERMANIUM BY MEANS OF AN INDIRECT
POLAROGRAPHIC METHOD

M. BARAJAS, E. del REAL, R. PARDO, Y. CASTRILLEJO, E. BARRADO
and P. SANCHEZ BATANERO
Department of Analytical Chemistry. Valladolid. (Spain)

Arsenic, Germanium, Phosphorus and Silicon react with Mo(VI) to
form binary heteropolyacids. The two later have been determined
using this reaction and detecting the Mo(VI) bonded with them1,2 .
In this paper a similar procedure for Ge(IV) and As(V) is proposed.

The Mo(VI) is determined by measurement of the hydrogen peroxide
catalytic wave in the presence of Mo(VI). The mechanism of this
reaction was proposed by Kolthoff and Parry3, and in the optimal
conditions1 , IH so4 1 = 0.2 M and jH 0,! = 0.02 M, the Mo(VI) can
be determined beiween 5.0.O-10 7M and q.1 .0-5M. By combining the
amplification 12:1 provided by the binary heteropolykcid formation
with this sensible signal, arsenic and germanium can be determined
at trace level. Moreover, the presence of As(V) and Ge(IV) in the
measurement medium affect neither the shape nor the height of the
polarograms.

Amplification reactions

The amplification reactions occur according to 4-
H3rAs0 4 + 12 HMoO " + 15 H20 ======== AsMo 2 0 + 15 H 30+

GeO .H 0+12 HM0o + 17 HO ============ GeMo1 40 + 16 H 0+2 2 3 2 12 40 3
The steps involved in the

+0 procedure, shown in Figure
Mo(VI),XH 10 1, are : a) formation of

binary he teropolyac ids
(MaA and MoGA), b) iso-

MOXA , MoA lation of the Mo(VI) excess
necessary for a quantitative
formation, by means of ex-

phase Organic laye traction with an organicMo(VI) M OXA , MoA solvent, c) washings of theM()MXA oAorgai-ic layer and e)

stripping of the hetero-
Organic layer Aqu. phase polyacids to aqueous medium.

MoXA M GA a) Formation
Figure 2 shows the yield

of the heteropolyacids
Organic layer Aqu. phase formation versus acid

Mo(VI), X concentration. The adequate
pH is obtained with 0.15 M

X= Ifeteroatom(As,Ge) and 0.40 M H2s0 4 solutions,
Fig. 1 24sltos
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respectively, for As and Ge. The
solution contains also an excess of
Mo(VI), necessary for a quantitative

Fig. 2 reaction. The optimun MoO- concen-I tration is 2 ml of 2% amminium
paramolybdate for As and lml for Ge,
and 15 minutes of reaction are enough.SoGSA b) Extraction

Due to Mo(VI) excess, it is necessary
to carry out a selective extraction

MaAsA of 12-4oAAk and 12-4oGeA with an

organic solvent, since the indicator
reaction will detect all Mo(VI)
present in the solution and not only

0.2 o.4 that arising from heteropolyacids.

H2so. The use of Esters, selective extrac-
tants of phosphorus, and the mixture

diethylether-n-pentanol, used for silicon, were rejected. Intead,
n-butanol for arsenic and methyl-isobuthylketone (MIBK) for Ge
happened to be the most efficient.

c) Washing
H SO was used to wash the organic layer. The pH range is not

criiical and a concentration of 0.8 H is choosen. Two 10-ml portions
are enough to decrease the signal of the blanks.

c)S tipping
The heteropolyacids were stripped out to an aqueous solution with

NaOH according to t 2-
H4AsMo 02040- 27 OH ==::====== 12 MoO + As04 15 H 2
H/4 GeM o120 40 + 25 OH- ===== 12 MoO' 4 + GeO (OH) ;+ "2

The pH of these extracts was then adjusted to about 4 with sulphuric
acid, which gives the correct conditions for the indicator reaction.

TABLE I

STEP REAGENT As Ge

Formation 2% (N4)2° 7024 2 ml 1 ml
5 M H2SOL 0,7.5 ml 2 ml

n-Butanol 10 ml -Ext rac tion
MIBK - 10 ml

0.8 M H2 SO 10 ml 10 ml
Wash__ngO Operations 2 2

Stripped out 1 M NaOH 25 ml 25 ml

Initial PH 4 4
Detection 4 M H2 SO 4  5 ml 5 ml

0.2 M H2 0 2  10 ml 10 ml

-
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Table 1 shows the optimal values of all variables involved in the
experimental procedure. In the Table 2 we present the parameters
of the calibration lines whereas Table 3 shows the interfering
action produced by some elements along their maximum ratio
element/determinant allowed.

TABLE 2

Parameters of calibration lines

As Ge

Interval (M) I.0.10-7-I.2.10 -6 10110-71.0.10

Intercept (PA) -0.09 0.23

Slope(pAmol- 1l) 0.895 .10 7  1.26.106

R 0.993 0.999

Detection ]4mits 2.5 3.92
(pg )

TABLE 3

Interference of some elements

Molar ratio, assuming a mean concentration
of determinand of 5.10- / M

Element Interf./As Interf./Ge

P 0.15/1 . 1.25/1

Si 30/1 2.5/1
Ge 0.4/1 -

As 67/1
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STUDY OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF MINERAL SOLID
SUBSTANCES USING A HOME-MADE CARBON PASTE ELECTRODE

M. EGUREN; M.L. TASCON; M.D. VAZQUEZ and P.SANCHEZ BATANERO
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Valladolid ( Spain ).

INTRODUCTION
The electrochemical behaviour of the casiterite has been studied by cyclic

voltammetry. For it we have used a carbon paste electrode, whose main utility
is the analysis of mineral compounds with small solubility, such as oxides
of iron1 ,2 . manganesum3 ,4 or sulfides of copper 5, iron 6 , lead7 .....

From the current-voltage curves obtained, it is possible a identification
of the chemical species present in the sample, as well as their oxidation
states and their red-ox mechanism. In some cases, quantitative determination
can be also carried out.
EXPERIMENTAL

The working electrode used in the work is a carbon paste electrode obtai-
ned by mixing powdered grphite, a electrolytic binder and the sample to be
studied. The construction and performance of a such electrode is described
in several papers8 ,9.

In our case the amounts used were: 80 mg of U.P.C. graphite II grade,
an amount of casiterite comprised between 0.5 and 12 mg, and the binder:
40 ml of 1.8 M sulphuric acid. The mixed paste is put into a J-shape glass
tube, and a platinum wire ensures the electric contac.

The working electrode, as well as a refernce electrode ( satured calomel
electrode) and a platinum counter-electrode are immersed in a measuring cell
which contains a solution whose composition is the same than the electrolyte
used a binder, i.e. 1.8 M sulphuric acid.

The record the voltammetric curves we used a 551 AMEL potentiostat,
in combination with an 560-A AMEL interface unit, a 556 AMEL function genera-
tor and LY 1700 LINSEIS X-Y register.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A previous study was carried out to choose the optimal concentration of
both the background electrolyte and binder which must have the same composi-
tion. Several acids and concentrations were tested, and the best results were
obtained with 1.8 M sulphuric acid, which was used in all posterior studies.
A voltage scan rate of 0.5 mV/s, was used giving voltammetric curves with a
good definition.
1- Voltammetrv of the casiterite. Elucidation of the peaks.

'When a 2.0 mg sample of casiterite is scanned from the potential of'
null-intensity ( 0.2 V ) to 1.2 V, no anodic peaks are obtained. If the first
scan is carried out from 0.20 to -0.30 V, the voltammetric curves presents
two cathodic peaks ( cl and cj in Figure 1 ). The subsequent anodic scan
shows an only peak at 0.015 V ( A in Figure 1 ). A new cathodic scan produces
an only cathodic peak at -0.065 V ( c6 in the Figure I ).

The cyclic voitammetry ( between +0.60 to -0.30 V ) shows than the peaks
A and C are related, whereas c, and cj are transformes in C. The peaks
A and C can be assigned to the electrochemical reaction:

Sn
4 + 2 e- - n+2
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A20y.A FIGURE 1

-0. 30je 9

C

The peaks cI and cj , which only appear in the first cathodic scan,
can be related to the reduction of SnO2 in its two Wand I3 forms, according
to:

+ - +2
(( orj4 SnO2  4 H + 2e- Sn + 2H0

2.- Electrolysis of the casiterite
After the elucidation of the current peaks, we have carried out an attempt

to determine quantitatively the SnO 2 . The potential of the working electrode is
fixed at a value of -0.30 V sufficient to reduce to Sni4 without any interfe-
ring effect proceeding from the reduction of the medium. If cyclic scans
are made after the electrolysis, the height of the obtained peaks increase
in each sucessive scan. Notwithstanding, if the electrolysis time is higher
than 45 minutes, not variation of the height peaks is found in the different
scans. In these conditions there is a linear relation between the SnO2
amount in the carbci paste and the peak area.
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ANALYSIS OF THE OXIDATIVE SULFONATION OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS

U.NICKEL, M. SCHNEIDER and W. JAENICKE

Institute for Physical Chemistry, Erlangen (W. Germany)

Sulphite is often used as an antioxidant in chemical processes,
especially in photographic ,avelopers. Sometimes the oxidation
products are only reduced by this antioxidant, sometimes, how-
ever, they are sulfonated. By this second reaction the most im-
portant developing substance in black-white photography, hydro-
quinone, is transformed into hydroquinonemonosulfonic acid, which
reduces silver halogenid even better than hydroquinone itself.
Thus superadditivity may occur, especially in presence of some
other reducing agents. Reactions of this type were studied inten-
sively some time ago in electrochemical investigations (1,2).

In colour photography the most important developing substances
are N,N-dialkyl substituted p-phenylenediamines. But since their
oxidation products, p-quinonediimines, are needed for the forma-
tion of the colour by coupling with an adequate organic compound,
any reaction with sulphite will decrease the desired colour.
Therefore in colour developing solutions sulphite cannot be pre-
sent in great concentration, and it is necessary to know exactly
its reaction with p-quinonediimine in concurrence to the colour
forming coupling reactions. Some of the possible reactions are
collected in scheme I.

R
R- SO3H R- N-R

003

-)H- 
H-N-H

I-N-H H-N 0 S0,He O

IH" 3 s 3SO3

R-N-R R-R ) 101 H-0

soheme H R-NRH-M-H 10

101 H-0I

scheme 1
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Homogeneous investigations in a stopped flow apparatus indicated
that sulfonation cannot occur, if the positions 3 and (or) 5 are
occupied by alkyl groups. In this case the chinoidic intermediate
with the NR 2 -and SO H -group in position 1, which exhibit cha-
racteristic absorptijn at 270 and 420 nm, will be remarkably
stable at pH < 7, whereas at higher pH deamination to the respec-
tive quinone takes place. Acid deamination, which is possible in
the stop bath of the photographic development, yields N-substi-
tuted p-quinone-monoimines (3). In weak acid solution these com-
pounds also form stable quinoidic intermediates with sulphite. At
higher pH, however, they are deaminated to the respective quino-
nes as well. Most of these reactions can easily be observed in a
stopped flow apparatus using optical detection. Some reactions,
however, can be better observed with electrochemical methods, be-
cause the use of homogeneous oxidants sometimes causes a lot of
difficulties. Some of the results obtained by jyclic voltammo-
grams at a stationary gold electrode (0.12 cm ) are given in
figs. I - 4.

Fig. I shows that the addition of sulphite to aqueous N.N-di-
ethyl-p-phenylenediamine shifts the cv-wave and increases the
.urrent. This is due to an adsorption of sulphite and to a cata-
lytic current as observed during the oxidative sulfonation of
hydroquinone (2). Even rather small amounts of sulphite prevent a
cathodic current. This result is in agreement with those obtained
by homogeneous oxidative sulfonation yielding. sulphonated p-phe-
nylenediamines in a rather fast consecutive reaction.

Fig. 2 shows that nearly the same results as in fig 1 are ob-
tained with N.N-diethyl-3,5-dimethyl-p-aminophenol. Homogeneous
measurements, however, indicate that there occurs no sulfonation
but only the formation of the quinoidic intermediate (see scheme
I), because the positions 3 and 5 are occupied by methyl-groups.
Therefore this intermediate seems to be electrochemically inac-
tive.

Fig. 3 shows that the quinoidic intermediate is electrochemically
inactive indeed, because after the addition of sulphite to homo-
geneously oxidized N.N-diethyl-3,5-dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine or
the respective quinonemonoimine no cyclic .oltammogram can be ob-
tained. After addition of OH-, however, an electrochemically ac-
tive compound is formed by deamination. It should be 3,5-di-
methyl-p-quinone (4).

This can be proved by the cyclic voltammogram of 3,5-dimethylqui-
none, which was prepared in homogeneous solution by oxidative de-
ar ination. As demonstrated in fig. 4 it is very similar to that
obtained in fig. 3 after deamination of the sulfonated intermedi-
ate. Addition of excess sulphite, however, again produces an
electrochemically inactive substance. Therefore it is not sure
that substituted quinones are suifonated as indicated. Perhaps
quinoidic compounds are formed similar to those in scheme 1.

Thus by combination of optical and electrochemical methods the
mechanism and the kinetics of the oxidative sulphonation of sub-
stituted p-phenylenediamines, p-aminophenols and similar com-
pounds can be determined rather accurately.
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DETERMINATION OF PHOSPHOLIPIDS IN DRUGS AND BIOLOGICAL LIQUIDS

L. Campanella*, M. Mascini**, G. Palleschi**, M. Tomassetti*.

(*) (Dipartimento di Chimica, UniversitA di Roma "La Sapienza")

(**)(Dipartimento di Scienze e Tecnol.Chim.,ll Univ. di Roma)

Phosphatydilcholine is one of the most important constitu-

ting compounds of many commercial drugs commonly employed in

the biliar and hepathic affections such as hepatitis, cirrho-

sis, gallstones, in the dislipidemies, hypercholesterolemies,
arteriosclerosis and for the therapy of the brain metabolism

disfunctions. Lecithin is occasionally contained, even if at

low concentration levels, in syrups and other pharmaceutical

formulations, where it plays different roles; lastly it is

also part of many dietetic products since long time very dif-

fuse -n the commerce. It is well know also that phosphatydil- /.

choline is contained in some fluids and tissues of animals

and vegetables (bile, serum, some seeds, encephalic tissue).
The quantitative determination of lecithin in drugs and in

the above mentioned matrixes is often requested for different
reasons: quality control from the manufactures or from public

offices ad hoc appointed, determination of merceological,

bioclinical or forensic interest. The determination of leci--
thin can be performed by different chromatographic methods,
during last years especially by HPLC; all these methods ne- N

1
k

vertheless require long time, pretreatment of the sample and

complicated apparatus. For all these reasons simple and rapid
methods are looked for and, when individuated, they are expe-
rimented for many of the described analytical problems.

Lately we developed a simple method of determination of
lecithin that employs an enzymatic supersensor and the enzyme
phospholypase D in homogeneous phase. The supersensor was

obtained by immobilizing the cholineoxydase on a nylon net
and by fixing this one on a Clark electrode indicating oxygen
concentration. Lecithin is hydrolized by phosp~olipase to cho-
line and phosphatydic acid. By this method we determined leci-

thin both in some human biliar samples and in some control
sera and in some commercial drugs produced in different con-

fections: phials, caps, grams. The analysis was performed
with a flow system by which a good reproducibility (SD'=1.5%

in choline standard solutions and = 1.1% in lecithin standard

solutions) and a linearity concentration range (2.5x0 5 +

2.0x0 - 4 ) mol/l were obtained. In the Fig. the response of
the enzyme sensor at increasing choline concentration is
reported.
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A comparison between nominal and experimental value of 1le-
cithin levels was performed; the comparison was extended to
the values obtained on the same drugs by an enzymatic spectra-
photometric method. The values obtained by the new method
we developed resulted generally in a good agreement with the

nominal ones. More differently from the spectrophotometric
methods our method is free from any chromatic or turbid inter-
ference following the alcoholic extraction of the examined
drugs.
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APPLICATIONOF A FIA SYSTEM WITH AMPEROMETRIC DETECTION TO

THE DETERMINATION OF FOLMALDEHYDE.

Lucas Hernandez, Jose-Maria Pinilla and Jesus R. Procopio.

Depuatment of Anaeyticai Chemi,try, Autonoma Univeaity of/

"ad'tid, 28049 .7adrid, Spain.

A flow injection analysis system with amperometric de-

tection was performed for determination of formaldehyde in

aqueous solutions (Fig. 1). The detector was a wall-jet ti-

pe cell equiped with a gold disk electrode. The influence

of flow rate, coil length and internal diameter and injec-

tion volume on the sensitivity .las established, being their

optima values for determination 3.75 ml/min, 55 cm, 0.5 mm

and 100 ul, respectively. The carrier was a 0.1 M NaOH so-

lution. The electrode potential was 0.0 V. vs. S.C.E.. The

working range of concentrations was 0.06-1 mM HCHO and the

limit of determination 0.016 mM. The FIA-gramm obtained for

various stock solutions of formaldehyde is showed in Fig. 2.Km

The maximun sampling frecuency was about 110 samples per

hour. No deaeration of samples and carrier was necesary,

because in the working electrode potential the reduction

of solved oxigen is neglectable.

~ SD ... m

5* . - .!- .
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Fiq 1. Flow Injection System: G, gas presurt; C, carrier

solution; V, vale with an external loop; R, -eactor; D,

Amperometrlc detector; P, polarograph; RE, reg:ster.

10.5A

Fig 2. Calibration runs for formaldehyde standards. 1.32,

0.794, 0.265 and 0.132 mM and 0.132, 0.079 and 0.027 mM.
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ANODIC STRIPPING VOLTACiETRY ANALYSIS OF

CLOZAPINE ON A GLASSY CARBON ELECTRODE.

Elisa Gonzilez Romero and Lucas Hernhndez HernAndez.

Opto. Qufmica Analftica.Universidad Aut6noma de Madrid.

INTRODUCTION.

In this work, we have studied the determination of an antidepressive

drug: 8-chloro-11(4-methyl-l-piperazinyl)-5H-dibenzo-b,e-1,4-diazeptn (CLOZAPI

NE).

Kauffmann and Patriarche 1,2have studied the electrochemical behavto

ur of clozapine by means dc,ac,dp and cyclic voltammetry at the glassy carbo-

electrode (G.C.E.).They suggest the existence of an adsorption phenomenon on

the electrode surface, which could be used to the analysis of clozapine by ano

dic stripping voltamnetry on G.C.E.

RESULTS.

It was necessary, in order to obtein reoroducible results, to clean

the glassy carbon electrode surface before each measurement.The electrode was

pulished mechanically with alumina prior to each set of experiments,follow by

cycling the electrode repeatedly between -0.1V and +0.9V vs S.C.E. and anply-

ing +I.5V vs S.C.E. until the current reached a steady level prior to each a-

nodic stripping trials.

From an analytical point of view,the linear dependence of the peak

heights on the concentration of the clozapine analyzed is most important.Call

bration graphs showed linearility in the concentration ranges I 5- 2.10-6 M.

and 8.10 - 10- M. clozapine at stationary electrode.
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Another important factors are the deposition time and the deposition

potential.These influences are illustrated in Figure 1 and 2, resoectively.

Other important factors connected with the deposition process are the value of

pH,nature and concentration of the supporting electrolyte.The experimental re-

sults have shown that optimum medium were phosphate buffer solution 0.1 M. at

pH 3.2.The constante stirring necessary for the deposition step was attained

by means of magnetic stirrer and held at 500 r.p.m.

The heiht of the peaks is more affected by variation of the scan ra-

te.It has been observed that the amount of material deposited increases linear

ly with increasing scan rates '-'.Scan rate of 20 mVs "1 was employed for this

analytical work.

The accuracy and precision of the method was checked on five series

of clozapine sample.The relative error in determining 0.03 - 0.3 p.p.m. of clo

zapine does not exceed 3% and the relative standard deviation was 1%.The detec

tion limit can be estimated at 8.2 10- M.,corresponding to 2.7 pg/I of cloza-

pine when a phosphate buffer solution at pH 3.2 is used.
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POLAROGRAPHIC REDUCTION OF NAPHTHOL YELLOW S

L.I. DE LA CRUZ YAGUEZ, J.M. PINGARRON CARRAZON and L.M.
POLO DIEZ.

Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Chemistry,

Complutense University of Madrid, 28040 Madrid, Spain.

INTRODUCTION
Naphthol Yellow 5 (disodium salt of 8-hydroxy-5p7-dini-

tro-2-naphtalensulfonic acid) is a water soluble nitro-dye,
widely used in cosmetics and pharmaceutical products1 , with
the following structure:

tOa NO2

N 2

The aim of this work is to study the polarographic and
0. 0 "_ es-

tablish its electrochemical characteristics and to develop
analytical methods for its determination in different sam-

ples.
METHODOLOGY

The electrochemical study of Naphthol Yellow 5 was
carried out in a Britton-Robinson buffer, each acid having a

concentration of O.lM, at three different pH values: 3.5, 7
and 9. The following polarographic techniques were used:
normal direct current polarography (dc), tast polarography,
differential pulse polarography (dpp) and first harmonic al-
ternating current polarography (acl). All potential values
were measured with respect to the Ag/AgCl electrode.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Naphthol Yellow 5 shows a dc polarographic reduction
wave at pH values lower than 6; between pH 6 and pH 10 two
cathodic waves appear, whose separation depends strongly on
pH. The plot of half-wave potential as a function of pH is
shown in Figure 1. A. can be seen, the half-wave potential

shifts towards more negative values when pH increases, indi-
cating that protons are involved in the dye reduction pro-
cess.
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In the pH 6-10 range, in which two polarographic waves

appear, the difference between El/2 values of both waves be-

comes greater with increasing pH.

E 1/ 2 IV4

-0.80

-0.60 S

-0.40 - "

-0.20o

2 4 6 0 10 pH

Figure-1.- pH influence on Eq! in normal dc polarography.
Naphthol Yellow S .0 x l0-4M.

On the other hand, limiting current remains practically

constant up to pH 6 (Figure 2). The heights of the two waves
which appear at pH higher than 6 are quite similar, being
approximately half that obtained at pH lower than 6.

iI , A

1.6 ***O***0 °.g°1111111

1.20

0.80 1I11 mott

0.40

2 4 6 • 10 pH
Figure 2.- pH influence on il in normaj dc polarography.

Naphthol Yellow S 1.0 x 10- M..,only one wave;
o, first wave; x, second wave; a addition of
first and second wave.

From the results obtained in this study, working pH con
ditions of 3.5, 7 and 9 were chosen for lurther studies.

In order to determine the characteristics of the elec-
trodic process the following studies were carried out:

-Effect on limiting current of the height of mercury reser-
vcir, temperature and electroactive species concentration 2 .
-Qualitative examination of the i-t curves at different po-
tentials 2 .

From the results obtained, it can be concluded that
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the Naphthol Yellow S reduction process is diffusion-contro--

lled in the three studied media.
Reversibility of the polarographic process was studied

by applying the following criteria:
-Logarithmic analysis of the polarograms obtained by normal

dc, tast2 and ac, polarography.
- Analysis of E3/4 -E1 /42

- Effect of the pulse amplitude on peak potential (E ), peak

current (ip) and half-peak width (wl/2) in dpp
4 .  P

- Comparison of E1/ in dc and Ep in ac, 3 .

- Analysis of wl/ 2 in ac1
3

- Relationship 3between Ip and the height of the mercury re-

servoir in ac, .
- Analysis of the relation between dropping time and Ep in

3ac•
The results obtained by applying these criteria and

techniques showed the irreversibility of the Naphthol Yellow
5 reduction process in the three studied media.

The number of electrons involved in the reduction pro-
cess was estimated from the Ilkovic equation, assuming a
diffusion coefficient value within the range given in the
literature for this kind of compounds. A 12 electron exchan-
ge seems to occur, which will be further confirmed by contro-
lled-potential coulometry in future work.

Standar criteria were applied to determine kinetic para
meters of the polarographic reduction process2 . The values -
obtained for the electron transfer coefficient V and for the
rate constant kO confirm the irreversibility of the reduc-
tion wave(s) in fpe three studied media.

Calibration graphs showed proportionality between dye
concentration and diffusion current, for the different pola.
rographic techniques used. The linear range in normal dc
and tast polarography are between 1.0 x 10" and 1.0 x 10-5 M,
while the quantitative determination of Naphthol YelloX S by
dp polarography should be carried out in the 1.0 x 10-- 3.0
x 10- 7 M concentration range.
REFERENCES
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APPLICATION OF SEVERAL REVERSIBILITY CRITERIA TO THE POLARO-

GRAPHIC REDUCTION OF METHYLENE BLUE IN A BRITTON-ROBINSON

BUFFER.

G.TOMA1NO BELTRAII, J.M.PINGARRON CARRAZON and L.M.POLO DIEZ

Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Chemistry,

Complutense University of Madrid, 28040 Madrid, Spain.

In general, electrochemical reactions may be classified,
according to their rate, in two groups: reversible and irre-
versible reactions. A large variety of criteria to determine
the reversibility of these reactions using different polaro-
graphic techniques are available 2' 3.

In this work we evaluate the reversibility of the methy
lene blue (MB) polarographic reduction by applying several
criteria using different polarographic techniques:
1.- Logarithmic analysis of the polarograms obtained by nor-

mal dc polarography 1 ,

The behaviour of the electrode potential as a function
of the current for a reversible cathodic wave at 250 C is des
cribed by the following equation:

E =E - 0.n" log (i/id-i)
1/2 n d

consequently, the E varsus log (i/id-i) plot for a diffusion

E,

-0.17

-0.19

-0.21

-1.0 -0.2 0.6

' (iid- D

Figure l.- Normal dc polarograohy: _ogarithmic plot of me-
thylene blue. MB 5.0xlO- M, Britton-Robinson
buffer O.lM in each acid; pH 6.55;E vs. Ag/AgCl.
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-controlled reversible process at 250 C will produce a

straight line whose slope is -0.059/n V.
The polarogram obtained from a MB solution at pH 6.55

gives rise to the logarithmic plot shown in Figure 1.

In this case, a linear plot is obtained, whose slope is

-0.0268 V. Taking into account that there are two electrons
involved in the electrodic reduction of methylene blue, de-
termined by controlled-potential microcoulometry (theoreti-
cal slope -0.0295 V), it may be deduced that the electrodic
process involved is reversible in this technique.

2.- Logarithmic analysis of the polarograms obtained by al-
ternating current polarography, first harmonic (acl)2 .

The equation which describes the relation between peak
potential and peak current for a reversible process, in al-
ternating current polarography, is given as follows:

d Er ~.2. 303 RT lgp 1/2 1p- /£dc 1 E/2 L nF

therefore, the Ed versus log E-(I /I) + (I -I/I)l/2J

plot for a reversible process will give a-straight line of
slope 2(2.303 RT/nF).

The polarogram obtained from a MB solution at pH 6.50
gives rise to the logarithmic plot shown in Figure 2.

EV

- 0.26-

-0.22-

- 0.16[

-0.14,

-1.0 -0o2 0.6 o f"

Figure 2.- acI polarography: logarithmic plot of methylene
blue. MB 1.31 x 10-4 M, Britton-Robinson buffer

0.1 M in each acid; pH 6.50; E vs. Ag/AgCl.
f" = L-(II) 1/ 2 . (Ip-I/I)1/2 7 .

As can be deduced from this graph, a straight line is
obtained, whose slope is -0.0573 V. This value agrees well
with the theoretical value (-0.0591 V) for a reversible pro-
cess when n = 2. Thus, using this technique, similar conrlu-
sions may be drawn regarding the reversibility of the elec-
trodic process, to those obtained from the first criterium
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applied.

3.- Effect of pulse amplitude on peak current (ip), in diffe

rential pulse polarography (dpp) 2 .

The equation defining the peak current behaviour in di-

fferential pulse polarography is the following:

ip= (&i)ma x = nFAC(D/lTtm)l/2 ( -i/¢ 1)

where 4 = exp(-4- nF ), &E being the pulse amplitude. The-

refore the i vS. (T -l/q+l) plot will yield a straight

line for a reversible reduction process at 25
0 C.

The results obtained for methylene blue at pH 6.50 are

shown in Table I.

Table I.- Pulse amplitude influence on the i values. MB 2.5

x 10-4M; Britton-Robinson buffer 0.1 M, pH 6.50

/AEl,my I-_ . (T-1/9'4) + 0.004.wA
5 0.8231 0.0970 0.080

10 0.6776 0.1922 0.158

20 0.4591 0.3707 0.300

30 0.3111 0.5255 0.418

40 0.2108 0.6518 0.520

50 0.1428 0.7501 0.616

After adjusting the values by the least square method,

values of 0.0004,,A for the ordinate at the origin; 0.808

,,"A"1 for the slope and 0.9995 for the regression coeffi-

cient were obtained. These results confirm the reversibility

of the methylene blue reduction process.
Similarly, the following reversibility criteria were

applied:
4.- Analysis of E3/4 -El/

5.- Effect of pulse, amp itude on peak potential (Ep) and
half-peak width (wl/ 2 ) in dpp

2 . 2

6.- Comparison of El/ 2 in dc and Ep in ac2

7.- Analysis of wl/2 in ac 2  p

8.- Relationship between I and the height of the mercury

reservoir in ac, 2 .

9.- Analysis of the relation between dropping time and E in2
ac 1 .

The results obtaineo confirm the reversibility of the
electrodic process involved.
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AMPEROMETRIC DETERMINATION OF ETHANOL IN BLoOD

BY FLOW INJECTION ANALYSIS

M. VALCARCEL, M.D. LUQUE DE CASTRO and A. FERNANDEZ

Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences,

University of C6rdoba, Spain

Despite the large variety of methods for the quantitative

determination of ethanol in blood described so far, it is neces

sary to note that these are based on slow methodologies, are not

very precise or require expensive instrumentation. In this paper

we aim to demonstrate the suitability of Flow Injection Analysis

FIA, for the determination of alcoholemia in blood as well as

the viability of its amperometric detection by a simple and in-

expensive method excelling all techniques previously described.

The proposed method is based on the oxidation of ethanol

to acetaldehyde through the action of alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH)

in the presence of the coenzyme NAD :

CH3CH20H + NAD
+  --.AL CH3CHO + NADH + H

+

The amperometrically controlled species is the reduced form of

the coenzyme, which can also be monitored photometrically or

fluorimetrically. The presence of a trapping agent for acetalde-

hyde formed (thiosemicarbazide, hydrazine, etc.), which favours

the completion of the reaction cannot be used with the electro-

chemical control, because the reducing character of these species

interferes in the determination.

The FIA configuration used is shown in Fig. 1. It consists

of a peristaltic pump (P), a low-pressure injection valve (IV),a

reactor (R) (length 150 cm and diameter 0.5 mm) and a 5 wL flow-

through electrochemical microcell (MC) whose auxiliary and work-

ing electrodes are glassy carbon, while the reference electrode

is an Ag/AgCl one, using a voltammetric detector (D).
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SAMPLE

-- WASTE

Fig. 1. FIA manifold Waste

A systematic study has been performed to optimize the dif

ferent variables influencing the determination in order to ob-

tain the maximum sensitivity and precision. In Table I are shown

the optimum values found.

Table I. OPTIMIZATION OF VARIABLES

VARIABLES OPTIMUM VALUE

concentration JADH 40 U.mL-1

CHEMICAL of i NAD +  0.8 mg.mL -

pH 9.0

Ireactor length 150 cm
FIA injected volume 172 IiL

Iflow rate 1.25 mL.min-1

Temperature 370 C

It has been shown that the prior mixing of the enzyme sol-
ution with the sample results in higher sensitivity and, in ad-

dition, spares enzyme.

The blood sample needs no pretreatment. A 1:100 dilution
with pyrophosphate buffer pH 9 is enough. The continuous flow
system allows a permanent wash of the electrode surfaces; more-

over, the residence time of the sample plug inside the cell is
very short.

Samples for running the calibration curve are prepared by
placing 50 uL of whole blood (from normal adults), 2 mL of 100

U.ML enzyme solution and variable volumes of an aqueous sol-
ution of 2500 ppm of ethanol in a 5-mL volumetric flask made up
to volume with pyrophosphate buffer of pH 9. A linear range is
obtained between 5 - 300 mg.L - of ethanol (regression coefficient
0.995). The statistical study of the reproducibility performed on
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samples with 10 mg.L - I of ethanol yields a relative standard de-

viation of ±0.90%. The sampling frequency is 50 h-

The suggested method has the following features:

a) Unnecessary sample pretreatment.

b) Small sample volume.

c) Determination range suitable for controlling al-

coholemia according to the legislation.

d) Good reproducibility.

e) Rapidity, simplicity and low cost.

-. h .- *'- -.. .- ------ . .
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POLAROGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF PARATHION AND
PARAOXON. INDUCTION OF PARATHION HYDROLYSIS BY Pd(II)

J.HERNANDEZ MENDEZ, R.CARABIAS MARTINEZ
and J.SANCHEZ MARTIN

Department of Analytical Chemistry. Faculty of Chemistry. Uni-
versity of Salamanca. Spain.

The difficulty involved in the simultaneous determination
of parathion and its metabolite, paraoxon, lies in the fact
that they both have the same electroactive group and that the
rest of their molecule does not differ significantly in size
or polarity.

This communication reports on a polarographic method (DPP)
for the simultaneous determination of parathion and paraoxon
based on their different hydrolysis rates in the presence of
Pd(II). This cation shows a selective affinity for the thio-
phosphate groupl, 2 , inducing the hydrolysis of parathion but
not of paraoxon.

Other metallic ions of known catalytic activity in the
hydrolysis of organophosphorous pesticides 3,4 were assayed,
though the best results were obtained with Pd(II).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reaction of parathion and Paraoxon with Pd(II), Cu(II) and
HV II)

In 50% (v/v)MeOH/H2 0, 0.1 M HAc/0.1 M NaAc medium para-
thion shows a well-defined reduction peak at -0.376 V (v.s.
S.C.E.). The addition of Pd(II) to the solution causes a pro-
gressive decrease with time in the parathion peak and the
appearance of three new peaks at -0.480, -0.590 and -1.340 V.
After 20 min, the parathion peak can not be observed and tho-
se obtained at -0.590 and -1.340 acquire a constant value.
However, the peak corresponding to -0.480 V increases pro-
gressively with time. It was proved that the -0.590 and
-1.340 V peaks are due to the reduction of p-nitrophenol and
that of -0.480 V to the reduction of a Pd(II)-00'diethyl-
thiophosphate complex.

If the Pd(II) concentration is greater than that of pa-
rathion, a precipitate of metallic Pd appears with time, due
to the reduction of the free metallic ion by the methanol of
the medium. In Pd(II)-complexing media, such as 0.1 M HCl and
0.1 M HAc/NaAc/EDTA, the precipitate is not formed, but in
these conditions the parathion is not hydrolyzed. In 30%
(v/v)MeOH/H20 medium and Britton-Robinson buffer the solutions
of Pd(II) are stable and cause the hydrolysis of parathion.
In the same medium, paraoxon is reduced at -0.370 V and the
presence of Pd(II) does not induce its hydrolysis,at least
before 72 h.

mw

e
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Similar studies were carried out with Cu(II) and Hg(II).
With the former, parathion is not hydrolyzed,at least over the
first three hours. With Hg(II) hydrolysis does take place;
though slower than in the presence of Pd(II).

Hydrolysis reaction of parathion in the presence of Pd(II)

According to the studies carried outthe polarographic
determination of parathion in the presence of paraoxon is possi
ble by inducing the hydrolysis of the former with Pd(II) and
measuring the p-nitrophenol formed.

The hydrolysis reaction of parathion becomes slower as pH
increases, suggesting that it is advantageous to work in acid
media. However, the difference between the peak potentials of
paraoxon and p-nitrophenol is greater for pH>8. On the other
hand, the difference between the peak potentials of paraoxon
and the Pd(II)-00'diethylthiophosphate increase at pH lower
than 8.

The reaction presents an induction period dependent on
pH, temperature and the Pd(II) concentration, and is not auto
catalytic. The induction period is apparently caused by the -
formation of an unstable complex of Pd(II) with the pesticide.
Determination of parathion and paraoxon

The following procedure is proposed for the simultaneous
determination of parathion and paraoxon:

Palladium (10-4 M) is added to a solution containing both
pesticides in 30% (v/v) MeOH/H20 medium, 0.12 M Britton-Robin
son buffer, pH=8. After 120 min, the paraoxon is determined -
by measurement of its own peak (E --0.540 V) and parathion by
the peak of the p-nitrophenol forged. An alternative method
for carrying out the indirect measurements of parathion with
better precision consists in alkalinizing the solution to
pH 9.25, after hydrolysis has taken place; under such condi-
tions the p-nitrophenol peak obtained is better defined (Figu
re 1).

Simultaneous determinations of the both pesticides are
possible with acceptable accuracy, if the ratios of their
concentrations are lower than 40. For higher ratios the method
is only recommendable for the determination of the pesticide
at higher concentration.
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lb C

-. 360 -0.520 -0.260 -0.660 -0.360 -0.660

Figure 1

Polaroqrams (DPP) of parathion and paraoxon

a) parathion 1.14.104 M; paraoxon 1.16.10-4 M; pH 8.0
b) solution a + Pd(II) 1. 0.10 4M (after 120 min)
c) solution b at pH 9.25
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DETERMINATION OF CLOBAZAM AND NORCLOBAZAM
BY DIFFERENTIAL PULSE POLAROGRAPHY

J.HERNANDEZ MENDEZ, C.GONZALEZ PEREZ, M.I.GONZALEZ
MARTIN and M.J.ARIAS RODRIGUEZ

Department of Analytical Chemistry. Faculty of Chemistry. Univer-
sity of Salamanca. Spain

Clobazam is a psychotropic drug which belongs to the 1,5-ben
zodiazepine group; norclobazam is its major metabolite. Several
methods have been proposed for its determinationl , most of them

CH3 0  H O
oII C.L CH JCH

Clobazam 0 Nor-clobazam

are carried out by chromatography, fluorometry and RIA. The
present work describes the polarographic (D.P.P.) behaviour of
clobazam and nor-clobazam. The characterization of the electro-
de processes includes an examination of the degree of reversibi
lity, electrocapillary curves, influence of surfactant agents
and the effect on the peak current of pulse amplitude, ionic
strength, drop time, temperature and concentration of electroac
tive species. Methods for the polarographic determination of
clobazam and nor-clobazam are proposed.

Results

Different types of peaks were obtained depending on the
2H. Clobazam, in Britton-Robinson buffer exhibits an anodic
peak at 0.05 V, well defined for pH values in the 2-7 range,
and another cathodic peak at -1.41 V, observed at pH values
above 5. Nor-clobazam shows only an anodic peak at -0.05 V and
its intensity reaches maximum values for pH lower than 4. The
influence of ionic str=enqth was studied by adjusting with the
buffer itself. It was observed that intensity reached maximum
and practically constant values between 0.05-0.1 M (clobazam),
0.02-0.1 M (nor-clobazam), and decreased for higher concentra
tions.

The effect of Pulse amplitude was studied for both ben-
zodiazepines, in the +100 mV range. For values less than
+40 mV there was a linear peak height dependence, in agreement
with the theoretical predictions 2 . The influence of temperatu-
re was studied between 10-600C. The peak height/temperature
Zefficients for all the peaks have negative values. Such be-
haviour suggests the existence of an adsorption processes.
Furthermore, the peak height does not vary linearly witht2"
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The peak currents exhibit a dependence on the
nor-clobazam concentrations which resembles a Langmuir adsorption
isotherm; a linear relationship was obtained for values lower
than 4.OxlO 4 M (clobazam) and 1.0x10- 4 M (nor-clobazam). In or-
der to confirm the existence of adsorption phenomena, the elc-
trocapillarv curves for the different species in solution we-
re obtained. The results show that the curves corresponding to
the solutions of benzodiazepine are modified with respect to the
background curve, with a decrease in the electrocapillary maxi-
mum and a shift towards more positive potentials.

The reyrsibility of the elecirodic processes was studied
using the criteria of Birke et al. . From the results obtained
it may be concluded that the electrodic processes involving clo
bazam and nor-clobazam are quasi-reversible. The same conclusion
is reached when working with conventional polarography,
log i/il-i vs E. In view of the linearity between peak intensi-
ties and benzodiazepine concentrations it is posible to determi-
ne clobazam and nor-clobazam by differential pulse polarography.

The presence of a cathodic peak at -1.41 V corresponding
to clobazam and the absence of such a peak for nor-clobazam
means that in principle it is possible to determine clobazam in
the presence of its metabolite. Furthermore, the differences
observed in the behaviour of both benzodiazepines against pH
can be used for the same purpose, since in very acid media the
intensity of the anodic peak of clobazam reaches a maximum and
that of the peak corresponding to its metabolite a minimum.
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POLAROGRAPHY OF CIMETIDINE AND RANITIDINE

J.HERNANDEZ MENDEZ, A.SANCHEZ PEREZ
and M.DELGADO ZAMARRESO

Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Chemistry,
University of Salamanca (Spain)

Cimetidine(I) and ranitidine(II) are the two effective
H2-receptors antagonists of histamine that are now largely pres
cribed in the treatment of gastric and duodenal ulcer patients.

N-C--N

CH- S 1 CH N C
C H * C* %~ & NNH-CH

HN N 2 2  *N3

M Cimetidine

CH SCH-NO 2
N _ II Ix S CH 2  1|

CH3 CHtC ' s CH2 000 'NH " ' NH-CH3

(II) Ranitidine

Polarographic Behaviour of Cimetidine

The test proposed by FeiglI for the identification of
N-Cyano compounds, based on the chemical reduction of the
cyanoimino group by Zn in a strong acid, suggested the possi-
bility of the polarographic reduction of cimetidine. We first
investigated the polarographic behaviour of cimetidine to es-
tablish the optimal conditions for analysis of this compound2 .
However, our efforts to clarify the polarographic process we-
re unnqcessary considering the recent publication by Webber
et al. . These authors studied the reduction of cimetidine in
0.1 M HCl by square-wave and cyclic voltammetry and indicated
that direct current (dc), normal pulse and differential pulse
polarography were not useful for analytical purposes; this is
not surprising in view of the 0.1 M HCI solution used as su-
pporting electrolyte. They proposed that the reduction of ci-
metidine involves a 4e- 4H+ (2-step) reduction of the cyano
group to the corresponding methylamine, in contrast to the
chemical reduction of N-cyano compounds which leads to the
release of hydrogen cyanide. We found no evidence of HCN for
mation in the coulometric reduction of cimetidine.

Our results show that when the supporting electrolyte
is a strong acid, such HCI, HCIO 4, H 2So 4 or H3PO4, in ade-
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quate concentration, the wave obtained in the dc polarographic re
duction of cimetidine is defined. The acid concentration influen-
ces the El/2, Ilim and morphology of the wave; only in the 0.5-
1.0 M MC1 concentration range the wave is well-defined. The diffu
sional characteristics of the reduction wave of cimetidine in 1M.
HC (EA/2--0.80 V, vs SCE) have been investigated. Results show
that t e polarographic process in controlled by the rate of diffu
sion of cimetidine toward the electrode surface.

Instead of conventional dc polarographic wave first deriva-
tive curve may be obtained and the corresponding peak current
advantageously used for analytical purposes. A method for the
polarographic determination of cimetidine in the 4-80 pg/ml ran-
ge with a coefficient of variation of 1.3% has been developed
and further applied to the determination of cimetidine in tablets.
The results obtained by the dc polarographic method agree with
those obtained by an aqueous potentiometric titration of cimeti-
dine with HC1O 4 using the Gran graphic method to estimate the
end point.

Polarographic Behaviour of Ranitidine

In the polarographic reduction of ranitidine three waves
may be observed whose El/2 and Ilim are strongly dependent on
the pH of the solution 1Table 1).

Influence of pH on the polarographic reduction of ranitidine

Wave pH range El/2 -pH dependence

is t  0.8 CpH4 2.7 El/2 --0.195 - 0.095 pH

2nd 1.5c pH4 11 El/2 =-0.57 - 0.067 pH
3rd 4.1 CpH C7.0 E1 /2 --1.09 - 0.052 pH

First and second wave are due to the reduction of the
protonate, =CH-NO H+, and unpiotonated, =CH-NO 2 , nitroethene
group of ranitidige, pKa=2.3 . The origin of the third wave
is unknow.

The characteristics of the second and third waves are
studied in acetic acid-sodium acetate medium (first wave
does not appear); results pointing to the existence of ad-
sorption phenomena in the reduction of the nitro group, the
diffusive characteristics of the third wave and the irrever
sible nature of both. Coulometry is used to determine the
number of electrons involves in the nitro group reduction.

The analytical usefulness of the polarographic reduc-
tion of ranitidine in acetic acid-sodium acetate medium
(El/ -0.90 V vs Ag/AgCl) is evidenced by appliying it to
the determination of this qompound_ y d.c. (2.5xl0- -5xl0-4 M
range) and d.p.p. (2.6x10-" - 2xl0 M range). For a standard
solution of ranitidine 8.75xi0-6 M the R.S.D. of the method
is 2.7%.
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ELECTROANALYTICAL STUDIES OF PESTICIDES.
DETERMINATION OF GUTHION

J.HERNANDEZ MENDEZ, R.CARABIAS MARTINEZ
and E.RODRIGUEZ GONZALO

Department of Analytical Chemistry. Faculty of Chemistry. Uni-
versity of Salamanca. Spain.

The determination of Guthion, S-(3,4-dihydro-4-oxobenzo
(dJ-(l,2,3)-triazin-3yl-methyl)0,0'-dimethyl phosphorodithioa-
te was proposed by Bates1 using cathode ray polarography for
the analysis of this pesticide in apples, pears, cucumbers and
tomatoes using a supporting electrolyte of 0.05 M KCl/0.01 M
CH3COOH/60% acetone, pH 3.8. In this medium guthion produced
a wave at-0.83 V (v.s. S.C.E.). The limit of detection was quo-
ted to be 0.1 jg/ml. This author suggested that the wave must
be due to the reduction of the carbonyl group.

This communication reports on polarographic studies (DC
and DPP) of guthion reduction in 20% (v/v) MeOH/H20,
Britton-Robinson buffer; the results showed that the pesticide
gives rise to two reduction waves. The electrochemical beha-
viour of the guthion was interpreted according to the polaro-
graphic data and with the aid of other techniques (coulometry,
spectrophotometry).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first wave (I,) appears in acid media, pH-l, while
the seccnd one (12) appears at pH 2.4. The height of I1 is
constant and independent of time up to pH=9; the half-wave po-
tential is shifted to more negative values at pH<9, the
E1/2-pH relationship was found to be El/ 2=-0.432-0.058 pH.

The 12 wave exhibits a maximum in DC and a minimum in
DPP, its intensity being constant and indeendent of time;
the half-wave potential is pH-independent. At pH values above
9 the shift of the I1 to more cathodic ootentials leadsto a
wave overlap, thereby a wave sum of Il 12 is obtained.

In 0.1 M NaOH medium the height of the wave sum decreases
with time due to hydrolysis of the pesticide. After 3 hours,
an anodic wave (DC) appears due to the dithiophosphate produ-
ced, together with two poorly-defined cathodic waves of weak
intensity; the more cathodic one is due to the formaldehyde
generated during hydrolysis.

The further polarographic studies were carried out at a
pH close to 5. In this medium, an increase in the MeOH concen-
tration produces a shift in the half-wave potential of 12 to
more cathodic values and the maximum disappears.

An increase in temperature enhances the 12 wave maximum,
its temperature coefficient, in presence of Triton X-100,
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being 0.98%. Under same conditions, the I, wave has a coefficient
of 1.66%.

The results obtained upon vaying drop time (Table I) and
the base pulse show that only the first wave is diffusion con-
trolled.

Table I

1 1 12

DC, log i/log t 0.172 0.254

DPP, log i p/log t 0.668 0.348

Owing to the poor definition of 12 in the absence of Tri-
ton X-100, logarithmic analysis was only carried out for II ,it was found that the reduction process is irreversible; the
value of no is 1.35 and the number of protons exchanged in
the controlling electrode reaction is one.

The relationship between the wave heights and guthion
concentration was determined for different drop times in both
the presence and absence of Triton X-100. For II, the rela-
tionship was linear both in DC and DPP. For 12, linear rela-
tionship are found, both in the presence and absence of the 4
tensoactive agent, only for concentrations lower than 3.0.10- M.
For higher concentrations 12 tends to a constant value. The de-
tection limits (3s) using DPP are 1.3.10- 7M for I, and
3.4.10- 6M for 12.

In order to determine the mechanisms of the electrodic
reactions a coulometric study was carried out at potentials
of the limiting currents of Il and 12 for different pesticide
concentrations.The change of wave heights and of the UV absorp-
tion spectra for the pesticide and for the species generated
during the electrolysis was followed. When the electrolysis
was carried out at the potential of the limiting current of
II the decrease of wave 12 was parallel to that Il. Simulta-
neously, two anodic waves appear . If these products are left
in contact with the air, the two reduction waves are regenera-
ted and only one anodic wave remains; on the other hand the
formation of a black layer over the mercury pool was also ob-
served.

The possible mechanism of the electrode reactions is pos-
tulated and a new method for the determination of the pestici-
de is proposed.
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AV4In W F4 ITIWCN FR0M AICI 3-NaCI AND AICI 3-KCI

MELTS ON PIATInam, GOLD AND VITREOU CARN ELCTRODES

J.N.JOVI=CLVI and V.D.JOVIC

Institute of Technical Sciences Serbian Academy of Science

and Arts, Knez Mihajlova 35, 11000 Beograd, Yugoslavia

Al inium deposition on platinum and gold policrystalline electrodes and
vitreous carbon electrode from AlC 3 -NCI and AICI 3-1IC melts was investigated

using linear sweep voltammtry (LSV) and potential step techniques, as a func-
tion of melt oosition (ranging fram 50.0 to 52.0 molar % of AIdC3) and tem-
perature applied (200-300°C).

The cell arrangement and method of preelectrolysis of melt was explained

elsewhere

LSV results obtained at 2649C fram equimolar AlCl-NaCI and AlCl 3-MCI me-
lts on three electrodes used are presented in Fig.1., (a) and (b). Generally
speaking voltammogram features obtained for one and the same electrode materi-

al under the same experimental conditions in both electrolytes used are almost
identical, except for the current densities which are somewhat smaller in the
case of AlCl 3 -KC1 melt. It appears that gold and platiman electrodes are being

easelly alloyed by aluimnium already in UPD region (starting at 0.5V vs. Al)
which is identified by several cathodic and anoic waves 1 2 . Observable diffe-
rence appears in the aluinium overpotential region on vitreous carbon electr-
ode in AlCl 3 -NaC1 melt, where cathodic currents exhibit sings of two successi-

ve processes. First, most probably, is aluminium deposition from Al2C speci-
es (whose concentration depends strongly on AlCl 3 :NaC (KCi) ratio) and the se-

cond aluminium deposition from AIC1 4 species 3 .

- Fig.2., (a) and (b), represents j-t transients due to single potential
step applied to the sw three electrodes in both melts, under the se expe-
rimental conditions as presented in Fig.l. It appears quite evident that Al
with Pt and Au fonms several types of alloys both in UPD and OPD region, be-

fore bulk Al starts depositing. Reduction of A1Z+ species in the UPD region
is easelly observed in the form of cathodic j-t transients as a responce to
Materials Research and Development Institute, Eergoinvest, Sarajevo,

Yugoslavia
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potential steps whose amplitude is as much as 300 mV nmre positive then the
"reversible potential" of bulk aluminium in the same melt. In the case of vit-
reous carbon electrode cathodic rising j-t transients are observed only in the
overpotential Al deposition region. It is not difficult to recognize two sort
of those transients: one which reaches what appears to be a diffusion control
behaviour at averpotentials higher then -40 MV vs.Al, and second one which re-
aches diffusion control only above -900 mWV vs. Al. First type of j-t transie-

nts most probably reflect aluminiun deposition from A12C17 species, and deta-
iled analysis of its initial rising portion shows j-t 3 relationship, which wo-
uld sujjest progressive 3D nucleation and growth controle by crystal lattice

building step.
Fig.3. shows typical ISV and potential step results obtained on vitreous

carbon electrode in AlCl 3-NaCl melt of cmiposition 52 rol % AlC1 3 - 48 mol %
NaCl at 200°C. Above mentioned observations are readily recognized.

r'E 10 50 fA

S2 6
5 E

-Q16- - . - -,om
0 M

0.2 0.4Fig.3.
EIVvs.AI ' 2

-5 50MV M
v m vitreous

- 10 carbon 0 10 20
200 0 C tIs

52 mol "% AIC13 - 48mol 1. NaCi
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SALT FORMATION DURING THE ANODIC DISSOLUTION OF IRON
IN AQUEOUS (NH4 )2S04 AT pH = 2

C. Moina and D. Posadas*
INTI, Sector Electroquimica. Parque Tecnol6gico tliguelete, Migue-
lete, Provincia de Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

* Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquimicas Te6ricas y Aplica-
das, INIFTA, Divisi6n Electroqulmica. Casilla de Correo 16,
Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA.

INTRODUCTION

During the anodic dissolution of metals in different media,
salt formation on the surface of the electrode occurs. Although
this phenomenon is known since a long time ago its mechanism has
not been completely elucidated yet, The purpose of this work is
to investigate the salt formation and dissolution processes under
stationary and transient conditions of non-noble metals such as
iron in (NH4 )2S04 at p1l = 2.

EXPERIMENTAL

The stationary polarization curves of a rotating disk elec-
trode show a constant current region, IL, between -0.4 and 0,2 V
vs SCE which depends on the rotation speed, w. This current was
measured as a function of w, the concentration of FeS04 and
(NH4)2SOA in solution at different temperatures, T, in the range
273 K < < 313 K.

The process of salt formation was investigated through the
current and potential responses to a potential or current step,
respectively, from the rest potential to a region corresponding
to the constant current in the polarization curve.

Auxiliary techniques such as scanning electron microscopy,
SEM, EDAX and X-Ray diffraction, were employed in an attempt to
identify the salt film formed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The current density, iL, depends linearly on w 1/2  The slope
decreases with C(NH4)2SO and with CFe504. The latter dependence,
assuming that th4 curren is determine by the dissolution of
the salt, allows to determine by extrapolation to iL = 0, the
saturation concentration, Cs, of the salt and the diffusion co-
efficient of the Fe(II) ion. The temperature dependence of CS allows
the heat of solution to be estimated. These data and the infor-
mation obtained with the auxiliary techniques suggest the salt
present on the electrode is FeSO 4.7H20.

The potential-time response shows the appearance of a tran-
sition time. The SEM pictures show that a salt film is forming
during the transient, However at the end of the transient, when
the potential goes to very positive values, structures suggest-
ing the presence of y-FeOOH appear.

7 % mmi
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The shape of both potentiostatic and galvanostatic tran-
sients can be interpreted with a model of heterogeneous nuclea-
tion and growth from the solution. By fitting the model to the
experimental data the oversaturation can be evaluated. The Tafel
plots obtained from the fit ranging between 0.14 and 0.16 V/deca
de without ohmic correction.

The present results therefore support the mechanism of nu-
cleation and growth controlled by diffusion for the precipitation
of salt films on non-noble dissolving metals.
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KINETICS OF THE POLYCRYSTALLINE IRON ELECTRODE IN
CARBONATE-BICARBONATE SOLUTIONS IN THE 0-75*C RANGE

C.R. Valentini(1), C.A. Moina"(), E.B. Matro()
J.R. Vilche(2 ) and A.J. Arvia 2

(1) Instituto Nacional de Tecnologfa Industrial (INTI), Sector
Electroqufmica Aplicada, C.C. 157, 1650 San Martfn, ARGENTINA.

(2) Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquimica Te6ricas y Apli-
cadas (INIFTA), C.C. 16, Suc. 4, 1900 La Plata, ARGENTINA.

INTRODUCTION

The corrosion and passivation of iron in aqueous solutions
containing carbonate is of importance in relation to the
behaviour of the metal in contact with aqueous system absorbing
carbon dioxide. The publications on the subject concern mainly
with static iron samples 1 ,2 and the influence of the hydro-
dynamic conditions 3 ,4. Iron samples in solution containing
carbonate ions undergo different processes which also affect
the susceptibility to an enhanced attack under corrosion fatigue
or stress corrosion cracking conditions 5 ,6 . Apparently, the
active to passive transition of iron in carbonate-bicarbonate
electrolytes implies the competitivi formation of a prepassive
hydrous iron oxide and a salt layer .

This paper refer to the phenomenology of the dissolution,
prepassivation and passivatlon of Iron in carbonate-bicarbonate
solutions at different temperatures, ionic strenght and pH, pay-
ing particular attention to mass transport contribution to the
overall anodic process.

EXPERIMENTAL

Runs were made with polycrystalline iron (Specpure,
Johnson Matthey Chem. Ltd.) rotating disc electrodes. The
exper mental setup was the same described in previous publica-
tions'. The composition of the electrolyte solutions was x M
KHC0 3 + y H K2C03, 0.005 4 x 4 2.5 and 0.005 4 y 4 2.5. Solu-
tions were prepared from analytical grade chemicals and bi-
distilled water, previously boiled to remove C02. Voltammetric
runs were made at potential sweep rates (v) in the 0.001 to
0.25 V/s range. The rotation speed of the rde (w) was varied
in the 0 to 2580 rpm range. Potentials in the text are given
in the NHE scale. SEM observations, EDAX and electron-probe
microanalysis were performed.

RESULTS

Voltammograms run at 250 C between -0.98 V and 0.23 V at
0.025 V/s in quiscent solution of pH 8.9 exhibit three anodic
peaks (I, II and III) In the -0.65 to 0.15 V range and the
cathodic peaks, one poorly defined at ca. -0.4 V (peak IV) and
another one at ca. -0.8 V (peak V), which preceds the hydrogen
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evolution reaction. In the active to passive transition, both
the charge and hight of peak II increase considerably with w,
but those of peak I appears independent of w.

In the 0-75 0 C range, the height of peak II (DII) increases
linearly with wi in the whole range of v covered ?n this work.
At constant v, T and pH, a linear it,ii vs. wk relationship is
observed, the slopes of the straighlines increase accordingly to
the ionic strength. The lines, however, do not intercept the
origin of coordinates as peak II is recorded also in still solu-
tions. At constant pH, v and w, the height of peak II increases
linearly with KHC03 (or K2C03) concentration in solution. On the
other hand, at a constant v, the charge (Qp,I1) related to peak
II increases linearly with wl, but at a constant w, it increases
linearly with v-. For the latter, the value Qg extrapolated
to v - (0.7 mC/cm 2 ) can be assigned to the f mation of the
first passivating layer.

At constant w, both iS,1 I and Qo,II fit linear relationships
with the ionic strength, b ng the slopes close to one. At
constant ionic strength, both ip,II and Qp,I1 are independent on
PH.

Specimens previously held during 60min in the potential
range of peak II reveal the presence of carbonate species in the
film.

DISCUSSION

The active to passive transition of iron in carbonate-
bicarbonate solutions involves at least two stages. The first
one, associated with peak I, occurs in the potential range
where only Fe(II) species are expected as reaction products. The
small charge involved in peak I, can be assigned to the prepas-
sive layer, probably, a hydrous ferrous hydroxide layer.

The second stage, related to peak II, implies a mass
transport from the solution coupled to the proper electro-
chemical reaction. The iron electrodissolution through the pre-
passive layer incre ses both the thickness of film and the
concentration of Fel + and anions at the interface. At least
three processes occur simultaneously within the potential range
of peak II, the grow of the Fe(OH)2 layer, the precipitation of
FeCO 3 and the partial removal of FeC03 from the surface by a
chemical reaction. The latter is controlled by the concentration
of protons at the interface. The latter is determined by the
metal dissolution yielding Fe(OH) and the various equilibria
related to FeZ+, HC0 3- and C032- ions.
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THE ELECTRODEPOSITION OF SILVER AT THE SUBMONOLAYER AND MULTILAYER
LEVELS ON POLYCRYSTALLINE RHODIUM IN ACID ELECTROLYTES

B. Paraj6n Costa, M.C. Giordano and A.J. Arvia
Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoqufmicas Te6ricas y Aplicadas - (INIFTA)

Casilla de Correo 16, Sucursal 4, (1900) La Plata, ARGENTINA

The electrodeposition of foreign atoms in the monolayer and
submonolayer level on noble metals has been extensively investi-
gated in relation to electrocatalysis, heterogeneous catalysis
and galvanic processes. Polycrystalline Rh in acidic solutions
has been also examined as catalyst for organic fuel combustion
due to its dehydrogenation ability, but, in this case, only a
relatively small attention was paid to the behaviour of adatoms.

This work refers to the electrochemical behaviour of Rh
electrodes in 1 M H2S04 in the presence of Ag electrodeposited
under different preset potentials at temperatures in the OC and
65°C range. Polycrystalline rhodium wires(Johnson Matthey and Co)
of 0.59 cm geometrical area were used as working electrode.
Silver electrodeposition was made either under a slow potential
sweep or at a constant potential, ET, for different periods of
time, T. Values of ET were set either more positive or more ne-
gative than the reversible Ag/Ag + (x M, y°C) electrode, Er, to
investigate both UPD and the early stage of bulk Ag electrode-
position. Base electrolyte was I M H2S04 added to Ag2SO4 in the
range of 10-6 to 10-4 M. Most of the experiments, however, were
performed with 10-5 M Ag2SO4. As Er for Ag/Ag+ i0-5 M at 250C is
0.534 V vs RHE, the UPD of Ag on Rh electrodes occurs very close
ly to the beginning of the OH-electroadsorption on Rh. To inves
tigate the influence of the oxidized surface on Ag electrodepo--
sition runs on prereduced Rh and on partially oxidized Rh were
performed. The Ag-Rh interactions were followed voltammetrically.
Combined linear sweeps and potential steps were applied to study:
i) H-adatom electrodesorption in the presence of different amounts
of electrodeposited Ag; ii) bulk phase formation Ag at ET < Er;
iii) UPD Ag electrooxidation after adsorption on a previously
reduced or partially oxidized Rh surface; iv) the influence of
the remaining oxide after Ag electrodeposition; and v) the total
-oxide electroreduction charge after Ag electrooxidation.

The results can be summarized as follows:
1. Ag electrodeposition on Rh can produce either a submonolayer

or a bulk phase accordingly to ET and T values,
2. UPD Ag on Rh is characterized by two anodic stripping cur-

rent peaks (peaks I and Il) appearing in the potential range
of O-electroadsorption.

3. After relatively long electrodeposition times, peak I becomes
a shoulder of peak II,

4. As it is already known for Pt, the Ag UPD on Rh inhibits the
electroadsorption of H-adatoms.
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5. Silver UPD on a Rh surface containing O-adatoms, the H-adatom
electroadsorption charge decreases and simultaneously, the
H-adatom electrodesorption potential appears at lower poten-
tials.

6. When peak II and that of bulk Ag stripping are recorded, the
O-electrodesorption charge increases ca. 20 percent and the
corresponding voltammetric peak becomes wider,

7. On previously reduced Rh, peak I is firstly formed, whereas
peak II appears at longer times.

8. On a Rh surface partially covered by O-adatoms, peak II ap-
pears as overlapping the O-electroadsorption on the remain-
ing bare Rh surface, In this case, peak II is observed at
times shorter than that corresponding to 3.

9. The increase in temperature causes a greater separation of
the potentials of stripping peaks I and II, due to the shift
of peak II towards more positive potentials as T is raised.

10. As the temperature decreases the overlapping of peaks I and
II is observed, so that a single wide voltammetric peak is
recorded.

The analysis of these results yields information about the
silver deposition on rhodium under non-equilibrium conditions
in the presence and in the absence of rhodium oxides species in
the surface.

Fig. I.- Voltamriolrams

T 25 O i- 600S i1 H2SO4 after Ag
+

%03. deposition on Rh at4C 0.03 V different T.
S 01VA 1 0-5 M Ag2SO4, 0.1 V/s,

300 250C.
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ELECTRODEPOSITION OF COPPER FROM SOLUTIONS CONTAINING NITRATES

R.E. SIODA
Industrial Chemistry Research Institute, PL-01-793 Warszawa, Poland

In solutions analyzed for trace metal elements nitrates are frequent-
ly present, as nitric acid is added to stabilize the solutions. Nitra-
tes are electro-active, and thus can influence electroanalytical deter-
minations of heavy metal ions. If electrolysis is prolonged, the con-
centration of nitrates, as well as pH, can change, and new species can
form, like nitrites, nitric oxides, ammonium cation, and ammonia. These
secondary products can act as oxidants, reductants, and complexing ag-
ents for heavy metal ions and atoms present respectively in solution,
and on the electrode. Thus, nitrates are not chemically neutral in el-
ectroanalytical determinations. Their interfering role will increase,
the longer is electrolysis time, and the smaller is the concentration
of a metal trace to be determined.

In several recent analytical papers a controversy arose concerning
a low concentration limit in trace metal electrodepositions and pre-
concentrations. It was experimentally found that, despite of long
electrolysis time, a small concentration of the metal ion remains in
solution. This residual concentration is several orders of magnitude
higher, than would follow from the Nernst equation of equilibrium po-
tentials. A model was published according to which, in presence of de-
posit covered electrode, the solution will contain an equilibrium con-
centration of depositing metal ions:

ceq=k2 /k1 (1)

where k1 is a specific rate constant of electrodeposition 
(cs1), and

k is a specific rate of deposited metal dissolution (molcm" s ). By
riasuring independently C , k,, and k., it is nossible to confirm
equation (1).

EXPERIMENTAL

Standard solution: 0.10 M Na SO (M1erck, Suprapur of max. 1x10-61 Cu)
in distilled water, acidifiej 4 to pH=2 by nitric acid (pro analysis).
Electrolysis: constant current, in beakers with 150 ml solution2 mixed
by magnetic stirrer. Copper foil of active surface area 12.0 cm was
cathode, platinum wire - anode.
Analysis: electrolytic solution samples were analyzed for Cu using
Ferkin-vlner 503 Flame and Pye-SP9 Furnace AAS Instruments at 324.8
nm. Deuterium lamp background correction was applied. Copper foil dis-
solution experiments were monitored by square-wave voltammetry on 1M
:C225a Voltammetric Analyzer and PARC Model 33 Static Mercury Drop
:lectrode, and were confirmed ty ICP-AES.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was reported earlier that during cathodic polarization of c~pper
foil, Cu(II) equilibrium concentration was generated in solution . This
experiment has been now repeated with better analytical control of the
solution. The mefsured equilibrium concentrations fall in the range:
40 * 80 Vg Cu 1 , i.e. 0.6 + 1.2 VM, as Is shown in Table 1. Cathodic
current density (c.d.) of 8 and 33 mA.cm- has been applied, and the
respective copper cathode potentials2were: -1.02 and -1.40 V vs. SCE.
A change of c.d. from 8 to 33 mA.cm" had no apparent effect on the
level of the measured equilibrium concentrations.

TABLE I
Cu(II) equilibrium concentrations in aerated standard solution during
electrolysis with copper cathode (c.d.=33 mA.cm- ). Concentrations
determined by Furnace AAS, each value is a mean of three determinations.
Average RSD (relative standard deviation) is a pooled value for all
determinations.

Electrolysis time/hr Cu(II) concentration/pg Cu 1-  RSDY

1 46.8 28.2
2 77.2 9.5
3 49.0 24.7
4 65.8 18.5
5 (outlayer) 491.9 (?) 4.8
6 42.6 3.2

average ( without outlayer) 56.3 18.o

The equilibrium concentrations of Table 1 fluctuate with time. A
special statistical calculation was performed to decide, if the ob-
served differences are significant, or are just manifestations of a
random error of the determination method. Formally speaking, at confi-
dence level of the calculated statistically significant difference
is 18.2 g Cu 1- , or more. Thus, the concentration values of 77.2 and
65.8 may be significantly different from 46.8 and 42.6 ( outlayer has
been excluded ). The fluctuations have a standard relative deviation
of 26%.

k and k2 magnitudes and c values, all measured under standardized
con itions, are required frteqthe experimental confirmation of equation
(I). Both k and k depend on solution mixing rate (m.r.); c may not
depend on mnr., if-m.r. effects mutually cancel in k. and k eqratio of
equation (1). In the present work an arb trarZm.r. 'gas aphlied, and
k1 was approximately determined as 3x0 " cms I from kinetics of Cu(II)
electrolysis at 35 C.

The dissolution of coner foil immersed in aerated standard solution
gave k =3.Ox1O molcm s at 21 C. It was also found that k2  s
strongiy temperature dependent, and increases on average 20% per C in
the range of 6.5 to 45.50 C. On the other hand, k decreases substan-
tially, when solution is de-aerated, thus indicaiing that oxygen plays
a significant role i 2copper gisolution. For the de-aerate standard
solution, k2=3.5x10 molcm s has been determined at 25 C.

The constant current electrolyses have been conducted with a consi-
derable surplus of c.d. concerning such reducible species as Cu(II)
ions and the dissolved molecular oxygen. Hence, it is reasonable to as-
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sume that in the aerated solution electrolyses, the concentration of
oxygen in the diffusion layer was virtually zero. Then, it will be, lo-
gical to substitute into equation (1) k. measured for the de-aerated
standard solution.

Ideally, all the variables of equation (1) should b8 measured at the
same temperature. Both c and k were measured at 35 C6 however, k 2
for the de-aerated standUd solglion was measured at 25 C. Thus, k
should be corrected for the +10 C temperature difference, which pr9-
bably would mean doubling k. value. As the following calculation is
approximate, this correction is neglected. Substituting into equation
(1) the values of k and k. ( for the de-aerated standard solution ),
a following estimatl of the equilibrium concentration is obtained:

c eq 3.5x10 12 molcm 2 s - 1 = 1.2x1 9molcm (2)
eqw.# 3x1O 3cms 

1

The average measured value, given at the bottom of Table 1, is

c eq = (0.89 1 O.09)x1O"9molcm -3  (3)

where the confidence limits correspond to 95% confidence level, and
to the total number of determinations N=15.

Thus, there is a reasonable agreement between c values, the first
of which was calculated according to equation (1),qand the second was
:easured experimentally. The important assumption leading to the agre-
ement is that of using in the calculation k2 determined for the de-
aerated standard solution. If k2 determined for the aerated solution
is used instead, the calculated c is one order of magnitude higher,
than the experimentally determineaqvalue. This disagreement is due to
a considerable enhancement of copper dissolution rate caused by the
dissolved molecular oxygen.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that during constant current cathodic polarization
of copper electrode in a standard solution of pH=2 an equilibrium con-
centration of Cu(II) ions in solution is formed of around I VM. This
concentration is invariant, if c.d. of 8 or 33 mA.cm" is applied.
Further, the equilibrium concentration can be simply related, accor-
ding to equation (1), to the experimental: specific rate constant of
Cu(II) electrodeposition, and specific rate of Cu dissolution in de-
aerated solution.

The equilibrium concentration fluctuates with time, which possibly
means, in view of equation (1), that the rates of Cu deposition and
cissolution are not stabile, but fluctuate with time too.
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ELECTRODEPOSITION AND DISSOLUTION OF NICKEL ON AND FROM TRANSITION

METALS SUBSTRATES WITH VACANT OR PARTLY FILLED d-ORBITALS
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University of Belgrade:

Faculty of Science,*Faculty of Traflc,**Faculty of Agriculture,
***Air Deport "Moma Stanojlovid", Batajnica near Belgrade,

Belgrade, Yugoslavia

On the basis of the Brewer valence bond theory | and genaralized Lewis

acid-base reaction2 for bonding in metals, alloys and intermetallic phases the-

re has been pointed aut 3 that whenever metals of the left-half of the transi-

tions series that have empty or half filled vacant d-orbitals are alloyed with

metals of the right-half of the transition series that have internally paired

d-electrons not available for bonding in the pure metal, there arises well pro-

nounced synergism in electrocatalysis for the hydrogen evoluation reaction

(h.e.r.), which often exceeds individual effects of noble metals and each other

(the synergism condition) and approaches the reversible behaviour at almost

equilibrium potential within the wide range of current density. The Brewer the-

oryl, 2 predicts that such intermetallic phases behave extraordinary stability

features because of improved interorbital bonding and mutual sharing of inter-

nally paired electrons. Such state of the art has suggested the investigation

of potential sweep cycles (cyclic voltamnetry, c.v.) for deposition and dissolu-

tion of transition metals with empty or half filled d-orbitals upon d-metals

with internally paired d-electrons, and vice versa. Unfortunately, the deposi-

tion of transition metals with vacant d-orbitals is possible only from fused

salts. On other hand, d-metals with less than five d-electrons characterises a

rather strong bonding of oxygen and usually a pronounced hydration and there-

fore it is not easy to provide their clean metallic surface for deposition of

other adatoms. Such electrodepositions of transition metals with internally

paired d-electrons upon the ones with vacant d-orbitals so far has rather scar-

cely been investigated and appears interesting from many points of view, first

of all for electrocatalysis.

The basic system in the present paper has been the deposition of Ni upon

transition metals with vacant d-orbitals (Nb, Hf, Ti, Ta). According to the

bonding effectivness, the Breqr theoryl '2 predicts the underpotential deposition

for such d-metal pairs3 .

I IN ~ 'Mlmmm
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The c.v. curves were recorded in the potential region between +0.5 to

-1.5 V. The sweep rate varried from 1 to 500 mVs
1.

Fig. 1 represents the c.v. curves of the Ni deposition-dissolution pro-

cess at the Ni electrode from blank soln. (constituents of the Watts solution

without Ni salts) curve 1,and from Watts soln curve 2. In the first case the

c.v. curve shows hydrogene-oxygene reaction limits in between of which the ano-

dic dissolution peak of Ni, A1 , exists at -0.28 V. In the second case the catho-

dic current arised at the characteristic value for the Ni/Ni(II) potential.

When the Ni working electrode

(w.e.) was replaced by Nb, the

obtained c.y. curve was free I,

of anodic peak in the blank A/
solution (Fig. 2, curve 1). 10.05YA
When the Watts soln. was ap-

plied the cathodic current, -- - - - - -

which corresponds to the Ni / -

deposition,starts from some- /1 2

what more negative potential I

in relation to the Ni/Ni(II) / 1iS

value. When cathodic potentials 2 WATTS
becomes more negative the cur- ". '

rent after potential reversion 
-.

shows tendency to reach the ,

Ni/Ni(II) potential making the

loop on the c.v. curves. Only Fig. 1. C.v. curves of reduction/disolution
of Ni at Ni eZectrode from the Watts

the first A, peak from the two, and from Watts sdn, without Ni salts

A1 and A2 , significantly changes (blak)

in height by the change of the cathodic limit towards more negative potentials.
more

The peak A2, at the somewhat positive potential in relation to the peak AI is

bed developed and cancels completly in some experimental condition. Its peak

current was desturbed by some gaseous product, probably oxygen,which evolves

at somewhat negative potentials.

The other Me investigated have similar behaviour as Nb. Fig. 3 represent

the corresponding c.v. curves for Hf, Ta and Ti respectively. As it was noticed

in the cathodic part of Ni deposition the potential does not vary significantly

with the Me studied, and only the current after potential reversion from catho-

dic limit shows different tendency towards reaching the Ni/Ni(II) reversitble

deposition potential. The Ni dissolution peaks, A, and A2 appear at the same
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Fig. 2. C.V. curves of reduction/di8olu- Fig. 3. C.v. curvea of reduction/
tion of Ni at Nb electrode from watts dissolution of Ni at Ti, Ta W
soZn. and f om Watts aoin. without Ni Hf electrode from Watts aoluti-
salts (blank) tion

potentials in all investigated systems but the oxygen evolution has more signi-

ficant influence on the peak A2 in the case of Hf.
As the conclussion there could be assumed that the NI deposit at at the va-

rious Me substrates shows two different states, suggested by the dissolution

peaks A1 and A2. First of thise peaks represents the dissolution of Ni from the
multilayer and the second from submonolayer deposti. The oxygen evolution in

the presence of this later is somewhat negative in respect to the corresponding
potential at the pure Me. Two different Ni states were not possible to observe

in the cathodic current region because of the rather small sensitivity and very
high Ni(II) ion conc. in the 14atts solution.
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2. L. Brewer and P.R. Wengert, Metall. Trans..4, 83 (1973)
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TITANIUM ANODES FOR THE CHROMIUM PLATING

M.G.Pavlovi6, V.D.Jovi6 X, J.N.Jovicevi6

Institute of Electrochemistry, ICTM, Beograd, Yugoslavia
Institute of Technical Sciences of the Serbian Academy
of Science and Arts, Beograd, Yugoslavia

It is well known that the current efficiency for the hard chromium

plating is very low (8-12%), because of codeposition of hydrogen. Also, me-

chanism of the electrodeposition of chromium from the chromium plating

baths is still undefined, having in mind that deposited chromium is in fact
1,2 e

an alloy of chromium, hydrogen and oxygen (0.25 - 0.50 wt. % of 0 2 )

In this paper are presented results of the investigation of the influ-

ence of different anode materials on energy consumption and current effici-

ency during the process of hard chromium plating.

EXPqRIMENTAL

All experiments were carried out in standard electrochemical cell.

The characteristics of three different anode materials (Pb+5% Sb, Ti(RuO 2 ) and

Ti(Pt-IrO2 )) were investigated by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and stati-

onary potentiostatic techniques in the electrolyte containing 250 g dm - 3 CrO3
and 2.5 g dm - 3 H 2SO4 . Ti(RuO 2 ) and Ti (Pt-IrO 2 ) anodes were made by

baking rough titanium plates, which were coated by the solution of Ru, or

Pt-Ir chlorides in an electric furnace on the temperature of 500 0 C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical LSV for the three investigated electrodes in the electrolyte

used are presented in Fig. 1. (a) and (b). It is seen that the Ti(RuO 2 ) and

Ti (Pt-1rO 2 ) electrodes catalysed both, reaction of hydrogen reduction and oxy-

gen evolution, and that Ti(Pt-IrO 2) electrode is somewhat better for the evo-

lution of oxygen in the range of higher current densities (Fig. 1(b)). It is also

xx Materials Research Institute, Energoinvest, Sarajevo, Yugoslavia
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Fig. 1.* LSV for the three different electrodes in chromium
plating electrolyte
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seen that voltammogram of Pb + 51% Sb electrode has very complex structure in

the range of potential from 0.0 to 2,2 (V) vs. 1NHE, which is probably due to

formation of different chemical compounds of lead with the components of solu-

tion and oxygen3.

Polarization characteristics of three anodes used are presented in

Fig. 2. It is seen that Ti(RuO 2 ) and Ti(Pt-IrO 2) anodes have much lower pola-

rization in whole range of current densities and that this effect is more prono-

unced for high current densities, which is in good agreement with the LSV re-

sults. Under the long polarization Ti(RuO 2 ) anode become unstable and loses

its good performances.

2.4-RNG OF WORWiG CURRENT b5
~2.2- 

ES S

Z2O

1. 2dest
2 3 4 5 678 910

Fig.2. Polarization characteristics of three different anodes

Current efficiency of chromium plating also depends on the anode
materials as it is seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Current efficiency of Cr plating, i 4.5 kAm -2 t=~52 C
Anode materials

Pb+S%Sb Ti (RUOZ) TP-r2 .
Current ef ficiency 11.8% 12.0% 18.41%

References t
1. Mojderr Electroplating"4 , (edited by F. A.* Lowenheim), Chapman and Hall,

2. "Canning Handbook of Electroplating", E.and F. N. Son, London, 22nd
Edition, (1978).

3. T. M.H-.Saber, A.M. Shams El Din," Electrochi mica Actall, L,937(1968).
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CLECTRODEPOSITION OF PLATINUM-RUTHENIUM ALLOYS

M.A.QUIROZ, I.GONZALEZ AND Y.NEAS.
Universidad Aut6noma metropolitana-Izt. Dpto. Quimica

P.O.&Ba 55-534, MEMIWO 09340 D.F.

The cathodic codeposition of various elements with the for
mation of metallic alloys or compounds, from aqueous electrolytic solutions
has byen the subjet of several studies, and has been known for several - -
years . The deposition potential is generally shifted to more positive - -
values, with respect to the less noble metal, due to interactions between -
the components in the deposit, and this has been called "induced codepool -
tion'12. The termodinaunic fundaments of codeposition and the nature of the -
species which determine the potential have been studied in detail by - - -

KrUger3 .
In order to analyze the chemical species in the solution -

which determine the alloy codeposition potential, is necessary to take into
account the electrochemical reaction represented by equation (1):

+ sN + rme - MrNs , (1)

where M represents the less noble electroactive component of the system,-
and the potential for N/N is expressed as:

EM" EM + - Ln(ami) - (2)
nF M - ,~r

where aMm+ is the activity for M , and AGO is the free energy of forma-
tion for the MrNs alloys.

To produce the codeposition of the Nn  and Mm + ions to - -
give the MrNs alloy, it must be accomplished that:

RT ,() l/m( a n+) 1/nI (E; - E) + NrNs
7T N -- - - (3

Being that (EK - EO) > I AGO /rmF, then the alloy will
be fomed ol ifN N rbe formed only if + )> aNn+. Thus, the depos !ion potential must be grea-

ter than M and lowvr than E . Therefore the activity of the M + metallic -

ion is determinant of the potential needed to produce the alloy.
In this work, we have studied the formation of Pt-Ru - - -

alloys using transient techniques. The analysis of the depositions and code
positions of Ru, Pt, and Pt-Ru was carried by means of sweep voltammtry,-
chronoamperometry, chronocoulometry, and the "quasi rest potential" vaa -

tion.
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Some of the experimental results obtained are shown in - -
figures 1 and 2, and in table 1. The comparison between the i-f(t) and - -
Q-f(t) curves, which are drawn at various potentials for solutions of Pt, -
Ru, and Pt-Ru, points out that both metals are forming an alloy. This may -
be justified by:

- The fact that the slopes of the Q vs th curves (table 1)
for the Pt-Ru systems are greater than those of Ru systems. This is indica-
tive of a simultaneous deposition of Pt and Ru, thus Pt and Ru are forming-
an alloy, and this allows the former to deposit at potentials where the - -
deposit of Pt does not occur.

- At more negative values of potential, where both metals-
are allowed to deposit, and at higher concentrations of Ru, the ratios of -
the Q vs t% slopes change, and this indicates that the characteristics of -
the alloy are dictated by the ratio of the Pt(IV) and Ru(III) activities at
the interface4 .
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REOUCTION OF CHROMIUM (VI)
IN PRESENCE OF FLUORINE COMPOUNDS

B. POPOV, D. SLAVKOV and D. DRA21C*
Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy, University "Kiril and Metodij" Skopje
*Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy, 11001 Belgrade. Yugoslavia

The deposition of black chrome is generally done with conven-
tional chroming bath free from sulphates, to which "catalyst" such as acetic
acid, sodium nitrate, amonium methavanadate or fluorine compounds is added 'S.

The exact mechanism by which the catalyst ions enable chromium reduction is
still open to conjecture.

The purpose of the present work is to study the electrochemi-
cal reduction of chromic acid in the presence of fluorine compounds and to
determine the electroplating conditions for obtaining selective absorbing
sur face.

All c.v. experiments were performed in a special plastic cell,
because of the presence of fluorine ions. Working electrodes of Pt sealed
into a glass tube with a geometric area 6,2.10"3 o and a Pt mounted in
a teflon holder with geometric area of 1,76.10'3 cm2 were used. The working
electrodes were mechanically polished after each measurement. SCE was used
as a reference electrode. Black chrome was electrodeposited from a solution
containing 4,2 H Cr0 and 0,05 M BaC0 3 , in presence of fluorine Ions.
The fluorine compounis were added in the cathode compartment during the co-
urse of the run.

Rest potentials observed on Pt cathodes in chromic acid so-
lution with fluorine ions additions are listed in Table(l). The rest poten-
tials probably are mixed potential of the reduction of dichromate ion and
oxidation of Pt. PtO are further reduced when the cathode is polarized at
negative potentials. 1- so

Table(l) mA/cm2  2-10 mV/s
Rest potential values obtained on Pt 8 3- 1

electrode in chromate solutions cata-
lyzed by F ions, with respect to SCE 6 - .

Solution F" Conc. (M) E (V)
0,024 1,043 4
o0,48 1,020
0,078 1,025 2

H2Cr3010 4M 0,115 1,015 2 -

0,166 0,998
0,261 1,0100,351 1,015 0,2 -0,6 -1,0 E/V0,357 1,015 Fig(l) Typical c.v. curves
Fig(l) shows typical c.v. curves for electrodeposition of

black chrome from pure chromic acid (4,2 H) in which only 0,05 H BaCO was
added. The curves were obtained at different sweep rates. BaC0 3 was aided
in order to precipitate SO ions, present as impurities. The curves show
the cathodic maximum at -0,98 V vs SCE, with strong evolution of hydrogen
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at this potential. The peak current was found to increase with increasing
the sweep rate, but this dependence was not found to be a linear function

of the square root of the sweep rate, which suggest that this process Is

not diffusion controlled.

Fig(2) shows cyclic voltammograms at

S -0.074 0,02 V/s for electrochemical redctlon

2-0256 M of chronic acid at different concentra-
MA 3-0357 tions of fluorine ions (from 0,074 to
cm 0,357 M). In the presence of catalyst

ions two more peaks appear for the re-
* duction of chronic acid at -0,35 V

and at -0,5 V vs SCE. It has been fo-
4 3 und that the peak at -0,35 V does not

depend upon the concentration of fluo-
2rine ions, but it appears only at con-

centrations higher than 0,35 M. The ca-
thodic peak current at -0,5 V vs SCE

-0,2 -0,6 -1,0 El was found to depend on the concentrati-

Fig(2) Cyclic vol tamograms at on of fluorine ions (Fig 3), but is not
a linear function of the square root ofdifferent concentrations of the sweep rate.

fluorine ions

Table(2)
In table(2) are shown cathodic Cathodic charges (C/cmi) calculated by
charges (C/cm2 ) calculated by integrating surfaces under the peaks
integrating the surfaces under as a function of F ion concentration
the cathodic peaks at -0,5 V. CF (N) Q (C/on 2 ) . 1 0 3  Solution
The chargs increase from F-3(M)_Q______

l0.0j-lO" c/an 2 to 95,22.10" 0,024 10,07
C/cm . From the results obtai- 0,048 23,13
ned one can conclude that the 0,072 23,13
catalyst ions have an accentu- 0,096 40,13 H2Cr3010 4.M
ated influence only on the se- 0,110 47.69
cond reduction step of chromic 0,144 70,35
acid. It was also found that 0,168 88,93
in presence of fluorine ions 0,192 95,22
the evolution of hydrogen de-
creases remarquably. m *~ i 3571

No deposit was found when chro- 
7

mic acid was potentiostatically 300:
electrolysed at -0,35 V and at
-0,5 V. Black deposit was obser-
ved only at higher applied pote- 66.
ntials (-1,1 V vs SCE) and the 200..
amount of the deposited materi-
al was found to depend on the
concentration of fluorine ions.

0,092

0.1 0,2 V (V/S)
Fig(3) Variation of I with square

root of the sweep ratd
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In order to determine the optimum operating conditions under
which black chrome surfaces appear, spectral reflectance of spectrally se-
lective surface of black chrome on nickel plated cooper have been studied
as a function of deposition time. The following standard experimental con-
ditions were used in preparing the samples for reflectancemeasurements:
agitation of the electrolyte with nytrogen, temperature 295 K, current den-
sity 10 to 12 A/di , cathode to anode ratio 1:1. A computer program for
PDP-I1 computer was used for calculation of the normal thermal emittance
and the hemispherical absorptance from specular normal and hemispherical
reflectivities in order to determine the selective properties of the elec-
troplated black chrome coatings. Fig(4) shows the variation of the spectral
reflectance. For the deposit obtained for 120 s I - 0,928 with
(.40 °C) - 0,1 and Ia/e.-(40 °C) - 9,28. For the aeposit prepared at 50 s

; - 0,80, 0 0 °C) - 0,018 with iS/1 (40 0C) -4,4.

, 2 3 : 5 10 20-/20

Fig(4) Spectral reflectance of black chrome coatings
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF INDIUM (111)

IN MOLTEN LITHIUM CHLORIDE-POTASSIUM CHLORIDE MELT

B. POPOV, D. SLAVKOV and H. A. LAITINEN*

Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy, University "Kiril and MetodlJ", YU

*Department of Chemistry, University of Florida, Gainesville Florida, USA

The instrumentation and equipment used in this study have been

previously described 1-5

Partial thermodynamic values in molten LiCI-KCI have been dete-

rmined from 693 K to 813 K in the In concentration range of 0,016 M to

0,5 M. The study was made with cells of the type:

InjInCl3,LiC]-KCIIILICI-KClPtCl2IPt

In Fig(l) are ploted indium electrode potentials vs log concen-

tration of indium (111) for five temperatures. The dependence is linear and

the slopes determined are compared in Table(l) with the slopes calculated

from the Nernst equation, assuming n-3.

Using the equation,

EPtjPtC12jjCl-Cl 2 -0,3223 + 0,00034(t - 450),

determined by Laitinen and Pankey6, indium electrode potentials with respect

to the platinum reference are normalized to the chlorine electrode, and

obtained values are numerically the same as the potential difference for

the cell lnjInCI 3,LICI-KCII(LiCI-KCIICI2. The reaction corresponding to

this cell is the formation of indium(Ill) chloride in solution. Partial

thermodynamic quantities for the formation of InCI 3 in molten LICI-KCI

have been calculated and are listed in Table(2). The potential of indium

electrode was ploted against temperature for fixed concentrations and values

of (3E/3T)p were found for each concentration. Using these values the parti-

al molar entropy was calculated, as shown in Table(2).

An13ALCl-KCI st!sem - Chronopotentiograms of In(l I) in molten LiCI-KCI

were found to depend on the concentration of ln(Iii). Qualitatively, a single

chronopotentiometric wave occurs at a quarter wave potential of -0,81 V vs

the Pt(ll)IPt reference electrode. The Sand equation was tested at five

different In(Ill) concentrations. The transition time constant Is independent
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of I, indicating that electrode process is diffusion controlled over the ti-

me interval investigated. The average value of the transition time constant

is 545,48 A.sa .cm3.mol 1 . Based on analytical data n-3, the diffusion coe-

fficient was calculated to be 1,81.10 cm *2s" . Only one product was obser-

ved for the reduction of ln(Ill) at -0,81 V. The reduction product was ana-

lysed by standard procedures and was found to be pure indium.

-01 I Table(1);813 k. ! _ -- ' u

-1.0 -lNernst behaviour of the indium electrode

--,------,------- Temp. (K) (aE/31og In3+) (V
-0,6 . __ _ IT

78 "Calculated Observed

1 693 0,0458 0,0490

0.6 53 K! 723 0,0477 0,0450

-,o0" , ' 753 0,0497 0,0468
- 783 0,0517 0,0481

10P23K813 0,0537 0,0522

-1, 0 L9 --

I.

0,88. 0.86 0.84 -E/V

Fig(1) Potential of indium electrode

with respect to Pt reference electrode

In223 -LiC-KCI SystM - A single chronopotentiometric wave occurs at a qua-,

rter wave potential of -0,7 V vs the Pt(ll)IPt reference electrode. The tra-

nsition time constant in the Sand equation has been calculated and was found

to depend on I (Fig 2). There is a decrease in 10T /C with increasing current

density which is generally a sign of a slow chemical reaction preciding

charge transfer.

It was observed during the chronopotentiometric measurementsa

that a volatile product evaporates from the melt, indicating that there Is

an acid-base reaction going on between In203 and chloride melt. In a non

protonic solvent such as alkali halide melt, acid-base reactions can be

conveniently considered in terms of the Lewis acid-base concept. Sfnce al-

caly metal ions have a relatively small ability to accept electrons, they

will not ordinarily enter into acid-base reactions. On the other hand be-
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cause halide ions can donate a pair of electrons, they act as a leveling

base upon most heavy cations, forming metal halide complexes.

0

________ ______________________

50

5 10 15

Fig(2) Variation of 10T I/C with 10 for the reduction of In2 03

In order to account for the observed chronopotentlometric and

coulometric results for In203 reduction, the following acid-base reactions

were considered between In203 and chloride melt preceding charge transfer:

In203 + 2CI In202 C 2 + 0 2"

In203 + 4C)" 2 n2OC14 + 202"

In203 + 6CI 4 21nC1 3 + 302-

Table(2)

Partial thermodynamic quantities for the formation of InCI 3 in molten

LiCI-KCI

Cone. (M) AG (J/mol) AS (J/K) AH (J/mol)

0,0165 -349,716 95,53 418.784
0,0405 -34.-505 83,95 105.720
0,0645 -342.189 78,16 398.698
0,1650 -336.399 46,32 369.888
0,5020 -330.030 28,95 350.960

Samples of the electrode deposit were prepared by constant cu-

rrent electrolysis. The reduction product reacts with platinum cathode.
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APPLICATION OF CYLINDRIC SYSTEM WITH A ROTATING ELECTRODE FOR INVESTIGATION
OF THE SILVER TRANSPORT PHENOMENA DURING COPPER ELECTROREFINING

J. HOTLOS and N. JASKU]A
Department of Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry

Jagiellonian University, Cracow (Poland)

A simple theoretical model describing quantitative transport of silver
ions to the jathode during copper electrorefining was proposed in the
previous paper. The influence of such parameters as electrolyte composi-
tion, overvoltage, current density and electrolyse time on silver contents
in bath and in cathodic deposit was taken into account.

This model was used to describing of electrolysis results obtained in
the 2ystem of two vertical copper electrodes without stirring of electro-
lyte. The high initial concentrations of silver ions (0.5-12ppm) used in
experiments correspond to case of their reduction not only on the cathode
but also on the anode, and to decrease their concentfation in bath. The
model foresees also the possibility of increase of Ag ions concentration
in the electrolyte however, the execute of this case requires very low
initial Ag concentrations or high overvoltages. Then it is possible to
obtain information concerninf the dissolution of silver contained in
anodes. According to the paper application of a system with forced convec-
tion having the better defined transport conditions should improve accord-
ance of the obtained results with the theoretical model.

EXPERIMENTAL
In this work the systel of coaxial cylinders was used to investigation

of silver transport. The rotating inner cylinder made from synthetic
copper-silver alloy (silver contents 0.1-0.7 weight7.) or from industrial
black copper (0.27Ag) was an anode. The external motionless cylinder from
stainless steel was cathode (Fig.1).

Fig.l.

Schematic representation of

the concentric cylinder reactor.

I - . l
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The constants of transport rate of silver ions kADI6 to cathode as
well as to anode described as the functions of rotation speed for this
system, were determined in other investigations. For rotation soeed v-545
lmin used -n silver transfer measurements they are: ka,2. 94*10 cm/s and
k =1.47*10 cm/s respectively. It should be noticed that the transport
rafe towards mhe cathode was higher due to greater cathode surface (S c 212

cm , S =76 cm

2+ The 230 ccm of electrolyte containing 100 g/l of H2 SO, and 50 g/l of
Cu was used for each experiment. The electrolyte was previously carefully
desilvered by shaking with copper powder. The electrolysis were carried out
at the room temperature and at constant charge of 10800 C (current 1-10 A).
This charge provided minimal amount of cathodic deposit necessary to ana-
lyse and on the other hand the amount of slime forming on the anode was
negligible.

The silver contents in cathodic deposit and in the electrolyte were
measured by AAS method.

RESULTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION
The average silver contents in electrolyte after shaking with copper

powder were about 0.1 ppm and have not changed (in the limit of error)
during electrolysis. The equilibrium concentration of iilver tons in the
used bath in contact with metallic copper was 0.O015ppm. T!orefu. '
assumed that most analytically determined in electrolyte silver is the
netallic silver (subtle suspension, slime?) formed during cementation, and
the ionic silver takes its equilibrium concentration.

The obtained cathodic deposit was divided into 12 parts from which 6
were independently analysed. In the emphatic majority of analysed probes
the silver contents were below the limit of sensitiveness of the AAS method
(0.06ppm) that allowed to assess that the silver contents in cathode are no
greater then about 4.8ppm. In a few cases the greater amount of deposit was
analysed and it was determined that silver contents in the cathode occured
in the range from 1.9 to 4.8 ppm.

Assumed the higher value of silver contents (4.8ppm) and that all
silver founded in the cathode is coming from the reaction of reduction of
silver ions which takes place at limiting current, it was calculated that
the average concentration of Ag ions in bath during electrolysis must be
no greater then 0.005 ppm for longest electrolysis (10800 s) and no greater
then 0.03 ppm for shortest electrolysis (1350 s).

It should be stressed that the value of 0.005 is relatively close to
the equilibrium concentration and for this case it is possible to estimate
what the upper limit of amount of silver in the ionic form transferred from
anode into solution is.

Assuming that the only source of ionic silver is anode (and neglecting
the possibility of the cementation reaction in the bulk), according to the
previously described mathematical model the results for longest electroly-
sis (10800 s) wereb interpreted: for average silver ions concentration in
the bulk obtained c =O.006Sppm, and for surface concentration at the anode
c Sa=0.012ppm (that corresponds to overvoltage of sa=5 3 mV). This is illus-
trated on Fig.2.
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From values csa and ka estimated the ugper limit 2of the flux of i2nic
silver from anode as no greater as 8.1*10" pg Ag/cm s (-0.29 mg Ag/m h).
For electrolysis at higher current densities the greater sources may be
expected and for current of 7A, the value of 1.8 mg Ag/M h was obtained.
These results demonstrate that the flux of ionic silver from an anode into
the bulk is insignificant. It is also independent on the kind of used anode
and its silver contents. It leads to the conclusion, that the considerable
silver contents in cathodes observed in an industrial practice are due to
transfer slime rich in silver.

If even a short-lived anode passivation occures then this situation
changes radically. The silver contents increase then many times and may
range 2 ppm in bulk and more then 200 ppm in cathode. Our observations show
that the contribution of slime-transport is in this case significant.
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ON THE EZCTRGDPOSITION OF CAMBON FROM Nal-ALl 3 IULTS
SATMRATED WITH ALUMINIUN CARBIDE.

R. M)EGARD, A. STERTEN AND J. THONSTAD

Laboratories of Industrial Electrochemistry, and SINTF,
The Foundation of Scientific and Industrial Research

at the Norwegian Institute of Technology,
N-7034 Trondheim-NTH, Norway.

Two subjects related to solutions of aluminium carbide in
NaF-Al 3 melts were studied:
1) The equilibrium concentration of dissolved aluminium

carbide in Nal-All 3 melts.

2) The electrodeposition of carbon from aluminium carbide
saturated melts.

SolublJtZ.In the solubility experiments a graphite crucible
with a close fitting graphite lid, containing 140g of molten
salt and 25g of aluminiuJ, was placed in the isothermal zone of
a vertical Kanthal furnace with argon atmosphere. During a
holding time of 5-6 hrs at temperature, aluminium carbide was
formed by reaction between aluminium and the graphite crucible,
saturating the melt. After removal of the lid a melt sample
(3g) was taken with a steel ladle that was lowered from the cold
part of the furnace. The aluminium carbide content of the sample
was determined from the volume of CH4 (g) evolved by treatment
with a 10% HCI solution. The hy rolysis apparatus was similar to
that described by Rogers et all.

Fig. 1. shows the concentration of dissolved aluminium carbide
as a function of the NaP/AlF molar ratio (CR) at 10200 C. The
full line represents the best fit for a model based on the
equation

A1 4C3 (s) + 5A1F3 (diss) + 9NaF(l) - "Al3CF8
3 -+ 9Na+ (1)

Activity data for AIF3 and Na? given by Sterten and Mmland
2 were

used in the calculations.

Dewing3 has previously measured the solubility of aluminium
carbide in NaF-AlF3 melts for 1.6<CR(4.5, as shown in Fig.l.
The present data, although higher in carbide concentration, are
in fair agreement with those of Dewing. Because Dewing's
measurements were not extended to low CR's, the concentration
peak shown in Fig.1 was not detected. The broken line in the
figure is our representation of Dewing's data.

... . -- m ( m i mN~l l m m n mmMEN
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Eloctrodeagoition of carbon. It was found that carbon could be
electrodeposited by electrochemical oxidation of dissolved
aluminium carbide. Voluminous deposits were obtained on
electrodes made of graphite, vitreous carbon, iron, tungsten
and platinum. The carbon deposit was found to be amorphous by
x-ray diffraction analysiu.Based on the weight lomb when
burning the carbon deposits the number of electrons exchanged
pr mole of deposit was calculated to be -4 when assuming 100%
current efficiency for the deposition reactions.

Fig. 2 depicts carbon deposits on iron, vitreous carbon and
tungsten electrolo. Similar anodic deposits were obtained by
Morris and Harry in LiCl-CAC1 2 melts containing dissolved CaC2 .

In Fig.3 is shown an example of potential decay curves recorded
in carbon Qeposltion experiments. A constant current of SA
(-0.5 A/cm') was disconnoted at time zero. The potential
difference between an aluminium electrode and a vitreous carbon
electrode with carbon deposits on it was recorded. The potent-
ial plateau which is clearly visible in the figure, corresponds
to an aluminium carbide formation cell. The semi-stable
potential was +127 mV versus the aluminium electrode. This
gives AGO(AlC ) - - 35.108 kcal/mol at the temperature of the
experiment (10130 C). The interpolated JA A 5 data is AO(A14C3 )
- - 34.166 kcal/mol at that temperature. The difference is
within the limits of error indicated in JADAF.

References:
1: Rogers, P.S., Bevan, D.J.K. and Tomlinson, J.W.,

Microchim. Acta U2, 1839 (1956).
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Proceeding of the Int. Conf. Ind. Carbon and Graphite
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Concentration of dissolved Electrodeposited carbon
aluminium carbide as a function on electrodes of:
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* - present work; melt composition:
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Potential decay curve in a carbon
deposition experiment. The potential
of a vitreous carbon electrode with
carbon deposit was measured versus
an aluminium electrode. At t(O,
I - SA ( 0.5 A/cm').
Temperature: 10130 C, CR -1.50.
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A SIMPLE LINEAR THERMODYNAMIC MODEL OF ZINKOXIDE CHARGING

AND DARK DISSOLUTION

O.FRUHWIRTH, G.W. HERZOG,
Institute of Inorganic Chemical Technology, Technical University of Graz,

Austria
J.POULIOS, present adress:
Laboratory of Physical Chemistry, Aristotelian University of Thessaloniki,

Greece

The dissolution rate of ZnO and the flatband potential display a linear

pH dependence. The aim of this work was to find a simple model, which could

explain phenomenologically this behavior, first observed by Lohmanni and

Hauffe et al. 2 , but not yet interpreted on a common basis. Furthermore this

model should give an explanation of the linear pH dependence of the photo-
current, when ZnO is illuminated with 365 nm light (bandgap) and is decom-

posed by holes.
The model is based on irreversible thermodynamics originally developed

by Prigogine3 and on splitting the electrochemical energy term into an
electrical energy part connected with double layer charging and the chemical
potential which is connected with H4 or OH" concentration.

The common electrochemical model for dark dissolution ratgs of oxides
in acidic solution, given by Enge11 4 and improved by Vermilyeag, is based
on transfer control otthe lattice ions of the dissolving oxide. For the rate
of dissolution of hydroxides or oxides this gives a power law of the form(1).

"G nt c ' . By simplification through c.=*.
(1) v= n+ -+  .z.-.Z.. and z+=z.=2 a proportionality ofthe rate v with(c +)lresult.

For the dissolution of oxides Vermilyea discussed some casgs with different
first step of reaction leading to

v- H+)k , first step: hydration of ZnO or adsorption of H+ with
saturated sites nOH. at the interface

w-(cH+% , first step: reaktion of O with a proton to OH" and then
in a fast step with a second proton to H2O.

v--cH+ , first step: two protons react with O to water or the

adsorption of H+ with nearly empty nnH-c.
Only the last two cases show the practically measured dependence o) pH ith
the above mentioned restrictions but without an explanation for the linear
potential - pH dependence.

From Prigogine's law of irreversible thermodynamics follow directly
linear relations of the dissolution rate on pH and potential. These laws
hold for reactions near equilibrium, or if a chain of reactions is composed
of single steps beeing in a quasi stationary state and each of them not far
from equilibrium. If the overall reaction for the dissolution of ZnO in the

(2) ZnO + 2 H+---b Zn++ + dark is thought to be composed of( H20 the following successive steps (3)
(3) ZnO H + --I ZnO.Hds--*Zn ++ +OH- the linear irreversible thermody-

t - namics gives for the reaction rate(4) v =-v--- or ithe electric current for charged species.

By splittingAl into the chemical energy A/U and the electrical part zFAt
and after insertion of the concentration dependence ofj. and of the disso-

dn lution current (5), taking the charge
(5) i0 =-zF(-)o = zF.k.(cH+)o with z=l for the first step in (3),we

yield the measured linear relation (6):

77
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(6) T = --- (cH+)OLFaT +pids + 2,3RT pH]

k: forward rate constant under pure kinetic control
(CH+)o: equilibrium proton concentration with a constant surface coverage of

H+ assuming.constant activity of the surface
An analogous treatment of the second step in (3) leadsto a similiar equation
but with a Zn++ dependent term:

(7) i= F&Y+At8es - 2,3RT (pOH pZn)]
If we postulate in (6) one limiting case for an insoluble oxide with i = 0 the
equation (8) with the pH independent terms collected in A follows.

= A 2 3RT This means that if all charges contribute to the
(8) AT = A- p oxide/solution interface the potential difference

between oxide and solution is proportional to pH.
This first was observed by Lohmannl for ZnO single cristals when he measured
the flatband potential by capacity measurements under pH variation.

The other limiting case of (6) demands an unpolarisable oxide where
all charge is transfered and contributesto dissolution. In equation (9) the
(9) i = B - 2,3 C+o-.pH slope corresponds to the chemical

rate konstant and the proton concen-
tration at equilibrium. This case

seems to be predominant in Hauffe's' dissolution experiments with small po-
larisation of the ZnO crystal.

In praxis most cases will be found between these extremes, that means,
charging of the oxide interface to some extent of potential where the dis-
solution of the lattice decomposition get dominant, when no potentiostat is
applied.

Under illumination the anodic photocurrent of ZnO shows a linear depen-
dence on pH ;oo, though another mechanism of dissolution has been postulated
by Gerischeru working with photogenerated holes and by Morrison7  a water
oxidation reaction via holes has been introduced.

In figure 1 the pH dependence of the
photocurrent of a Zn doped ZnO single

1_70 crystal is shown without and with Zn++
saturation in the elektrolyte.8

50L Because of the restricted dissolution
when saturation of Zn++ is provided, we

. 3 assume that the photocurrent in this
case must belong to water oxidation.

I 1 , (10) H20 + p+- P11 H202 + +

0 2 4 6 PO' 12 With saturation the photocurrent is
independent of pH and of Zn++and contributes to a ground level in the other
case. When Zn+ concentration in the elektrolyte is far from saturation and
no transport limitations are observed at the RDE the observed total photo-
current is linearly pH dependent. The additive photocurrent should belong to
the ZnO lattice decomposition via holes and proved to be proportional to the
incident light intensity.9

(11) ZnO + p+ + H+---. 1/2 H202 + Zn++

For this overall reaction the first step in the thermodynamic model of (3)
is postulated to govern the other steps and therefore this model should hold,
resulting in a linear iph/PH dependence, which is shown in fig.1 or in a
linear dissolution rate expressed through equation (6) or (9) but with a
somewhat different equilibrium term (c +)

The photocurrent is independent o Zn++ concentration at each pH of in-
vestigation though it is different invalue and higher than the basic current
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with saturation of the Zn++ cation. This behavior is shown in fig.2 and
can only be the case if the concentration dependent step in (3) is not
dominant. The dissolution rate control-by Zn++ or

0.I OH" desorption would give a dependence
of the form of equation (7) but has not
been observed hitherto. In buffered1__40. - -0 solutions, where no H+ or OH" diffusion
limitation takes place, the Zn++ depen-20 dence would cause a decreasing rate

- fr js fig with time because of enrichment of the
q70 0 4 dissolving cation in the solution.

Conclusion: Below the isoelectric point at pHa 9 in dark for ZnO the
surface get charged positively by adsorbing protons when the oxide is immer-
sed into the aqueous solvent. If thereby the pH of the solution changes, the
flatband potential changes too.

if on the other hand the pH is fixed by buffer solution or the external
potential differenceis fixed by potentiostat, the adsorbing protons will raise
the dissolution rate. Both cases may be qualitatively described as limits of
the equation (6), which has been derived by irreversible thermodynamics.

The illuminated ZnO surface (hv> E ) will be decomposed by holes faster
than in the dark. The rate of this phatodecomposition depends linearly on pH
when the generation of holes is sufficient. The absence of an influence of
the Zn+  concentration below the IEP favors a mechanism the first step of
which can be described by the thermodynamic modell too.

This is not the case for the water oxidation by holes on the illuminated
ZnO surface which proceed in the whole pH region up to the iep and is con-
trolled by the photon flux too, but not by H+ or Zn++ concentration.
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ELECTROLESS DEPOSITION OF Ni-P THIN
FILMS ON CERAMIC SUBSTRATES

M. FERNANDEZ, J.M. MARTINEZ-DUART and J.M. ALBELLA
Instituto de Fisica del Estado S61ido, CSIC and
Departamento de Fisica Aplicada. Universidad
Aut6noma, Cantoblanco. Madrid 28049 (Spain)

Electroless deposition of nickel films has been widely used
for different purposes. Specifically, the deposition methods ba-
sed on the chemical reduction of a nickel salt by sodium hypo-
phosphite has attracted a great interest for the preparation of
electrical resistors as well as for other electronic devicesl, 2 .
This fact is due to the phosphorous incorporation into the nickel
films coming from the electroless bath. It has been shown 2 that
the phosphorous concentration in the deposited film has a strong
influence in somp f their physical properties, such as in the
electrical resistivity or in the contact resistance of the metal/
/semiconductor interfaces. In the present work, wp have ipv7-qtj-
gated the deposition conditions of the electroless .ckel tiims
grown onto ceramic substrates from a typical hypophosphite solu-
tion in order to obtain good quality thin film resistors.

The basic electrochemical reactions taking place during elec-

troless Ni deposition from a hypophosphite solution are:

Ni 2 ++ H 2Po + H20 - Ni + 2H + + HPO 1)

and

H2P2 + H20 * H 2PO H2  (2)

both reactions occurring simultaneously. The reaction (I) gives
rise to the nickel reduction and to the formation of H+ ions.
The presence of these H+ ions during the chemical reaction dimi-
nishes the nickel deposition rate 3 , which becomes practically
zero when the solution pH falls below a value about 3. In order
to keep constant the deposition rate alkaline reagents as well
as other stabilizing compounds were added to the electroless so-
lution. The final composition of the solution was: nickel sulfa-
te, sodium hypophosphite, ammonium chloride, sodium citrate, ace
tic acid and fixed amounts of ammonia to control the solution pH
to a predetermined value.

Table I reports the results concerning the effect of the pH
and temperature of the solution on the deposition rate of the
nickel deposits onto the ceramic esteatite substrates. From this
data, it can be observed that for a given temperature, the depo-
sition rate increases with the solution pH. Within the conside-
red pH range, the deposition rate follows an exponential la accqr-
ding to the equation: v = a exp (b(pH)) , with a = 0.64gr cm min-'
and b a 0.22.
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TABLE I

DEPOSITION RATE FOR SEVERAL TEMPERATURES
AND pH OF THE ELECTROLESS BATH

Temperature pH Deposit ion rate
(T eu (gr cm- mln - 1)

20 8.2 40.0
20 7.0 21.8
20 6.2 11.7
20 5.0 6.4
20 4.0 3.3
20 3.4 1.8
44 5.0 43.0
60 4.0 52.4
60 3.4 27.3

Due to this effect, the deposition rate becomes very slow in
the low pH ranges. However, as it can be appreciated from table
I an increase in the temperature up to 400 or 600 C may partia-
lly compensate the decrease in the deposition rate, making it
possible to work with acid solutions. Thus, by means of an apro
piate selection of both controlling parameters, pH and tempera-
ture of the solution, a wide range of film characteristics can
be obtained.

We have made use of these posibilities in order to deposit
films in a wide range of the resistance values and with a very
low temperature coefficient of the resistance (TCR).

Samples with a constant film thickness has been prepared
varying the solution pH between 3.4 and 8.6 at different tempe-
ratures. The phosphorous content of the films has been analysed
by colorimetric methods dissolving the films in nitric acid and
complexing the phosphorous with the Duval B reagent. It has been
observed that the phosphorous concentration of the films decrea-
ses almost linearly from 11% to 5% when the pH of the solution
increases in the above mentioned range. Simultaneously the mea-
sured TCR of these films decreases from 800 to 100 ppm oc.1
These results confirm the strong correlation existing between
the phosphorous content and the TCR of the resistive films. A
discussion of the conduction mechanism and the influence of the
structural characteristics of the film deposits will be also
presented.
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THOWING POOER AND CATHODS BYPICIKNCT STUDIXS OF GOLD
PLATING ELBCTDOLTS USED IN MRINTZD CIRCUITNS AND RLaCfTouICS

3. JULVE
Departement of Physical Chemistry. Faculty of Sciences.
Univrsidad Autftoma do Baroelona( Dellateria). Spain.

INTRODUCTIN
Although alkalin-yaid* electroplating gold baths have & good ca-

thode efficiency and produce good gold coatings,,unfortanately they sttack
both the laminate and adhesives used In copper foil bonding of printed
aircuite.Scgit in necessary to provide a plating system that does no
attack these matherials sand give uniform distribution of gold deposits
on basim,with a suitable thickness and desirable brightness.The aid
gold plating system are able to accomplish these oonditions.So, in the
present work we have studied several aid gold electrolyte* sand compari-
sons have been made between them after adding several organic compounds
to improve the uniform distribution of gold deposit and its quality. In
order to achieve perfect distribution a suitable way can be to create a
certain conditions on the gold plating solutions so that the cathode .2,-
ciency falls with increasing current density.Thus, if at 0.001 A/cM2 the
cathode efficiency is,for instance, 30% and at 0.003 A/cu 2 the cathode
efficiency is,for inatance'l0% ,thentproviding that the cathode effici-
ency/current density relationship in non linear, uniform gold thickness
can be obtained when plating between these limits of current density.
In this work attention has been paid to the phenomenon of throwing po-
wer and gold coating distribution.To this end comparisons were made be-
tween various type@ of gold plating systeme,using Hull cell tests.Haring
-Blum cell tests and cathode efficiency measurements.

EXPERIMTAL
a) Electrolytes s The acid electrolytes studied were prepared froms a

gold salts potassium oysn-aurate(I), to which a phospat-itrate buffer
-plus a metal complex and several organic compounds(&& brighteners) were
added.These compounds were incorpored to the electroplating bath in or-
der to increase the bulk density of the electrolyte modifie the buffe-
ring power sand modifie, slso,polsrization ahsracteristios.The gold in the
bath was controlled by periodic analysis~replenishing it with the gold
malt K fJAu(CN) 21 when necessary.The compounds of different types added
to the electroplating aqueous basic solution were the followings

Bath(l)s CobeAt complez(GoK2BDTA)(0,5-10 g/l) an brightener grain re-
finer.

Bath(2)s Nickel oomplex(NiEK3DTA)(0,5-l10 g/1) for the sme purpose.
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Bath(3), organic brightener class I# ttroethyo1nopentamlue(l-10 &'l)

Bath(4)t COI23MA (0,-10 9/l)4 tetraenhYi*AePftmin.(10 #/I)-
Bath(5)s NIK 23MA (0.5-10 g/l)+ totroothylonepentaIne(l-1O /l).
Bath(6)v NiK23DYA (0,5-10 g/1)4 organic brightener loaes 2sa soada-

motion product of potassium etbyl-zanthate reaction with the
acoloin (0,5-10 #/1) and finally neutrllsation of both to

the operating pH with M0.
b) Hull0.o1, Mesurements i The cell volume me 267 cm3, the anode

was a platinised titanium sheet and the oathode(pnonl) else wasslOx 5,
on(total)(rea, submergeds 50 cm2).Iod agitatioa(2 m/mi.) in front of os-
thode m ued.he measurements were made under the following oonditions

, currents 1 A ,temperatures 30C(or am stipulod In the ezperiment),pas
4.5 (or a. stipuled in the Ozperlment).Gold elootrodepoolted thickness

was measured with a "Coulometre C-120"(lootroftinlsh-ranoe) instrument

based on the enadi• dismolution method.
o) Hari,-Blum cell Measurements a The Haring-Blue cell used had the

dimensions of 25x 6 oam and the platinimed titanium meoh anode and the
to cathodes(panels) had mn 43.-5 5 on area.The anode me situated 4 am

from one end in order to give a ratio of cathode distnce of 5.1. A
small stirrer, mituoted in the middle of the ollpwoa used to circulate

the solution slowly round the two compartments of the cell.k current

density of 0.01 A/cm was applied to both oathodes,uihoh were weighed
before and after eloctroplating.An analytical saisy balance *Sartorious"

monoplato was used.
d) Efficiency ea.ursments i Cathode effioiency was measured for

each eleotrolyto(oarrying the respective additive) at different current

densities to show ohanges in the otffiiony-ou-ront density curve and to

obtain an electroplating bath which gave effioioncy-eurrent density our-
Yes with a negative slope.A copper ooulometer was run in series during

each test and temperature and pE values were as stipula4ed for each ex-
periment.Agitation was rookng cathode movement at 2 m/min. A11 measu-

rements were made simultaneously in sories,eleotroplating onto brass

panels of appropiato area.

RESULTS AIM DISCUSSION

a) Ilectrolyto i As result of this investigation we have found that

the best eleotroplating sold gold bath(with uniform deposit distribu-

tion,good throwing power and suitable brightness) to use in printed cir-

cuits and electronics h. boo the followings

Gold(ae r [Au(CI)2 1)0 A I Potassium dibydrogen phosphateslo 6/1

Potasum oitrates 40 g/ll Citric acid# 40 c/11 NLokel(a NiZ2rDTA)e

2 g/l; organic brightener clas 2 (condenation product of potassium

ethyl-zanthate reaction with aor•loin)s 1,5 g/l. The density of aqueous

bathe io 12-13 03i. The operation conditions are Temperatures P0-32 oC

p1s 4,0-5,0(adjusted with KOi)j current donsitys 0,01-0,02 A/o1- ano-
de/cathode ratios 1/1 ; continuous filtration ; agitation by cathode

oeoillation(4 a/min speed).
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b) St3fo&M ,i As Fig. 1 show, only in bath(6) (with high densi-
ty and Ipwoved buffering poe and oarxying a metal oouplez and an or-
enia brightener class 2) the efficiency fails with Inoreasing current

density.
o) Huf cella As we oa see In Pig.2(that show distribution of Cold

deposits obtained from various aid gold bathe on a 1 Aup.bnll cell pa,-
nel) the deposit thIolMaesse tend to Increase ooatmouSly with inoea-
sing current density in the oases of baths 1,2,3,4 and 5. Only in the
case of bath 6 there Is a signifloant fall In thickness at hih current
densi r.

d) Haring-Blum cells The formula used for calculating the throwing
power ?(%) was not the original given by Earing and 1lo, but the fonn-
1a proposed r Field, T(%) - I. - J x 100 , where K i the cathode

K411-2
distanoe ratio(K-5) and K in the ratio of the weights of gold deposited
on the near and far oatbodes.Tbe results have been the following(to 0.01
A/om2 average)i bath(l)s13% ,bath(2)14% bftth(3)a8% qb&%h(4)s20% ,bath
(5)s211 and bath(6),44%.

CONCLUSIONS
The bath(6),proposed,has shown to hae & negative effioiency/ouzrent

density elope and,from, the Bull cell data at 0.03 A/oW29 we can se that
the elope of the thioknese-ourrent density curve Is much loss than at
0.01 A/cm2 . Also,at 0.01 A/oa 2 the elope of the thickness-ourrent densi-
ty curve for bath(6) to loe than that for the other experienced baths.
Henoe, the throwing power and distribution of deposit is better when we
electroplating with bath(6) than when plating with any of the other acid

gold bathe.
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Pt ANODES: INTERRELATION OF CORROSION, ELECTROCATALYTIC
AND ADSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS.

Ya.M.Kolotyrkin, A.N.Chemodanov, I.I.Asheulova
L.Ya.Karpov Institute of Physical Chemistry, Moscow (USSR)

The paper presents experimental results on the kinetics of
the smooth Pt anodic dissolution at potentials of 02 evolution.
As is known, these processes accompany as side reactions many
practically important electrochemical processes realized on Pt
anodes in aqueous media. Pt dissolution rate tvas determined by
radiotracer technique.

The elperimental data indicate kinetic similarity of both
reactions . In H2SO4 , HNO , NaOH and AcNa+AcH solutions the

steadystate dissolution of Pt at measurable rates (;lO- 9 A/cm2 )

may be monitored only after reaching potentials at which stea-
dystate 02 evolution starts. Under potential (or current den-
sity i) variation the reaction rates ip1 and i) change, in ma-
ny cases, roughly proportionally to eacH other;2 in the absen-
ce of other electrode reactions this is manifested in that the
current efficiency of Pt dissolution CEpt = iPt/i as a functi-
on of i is practically constant (Fig.l). Sometimes CEpt remains
constant also under varied electrolyte concentration Ttig.2)
and pH.

Such a parallelism of Pt dissolution and 02 evolution kine-
tics can be explained presuming that both reactions proceed
through intermediate stages of chemisorbed metal-oxygen compo-
unds' formation1 . Many experinental data prove the existence
of an interrelation between the Pt anode's corrosion behaviour
and its surface coverage by chemisorbed oxygen, O . Thus, for
some systems there has been established a correlation between
80 decrease observed in the presence of other adsorbed par-

ticles ( () was determined by fast voltammetry technique), and
anode dissolution inhibition (Fig.3).

Based on the developed concepts and experimental data we
may out forward some conliderations as to the conditions for
the appearance of the above mentioned parallelism.

For acidic electrolytes with nonsurfaceactive anions, whica
do not undergo anodic oxidation, the CE constancy should be
expected, first of all, in the potentialtregion where practi-
cally all the current is used for water molecules discharge
with 02 formation. Pt dissolution rate in this region depends
little on the anion' nature; the differences in CEpt values
observed for different acids are conditioned mostly by the dif-
ferences in 0 evolution kinetics.

The effeci of potential on CEpt may occur at higher poten-
tials when, besides water discharge, the anions' discharge be-
comes also possible. If the latter reaction does not involve
the appearance on the Pt surface of particles facilitating me-
tal dissolution, then CEpt would decrease with increasing pola-
rization. Whether, in this case, the current efficiency of Pt
dissolution related to the partial 02 evolution rate CE't =
= i ./i remains constant will depend on the composition of
final 2electrolysis products. If the anion discharge accompa-
nied by formation of new products, the parallelism between Pt
dissolution and 02 evolution would remain; this case is reali-
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zed under anodic oxidation of chloride and chlorate 2. If the
resulting radical intermediates at further chemical stages re-
act with water forming 02 and regenerating the parent anions,
then the i.t/i ratio would decrease; an example may be
1M(HNO+NaN03201ution electrolysis with the only final ano-

dic proluct, at any potential, being 02 (Fig.4).
In the cases when surface particles formed during anions

discharge may, along with surface oxygen particles, directly
participate in Pt dissolution reaction, a shift from water
discharge potentials to preferential anion discharge potenti-
als might be accompanied by the increase of iFt/i O  ratio. At
that, generally speaking, CE may decrease o 21ncrease
as well. The former case seen to be realized in the system
Pt-acetate electrolyte. The latter case might be expected in
conditions when anion discharge sharply acceleratesanode dis-
solution. Further potential increase in anion discharge region
may cause CEpt stabilisation on a new level.

The described parallelism effects seem to be of rather ge-
neral character and were observed, besides Pt, for some other
noble metals anodes (Ru, Ir at low polarization) and metalo-
xide anodes (RuO2 , DSA).

The prospects for practical application of the existing
interrelation of noble metal-based anodes dissolution and ano-
dic 02 evolution are, first of all,associated with possible
development of relatively simple techniques to control and pre-
dict corrosion behaviour of such anodes, basing on measure-
ments of the accompanying 02 evolution reaction rates.

REFERENCES.
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KIW'ICS 01 TEM INITIAL STAGES
OF GALVANOSTATIC JIBCTRD3PMITION

A.N.IRAA OKH, V.A. TAZV
Institute of Zlectrochemistry, Sverdlovsk, USSR

Under galvanostatic conditions of nucleation and growth
of the new phase supersaturation varies substantially during_
electrodeposition. An important feature of this process is the
interdependence between the nucleation kinetics and the nucleus
growth one. The transfer of the substance to the electrode in
effected in this case under non-stationary conditions. The eme-
rgence of nuclei leads to a redistribution of the current at
the electrode.

For the description of this process the computer simulati-
on method has been used. With this method the nuclei are intro-
duced into numerical memory of the computer and their evolution
is monitored.

The current balance equation for a given instant of time
is as follows

£ CS'A SO 1(I. + rI
where I is the external current, C is the double-layer capa-
city, S is the electrode surface area, j is the ovezpotenti-
al, .I is the current used to form adatoms, 4 is the current
used for the nucleus growth. The summation is over all the nu-
clei existing at the given instant of time. The nuclei are in-
troduced into the numerical memory of the computer at a frequ-
ency determined by the Volmer rate of nucleation

where K,, and K: are nucleation constants.
Par adatoms concentration r we have

The concentration of ions being deposited near the flat surface
of the electrode (not occupied by nuclei) is equal to

as V CO - a-F1.

0
where Ce is the concentration of ions beine deposited in the
-electrolyte, X is the diffusion coefficieut of the ions being
deposited. The value of 1. is preset depending on the nucleus
mechanism.

In the calculations use has been made of experimental va-
lues of the parameters of electrodeposition of silver on plati-
num in nitrate melts' . The analysis of calculated data has ma-
de it possible to reveal the main regularities of galvanostatic
formation and growth of the new phaset . Following the. swit-
ching on of current the double layer charges up, the adatom
concentration grows and the overpotential rises. After a certa-
in interval of time the first nucleus emerges. Beginning from
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this moment a part of the current is used up for the growth of
this nucleus. The adatom concentration at which the first

nucleus evolves is several percent (1-5) of the concentration
of fully filled silver monolayer. If the nucleus growth our-
rent does not exceed the external ourrent, the overpotential
centinues to grow and the next nuclei are formed.

At j t J,,, the total nucleus growth current exceeds
the external current while the adatom concentration and over-
potential decrease. It this stage of deposition a predominant
transter of adatoms occurs from the electrode into the bulk of
the electrolyte. Because of this process the total nucleus

growth current can exceed the extirnal urrent.
At low current densities (10 J -'10 A/sm') only one nuc-

leus forms at the electrode. The nucleation process is rather
symmetrical relative to and 6 ,e . According to esti-
mates made the exchange current density at the electrolyte-nuc-
lei interface is at least 500 A/smz

At the final stages of the process at small overpotentials
only the growth of nuclei occurs without the emergence of new
nuclei. An overpotential rise at the growth stage is possible
in case of mass crystallization, whel the growing nuclei start
to (-erlap. In the theoretical model' a chaov. distribution
of nuclei over the electrode surface is assumed. 1" racei
are considered to be semispherical, emerged instantaneously in
the region of maximum overpotential.

Let us examine the case when the deposit growth proceeds
by diffusion of the ions being deposited to the surface of the
deposit. The following dependence of overpotential on electro-
deposition parameters has been established

a F _R]_
where C' is the surface energy of the electrolyte - deposit in-
terface, V is the molar volume of the deposit, Z is the nuc-
leus radius, m is the number of nuclei per unit area of the
electrode, X. 3t' , r(x) is the Dawson integral

The k, - curve from the insta t of formation of nuclei has a
V-sape. The overpotentical attains a minimum value at the

degre& of filling of electrode by the deposit 9 =0,57.
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THE ANODIC FORMATION OF MERCUROUS OXALATE
IN HClO4 AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

M. SARRET, J. CLARET ani M. MULLER
Dep. Quimic-fisica. Fac. Qumica. U. Barcelona
Diagonal 647. 08023 Barcelona.

The formation of mercurous oxalate by anodic oxidation of mercury
electrode has been showed by Armstrong and col. in a previous work1 . The
purpose of this work is to study the electrocrystallization of this com-
pound in HClO4 aqueous solutions by potential and current perturbations,
in order to establish the mechanism and kinetics of its formation.

1. Voltammetry

A typical voltammogram is shown in the figure. Integration of the

c H 4 o. 5 0

HClO4 1.0 M

pH .6an. -2O IE0i HV) v. 2 mvs-1

200.

first anodic peak gave a charge of 73t5 pCcm- 2 and a more detailed study
showed the characteristic feature of nucleation 2 : an anodic peak in the

cathodic scan. The cross-over potential is poorly defined and two maxima
are observed in the reverse scan ( -97.0 mV and -98.0 mV ), proving a
complex behaviour of the deposit. This complexity can be seen holding the
potential at -91.0 mV : only a reduction peak is observed at -98.0 mV
with a charge of 86:7 pCcm- 2 . These two cathodic peaks seem to correspond
to two possible deposit structures. The form of the peak and the value
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f p = 0. 62 agree with the calculated for a 2D progressive nucleation

and growth mechanism
3 .

The second anodic peak exhibits the feature of nucleation, also.

When the peak is allowed to gro-, slowly at -70.0 mV, a only reduction peak

is observed whose charge depends on the growing time. This second peak

seems to be the three dimensional growth of the deposit.

2. Potentiostatic transients

The potentiostatic transients corresponding to different first peak

overpotentials show a general shape characteristic of a nucleation and

growth process with a charge of 7015 uCcm- 2. The experimental data at low

overpotentials ( 3-4 mV ) follow closely the response predicted for a 2D
progressive nucleation ( i/im vs t/tm, i vs t2 , imtm )4. In the overpoten-
tial range of 5-7 mV the transients evolution to an instantaneous nuclea-

tion and at higher overpotentials ohmic control appears. The slopes of
the potential dependences of im and tm involve an extreme dependence of
k2A on the overpotential. The experimental data have been tested also with

a theory in terms of coverage 5 and the conclusions have been the same.

At overpotentials higher than 20 mV a second peak is observed in the

current-time transients. At low overpotentials this peak seems to corres-

pond to a 3D growth with mixed control, and at higher overpotentials is a
three dimensional growth with diffusion control 6 .

3. Galvanostatic tra,'sients

Two galvanostatic steps with the characteristic potential maxina of

a nucleation process can be obserred o: the transie~ts. The first step cor

responds Lo a 2D nucleat.on and growth of a monolayer ( charge between the
pcten:al peaks of 72t6 gCcm- n ) and the second step is a 3D growth. The

coverage rin for the mcrolayer corresponds very closely to the value of

0.39 .:redicted for the instantaneous nucleation of two dimensional cen-
ters 7. ( This different behaviour under pc-entiostatic and gFlva -statiC:

conditicrs has alredy been analyzed' ). An analysis of ex;erimental data

) io- i log ig/fl ) allow us to compare the experim.ental tran-

czents witi-. the potential respcnse predicted and the &greement is s'.isfac

tory. T'.e same agreement is obtaine. in terms of coverages5 . The reversi-

'cle -otentials cf the laycrs are measured with the open circuit technique.

4. Impcdance measuretients

The ccmpprtior of the C irs E curve with the voltammogram show the
abZence of adsorption in the capacitative ranLe.
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AUTOCATALYTIC TIN DEPOSITION

A. MOLENAAR and B.C.M. MEENDERINK

Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Tin is deposited on other metals (e.g. copper) to produce a corrosion
resistent or solderable coating. Such layers are usually made by immersion
plating, electrodeposition or dip-soldering. Immersion plating, which invol-
ves a displacement of the substrate metal by tin, is restricted to layers
with a limited thickness; deposition ceases when the substrate is completely
covered. Autocatalytic plating gives the possibility of selective deposition
of metals to unlimited thickness.

The Wagner and Traud theory of mixed potentials for corrosion systems' can
also be used for autocatalytic deposition. The polarization curves for inde-
pendent anodic and cathodic processes may be combined to predict the overall
rate (fig. 1). Generally the electrons for autocatalytic metal deposition
are supplied by reducing agents such as hypophosphite, formaldehyde and
borohydride. Catalytic oxidation of these reducing agents does not occur on
a tin surface. We found that tin deposition can be obtained by an unusual
autocatalytic process2. The metallization takes place by a disproportions-
tion reaction in which a tin(lI)compound supplies electrons according to the
reaction

Sn2+ compound - Sn4+ compound + 2e.

Analyses confirmed that tin is deposited by a disproportionation mechanism

2Sn2+ compound - P Sn"+ compound + Sn metal.

The mixed potential of the partial reactions in fig. I is the plating poten-
tial of the autocatalytic tin solution. We measured the plating potential
over a long period and found a value of about 1022 mV against Hg/HgO refe-
rence electrode. In fig. 2 a cyclic voltammogram is given with an activated
copper surface as electrode measured in an autocatalytic tin solution after
three hours continuous scanning. Curve AB in fig. 2 corresponds to curve a
in fig. I (EMp = 1021 mY). At point B the current decreases because all
the deposited tin is dissolved.
With a solution containing 0.33 mol/l tin (II)chloride, 2.5 mol/l sodium

hydroxide, 0.66 moi/l sodium citrate at a temperature of 75"C we found a
deposition rate of 2.3 pm/hour/cm2, which corresponds to a metallization
current (im) of 0.76 mA/cm2 (fig. 2). Both a metallization solution made
with tin (II)chloride and a solution without chloride ions made by oxidation
of metallic tin gave the same deposition rate on a catalytic surface. Both
solutions also gave the same NMR spectrum. So, the disproportlonating agent
does not consist of a chloride complex. It is likely that a tin(II)hydroxy
compound is the active species on the tin metal surface. Because the solu-
tions are stable for days the disproportionating agent must be formed from
an inactive tin(II)conplex in the solution to give an active compound on the
growing tin surface. A possible reaction mechanism for the disproportions-
tion is
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Sn f-0 - Sn - OH + H20 + 2e Sn + 20H" + Sn4 OH
Sn+ O - Sn - OH + 4)H- - Sn03" + 2H20 + 2. + SnmOH

25n -0 - Sn - OH + 20H- Sn+Sn032- + H20 + 2Sn.-OH

Sn4-O - Sn - OH can be formed from the solution

(Sn 4-OH + HSn02" ; Sn-O - Sn - OH + OH-)2

As overall reaction we therefore find
2HSnO2 "  - Sn03

2- + Sn + H20
We tried to identify the disproportionating agent by Conversion Electron
Mbssbauer Spectroscopy with a moving disk electrode as described by Kor-
desch 3.
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Fig. 1. Schematic anodic and cathodic processes for autocatalytic metal
deposition and metal corrosion.

Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammogram using an active copper surface as electrode mea-
sured in an autocatalytic tin solution after three hours continuous
scanning.
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EFFECT OF UV-ILLUMINATION ON THE DISSOLUTION OF ZnO POWDER AQUEOUS

SOLUTIONS.

A. Prieto, J. Dom~nech and C. Franco.
Departament de Quimica Fisica. Universitat Aut6noma de Barcelona
Bellaterra (Spain).

The stability of semiconductor powder suspensions were inves-
tigated under UV-irradiation. The decomposition of ZnO was deter-
mined by measuring polarographically the resulting Zn(II) concen-
tration in solution at different irradiation times, pH, and mass
of semiconductor.

The effect of adding different hole scavangers was also inves-
tigated. Finally, some electrochemical measurements were carried
out with the aim t6 determine the energy levels of electrons in the
semiconductor particles under illumination.

Some dissolution of the ZnO aqueous powder (0,25 g/30 ml water,
pH=6,5) was noted after stirring for several minutos in the dark,
yielding an equilibrium concentration of 0,05 mM, which indicates
that ZnO suffers a slow chemical attack. Under illumination, the
ZnO decomposition increases in agreement with the negative EO(stan-
dard potential of decomposition) respect to the water oxidatpon.
This photodecomposition increases linearly with time( Zn(II) =0,082
mM at 30 min.). At pH of 9,7, the amount of ZnO decomposed is the
same as in the dark ( Zn(II) =0,015 mM). At pH<5, the ZnO disso-
lution is complete in the dan.

On the other hand, it has been observed the formation of HO 2
which can be produced from the reduction of 02 present in the s9-
lAtion by the conduction band electrons or by water oxidation by the
valence band holes created by illumination. The presence of
H 20 is not observed when 0 is removed by bubling the suspension
witR N Under these condiiions, it has been obtained the same amount
of Zn(I*), that when 0 is present. This fact indicates that H202
is formed by the 0 reauction and not by water oxidation, e.g.
water does not comletes efficiently with ZnO decomposition for hole
capture.

It has been observed that an increase of the mass of ZnO in-
creases the amount of semiconductor decomposed. However, the ini-
tial decomposition rate for different mass of ZnO, are the same.
This behaviour is consistent with the fact that the ZnO decomposed
is lower when the suspension is not stirred.

The decomposition ofZnO 2articles in presence of 0 , was de-
termined by adding I-, Br , C1 and ACO- ions acting as Role sca-
vangers, at different concentrations and irradiation times. It has
been observed that the-stability of ZnO decreases in the order,
I > Br > AcO > H 0>C . Further, the stability increases with
the salt concentiation for I-, AcO and Br-, while decreases with
concentration increasing for Cl . The results for halide ions are
in agreement with the thermodynamics requirements, according with
the location of the energy levels (see figure). The AcO ion is
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7% =

I 41::r < '
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a well known hole scavanger largely used which goes to irreversible
oxidaten by the valence band holes, to produce probably methane
and CO '

Te energy levels of the electrons in the semiconductor parti-
cle under irradiation in presence of 0,1 M of I , Br , Cl andAcO
ions, have been determined by electrochemical measurements by means
a three electrode systems , where the working electrode was an slurry
electrode. ''. The measured photocurrent was compensated for the
photoreponse of the Pt collector electrode. The energy levels of
the electrons in the semiconductor particles under irradiation, in
presence of the ions above mentioned and referred to SCE decreases
as follows, Cl (',4 v)> AcO (-0,2 v.)> Br ;)I (-0,1 v),(experimen-
tal conditions: 0,10 g ZnO/25 ml solution, N purged).

Further, it his been observed a photocuirent enhancement on
introducing Fe(CN) ion into the different3 solutions. This fact
is consistent with the reduction of Fe(CN) by the photogenerated

electrons in the particles and the posterioi oxidation of Fe(CN)

in the Pt3collector electrode held at +0,4 v. The photorreductign
of Fe(CN) is possible because the measured potential of photoelec-
trons in the ZnO is negative respect to the redox potential for
Fe(CN) (E=0,11 v) in all cases.

De to the great surface/volume relation in the semiconductor
powders, the photoelectrochemical process will be governed by the
interface features and particularly by the existence of surface sta-
tes. The ion adsortion on the particle creates surface states which
behave as acceptors or donors of electrons. Under illumination a
redistribution of the electron occupancy in these surface states,
and a variation of the band bending, is produced, leading to a ra-
pid flux of electrons from the surface states to the conduction
band (donor surface states) or viceversa (acceptor surface states)
Hence, the quasi-Fermi levels on the particle surface are shifted
with respect to the position which it would have in the absence of
surface states. Then, the greater or lesser overlap of the surface
states with the redox levels in solution, will control the oxida-
tion kinetics of the anions with the valence band holes. A very
low overlap, favoures e-h recombination or the semiconductor photo-
corrosion.
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The existence of donor surface states, increases the energy
of the electrons in the particle leading to a greater value for the
difference between E in the dark and under illumination, than in
the case 8Ir heilfisience of acceptor surface states. These diffe-
rences, E -E-, have been obtained experimentally by measuring
the diffeence getween the potential of the collector electrode and
that of the refprence electrode in the dark and under illuination,
in-shortcrcuie.., These differences decreases in the order:
Cl > AcO > Br 7 I , which coincides with the order established for
the electron enaIFX lfyfis in the particle under irradiation. Fur-
thermore, the E -E -values are positive in all cases, except
for I ion whicA is pfactically zero. Consequently it can be con-
cluded that Cl , AcO and Br induce the formation of donor surface
states in the particle, whilst for I ion the acceptor surface sta-
tes play an important role.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF IRON ON IN-SITU

GENERATED SURFACES IN ALKALINE SOLUTION

KEMAL NISANCIOGLU

Division of metallurgy and Corrosion Center, SINTEF and

Department of industrial Electrochemistry, Norwegian

Institute of Technology, N-7034 Trondheim-NTH, Norway

M. METZGER

Department of Metallurgy and Mining Engineering and

Materials Research Laboratory, University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign, Urban&, IL 61801, USA

The passive behavior of iron in moderately alkaline

solutions has been extensively studied. Various chemical,

electrochemical and mechanical techniques are employed for

activating the electrode, and these are followed by the

application o4 4ast transient techniques for determining the
electrochemical behavior.4-0 An unexpected result of an

investigation of the electrochemical behavior of the
intermetallic phase Al.Fe in alkaline solution was that

sufficiently active iron surfaces could be generated in situ

by selective dissolution of the Al component at potentials

well below the reversible potential for oxidation o4 iron. 4

As a result, oxidation and reduction phenomena could readily

be detected without resorting to fast transient techniques.

The Al 3 Fe phase was prepared from pure Al and Fe by a

controlled solidification procedure. The phases were
separated from the surrounding aluminum matrix and recast in

epoxy to produce multicrystalline AI*Fe electrodes. After
polishing metallographically through 0.05 um alumina, the
electrodes were immersed in deaerated 0.IN NaOH solution,

maintained at 25-C, 4or polarization tests. The latter

consisted mainly of cyclic sweeps between various potential

limits at a rate o4 100 mV/min.

Fig. I depicts typical voltammograms which can be obtained

by this technique. The oxidation peak 1 is associated with

the selective dissolution of aluminum leading to an

enrichment of the crystal surface with a layer of pure iron.
This has been confirmed presently by microanalytical

investigation of surfaces generated by potentiostating the

specimens at potentials more negative than the peak I

potential. Prolonged exposure 0 the crystal in this manner

leads to exfoliation of flakes of iron at the surface. These

+lakes were observed to exhibit a highly porous structure.

The apparent activity of the surface as an anode can thus be
related to a large e44ectivo electrode area duo to the

porosity 04 Fe layer.
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A passivation process is initiated at -1.175 V*

corresponding to the current maximum at peak 1. This

potential is found to be reproducible within only a few

millivolts. During reverse potential sweep, the current

starts rising toward* peak I at about the %ame

characteristic potential indicating a nearly reversible

reduction o+ the passivating oxide and resumption of

selective dissolution o+ aluminum. Based on the work of

Burstein and Ashleyp
m the passivation process Is attributed

the formation of an adsorbed monolayer o+ FeOH on the Fe

layer.

As the potential Is increased in the positive direction, the

adsorbed layer and metallic iron oxidize to form the

divalent bulk oxide Fe(OH)a. This process is responsible for

peak 2 observed at -1.06 V, which is about 50 mV more

positive than the reversible potential calculated for the

formation of a bulk Fe(OH)a from metallic iron.0 Based again

on the thermodynamic" and kinetic data' available for iron

in alkaline solutions, we believe that peak 3 at -0.90 V

corresponds to the formation of Fe=o. by oxidation of

Fe(OH)a and metallic iron.

The steady-state condition of the AluFe surface in the

potential range between peaks I and 4 can be described as

essentially passive. Application of a constant potential to

a passivated specimen in the vicinity of peak 4, however,

leads to an increase o+ current with time. At an applied

potential of -0.75 V, the current stabilizes at about 2

mA/cmO after 30 min indicating the presence of a

transpassive condition. Another evidence for this condition

is the fact that, like peak 1, the oxidation peak 4 is

observed independent of the sweep direction, while peaks 2

and 3 are only observed during potential sweep in the

positive direction. The transpassive condition of the

surface is further verified by the observation that
specimens potentiostated at about -0.75 V form exfoliating

layers of rust on their surfaces. In view of the foregoing,

we believe that peak 4 Is a result of selective dissolution

of aluminum (peak 4a) followed by the oxidation of metallic

iron into TFeeOm (peak 4b at -0.66 V). Lower valence oxides

formed up to this point are also expected to oxidize further
into WPe.O0. After the potential sweep is reversed, the

first oxidation peak observed (4a) is again due to selective
dissolution of aluminum. This is followed by the oxidation

of fresh Fe generated at the surface (peak 4c) into an oxide

having the most favorable oxidation kinetics at about -0.85

V. Fe=0, can be +ormedl however, since this is a slow

reaction,4 the formation o+ Fe(OH)a im more probable.

Peak 4c is followed immediately by reduction processes

characterized successively by peaks 4' and 2', respectively,

at -1.03 V and -1.18 V. These reduction processes can be

correlated with the oxidation processes described by peaks

*) All potentials are reported with respect to SCE.

I I I I . . 1 E
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4b and 2, respectively, by reversing the potential sweep
after each oxidation peak as demonstrated in fig. 1. A
reduction peak corresponding to peak 3 can be obtained only
if the potential sweep is reversed in the negative direction
immediately after resolving peak 3. The reduction peak then
observed (peak 3') lies at a more negative potential than
peak 2' indicating that the reduction of Feo=04 is a
relatively slow process. Thus, peak 4' is attributed to
reduction of WFe.Om to Fe(OH)a, and peak 2' is associated

with the reduction of Fe(OH)a to metallic iron.

The numerical values of potentials cited above for the
oxidation and reduction peaks related to the formation and
reduction of bulk oxides on AI=Fe crystals agree very well
with the fast-scan voltammetry data reported by Beana et
al.0 for pure iron at pH 13, with the possible exception of
peak 2', which is presently superimposed on the anodic peak
1. However, our interpretation of these data are more in
line with the work of McDonald and OwenL especially

concerning the significance of peaks 2 and 3.
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ANODIC DISSOLUTION OF GADOLINIUM IN PERCHLORATES3AND CHLORIDES
IN AQUEOUS AND NON AQUEOUS SOLVENTS

R. REICH, S.M. MAYANNA+ and M. MALDY
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, Bitiment 510,Universiti Paris-Sud

91405 Orsay Cedex (France)

Introduction : Previous current-potentiel curves (1) relative to gadolinium

anodic dissolution in methanolic lithium perchlorate solutions at -76*C show

the viscosity increase (2-propanol+MeOH) as the dielectric constant decrease

(THF + MeOH) raise the transpassive potential Emax (upper limit of passivity

range) and reduce both the passive and active current densities (fig.!). At this

low temperature, the H20 influence (fig.2) and the solute concentration role
are explained by the high viscosity increase. The potentiodynamic curves at

-76*C with various potential scan rates (vs Ag/AgCl) exhibit active, passive
and transpassive ranges which correspond nearly to corrosion, pitting and elec-

tropolishing (2). The significant parameter which quantitatively characterizes
the anodic dissolution process is the faradaic efficiency, p, defined as the
ratio of the weight loss actually measured, Wex, to the weight loss, Wth, pre-
dicted by Faraday's law assuming a normal oxidation state, n, for the metal

ions in solution, i.e. n-3 for Gd. The apparent valence of dissolution, Ne, is
calculated using the relation : Ne=AQ/WexF, where A-molecular weight of Gd,

Qwelectric charge passed, F-Faraday, and hence 0-n/Ne. A constant valence value
Ne-1.4-1.5 is observed at -76°C in anhydrous MeOH and its mixtures with THY,
2 -propanol and H20, which is independent of perchiorate cations, (Li or alkali-
ne earths), if the cell potential or the current density is high enough (1)(2).
Moreover, a same value of Ne is found (2) in MeOH containing 0.115M LiCl04 +

0.1l5MLiCl (fig.3) contrary to NeI3 in 0.23M LiCl+MeOH. If dissolution would
involve formation of transitory monovalent Gd (very powerful reducing agent)
which subsequently could react chemically in the electrolyte, Ne for dissolu-
tion should be the same for LiClO4 and LiCl, since homogeneous chemical reac-
tions following the charge transfer step at the interface do not affect the
weight loss.
Perchlorate reduction:Our preceeding investigations reveal the important role
o0 Cl- in the anodic dissolution of Gd. Hence, the quantitative chemical analy-
sis of Cl is carried out after the electrolysis by Mohr's method because of
reduction of perchlorate to chloride. The fig.4 is relative to the variation of
Ne and the Cl- amount, mCl-, (for a given charge passed Q-300C) with the cur-
rent density, i, from 0.005 to 0.68 A.cm-2 at - 40*C in anhydrous 0.23M LiClO4-
MeOH solution. A quantitative relation between the amount of C1- liberated and
the Ne value is noticed at any current density. Moreover, the Ne plateau cor-
responds to a bright Gd surface: electropolishing conditions,i.e. transpassive
range. If we assume a Gd dissolution process at the anode such as : Gd* (metal)
;Gd3+(CH3OH)z + 3e- [1], with the Nerst potential of -2.40 V (in aqueous sys-
tems), we must suppose the ClOZ reduction at the bright Pt cathode according to
the reaction:Cl04 - + 8e- 

- Cl-+ 402- [2]. The 02- anions may combine with the
Li ions giving lithium oxide (neutral species). So, the balance of the two
electrochemical reactions (I1 and (2] corresponds to an apparent valence of Gd
lower than n-3. Such a hypothesis seems to be confirmed by the pH increase du-
ring the anodic dissolution, the non-formation of formaldehyde and the constan-
cy of the "corrected" valence, Ncorr, after taking into account the equivalent
charge, QC,-, corresponding to mC,-. Indeed, Ncorr, is calculated using the
relation: Ncorr= (Q + QC1_).A/Wex.F 2 Ne + NCl- [3],where NCl--A QC1-/WexF.
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Influence of tempqrature in anhydrous MeOH solutions: Before each experiment,
the H20 content in LiCl04 + MeOR is determined (144 wg/ml) by Karl Fischer cou-
lometer (Acquavit-Tacussel). After the dissolution, the analysis indicates no
increase of H20 concentration (146 pg/ml). The fig. 5 shows the variation of Ne
and Ncorr versus i at various temperatures (-76*C to 20*C). The very important
fact is the constancy of Ncorr values (Ncorr = 3.0) over a wide range of cur-
rent density at every .temperature, contrary to the exponential decrease and
attaining a limiting value of Ne. Indeed, the plateau corresponds to a bright
surface (transpassive domain-electropolishing conditions), contrary to the Ne
falling range relative to a more or less darkening of the gadolinium (transpas-
sive to active region). The current density of getting plateau decreases with
temperature.
Influence of temperature in water-methanol mixtures: The faradaic efficiency
under galvanostatic conditions is systematically investigated in (l-y)MeOR +
y H20 with LiCl04 (0.23M). The significant result at -76*C (fig. 6) is the si-
milar constancy of Ne over a wide range of H20 content (0ky<0.42 where y-0.

42
corresponds to the solution freezing limit). N decreases slightly from 3.0 to
2.8 with increase in H20 content. So, the water content has no influence on
the faradaic efficiency during anodic dissolution at low temperature, which is
in agreement with the previous potentiostatic studies (2). This implies that
H20 does not play any role in the electrodic processes and ionic mechanisms,
despite the high increase of viscosity and dielectric constant of the medium.
At room temperature, a similar investigation is made with all range of H20 mole
fraction : 0<(3. An increase in the apparent valence Ne-1.43 for y-0.013 to
Ne-2.8 for y-1 (pure water) is observed. Such a behavior is in good agreement
with a potentiostatic study carried out at 20"C with two different cell poten-
tials 20 and 60 V, which shows a continuous variation of Ne with y from 0 to 1.
Such a variation of faradaic efficiency with H20 content results from a change
in the Gd dissolution process. Indeed, even at 20°C, the electrodo surface is
bright in anhydrous MeOH because of prevailing of electropolishing conditions
(transpassive range), but it is not the case in presence of appreciable amount
of HiO (y>O.013). In this last case, a considerable overgrowth of yellowish-
black anodic product on Gd surface occurs with increase of R20 content rende-
ring the anode surface towards passive and active regions. This is further
reflected by the drastic decrease of C1- liberated (mCl- -0) with H20 content
increase.
Influence of pH:During the anodic dissolution in LiCl04 + MeOH at any current
density, the pH of the medium raises from 4 to 8.5. The influence of initial pH
on Ne is investigated by adding appropriate amounts of HC10 4 or LiOR at -76°C.
With addition of HClO 4 (pH-2), the behaviors of Ne and Ncorj are the same as in
pure C10 4- solutions. On the contrary, the added LiON (pH- ) gives an important
rise of Ne and Ncorr, particularly in the high current density range (Ne- 17 and
Ncorr-60). This low faradaic efficiency in basic solutions may be due to the
blocking of active sites of Gd surface by OH- ions.
Conclusions:The existence of a plateau for Ne (Ne-1.4-1.5) cannot be taken into
account by using the surface desintegration model ("chunk effect"). The strong
difference in Ne values in C10 4" (Ne-1.4-1.5) and C1- (Ne% 3.0) is against the
existence of a monovalent transitory ion. Observed results may be explained by
simultaneous electrochemical reactions with a normal valence of Gd for anodic
dissolution, i.e. Neon-3. Such a fact is in agreement with the absence of lower
valence state for Gd, this lanthanide with a single oxidation state.

+permanent address:Deprt.Chemistry,Central College, University Bengalore,India.
(1) R. Reich & C. Franqois,Meeting Electro.Soc.USA,Seattle,78-1(1978)p.1376-78.
(2) R.Reich & M. Maldy,Ext.Abstr.35th ISE Meeting, Berkeley,USA,B3-24(1984)p.658
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PREPASSIVE DISSOLUTION AND PASSIVATION OF Zn IN ALKALINE MEDIA

J. Sabater and L. Victori

Electrochemistry Section, Instituto Qu~mico de Sarria. BARCELONA

In previous works(I) , we have concluded that the mechanism

of dissolution of Zn in alkaline media is diffusionally controlled by
-2 ion, on its separation from the interface, and that passiva-Zn(OH),

tion occurs through a dissolution-precipitation mechanism. These con-

clusions agree with other works(2,3), but it seems to be in clear

disag-reement as to which is the prepassive dissolution mechanism. The

"resume of the works about this subject can be detailled as; first possi-

bility, dossolution to Zn(OH)4
2 ion,through Zn(OH)2 as intermediate, or

-2
5ezond possibility, dissolution to Zn(OH) 4  ion through ionic species,

as Bockris proposed, in the form of an active dissolution in the presen-

ce of Zn(OH) 2 on the metal. This Zn(OH) 2 is not an intermediate, it

would come as a consequence of the precipitation of Zn(O )2 from the

dissolution. Due to his porous structure its presence on the surface

should nrc produce any restrictions in the normal way of dissolution.

Another important thing is the large overvoltage accompanying the

formation of ZnO and that its formation seems to be catalized by the

presenze of Zn(OH) 2 on the surface of the metal.

RESULt3 AND DISCUSSION

In a previous work carried out by Powers et al.(4), who follo-

wed the passivation process through a microscopical observation and

inferred the existance of two oxides in the passivation process. They

named them as ZnO type I and ZnO type II, and they observed too, that

when the solution is stirred,then the first oxide seems not to appear.

In our work, working with a solution in completely repose or

using a disk electrode rotating at 2800 rpm and immersed in an ultraso-

nic bath, we have observed differences of n500mvolts between the passi-

vation potencials of these two situations. It would imply an overvoltage

a Z
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of 2000mvolts for the formation of the ZnO oxide.

On the other hand, when an electrode is just passivated in resting

conditions, and is suddenly subjected to ultrasonic agitation, the

metal becomes active again and returns to its theoretic situation in

the t/E curve.

The study carried out by Modulated Electroreflectance Spectros-

copy seems to confirm that on the surface of the metal there is a com-

pound which can not be zinc oxide on account of the energy associated

to the maximum of the electroreflectance band and for the same reason

the zinc oxide does not appear at potencials near the passivation

point.

We.intend to take the dissolution and passivation processes of

Zn in alkaline media as the next topic; which will involved the expla-

nation of our experimental results.

PATH I PATH IlI

(active dissolution) ( passivation )

Zn + OH --- Zn(OH) + e Zn(OH)4  ==- Zn(OH)

Zn(OH) + OH---- Zn(OH)2  (on the electrode)

Zn(OH) + OH--- Zn(OH) + e- Zn + OH Zn(OH) + 2e

Zn(OH) + OH-- Zn(OH)- 2  Zn(OH) + + OH--- Zn(OH) 2 ()

PATH II PATH IV

(prepassive dissolution) (oxide growth)

Zn + OH --- Zn(OH) + e- Zn + OH- --- Zn(OH) + 2e"

Zn(OH) + OH --- Zn(OH)2  Zn(Oi) ++ OH---- ZnO + H20

Zn(OH)2 + OH --- Zn(OH)- e

Zn(OH)3 + 0H_ --- Zn(OH)4

Zn(OH)4
2 n.. Zn(OH) 2((on the electrode)
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A CALCIUM SELECTIVE ELECTRODE

M. SYRJ XIE and J. KANKARE
Department of Chemistry, University of Turku

SF-20500 Turku 50, Finland

Coated wire electrodes (CWE's) refer to a type of ion-
selective electrode (ISE) in which an electroactive species
is incorporated in a thin polymeric film coated directly on
a metallic conductor. Leaching of the sensor material has
precluded the use of ultrathin coatings in the ion-selective
electrodes, although it would decrease the diffusion and re-
sponse time. By covalent binding leaching can be prevented
but selectivity may become a problem.

In the present work we have constructed a calcium se-
lective ultrathin coated plate electrode (UTCPE) based on
simple design principle.

The host polymer (Figure 1) is formed from propylene
oxide and allyl glycidyl ether via coordination polymerization
catalyst, an organotin alkyl phosphate condensate catalyst .
The sensor material is a suitable calcium salt such as calci-
um bis(diallylphosphate) (Figure 2) which is grafted to the
host polymer via reactive allyl groups by controlled thermo-
polymerization.FCH2CHCH2OCH 2I

-OCHC HCHCHf- 0CHCH2 )2 PO 212 Ca
CH 3  1

Figure 1. Figure 2.

One of the main advantages of the electrode production
is the ease of fabrication. Because of the non-leachable char-
acter of the sensor it is possible to spincoat or electrospray
100 - 300 rn thin membrane coatings on a semiconducting sub-
strate (1n203 - SnO 2 coated glass plate). After the coating
procedure the electrode is baked at 100 - 150 °C in oxygen at-
mosphere to cross-link the sensor compound into the host poly-
mer backbone. The presence of calcium in the grafting step in-
creases the selectivity presumably by the template effect.

In order to get the best physical and electrochemical
properties the extent of cross-linking of the membrane is con-
trolled primarily by the amount of propylene oxide and allyl
glycidyl ether present in the host polymer and by the curing
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time and temperature.
The electrodes produced br1 this simple technique have the

linear response in the range 10 - 0 M with a slope of 27 mV
per decade (Figure 3).

Because of the thinness of the membrane the response times
are generally very short with _ynamiq+times being in the region
of 1 s for the range 10-i - 10-  M Ca' . When the extent of cross-
linking is too high the response times become much longer.

The lifetime of this type of electrode is longer than the
lifetime of polymer entrapped liquid ion exchanger electrodes.
Well cross-linked membranes lasted more than 2 months.

Selectivity studies were performed by mixed solutions
method. The potentiometric selectivity coefficients towards
monovalent cations were reasonable good. The response curves
are presented in Figure 3, when the interferent level is main-
tained at 10-1 M.

Figure 3. Calibration graph for
a calcium-UTCPE ( {" Theinterferent 2 ffect of Nal (---
---- and LiT (-.- .... ) solutions
-0.1 M) are also shown.

a: L I

5 4 3 Z
p Ca
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POLAROGRAPHIC BEHAVIOUR OF Cd(II) CATION IN ETHYLENE GLYCOL-WATER MIXTURES

WITH LTHIUM PERCHLORATE AS BACKGROUND ELECTROLYTE.
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INTRODUCTION

Ethylene glycol (EG)-water mixtures are interesting because both sol-
vents are highly structured and, therefore, important changes in the solvent

structure can be expected when they are mixed.

:n this paper, we have studied the polarographic reduction of Cd(II)

ion in aqueous and aqueous EG solutions containing different concentrations

of LiClO4 as background eluctrolyte. From the polarographic data, the stan-

dard free energy of transfer and the Walden product for Cd(II) ion in these

media have been determined and further discussed in terms of ionic solvation

and solvent structure.

EXPERIMENTAL

Ethylene glycol and Lithium perchlorate were Fluka, A.R. grade. Cadmium
sulphate and Ferrocene were Merck, A.R. grade. All solutions were prepared
by weight with water obtained using a Millipore Milli Q system.

The polarographic measurements were made with an Amel 471 multipolaro-
graph. The cyclic voltammetric measurements were carried out with conventio-
nal instrumentation consisting of an Amel 551 potentiostat, a P,A.R. 175
universal programmer and a Philips 8043 X-Y recorder. A saturated calomel
electrode (SCE), with aqueous solution of NaCl, was used as reference elec-
trode and a Pt wire as counter-electrode.

Solutions of Cd(II) (5.0 .10- 4 N) in water and EG-water mixtures 2f
E mole fraction betwee1 0.10 and 0.70, containing concentrations 2.5 .10
5.0 .10 and 1.00 .10 M of LiClO4 as background electrolyte, were studied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Cd(II) ion displayed a single well defined polarographic reduction
wave in all the studied solutions. The wave is diffusion controlled

because the plots of log of the limiting current, I1, vs. log of t were
always linears with slopes close to 0.17. In each solution the half-wave
potential, E , was found to be independent of the drop time. Moreover, good
linear correiations between E (applied potential) and log of ((II - 1)/I),
with slopes of about 30 mV per decade, were always obtained. These results
indicate that in all solutions Cd(II) ion reduction is a two-electron rever-

sible process .

The half-wave potential shifts to more positive values when either the
'j mole fraction or the LiClO concentration increases. The value of the

dlffusion-current constant, Id, gradually decreases as the EG content in
he scivent increases.
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Cyclic voltammetric curves of saturated solutions of ferrocene in the
EG-water media were also recorded, showing+ a redox couple corresponding
to the ferricinium ion/ferrocene system (Fic /Foc), with a difference bet-a c
ween the anodic and cathodic peak potentials, 1Ea -E , of about 60 mV, as
expected for a one-electron reversible process I .

Then, the variation of E, for this system is ascribed to the change
in the liquid junction potential and the half-wave potentials of Cd(II)
ion were expressed with respect to the half-wave potentials of ferrocene,
E,_ The difference VAx go between the standard potentials of the

Cd?1/Cd(Hg) system in mixed solvent, x, and water solution, 1,_both with
equal concentration of LiCl04 , was calculated using the equation

wax wox W -(oxA /2
E° " "/ .oc + in o

where I ox and D are the activity and diffusion coefficients of Cd(II)
ion in each solu9Aon, respectively. Activity coefficients were estimated
acodin to Arivalo et al

The we" Zo values thus obtained were independent of the LiClO. concen-4
tration in the solvent and this allows the standard free energies of trans-
fer of one .ole of Cd(II) ions from water to mixed solvents, AG , to be
calculated according to the following expression: t

Gt° = 2 F wx E-

ttThe results obtained are given in table I. The G values are negative

in all the range of solvent
TABLEI. Values of AGOandAG for Cd(II) compositions studied, increasing

T Vu t with EG content in the solvent.

ion in E-water mixtre, at 25.00C. This fact indicates that the
transfer of Cd(II) ion from

AGO /k;.mo-l AGOtchN.mo-l water to mixed solvents is ther-
Ml G modynamically favoured and,

also, that the process becomes
0.00 0 0 more spontaneous with adding
0.10 -1.73 - 5.96 EG to the mixed solvent.
0.2D -5.02 -12.16 The AGt can be splitted
0.30 -7.53 -17.83
0.40 -10.04 -2A.05 into two contributions: i)
0.50 -12.93 -30.35 an electrostatic one, AGO
0.60 -15.25 -M.90 which arises from the change
0.70 -18.34 -42.08 in the dielectric constant of

the solvent, and ii) a chemical

one, AGO , which depends on
the solva ion and other specific

ion-solvent interactions.

The AGO values calculated by means of the Born equation5 are listed
in Table It.'-hese values are more negative as long as the EG content in
the solvent increases (see Fig. 1). This can be explained by taking into
account the existence of specific acid-base interactions between Cd(II)
ion and solvent molecules. Thus, the mixtures are more basic than water,
increasing its basicity with adding EG to the solvent and hence, producing
stronger ion-solvent interactions.

On the other hand, the decrease in D when the EG content in the sol-
vent increases is mainly due to the increase in viscosity of the solution.

The dalden product, Dox? , for Cd(II) ion changed with solvent composi-
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S40-

Fig. 1: Dependence of
the 4 G for Cd(II)
ion on £&'Role fraction.

CTemperature 25.0C.

•~ 20

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

XEG

tion, although remained practically constant with LiCIO4 concentration (see
fig. 2). This parameter reaches a maximum value approximately at x = 0.2.

indicatina that in the water-rich region, the Cd(II) ion becomes more struc-

ture-breaking. At x E> 0.2 addition of E to mixed solvent causes a decrease
in solvent structure and hence, a loss in mobility of the Cd(II) ion, as
well as an increase in the solvated radius of this ion due to the substitu-
tion of the more voluminous EG molecules by water ones.

.5

E

u Fig. 2: Variation of
6. - the Walden product for

NCd(II) ion with EG mole
fraction at a 0.100
N LiClO concentration.4

5.- Temperature 25.09C.

5.0 , . I, , , .I I

0 02 04 0.6 0.8

EG
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INTRODUCTION

The study of the structure and properties of solutions of electrolytes by
using mixed aqueous-organic solvents is a common practice in electrochemical
laboratories, since the physical properties of the system, in these mixed me-
dia, can readily be manipulated according to the requirements of each particu-
lar case.

Our laboratory has been engaged on this work for the past few years, pre-
senting transference number values for the ions of KC11 and of NaCl2 in some
ethanol-water mixtures, analyzing the influence on this parameter of the etha-
nol content of the medium. However, only the analysis of mixtures with a low
ethanol content (up to 30 wt% of ethanol) was reported in those papers, on ac-
count of the very remarkable variations that took place in such zones of com-
positicn. The convenience of extending these studies to the regions in which
the mixture becomes richer in ethanol seems evident, in order to obtain data
along the entire composition range of the said mixtures.

The determination of the transference number, T., in ethanol-rich media,
presents great experimental difficulties due to the-great increase in resis-
tance of the solutions employed and to the decrease in solubility of some of
the electrolytes. The paucity of conductance data for the following electro-
lytes employed, in those ethanol-water mixtures, presents a further problem
and implies resorting to arduous procedures in the search for an appropriate
concentration of the following electrolyte which will allow the formation of
a stable moving boundary that moves at a constant rate.

in this paper, data are presented for the Na and C- ions at several
concentrations of NaCl in ethanol-water mixtures with 40 and 60 wt% of ethanol.
The results obtained at the different concentrations of NaCl have been extra-
polated to zero concentration by using theoretical equations. Such extrapola-
ted values are analyzed as a function of the ethanol content of the medium,
together with the data previously obtained2 .

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental method used to determine this ionic parameter is the di-
rect moving-boundary technique, already described in previous communications
by this laboratory. Both falling and rising sheared moving-boundary cells
were used, although the main block of results here presented was obtained by
using a falling-type cell, the accuracy of which proved to be much greater in
this case than that of the other type.

The following electrolytes used were: NaIO 3 (rising) and NaOOCC 6H5 (fall-
ing) for the anion runs and CdCl, (rising) and (C4 H9 )4N1 (falling) for the
cation runs. The salts were purified by the usual methods in all cases. The
electrodes used in all the experiments were of Ag (anode) and AgCl (cathode),
keeping closed, to serve as reference of the movement, the electrode compart-
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ment which contained the NaCI leading solution. The volume increase occured in
the said reference compartment on passing a current of 1 Faraday through the
cell, employed to calculate the volume correction, was given by:

AV,= ± [V(Ag) - V(AgCl) + T (NaCI)f (NaCl)]

The corrected transference number values, after volume and solvent correc-
tions applied, To r , are collected in Table I. Because the sum of both cation

Table I. Transference numbers for NaCl in ethanol-water mixtures at 25°C

40 wt% 60 wt%

C(NaC) C(NaC (T (T
(eq-dm-3) (T+) cor cor (T b (eq dm- +cor -)cor +)b

0.02000 0.4284 0.5691 0.4294 0.01998 0.4316 0.5695 0.4311

0.02998 0.4280 0.5713 0.4283 0.03000 0.4310 0.5698 0.4306

0.04002 0.4271 0.5724 0.4274 0.03500 0.4304 0.5695 0.4305

0.03999 0.4305 0.5700 0.4303

and anion transference numbers at each concentration of the leading solution
must be equal one and accepting that the discrepancy observed with respect to
this unit value is due to little errors that affect in the same manner to both
cation and anion transference numbers, "best" values of these parameters can
be obtained by dividing each corrected value by the sum of both cation and an-
ion corrected ones at each concentration of NaCi. Such "best" values are also
presented in Table I, but only for the cation.

The extrapolation of the Tbest values to zero concentration was made by
using different theoretical equations1 , being the 1957 Fuoss-Onsager one3

which leads to the most adequate results. These results are:

TO = 0.4346 with a = 2.5 R (for 40 wt%)
+

and T* = 0.4362 with a = 6.3 (for 60 wt%)

where "a" is the distance of the closest approach cation-anion obtained from
the use of those equations.

The values for TO thus obtain-

TO  ed are plotted against the ethanol
content of the mixture in Figure 1,

0.44 together with the ones found in
others m3.xtures with low ethanol
content2 , previously studied.

The fast initial increase of
0.42 the parameter T: with the first

additions of ethanol to the medium,
suggests us the possibility of some
dehydration of the cation as a con-
sequence of a competition between

0.40 the ethanol and water molecules to

penetrate into the solvation sphere
of the ion. The result of such de-

10 30 50 wt% hydration would be a reduction of
the efective size of the ion which

Fig. 1. Plott of TO vs wt% of ethanol. could easier move through the sol-
o, present work;D, ref. 2. vent.
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When the ethanol content in the medium increases, the entrance of molecules
of this solvent in the solvation sphere of the ions should be favoured and the
size of these ions will increase. This effect of size combined to the increase
in the viscosity of the solvent, have to be the causers of the brake in that
initial increment of To.

REFERENCES

(1) Esteso, M.A. and Grandoso, D.M. ;. Chen. &zg. Data 190. 25, 398-400
(2) Esteso, M.A. and Lemus, M.c ReAwene4 IV eurij ,n !,:upo de UZecAoiquZau.ica.

Pue41to de ta C a - 5paiA 1981, A-5, 62-3

(3) Fuoss, R.M. ard Onsager, L. 1. W. Chem., 1957, 6, 668-82
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ON THE STRUCTURE OP AQUEOUS AND HYDROCHLORIC SOLUTIONS
OF MUCl 2 . THE EFFECT OF CHANGES IN THE COMPOSITION ON THE

STRUCTURE

E. BERECZ and T. TOROK
Dept.of General and Physical Chemistry

Technical University for Heavy Industry, Miskolc /Hungary/

The effect of changes in the composition on the structure
of the solutions of MnCl -H 2 0 and MnxCl 2-HCI-H 0 are often dis-
cussed in terms of stepw;se equilibria of comlex formation
and hydration phenomena of the possible species in the given
system.As the concentration of MnCl and HC1 are increased in
the soluti n more and more Mn-Cl complexes of different types
are formed 211.In the highly concentrated MnCl2 -HC1-H20 soluti-

ons,besides the weak complexes of Mn/H2 0/6 nCl2i /n=O,J,2/,

which are predominant in the aqueous manganese chloride soluti-

on, the anionic octahedral complexes type MnCl 3/H 2 01,-, and

lanC1 4/H2 0/ 2 , as well as MnCl'-, and at very high concentration

also the tetrahedral complexes MnCln/H20/42n /n=1,2,3,4/ are

supposed to exist 1 .

We measured the density and conductance of the above sys-.
tern at 25 1C. Though, generally,the volumetric properties and
the conductance are not considered to be the mit sensitive
properties,we expected to observe some marked structural changes
in the function of concentration,when a very wide concentration
range of HC1 at also a considerably high concentration of MnCl2
/Fig.l/ are to be studied.

6
Pig.l. Solubility iso-therm# and molalities

(so/.)" of solutions investi-

2 gated /+/

0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 16 mHCI

The concentration dependence of the conductivities are
shown in Fig.2, The additivity rule s holds as good as in
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some other MCIx-HC1-H2 0 /x=l,2/ typa systems of alkali and

alkaline-earth metal chlorides and LaCl in hydrochloric acid,
investigated earlier also in our laboraory /see K/add/ in
Fig.2/.

The partial molal volumes of HCl and that of MnCl were
calculated /Fig.3/,where the recent density data of Ra'd and

Miller 6 for the aqueous solutions of MnCl were also used.The
small changes in the curvature on the plot of VMnCl at about

m=2 and m=4 can be attributed to the higher degree 3f associ-

ation of Mn2 + and Cl- ions in th solution and probably to the
formation of complexes MnCl/H20/5 and MnCl 2/H2 0/4 in these con-

centrated solutions.
In the series of ternary solutions at constant MnCl mo-

lality /mnc =1.848/ even a striking colour change was gbser-

ved with incriasing concentration of HC1 from pink to brownish
yellow, starting at around nr 1 = 8,which has also been accepted
as evidence for the formatiR-ef chloro-complexes of mangane--
se/II/.The curvature of VHC Y-. mHCl at constant MnCl2 mola-

lity also shows some change at around mHCI=7 and probably also

at around mtu =13. At this very high HC1 concentration the for-
mation of t~tahedral anionic complexes is quite plausible.

Although the curve V 1nCI vs. m~ncl does not show anoma-

l.ous curvature /ie. there ar no break oints/ with increasing
concentrations of hlnCl 2 up to saturation,nevertheless,the sha-
pe cf the curve may be interpreted by the shifting of the step-
wLase equilibria of the complexation to the direction of forma-
t~n of tetrahedral complexes containing more and more chlori-
cea in the first coordination shells of manganese/II/ ions.

1Gmelin Handbuch der anorganischen ChemieMangan,Teil C5.
Verlag Chemie,Weinheim,1978. pp.6o-63,75-76 and see the re-
ferencies therein.

-K'.blanovsky,V.S. :Zhurn.Neorg.Khim.22 735-8 /1977/

'Libus,Z.:Polish J.Chem.j5 1971-83 /1979/
4-alarew, Chr., Spassow, D., Simeonova, B.: Z schr. anorg.allg. Chem.
AU161-8 /1979/

'Berecz,E.:Acta Chim.Hung.W!/4/ 371-83 /1975/

6Rard,J.A.,Miller,D.G.:J.Chem.Eng.Data 2 151-6 /1984/
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Fig.2. Electrical conduotivities of binary C- - -) and

ternary (-- ) MnCl2-HCl-H2 0 solutions investigated
at 25 °C.
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Fig.3. Partial molal volumes of binary (- - -) and terna-
ry (,---) ",nCI 2 -HCl-H 2 0 solutions investigated at 25C
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ELECTRODE-POTENTIAL . TEMPERATURE EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAMS AND SOME OF THEIR

APPLICATIONS
2t

by

Marcel POURBAIX
Belgian Center for Corrosion Study CEBELCOR, Brussels

(Belgium)

Equilibrium diagrams of the types E - f(T) and log p - f(I/T) will

be presented for the 17 following systems

Oxydation Equilibria 0
O-Al
O-C
O-Fe
O-H
O-S
O-Si
O-Zn
O-C-Fe
O-C-Si
O-C-Zn
O-H-Fe
O-S-Al
O-S-Fe

Sulphidation Equilibria S
S-Al
S-Fe

Applications of these diagrams are given concerning the following pheno-
mena :

- the thermal dissociation of gaseous 0 , CO2, H20, SO 3 and SO2 ,
- the thermal decomposition of molten Ai20 and FeO, and of solid ZnO,
-.the thermal production of metallic zinc Ind silicon by carboreduction of
their oxide,

- the corrosion and protection of iron in high-temperature water,
- the surface treatment of annealed carbon steel before phosphatization,
- the production of iron carbonyl, and the production of pure iron by

thermal decomposition of iron carbonyl,
- the catalytic oxidation of SO2 to SO
- the high temperature corrosion of me als in atmospheres containing
oxygen-and sulphur derivates,

- the formation of iron sulphides tenorite and pyrrhotite in meteorites
and in the earth crust.
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POLAROGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE COORDINATED SYSTEM Cd(II)-LEUCINATE.

G. RUIZ CABRERA,C.QUINTANA PERERA,J.C. RODRIGUEZ PLACERES, A.

AREVALO.

Department of Physical Chemistry,University of La Laguna,Tene-

rife,Canary Islands,Spain.

rhe importance of knowledge of the systems with simples

molecules 1- 6 in the study of complex biological macromolecules

has prompted us to undertake a series of works on metallic ion-

-aminoacid coordination 7 - 9 .
The oolaroqraphic analysis of the coordinated system Cd(II)-

Leucinate in aqueous medium is reported here.To the best of our
knowledge,this system has only been stuu nn,

casion I 0 , by the potentiometric method,the me _es obtained

under the two conditions assayed being: 8 1 = 1x10 4 and 2 - 2.9
x10 7 ,and no trace being detected of the presence in the medium

of complexes with a greater number of ligands.

EXPERIMENTAL

Each of the i-E curves was plottwith a Metrohm E506 po-

larograph with an E505 polarographic stan Pt (EA285) and Ag/

AgCl/NaCI sat. Metrohm EA427 electrodes were sed as counter

and reference electrodes,respectively,and the wo ing one was
a D.M.E.The temperature in the cell was 25+ 0.050 C. onic stren-

ght was adjusted to w = 1.0 with NaClO 4. Measurements pH

.vere carried out with a pHM84 digital potentiometer with

G<2401C Radiometer combined electrode.The concentration of m

tai ion was maintained constant at 2x1O-M in all recordings.

Drop-time was controlled at 3.0 s.

The sodium perchlorate and cadmium sulfate were Merck pro-

ducts of p.a. quality,the L-leucine was from Sigma and the so-

dium Hidroxide used for adjusting the pH was also of p.a. qua-
lity from May and Baker.The values of pK have been taken from

D.D. Perrin 11 and are: pK 1 = 2.37 and pK 2 = 9.62.

RESULTS
Leucine in aqueous solution will give place to an equili-

brium between its protonated forms,neutral and leucinate ion,

governed by the acidity constants. At a sufficiently high pH,

the complexes with leucinate will predominate,since its concen-
tration will be significative and the corresponding stability

constants are much higher than those of the possible species
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coordinated with the neutral leucine.
The two studies were carried out varying the PH of an ini-

tial solution,and,therefore the concentrations of the different
forms of leucine,between the limits 10.34xO 2 M and 1O.21x1aeM.

From the plots of log[(!d->!i)/it] vs E the reduction was
shown to have taken place through a reversible bielectronic pro-
cess.The halfwave potentials were also obtained from these plots.

The analysis of equilibrium was carried out following the
method of De Ford and Hume 12 ,accepting as the value of a, that
proposed by Data et al. .The good linear dependence found for
F vs [Leucinate],fig. 1,points to the :existence in the medium
o? complexes with two and three leucinate ligands. This is the
first experimental evidence of the formation of the species

[Cd L T

8108

4.10

2.6.10'

0 [ L ]103 10

FIGURE 1

The values for the stability constants were obtained by
square minima method and are given in Table 1:

I llmi ll
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TABLE 1

Studies $1 B2

1 3.5x0o
7  7.90l

1 0

2 2.6x,0
7  8.5x0

1 0

Their acceptable general concordance allows us to propose

tte followings constants of the coordinated species [CdL2 ] and

[CdL3]- : 82 = 3x007;8 3 = 8.2x00
1 0 . The value of 82 is in per-

feL agreement with that reported in the literature: 82 = 2.gx

107 (see reference 10).

REFERENCES
1 FREEMAN H.C.,von EICHHORNS G.E.,Ed. "Inorganic Biochemistry",

Elsevier,Amsterdam,pages 121-126.

2 GIORDANO R.S. and BEREMAN R.D.,Am. Chem. Soc. 96,1015 (1974).

3 LEVITZKI A.,PECHT I.,ANBAR M.,Nature 207,1386 (1965).

4 SHARMA V.S.,SCHUBERT J., J. Am. Chem. Soc.,91,6291 (1969).
5 SHARMA V.S.,SCHUBERT J.,BROOKS H.B. and SICILIO F., J. Am.

Chem. Soc.,92,822 (1970).

6 SIEGEL H.,Angew Chern.,81,161 (1969).
7 RODRIGUEZ PLACERES J.C.,PASTOR G.,SANCHEZ J.A.,AREVALO A.

Quim. Anal. (in press).
3 RODRIGUEZ PLACERES J.C.,RAMOS STEFFENS F.,PASTOR G. and

AREVALO A., Anal. Quim. (in press).
9 RODRIGUEZ PLACERES J.C.,SANZ ALAEJOS M.T.,GARCIA MONTELONGO
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10 DATTA S.P.,LEBERMAN R.,RABIN B.R.,Trans. Faraday Soc.,55,

1982 (1959).
11 PERRIN D.D.,J. Chem. Soc.,3125 (1958).

12 DE FORD D.D. and HUME D.N., J. Am. Chem. Soc.,73,5321 (1951).
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POLAROORAPHIC STUDY OF THE COORDINATED SYSTEM Cd( II)-OXALATE-NtITRATE.

G. RUIZ CA!!RFRA, G. PASTOR, J.C. RODRIGUEZ PLACEPES and A. AREVALO.
Deoarttent of Physical Chemistry, University of La Laguna# Tenerif to,
Canary Islands, Srain.

We have shown recently that the constants of metal-ligand coor-

dinated complexes, obtained when weakly complexing electrolytes are

used to adjust the Ionic strength, are not in fact true stability coup

tants and really correspond to an arrangement of formation censtants

of .zi=m le and mixed srecies existing in the medium.

In this work we retvort the analysis of the coordinated system

Cd(II)-oxnlate-nitrate in aqueous medium and ionic strength 1.0. The

sim.-le Cd (II)-oxalate ecui2.ibria have been sufficiently studied but

the ionic strength generally being adjusted with nitrates in such

studies, invelidating the results obtained.
?,ith res~ect to the mixed com~plexes, we have been unable to find

a.ny reference to then study and have therefore applied a n"ethod deve-

loned by us2, which will provide new prospects in this area ofre-

arch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

System Cd(II)-oxalate-perchlorate,

Two stu-'ies were carried out.

Fig. I show the application of the De Ford and Hlume method3 to
thiz coordinated system.

~~.. ...... ......2~.:

.. . .. .. .......
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If can be observed that the dependence of F. vs. Lox) is a
straight line, indicating the stabilization of the complexes [Cd(ox) v

[ Cd(ox)21 2- and I cd(ox)3] 4- . The fitting of the function:

F 1=,lO1A2 [OX]+A63 [o0c] 2 led to the values presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Study A 10 3 20 10- 4  330" 10 -5

I 452 2.21 1.80

II 466 2.00 1.85

The good general agreement allows the following to be proposed as

the best data among the formation constants:

J 1,0= 460 ;j620 = 2.1.104 and 3 0 = l.82105

System Cd(II)-oxalate-nitrate.

The system Cd(II)-nitrate was studied previously under experimen-

tal conditions identical with those used in this work4, the presence

of the complexes [cd(NO)] 4  and [cd(N03 )] being determined in

the medium, with zt. tility constants:o30 1 = 0.38 and o = 0.21

Similarly, a mean value of 1.64 was obtained for the F0 function

corresponding to the l.OM concentration of nitrate# in good agreement

with that of 1.59 determined from the above-mentioned formation cons-

tants,

The stabilization of three complexes with the oxalate ion and two

with nitrate allows us to propose the following expression for the

function Ro, defined by Rodriguez Placeres et al

Re = / - 3 o,-6,ei +io ,, +/,% +

4A -4 A+ , A-.A " Az '+4?, +.[lx + (1)Of -

The function RE 1lotted in Fig. 2 ratify the ::e':rndonce foreseen

in equation (1):

= 1 + B [ox] + C [ox] 2  + D[ox]

The fit made following the least-squeres method gave the coeeffi-

cient values: B = 372 ; C = 1.29"104 and D = 1.1'10
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An1 approximate evaluation o f~ifi 512 and]5 21 is necessary

-rnor to the correct use of the above values for the determination -on

the basis of exnression (1) -of the constants of the mixed complexes.

This calculation will be tased as usual on the Watters equations5.

Fiven:S 11 = 133 ;52= 3.2 and/321 :, 2120 allowing us to fore-

.,es the impossibility of eetermining the values of4i2 and/3 219 con-

sideingthe negligible value of the former as componed to iin~

the definitizn of the B coefficient and of both with regard toA12 0
13dA20 in C and D.

The stability constant of the cornplex [C d(ox)(N 3 )]I - can be cal-

culated from the value of B. A value Of/ 1  131 is obtained in per

fect agreement with that determined by mreans of the Watters equations.

The goodness of our data can be verified by comtaring the experi-

mentally obtained values of C and D with those deduced theoretically

from the mathematical expressions of C and D. Zubstitutions in these

exrressions Eive: B = 1.30-104; C =1.140105 in total accordance
with the experimental velues: B 1.29*104 ; C = 1~.1005

REFER:NCES
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ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS IN
CONCENTRATED POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE -

POTASSIUM ZINCATE ELECTROLYTES

M.J. ISAACSON, E.J. CAIRNS and F.R. MCLARNON
Applied Science Division

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Department of Chemical Engineering

University of California
Berkeley, California 94720

U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Concentrated potassium hydroxide-potassium zincate electrolyte has

been the favored electrolyte for secondary zinc/air and zinc/ninkel
oxide batteries. Despite the large amount of research done on recharge-

able zinc cells over the past two decades, the electrolyte activity and
osmotic coefficients have not been published. Several authors (1,2)

have published activity coefficients calculated from zinc potential
measurements. However, these calculations assume that the zincate ion
does not specifically affect the hydroxide activity. The purpose of
this work is to calculate the activity coefficients without relying on
this assumption. There are three components, so two independent
activity measurements must be made. The Zn/HgO cell potential is one

activity measurement, and the alpha-Pd/HgO cell potential is being
investigated as the other measurement. Macdonald (3) has demonstrated
that H2 (Pt)/HgO cell potentials may also be used. The activity and
osmotic coefficients are calculated from the potentials by numerically
integrating the Gibbs-Duhem equation.

EXPERIMENTAL

Zinc potential measurements are performed in an H-shaped cell con-
structed from 3/8" Teflon tubing and tubing fittings. The Hg/HgO elec-
trode occupies one side of the cell, and the zinc electrode occupies the
other side. A Teflon plug physically separates the two half cells, but
allows electrical contact to be maintained. Orifices drilled into the
tubing fittings serve as openings for the Zn and HgO electrode connec-
tions, a thermocouple, and nitrogen-purge and vent lines. The zinc
electrode is a 1.0-mm-diameter zinc wire that Is sheathed with heat-
shrinkable Teflon tubing, except for the end which Is immersed in the
electrolyte. Purge nitrogen Is presaturated by bubbling it through a
saturated salt solution of approximately the same water activity as the

electrolyte. Electrolyte is injected into the cell with a syringe. The
potential of the cell is monitored with a high-impedance electrometer
and recorded on a strip-chart recorder until it has stabilized. Some
measurements were performed in a glass cell of similar design.

Alpha-Palladium electrode potentials are measured in a similar,
manner, except that a counter-electrode and electrolyte compartment are
added so that the Pd may be cathodized. The palladium electrode assem-
bly 13 similar to that of Macdonald's (4). A 0.25-mm Pd wire is spot
welded to a 0.25-mm Pt wire. This wire is then sandwiched between two
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pieces of heat-shrinkable Teflon tubing with a Teflon rod in the center.
After electrolyte is Injected Into the cell, the Pd electrode is catho-
dized against the counter electrode. The potential is then measured
versus the HgO reference electrode.

RESULTS

Figure I shows the dependence of the Zn/HgO cell potential on the
logarithm of the zincate ion molality at 7.666 molal KOH. A slope of 25 -
mV/decade is obtained. This slope may be compared to an ideal slope of
29.6 mV/decade.

Equation (1) indicates that the zinc potential should not depend on

the hydroxide concentration in ZnO-saturated electrolytes

Zn + Hg0 - ZnO + Hg (1),

and the experimental verification of this prediction is shown in Figure
2. The error bars indicate the potential "drift" during a two-hour time
period.

REFERENCES
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trochim. Acta 29, 81 (1984).

2. D.P. Boden, R.B. Wylie and V.J. Spera, J. Electrochem. Soc. 118,
1298 (1971).
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Experimental Evaluation of the Thermodynamic Properties of Concen-
trated Aqueous Potassium Hydroxide Solutions," Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory Report No. LBL-19146 (February 1985).
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THERMODYNAMICS OF THE COMPLEXES OF Cd(II) AND Pb(II) WITH
GLYOXYLTE IONS.

K.K.CHOUDHARY ,S.C.BAGHEL* AND J.N.GAUR
Department of Chemistry,University of RaJasthau,Jaipur 302004(Ind)

Engineernag College,Kota(India).

Shift in half-wave potential of metal ions by addition of
sodium salt of glyoxylic acid shows complex formation with Cd(II)
and Pb(II). The present studies are in succession I our study
on In-glyoxlate .The values of overall formation comstants and
thermodynamic parameters of glyoxylate complexes of Cd(II) and
Pb(II) at 303K and 313K are reported.

Experimental : The sodium salt of glyo3lic acid was used for
complexation with Cd(II) and Pb(II) at u=I.O in NaC1O4 at pH
6.5*0.2.The characterstics of capillary used were m-2.0 mg/sec
and t=5.Osec in open circuit.0.005% Selatin was used to supreas
maxmia in all the Pb(II) solution.All the solutions were polaro-
gramed in a H type cell in nitrogen atmosphere and potentials
were measured w.r.t. S.C.E. The observations were made at two
temperature 303K and 313K.Ligand concentration was varied from
0.05 to 0.50M.

Result and Discussion : The process of reduction. in complexinfg
media was found reversible and diffusion controlled as thq slopes
of the plots of log i/id-i vs Ede is 32* O. Inv and idVS hT is
straight line.The values of overall formation constants of the
complexes were determined by DeFord and Humes method by plotting
Fj(x) vs Cx(ligand concentration).The corresponding values of Be,
5T,B2,B 3 are obtined by extrapolating Fo(x),F1(x),F2(X) and F3(x)
to zero ligand concentration.Three complex species of the follow
ing composition M(CHO.COOIM(CHO.COO)2 M(CHO.COO)3 are noticed
with both the metal ions at 303K and 313K and the values of
stability constants are given below.

System Temp. BI B2 B3

Cd-Glyoxylate 303K 40 50 1060

313K 40 100 760

Pb-Glyoxylate 303K 500 3000 32250

313K 500 3000 4650

+Addresa for Correspondance
Laxmi Udyog,Sitaram Bazar,Kaisergang,Ajmer 305001(India).
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Thus it is evedient that the stability of the complexes of the
bivalent metal ions with glyoxylate ions follows the following
order Cu>Pb>Cd. Thus confirming the results of Meller and cowork
ers2 ,oz the basis of above results the nature of binding may be
shown as below I+

KM) 1:1 species

indating bidentate nature of glyozlic acid,also shown by Rosaotd
by N.M.R. signals of number of carboxylic acid in water.

By rise of temperature,the stability of the metal complex
decreases and diffusion current increases and Ei shifts to
more +ve side as compared to 303K.The thermodynamic functioss
for 1:3 complexes were calculated from the values of overall
formation constants at 303K and 313K,shown below

Complex species AFO &H* 0 S°

K Cals/mole K Cals/mole Cals/mole
Pb-Glyoxylate -6.29 -36.50 -99.70

Cd-Glyoxylate -4.22 -6.3 -6.9

As seen from the above table that the enthalpy change is more
negatiTe in Pb-glyoxylate complexes as compared to Cd-
glyoxylate complexes further comfirming our results that the
complexes of lea. are more stronger than Cadmium.The percentage
distribution of various complex species of lead and cadmium in
varius forms are calculated and plotted against -log Cx. are

Reference:1.K.K.Choudhary and J.N.Gaur, Indian Journal of
chemistry ,Vol. 1 4A,pp 596-598(1978).
2. Mellor D.P. and Malvel; Nature 159,370(1947);161,463(1948)
3. Dillon K.B. and Rosaoti F.J.,Chem.Commun.,21,768(1966).
4. Day and selbin,Theoreti cal Inorganic Chemistry(East West

Student Edition) 314(1967)



1301013 KINE2ICS 0F COMPEING REACTONS OF ACRYLOXITRILB
1ELBCTRORBDUJCTION TO ADIPONI!BILS AND PROP! 12MISL

L. ONICIU. 1. A. SILBBRG 1. BAWIA, PWBEITINA CI(OOB,

+MARIA JIMARU D. A.L* 0 .PU 4 adILAARI 4

Uavrst of Ciuj-apooat bopt. of physical sk~itly
ICEQIIM -Institute of Chemical ad Bisehaeio hteigetios,
Cluaj-Napoca Research Group, Cluj-Napoca, Romania.

Cathodic reduction of scryleitrile (ACN) ina neutral
pheap hato buffer media on lead electrodes yieldsa adipositrile

(ADN) by hydioiimorisaties and propieitrile (PS) by hydre-
gnatiez of the homogeneous double bond. As a cousequeoe of
chemical as& electrochemical processes, the fezuatiez of no-
verai miner ioy-prodcts was also observed; the "hydr-trimar"
1,306-tricyamoherze (T) is to be &*te& among theses due to
its occurrence a1ong the main line of the mechaistic stops
entailed by the electronation. of A CN. Excellent selectivities
of ADN formation are asured by addimg submicllar ceaceatra-
tiena of a catieuic surfactsat to the electrolyte.

It is the purpose of this paper to report kinetic is-
vsiaiaamthe slcrhdeieiaiaof ACK to ADN,

aimig a ioernzia opima prpartiv coditonsby re-
fining icaowledge about the reaction mechanism, the part
played by the quaternary ammium salts (QAS)t and the isflu-
once of the temperature upon the selectivity of the electro-
reduction.

A survey of literature data1 and critical evaluation. of
recent papers (e.g. ) made an to favor the following reaction

*sequence as embodying the maim pathway leading from AU to
* ADN, PN, ant T:

ACN ACN7 ACNE'

-(Z .. 2 NC-CH2-chI2-c 2-~.-N -O-PAD
ACIH ADNU

+H 2 0 jH ACN

c3- l2-C [Ncu 2-cH2-cu2-cH-CN -OH.

PN T- C

!CH

We assume that the first step cossists of the eleotro-

I [i .0
* **~ ~ . ,.24
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nation of ACN yielding a highly reactive anies-radical, ca-
pable of extr cti g a proton from a water molecule even in the
comparatively hydrophobic eviroment created by the QAS ad-
sorption on the cathode. Siace the radicals are characterised
by a strong elestrephilicity, we also consider that the first
three steps (as ECE sequence) take place in the adsorbed state
and oily the carbasien (ACNH-) becomes a free moving reaction
species. It is at this stage that the cempeting reationes oc-
curs, leading te PN by pretenatien or te ADN, via the second
carbanien ADN- , in a Michael addition, ameutijag to a eyese-
ethylatien of ACNH-.

Unlike previous consideratiens in the literature, foec-
sing enly en the partial exclusion of water from the pericathe-
die region by the catienic surfactants, we think that the
phase-transfer catalytic activity of the QAS is at least as
important. Ia our opixio, the observed product ratios ADN "
t >PN can be accounted for only by accepting that ACNH- is
transferred from the aqueous environment to the ACE-rich or-
ganic phase droplets by the QAS coating of the latter, the
rate of ADN" formation thus considerably exceeding that of PN.
In ADN-, the location of the ushared electron pair of the
carbcion next to the -CN group leads to mesemeric form in
which the basicity clearly surpasses the ancloophilicity,.0 .0e

-CH-C-N: - -CH=C=N-

whereas fer ACIM- the reverse is obviously true. Thus, unlike
ACXIH, the protexation is favored in the came of ADS- over
the reaction with ACN and the trimor is only a by-product.

The high reactivity of the intermediates and the cata-
lytic effects involved are the promises for using the steady-
state approximation and the following kinetic model emerges:

Process Rate expression

ACN + e-- ACNI i/2%

ACN + H 20 A*!--ACNH. + OH_ k. [A c~jJ [H2 0]
ACNH+ -- CNH 1/2

ACNH-PN + AC Ak
2 ACNH A/

ACH- + ACE _A2-A - S k 7A Ck F A C"

ADN- +H0 -__WADN + oH- o l (AO]

ADN + A CM ..N T Sk [ADIj ACNI

T + H2 0 .LT +0OH ' kj [T]I H2o]
Here d stands for the width of the reaction layer and i for
the overall current density; since me ether way for the-coa-
sumptien of ACN- is considered, it cam be taken that the
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oentributioas of the two elotroation steps to L are equal*
(U/2)@ In agrenent with experizental ebeervatioms, so by-
drogon evolution is to be taken late account.

In the experlneats herewith reperted, atteatio was fe-
cused on the detezrmiaation of P11/ADN ratio* at different task-
perures. The kinetic model leads to

C PN ki ( ki LK 20 . k, LACNI

As both PN and T represent minor products, klk3 F!ACIj'r k~ki CH20
and with a good approximation,

CADN

whore k 1 LH 2 0 kj.
Thus, increased ACM dispemibility for the reastion, by impro-
ved mass transfer, efficient phase-treamfor catalysis and op.
tinized ACN/aqueous support electrolyte ratio significantly
iMprove the selectivity of ADN vs. PN formation, with only to-
lerable increase of (T1 In the rude oelectrosyntheois product.

In our experinental cenditie the CpACADN ratles at
150 , 25e, and 35eC were 1.331, 0.336, and e.3e, rempecti-
vtly, yielding for the overall activation energies the values
pN= b3.1 kJ/mele and E = 69.. kJ/aele, suggesting that

there is an additional slight preference for ADN formation
when working at, or aboe ambient temperature, and that eaer-
gy coeasumming cooling operations are et necessary.

Work is now in progress investigating the possibility
of promoting a one-step formatioa of an ADN radical by an
coeorted low-energy electrematien-pretenatien ef an (ACE)2
X -conplex on the electrode surface in a QAS natrix, with-
Out PN-, sad with negligible T formatien.

References.
1. L. ONICIU, I. A. SILBERG and PLORENTINA CIOM 8, Rev. Chia.

lit 4o6, (1985).
2. A. N. HAINES, I. P. MeCONVEY and K. SCOTT, Electrochls.Ac , 1 , 291 , (1985). --
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KINETICS AND MECHIANISM OP pvp'-DIAMINODIBNZYL
ELNCTROSYN 53518

L. ONICIUt I. A. SILBERG 4* VIRGINIA DAC+9MAI IA

and SIMONA BRAN +
+ Uientof Cluj-Napoca, Doept. of Physical Chemitry
++1 IECHIM- Institute of Chemical and Biochemical Ene"rgetics,

Cluj-Napoca Research Group, Cluj-Napoca, Roaia.

Is contrast with other aromaticsnitroderivatives, there
are very few data in the literature concerning the electroe-
duction of pp '-diuitredibeasyl (DNDE) to the corresponding
dianizo (DADB)1, ax. important internediar La the ma~atring
of polyuretbaneq.,The reported polaregraphic (on Hg)'2 and cyc-
lic voltamnetryt" investigations were carried out ia aon-
aqueous media and are of little avail to preparative work, A
recently patente& procedure of van TILBERG" only mentions the
cathodic reduction of DNDB.

With a view to elaborating a useful preparative electre-
syathesis of DADB, the present paper reports an Investigation
of the redaction of 1)1DB under poetiestatic and galvanesta-
tic conditions. A thermostated electrolysis coil with a micro-
poreas Modilene membrane, diluted aggeous H SO as anolyte,
load as anode, and a stirred 8.2 lo M solititz of DNDB in
aqueous ethanol as catholyte was used. The absorbance at 283
an served for monitoring the 1)1DB concentration during the o-
lectroreduction.

The Guggenheim method yielded the rate constants, deter-
,lined from the siope of the log(E -Zoo) vs. time straighit line
where E and E w stand for the abhorbaacesa at a time t after
the sta~t, respectively after completiol of the electrolysis.
The measurements were carried out at 42 , 5e.5? and 62w an
at various cathode overvoltages (_,) maintained with a Wen-
king HP-72 petentiostat; a saturated calomel electrode served
as a reference. By means of Arrbenius plots, overall activa-
tion energies wore determined, on tin and copper cathodes
(Table 1). At the same evervoltages, on tin and lead cathodes,
after 30 mm., ( the half-life time of DNDB in tho process) fin-
radaic yields (r ) and conversions (z) were calculated (Table
2). The results ?z Table 3 display the parameters of galvano-
static experiments on tin at 620 and various curront densities.

The values of 9 demonstrate, in agreement with observa-
tions node under sorewhat similar conditions *a aitrobeazsee
and p-nitretoluene, that the diffusion is the rate-control-
ling process, stressing the importance of activated mass
transfer and of increasing the solubility of DN1DB by means of
cosolvents. Tin is by far the best cathode material, and a
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Table 1 Table 2

Cathoe -CoI Cathode qC r1  ,
I__ _ V LI/R o e.

Ti !0.100 18.4 Ti **1** 84.4 80.3
*.15o 16,2 o0.15 36.9 85.#
*,2oo 21.5 0.200 26ol 82.1
io.25o S69 o,250 22.5 92.5Copporfo.loo 5908 Nad8 **I** be~, 30)

o_.oo 25.6 0.150 68.2 44.5
o.2oo 69.2 46.8
o.25s 590 48.6

Table 3

tm 2  22.2 33.3 44.4 66.6 88.8

k, 1.-4s "I  4.71 5.77 7.44 6.25 3.31

corroboration of data ia Tables 1 and 2 lead to the soel-
*ion that **lee V is the optimal compremise value for a-
thode overveltage. Umder these conditiones the DADB Is fer-
eed mainly by a chemical process, mediated by the Sa*/Smz +

ceuple, the electrochemical centribution consisting almost
exclusively of the regeneration of tin metal. When higher
overveltages are imposed, the activation emrg iaoreases,
deneting a decrease in importance of the chemical reductiOa,
direct electrochemical coaversion of DNDB iLto DADB comin
in the forefront. The fact that on copper cathodes the aet.
vatiea energies are 2-3 times larger than en tim, indicates
that on copper the direct electrochemical reduction is pro-
deminant, in agreement with the well-known lack of reductive
properties in the case of copper, unlike that of tin,

Under galvanostatic conditl ao, the reduction rate
reaches a maximum around 45 mAcin ; over this value of eurneat
density, at the DMDB concentrations used, there is increasing
hydrogen evolution, a process which hamper. the diffusion qf
DNDB molecules towards the cathede, and diminishes the rate.

The electrosynthesis of DADB on tin in hydrochloric
acid-ethanol media is remarkably selective, only traces of 3-
chlors-4g4O-diamiae-dibeasyl being formed by a trsmposition
at the hydrexylaniae stage, as shew by chrmatogrzaphic se-
parations coupled with mass-spectrometric structure checks.

The herewith reported results open the route to a prepa-
rative olectrosyathesis of DADB and are now subject of scale-
up investigations.

. JQ.YLWIESS, D. B. BARTOK, J. a. Chem. Sec. 1, 7121,(1969)
2. P. ANNU.R, J. B. SAVEAUT, J. e lo-ai-I. CFaem. Interfacial

Eloctrochem. 111, (97).
3. KMOB o!c rochi-. A 2J, 487, (1977).

4. W. J. TI R , Eur. PUT. HOD , 30; C. A". 9, 69965x (1981)
5. .. GRBCHV-,U.V7BELEVSYt Zhe IFs.hlm -0 1304,

(1958).
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ADSORPTION OF ANODICALLY GENERATED
RADICALS AT CARBON AND PT-ELECTRODES

AND ITS ROLE IN ELECTROORGANIC SYNTHESIS

Hartmut WENDT, Vojtech PLZAK, Wolfgang JENSEIT
Institut f. Chem. Technologle, TH Darmstadt
Petersenstr. 20, D-6100 Darmstadt, Fed.Rep.Ger.

Anodic additin of radicals (generated from different anions)
to olefins is n interesting means to produce 1.2-bisubsti-
tuted (mnomeri. . (eq.5)) and 1.4-bisubstituted (dimeric (eq.4))
products

k
(1) X -e -- , (2) 2 X- -J x 2

(3) X+ ,C = -C-C
4) x-c=- 2 -ccI I

I k* 

(5) X +X-C-C - -C-C-X
k I I

The outcome of the electrosynth !is-reaction depends strongly
on the reactivities of produced 'dicals and olefin-scaven-
gers: high reactivities of both s* cies favour dimer formation
according to reaction sequence (I), 1),(4) and low reactivities
of both favours the annihilation rea tion (2).
Additionally the relative yields of t.i different products,e.q.
the selectivity is strongly influenced 'y the choice of the
electrode-material:
At carbon anodes the yield of X is great'y enhanced at the
expense of 1,2-substituted prodacts and ti, yield of 1,4-di-
substituted products is decreased even more
For X = N_ the reaction was investigated vo.tammetrically
and measurld current voltage curves are evaluL ted based on
the Nernst-formula with respect to rate constax.'s k and kam*

The kinetic analysis reveals that if platinum el-.trodes are
used, all consecutive reactions following the initiating
charge transfer (eq.(1)) are essentially homogeneouL reactions
proceding in the narrow reaction layer in front of the elec-
trode. Seperately determined rate constants for kadd Illow
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to predict dependence of yields on current ensity and olefin-
concentration according to a homogeneous-reaction model and
the predictions are well verified by preparative data.
At carbon anodes all consecutive reactions proceed essentially
heterogeneously and are heterogeneously catalyzed. Especially
the (often undesired) radical-annihilation reaction (eq. 2) is
strongly accelerated. The reason are established saturation-
concentration of styrene at carbon electrodes already at re-
latively modest styrene concentrations (1 molar) and pro- 2 3 4
nounced adsorption of the azide-radicals on carbon anodes.* " "

Measurements of electrode-impedances of carbon anodes and pla-
tinum anodes at which azide radicals are being oxidized re-
veals distinctively different adsorption patterns of azide
anions/radicals at these two different electrode materials:

At Pt-anodes, which are covered by Pt-oxide in the potential-
range, where N -anions are oxidized, one observes expressed
pseudocapacitaAce - maxima due to insertion of N_ into Pt-O.
Therefore the discharge associated with this pro~ess must not
be associated with the formation of N -radicals.

At carbon anodes an adsorption-pseudocapacitance cannot be de-
tected - very likely because the stationary concentrations of
N:-radicals are very low. Those stationary surface concentra-
tion of N*-radicals on carbon-anodes already were suppose 4
from the finetic data to be of the order of magnitude 10 to

10- 13 mole/cm (8W10-5 to 10-4 )

/l/ H. Schafer, A. Alzarak, Angew. Chem. 80 (1968) 485;
/2/ V. Plzhk, H. Wendt, Ber. Bunsenges. Physik. Chem. 83 (1979)

481;
/3/ H. Wendt, V. Plz~k, J. electroanal. Chem. 154 (1983) 13;
/4/ V. Plz&k, H. Wendt, J. electroanal. Chem. 154 (1983) 29;
/5/ v. Plz&k, H. Wendt, J. electroanal. Chem. 180 (1984) 185
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CARBON-CARBON BOND FORMATION BY REACTION OF

ELECTROCHEMICALLY GENERATED ARYL RADICALS WITH NUCLEOPHILES

C. AMATOREY
'-, C. COMBELLAS

2, M.A. )TURAN'

J. PINSON', J.M. SAVEANT
t and A. THIEBAULT2.

'Laboratoire d'ilectrochimie, Universiti Paris 7,
2 Place Jussieu, 75251 Paris Cedex 05, France.

Laboratoire de Chimie Analytique des Milieux
Riactionnels, ESPCI, 75231, Paris Cedex 05, France.

Present adress : Laboratoire de Chimie : Ecole
Normale Supgrieure, 24 rue Lhomond, 75005 Paris.

SRNI reactionsconstitute a powerful method for the aromatic nucleophilic
substitution of non activated substrates. It proceeds along the following
mechanism

ArX + le * ArX (1)

ArX Ar + X (2)

Ar" + Nu- ArNu (3)

ArNu - le ArNu (4)

or ArNu-- + ArX Z ArKl + ArNu (5)

but also ArNu - Further reaction products (6)

Electrochemistry affords an easy way for triggering the above sequence
via a quantitative formation of aryl radicals from haloaromatics ( equ.1).
The method is successfully applied to various carbon nucleophiles to obtain
carbon carbon bond formation.
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Nucleophile substrate Product Solvent Yield Mechanism

Ketone enolate Reactions

CH21-CH3  CX NH3  1-5

cH3
Propionitrile CH-CN

anion ( r 10 H-CN
CH 3-CH-CN NH3  90 1-5

Cyanide

CN- 1 1I - C N ACN 95 1-5
0 0 NH3

2.Nitropropanate ,CH3
<D1 <J-CH

CH 3 -CH3  "CH3  DMSO 30 1-3 + 6

CH3

4-C-4-B, 4,-c- CH01 It - C H3 DMSO 43 1-3 6

NH3

Oximate

CH,-?-CH3 X% IaCH H0 =20 1-3 + 6
N CI V"N "CH
0 CH 3

Phenate

=0 0 OH 55 1-5

=O -C-4-Br OH DMSO

+ 0

=00
-t- o
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ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF i-METHYL-2,4-DICYANOPYRIDINIUM ION
IN DIPOLAR APROTIC SOLVENTS.

ITALO CARELLI a , ANTONIO CASINIb and FRANCO LOMBARDO.
a: Centro di Studio per la Elettrochimica e la Chimica Fisica
delle Interfasi del CNR, Via del Castro Laurenziano, 7 - ROMA,
Italy. b: Cattedra di Chimica Farmaceutica Applicata - Universi-
tA "La Sapienza" - ROMA.

Electrochemical reduction patterns of 1-methylcyanopyridi-
nium ions were extensively investigated in our laboratories for
mechanistic, as well as synthetic purposesl, 2 ,3 .

We report now on the electrochemical behaviour of 1-methyl-
2,4-dicyanopyridinium tosylate I in aprotic dipolar solvent, such
as dimethylformamide (DMF) or acetonitrile. Then, cyclic voltam-
metry measurements performed on HMDE or GCE, showed the presen-
ce of two cathodic-anodic one-electron, well resolved, processes,
the first one at about -0.2 V vs SCE and the second one at about
-1.1 V vs SCE (Fig. la and Table I).

As already reported in a previous communication4 , the first
cathodic process corresponds to the formation of a stable pyridi-
nyl radical,which can reversibly bereoxidized to the starting ion.
This radical, obtained also by electrolysis of I at potential va-
lues more negative than the first cathodic peak was unambiguous-
iy identified by e.s.r. and u.v. spectroscopy as l-methyl-2,4-
dicyano-4-pyridinyl radical, identical to that obtained by che-
mical reduction of 1 5.

The second cathodic process can also be rationalised as one-
electron process, consistent with the evidence from voltammetric
(Table I) and coulometric (n=2) data. The reversibility of the
second step is lower than that of the first one; however, the va-
lue i /i of the former indicates a certain degree of stabili-
ty of Phepproduct, reasonably adihydropyridinyl anion.

When the CV is performed in the presence of a small excess
of weak protonating agents such as 3,4-xylenol or water, a remar-
kable decrease of the second anodic peak can be observed (Fig.
l,b and Table II), due probably to the coupling of the anion with
the proton. Therefore, it seem likely that the reduction of 1 at
potential values more negative than the second cathodic peak, in
the presence of protonating agents affords dihydropyridine spe-
cies. in fact, the u.v. spectrum of the electrolyzed solution,
taken iT.ediately after the end of the electrolysis, displays
atsorption maxima at 328 and 365 nm, strongly suggestive of di-
hydropyridines. l-methyl-2,4-dicyano-l,4-dihydropyridine 2 and
1-methyl-2,4-dicyano-l,2-dihydropyridine 3, prepared via an in-
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dependent route, actually display absorption maxima at 328 and

365 nm, respectively.

SCHEME

N

C H 
N 

N 

C N

+%% +e - + e +~ N

+s

+ . I -i. +

\I -I .O jV

N CN -e N CN NCN N CN N
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12 3

:'K

+0.1 V:
+0.1 V

1 -1.0OV

200 mV 200 mV

I-1.0 V

Fig. 1, a Fig. 1, b

Fig. 1, a: Cyclic voltammogramm of I (i.O x 10- 3M) in DMF and

0.1 M TEAP on GCE. Scan rate: 0.20 V/s. Dotted line: Voltammo-
gramm limited to the first process. 3

Fig. 1, b: Cyclic voltammogramm of 1 (1.0 x 1o M) in DMF a~d

0.1 M TEAP on GCE in the presence of 3,4-xylenol (5.0 x 10 M).
Scan rate 0.20 V/s.
Potential values are referred to the S.C.E.
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TABLE I. Voltammetric data of a solution of 1 (1.0 x 10
- 3 M) in

DMF and 0.1 M TEAP on GCE.Potential values are referred to the

S.C.E. (see Fig. 1,a).

Scan rate -EPC iPC ip/V 0 5 -E i ip/V .5-EpC ppA IpA p pA/pC

V/s V IA V sA
Peak I

0.05 0.21 9.60 43.04 0.13 9.60 43.04 1.00

0.10 0.21 13.20 41.77 0.12 13.80 43.67 1.04

0.20 0.21 19.00 40.71 0.12 19.60 43.84 1.03

Peak II
0.05 1.10 7.80 34.97 1.02 5.20 23.31 0.67
0.10 1.10 11.00 34.81 1.01 8.60 27.21 0.78
0.20 1.10 16.20 36.24 1.01 13.20 29.53 0.81

TABLE II. Voltammetric data of a solution of 1 (1.0 x 10- 3 M in
DMF and 0.1 M TEAP in the presence of 3,4-xylenol (5.0 x 10 M).
Potential values are referred to the S.C.E. (See Fig. 1,b).

Scan rate -E ic ip/V 0 5 -E iA ip/V A /2p
PC PC p pA pA p pA PC

V/s V AA V
Peak I

0.05 0.20 9.00 40.35 0.12 9.00 40.35 1.00
0.10 0.20 12.80 40.50 0.12 12.80 40.50 1.00
0.20 0.20 17.80 39.82 0.12 18.60 41.16 1.04

Peak II
0.05 1.10 8.40 37.66 0.96 3.80 17.00 0.45
0.10 1.10 10.80 34.17 0.96 5.20 16.45 0.48
0.20 1.10 14.40 32.21 0.96 8.20 18.30 0.56
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ON THE OXIDATION MECHANISM
OF NITOXIDE RADICALS IN APROTIC MEDIA

A. TB"ZA. R. ANDRUZZI and G. MARROSU
Dipartimento Ingegneria Chimica - Universiti "La Sapienza"
and Centro di Elettrochimica e Chimica Fisica delle Interfasi
del C.N.R. - Via del Castro Laurenziano, 7 - 00161 ROMA - Italy

As a continuation of our previous researches on the reactivity of ra-

dicals we are studying the chemical (with cerium ammonium nitrate) and
electrochemical (at a platinum electrode) oxidation of 1,2-dihydro-2,2-
diphenyl-3-aryliminoindolin-l-oxyls (nitroxide radicals) la-e in acetoni-
trile in both the presence and the absence of nucleophilic agents of various
strengths.

In the range of concentration used (1. 1O-4-5. jO-3mol dm-3) nitroxide ra
dicals la-e in MeCN (with Et NCIO4 as supporting electrolyte) exhibit at a
pulsed platinum electrode an oxidation step at potentials between 0.6 - 0.7V
(vs. Ag/AgC104 in MeCN). The oxidation process turns out to be mono-electro-
nic, reversible, diffusion-controlled (in the dc sense) and yields the corre
sponding oxoammonium cations 2a-e. The cyclic voltammetric experiments at a
stationary platinum electrode show that the oxoammonium cations are stable
during the time of the measuraments; i.e., the cyclic voltamperograms of la-e
exhibit an anodic-cathodic system (iPa/ipc - 1) even at sweep-rates as slow
as 5OmV s- 1. On addition of increasing amounts of water (molar ratio water/
reactant, 0 - 300) to the solutions of nitroxide radicals la-e in MeCN-
Et4NClO 4 the oxidation step increases until its height becomes approximately
three times higher (i.e., the electrode process tends to become three-electro
nic) than the original step. The corresponding cyclic voltammetry shows that
in MeCN-H20 the oxidation process of la-e becomes completely irreversible,
kinetic in character and involves two to three electrons. In fact, i) the or
einal anodic peak increases its height, ii) the corresponding complementary
cathodic peak is replaced by another cathodic peak at about zero potential and
related to the follow-up chemical reaction of their primary oxidation product,
iii) on increase of the sweep-rate, the current function (iPa/nv decreases
and the oxidation peak potential (Ep) shifts towrds more positive values.

During the controlled-potential electrolysis(at 0.9V) of nitroxide radi-
cals la-e in pure MeCN-Et4NClO 4, the current decayes slowly to values in accor
dance with napp - ca.3. Cyclic voltamperograms indicate that the original ano
die-cathodic system is gradually replaced by two reduction peaks, the first at
approximately zero potential and the second at ca. -0.6 V, which correspond to
reduction of protons and quinoneimine N-oxides, respectively.
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Macroscale electrolyses (at 0.9V) of la-e in MeCN-LiCIO 4 with a large excess
of water show that the current decays rapidly to the background current with
napp= 3. From the electrolysed solutions are isolated the corresponding 5-
(3a-e) and 7- (4a-e) quinoneimine N-oxides in percent yields 80-90 and 15-7,
respectively.

To explain the above findings, we suggest for the oxidation mechanism
of nitroxide radicals la-e the scheme 1.

SCHE2E I

N-R N-R

a-Ph- ,. - .N' < I

E2 E3

la- 2a-e

X0X XLJ

A + XOH --- 6H *-; - I ) -
N > ~ '~.~NN/ -H+

gle} E2R= C64-BrE3 ().2

6 H5 a-e 06a-e

-R ~' N-R

B+XOH e n Ph 0 NphN N
E2  E36 6

4 a-c 3 S-e

a) R -C6H 5  b) R C6 4-.OMe(p); c) R =C 6H4 -Me(p); d) R = 6H 4-cl (p);

e) R -C 6H 4-Br (p).

E 1 > F2 -,.,E3
XOH refers to nucleophilic agent like H20, MeOH, etc.

lid
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Thus the electrode process of nitroxide radicals la-e in MeCN begins
with a reversible one electron step yielding the corresponding oxoammonium
cation 2a-e. These cations in pure MeCN are stable at the electrode during

the time of the voltammetric measurements but during the electrolysis they
undergo in the solution a nucleophilic attack at C-5 (or at C-7) yielding
the C-5 (or C-7) monosubstituted hydroxylamino derivatives Sa-e (or 7a-e).
These derivatives can be further oxidized at the same potential of la-e to
give the corresponding 5- (or 7-) substituted nitroxide radicals 6a-e
(or Sa-e). Finally, the oxidation of these radicals yields the 5-(3a-e) or
7-(4a-e) quinoneirnine N-oxides. When the oxidation of la-e is carried out
in MeCN containing H20 (or MeOH the oxoammonium cation can undergo the
nucleophilic attack at C-5 (or C-7) even at the electrode , therefore the
anodic step involves three electrons.

IlilBalmn a id m-u IN nl IIEnid
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ANODIC CHLORINE EVOLUTION AND CHLORINATION
OF c-HEXENE IN NITROMETHANE SOLUTION

CS.VISY and M.NOVAK
Institute of General and Physical Chemistry,

University of Szeged,
H-6701 Szeged, P.O.Box 105, Hungary

Previous studies on the electrochemical chlorination
of c-hexene (CH) on a Pt electrode in nitromethane (NM)
solution revealed that the process yields not only dichloro
-c-hexane and 2-chloro-c-hexanol, but also 2-chloro-c-
hexanone. Formation of the latter can be detected only in
the early period of electrolysis and 1 is inversely connected
to the water content of the solution . The relative forma-
tion of this ketone derivative at the begigning of electro-
lysis increases with the potential applied .

On the basis of data obtained by galvanostatic and
convolution potential sweep voltammetric methods, chlorine
evolution in the absence of CH could be described by a
recombination-controlled mechanism. This extends the valid-
ity of the conclusions claimed in 3.

As shown earlier, the addition of CH to the solution
led to a homogeneous reaction, with the formation of di-
chloro and chlorohydroxy derivatives. The formation of
chloroketone appeared to be a heterogeneous reaction. Thus,
if CH is present, it should adsorb on the electrode in NM
solution. The faster rate of change in the current under
potentiostatic conditions during electrolysis of a solution
containing both CH and Cl indicates the adsorption. Simi-
larly, the currents obtained during the linear potential
sweeps reveal the effect of this phenomenon.

The increase in the limiting current with the increase
of CH concentration shows saturation, indicating that the
effect of the olefin present arises not in the homogeneous,
but rather via heterogeneous route.

On the basis of the product distribution one might
assume that the current excess is due to the ketone forma-
tion, the rate of which might be characterized by an
expression containing the coverage of CH.
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POLYMER FILM FORMATION ON A STEEL CATHODE BY ELECTROCHEMICALLY
INITIATED COPOLYMERIZATION OF ACRYLONITRILE AND ACRYLAMIDE IN

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

M.Cvetkovska,T.Gr6oev,LJ.Arsov
Cyril and Methodius UniversityPaculty of Technology and Metal-
lurgy,Skopje,Yu

Introduction:Electrochemical obtantion of polymer films on me-
tal surfaces with given caractheristics arouse a preat interest
due to many positive aspects which include a possibility of pro-
ducing very thin films having specific and very highly praised
properties such as electroinsulation,thermostability,anticorro-
sion and biocompatibility.

Experimental:Polymer and copolymer films of acrylamide(AA) and
acry onitri e(AN)on steel cathode(316 AISI) are obtained by
electrochemically initiated polymerization(EIP) from aqueous
solutions at a constant current and/or constant potential at
300 C in a standard electrochemical cell.A working electrode
waA a steel cylinder,mounted on teflon holder (expoled area 5
cm4);auxilliary electrode was a platinum foil(2o cm ),and as
a reference electrode a saturated calomel electrode was used.

The kinetics of polymer and copolymer film formation was fol-
lowed,in-situby ellipsometry(Rudolph Research Ellipsometer
3603-=7O,In optical cell at angle of incidence of 700 and

wavelength of 546,1 nm.

Results and Discussion:EIP of AA on metal surfaces from aqueous
solutions of Ak in presence of ZnC12 is a known process in the
literature and it was also subject of some our previous rese-
arch(1).Polyacrylamide(PAA) has,however,some specific proper-
ties and,thus,a specific and limited application.Properties of
the polymer film are modified,by copolymerization of AA and AN,
so that the fields of its application are also enlarged;(AA and
AN are monomers similar by its reactivity and polarity which
can be seen by values of _ and e in the Alfrey and Price sche-
me:Q al,18;e al,3;Q -o,6,e 1,2;AA is somewhat more reac-
tiveA4 han AN,A'hus,it 'is expted that copolymer contains mo,
re AL which is result of r and r valuesnamely,r al,727,
r -o,,573 or r.r no, 99 tlch is- haracteristical- +or a free
Vrical cop0lyerization and a statistical copolymer).

Chronopotentiometric experiments of electrochemically initia-
ted copolymerization of AA and AN in aqueous medium in presen-
ce of ZnCl (o,15 M ZnCl 2 ;J-2-5 mA/om

2 ;pH-4,2-5,2),figure l,in-
dicate that the process of cqpolymerizatign takes place at2the
potential of reduction of Zn4+ ions or Zn -AAZnOH-AA;Zn -
AN and ZnOH -AN complexes(-1,2o to -1,5o V/sce5.The formation
of polymer or copolymer film leads to a reduction and a signi-
ficant anodic shift of the process of electrochemical dissolu-
tion of deposited Zn,fig.l.On the other hand,the presence of
monomers(AA, and AN) in the solution leads to significant shor-
tening of transition time,occurence of new reduction process
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at about -2,oV(hydrogen evolution from water present in the
film) and cathodic shift of the quarter-wave potential.Iln aqu-
eous solution of ZnCl, containing AN(I,5 M) and AA(2-5 M) at
constant current,3-5 iA/ca& for 1-3 min. copolymer filmi(de-
termined by IR-spectroscopy~with a thickness of ?-loAm and
exellent electroinsulating properties(p - 2- 4.1oO -l cm) are
produced.Polymerization,in this cases,is carried out by a free
radical mechanism,an the active radicals are formed by a di-
rect reduction of Zn + or ZnOH+-AA and AN complexes.
During above mentioned experiments,zinc deposition and copoly-
mer film formation on electrode's surface take place simulta-
neously.Deposited zinc has some advantages,but however,its pre-
sence is considered undesirable andtherefore,copolymerization
process was also performed in more acid solutions (o,o25 M
H2SO) without ZnC1 2.
In this case,the kinetics of polymer film formation on steel
cathode depends on cathodic potential,i.e.cathodic current den-
sity.The EI copolymerization of AA and AN even at relatively
low cathodic potentialssimultaneously with the reaction of
hydrogen evolution(more cathodic than -1,lo V) or rather more
anodic than reduction potentials of AN and AA(-1,87 and -1,95
V) is an additional proof for assumed mechanism of initiation
of polymerization of vinyl monomer in acid aqueous solutions
via hydrogen radicals,i.e. Hads (H + - ads and H +
=H-H. easasas+N

The kinetics of polymer or copolymer film formation in acid
solutions(H2SO4 ),figures 2 and 3,indicates existence of an in-
duction period of 7-9 minutes,and a rather slower development
of processes compared with systems containing ZnCl ,figure 3.
This is,most probably,due to a interrelationship between the
rate of hydrogen evolution and the initiation of polymeriza-
tion.
The obtained films(PAN and PAN+PAA),with a thickness of 3-5 pm,
have a good electroinsulating and anticorrosive properties.
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EFEECT OF CONTACTING PATTERNS
ON SOME ELECTROLYSES IN TWO PHASE ELECTROLYTS

Z.IBRISAGIC and D.PLETCHER
Faculty of Chemical Engineering,"Djuro RUcar Stari"
University,78ooo Banja Luka, Yugoslavia.

Department of Chemistry,the University,Southampton,
S09 5NH,England.

Earlier ork1 ,2 ,3 has shown the influence of zinc chloride
on the chlorination of naphtalene by electrolysis in a water/
methylene chloride emulsion and using tetrabutylammonium ion as
a phase transfer catalyst .The addition of ZnCl 2 to the
electrolyte increases the selectivity for I-chLoronaphtalene
mostly from a decrease in the consumption of naphthalene and
therefore from a slower formation of di- and polychlorinated
produ ct s3.

Both a hith selectivity and a high current yield are dependent
on balancing the flux of cation radical away from the anode
surface with the flux of nucleophile to tha surface, which is
essentially controlled by the flux of ZIC14- or the bulk
concentration of tetrabutylammonium ion .

Hence, one could expect that the contacting pattern would have
an influence on the reaction path and products distribution.

Experiments were performed in an undivided and divided
stirred tanc reactors and emulsions were formed with a rapidly
rotating magnetic stirrer.In the undivided cell ,electrodes were
perpendicularly dipped in the electrolyte ,having ca. 3 cm the
interelectrode gap.Hbwever,they were parallel with a magnetic
bar stirrer in the divided cell and mutually separated by glass
frit .

In the flow cells emulsions were formed by the intensive
pumping of the two phase electrolyte within the flow system
with undivided cells.In the flow through electrodes cell
the emulsion was flowing through electrode grids located over the
entire crossection of a cell with the inter electrode gap ca.
4 cm, while was passing trough the rectangular channel in the
flow along electrodes cell the interelectrode gap was ca .5 mm
and the wall - electrode gap ca 7 mm.

Results clearly shows that the selectivity for 1-chloro
naphthalene is higher in the divided stirred tanc reactor
(Fig.2) than in the undivided cell (Fig.1) but the larger effect
is on conversion of naphthalene and hence current efficiency.

Hbwever, the concentration profile against F mol " in the
flow through electrodes cell (Fig.3) is cuite comparable to the
data obtained for an undivided stirred tanc reactor (Fig.1),but
the selectivity,particularly at lower F ol - I fits better to
the behaviour of the divided cell (Fig.2).
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It seems that in the divided stirred tanc reactor besides the

fact that an eventual harmful interaction of the reaction
product with the counter electrode is avoided, the increase in
the conversion and the selectivity could also be due to the
electrode-electrolyte contacing pattern. Bearing in mind that
a layer of a circulated emulsion is parallel to the electrode
surface, one could visualize a possible formation of an uniform
layer of cation radicals which could have a good chance to
react with nucleophile before being swept away to the bulk of
the emulsion. The similar situation arose from the flow
through cell (Fig.3). The direct contact of unreacted
naphthalene with the electrode surface may produce a high,
concentration of radical cations in the fluid leaving the
anodic surface for the reaction for surrounding nucleophile
before being mixed with neutral molecules of naphthaline.
Consequ ently a high selectivity for 1-chloronaphthalene is seen
at low F mo' "1 (Fig.3) Table 1.

In the flow along electrodes cell a severe drop in the
conversion of nap .. I.dlene and the selectivity for 1-chloro
naphthalene was observed (Fig.4). If we assume that plug flow
prevailed in th; system most of naphthalene flowing molecules
would not reach the anodic surface and therefore conversion
would fall .bwever,cation radicals forrmed,would easily be mixed
in the bulk of emulsion,what may cause the decrease in the
selectivity for 1-chloronaphthalene.

Table 1.

STIRRED TANC REACTORS FLOW CELIS

UNDIVIDED DIVIDED THHOUGH ELECTRODES ALONG ELECTRODES

F mol -1 1.1 2.1 1.o 2.6 o .4 o.64 o.83 1.15 o.4 o.8 1.o 2.o 2.4
X,% 56 41 46 7o 14 2o 28 38 12 28 22 36 42
5,% 71 57 86 90 87 93 82 79 36 27 51 37 32

X - conversion of naphthalene ,S - selectivity for C10 H7 C1

Nevertheless the electrochemical oxidation of dimethyldithio
carbamate (NaDTC) to tetramethylthiuram disulfide (TMT) in
aqueous saturated NaCi/solvent emulsion, at ruthinized titanium
electrode ,at constant current density(i:16 A dm- ) being
terminated to 1 F mol- NaDTC does not depend on the interfacial
contact of the electrode - electrolyte system.

Besides a high conductivity of the electrolyte and a good
mass transfer, only a good product solubility in the solvent
used is required to obtain a very high product yield and
current efficiency, as it is shown in the experiment with
chloroform (Fig.5). If this condition is not met, like in
the experiment with benzene (Fig.6), the prod~c yield and
current efficiency remain at much lower value , .

The part of this work is supported by ICI plc, The Heath,
.uncorn,Chesire WA7 4QE,England, to whom we are greatly
acknowledged.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF 2-BROMO-CARBOXAMIDES. SELF-PROVNATION AND
PARTICIPATION OF THE SOLVENT

F. MARAN, a E. VIANELLO, a G. CAVICCHIONI, b and 
F. D'ANGELIb

aDipartimento di Chimica Fisica, Padova (Italy)

bLaboratorio di Chimica Organica, Facolt& di Farmacia, Ferrara (Italy)

Previous investigation on base-promoted reactions of 2-halogeno-carbox-
amides I prompted us to take into consideration the general electrochemical
features and product distribution in the cathodic reduction of the title
compounds. The anionic intermediates arising upon electroreduction of these
substrates in dipolar aprotic solvents were expected to abstract protons
from the parent molecule through a self-protonation mechanism.

2'3

We report here results concerning the reduction of representative 2-
bromo-2-methyl-propanamides, BrCMe 2CONR

1R2 (Rln H, R2_ Ph, Bz, t-Bu, c-hexyl;
R1= Me, R2_ Ph, Bz),4 and preliminary results obtained with 2-bromo-acet-
amides, BrCH 2CONIHR

2 (R2= Bz, c-hexyl).
The electrochemical reduction of the substrates was carried out at 1g

cathodes in anhydrous DMF or MeCN contalning Et4NClO 4 or Bu4NBr. The voltam-
metric pattern exhibits two cathodic peaks; in some cases, the second peak
is only detectable under suitable conditions, dictated by the sweep rate
and the nature of both the substrate and the electrolyte.

Controlled potential electrolyses were carried out at potentials of the
first wave, typically in the range -1.4 to -1.9 V vs. s.c.e. Exhaustive
reduction required I F/mol for each substrate. Product analysis (1H-n.m.r.,
IR, MS, and HPLC in comparison with authentic samples) indicated that the
corresponding amides with a in place of Br were formed in ca. 50% yield,
the nature of the main coproduct being strongly dependent on: i) the protic
(Rl- H) or aprotic (RI= Me) character of the starting material; ii) the
solvent; iii) the 30 or 1* character of the bromine function. The coproduct
distribution can be summarized as follows:
a) Methacrylamides arise upon electroreduction of aprotic 2-bromo-2-methyl-

propanamides, independently of the solvent.
b) In DIQ, protic 2-bromo-2-methyl-propanamides afford a cyclocondensation

product with the solvent itself.
c) In MeCN, the coproduct distribution depends upon the substituent on the

nitrogen. Whereas in some cases CF-unsaturated amides are formed in
consistent yields, in other cases a fragmentation path affords acetone
and the pertinent isocyanide.

d) Protic 2-bromo-acetamides afford a self-condensation coproduct, i.e. a
head-to-tail cyclic dimer.

Accordingly, the macro-electrolysis results can be depicted as follows:

It i l l i W _ . , -Mm N i I_ i i
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RI=Me -AH + CH2 -CMeCONMeR2eDMF or MeCN

D 0AH + H

BrCR3 R4 CO)NR 1 R2  
- e2 N_

M All CH2 cMeCOtR2 + MeCO~e + C=NR 2

R3.R4-RI:EH H -M

MeCN R2Nr ..

0

(AH indicates the debrominated product BCR
3R4CONRIR 2 )

The finding that some coproducts are identical with some products from
the base-promoted reactions, together with the coulometric results, suggested
the occurrence of a self-protonation mechanism, in which an electrogenerated
base undergoes proton transfer with a parent molecule. Further evidence was
gained by testing the effect of adding a strong base or an acid into the
electrochemical cell.

The above results and the consistency of the voltammetric analysis with
a recently proposed mathematical treatment on self-protonation nuances,

3

lead to the following conclusions:
a) The process taking place at the first peak is a 2-electron reduction with

C-Br bond cleavage.
b) The carbanion electrogenerated from an aprotic 2-bromo-2-methyl-propan-

amide promotes a 1 ,2-elimination from a parent molecule, through a self-
protonation step. As a consequence, the reduction product AH and the
a,B-unsaturated amide (reducible at the second peak) are formed.

c) The carbanion electrogenerated from a protic 2-bromo-2-methyl-propanamide
is expected to undergo isomerization according to the acidity of the N-
bond. Also in this case, the electrogenerated base is protonated by a
parent molecule, and the reduction product AH is formed along with a
bromo-anion, i.e. the conjugated base of the parent 2-bromo-amide. This
anionic intermediate can live enough to be reduced at the second peak
with C-Br bond cleavage. Cyclocondensation, elimination, or fragmenta-
tion products are eventually formed upon decay of the bromo-anion itself.

The reduction scheme of protic 2-bromo-2-methyl-propanamides can be depicted
as follows:

BrCMe2CONHR2  2 e 0-...OI-- Br- 2NR 2

BrCMe 2CONXR 2

HCMe 2 CONRR2  +NR2

-- -- -- lllllllll 'll l I1 l ll
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The chemical pathways of bromo-anion decay look controlled by the R
2

substituent on the nitrogen atom and/or the solvent. The observed chemo-
selectivity may reflect the relative energies of possible intermediates
and transition states, as will be discussed on the ground of current
studies, including ab initio calculations, stereochemical effects, and
electrochemical kinetic analysis.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL CARMOXYLATION OF STMM

G.FILARDO , S.GAMBINO , A.GNARO , G.SILVESTRI , E.VIANELLO

*Istituto di Ingegneria Chimica, Palermo (Italia)
**Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica, Padova (Italia)

The electrochemical carboxylation of olefins having very negative redu-
ction potential, i.e. in the same range as carbon dioxide, presents some
intriguing problems in the interpretation of the reaction mechanism and is,
at present, under investigation in our laboratories. From the synthetic
point of view, the electrocarboxylation of some of these olefins is very
interesting since substituted succinic acids can be obtained in some cases
with excellent yields. This is the case of Styrene (sty), which is transfor-
med into monophenyl-succinic acid, percursor of several interesting co-mo-
nomers for the production of modified polyesters and polyamides.

In strictly anhydrous conditions (i.e. in the presence of dry Al20)Sty
shows only an irreversible cathodic peak in cyclic voltammetry (CV) ai low
v values, but, at v-20 V-s-1 , a cathodic/anodic peak system is obtained,
corresponding to a reversible one-electron process, with E* - - 2.58 V
vs SCE (1). The reduction potential of Sty lies in between the two values
of the reduction potentials of C02 : the E* a - 2.21 V (2) and Ep - - 2.8
V; therefore the Sty anion radical produced cathodically could act as re-
ductant towards molecular carbon dioxide:

I I/,

* a\

i

I - .. lI

-2.5 -3.0 EIV -2o -2.5 -3- -V

Fig. I CV of sty_ n anhydrous Fig. 2 -CV of Sty in the presence
DMF: (a) v - 0.1 V's- (b) v =Of C02: (a) 101-2M Sty; (b-e) effect
20 V.S" I  of increasing amounts of C02; v

0.1IV.s "1.

.. .. . .* I II
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Sty + e- - Sty-

Sty. + CO2 - StyCO2

Sty + C02 ; Sty + CO2  StyCO2 *

Electrocarboxylation by macroscale electrolysis, of Sty in aprotic con-
ditions is a simple and straightforward process in which yields up to 85%
in the dicarboxylated derivative are attained. The cathodic material has

decisive influence on the behaviour of the electrochemical system: the best
yields of electrocarboxylation are obtained with compact grafite (CG), whe-

reas with metallic cathodes (Hg, Cu, Zn) the main cathodic process involves
the electropolymerization of the olefin. With vitreous grafite (VG) the di-
meric 3,4-dipehnyladipic acid has been produced with yields up to 10%.

The anodic process involves oxidation of sacrificial Al anodes which al-
Lows the syntheses to be performed in diaphragm-less cells and the carboxy-
lated product to be recovered as Al salt.

Depending upon experimental conditions, several electrochemical patterns
have been observed:

* 2 e- + 2 CO2  Co0

-+C 6H CH-& 2 DIC

coo-

* 2 e .H 20.C02 ' C 6H 5CH 2-CH 2-C00- O

C 6 H 5 CH=CH6 2 2 C6H5C -H3E
+ 2 e +2 H20CO

65 2 65 5 2 3I

S2e + 2 COCH-CH 2-C00-
D[M ERIZZ. C C-C -CDIM

+ e (+CO?) 4cHCCH426H5 CH-CH240

POLIMERIZZ.

The presence of protic agents generally induces the formation of mono-
carboxylation derivatives, with the protonation taking place always on the
carbon atom adjacent to the activating group. The results of some experi-
mental runs are summarized in Table 1.

For H 20 in the range 10 1.5 M, the following relationships among the
products yield and water concentration were found:

EB (%) = 0.85 + 4.6[H 201

DIC (1) 1 18.4 - 22.9 logH 20]

MOC () = 58.6 1 19.3 log[H 20]

When acetic acid is employed, under strictly anhydrous conditions, we
obtain only the dicarboxylated derivative and, as cathodic coproduct,
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hydrogen gas. This is presumably to be attributed to acetic acid re-

duction hindering proton transfer to the adduct between Sty and CO .

The carboxylation can be performed at substantially lower poteniials

through homogeneous redox catalysis, the anion radical of benzonitrile

being used as reductant (see Table 2). The voltammetric analysis of the

system Benzonitrile/Sty/CO 2 provides useful information as to the reac-

tion mechanism I

TABLE 1. ELECTROCHEMICAL CABOXYLATION OF STYRENE

Cathode Protic E Sty a Charge Current Product yields
Agent Conversion passed yield DIC MOC EB DIM

(M) (V)

-3
CG H 20 O -2 91 2.2 65 85 1 Traces

VG H20 10 -2.7 87 2.3 66 40 35 Traces 5-10

CG AcH .67 -1.1 80 4.6 36 83 Traces Traces

CG H-0 .23 -1.6 90 2.4 72 40 44 2

CG H20 .61 -1.6 92 2.4 72 23 58 4

CG H20 3.33 -1.3 97 3.0 47 2 69 16

a) referred to initial Sty; b) in % referred to Sty converted; c)in mol

electrons per mole of Sty.

TABLE 2. ELECTROCARBOXYLATION THROUGH REDOX CATALYSIS.

Moles of Charged E Sty Product yields
b

Sty 0-CN passed (V) Conversion DIC MOC

0 2.3"io- 3 6.9,1O-2  -2.15 - 70 c  -

2.5"1-o 2  0 5.2"lo-2  -2.45 60 60 29

1.9"10 -2  3.4-1O -3 4.0"10 -2  -2.15 85 52 22

a) referred to initial Sty; b) in % referred to Sty converted; c) oxalic
acid, the yield is referred to the charge passed; d) in mol electrons.
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ESR STUDY OF SEVERAL METHYLBENZOATES
RADICAL ANIONS OBTAINED BY IN SITU ELECTROCHEMICAL METHOD

A.SANCHEZ, P.CALLE and C.SIEIRd'
Dptos.Electroquimica y Q.F1sic0U.AM. 28049-MADRID(Spain)

Introduction

The methylbenzoic acids are compounds which are studied in Spa-
nish laboratories using different experimental techniques (visible
and U.V and NMR spectroscopies, X-Ray difraction, etc) 1 . The main
conclusion of these studies was the observation of a torsion of
the carboxylic group when the ortho- positions hinder it. Diffe-
rent values of the torsional angle were reported depending on the
experimental techniques used.
We thus consider very interesting to obtain additional information
about the torsional angle in analyzing the ESR spectra of the co-
rresponding radical anions. Furthermore, we complete the spectros-
copic study of these acids.
Due to the difficulty in the generation of the O-COOz and 4'Coo.
CH3z radical anions by chemical methods, we generate them using
electrochemical methods.
The radical 4P-COOz are very unstable in protic and in aprotic
media, whereas O-COOCH3z is sufficiently long lived in aprotic
media and this therefore permits its detection in adecuate expe-
rimental conditions. Moreover it is well known that the presence
of electron donating groups inhibits the electrochemical reduc-
tion of the carboxylic acids 2 . However, the aromatic esthers in
aprotic solvents 3-4 give rise in the polarographic reduction to
two waves the first of them corresponding to the radical anions
O-COOR'. formation. For these reasons, we previously estherifi-
ed the methylbenzoic acids and we carried out the electrochemical
generation of the corresponding benzoates radical anions.
The compounds studied can be seen in Diagram 1.

m mem

~~ML ( ciLi Me Ome Q~

'4 3 T

9me q 0)

Diagram 1
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Experimental

The electrolysis was carried out in a flat cell pla'ed in the mi-
crowave cavity of the ESR spectrometer.
The following experimental conditions were used: so vent = Acetho-
nitrile distilled in vacuum in presence of Phosphor c pentoxide;
supporting electrolyte = tetreethylammonium tetraflorborate(100
mM); electrodes = Au,Pt or Hg pool depending of the compounds stu-
died; to obtain ESR spectra with high resolution we prepared di-
lute solutions of the compounds studied (1mM) and w. used very
low microwave power (2-5mW). The solution were prey ously degassed
for to avoid the effect of the dissolved oxygen. Du. ing the elec-
trolysis an inert atmosphere was maintained.
The g factor was obtained by means of a glass capil ary filled
with the standard peroxylamine dissulphonate, fzshl prepared in
a sodium carbonate (5mM) aqueous solution. We did n, t use a three
electrodes electrolysis because the radical generat-on in our case
can be performed using a constant intensity current. The intensi-
ty current used was about .5 - 1 mA.
Results and Discussion

In Table 1 can be shown the hyperfine coupling cons ants and g
factor of the radical anions studied.
a)The equivalence of the methyl protons indicates a free rotation
of the methyl groups even in the more hindered cases.
b)the hccs for all the radicals indicate that a(H)p>a(H)o> a(H)m
in an approximate relation of 4:2:1.
This electron spin distribution agrees with the most stable cano-
nical structures.Fig.l
c)In methoxyl protons we obtain practically the same hccs for allthe compounds studied except the very hindered radical, i.e. 2,6-
dimethyl- and 2,4,6-trimethyl-. Due to the independency of the me-
thoxyl proton hccs with the torsion angle, we can not obtain any
information about this angle.
The radical anions obtained by electrolysis of the esther group
were very well resolved but in several esthers we need to try se-
veral electrodes in order to obtain a high resolution of the ESR
spectra.
This method is extremely useful for obtaining radicals but pre-
sents the inconvenience that within few minutes the spin-spin in-
teractions provoke the lines broadening and finally a fast decre-
ase in the radical concentration. This effect is inherent to this
type of generation and it is not very easy to avoid the acumulati-
ve concentration of radical ions along the working electrode.

Fig. 1

QzsOMCO Ome 0\AMt 01\Z e O~O

I+II Ir

II
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Table 1
MAGNETIC PARAMETER OF THE METHYLBENZQATES AADICAL ANIONS

Comp. Hyperfine coupling constints
H(2) H(3) H(4) H(5) H.6) H(OMe)la 4.20 0.94 7.50 0.94 4.20 0.94 2.00363

2a 4.25(Me) 0.85 7.70 0.85 4.25 0.85 2.00339

3a 4.05 0.95(Me) 7.25 0.95 4.40 0.95 2.00331

4a4.40 1.00 7.90(Me) 1.00 4.40 1.00 2.00315

5 b 4.40(Me) 1.00(Me) 7.60 1.00 4.W~ 1.00 2.00312

6a4.50(Me) 0.40 8.30(Me) 0.95 4.)0 0.95 2.00322
7b4.40(Me) 0.90 7.'60 0.90(Me) 3.30 0.90 2.00324

8c4.50(Me) 0.75 8.40 0.75 4. ,0(Me) 0.75 2.00334
9 a 4.52 0.97(Me) 8.15(Me) 0.97 4.Q2 0.97 2.00327

10 C4.00 0.89(Me) 6.90 0.94(Me) 4. JO 0.89 2.00309
1c4.50(Me) 1.00 8.00(Me) 1.00 4.i0(Me) 0.50 2.00366

a) Pt-Pt electrodes
b) Au-Au electrodes
C) Pt-Hg pool electrodes
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ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDY OF ETHYLENE BIS SALICYLIDENEIMINATO COBALT COMPLEX.
APPLICAITON TO THE ELECTROCATALYSIS OF ORGANIC HALIDES REDUCTION.

* 0 * ** 000

J.M. DUPRILOT , F. BEDIOUI , J. DEVYNCK , J.C. FOLEST and C. BIED-CHARRETON

Laboratoire d'Electrochimie Analytique et Appliqude - ENSCP,
11, rue Pierre et Marie Curie, 75231 - PARIS Cedex OS (France).

**

LECSO, Laboratoires CNRS - THIAIS (France).

Laboratoire de Chimie de Coordination Bioorganique (UA 255 du CNRS),
Universitd Paris-Sud, 91405 - ORSAY (France).

Electrocatalyzed reduction of organic halides with ethylene bis-
salicylideneiminato Cobalt (Co Salen) is studied in THF-HMPT (40-60%) medium at
259C. The electrocatalytic process can be described by the following scheme

• ,R

R,a'
RX = organic halide I or 2 i

< Coo > = Co Salen complex. "

The kinetic of formation and rupture of the cobalt-carbon bond have
been calulated, for different kind of RX, by analysis of cyclic voltammograms
obtained with Co Salen and RX at different scan potantial rates

Ri R2 R3 R4
-2.43 -2.25 -2.2 -2.15

i , I I rp (V)/Ag
-1.75 -1.57 -1.52 -1.44 E 2 RCo{III)Salen/RCo(I)Salen-

Ri R3 R2 R4
SI " IC-Kf : RX+Co()Salen . RCo(III)Salen

1.4 4.45 27 44 RH
l ,, ;K :RCo(II)Salen + CoSalen

0.7 55 96 r RR

R, = n-C4 9Br ; R2 = CHCH CHCH2C ; R C6HCH2CI ; R H CHCHC

4nC CH2C3= 3 =635 2 4 =6 5 CHC 4H~

Quantitative reductions at controlled potential on a mercury pool
are performed with RX of various types in presence of Co Salen. The yield of the
s':nthetized products is determined and conditions of the C-C bond formation by
.cmccoupLing (RR formation) are precised. The selectivity of the catalyt.c
process depends on the nature of the solvent and the R grcup (Table 1).
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Application to heterocoupling reactions i and carboxylation2 are
reported in tables 2 and 3.

.. . . . , I.
o T*: :u A Ar i -g | •Ca -- ;ll-- l*OO..r

741W

C', -CHCI o flfo. 1 , .3 Uc,.,c,,, ,. - ., a .3., a
y o . -'O 3 -tM 1 - -

.11C H CIC 2O U.I@~_____________ I -lJ

-. , - C acc. o ...
W I S~mt : THP * NUPT (l-W4)

c."6,04io . IItc Wwwom iOp~nCAM, ReW : At /A@*

CoSalen:10 2M;medium:THF-HMPT(40-60%);

This study shows that RR coupling reactions are efficient in well
dehydrated solvents, and good yields in heterocoupling necessitate comparative
kinetn.cs for the formation and rupture of cobalt-carbon bond. Elsewhere, carbo-
xy1lation reactions occur in good yield on benzylic compounds and are the first
example for carboxylation catalyzed by cobalt base Schiff complexes.

Modified electrodes by fixation of different complexes on electrode
surface have been also studied : different methods can be used and these modified
electrodes are studied by electrochemical (cyclic voltammetry, chronoamperometr,,)
and optical methods (spectroscopy and electroreflectance). Different types of
electrodes are reported :

?;pe I : polystyrene attached cobalt Schiff base ' and zeolithe modified manganese
porphyrin * (Mn(III)TMPyP) are pasted with graphite and studied by electrochemi-
cal methods.
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Type 2 : Thin layer of a polymerised base Schiff can be deposited on gold elec-
trodes by evaporation, and anionic porphyrins or cobalt base Schiff complexes
can be incorporated in polypyrrole films by electrochemical polymerisation.
These electrodes are characterized by optical an electrochemical methods.

Electrocatalysis reduction of 02

/* ~ in H 2 so 4 0.1M

a) Gold electrode
b) Gold/Polypyrrole/TCPPCO(III) electrode1 1.with Argon

2.with Oxygen

3) Potential region where TCPPCo(III)/CO(II)
redox system is detected by electro-
reflectance technique (Gold/Polypyrrole/
TCPPCo electrode).

S(VI

Electrodes polypyrrole of type 2 are shown to be efficient in 02

reductionS . Zeolithe-manganese porphyrin electrode (type 1) can be used as a
catalyst in phenol oxidation by molecular oxygen.
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KINETIC AND THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS IN THE REDUCTION

OF ALKYLARYLSULPHIDES IN APROTIC MEDIUM

a b b b
M.C.AREVALO , G.FARNIA , M.G.SEVERIN , E.VIANELLO
Departamento de Quimica Fisica, La Laguna (Spain)
bDipartimento di Chimica Fisica, Padova (Italy)

The electrochemical reduction of organic sulphides of general formula

ArSR has been the object of little investigation in the last years1 ,2 .
The kinetic and thermodynamic characterization of the reduction mecha-

nism of some p-nitrosubstituted arylalkyl sulphides was recently discus-
sed 3 ,4.

In this communication we report an analysis of the reduction mechanism,
in anhydrous dimethylformamide, of the following sulphides: triphenylmethyl-

(0 CS0), diphenylmethyl-(02CHSO), and phenylmethyl-phenylsulphide (OCH2SO).
2yclic voltammetric measurements and controlled potential electrolyses

reveal that the reduction involves the cleavage of a C-S bond (see Fig.11
Product yields and coulometric coefficients (table I) in macroscale electro-
lysis also indicate that an overall two-electron process is operating for
03CS0 and 0CH 2SO, while an apparent one-electron reduction takes place with
02 CHS0.

TABLE I Products (mol %) and coulometric yield

Sulphides 0SH 0 nCH (4-n) R-S-O n

03CSO 84 95 - 2.0

0,CHS0 58 46 42 1.08

0CH.iS0 90 75 - 1.94

In the former cases the stoichiometry can be rationalized by the sequen-
ce: E0

R-S-0 + e ._I R-S-0.

.R-S-01  - R + SO
A E 0  

-
R + e and/or R +R-S-0--.R- + R-S-0

R + SH - RH + S-

where Ej is much greater than the raduction potential of the substrate it-
self, at least in the case of 0 CS0-

Diphenylmethyl phenylsulphide, owing to its acidic properties, can act
as a proton donor towards the electrogenerated anionic species, specifica-
lly R, and the last step is replaced by:

0 2CH + 2C HSO k.o, 0 2CH2 + !02CSJ 

causinq the overall reaction to result an one-electron process.
The voltammetric analysis also shows that the first electron transfer is

aiways the rate determining step.
The reduction has also been carried out by means of convenient sets of

redox reagents, with similar coulometric and product yield. This result
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allowed us to use the method of homogeneous redox catalysis in order to
|etorinine useful kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the process.
From these studies we could obtain such parameters as the standard poten-
tial, Ej,of the first electron transfer, the standard rate constant for
the homogeneous electron transfer, k*, and the rate constant, k, for thes
homogeneous decay of the primary radical anion (Table I). This latter re-
sult actually bears evidence of the existence of a chemical step following
the charge transfer and thus of the anion radical as a reduction interme-
diate.

By taking advantage of the knowledge of the standard potential, the vol-
tammetric data could be analyzed for the kinetic characterization of the
heterogeneous electron transfer. Both the transfer coefficient, O , and the
standard rate constant, k.,are obtained for the charge transfer process

e
on a mercury electrode (Table II). The values are determined by making use
of various approaches, obtaining comparable results.

The analysis of diphenylmethyl phenylsulphide was complicated by the pre-
sence of the self-protonation step. This latter presents the usual treat-
ments of the experimental data to be made. we have therefore performed the
mathematical analysis of the mechanism proposed for this sulphide.

The fitting of the experimental data with the theoretical behavior allo-
wed to confirm our qualitative indication and to obtain, also for this com-
pound, the kinetic parameters of the heterogeneous electron transfer, as well
as the rate constant, kP, of the self-protonation reaction (table II).

The reduction mechanism for the three sulphides was confirmed by carrying
out of the process on different electrode materials (Pt and vitreous carbon).
Ovei these electrodes the voltamnetric behavior is similar to the one shown
on Hg and also the kinetic parameters of the electron transfer are the sa-
me order to magnitude. These results therefore, evidence the independence,
of the reduction mechanism of the electrode material, and in particular
the lack of interaction of the sulphides with mercury.

Fig. 1 - Cyclic voltammogram t'mA
of 0 3cS 2 mM in DMF + TBAP '
0.1 N. v 40 Vs-1 T = 250C

LO

-- o E/V .sSCE '
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TABLE rr 0 3CS0 0 2CHSO OCH 2 so

E'(V) 11-1.991 5 -2.341 5 -2.565

k*(M S- ) .9x105  2.2x10 8.7x10

k: (M14S5 ) l.9x10l 2.8xl10 4.5x10
S ,ex 7 78

k(S-1) 5xlW 9X10 2x108

,lap 0.42 -4 0.47 -4 0.56 3

ela(ces i) 3.OxlO 8.4xl0 1.SXlO

OL0.43 0.48 0.57

Ico (Cms 1) 2.4xlo0 9.7xl10 3.OxlO2

k (M4 I )- 1SxlO 
4

p
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HOOGFNEOUS REDOX CATALYSIS OF
ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTIONS.

CATALYTIC REDUCTION OF SOME SULFILIMINE

L.GRIGGIO and M.G.SEVERIN
Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica, Padova (Italy)

The electrochemical reduction of some sulfonyl derivatives ?f sulfili-
mines was recently investigated in DMF, on a mercury electrode . The pro-
cess was found corresponding to an irreversible two-electron uptake, with
cleavage of the sulfiliminic S-N bond as the main pathway.

Neither quantitative data on kinetic and thermodynamic characteristcs
of the electron transfer, nor pieces of information on the actual reaction
mechanism could be obtained by study on the heterogeneous reactions. The
hypothesis of an ECE or EC Disp sequence, with the cleavage taking place
at the level of the primary radical anion, was suggested by analogy with
similar irreversible two-electron reductios. Even the presence of an ele-
ctron-withdrawing substituent, such as CN, in the para position of the
sulphonyl moiety, cannot give direct evidence of the formation of a pri-
mary one-electron reduction product1 .

This intermediate was observed only in conjunction with NO2 susbtitu-
tion 2 , owing to its well known radical stabilization property. In the other
cases, one can anticipate that if the anion radical exists, it should ha-
ve a lifetime less than ca. 1O- 5s.

Recently the method of homogeneous redox catalysis has been theoretical-
ly described for a reduction mechanism similar to that assumed3 . The method,
based on the reductive process taking place homogeneously by suitable re-
dox couples (catalyst couples), was shown to allow the determination of the
lifetime of very short-living reaction intermediates 4 , when their chemical
decay (usually a bond cleavage) becomes partially rate-controlling. In dif-
ferent conditions, the method can be used, in conjunction with classical
treatments of solution reactions and with the theories on electron transfer
reactions, to obtain thermodynamic and/or kinetic parameters of the homo-
geneous electron transfer5, when the latter is the rate determining step.

We report in this communication our results on the homogeneous reduction
studied by means of homogeneous redox catalysis, as well as on the electro-
de reduction, for three sulfilimines: S,S-diphenyl-(Sulf I) and S,S-die-
thyl-N-p-tosylsulfilimine (Sulf II) and S,S-diphenyl-N-p-cyanobenzene sul-
fonylsulfilimine (Sulf III).

The choice was made with the purpose of clarifyir7 If possible, the ef-
fect of different substituents on each side of the salftiimine, from the
point of view of i) stability of the primary anion radical, if it exists;
ii) kinetic and thermodynamic easiness to accept one (or more) electron.

A relevant difference among the three compounds, is already evident in
the electrode reaction. The heterogeneous reduction of Sulf III is shown,
from the voltammetric peak potential behaviour, to be controlled by the
first-order step following the charge transfer, while, e~ther a mixed
control by the chemical reaction and the electron uptake, or perhaps a de-
finitively slow charge transfer (with a transfer coefficient a = 0.66) is
observed for Sulf II. The latter situation is also valid for the first
sulfilimine (U = 0.5). The different behavioarcan be ascribed either to

, i I I
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a faster charge transfer to the CN derivative or to a faster decay of the
supposed anion radical intermediate in the CH3 substituted sulfilimines.

As regards the homogeneous reduction by electrogenerated charge transfer
reagents (the stable anion radicals of suitable organic molecules, R), it
appears always controlled by the electron transfer step:

R + Sulf k R + [Suif] (1)

"2 Products
where the actual formation of the Sulf] intermediate has been assumed on-
ly for simplicity of discussion: the electron transfer can even imply the
direct passage from substrate to subsequent products (concerted reaction).

Several redox couples, have been used with each sulfilimine. The rate
constants k1 , for the electron exchange (1) have been obtained. For a gi-
ven sulfilimine they depend on the catalyst standard potential, specifical-
ly they decrease as the potential becomes more positive in agreement with
the qualitative expectation of electron transfer theories.

The dependence of the log of k on EOfor Sulf I and partially for SulfI RII, is not linear. However a straight line can be approximated at the more
positive potentials. A linear relationship is also observed in the case of
Sulf III. chae

According to the usual scheme for solutionYtransfer reactions, the rate
constant could obey in this region to the simplified equation:

F
Ig k, = lg kd - RTFn (E;-Esulf) (2)

where kd is the value of the rate constant for a bimolecular reaction con-
trolled by the reagent diffusion to form the encounter complex.

The approximate expression (2) for electron transfer rate constants cor-
responds to a thermodynamically unfavoured reaction, whose reverse step is
diffusion controlled. By assuming a typical value for kd in DMF, the fitting
of experimental data with equation (2) allows one to determine the standard
potentials for the three sulfilimines.

For Sulf I and II, this knowledge also makes possible to analyze the ele-
ctrode reaction data. If the heterogeneous charge transfer is assumed as ra-
te determining for both compounds, as it seems likely on the basis of the
very fast following reaction (vide infra), in addition to the transfer coef-
ficients also the standard electron transfer rate constants can be evalua-
ted 6 .

The values for the two compounds are rather similar to each other and of
the order of iO-1 cm s-1. Indeed the fastness of radical decay must play
a preminent role in determining the electrode process as controlled by the
charge transfer step.

As regards Sulf III, the knowledge of its standard potential, in con-
junction with the electrode behavour of the compound, directly makes pos-
sible the evaluation of the life time of the anion radical4 , which results
of the order of 10-6 s.

No information can be obtained, on the rate constants of anion radical
decay for the other two substrates, either from the electrode process or
from the heterogeneous reduction, which is never under partial control of
the step following the charge transfer. This fact points out that such
chemical reactions are extremely fast, greater than ca. 108 S 1 .

Such a large value obviously raises some doubt on the very existence
of the radical anion intermediate. In any case it indicates that the repla-
cement of ethyl with phenyl groups in the sulfiliminic moiety does not
seem to greatly influence the stability of the reduced form, in contrast
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with the sensible effect of a 04 group in the other side of the molecule.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF CEFUROXIME

J.E. COSANO, J.L. AVILA, L. CAMACHO, A.M. HERAS
and F. GARCIA-BLANCO

Department of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences,

University of Cdrdoba (Spain)

In this work we have carried out a study on the

electrochemical behaviour of cefuroxime (I), an antibiotic

belonging in the family of cephalosporines C, which exhibits a

major antibacterial activity. Such a study has been performed

in buffered aqueous solutions over the pH range 2-12. The

concentration was 20 p.p.m. except, obviously, for those

experiments involving the study of the effect of this variable;

the influence of the concentration was analyzed between S-70

p.p.m.

S
0 CONH

_OH0 CH2OCOCH3
N-OCH3  COOH 2

The study has been carried out mainly by DC

polarography and differential pulse polarography. This last

technique, on account of its sensitivity and selectivity, has

been used earlier for the analysis of this type of compounds

(I-6 ).

The limitiig current of the main wave observed by DC

polarography is virtually pH-independent. we must indicate,

however, that above a pH of approximately o the i1 values

obtained are not very reliable since the wave partly overlaps

with the dichir of the sulpportino electrolyte.
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We have made a study of the stability of dissolved

cefuroxime, finding that, for a period of at least 2 h, the

limiting current does not appreciably decrease over time at any

of the pH values investigated.

The peak current remains constant with the-pH and

shows its largest value at very acidic pH, progressively

decreasing with increasing pH, until reaching a value of S0

nanoamperes at about pH 6 . A subsequent new increase in the

peak current is observed at more basic pH. We should note that

these variations in the peak current are accompanied by a

chenge in peak width (the smaller the intensity, the broader

the peak).

In the figure is

illustrated the variation of Ep (MV)

the peak potential with the

pH. As can be seen, such a

variation is rather complex

and involves four different -9o0-1,

segments: a first one with a -700

slope of -50 mV/pH, between

pH 0-4; a second one with a

slope of -180 mV/pH between

pH 4-0.S; a third one with

a very steep slope (-245 4 6 a pH

mV/pl) between pH 6.5-8.5

and, finally, a fourth one starting at pH 8.5, above which the

peak potential is pH-independent.

We have studied the effect of the concentration on

the peak current at pH 3, S and 7, finding a linear variation

which allows the analytical determination of cefuroxime by

differential pulse polarography, at least within the

concentration range investigated.

The data from the i-t curves obtained at potentials

corresponding to the limiting current of the DC polarographic

curve were plotted as log i vs log t. The plot obtained were

linear in every case, with slopes between 0.17-0.20, which

shots thit, at such potent ials, the reduction process is
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controlled by the depolarizer diffusion.

We have carried out the logarithmic analysis of the

wave between pH 2-6, finding that, in every case, the plot of

log ]i/(iLi)j vs E shows more than one segment, the slope of

the first of these increasing with the pH from -S0 to -70 mV,

and the data obtained at larger overpotentials conforming to

steeper slopes at every pH.

The electrochemical behaviour of cefuroxime is

indicative of the complexity of its reduction mechanism, the

kinetics of which are probably affected by adsorption

phenomena.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF

4,4-DIMETHYL- 1PHENYL-1-PENTEN-3-ONE

M.A.. ALMIRON, L. CANACHO, A.M. HERAS, J.L. AVILA

and F. GARCIA-BLANCO

Department of Physical Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences,

University of C6rdoba (Spain)

We have carried out a study on the electrochemical

reduction of 4,4-dimethyl-l-phenyl-l-penten-3-one (1), at ai

s x 10 -5 N concentration in a Britton-Robinson medium.

0 CH3

C6 H5 _CH=CH-C-C-CH 3  (1)
I

CH3

This compound shows one or two DC polarograDhic

reduction waves, depending on the pH of the medium. At acidic

pil appear two reduction waves (a) and (b), the limitinp current

of which, as well as their height ratio, is pH-indep9 ndent.

These waves are diffusion-controlled at potentials corresnonding

to the limiting current, as is evident from the linear variation

of lop i1 with log t, with a slope of 0.19. This has allowed

the chronoamperometric determination of the number of the

electrons involved in the overall process, finding that the

reduction process corresponding to these waves are both one-

clect ron.

Both waves overlap above pH 7 due to the faster shift

of the more anodic wave (a) as the oH increases. The height of

thi. third, composite wave, is approximately equal to the sum

of the heights of wves (a) and (b). The variation of the half-

,,\ potent ial with the pH for the three waves is shown in Fig.

I. lhe s opc of thc l inear variat ion of F vs p1l for wave (a)

:- : .h',.t,., L,,,t 'l -00 ,' III, ,ht ,l rca i , e Ic , . ch ,
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variation is -25 mV/pFl. As
regards wave (b), and as can be i (m()

seen, its E is practically pH- 1100
independent at more acidic pH,

at which the processesg900. (a)

corresponding to waves (a) and

(b) appear at sufficiently
70a)

distant potentials. Conversely,

when both processes occur at 2 4 6 pH

very close potentials, E varies somewhat with the p14, and this
apparent variation is due, to our mind, to the difficulty in
measuring such close waves at these pH.

As regards the logarithmic analysis, wave (a) yields
a linear variation of log Ii'/'/(iL-i)I vs E, with a slope close
to -00 mV, which suggests rhe occurrence of a determining stage
involving a heterogeneous radical-radical dimerization (1). At
high temperatures or for high ethanol contents in the medium,
the logarithmic analysis is linear for a plot of logli 2 / 3 /(iii)

vs E, which indicates that, under these conditions, the
dimerization takes place in the reaction layer, since the
intermediate radical is not retained over the surface of the

electrode.

Wave (b) yields a linear plot of log Ii/(iL-i) 3 /21 vs
E, with a slope of -60 mY, which would be in agreement with the
competition between the incorporation of the second electron
and the above-mentioned radical-radical dimerization which, at
these potentials, would take place in the reaction layer due to
the intermediate desorption.

The logarithmic analysis for wave (c), in the form of
log fi/(iL-i)I vs E, is linear with a slope of -40 mV.

As regards the analysis of kinetic parameters at
potentials corresponding to the foot of the wave, we have
determined the values of the Tafel slope and reaction orders
with respect to (I) and the H+ ion for waves (a) and (c),
finding LI values of -30 mV for the Tafel slope for wave (a) and
-10 :V f rt %,:vc 11 I . Ih li. last vielded J ; reaction orde " of I :an1.d

0.6 in I1) and 11, respcctt-iclv, whereas %,avc 1a) provided a
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value of 2 for both orders.

We have recorded differential cpacity-potential curves

point by point with a hanging electrode, hoth in the presence

and in the absence of depolarizer. Owing to the low working

concentration, the capacity only cstabilizes after 20 sec, which

shows the adsorption to be diffusion-controlled. The capacity

in the presence of depolarizer is always less than that of the

supporting electrolyte at any t value. This, together with the

fact that the kinetic aprameters agree with the theoretical

ones to be expected in the absence of adsorption, allows us to

neglect the effect of the adsorption in formulating the

mechanism.

According to our results, we propose the following

mechanism for the first reduction wave, (a):

III Ae- - A-

121 A H+ * AH"

131 2AH" - D
whereas for wave (b) the process takes place via stages III and

12 plus stage 141, which would compete with step 131:
141 AH" - e- A-
Finally, the process corresponding to wave (c) would

take place trough stages III, !-I and 141, where, in this case,

step 141 is an irreversible transfer and step IZ is a

protonation in the reaction layer (2), which accounts for the

semi-integer order in the H" ion.
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REDOX PROPERTIES OF MESO-TETRAALKYL PORPHYRINS

CHRISTOPHER M.A. BRETT and ANA MARIA C.F. OLIVEIRA BRETT
Departamento de Quimica, Universidade de Coimbra

3049 Coimbra, Portugal

There is considerable interest in the chemistry of the porphyrins
owing to their ubiquity in nature, in photosynthesis and in respiration1 .
They function as part of the biological electron transfer chain, their com-
plexes being bound, in general, to proteins. Much about these compounds
can be learned from the study of the porphyrin molecules tLemselves, and in
particular their electrochemical properties.

Most of the porphyrins without a central metal ion are not water
soluble and consequently have been studied in non-aqueous media such as
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) or acetonitrile (ACN) with Letraalkylammonium
salts as supporting electrolytes. Variations in soi,,ent, supporting elec-
trolyte and so forth mean that there are often differences in results
between authors. Most of the work has involved use of the mercury elec-
trode 2-4 partly because of its large negative potential range. thus
enabling the study of the relation between the porphyrin (H2P) and its
phlorin/chlorin (H4P) reduction products, and partly because of the ease of
renewing and having a reproducible electrode surface, obviating unwanted
surface adsorption complications. The study of the metal complexes has
been directed towards correlating half-wave potentials with the change in
electronic properties caused by the central metal ion. Oxidation of por-
phyrins cannot be investigated at mercury electrodes: some work has been
performed at platinum rotating electrodes5 .

As part of a project to investigate further the redox properties
of a number of different porphyrins with and without central metal ions,
we report here results obtained for some meso-tetraalkyl porphyrins. These
compounds have not been investigated in the past due to very low synthetic
yields; however modifications in the synthesis have allowed their prepara-
tion 6 . DMF solvent was used with supporting electrolytes of tetraethyl
ammonium bromide (TEAB), tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB), and tetrabutyl
ammonium perchlorate (TBAP). Standard procedures were used to ensure the
purity of all chemical compounds. Electrodes were of glassy carbon, which
in DMF has a potential range of approximately -2.7V to +l.7V vs SCE, ena-
bling both oxidation and reduction to be investigated. Cyclic voltamuetry
and the rotating disc technique were employed.

The porphyrin molecules is a tetrapyrrolic ring as shown over-
leaf where X- represents the positions for mes9- substitution. In this
work X is an alkyl group. If we designate the porphyrin molecule H2P then
the oxidation - reduction scheme can be written as

H2P2, Y H2p'+,_ _ H 2P +e . . e H H2p2- .

E1 /2(2,ox) E1/ 2 (1,ox) E1/ 2 (l,red) E1/2 (2,red)
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The two reduction steps shown are
nearly always reversible and the
first is often used to characterise NH N
the porphyrin. Further reduction
steps (not shown) do occur leading
to the phlorin or chlorin and involve
proton abstraction from the solvent. N HN
The studies performed by us inthis
work involve mainly the electron
transfers shown in the above scheme
on the previous page.

A typical cyclic voltammogram for porphyrin reduction, in this
case tetra-n-propyl porphyrin (TnPrP) in TrM supporting electrolyte is
shown in the figure, which demonstrates the reversible nature of the first

2. -1.0

'-Frs scan 4pA

Cyclic voltaimmogram of 4.0 x 10-4 M TnPrP at GCE in
O.IM TEAB/DMF. Scan 50mV s - 1.

two reduction steps. Note that the first cathodic scan is different from
the following scans, in particular in the region of --l.IV. This behaviour
is observable only with bromide containing supporting electrolytes. Rota-
ting disc experiments confirm the above observations. Conclusions can be
drawn about the effect of supporting electrolyte on the electrode surface.
Pretreatment of the glassy carbon is also very important in determining
the electrode response. Results for other meso-tetraalkyl porphyrins will
be presented; the conclusions are broadly similar. Electrochemical oxida-
tion studies of these porphyrins at glassy carbon will also be shown.

Finally comparison is made with results obtained at mercury
electrodes and with results obtained with meso-tetraphenyl porphyrin.
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HOMOGENEOUS REDOX CATALYSIS.

COTIPETITION BETWEE4N ELECTRON EKQHANGE AND PROTON EXCHANGE.

0 00
- A. INESI and E. ZEULI

ODipartimento ICMMPM, Sezione Chimica Universitb degli Studi di

Roma "La Sapienza" Via del Castro Laurenziano 7 -00161 Rome - I.
0 0Dipartimento di Chimica, Universith degli Studi di Roma "La Sa-

pienza" Piazzale Aldo Moro 5 -00185 Rome - I.

It has been evaluated that proton exchange (reactions 10 and
13, Scixeme 2) and nucleophilic substitution (reaction 14, Sche-
me 2) reactions can become competitive with electron exchange
reactions (reaction 3, Scheme 1) in homogeneous redox catalysis
processes due to the indirect reduction (Scheme I) of bromoesters.
Scheme 1:
BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCH2 CO2Et + e P (BrCH2(CH2 )nCH2CO2Et)- E1 (0)

A + e - A- E 2  (E 2 > E I ) (2)

BrCH 2 (CH2)nCH2CO2Et + A -- P (BrCH2 (CH2 )nCH2CO 2Et) + A (3)

(BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCH2CO 2Et)L -- oBr- + *CH2 (CH2)nCH2CO2Et (4)

*CH 2 (CH 2 )nCH 2 CO2 Et + A- o -CH 2 (CH2 )nCH 2CO 2Et + A (5)

"CH2 (CH2)nCH2CO2Et + e --- CH2 (CH 2 )nCH 2 CO 2 Et E3 (E 3 > El ) (6)

-CH2 (CH2)nCH2CO2Et + BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCH2CO2 Et -

b CH 3 (CH2 )nCH2CO2Et + BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCHCO2Et (7)

BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCHCO2Et -- Br- + CH2 (CH2 )nCHCO02 Et (8)

CH2(CH 2 )nCH2CO2Et + BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCH2CO2Et 0

- Br- + (CH2 (CH2)nCH2CO2Et) 2  (9)

(= 0,1,2. A: catalyst, 9,10 diphenylanthracene4

Electrochemical data have been correlated with the results of

the analyses carried out in solution during and at the end of

the catalytic reduction processes.

Thus, the conditions at which the indirect reduction of
bromoesters (RX) occurs as a pure catalysis process, i.e.
with no consumption of the catalyst, can be deduced from the
curves of Figure 1.
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Scheme 2:

A- + BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCH2CO2Et -- "AH + BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCHCO2Et (10)

"AH + e ..- Al- (11)

AH + A" P A- + A (12)

AH + BrCH2(CH2)nCH2CO 2Et-- AH2 + BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCHCO2Et (13)

A- + BrCH2(CH2 )nCH2CO 2Et p "ACH2 (CH2)nCH2CO 2Et + Br- (14)

"ACH2(CH2 )nCH2CO2Et + e -----. -ACH 2 (CH 2 )nCH2CO2Et (15)

"ACH2(CH2)nCH2CO2Et + A--ACH 2 (CH2 )nCH2CO2Et + A (16)

ACH 2 (CH2)nCH2CO2Et + BrCH 2 (CH2 )n CH 2CO 2Et - -

b AHCH2 (CH2 )n CH2CO2Et + BrCH 2 (CH2 )nCHCO2Et (17)

(n= 0,1,2. A: catalyst, 9,10 diphenylanthracene)

It results that for Co&5.0 x 10 - 3 M and C?5.O x 10- 3 M,

i >1.0, for CIT>7.8 x 10 - 3 M,6I>1.56, and for C0ii8.25 x 10 - 3

r, (n171 .65.

For dvalues lower than the above ones, the reduction of RX
goes with a decrease of the catalyst concentration, thus occurring

as an incomplete catalysis. These results show that the reduction
of RX is affected by both the catalyst and the substrate concen-
tration. Indeed, the decrease in the substrate concentration al-
lows the proton exchange (10) and the substitution (14) reactions
to compete with the electron exchange one (3).

The hypothesis that the catalyst (9,10 diphenylanthracene) is
dihydrogenated by the substrate according to a DISP 2 mechanism is
in agreement with the experiments.
Scheme 3:

A + e - A--

A-* + HS A AH" + S_ DISP1

AH" + A- o Ad- + A DISP2

AH + HS - AH2 + S DISP 3

AH" + e - AH ECE
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CATHODIC REDUCTION OF DIHALOKETONES IN DMF-LiClO 4

F.BARBA,M.D.VELASCO,A.GUIRADO and N.MORENO

Department of Organic ChemistryUniversity of Murcia

Murcia,Spain

The electrochemical cleavage of carbon-halogen

bonds in vicinal and geminal polihalides compounds generally

proceeds in a two-electron stepwise mechanism. The reduction

of vicinal polihalides affords the corresponding olefinic pro-

ducts whose formation has been rationalized through a concerted

or an ionic mechanism
When cathodic reduction of geminal polihalides are

effected in aprotic solvents, monomeric and dimeric products are

obtained 2 . These products can be explained as derived from anio-

nic intermediates though evidences were obtained of carbenes

and/or radical anions in the reduction of gem-halides

We have previously reported the electrochemical re-

duction of o-haloketones in dry dimethylformamide 6,7 and metha-

nol8 . In this communication we report the cathodic reduction of

dihaloketones in aprotic medium.

We have carried out the reduction of e-p-dibromo-

P-phenylpropiophenone (1) in dry dimethylformamide using contro-

lled potential electrolysis of -0.8 V vs SCE and a mercury pool

- cathode. The charge consumed was 2 F.mol-1 and the product ob-

tained was benzalacetophenone (2). These results suggest that

the electrochemical behaviour of this dihaloketone is similar

to the one of the others vicinal dihalides.

+ 2ePh-CO-CHBr-CHBr-Ph + Ph-CO-CH=CH-Ph

DMF

(1) (2)

%*--w mmasln~m~
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On the other hand, we report the cathodic reduction

of a geminal dihalide what shows a different electrochemical be-

haviour.

The electrolysis of dibenzoyldibromomethane (3)

was carried out in dry dimethylformamide using a mercury pool

as the cathode and with a controlled potential of 0.0 V vsSCE.

A white solid was isolated from the catholyte and it was charac-

terized as the dibenzoylbromomethane (4).

1)Electrolysis
inDM

Ph-CO-CBr2 -CO-Ph DMF Ph-CO-CHBr-CO-Ph
2) H20

(3) (4)

The electron consumption (I F. mol - I ) and the na-

ture of the electrolytic product involve a radical mechanism.
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SYNTHESIS OF 3,6-DIARYLPYRIDAZINES FROM PHENACYL BROMIDES

F. BARBA, M.D. VELASCO , A. GUIRADO and N. MORENO

Department of Organic Chemistry, University of Murcia

Murcia, Spain

Aryl substituted pyridazines can be obtained by

cyclization from unsaturated or saturated 1,4-diketones and hy-
1,2drazine . Semicarbazide, thiosemicarbazide and aminoguanidine

3
have been used instead of hydrazine

We report a facile method for the synthesis of

3,6-diarylpyridazines starting from more simple and available

materials than unsaturated or saturated 1,4-diketones.

The cathodic reduction of phenacyl bromides se-

micarbazones in dry dimethylformamide lead to the 1,4-diaryl-

1,4-butanedione disemicarbazones in quantitative yields. The

heating of the electrolytic products give the 3,6-diarylpyri-

dazines in high yields.
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ANODlC OMlDAIlON M~ (-)-PFINE

'v.MOtNTIEL, M.LOI-EZ-SEGURA and A. ALDAZ
Departamerto df Quimica Iisica. Uriversdad de Alicar~te. Espaia

arnd
1.. BARRA

Departaierto de Quinaca. 0rgkrica. Untiversidad dt Murcia. Espai'ia

(-)--C-piee, (-)l, (4)0 -40 (c=l.13,C-HC1 3  a roiciyoii

zea at cornstart, current (i=119 A/rn2 ) on graphite paste electrode in a nor.-
divided thtr'mostatized cell (23 QC) with magnetic sitirrilng.

Electmilysis was carried with different solvent-si.pporting, e.jeCtVolyte
SYSem (SSE). Thte solution was electrolyzed until a charge of 21/mol star-
'.Ar-g pro.duct,, was sent through.

i-cr the SSE THF:H2 0:HCIO, 60%6 (175:80:1 weight) the oxidatior. prc.-
duct.s were: (*)pirio1',2; (')ci-s carveol,3; (*)trans carveui,4; and () W-rS
sobreroil,5, with material yield of 16,5,15 arid 12% respectiveiy.

arvic subreroi

1cr the SSE T-IF:H 20:Na(iO0(l30:5:2 weight) :he products obtained,
ir. the same exptrimetal corditiors,were U-he same as bcfore but the yields
charged lightly 16,4,12 arid 13% respectively. When th. SSE was 7hI:Na(* 5%
8:1 weight) the yields were 10,3,7 and 8%.

Al: the proiducts were idertified by their spectra of IR, I14H, MS ard
by -zE rotatory p _wer, ihe~e were the sarm. as thcse d-scribed ir. t-he bi-
),iugraphy ,3.
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A logical rmacLior. wULe would be th one devscr-ibtd it, schemes 1-3.
Th .s route is based on tht pr.Jious rouLes described in tht! bibl ography
2,5,6 and on the produc-s obtained.

F irene is thus oxidized to give a cation radicai 6 which by bmiakirng
arid rearrragemnt gives 7. Schem. 1.

I-fl 6

Schtme I

7, after beir.g attacked by HO and having lost a H30"is oxidized to
Ba and 9a. This compound gives (+)4 and (-)5. The formation of (+)4 is
expiained by deprotonatior of 9a and the formation ;f' (-)5 by attack of
112,J and the loss of H30

4 . Ba givEs (,)3 and (-)2 in the proportion 1:3
(cis carvEoi/t,-rarns carveol). This prq'oo'ion can be explained by dhe cis
S~r'ucture of the groupes hvdmx~ 1 and isolwopyl.

"to 1 ON +" ..P...OW

'2 ,O

*C
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7 can also givt thte nanuomi~s 8b and 9b which In t samt way as b--
fore give the ertantiomez's (-)4,(4)2,(-)3 and (-05.

All these factsscan explairn the obterition of r-acemic products (1)4,
(--)2,(1.)3 and (1)5.

H10, -of,,

ON
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ELECTRODIMERIZATION OF BENZOPHENONE ON MERCURY ELECTRODE

MANUEL BLAZOUEZ. JOSE. M. RODRIGUEZ-MELLADO and JUAN J. RUIZ
Departamento de Quimica Fisica. Facultad de Ciencias,

Universidad de Cordoba, 14005 Cordoba (SPAIN)

INTRODUCTION
The reductIon mechanisms corresponding to the first

reduction wave of aromatic carbonyl compounds have been
extensively studied and are assumed to occur through the
following scheme:

R-CO-R" + H .e -- R-COH-R' -- > R 2 COHCOHRI

To the elucidation of this mechanism has greatly
contributed the derivation of explicit theoretical expressions
for the waves carried out by Mairanovskiil and Laviron 2 on the
basis of the reaction laver theory. These equations have been
applied to several carbonyl compounds. However, these studies
have not yet been applied to the reduction process of
benzoohenone.

On the other hand. Mairanovskii and Laviron indicate
that the deviations from the general behaviour observed by
Suzuki and Elving3 in the case of benzophenone are due to the
use of unappropiate experimental conditions and to analysis
criteria unaplicable under these experimental conditions.
These comments lead us to think it advisable to reinvestigate
the electrodimerization process of this compound following the
suggestions of these authors on the experimental conditions to
employ.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effect of OH. benzophenone concentration, drop

time and ethanol content on the polarographic and kinetic
parameters of the first wave is studied. In the zone where the
ethanol content is low (0-10%) and the benzophenone
concentration is very low (<6.10-5 M), the experimental data
seem to conform equation (1) roughly:

E = RT D- RT k3 c cH 3lrt
-2F i 2-i 1r 1 r 7SKD

derived for a ejectrodimerization at the interface.
Thus. the EA vs. log c plots are linear. with slopes

(7c0-40 mV). (close to the theoretical value (30 mV)) and the
logarithmic analyses. i.e. the E vs. log (i'/(iT-i)) plots are
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linear, with a slope of -65 mV, (also close to the
theoretical value (-59 mV)). However, the slope of the linear

Ej vs. log t plot, 42 mV, is much greater than the theoretical
value (15 mV). This divergence could be due to the fact that

equation (1),.has been derived by assuming that the depolarizer

is not adsorbed on the mercury electrode, whereas the C-E

curves indicate that when the ethanol content is very low,

benzophenone is indeed adsorbed on the electrode surface.
On the other hand, when the ethanol content is greater

than 50%, the experimental data conform equation (2)
perfectly:

3nk ktc C3
R iDRT in tc

E % R- in D T 1 n 3 3  H (2)
o F 2- 3F 7i K3

D 1

derived for a electrodimerization in the reaction layer.
Thus, the E} vs. log c and log t plots are linear,

with slopes of 18-20 mV, which coincide with the theoretical
value (20 mV). Moreover, the E vs. log (i2W'(i -i)) plots are
linear, with slopes of -58 mV.L

These data, together with the C-E cu. -- which show

that for ethanol contents greater than 50% the adsorption of
benZophenone is negligible, indicate that the reduction
process takes place in the homogeneous phase.

Finally, when the ethanol content is low 4and the
benzophenone concentration is greater than 10I-M, the
experimental results show an anomalous behaviour. Thus, the Ej
vs. log c and log t plots are linear up to a certain value,
over which a discontinuity can be observed. Likewise, the
logarithmic analyses are not linear. These facts were observed
by Laviron in the reduction of some aromatic aldehydes and
attributed by this author to the formation of an insoluble
film layer of pinacol at the electrode surface in the curse
of the reduction process. This possibility was also considered
by Suzuky and Elving in the reduction of benzophenone on a
dme. This insoluble film layer exerts an innibiting effect on
the process by decreasing the available surface of the
electrode. When the ethanol content increases, the critical
values of c or t also increase due to the increasing
solubility of benzopinacol. Thus, the "transition
concentrations" are 5.10 - 5, 1.3.10 - 4 and >8.10- 4M for ethanol
contents of 0. 10 and 80% respectively. Likewise, when the
benzophenone concentration is 6.10- 5M. the "transition drop
times" are 5 and >6.3 s for ethanol contents of 10 and 80%
respectively, whereas for a benzophenone concentration of
2.10- 4M. the corresponding time values are 1.6 and >6.3 s,
respectively.

On the other hand, the anomalous shape of the i-t
curves obtained when the ethanol content is very low, together
with tne characteristics of the C-E curves. indicate that,
under these experimental conditions, the electroreduction
process occurs in heterogeneous phase.

The experimental values of the kinetic parameters
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determined at potentials corresponding to the foot of the wave

confirm the conclusions drawn from the polarographic data,

that is, they are in agreement with the above theoretical
expressions. Thus, the value of Tafel slopes shifts from -30
to -39 mV as the ethanol content increases from 0 to 50%.
These limiting values concide with the theoretical ones.
Likewise, the reaction orders with respect to benzophenone
and H* ion shift from 2.0 to 1.5 over the same ethanol
percentage range, in agreement with those theoretically
predicted.

From all aforementioned results we can conclude that
the electroreduction process corresponding to the first
reduction wave of benzophenone occurs via the following
reaction kinetic pathway:

0-CO-P H+ C-COH-0 O -COH-o - - _COH-COH_4
22 2

When the ethanol content is very low, this process takes place
on the electrode surface and the step

must be formulated as the previous one. Moreo, if the
benzophenone concentration is high enough. benzopinacol can
form an insoluble film layer, thus partialy inhibiting the
electrode process.

On the other hand when the ethanol content is greater
than 50%. its molecules completely cover the electrode surface
preventing the adsorption of benzoohenone. Likewise, the

solubility of benzopinacol in these media hinders the
formation of the film layer at the electrode surface and for
these reasons, the electroreduction process must be considered
as homogeneous.
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A VOLTAIMUTLIC STUDY ON THE OXIDATION Or 2,4-DBROiO-6-NITHYLANILINZ IN
ACID MEDIA

S. Arias*, Z. Brillas** and J.Mo Costa
* Laboratory of General Chemistry. Faculty of Chemistry. University of
Barcelona. Spain.
Department of Physical Chemistry. Faculty of Chemistry. University of
Barcelona. Spain

CNTRODUCTION
1-3

In previous papers the electrochemical oxidation of 2,4,6-tribro-
moaniline and 2,4-dibromoaniline in aqueous sulphuric acid solutions, at a
platinum electrode, has been studied by rotating disk electrode (RDE), cy-
clic voltammetry (CV) and controlled-potentilW electrolysis. These products
undergo two consecutive oxidation processes. The first one always leads to
the formation of the corresponding g-benzoquinone derivative, althoug for
2,4,6-tribromoaniline, a meta dimer was also obtained as final product.

To gain a better understanding of the electrochemical oxidation of a-
bromoanilines in acid medium, we now report results on the voltammetric be-
haviour of 2,4-dibromo-6-methylaniline solutions in different aqueous sul-
phuric acid media, at a platinum electrode, using RDE and CV.

EXPERIMENTAL

The 2,4-dibromo-6-methylaniline was synthesized by bromination of
2-methylaniline (Merck) in glacial acetic acid. All solutions were prepared
with water obtained from a Millipore Milli Q system.

The employed instrument was a standard equipment consisting of an Amel
551 potentiostat, a P.A.R. 175 universal programmer and a Philips PH 8043
X-Y recorder. Voltammetric experiments were carried out in a Tacussel XLRC
cell under nitrogen. The temperature was kept at 25.09C. A Hg/Hg2 SO4 (aque-
ous saturated K SO4 ) was used as reference electrode and a Pt wire as auxi-

liar electrode. The Pt working electrode was a Tacussel EDI, and its rota-
ting speed,w , was regulated by a Controvit from Tacussel.

Solutions of aniline (1.0 mM) in sulphuric acid media, at an acid con-
centration range between 4.0 and 12.0 K, were studied.

RISULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure I shows the RDE volta uograms corresponding to the oxidation of
1.0 m4 2,4-dibroio-6-methylaniline solutions at several sulphuric acid con-
centrations. Two different oxidation waves can be observed depending on the
acid concentration. In solutions of c d< 6.0 H, only one single wave (I)
was found. At high~er acid concentratis8 a, a second oxidation wave (II)
appeared at higher potential values. This wave shifted with increasing acid
concentration to less positive potentials. Table 1 summarizes LDE results
obtained at a w value* of 16 rps. The first wave was always diffusion con-
trolled with a half-wave potential, Z,, value comprised between 0.92 and
0.95 V vs SCE under all experimental onditions. The second wave is also
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TABU 1
RDS oxidation results of 1.0 amN 2,4-dibroiso-6-aethylani ine solutios in
sulphuric acid at different concentrations, w a 16 rps, v - 5 aV.e".

C H 2SO4/M 7 Wave 91/2/V l,a /A la 1 2 din

4.0 2.11 I 0.92 13.6 19.7 1.14
5.0 2.46 I 0.93 12.2 19.1 1.10
6.0 2.98 1 0.93 11.0 19.0 1.03

1I 1.26 9.2 15.9 0.86
7.0 3.71 I 0.94 9.3 17.9 1.14

11 1.25 8.2 15.8 0.88
8.0 4.63 I 0.93 8.0 17.2 0.97

II 1.23 7.9 17.0 0.91
9.0 5.70 1 0.95 5.9 14.1 1.07

II 1.21 5.3 12.7 1.02
10.0 7.01 I 0.95 5.0 13.2 0.93

1I 1.20 3.5 9.1 0.95
11.0 8.81 I 0.95 4.3 12.8 0.94

I1 1.19 3.2 8.5 0.92

1 diffusion controlled up to 11.0

M4 sulphuric acid, whereas it is
kinetically controlled at higher
acid concentrations when w>36
rps. Corrections for viscosity
are also presented in table 1
and their values indicate that

2 most of the observed decrease
in anodic limiting current of
all waves is due to an increase
in viscosity of the reaction

it medium. Under diffusion control
an products for waves I and I

1 3 were always close to unity.
In a given solution cyclic

voltammo&grams of 2,4dibromo-6-
methylaniline exhibit one peak
for each oxidation process (0
0 ) observed in RDS voltammely.

I I l i Piak potentials of all anodic
2.0 .s 1.0 o.s peaks shifted to more positive

values when v increased. This
/V " sc9 fact suggests that, under diffu-

Fig.l.- RDE voltaograms corresponding sion control, both oxidation
to the oxidation of 1.0 mM 2,4-dibromo- processes are irreversible. Two
-6-methylaniline solutions in solphurio additional redox pairs (0 /R ,
acid at concentration: 1) 4.0 M; 2 6.0 4; 0 /R5 ) were observed in te y-
3) 10.0 Mw a 16 rps, v a 5 mV.s . clic voltammograna made up to
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peak 01, as can be seen in fig. 2.
Peak potentials of 0 , R * 0 and

% R were always of O.A. 80.51! 0.43
a Jo 0.40 V vs SC! respectively. The

'- P 66 -as 0 /a4 pair predominated over the
% 05/% one as long as either acid

%Oconcentration or v increased. This
indicates that the product formed
in the peak 0 and reduced in peak
R4is hydrolysid to give the coo-

*1 pound reduced in peak 15, decrea-

0aid oncetaino ie.Te

sing its hydrolysis rate when the

the OaRpadr can be attributed

1.0 0% to a -benzoquinoneimine*-aino-Itphenol system, whereasl the 0

ZiV~~ ~ to a~ 4.-codi on th xeimn

in 1 system. In addition, another reduc-
t oxida tion peak, R1i was also found (ae-

fig.2). Its potential peak shifted

; 0 with increasing acid concentration
100 Stato lgss positive values. This peak

can be ascribed to the reduction
of the bromine fomed by oxidation
of the bromide anion ejected from

e1. t. 0.o the -benzoquinoneimine formation.
11Vve ,0sM According to the experimental

Fig.2.- Cyclic voltammoigrams corres- results, the protonated form of the

p rnding to the oxidation of 1.0 mM initial compound is the electro -
2,4-dibromo-6-mthylaniline solution tive species. Assuming et 0.5,this
in 1k.0 XL sulphuric acid at different species is initially oxidized in
v values: 1 ).10; 2) 20; 3) 50 and 4) a two-electron tranfer to give a

100 V.sg . Stantin potential 0.1 V; trication. This reaction is the
first reversal potential 1.0 V and oi rate-determini step of the first
€ond reversal potential 0.1 V. process. The resulting trication

is hydrolysed to form the a-benzo-

quinoneimine losing a bromide ion
.hich is further oxidized to bro-
mine. The hydrolysis of this last

compound leads to the formation ofr g -bsnzoquinons derivative. The lose of
protons from the banxenic ring of the tricatton initially electrogenerated
originates the electroactive species of the second process. This last spe-
cies undergoes an initial two-electron oxidation, this reaction being the
rate determining stop of the second oxidation process under diffusion
control.
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ELCTRODE BEHAVIOUR OF 2,6-DXIALO-4-BRONOANILINES IN AQUEOUS SULP1HURIC
ACID SOLUTIONS

E. Brillase, J.. Costa* and S. Pastor*
* Laboratory of General Chemistry. Faculty of Chemistry. University of Bea
celona. Spain.
o0* Department of Physical Chemistry. Faculty of Chemistry. University of
Barcelona. Spain.

INTRODUCTION

The electrochemical oxidation of haloan£liner An sulphuric acid redium
leads to the formation of a variety of products . Hand and .Nelson have
shown that for orto- and met-anilines, the correspotding quinone derivati-
ve is the main-eaction product. In previous works ", we have studied the
electrochemical oxidation of 2,4,6-tribromoaniline, 2-bromo-4,6-dlchloroani
line and 2,6-dibroao-4-chloroaniline solutions in several aqueous sulphuric
acid media, at platinum electrode, using rotating disk electrode (RD&) and
cyclic voltammetry (CV). The first oxidation process of all these compounds
is found to be irreversible, leading to the corresponding 2 -bensoquinone as
resulting product.

This communication reports on the oxidation voltammetric behaviour of
2,4-dibromo-6-chloroaniline and 4-bromo-2,6-dichloroaniline in aqueous solu
tions containing sulphuric acid at concentration higher than 4.0 M. The re-
action mechanisms of both compounds are proposed on the basis of the RDE
and CV results obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL

The 2,4-dibromo-6-chloroaniline and 4-bromo-2,6-dichloroaniline were
synthesized by bromination of 2-chloroaniline (Merck) and 2,6-dichloroanili
ne (Merck) respectively. All solutions were prepared with concentrated sul
phuric acid (Merck, A.R. grade) and water obtained using a Millipore Milla
Q system. The voltammetric measurements were carried out with an Ama. 551
potentiostat, a P.A.R. 175 universal programmer and a Philips P36043 X-Y re
corder. The experiments were conducted in a three-electrode cell. A SCE was
used as reference electrode and a Pt wire as auxiliar electrode. The plati-
num working electrode was a Tacussel EDt.

Solutions of anilines (1.0 mM) in sulphuric acid media, at an acid con
centration range between 5.0 and 15.0 M, were studied. The temperature was
kept at 25.06C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

RDE voltammograms recorded for the two studied aniliies display even
two consecutive oxidation waves, depending on the medium used (see fig.l).
At acid concentration lower than 9.0 N, only one single wave (I) was found,
whereas at higher acid concentration, a second oxidation wave (II) was also
observed at more positive potentials. RDZ results obtained for 4-bromo-2,6-
-dichloroaniline solutions at a rotating speed, a, of 16 rps are summarized
in table 1. The first wave of both aniline* was always diffusion controlled
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TABLE 2

ROE oxidatio results of 1.0 gm 4-bromo-2.6-dichlooaniline solutloys in

sulphuric acid at different concentrations, w = 16 rpm, v u 5 mV.s.
I

24/C H2SO4 /M W ave 9 1/2 /V II,& /PA II~' G

5.0 2.46 1 1.01 9.4 15.0 0.94

6.0 2.98 1 1.01 9.1 6.4 0.96

7.0 3.71 " 1.02 8.3 15.8 1.03

8.0 4.63 I 1.03 7.1 15.0 1.01

9.0 5.70 I 1.03 6.1 14.7 0.98

11 1.46 6.7 16.1 0.76

10.0 7.01 1 1.05 5.6 15.1 1.05

II 1.45 6.2 16.7 0.78

11.0 8.81 1 1.04 5.1 15.8 1.04

II 1.44 5.5 17.1 0.81

12.0 11.75 1 1.06 3.5 11.9 1.01

11 1.42 3.1 12.3 0.94

13.0 15.70 I 1.04 3.1 12.3 1.03

II 1.40 2.4 9.6 1.01

14.0 19.55 I 1.06 2.8 12.1 1.04

II 1.39 1.7 7.3 1.02

15.0 23.40 1 1.05 2.4 11.5 0.92

II 1.36 1.3 6.2 1.03

with a half-wave potential, E 1, vs
L lues comprised between 1.0I" and

1.06 V vs SCE under all experimen-

tel conditions. The second one is
shifted to less positive potenti-
als with increasing acid concentra

. tion. The gradual decrease in ia-l
ting current, I . with rising
acid concentreadn (see table 1)

I :i  is primordiarly due to the progre-
saive increase in viscosity of the
reaction medium, i.

Fig.l.- RDE voltamograms corres-
pondlng to the oxidation of 1.0 aN
4-bromo-2,6-dichloromiline solu-
tions in sulphuric acid concentra-

- tion: 1) 5.0 M; 2) 9.0 K;
.g 3) 11.0 N; 4) 13.0 N;_15) 15.0 N,

W. W. * 16 rpm, v - 5 aV.a

. . .. ... .. . . . .... ........ ... ... . ... ,
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Fig.2.- Cyclic voltamograms co-
Srresponding to the oxidation of

1.0 nN 4-bromo-2, 6-dichloroanili-
no solutions in sulphuric acid at
concentration: 1) 6.0 N; 2) 9.0 X;

a phL ll~ l3) 11.0 N 1 and 4) 14.0 K, v a
M 10 OV .a . Start:ing potentil,0 V; first reversal potential

1.10 V for (1) and 1.55 V for (2).
(3) and (4); second reversal po-
tential 0 V.

2 Cyclic voltammogrms exhi-

bit two anodic peaks (0 0 ) co-
4 rresponding to the waves bser-

R3 ved in the ROE voltammetry. The
current function of all anodic

02 peaks progressively decreased
when v increased, whereas the
anodic peak potential is gradua-
lly shifted to more positive po-

S3 R% - 4 ntential as long as v rised. The-
0 sl e facts suggest that, under dif

0 3 4 fusion control, the first and so

01 cond oxidation processes of both

02 1anilines are irreversible. The
an product determined from the

1.S 1.0 0.3 0.0 RDE voltammograms always takes a

t/V vS sc value practically equal to 1
(see table 1). Two additional
couples (03/R3,04/R4 ) were obser
ved in the cyclic voltazmograms

made up to peak 0,, as can be seen in fig.2. Peak potentials of 03, R3, 04
and R were &!ways of 0.69, 0.66. 0.57 and 0.52 V vs SCE respect vely.
The 04 / couple predominated over the 04/R one as long as either acid
concelirton or v increased. This indicates that the product formed in
peak 01 and reduced in peak R is hydrolyeed to give the compound reduced
in peak R4. According to Hand 3 and Nelson , the 0 A couple can be attri-
buted to a n-benzoquinone/hydroquinono system, wferfas the 03/R3 one to a
p-benzoquinoneiaine/2-aminophenol system.

Because the half-wave potential of the first oxidation process re-
mains independent of the reaction medium, it seems reasonable to consider
the protonated forms of both aniline@ as their electroactive species.
Assuming a - 0.5, and initial two-electron transfer of this species ta-

ices place, being the rate-determining step of the first process. The re-
sulting trication can undergo a further hydrolysis in sara-position with a
lost of a bromide ion, generating the corresponding 2,6-dihalo-p-benzoqui-
noneinine (0 /N couple). The hydrolysis of this product leads to the for-
mation of the 2,6-dihalo-g-benzoquinone (04/R4 couple).
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REDUCTION MECHANISM OF PARABANIC ACID ON A DME

E. ROLDAN, D. GONZALEZ-ARJONA AND M. DOMINGUEZ
Departamento de Fisicoqufmica aplicada, Facultad de Farmacia,

Universidad de Sevilla, Sevilla (Spain)

INTRODUCCION

Parabanic acid (Imidazolidinetrione) is an important
product in relation to the enzimatic activity of many bio-
logically significant purines. Although several papers have
been reported about its electrochemical behaviour, the detailed
reduction mechanism has not been unequivocally establishel.
Thus, Hladikl has postulated that parabanic acid is reduced
at mercury electrodes in a two-electron two-proton reaction
to 5-hydroxyhydantoin. Struck and Elving concluded that the
postwave observed in buffer solutions which contained phosphate
was probably due to the reduction of a phosphate conplex of pa-
rabanic acid. Dryhursf et al? postulated the reduction overall
reaction of parabanic acid and its mono- and di-methyl deriva-
tives using d.c. polarography, coulometry, macroscale electro-
lysis, thin layer chromatography and mass spectra. They sug-
gested that, particularly at low pH. the overall reaction
is reversible although cyclic voltammetry at pyrolitic graphite
and mercury electrodes did not give any anodic peaks charac-
teristic of a reversible process at any pH.

In the course of an investigation about enediol-car-
bonyl systems we have recently studied the electrochemical
behaviour and reduction mechanism of alloxan 4 . We have ob-
served that parabanic acid, obtained from homogeneous decom-
position of alloxan, could be responsible of a polarographic
wave at more negative potentials which had been ascribed
to salloxan.

In this sense, the aim of this study is to clarify
the reduction mechanism of parabanic acid and the reversi-
bility of the reduction process.

EXPERIMENTAL
LSCV measurements were made by using a single-shot

triangular wave generator and a fast potentiostat with a
built-in compensator for the iR drop. The voltamograms were
recorded on a microprocessor based data acquisition system
provided with fast A/D converters. The microcomputer used
for acquisition and analysis of data was a 48K-Apple I.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Parabanic acid is reduced on the dropping mercury

electrode producing one two-electron polarographic and voltam-
metric curve in acid media. Logarithmic analysis in the
form of E vs. log (i/iL-i) is linear in HCI 1M. The slope
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of the plot. is approximately -30 mV/dec., characteristic
of a reversible two-electron process. However, when the pH
increases the slope increases appearing two segments in the
logarithmic analysis. In 0.1M HCI the slope of the first
segment is -40 mV/dec. approximately. At higher pH again
one only linear segment with slope of -43 mV/dec. appears.

We have studied the influence of the capillary charac-
teristics as a function of the potential. Log i vs. log t
plots are linear on the rising portion on the polarographic
wave. Nevertheles, at potentials corresponding to the foot
of the wave the slope of the log i vs. log t plots are approxi-
mately 0.67 and in the limiting zone 0.19. This result indi-
cates that in the limiting zone' the process is diffusion-
controlled. However, from the results at potentials corres-
ponding to the foot of the wave can be deduced that the control
is by the electron transfer or by a chemical reaction fol-
lowing the tranfer.

Linear sweep cyclic voltammetry confirm the postkin-
etic nature of the process in acid media. Thus, at low scan
rates, only a cathodic peak appears not being observed the
corresponding anodic peak as can be observed in Figure la.
However, at scan rates higher than 5 V/s an anodic peik appears
whose peak current increases when the scan rate is increased.

z 0.s v/S 10 V/s

* 20
I IJAI

51A L L",

100 Mv 100 M -..

, 200 " -E (SCE)

200 -E(SCE)

Figure la Figure lb
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In Figure lb the current-potential curve at scan rate of
10 V/s is shown. At this scan rate the difference between
anodic and cathodic peak potentials is higher than 60/n

mV which indicates a decrease in the rate of the charge trans-
fer reaction.

The variation of cathodic peak potential with the
pH is in agreement with two protons exchanged in the overall
reaction. Mechanisms are proposed in different acidity condi-
tions.

REFERENCES
1. V.Hladik, Sb. Mezinar. Polarog. Sjezdu, 1st Congr., Pt,

1(1951)686.
2. W.A.Struck and P.J.Elving, Anal. Chem., 36(1964)1374.
3. G.Dryhurst, B.Hansen and E.B.Harkins, J. Electroanal.

Chem., 27(1970)375.
4. L.Moreno, M.Blazquez, M.Dominguez and E.Roldan, J. Electro-

anal. Chem., 185(1985)119.
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ANODIC ELECTROPOLYMERIZATION OP THE ACRYLAMIDE IN UAN03 AUEOUS

SOLUTION: CONVERSION AND MOLECULAR WEIGHT MODIFICATION.

T.F.Otero, MA A.Mugarza and Y.Jimenez.

Facultad de Ciencias Quimicas. Dep. de Quimica-Fisica

Apdo. 1072. San Sebastian. Spain.

We are interested in the study of the electrochemical

behaviour of the activated iridium electrode in different

electrolytes in absence and in presence of acrylic monomers

(1-3). The anodic polarization of the electrode in iM NaNO 3

with acrylamide promotes the monomer polimerization into the

solution. We presdnt here the results obtained for the mono-

mer conversion as a function of several kinetic variables, as

well as the influence of those variables in the viscosimetric

average molecular weight.

An iridium sheet of 0,5 cm2 of apparent area was used as

working electrode. A thick layer of surface oxides with rever

sible redox behaviour was developed, by consecutive cycles

of potential, in 0,5 M H2SO4 previously to the electropolyme-

rization process. The experiments were made at constant poten

tial or current density and under N2 bubbling.

When the monomer concentration increases, the results

shown on the table 1 were obtained.

Table 1: slopes of the conversion lines, polimerization rate
and middle viscosimetric weight at different acrylamide con-

centratrion. j- 10 mA.cm-2, T= 35QC, LNaNO n IM, constant

e-lectrode activation.

slopes of the con- Rp 105

version straight s1(AA mol.l-I lines. s- 1 mol '-1 s-li " j.10-4

1 0,136 2,26 22,20

2 0,1212 4,04 29,79

3 0,0996 4,98 63,02

4 0,1096 7,30 64,09
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The straight lines were obtained for conversion lower

than 25% at current flow times lower than 150 min.

The slopes of the conversion straight lines increas

when the NaNO 3 concentration increases. When the NaNO 3 con-

centration was 4M we attained a limit conversion toward 150

min of current flow. The polymerization rate (Rp) was obtai-

ned from the straight section of the conversion curves.

We modified the current density, keeping the other

ones electrochemical and chemical parameters constants. The

conversion curve obtained presents three different regions.

At lower current densities than 15 mA.cm -2 the conversion in

creased linearly with the current density. Between 15 and

30 mA. cm-2 the conversion remained almost constant. The mo-

nomer conversion decreases quickly at current densities

higher than 30 mA. cm-2 . At the same time the viscosimetric

molecular weight decreases with the current density increase.

Those processes could be explained by means of mixed

reactions on the electrode. The N03- discharge with produc-

tion of N03 " seems to coexist on the electrode surface with

the monomer discharge and the water discharge, at high

enough current densities, with oxygen production.

The formation of the primary radicals N03 " and its

desorption from the electrode surface, promotes the begining

of the polymerization process. The monomer molecules dischar

ge does not seem to participate directly in the polymeriza-

tion process. They have an indirect participation by com-

sumption of the current flow and of the active surface cen-

ters; indering the NO3- discharge.

This last fact was the responsible for the slope decrea

se when the monomer concentration increased from IM to 3M.

The polymerization rate, nevertheless, increases continuously.

At 4M acrylamide concentration, the influence of the polyme-

rization rate increase is higher than the decreasing in ge-

neration of initiating radicals. The continuous increase of
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the viscosimetric molecular weight, with the increase of the

monomer concentration, was caused by the rise of the polymeri

zation rate.
When the nitrate concentration was modified keping all

other kinetic and electrochemistry parameters constans, the-

re was a strong rise of the monomer conversion. This fact

seems related with the rise of production of primary radicals,

by competitive transfer reaction on the electrode; as the

viscosimetric molecular weight was kept constant.

water discharge, with oxygen production, begins at cu-

rrent densities higher than 15 mA.cm-2 on the electrode sur-

face. The presence of three different competitive reactions

on the electrode promotes a decrease of primary radicals

production. The presence of the oxygen promotes the partial

disappearance of the primary radicals produced. Both those

efects promote the decrease of the conversion.

At the same time, the oxygen presence produce the de-

crease of the half live of the polymeric radicals and the

decrease of the average molecular weight, such as was showed

by viscosimetric measurements.

The results obtained points toward the possibility of

controling the monomer conversion as well as the molecular

weight distribution by control of the electrochemistry and

chimistry parameters. This fac is very important from the

view point of the polymer properties.
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KINETIC OF THE ACRYLAMIDE ELECTROPOLYMERIZATION IN NO 3 -

AQUEOUS SOLUTION.

T.F.Otero and MA A.Mugarza.

F. de C. Quimicas, Dep. de Quimica-Fisica. Apdo.1072.

San Sebastian. Spain.

From the study made in our laboratory about the elec-

trochemistry behaviour of an activated iridium electrode, in

presence of acrylamide aqueous solution, using as electroly-

tes: NaNO 3 , KOH, H2SO4 , HCl, phosphate buffer solution, NaSO 4

and NaCl; only with NaNO3 the polymer was formed into the so-

lution and separate, when the current was switched off, by

precipitation in methanol.

The electrochemical behaviour of the NaNO 3 (without

acrylamide) is different to the other ones, by transformation

of the electrolyte with the current flow, appearing an acidi-

fication of the solution, into the anolyte, equivalent to

the applied current.

This fact points toward a N03 " radical generation by

charge transfer, capable to take a H" from a water molecule.

When the acrylamide was present, some H' were taken from the

monomer molecule and some monomer radicals, capables to ini-

tiate the polymerization, were obtained in the solution.

But, the N03- discharge on the electrode began over a

potential near to the monomer oxidation and water discharge,

although the last one, in presence of acrylamide was only

significative at higher overpotentials..

Almost all our experiments were made using lows overpo

tentials (1300 mV) or current densities (10 mA.cm-2 ). In this

way, we taked into account only the competitive discharge of

NO3- and monomer on the electrode surface.

When the monomer concentration was increased from IM

to 3M we found a decrease in the polymer production and an

increase in it's average molecular weight. This fact points

I ~ ~ 4d a mI ul 6I' l
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toward a non direc participation of the monomer discharge in

the initiation of the polymerization. But there is an indi-

rect participation by lowering of the NO3 discharge and de-

creasing the initiation rate.

On this way, the electrode process, could be:

(la) NO3 + CL - (NO3-)ad

klb
(ib) (NO3)ad ( (NO3 *)ad + e-

(ic) (NO3')ad (N03")sol.

K2
(2a) M + CL Mad

k2b
(2b) (M)ad - (M)ad + e-

(2c) (M')ad Products

With those condictions, all the current crossing the

electrode was consumed in both ( lb and lc ) transfer reac-

tions:

i = v 1 v2 = kl CL (NO3 ] + k2 CL [AA] and
nF'n

i/nF
CL = k l [No 3-1 + k2  AA]

The primary radicals may go by two ways into the solution:

(3) (N03 )sol + M - M' + Products

(4) (N03 ) + H20 HNO 3 + OH*
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The M' formation explains the initiation of the polymeriza-

tion:

(5) M" + M M2 "

.k p
(6) Mn " + M ) Mn+I "

The step (4) could expla.n the postpolymerization by chemi-
cal reaction, once the electric current was switched off:

(7) HNO3 + M - ) M'+ Products

With respect to the termination step, the experimental re-

sults seem to point toward a lineal termination:

kto
(8) Mn > Polymer

The mutual termination or dismutation was not signifi-
cative. The termination by combination between polymeric ra-
dicals and primary radicals does not seems to be important

either.

At high current densities or overpotentials, the water
discharge disturbs all the other surface transferences, and#
principaly, the termination step of the polymerization pro-
cess. The oxygen reacts with the polymer-radicals and promo-

tes the decreasing of the molecular weight.
All this discussion drives us toward a polymerization

rate, obtained by application of the stady state:

R= k ki CL [AA] [NaNO31
kto

in good agreement with the experimental results.
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PROGRESS OF THE SPE ELECTROLYZER
TO ORGANIC ELECTROCHEMISTRY

Z. TAKEHARA AND Z. OGUMI
Department of Industrial Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering

Kyoto University, Kyoto (Japan)

An SPE composite electrode, which was composed of an ion
exchange membrane and a porous metal bound on the former, was
applied in a area of electro-organic syntheses. Ion exchange
membranes, especially very stable one "Nafion" was utilized as an
SPE materials. Porous metal was deposited on the membrane by an
electroless plating method using hydrazine or sodium hydroborate
as a reductant. In this method, metal ion, reductant, or
catalyst permeate through a membrane and a deposited metal layer.
Reversing the side after deposition on one side (one-side SPE
composite electrode), metal is deposited on the other side (both-
sides SPE composite electrode) when needed. Platinum is the
easyest in deposition and very stable (Pt-SPE).
Charactristics and advantages of the SPE method can be

summarized as follows: 1. Because no supporting electrolyte is
needed, the solvent and the reactant concentration can be
selected with wide variation and the separation of product is
ease. 2. Because of narrow and uniform electrodes gap, high
current density electrolysis can be operated with low cell
voltage. 3. Polymer coated electrode with high catalytic
activity can be used. In this research, following three
different types of electrolysis cells were used. 1. One
compartment cell with a both-side SPE composite electrode, not as
a separator (type A). 2. Two compartments cell with a both-side
SPE composite electrode, as a separator (Type B). 3. Two
compartments cell with a one-side SPE composite electrode, as a
separator and a conventional counter electrode (type C).

1. Kolbe type reactions and reactivity of Pt-SPE
As platinum of Pt-SPE looks like platinum black, a high

reactivity is expected from its large surface area. A Kolbe
reaction on one-side Pt-SPE in neat acetic acid revealed a large
effective surface area, a big roughness factor of 6.

2. Hydrogenation of olefinic double bonds and active site of
following chemical reactionsFollowing chemical reactions are known to be a key step in an
electrochemical hydrogenation of olefinic double bonds on a Pt
electrode. As described in Table 1, composite electrodes
outside of which was covered with gold, an inactive metal in the
catalytic hydrogenation, Au-SPE and Au-Pt-SPE, were not active,
while Pt-SPE and Pt-Au-SPE were active. The fact indicates that
the active site is the outer surface of the deposited Pt for the
following chemical reaction as illustrated in Fig.l, a.

3. Reduction of nitrobenzene and an active site of a charge
transfer reaction
Nitrobenzene is known to be reduced by a mechanism of direct
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Table 1. Electrochemical reduction on differint SPE
composite electrode (Current: 3.75mA cm-

Starting Current efficiency (%)
material Solvent
(mol dm 3 ) Pt-SPE Au-SPE Au-Pt-SPE Pt-Au-SPE

at-Mst n-hexane 11 0 2 25
(0.05) ethanol 33 0 8 65
DEM n-hexane 12 0 0 39
(0.05) ethanol 30 2 2 45
p-BQ DEE 38 41 42 -
(0.01) ethanol 50 42 29

a-Mst: a-methylstyrene, DEM: diethyl maleate, p-BQ:
p-benzoquinone, DEE: diethyl ether

SPE SPE

H Organic . . OrganicPt Pt
Organic Organic

Pt Pt
-)L -Organic HOrganic

a b
Fig.1 Schematic model of the electrochemical

hydrogenation of olefinic compounds on SPE composite

charge transfer on a cathode at fairly negative potential. Pt
is not a good electrode material for the reduction.
Electrolytic deposition of Cu on the inner surface of Pt-SPE
improved the reduction efficiency, while the deposition on the
outer surface was not effective. The results explicitly show
the importance of the inner surface and lead to the conclusion
that the reduction takes place on the inner surface of Pt-SPE as
shown in Fig.1,b. It is worth noting that little p-aminophenol
was produced regardless that the circumstances of the reactionsite favours for its production. This suggests the positive
effect of Nafion coating on the reaction selectivity.

4. Halogen mediatory systems
Simple redox mediatory systems such as halogen could play its

role by addition of it into a substrate solution. A bromine
mediatory system was examined in the methoxylation of furan as
shown in Fig.2, and an iodine system was also examined.
5. Fixation of mediatory systems in SPE composite electrodes
Cations can be fixed in Nafion by the difference of exchange

affinities (electrostatic interaction). The PTFE backbone of
Nafion is usefull to fix some hydrophobic mediators by a
hydrophobic interaction. Metal cations, viologens, metal
phthalocyanines, phenanthroline complexes, etc. were fixed and
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Fig.2 Dependence of the current efficiency of 2,5-
dimethoxy-2,5--dihydrofuran and cell voltage on current in furan
20%, methanol 80%, and 0.01M4 Br2( oA ), and furan 10%, and
methanol 90%(*,&)without Br2.

100

;75-

U
C
4) a 5 0 Cinnamaldehyde
0 50 L Cinnamic acid

: 0P-SPE.Mn
C 25 P-P

A

U AA

0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
E vs. AgIAgCl

Cinnamyl alcohol 50 v/. in THF*

Fig.3 Current efficiencies of cinnamaldehyde and
cinnamic acid under potentiosatic electrolysis conditions in 50%
cinnamyl alcohol in THF in a working electrode compartment and
0.025M4 H2S04 in a counter electrode compartment on Pt-SPE, Mn and
P -SPE.

exhibited a redox behaviou in SPE composite electrodes. A
manganese redox system (Mn'+/MnO ) fixed in Pt-SPE effectively
mediated an selective oxidation of ,cinnamic acid to
cinnamaldehyde as described in Fig.3. No contamination by
manganese was observed in products. Fixing of mediatory systems
remarkably decreased the cell voltage and increased the life of
composite electrodes.
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H ATOM TRANSF.R REACTIONS FROM ALCOHOLS IN ORGANIC ELECTRO-

CHEMISTRY.

C.P. ANDRIUX1 , J BADOZ-LAMBLING2  C. COMBELLAS D. LACOMBE2 ,

J.M. SAVEANT 1 , A. WIVEBAULT 2 , D. ZANN

1. Universit6 de Paris VII. Laboratoire d'4lectrochimie, .
2 Place Jussieu, 75231 PARIS CEDEX 05, FRANCE.

2. ESPCI. Laboratoire ('e Chimie Analytique des Milieux
Ractionnels, 10 rue Vauquelin, 75231 PARIS CEDEX 05,
FRANCE.

The behaviour of primary and seconda.v alcohols as H atom
donors towards aryl radicals generated by ,he reductive clea- p.
vage of aromatic halides is investigated. Th study of the
pr6cess, realised in the alcohol itself and i liquid ammonia
makespossible the knowledge of the mechanism, ,hich consists
mainly in the competition between the reduction And the de-
protonation of the hydroxylated radical generate, by the al- •
cohol after H atom transfer.

ArX e * ArX

ArX Ar + X

Ar' ArX-- Ar + ArX
Ar" +HA -- ArH

Ar + ,CHOH --w ArH + COH

,. ,.,
C-OH + ArX b CHO + ArX C-OH + C-6 HA

CH, HA - C cHOH + A+ "C- ArX---w "C=O + ArX

This behaviour can be demonstrated by the electrochemical
reduction of 4-bromobenzophenone in pure isopropanol and in
liquid ammonia with various amounts of isopropanol.

In pure isopropanol, the balance of electrolysis is equal

to one electron per mole of starting product and the formation
of ketone can be quantitatively detected by VPC.

In liquid ammonia, the addition of either isopropanol or

ethanol, or methanol leads to a decrease of the substrate re-

duction peak.

"--""-......I ( 'rp 9 " - i! , :: :v...-: o ., .F T ' .."
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A:ArXA 2 +ROHA 3+N-LOIilC

The deprotonation of the hydroxyl radical is clearly de-
monstrated by the specific reduction peak of benzophenone in
the presence of protons (peak C). In the presence of a weak

* base (KNH-CONH ) the deprotonation is sufficient to lead to
"Y.; acatalytic syitem similar to the SRN mechanism.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL DETERMINATION OF ARYL RADICALS REACTIVITY VS
NUCLEOPHILES IN AROMATIC NUCLEOPHILIC SUBSTITUTIONS S R41.

C. AMATORE , C. COMBELLAS , M. A. OTURAN2 , J. PINSON
3

3 2
J.M. SAVEANT , A. THIEBAULT

1. ENS. Laboratoire de Chimie, 24 rue Lhomond, 75231
PARIS CEDEX 05, FRANCE.

2. ESPCI. Laboratoire de Chimie Analytique des Milieux
R6actionnels, 10 rue Vauquelin, 75231 PARIS CEDEX 05,
FRANCE.

3. Universit6 de Paris VII, Laboratoire d'Electrochimie,
2 Place Jussieu, 75231 PARIS CEDEX 05, FRANCE.

SRNl reactions proceed via the following catalytic cycle

ArX ArN

ArNu ArX
Electrochemistry offers an excellent opportunity for

initiating the above cycle through the easy production of
ArXL, by reduction of the starting aromatic halide. On the
other hand transient electrochemistry, such as e.g. linear

sweep voltammetry, allows the determination of the kinetics
in the key reaction (2),i.e. the determination of the reac-
tivity of aryl radicals vs various nucleophiles. So far the

reactivity of ca 30 different radical/nucleophile couples
has been investigated in liquid NH3.

Three techniques are presented:

=7-.77 r4l
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a) Direct investigation of the competition of Ar" reduction
vs the nucleophilic attack.

k2 is obtained from the
Lfb decrease of the substrate

wave in the presence of
NI; 0 the nucleophile.

b) Perturbation of redox catalysis by the nucleophilic attack.

k2 is obtained from the
decrease of the catalyst
wave in the presence of

j' S >o the nucleophile.

c) Direct comparison of two nucleophiles on the same radical.

Nu, C,

NZt Cl

The relative reactivity

k'INu~IAlNu;I is obtained

from the ratio of the two
current peaks of the sub-
stitution products.
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By applying the pertinent method for each substrate-nucleo-
phile system, the following results are obtained

TABLE I

Values of K according to K =10- k2

Ar' + Nu- 2 b ArNu

Ar- PhS (Eto) PO- CH COCH 2  CN-

phenyl 0.63.8

2-pyridyl 1 >> 1

3-pyridyl 100 70 160

4-benzoylphenyl 0.47

2-cyanophenyl 140 80 240 9.6

3-cyanophenyl 150 75 90

4-cyanophenyl 34 14 26 0.33

1-naphtyl 200 320 420

*2-quinolyl 0.14 0.26 1 0.02
*3.quinolyl 19 7.6 38

4-quinolyl 32 16 54 0.6

* REFERENCES

1. C. AMATORE, J. PINSON, J.M. SAVEANT, A. THIEBAULT, J. Amer.
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A. THIEBAULT, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1984, 106, p. 6318.

3. C. AMATORE, M. A. OTURAN, J3. PINSON, J.M. SAVEANT,
A. THIEBAULT, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1985, 107, 0000.
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Soc. 1985, 107, 0000.
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VOLTAM!ETRIC AND SPECTROELECTROC!.,TICAL BEHAVIOR
OF 2,2' -DIQU1XNOXALYL AND ITS DERIVATIVES

?.LAPKOWSKI and I.BARATOWSXA
Institut of Inorganic Chemistry and Technology, Institut ofAnalytical and General Chemistry, Silesian Technical University,

44-101 Gliwice, Poland

Simultaneous spectral observations and electrochemical measu-
rements give better understanding of the process, hence, more
detailed information of the reaction studied. Due to the high
rate of the electrode processes it is necessary to perform the
measurements by means of rapid spectrophotometers and computer
acquisition as well as processing of the spectra (1].

Among a number of organic substances studied by spectroele-

ctrochemical methods there is a big group of heterocyclio com-
pounds containing nitrogen atoms [2). Our previous study (3)
has shown that 2, 21-diquinoxalyl (DQx) undergoes a two-stage
reduction in DMF solution and both products of reduction are
colourful. In acidic solution it is a one-stage process and the
reaction product is also colourful. Based on these results we
decided to perform spectroelectrochemical study of DQx and its
derivatives.

Experimental

Electrochemical apparatus, reagents and their purification
were described in (3,4], spectroelectroohemical apparatus and
the computer program controlling the spectroeleotrochemical sys-

tem in (1]. Optically transparent electrodes obtained by deposi-
0

ting of platinum layer of 550 A thick on glass were used. All
potentials reported were measured vs. Ag/AgCl. DQx, thieno(2,3-

-b:4,5-b' ]diquinozalyl (TDQx), and 2,2'-dipyrazyl (DP) was pre-

pared as in (5].

Results in neutral solution
Cyclic voltammetric curves of the DQx reduction on the plati-

num electrode in neutral DM7 solution are presented in Pig. la.

NOR W \
ILi
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thio are two reduction peaks at BRED.-0.94 V and ERED2--1.55 V
and one oxidation peak at EOX=-0. 8 4 V. The spectra of electrore-
duction of DQz in this solution during linear changes of the Pt
electrode potential are presented in Fig. 2. In this figure
three distinct band. can be observeds Xt- 440 urm, X2. 500 rim,

and ;A = 610 rnm. Voltabsorptiometric curves at ;a 2 " 500 m (b)
and 610 nm (a) are presented in Pig. 1. It can be seen
from both figures that after reversing the direction of poten-
tia'l changes the colour of both the copounds disappears. The
electrochemical and ESR investigations of DQx showed, that the

first reduction product in DW! solutions is the anion-radical.
The ESR signal is strong, appears at once and is stable for

about 5 min after the voltage has been switched off. On the
basis of these results the mechanism of reduction process were
proposed. The reduction mechanism of TDQx is similar to that

and the mechanism of DP reduction is quite different.

Results in acidic solution

The cyclic voltammetric curve for TDQx in DIP with 0.15 M of
perohloric acid as supporting electrolyte is presented in Fig.
3. It can be seen from this figure that the process is redoz
type. The potential value for the reduction peak is equal to

EREDU-115 mV,for oxidation peak is equal to Eox--15 mV. The cor-

respondent speotroelectrohemial measurement is shown in Pig.

4. In this figure there is an absorption band at ax 490 n,
which increasses with the decrease of the potential of the opti-

cally transparent working electrode. Similar results were obtai-
red for DQz. Basing of the electrochemical and spoctroeleotro-

chemical results the reduction mechanism in acidic solution was

presented.
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Fig.1. Voltamentric curve of D~x in. D'P on the Pt electrode (a)
and simultaneous recording of absorbance changes (b) at
k2. = 500 =rn and (c) at 'X 610 nine

!'ig.2. Spectral response of the D~x reduction products in DM
on Pt electrode during linear change of potential. The
spectra wsere recorded every 10 sec.

1~W A
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Fig.4. Spectral response of the TD~x reduction product in 7.7
with 0.15 :1 perchloric acid on Pt electrode during li-
near changes of potential. :espectra were recorded
as in Pig.2.
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MASS SPECTROMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTANTS

BY ION FORMATION WITH THERMOSPRAY

G. HAMBITZER and J. HEITBAUM
Institute for Physical Chemistry, Wegelerstr. 12, 5300 Bonn,FRG

1. Introduction

Electrochemists are highly interested in experimental methods
that can tell what products are formed within an electrode pro-
cess. Since mass spectroscopy is a very sensitive technique, it
could be used to this end as soon as an on line connection be-
tween the electrochemical cell and the mass spec is established.
In the case of volatile products and aqueous solutions,
Differential Electrochemical Mass Spectroscopy /l/ has proven
its feasibility for this kind of studies. Herewith, we report a
totally new approach using the thermospray ionization method /2/
to on line detect the product distribution as function of the
applied electrode potential. Principally, volatile and non
volatile, basic and acidic species can directly be measured from
aqueous and non aqueous solutions.

2. Experimental

In the thermospray ionization /2/ method a jet of statistically
charged droplets is produced by evaporating the liquid out of a
capillary tube. Spontaneous ion emission occurs out of these
droplets by ion attachment to neutral molecules which can thus
be identified. Before entering the capillary tube, the solution
is passed along a coiled Pt-wire that acts as the working elec-
trode and which is forced into a Teflon tube. Thus, a collection
efficiency near 1 of the electrochemical products is guaranteed.

Fig.1 displays the electrochemical cell. The counter electrode
is simply situated upstream the electrolyte flow, and a Teflon
tube acts as the Luggin capillary connecting the main cell
chamber with a high pressure calomel reference electrode. A HPLC
pump supplies a constant flow of the solution at a rate of
normally 1 ml per minute with a pressure of up to 2 MPa.

3. Example: oxidation of N,N-dimethylaniline (DMA)

To demonstrate the feasibility of the above method with respect
to electrochemical processes, the electrooxidation of DMA in
0.1 m NH Ac was studied. The following mechanism is proposed in
the liteiature /3/:

- 2e ,2H+ - 2e .. T +
2 DMA -- 2 DMA - I TMB ;- TMB

0.6 V fast 0.4 V

S~ ~ Jk %"rA% % ~ S .- ,
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Trimerization is assumed to occur in an consecutive chemical
step, the trimer being electrochemically active as well:

- 2e
DMA + TMB+ o trimer w trimer OX

0.2 VSCE

The following abbreviations have been used to symbolize the
mechanism:
TMB = N,+N, N', N' - tetramethylbenzedine; TMB quinone of
TMB; TMB = semiquinone of TMB

Fig.2 proves this mechanism to be principally valid. The spectrum
was obtained within 25 s during continuously scanning the poten-
tial between - 0.4 and 1.0 VSCE with 0.5 V s-1 . The mass peaks
beyond 200 amu clearly show the formation of dimers such as TMB
and trimers and prove the feasibility of the method as an
analytical tool.

As long as the thermospray ionization is stable, the time between
the electrochemical generation of a species and its mass spectro-
scopic detection is given by the so-called dead time necessary
for the flow to pass the capillary tube, the time behaviour of
the working electrode and eventual consecutive chemical reactions.
This is visualized in Fig.3 where the mass intensity of TMB is
shown during a square wave potential pulse applied to the working
electrode. It impressively features the true time dependent gene-
ration of TMB while the faradaic current is at first masked by
capacitive effects. It can be taken from Fig.3 that the dead time
amounts 9 s for the experimental set up used, but we believe that
it can be improved to be less than a second.
The dead time is already small enough to allow mass intensity
potential curves to be measured which was previously called Mass
Spectroscopic Cyclic Voltammetry (MSCV) /l/. Fig.4 shows such
diagrams for DMA, TMB and the trimer. EvidentlyDMA is shielded
from reaching the mass spec as soon as its oxidation starts at
about 0.52 VSCE. In parallel, the mass intensities of TMB and
the trimer both rise, which proves that they are formed due to
the electrochemical process occuring.

4. Conclusions

A new on line method is presented which allows
1. the volatile and non volatile, basic and acidic products of

an electrochemical reaction to be identified by mass spectro-
metry directly out of the electrolyte;

2. electrode processes to be characterized as function of the
varying potential (MSCV);

3. consecutive chemical reactions to be studied by varying the
dead time.

Since the thermospray ionization method only requires the exist-
ence of stable ions in the solution, no restriction exists with
respect to its electrochemical application. Any organic or
aquous electrolyte can be used together with any solid electrode
material. We therefore believe that our method is a valuable
complement to the techniques existing so far and can be widely
used for the study of the kinetics of electrochemical reactions.
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MECHANISM AND STEREOCHEMISTRY OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL
REDUCTION OF PHENYL-SUBSTITUTED INDENES

G.FARNIAa, F.MARCUZZIb , G.MELLONI and G.SANDONA '

aDipartimento di Chimica Fioica, Padova (Italy)
bDipartimento di Chimica Organica, Padova (Italy)
CIstituto di Chimica Organica, sassari (Italy)

The electrochemical reduction at Hg electrode in DMF/TBAP 0.1 M of some
phenyl-substituted indenes (1-6) has been investigated with the aim to find
out possible relationships between mechanism and stereochemistry of the two-
electron two-proton reduction occurring at the double bond of the pentatomic
cycle, and affording the corresponding indans of various configurations:

R" H R" T

2e-

2 HS

R R' R R'

1, R = Me; R' = R" = R'"= Ph 2, R = R' = Me; R" R'" =Ph
3, R= H;= R .. = Ph 4, R = R" = H: '= R" Ph
5, R = R' = H; R" = R.' = Ph , 6, R = H; R" = Me; R' = R" = Ph

where HS represents the proton donors, such as H 20, PhOH or the indenes 3-6
(self-protonation) .

In a carefully dried solution the electrochemical reduction of indenes I
and 2 (Ind) takes place via two reversible one-electron transfer processes,
corresponding to the formation of the radical anion and the dianion.

Addition of water (in excesl makes the second reduction peak completely
irreversible due to the fast protonation of the dianion, and affects also
the reversibility of the first peak which increases in height with respect
to the second one. This behaviour has been explained, on the basis of vol-
tammetric and homogeneous kinetic experiments, in terms of the disproportio-
nation reaction of the radical anions 12

Ind + e - Ind (1)

2 Ind* Ind + Ind (2)

Ind - IndH (3)

IndH H20_ IndH2 (4)

2H20
Ind + 2e - IndH2

The voltammetric behaviour of indenes 1 and 2 in dried solution is also
observed for indene 3 at low temperatures (< 300C) or for high sweep rates
(v > 100 Vs ), while in the same experimental conditions the second reduc-
tion peak of 4 and 5 is chemically irreversible.

Furthermore, for indenes 3-5 the ratio between the height of the second
and the first reduction peak decreases with decreasing the sweep rate, in
agreement with a fast protonation of the dianion by the indene itself (IndH),
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which transforms into the conjugated base (Ind), not reducible within the

available potential range.

At lower sweep rates also the reversibility of the first peak is affected,

and a single irreversible reduction peak corresponding to a (2/3) electron

per molecule can be detected. As regards indene 6, for which only the first
reduction wave is detectable within the available potential range, the same

voltammetric pattern is observed. In these conditions, a self-protonation

reaction involving directly the radical anion takes place, according to the

mechanism:

IndH + e IndHI (1)

IndH T 
+ IndH IndH* + Ind- (5)

IndH + IndH7- IndH + IndH (6) and/or IndHj + e IndH2  (6)

IndH2 + IndH - IndH3 + Ind (7)

IndH + (2/3)e - (l/3)IndH3 + (2/3)Ind-

Voltammetric measurements have been carried out in order to discriminate

if the second electron transfer occurs at the electrode (eq (6'), ECE path-

way) or in solution (eq (6), DISP pathway) and, in the latter case, if the

rate determining step is the first protonation reaction (eq (5), DISP I path-

way) or the following solution electron transfer (eq (6), DISP 2 pathway).

The experimental values of ipa/ipc for indenes 3-6 and of Epc for indene
, 6, detected at various scan rates and indene concentrations, fit well the

theoretical working curves calculated for a DISP I situation3 . The values
of k5 obtained are reported in Table 1.

As regards indene 3, however, a contribution of a direct disproportiona-
tion reaction (eq 2) with protonation by IndH could be operating in part.

In the presenceof phenol, all the indenes considered show an irreversi-
ble two-electron behaviour, in agreement with a fast protonation of the ra-

dical anion by the proton donor. The shift of the peak potential with the
sweep rate and phenol concentration, 29 mV at 200C, is in agreement with
the following mechanism:

IndH + e IndHi (1)

IndH 7 h' IndH' (8)

IndHj + IndH' - IndH2 + IndH (6) and/or IndH' + e IndH2  (6')

IndH_ PhOH IndH, (9)

IndH + 2e ---- IndH3

with the possible occurrence of both the DISP I and ECEirr limiting cases.

Our data suggest the occurrence of DISP 1 mechanism in the case of inde-

nes 1, 2, 3, 5, of ECEirr in the case of 6, and of both mechanisms in the
case of 4. The values of ks are reported in Table I.

The results of macroscale electrolyses reported in Table II indicate two

different stereochemical courses, according to the proton donor used. Only

the reduction of I and 2 in the presence of water affords the indans of most

stable configuration, presumably due to the fast isomerization process ta-

king place under the electrolysis conditions. In the presence of phenol or

of a self-protonating indene, which do not allow isomerization processes,

prevailing syn-addition of hydrogen to the carbon-carbon double bond is
observed, with the formation of the thermodynamically less stable isomers.

p i
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in this case, steric effects must play an important role in the protonation
steps of intermediates, due to the high steric hindrance of indenes and phe-
nol. The formation of hydrogen bonded complexes between radical anion and
phenol prior to the proton transfer can be invoked to explain the higher
stereoselectivity observed when the smaller proton donor (phenol) is used
instead of indene.

TABLE I. Protonation rate constant Ul Iol 5

Indene 3 4 5 6

k5  0.6*102 1.2-103 1.7-103 3.510os

TABLE II. Results of macroscale potentiostatic electrolyses (T =20*C)

Indenea Proton donorb Indans isomers yields,%

(Z,Z) (E,Z) (Z,E) (E,E)
1 H20 - - 72 28
1 PhOH 57 12 17 14

MZ ME
2 H120 70 30
2 PhOH - 100

(Z,Z) (E,Z) _= (Z,E) E)
3 -70 10 20
3 PhOH 100

MZ (E)
4 cPhOH 73 27

5 -62 38
5 PhiOH 71 29

(Z,-)-2) =(2,E) (E,E)'36 -46 20 34
6 PhOH 60 20 20

a ..b0.5 m. cFast isonerization of 4 into 5 takes place under self-
-protonation electrolysis conditions.
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ETU~DE CINETIQUE DES INTERACTICtNS ENTRE LINE CYLCOD1MCTRI?IE
ET LES ESPECES I- et 12

E. SAINT-ANAN et 0. SERVE
Laboratoire L.E.D.S.S. 5 (Photochimnie), U.S.M.G., B.P. 68

38402 Saint Martin d'Hbres (France)

Les cyclodextrines a*, B, y sont des oligombres cycliques poss~dant res-
pectivement 6, 7, 8 unitds de D- glucose. Elles prdsentent une cavitd tori-
que dont Ie diambtre compris, entre 5 et 9A autorise la formation de compo-
sds d'inclusion 1 non covalents, caractdrisds par des interactions faibles
du type forces de Van der Walls ou interactions hydrophobes. La stabilitd 2
du ccwnplexe formd depend alors essentiellement du bon accord spatial entre
la cavitd de la cyclodextrine et 1'espbce chimique h~te.

LUne 6tude prdc6dente 3 nous a permis de confirmer ce rdsultat par I&
mesure potentiomdtrique des constantes d'association des composds d' inclu-
sion formds par les cyclodextrines a, a, y et lea esp~ces 1-, 12 et13
(tableau 1). La stoechiomdtrie 1,3,4 de ces complexes est du type 1:1.
L'ordre de stabilitd a alors dtd d~termind : C > 8 > y et Ii > 12 > I-

L'importance de ces interactions peut 4tre dgalesent illustrde en sui-
vant l'dvolution des courbes courant-potentiel (fig. 1,2,3) d'une dlectrode
A disque tournant de platine dans des solutions contenant I- ou 12 et une
cyclodextrine dont on fait varier la concentration totals. La formation de
13 ou les phdnom~nes d'adsorption I 116lectrode ont Pu Atre ndqligds en tra-
vaillant A des concentrations faibles en r~act ifs (<1l0r 3 M). Nous mettons en
dvidence une diminution du courant limits, un d~placement de la courbe vers
les potentiels ndgatIfs et tine tendance A l'irrdversibilitd du mdcanisme
global. Ces variations sont d'autant plus importantes que Ie cosiplexe consi-
ddrd eat plus stable. Ces rdsultats permettent de proposer un mdcanisme thd4
orique du type C.E.C.:

CD D CDC

I .~ 12

En effet, l'dtape chimique pr~cddant le transfert de charge permet d'
interpr6ter la diminution du courant limits car en complexant prdalablement
Ilespbce dlectroactive, celle ci nWest plus totalement disponible pour main-
tenir un courant limits maximal. L'4tape chimique postdrieure au transfert
de charge consomme le produit de la rdaction dlectrochimique et la d~place
dans le sens de l'irrdversibilitd. La plus grande stabilitd du composd d'in-
clusion formd par l'esp~ce oxydante, l'iode (tableau 1), doit induire un dd-
placement de la courbe i(v) vera lea potentiels n4gatifs. Ce tInicanisme
peut alors Gtre simplifi6. Par exemple, dana le cas oti la r~action chimique
eat lent. (cas des syst~mes I- - CD ou 12 -y), l~e contr8le du courant est

.A~0:, %=' ~
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du type thermodynamique 5 et il conduit h un faisceau de courbes th6oriques
comme celui reprdsentd sur la figure 4. Au contraire, lorsque le compos6 d'
inclusion est trbs stable (cas des systlmes 12 - a ou 12 - 8 La rdac-
tion chimique est considdrde cIme totalement irrdversible.
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Tableau I:Constante d'associaton K / M- ) des complexes formds par
les cyclodextrines a, 8, y et les esp~ces I- ,I , 12 & 256C

:K /M I 1K~ass/ 3' : - :I 2

a: : 8 1 : 3,3 ± 0,3 x 105  2 ± 1 x 10 4

10 ± 5 5 1 1 x 10 1,5 ± 0,5 x 10

22y 1,3 ± 0,2 5 t I x 10 3,5 ± 0,5 x 10

Vn
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ELECTLYSIS OF HALMZENES IN DDIME'1YLEORMIDE

J.CASKAO and I.GLLAMO
Departamento de QOulica-Fisica, AutrAim us University of Barcelona

Bellaterra, Barcelona (Spain)

INTRODUCaCN
The electrolysis at constant potential of icdobenzene (Phi) and Bror-
benzene (PhBr) have been carried out in order to determine the products
and the number of Ielectrons involved in the process.
In previous works ' ,electrolysis under constant current of this ou-
pounds in presence of CO2 have been jeported, yielding benzene, benzoic
acid and beizaldehide.Sease and Reed reported 100% formation of benzene
for the reduction of bromobenzene in DW with Hg cathode.

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS
Phi. After preelectrolysis at -1.70V vs. Ag/AgI, 3.04g(15 tmool) of Phi
were added to a deovygenated solution of TEAP 0.1M in OW(77mI).The elec-
trolysis was carried out over a stirred Hg pool cathode at -I. 50V in a re-
frigerated cell. After 4 h. the current dropped to 1.7nm and the electro-
lysis was terminated.From the integration of the I-t curve a number of
1.8 electrms/molecule was obtained.
10 ml of the catholyte ware disolved in water and extracted with hexane.
The UV spectrum of this solution revealed the presence of benzene (87%).
The remaining DM solution was evaporated under reduced pressure.The re-
sidue was extracted with ether.The TEAP, removed by filtration, was 1.4
rml less than the initial, which indicates that it partially decaqposes
during the electrolysis. A sample of the crude obtained by removing the
ether was analysed by G.C. coupled with mass spectrametry, giving small
amounts of PhCCN(CH )2 and PhHCHN (CH )2 and traces of triethylamine,
benzaldehyde. phenol, alcohol benzyliA , iodobezene, diphenyl, PhtCCOPh.

PhHgPh and PhHgCO N (C ) Traces of other products were also founded
but not identified. Aft rr&s, the remaining crude was cromatographed
through silica-gel, 0.06 g. of PhHgPh (3%) being eluted with hexane.

PhBr. After preelectrolysis at -2.15V, 1.56g(10 rol) of PhBr were added
=a" solution of TEAP 0.15M in DF (74ml).Then , the potential was fixed

at -2.10V. After 5h15m, the current dropped to 2.2mA(plateau).A number
of 1,9 electrons/molecule was obtained.
The working-up was slmilar to that described for PhI.The yield of benzene,
determined from WV spectra, was 84%.After removing benzene, alcohol benci-
lic and a small amount of beizaldehyde ware also identified from a new UV
spectrum. The DMP was practically removed under vacuum and the residue
was extracted with chloroform. The amount of the remaining electrolyte
was 3.6 mmol less than the initial.Therefore, it decomposes during the
reaction. The chloroform was removed and the residue was chrcvatograhed
through silica-gel, 0.05 g of a white solid being eluted with hexane-
ethyl acetate 80/20. This solid was identified tobe a mixture 30/70 of
meso and d, 1-1, 2-diphenyl-l, 2-ethanediol (5%) respectively, using NMR andmass spectroscopy.
Other products analogous to those obtained in the PhI electrolysis were
also detected.PhHgPh was not found since it is reduced at -l.7V vs.Ag/AgI.
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DISCUSSION
The experimental data can be rationalized according to the following
pathway:
(I) PhX + e-PhX" Ph* + X-
(II) Ph' + 1Dr Phil + .cC=o4 2  MNe - 013)
(III) Ph' + e7 Ph-
(Iv) Ph- + N(CH CH ) - N(0 2 C13 ) 3 + 012CH2 + PhiH (ref.4)
M Ph ~ +Hg -- M g l(ref.5)

(VI) 2Ph - PhHgPh + Hg(
(VII) Ph* + *OIN - PhhX2+ N 2(MIII) Ph(C + + 2e- PCM 4Q and/or
(IX) Ph- + MW + -H " .

(XI% 2PhCHfl. ---- ref.,)
(X) Ph- + W + I& Ph- - fC % a+cr6Xa) Ph- + DW. PtIM9 + .NI
(XII) PhCXCH + e PC42
(XIII) PhCQH-2 + H+- PhaMII

MM 2PCHCH - PhHCHCORJhref.7,8)
(XV) PhCHCF- + e7 + K Hand/or

(XVII) Ph- + Or ....a Plial +
(XVIII) 2Ph.-- PhPh ad/or
(XIX) 2PhHg--PhPh + 2Hg (ref.5)
(OC) Phi~g. + 'C~e - h R'WM*W2

The proposed steps or reactions are supported by the cited references,
which treat upon similar owpounds.
Reaction I is evidenced by the irreversibility of the unique wave in
cyclic voltammetry and by the presence of halide ions in the electro-
lyzed solution.
The relatively small amount of decomposed TEAP suggests the minor
importance of IV with respect to II, specially for Phl reduction.
The traces of ienol are due to the small a'mt (about 0.1%) of re-
sidual water in the solvent.For this compound, reaction XVII is more
likely than direct combination of Ph- and CH. , because it is well
known that the hcmoltic cleavage of water O-H bond is very difficult
and it has been shown that nucleophilic attack on neutral aromatic
radicals is nvre favorable than direct radical combination.
The traces of PhCOXPh may be due to the oxidation of PtCHCMIiPh
in presence of 0 during the workng-up.Hwever, there is not further
experimntal eviaence for this oxidation.
Reaction XVI is ,ore likely than XV for Phi reduction, since the se-
cond reduction wave for benzaldehyde appears at -1.8V vs. Ag/AgI.
The high yield of 1,2-di*enyl-l,2-ethanediol in the PhBr reduction
can be explained in terms of the higher concentration of Ph- than in
the Phi reduction, because of the PhHgPh reduction, leading to a ma-
jor contribution of reactions X,XII,XIII and XIV. On the other hand,
the diferent potential detenines the adsorption of the substances
and i was shown that benzaldehyde reduction occurs in an adsorbed
state. Prbably he radical dimarizatin also takes place on the e-
lectrode surface

N
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POIARGRPHIC BEIAVIaMJ OF O-DIBOMOBOMM IN PSEUDOWVMTC MEDIA

J.CASADO and I.GALLAR)O
Departament of Physical Chemistry, Autonomous University of Barcelona

Bellaterra, Barcelona (Spain)

The polarographic redwtion of o-dibrambenzene (1) in dimethylform-
arnide IDW4) and acetonitrile (AN) was studlied by Wawzonek and Waqen-
knecht .They reported a imximzn for the '.miglr observed wave, vbich
still persisted at a concentration of 2,6.10 214 and also postulated
the formation of benzyne as intermediate. Rif i 3Proposed a concerted
mechanism for this reaction, while Barba et al. assmed an ionic
pathway.
In this paper we study the polarographic behaviour of I in OWV and
AN with several supporting electrolytes, and also with different
concentrations of added phenol.
RESULTS
In DME/TEAP 0,1M4 , I shows an unique four-electron wave, ina cotrast
to the other studied dihalobeizenes which exhibite two wives. A cu-
rrent peak raising from the bottom of the diffusion wsve is observed
(fig. 1). The results are reported in table 1.

F_ 

___ I I of o-dibromobenzene

1 . ,0.10 -3M in DWI

1,7 2.4 O.10s

E/V vs.Ag/Ag!
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TABLE 1

Polarographic results of 0-dibrcmobenzane in r*/TEAP 0,1M.T-25*C;

Hg height35cm; t(-1,8V=l,68s;mml,30 mg/s;E vs. Ag/AqI.

0,02 - 1,16 12 -

0,04 - 1,18 8,1 -

0,10 - 1,21 7,2 - -
0,20 - 1,29 8,4 1,31 1,2
0,50 - 1,33 8,3 1,32 4,3
0,50 4,5 1,32 10,5 1,32 5,4
1,00 - 1,35 8.5 1,35 12
1,93 - 1,36 8,5 1,36 26
* Ep is the peak potential; Ip is the peak current

It is well known that the height of the polarographic maxlma depends
on the Hg height.Hmwever, I does not depend on Hg height. In addition,
surfactants, such as methylre! and methylene blue, are unable to su
press this peak .E1 1 and E_ depend on the ocncentration of I (see Ta-
ble 1).This is Qoistent gith adsorption phenomena for an irreversi-
ble process ( an-0,6).Nevertheless, the process islnt adsorption con-
trolled.On the other hand, I is proportional to c, I
in DMe/TAW 0,1 the peak ao appears (Ep-1,49V fl'8p.7 A; 11-8 A

and an-O,77. for c =1,OvM and Hg hqight-25 cm) .As well as in TERP 0,14,
the maxirum supprh-IAlrs have no effect.
In 4/LiClO 0,14M the peak is not observqd .However, when phenol is
added in cxn entraticn gr.ter than 1.10 -M, the peak appears, reaching
a maximun height at 1.10 &M. For higher concentrat"o _ the peak currnt
remains constant.At phenol cmientratons below 1.10 M, the peak is
adsorption cintrolled.

E., is about 80W moe cathodic than in TEAP o,LM. Id (5,9) is minor
£A'LiClO than in TEAP.The latter result may be due to the major vis-
cosity an/or the absence of proton donors in the solution.
In AN/TEAP 0,11M the behaviour of I is analogous to the correspiding
in C14F. The peak currents are ore ifportant in this =orecidic sol-
vent, and are only observed for concentrations over 4.10 IM.

DISCUSSIOi
cOur results point to an ionic stepwise mechanism for the reduction of
I, and they are consistent with the existence of an associated cataly-
tic process leadinq to hidrogs evolution,i.e.

I + e 2 (1)

Ph~r2
T + H+ w PhBr2 H" (II) (2)

k
2PhBr 2  h + H2  (3)

An analogous protonation step of the intenediate anion radical (2)
has been proposed by Heinz1 and *hwart for the reductive dehalogena-
tion of anthracene halides

W~6QV4 Q* X#



In the presence of a large excess of proton donor (tetraalkyavmaim
salts or phew~l) and at low concentrationis of catalyst(I), the peak
current can be given by:

I -A /2l2 3/2
p (u-s)

Where A is the average area of the Hq1 drop, D is the diffusioni oceffi-
cient of I and c( 1 1 5 )s the surface omcuitration of 11, %rtich is PV2_
portlonal to c(1  Th o-erefore, Ip must be proporticmal to c()
This BMmchaism seem not to be specific for I. Actually, a similar
behaviour for ortho- and mgta-breoclorobenzene, nmtaio&obanzene and
iodobenzene has been founid
rFor all the ocmouztde displaying this behaviour, the peak potentialts

are less catho~dic than -1,SO0V vs. Aq/Aq1. This limiting potential may
be related to the desorption of the species involved In the catalytic
process, in such a way that this process is prevented. On the other
hand, it seem likely that a stronger electric field can accelerate
the cleavage of the carbon-halogen bond with a similar result.

I-S.Wawonek and J.H .Whignkaecht, Journal Electroceucal Soc. 110,420
(1963)
2-M.R.Rifi, Organic Electroct-mistry (Edited by M..Baizer) p.294.
Mrcel D~cc, New York (1963)
3-F.Barba,A.Quirado.A.Zapata, Electrochimica Acta, 27,1335(1982)

* 4-J.Heinze and J.Schwart, J.Electroanal.Chem., 126,Nr3(1981)
5-Mairanovvskii, S.G, Catalytic and Kinetic Waves -in Polarography, p.245
Plenum Press,New York (1968)
6-J.Casd and I.Gallardo, unpublished results.
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"SYNTHETIC APPLICATIONS OF VIDIRECT ELECTRODE REA.TIONS:
ROLE OF ELECThUCHEMICAL GENERATED REAGENTS

KAALA ZUTEHI, RAVI RASTCDI and GIRISH DIXIT
Department of Chemistry , University of Rajasthan

Jaipur 302004, India.

Indirect electrode reactions involve electrogenerated reagents
acting as catalysts. The present investigations describe some basic
electrohemical and synthetic applications of indirect electrode
reactions i anodic and cathodic* utilizing the electrochemical gener-
ated reagents at constant current, offering excellent possibilities
for selective oxidation-reduction. hydrogenation and cyclization
reactions which have not already been tried extensively.

The methodology presents the possibility of controlling a wider
range of the activity of the reagent, the behaviour of electrons by
proper choice of the electrodes, electrode potential and use of
various solvents. The transfer of electrons can occur at ordinary
temperature atmospheric pressure and at a chosen pH with minimum
number of steps and side reactions involved thus facilitating pure
products.

Keeping in view the convenience of experimental conditions vI.s
a via the formation of useful synthetic products, the following model
reactions have been described.

The electrolytic hydrogenation of aminobenzoic acids and sub-
sequent cyclization of the intermediate products in situ gave fair
yield ot bicyclic lectams and ester under normal conditions of temo-
erature and pressure thus claiming superi-rity over the conventional
catalytic hydrogenationl.

The electrocatalytic hydrogenation of organic substances has
been reviewed by many workers 2 . 3. At electrodes of low hydrogen
over potentials Such as platinum reaction (2) follows reaction (1)
and is rate cpntrolling. The conversion of sdr;orbed hydrogen atom (2)
to molecular hydrogen is slow allowing thereby the electrode furface
to be covered with absorbed atomic hydrogen which causes the hydro-
genation.

+ e - H1) 2 2 H (2)
T - (ads) (ads) 2- 2

The electrogenatIon of H atom in 2H perchloric acid containing
tetra-n-butyl ammonium perchlorate on platinum cathode (working area
0.7S Cm2 ) is experimented for the reduction and subsiquent cyclization
of amino benzoic acids (1-4). Maxllum yield was obtained when the
current density was 1.33x103 macr-A, yielding the products (5,.6,7).

2I Y W m o m
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(2) -l NK2i R~u H (6)X3)N

(2) R 1  HR 2 aNH 2  (7) X =O
(3) R it2- '
(4) Rt -HR2-C

The indirect process of electrochemnical reduction of aromatic
nucleus via solvated electrons has been reviewed by Lund4 and
Alpatova' and KristhtalihS.

7h. direct electron transfer from cathode to aromatic nucleus
does not take place as such. The reduction of aromatic comp~ounds
away from the electrode in the bulk of the solution is caused by
introducing the solvated electrons in the solution. However, 'at
sufficiently negative potential, an electron may get released from
the electrode and when Is not caught by the acceptor, it may end
up in a potential energy "trap" introduced by its own polarization
field giving rise to solvatd ~eleoctrons 6 '7 .

where S is aprotic solvent.

The reduction of the aromatic ring by electrogenerated electr-
ons has been well documented in ethanol containing hex.nmethylphosph-
oramide (CH) 2 N 3 P-0,(H141A).

Aniline(s) and p-cresol(2) are reduced by electrodienical
generated solvated electrons8 to cyclohexylamine (3) (43.8-48.5,0
and 4-Hethylcyclohexanol (4) (34.3-37.20,) respectively. The
maximum yield obtained when the current density was 19.61 m n2
The cathode potential which indicates the reduction was -2.20 - 2.3 9
veseae respectively. Lithium chloride was used as supporting electro-

lyte on aluminium cathode.K

LiCl

(1) R w rNH2, RO H (3) R = NH2 R' a H

(2) R a (A ; - C113  (4) R - OtH R' C

1W V
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The blue solution of alkali metals In HhI'A 8,9 was
observed during electrolysis with substrate present, confirming
the presence of solvated electronl 0 ' 11, 12.

The identification of the abovre products was confirmed on
the basis of boiling points, elemental analyses, supported by
Infrared and H-nuclear magnetic resonance data.

I. R.L. AUG~USTINE AIM L.A. VAG3 J. CX=. CHEM4 40, 1074 (1975).

2. G.A. BOGDJUOSKII, G.A. HASKOVA. V.8. TEZ.RWJ AND G.D.
VOVCHErIKO KATI.LITICII REAKESJI U. ZlIIDIKFAZE P. 232-237 (1974).

3. L.L. MILL-;R AND L. CHRISTENSEN J. 0OI'G CHEM 43, 2059 (1978).

4. H. LUND IN OCRGANIC ELECTROCHEMISRY- (M.l. BAIZER ed.)
MARCEL DMKZER, 14EW YRORK , P. 839-849 (1970).

5. 1.M*ALPATCPJA AND L .I. 1KRISHTALIK, ITWGI NAUKI TEY.H.
EL&GiltuKOIN'. 15, 132 (1979).

6. kE.J. HART and H. AJIBAR "TIHE HYDRATED ' LECTRUN"
WILEY INTEiRLCISH'CE, NEW YORK (1970)1 B .J. HART AC .OUNTflS
CHEM R6S.2, 261 (1969).

7. U. SCIIF)EWUL, AH'JIEW CHEJl4 80, 165 (1968); 3 .L * DYE ACCOUNTS
CHE~M dJS, 1, 306 (1968).

8.* T. CUUIGIJY, J. W4OR'IANT AIM H .lSUrANT, CCkPT REND
258 (1964) 3502.

9., G. FREI1-KEL, b.H. ELLIS AND D.T.*)UX, J. All. CREPI SOC.
87 (1965) 1406.

10. W. Gi.-O.. A14D U. SCIIUIUEWULP, J. PHYS. CHIEM 84 (1980) 1266.

11. H.W. STE10z3ERG, R.E. MARKBY I. t4EIILER AND D.I4. MOH-ILNER
J. Ah. CHEM4 SOC. 91 (1969) 4191.

12. 3.P.. BROOKS AND R-RA. DBWAID, J. PHYS CHEM 72 (1968) 2655.
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bTII, I J4' JIIX&D LIGAId) CO'NIXXES OF L)JJIIIUfL WITH 1 YRID.(IIIE
(VITIJ.UIN H6) M D SU17E AM1INO ACIDS

(W.ISS) WO AINI, C .P .L. UWMEL AJ O CM. UW:TA

Department of Chemistry, University of Rajasthan
Jaipur-302004 (India).

The mixed-ligand complexes of cadmiiim with pyridoxine and some
amino acids (glycine, alanine, valine and serine) were studied pole-
rographically at pH 8.50 and the constant ionic strength (1 U). The
temperature was maintained constant at 303 I K. All the systems
were studied by keeping the concentration of weaker ligand (Pyrido-
xine) constant while varying that of amino acids. The plots of Ed vs
log i/(id-i) were linear with a slope of 30 ± 2 mV, showing that the
two electron reduction is reversible and diffusion controlled. The
free ligand concentration is calculated from pH and p K valutes Cd(II)
forms three mixed-ligand species viz., Cd(pyridoxine)(aminoacids),
Cd(pyridoxine) (aminoacids }2 and Cd(pyridoxine)2 (aminoacids).

The formationIconstants of simple systems were calculated by
the Deford and Hu;m; method, and the values of stability constants
of mixed-lgand complexes were determined by the method of Scdaap
& Mctastere. The overall stability constants were evaluated with
the help of LedeA's graphical extfapolation mpthod. The over all
stability constants log I, log 12 and log P21 of all the systems
are presented in the Table I.

Table 1

Systems log All log f) 1 2  log 321

Cd-Pyridox-Gly 5.20 6.26 8.35

Cd-Pyridox-Ala 5.30 6.33 8.25

Cd-Pyridox-Val 5.00 5.95 7.70

Cd-Pyridox-Ser 5.05 6.00 7.98

The tendency of formation of simple and mixed complexes can
be easily expressed by calculating the disproportonation constant K
for the equilibria.

2Cd(pyridoxine)(aminoacid) L Cd(pyridoxine) + Cd(aminoacid)
2 2
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The value of log KD is -0.6 statistically4 but the observed
values are found to be -0.96, -0.86, -1.26 and -0.66 for the cadm-
ium-pyridoxinate-glycinate, cadmium-pyridoxinate, alaninate, cadm-
ium-pyridoxinate-valinate and cadmium-pyridoxinate-serinate systems
respectively. The high negative values of log KD for ead equilibria
account for the stability of the mixed ligand complexes.
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THE SOLVENT EFFECT ON THE KINETICS
OF THE ELECTROOXIDATION OF PHENOTHIAZINE

M.OPALLO and A.KAPTUR1aEVICZ
Institute of Physical Chemistry t Polish Academy of Sciences

01-224 Warszawa, Kasprzaka 44/52, Poland

One-electron electroomidation of phenothiazine /PNT/ to the

corresponding radical cation PNT:

PNT- - PNT (1)

at Pt eleotrode was ohoosen as a model system for studies the
solvent effect on the heterogeneous electron transfer kinelics
because the mechanism of reaction 1 is solvent independent".
The standard rate constants /ks/ were estimated on the basis

of the data obtained by cyclic voltanzmetry experiments.
The apparent values of kS has been found nearly independent

of the supporting electrolyte concentration in given solvent.
This suggests that they can be regarded as "true" values, not
influenced by the potential drop across the diffuse layer.
The kS values has been found considerably dependent on the

solvent, No simple correlation between k$ and polarity parame-
ter 4 -,60* as well as donor number of given solvent has
been found. Thus the changes of ks with the solvent cannot be
- ."~4% by the outer- /Marcus theoryZ/ or the inner-solva-
tion she. 1 effects.
On the other hand the nearly linear rolittionsl-Ap between ks

a nd the rqiprocal of the longitudinal dielectric relaxationtime (?L')' of a given solvent has been found in the came of
aprotic solvents. Similar correlations were also found in the
case of the electroreduction and eleotroozida tion of transis-
tion metals salene complexes3, metallooenes4 and electroreduc-
tion of nitromnesitilene5.
Thus the solvent relaxation dynamics 6 play important role in

kinetics of reaction 1.
We tried to interprete our results on the basis of the ene*-

unter pre~quilibriun model involving solvent relaxation dyna-
mice :

k= m Z- (>X0/16TFRT)"' ex.p (-A/'~iZ) (2)

where K, - electron tunneling probability, S - effective thick-
ness of reaction zone and ~ is the reorganization energy of
the solvent

+ £gmand ES are the optical and static dielectric permittivi-

Jyof the solvent.
m O dne-e where Z:,4 is the dielectric relaxation time of the

solvent.

n ecus te eoan4s o racio Iissovet ndpedet"
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log k5  AVeOH/0ACN\~
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Fig. I* Standard rate constants of the olotroozidation of PUT
kan a runction of reciprocal of the Longitudinal

dilleatric relaxation tirne TL Of a given solvent.
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We oalculate k5 according eq 2 assuming the reaction I adiabatic
/KS= 60 p./ at the closest approach of the reaotant to the 1l-
eotrode surface. For all distances of reaction plae from elec-
trode surface the sequence of ks values agrees well with found
experimentally but the calculated values ae higher than expe-
rimental. This can be attributed to the neglection of inner re-
organization energy or to the nonadiabaoity of reaction 1: x(e
hence KF<< 60 pm.

The interpretation of kinetic data in the case of hydrogen
bonded solvents is more complicated because in these s lvents
more than one dielectric dispersion region is observed. Taking
into considerations only the slowest value of TL one my obser-
nearly linear relationship between ks and C'1 but the reaction
is faster than it could be expected by comparison with the ex-
perimental data in the case of aprotio solvents /see fig. 1/.

This difference can be caused by: three reasons:
The neglection of faster dielectric relaxation processes

which my also influence the rate of electron transfer.
The polarization diffusion meohanismwof the solvent relaxa-

tion which can be intrinsic for the solvents with relatively
long T. .
The difference between A6 parameter for both groups of sol-

vents.
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6. D.F.Calef, P.G.Wolynes, J.Phys.Chem. 87/1983/3387.
7. J.T.Hupp, M.J.Veaver, J.Phys.Chem. 88/1984/1463.
8. C.J.F.Bottcher, P.Bordevijk, "Theory of Electric Polariza-
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9. G.van der Zwan, J.T.Ilynes, Chem.Phys.Lett., I01/1983/367.
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SPECTROELECTROCHEIICAL STUDY OF POLARON AND BIPOLARON IN POLYPYRROLE
STRUCTURAL CHANGES UPON CYCLING

E.M. GENIES AND J.-I. PERINUT
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie Organique ot Analytique, LU CNRS n6321,
Laboratoires do Chimit, Dpartement de Recherche Fondamentale, Centre
d'Etudes Nucldaires de Grenoble, 95x, F.38041 GRENOBLE CEDE(, France.

Conductive organic polymers can be described as semiconductors with
a band model related to the level of doping (1). We present here same
results which will contribute to increase the understanding in this
area. This study is made in CH3CN (0.5M LICl04) by the
spectroelectrochemistry of polypyrrole film deposited on an optically
transparent electrode of indium oxide on glass.

I ELECTROCHEIICAL INTERPRETATION OF REDOX SYSTEIE OF PPY

The redox mechanism of polypyrrole is described by the following
scheme, where PP represents the neutral species (6 pyrrole units), PP'+,
the radical cation (or polaron) and PP*. the dication (possible
bipolaron).

PP - PP4 +le- El 1
PP, - PP.4 + le- E2 2

2 PP* - PP + PP+4 K 3

The limiting step of the kinetics of charge transfer has been determined
to be the diffusion of anion (CI04-) for oxidation and cation for
reduction during first scans of cyclic voltammetry (2).
The figure I presents the cyclic voltametry of a PPy film (0.24um) at
0.05 Vs-I. At lower scan rates we observe sometimes two peaks in
reduction which can be assigned to the exixtence of two electronic
transfers (reactions I and 2).
The figure 1 also presents the concentration profiles for the species,
the sum of PP84 * PP#4 and the charge (...) for the polymer versus
assigned potential according to reactions I and 2 following an ideal
Nernstian model with El , E2 , - 0.15 V.

Wi/A t.2-V--
Me*

ts

0A /V Fir" I t3,

X.~ 5

I0 -j -A 4$ 1204S
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If OPTICAL ABSORTION OF PPY AND NATURE OF TRANSITIONS

The figure 2 shows the absorbance diagram of PPy film (0.24um) at
Increasing level of doping ranging from -O.5V-1- to #0.4V-10- by
increment of 0.IV. The single headed vertical arrows on the energy level
diagram indicates allowed optical transitions. V9 - Valence band ,
BCL/ACL - Sonding/antibonding polaron level, CS - Conduction band. The
transition 4 cannot be seen because of the limitation of the
tranmission Cell.
We observe that from reduced to oxidized film the absorbance decrease in
the area of 3.4 &V and increase under 2.9 ,V with a quasi isobestic
point. According to the ideal concentration of species determined in I
1, it Is possible to determine the absorption molecular coefficient of
PP*+ and PP+. for particular wavelength%. For Instance at 2.9 tV it Is
respectively s 850 and 5475 IK-icm2 .

111 TRNSIENT ABSORBANCE MESUREMENTS - POLARON SIPOLARON EVIOENCE

It is very convenient to work at constant wavelength to follow the
transfer from a species to an other one. Depending on the conditions of
preparation of the film, we achieve two types of polymer

A/ Slow charge transfer polymer film
The figure 3-a represents the chronoabsorptometric plots of PPy

film for a double potential step from -0.5 V to 0 V-1- and to +0.4 V-2-
at 410 nm. The stars correspond to the points where the system is
relaxed (cut off of the circuit). When the upper limit of the potential
is 0 V (3-a-i) we observe a plateau of absorbance because only polaron
are created. For higher potential limit, 0.4V (3-a-2) the radical cation
is oxidized to dication which is more absorbant at this wavelenght. The
difference of absorbance (red-ox) increases then decreases and
stabilizes when the dication reaches the maximal concentration.

S/ Fast charge transfer film
The figure 3-b is obtained for potential steps ranging from

-0.5 to -0.4 V-i- to -0.5 to +0.4 V-9- by increment of 0.1 V at 400 nm.
The interpretation is the same that in fig.3-a, but with fast charge
transfer. 0 a 3.5 10-10 cm2 s-I.

The figure 4-a and b present the evolution of absorbance and
potential versus time for relaxation of the system after an oxidation
step ,2, an a reduction step .1, during a double step potential from
-0.5 to *0.4V.
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Curves I are explained by the reaction 3 occuring to the left
because in this case E2 ) El. On the contrary, curves 2 must be
explained by the reaction 3 occuring to the right with E2 ( El. This
behavior is only observable for largly cycled film.

ei
F,gup5da$

-a -b

23 a

IV EVOLUTION OF PPY FILM UPON ELECTROCHEMICAL CYCLING

The figure 5-a shows the becoming of the absorbance diagram of
PPy after 30 cycles of potential sweeping, between -0.5 to 40.4 V at
0.05 Vs-I. The absorbance near 400 nm Is really an isobestic point and
must be compare to the figure 2.

The figure 5-b is the chronoabsorptametric plots of the film of
the same cycled film for double potential (-0.5,40.4V) step at different
wavelengths around the isobestic point.

V CONCLUSION

The oxidation of polypyrrole involves the formation of radical
cation PP.* and dication PP+ sites which corresponds to the creation in
the band gap of two bonding-antibonding levels. The Kinetic of transfers
between radical cation and dication and the absorbance coefficient are
evaluated.

The results strongly depend on the condition of the polymer. For
fresh new film E2 appears in the range of -0.1 V (Ag/Ag*) and El of -0.2
V. After cycling E2 becomes lower than El and the electronic structure
of the film is irreversibly altered. The experiments of step potential
with relaxation are explained with the reactions of disproportlonation

.and the inverse ,3, according to relative position of potential El and
E2. After cycling the dication formation is favorable and it corresponds
best to the bipolaron concept.

The simple Nernstian model is not completly sati.;actory and
suggests that the active species are subject to large electrostatic
interactions .
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"ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OFA -AZ I0 CHALCONES"

V.SURYA NARAYANA RAO and DIERK KNITTEL

Institut fir Physikalische Chemie, UniversitIt Hamburg,

D-2000 Hamburg 13, FRG.

The electrochemical reduction of 0e-azido chalcones (2-

azido-1,3-diarylpropenones) is investigated in acetonitrile

medium in the presence of acetic anhydride and/or protons. The

polarographic studies with I-(4-chlorophenyl-)-2-azido-(4-

tolyl-)-propene-2-one-1 (Ib) reveal two waves corresponding

to a 2-electron and I-electron reduction respectively. The CV
iIshwos two peaks at -1.31V and -1.65V vs. SCE (100 mV.s- ), the

second one being reversible. On addition of Ac20 or AcOH both

reduction currents increase, the peak shape being unchanged.

Ac20 or H +-donors are used as scavengers for anionic

intermediates to prevent polymer formation at the electrode.

Controlled potential electrolyses of the azidochalcones at the

first reduction wave are carried out in order to check the

synthetic utility of this reaction type and to get insight

into the reduction path of the enazido function.
The data relating to electrolysis potential, charge con-

sumed, products and yields are presented in the following

table. A reaction scheme for cathodic reduction of the azido-

chalcones is given too.

Preparative electrolysis only with Ac20 as additive re-

sults in untractable mixtures of substances. CV of indepen-

dently prepared N,N-diacetylamino-propenones reveal that these

compounds and the starting azides have almost the same reduc-

tion potentials so that any diacetylamino compound formed will

be reduced further yielding fragmentation products.
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Sub- S,, ' method *. charg, products 3 '

ittate pet mole (yield.l)

Ia -1.21 -1$ A -1025 2.s 4a (05) -1,48

5 -1.30 2 Sa (401 --1.41

b -I.10 Ie A -1.40 25 Ib (65) -1,72

-1,41 a -1.41 2,5 Sb (401 -1.68

Sb (3) -1.68
-1,50 -1.76 A -1.55 2 4c (851d (-1,4S)*

14 -1.25 -1.65 A -1.32 2. S 4 (101 -1.5

IQ -I.3S -1.60 A -1.08 2 4 417@ (-1.S)4

If -IOS "-1.35 A -1,12 2,2 4t (@Iif -1,63

Parekpoteatial. In CV& sfmv.@" In " vs. WcI bpotential of le-
trelysisa epeakpotentLal for reduction of productes d1,olated after
acetylations opakpotntual of the acetylderivativeoa i off quasirever-
sible. Nethod At electrotrais vith addition of AcOn, method 5k stlshio-
metric addition of aside. A@20 and AcOl.

eactmCond ioadtLomes ad Products of Zloctrolysis of AaLdecbalcoees

As can be seen from this table, electrolysis of the

azidochalcones in the presence of protons give rise to only

one product in excellent yields.

A mildly acetylation method is developed in order to

prepare N-monoacetyl derivatives, since some of the aminopro-
penones are rather unstable. Addition of a stoichiometric

mixture of azidochalcone and AcOH to the electrolysis mixture

results in high yields of the £- and Z-isomers of 2-acetylami-

no-1,3-diarylpropenones from pure Z-azidochalcones.

The reversible second wave in CV following an irreversible

one as in the case of lb is taken as an EECCE-mechanism.

Probably there is electron transfer, release of H2 and proto-

nation on the olefinic carbon (due to residual water or the

tetraalkylammonium cation used). If there results an C-ket-

iine-like structure like 7 a reversible reduction will

follow. With the sterically hindered compound ld the bulky
substituents favour this reaction path. Detailed studies on

this phenomenon ar. still in progress.

-.
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IAp *2t11
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However the cathodic reduction of simple azidochalcones
represents an efficient and selective synthesis of enarnino
ketones, whereas chemical reduction will affect other functio-

nal groups of the starting compounds*.
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Cathodic reduction of a-azidocinnamic esters under apro-

tic conditions can be directed to high yields of N,N-diacylated

dehydroaminoacid derivatives (i.e. addition of acetic anhy-

dride) or to almost quantitative yields of 9-aminocinnamic

esters in very pure form by careful addition of H+-donors. The

dehydroamino compounds in turn can be further reduced to the

corresponding saturated compounds by subsequent proton addi-

tion and application of more negative potential of electroly-

sis.

Reduction of the azido function in all compounds occurs

totally irreversibly (up to 5OV.s "I in CV). A consumption of

2F.mole-1 and quantitative evolution of nitrogen is only achie-

ved if scavengers for anionic intermediates are present in

excess. Otherwise severe formation of insulating polymers by

nucleophilic attack of intermediates on the azido group of the

starting materials prevents useful electrolysis.

The versatility of the electrochemical way to dehydro-

aminocid derivatives has been proved by application to several

substituted azidocinnamic and &-heterocyclic substituted
u-azidoacrylic esters.

Examples of this cathodic synthesis are given in the

following figures.

I -1I p
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COCI)3  . CC

At 9 3 A/ onI

lat Arm 4-Tolyl- a-It 3) 2. COICN

bs Are 4-tort.Eutmcylphonyl- bt A' 32. COICK3. Are

e: Ar.- 4-Chlorphenyl- 4Aeoylesl

d: Arm 2.4-Oichlorphanyl-

*: Ac- 2-Furyl- UeC.g: a is me R2. cOCK 3
es Are 2-Thienyl-

9s At- 3-(N-Sonsyl-)-ifldolyli 4a-he 3 , a 2. a
h: Ar" 4-Hydroxyphenyl- *. C N3

Substrat tlektro- poten- Isaciert. Produkte
lyt, tial* Ausb. in I d.Th. (cbramatagr. Ausb.)

3.3-Diacyl- 3-Acyl- Amino-

aA -1.60 2a: 35 (44) Us: (2) 4at 12

a -1155 - SO 50 2)
C -1.57 -Sat 35 (391 4a: (60)

lb A -1.60 Us: 25 (S61 3b& 7 (25) 4bo ( 9)
3 -1.60 - - 76 (98)

Ic A -1.55 2cs 70 (86) 3C8 (4) 4c: ( 2)

0 -1.66 a - - 35 (60)
Id A -1,60 2d: 70 (86) 3d: n.b c 4di (I4)

o -1.63 - -40 1531

10 A -1.60 2.: 40 (561 Ues n.bC 40: (2)

a -1.45 -- 65 (76)

if A -1.6S 2U 41 (SO) 3f: n.b c 4f: ( 2)

a -1.500 - 48 (75)

19 A -1,75 39tg 34 49: (2

a -1,60 - - 65 (76)

Ih A -1,55 2h: S0 173) 3h: n.b c 4h: ( 2)

a -1,554 - - 0 (80)e

a :20 cm3 AN +5 cm] AC 20. 8: 17 ca AN +3 ca3 AcON. Cs Pivalinsgureanhyd-

rid, je O.IH TEAS. 6-8 mM Umsats. btloktrolys.potential vs. GR CAusbaut. nicht

bestimt; dnur 2 W Umusatzi Strukturbeweis dutch Peracetylietung ama 2h und

dosaen Ausboute; 2 nur Schulter auf det Stroftspannungaku rv.

Table of electrolysis conditions and products.

Since some of the enaminoesters are rather unstable to
work up procedures, the diacylation procedure is recommended.
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In diacetylation synthesis during the first parts of

reaction almost only the enamines are seen (probably due to

protonation by residual water in the supporting electrolyte),

the enamine formation will cease after a conversion of about

2-10mmoles, so that on prolonged electrolysis yields of about
80% of N,N-diacetylenaminoesters are accessible. The concentra-

tion of diacetylenamino products in the catholyte must not

exceed 0.02m since otherwise some reduction of those products

may start (reduction potential about 200-300mV more negative
than that of starting materials). Dehydroaminocinnamic esters
are stable to reduction up to -2.1V.

Extension of this cathodic procedure to dienazidoesters

yielding useful synthons for Diels-Alder reactions is given in

the next scheme. Chemical yields of up to 75% of dienamino-

derivatives have been obtained up to now.

/0CMC3  H /0CMCH

c-1 11 N CCH

R2 1 M3 . 32 R
2 / 

_N

U :t R 1 . . R 2
-  
Phenyl 2 : R - 2. R

2
- C6 5. 3 * 4  - .

1: :2: 3 4.2b: R! H, 3m CH S . R* H. R COCH S

2c: R3 Ri* CGH 3l R
4  H

b: 2.RPhenyI 2d: R'
- 

R
2 

C H5 , XR 2
4
- COCH3

atus.- AcOH. AcHH 2 , Ac2o. |CHsC1O20

Using nitro substituents in the aromatic part of the

a- idocinnamic derivatives selectively hydroxylamino-azidocinna-

mic esters or N,O-acylated diacylamino-esters are accessible.

So the cathodic reduction of enazidoesters represents an easy

and selective route to a variety of dehydroaminoester deriva-

tives.

References: D.Knittel, Monatsh. Chem. 115, 1335 (1984);
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